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International Siberian Transport Forum—
TransSiberia 2019

Preface

International Scientific Siberian Transport Forum—TransSiberia 2019—took place
in Novosibirsk, Russia, on May 22–27, 2019.

The forum was organized by the Government of the Novosibirsk Region, the
Ministry of Transport of Russia, the State Duma of the Russian Federation, the
Legislative Assembly of Novosibirsk Region, and Siberian Transport University.

Leading experts in the field of transport from more than 15 countries met in
Novosibirsk to exchange the latest scientific achievements, to strengthen the aca-
demic relations between the leading scientists of the European Union, Russia, and
the World, and to create favorable conditions for collaborative research and
implement collaborative projects in the fields of transport.

The authors from several countries submitted 575 qualified papers to
TransSiberia 2019 conference. Of these, 214 papers were accepted. All papers
passed a strict scientific, technical, and grammatical review.

Only papers of original research-type performing results of original studies are
accepted.

The recommended size of a paper is 9–15 pages. The obligate condition for a
scientific paper to submit is the accordance with IMRAD structure.

Within the framework of technical review, all papers are thoroughly checked for
the following attributes:

(1) For compliance with the subject of the conference.
(2) For plagiarism, acceptable minimum of originality is 90%.
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(3) For acceptable English language, all papers are reviewed by a native speaker.
(4) At the same time, papers are checked by a technical proofreader (quality of

images, absence of Cyrillic, etc.).

Scientific review of each paper is made by at least three reviewers. If the
opinions of the reviewers are radically different, additional reviewers are appointed.
«Potential reviewers» recommended by authors are not used. Authors have a right
to answer the remarks of reviewers and submit revised versions of their papers.

Live participation in the conference is an indispensable condition for the pub-
lication of the paper.

The conference included workshops and plenary sessions dedicated to the issues
of road transportation, railroad transport, road engineering complex, air transport,
public transport, transport and logistics complex, road safety, and passenger taxi.

Within the conference, the participants discussed a wide range of issues con-
cerning digitalization and innovative development of transport, road network and
road facilities, application of federal legislation in the field of passenger traffic,
comfortable urban environment for low-mobility passengers, energy efficiency in
transport, and other topics. The key agenda of discussions was the implementation
of the national project “safe and high-quality roads” and the comprehensive plan for
the expansion and modernization of infrastructure, including in the Siberian Federal
District.

The members of our organizing committee express their deep gratitude to the
crew of your journal. We appreciate your help in preparation of our TransSiberia
2019 conference volume.

The members of our organizing committee express their deep gratitude to the
crew of Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing journal for the publication
of selected papers of the Siberian Transport Forum conference!

vi International Siberian Transport Forum—TransSiberia 2019
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Abstract. The paper deals with the problem of improving the reliability of
digital power supply facilities, namely digital substations. The goal of the study
is to identify factors of a negative impact on the digital substation reliability
indices. Based on the influencing factors analysis, technical measures for
increasing reliability indexes are proposed. Based on the basic principles of the
classical theory of reliability a numerical estimate of the probability of failure-
free operation for the main equipment digital substation was made taken as an
example the real digital substation switchgear 220 kV. Detailed equivalent
circuits are given to ensure the reliability of the main units of digital substations.
The numerical values of the reliability indices of the main elements are given in
tabular form. The digital substation blocks with low reliability indices, as well as
the most vulnerable elements of equivalent circuitry of its nodes, are identified.
It was revealed that a large number of secondary circuits used in digital mea-
suring instruments and interface devices negatively affect the reliability of
digital substation units. Recommendations on maintaining the required level of
reliability of power supply are given.

Keywords: Digital substation � Theory of reliability � Fault rate � Reliability
index � Digital current transformer � Mean Time Between Failures � Survival
function � Merging Unit � Standalone Merging Unit

1 Introduction

It is well known that the digital technologies have firmly entered into the modern man
life, affecting almost all the main areas of his activity. The widespread adoption of
digitalization technologies at electric power facilities, including the world’s railways, is
no exception.

According to the information contained in the research papers [1–3], digitalization
of electric power facilities and systems allows to reduce the duration of power outages,
the frequency of technological violations and the accident rate. These factors are
directly related to reliability indicators of power supply for both individual consumers
(or power industry objects) in particular, and power supply systems in general.
Regarding digital technologies in power supply systems, it should be noted that one of
the key elements in the power supply system is an substation. Electrical substation
is designed for receiving and converting voltage in an AC network and then for
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distributing the electricity in power supply systems for various consumers needs. For
currently widely used in the Russian Federation and in the other worlds countries the
traditional substations (also named analoge) the basis for the exchange of information
between units and elements of substations is the results of analog measurements. This
type of measurements of electrical quantities is done by means of current and voltage
measuring transformers.

The reliability issues of traditional substations are well studied and adequately
represented in the Russian and foreign educational and scientific literature [3–8], but
the same cannot be said about the reliability issues of new, digital substations.
Nowadays there are no examples of a numerical assessment of reliability indicators (or
indexes) in the available information sources. Also, in modern Russian and world
literary sources there are no results of a comparative analysis for reliability indexes in
cases of consumers power supply from ordinary, analog electric power equipment (or
system) and digital equipment, etc. Such a situation, in our opinion, is a rather serious
deterrent for the digitalization possibilities wide and comprehensive engineering
assessment and its intensive distribution in electric power systems worldwide. Com-
prehensive engineering assessment. In other words, a comprehensive engineering
assessment of the reliability indexes for a digital substation is extremely relevant and
practically significant.

The main goal of this research is an increasing the reliability indexes of a digital
substation. To achieve the goal, it is necessary to solve the following tasks:

– creating the reliability equivalent circuitry for digital substation’s main blocks;
– calculation and evaluation the main reliability indexes;
– identification the “weaknesses” of digital substations based on the results of a

comparative analysis of reliability indexes;
– developing the necessary measures to maintain the required level of reliability of

power supply to consumers.

2 Materials and Methods

The solution of these tasks is achieved through comprehensive analytical studies that
rely on the basic, traditional principles of reliability theory [3–5]. The analysis of
consumers power supplying reliability is based on the compilation and subsequent
calculation of equivalent circuits for reliability indexes by presenting the topology of
the considered electric network in the form of series-parallel connections [3–6].

At the same time, the provisions of the Markov and Poisson theory of random
processes [3–8] are applicable to the tasks to be solved for calculating the reliability
indexes of restored objects at power supply systems. The object of study is a real
substation 220 kV, located at the Far East of Russia, in particular - its 220 kV
switchgear. The substation is under reconstruction and modernization to the digital type
at present.

The result data were presented in the form of graphs, descriptive and analytical
tables. This method has many attractive practical applications as understanding of the
“weaknesses” blocks (or objects) at a particular substation and determination the
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numerical volume of reliability indexes. The benefits can help to find a solution to
eliminate the malfunction and make timely adjustments to the substation digital blocks
as much as possible for better operation and widespread all over the world.

3 The Main Reliability Indices Term and Equations

The term “reliability” means the complex property of an object to retain in time the
ability to perform the required functions in the specified modes and conditions of use,
maintenance, storage and transportation. Reliability is a property that may include
availability, failure-free operation, longevity, maintainability and storability or a certain
combination of these properties depending on the purpose of the particular object under
consideration and the conditions of its stay. According to the classical theory of reli-
ability [1–3], the quantitative indicators (named the reliability measures) of availability,
failure-free operation, longevity, maintainability and storability, as well as complex
indexes are used to assess reliability. They are characterizing the readiness and effi-
ciency of using technical objects (in particular, electrical objects or parts of power
supply systems).

The probability of failure-free operation, R, is the most common criterion for
assessing the reliability of an object in the world engineering practice [3, 9–11]. This
criterion characterizes the possibility the situation, within the specified operating time,
an object failure will not occur. If we take into account the assumption that the time
distribution of the number of equipment failures included in electric power systems
occurs according to the exponential law [3–6], then the probability of failure-free
operation of the facility, R, can be determined by the equation

R ¼ e�k�t ð1Þ

In the Eq. (1), the k symbol means failure rate, 1/hour, and the symbol t denotes a
specified operating time interval in hour.

The probability of failure, Q, is the probability that the object will fail at least once
at a given time interval t. The probability of failure Q is determined by equation

Q ¼ 1�R ð2Þ

Mean time between failures (MTBF), determinate as T, is the amount of time counts
from the first objects using (or from its restoration) until the failure time. MTBF is the
predicted time in hours between inherent failures during normal object operation.
MTBF can be calculated as the arithmetic mean (average) time between failures of a
system. The term is used for repairable systems, while mean time to failure (MTTF)
denotes the expected time to failure for a non-repairable system. This index can be
determined by equation

T ¼ 1
k

ð3Þ

Estimation of Digital Substation Reliability Indices 5
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The probability of failure-free object operation, written as R (t) at a given time interval
t, corresponding to the characteristics of the manufacturer, is determined by formula

R tð Þ ¼ e�kt ð4Þ

If the reliability equivalent circuit contains a block consisting of two parallel-connected
elements marked 1 and 2, the probability of this block’s failure-free operation
Rblock_par will be calculated by equation

Rblock par ¼ 1 � Q1 � Q2 ¼ 1 � ð1 � e�k1�tÞ � ð1 � e�k2�tÞ ð5Þ

The probability of failure-free operation for the block, consisting of two series-
connected elements marked 1 and 2, Rblock_ser, will be calculated by equation

Rblock ser ¼ R1 � R2 ¼ e�k1�t � e�k2�t ð6Þ

Thus, in the classical statement of the theory of reliability [3–6], in order to calculate
the probability of failure-free operation R of an object for the time interval from the
moment of switching on to any given time t, it is necessary to provide some operations
step-by-step:

1. to draw up an equivalent circuits for reliability indexes based on the source
information on the topology of the object in question;

2. to determine the average uptime or constant failure rate from the reference (or
experimental) data) for each element of the equivalent circuits for reliability
indexes;

3. to determine the final probability of failure-free operation R of the object by using
the basic formulas (1–6) and the phased transformation of the equivalent circuits for
reliability indexes.

4 Digital Substation Infrastructure

A typical line diagram of a 220/110/6 kV substation is presented at Fig. 1.
As shown at Fig. 1, there are all substation devices connected by an information

network called the Local Area Network (LAN) for transfer sampled values of current
and voltage by the Standalone Merging Unit (SAMU). SAMU is a device that enables
the implementation of an IEC61850 process bus by converting the analog signals from
the conventional current transformers and voltage transformers into IEC61850 Sampled
Values [7, 9]. Through this information network, all signals, including instantaneous
currents and voltages values at control points, are digitized and transmitted as a digital
stream. The processes occurring at the digital substation are controlled remotely. For
example, the switching apparatus is controlled either from the automated workplace of
the operational personnel or from the dispatch control point, which is in charge of one
or another switching devices.

6 P. Pinchukov and S. Makasheva
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Thus, the unified telecommunication infrastructure of a digital substation, made on
the basis of modern technologies through digital exchange between intelligent elec-
tronic devices, has several advantages over old-type, analog substations.

So, the digital substation’s infrastructure allows:

1. to do monitoring all processes in close proximity to information sources;
2. to transfer significant amounts of data to all subsystems using fiber-optic commu-

nication lines;
3. to make virtual most of the functions performed at the substation.

Fig. 1. Line diagram of typical 220/110/6 kV substation

Estimation of Digital Substation Reliability Indices 7
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With such a digital substation infrastructure, all measuring devices become sources
of information, and all embedded intelligent electronic devices become consumers of
this information. When the equivalent circuits for reliability indexes of a digital sub-
station is constructing, it is necessary to take into account a significantly larger number
of conditions. For example, the reliability of a digital substation circuit breaker will
depend not only on its factory characteristics, but also on the characteristics of the
interface to the process bus, the parameters of the optical fiber line through which data
is exchanged, as well as the reliability of switches and relay protection terminals. In
addition, it will be necessary to take into account the correct operation of the operator
interface [11–16].

5 Calculating the Probability of Failure-Free Operation
of Digital Substation Main Blocks

5.1 220 kV Disconnector Block

The 220 kV disconnector of the digital substation is indicated in Fig. 1 as D – 1
220 kV. The equivalent circuit for the reliability indexes for disconnector block is
shown at Fig. 2, a in general, and at Fig. 2b in details.

The disconnector reliability depends not only on the factory characteristics, but also
on the combination of various control actions on it. So, for example, a disconnector
failure can occur due to SAMU failure, therefore, in the circuit of Fig. 1, redundancy
with a loaded duplication of the disconnector control circuit is provided, which
increases the reliability of the entire circuit.

Digital Voltage 
Transformer
D-1

D-2

Digital Current 
Transformer
S-1

D-3

Digital Current 
Transformer

220 kV 
Disconnector 

 D-1

D-1

Merging Unit 

Commutators 
Block

Commutators Block

Optical 
Fiber Lines

Operator 
WorkstationSubstation 

Controller 

Control Elements
Optical 
Fiber Lines

Optical 
Fiber Lines

Optical 
Fiber Lines

a) b)

Fig. 2. Reliability equivalent circuits: (a) 220 kV switchgear, (b) 220 kV disconnector block
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We set the estimated time period equal t = 2190 h. This duration is due to the
frequency of maintenance of IT equipment at the substation according the Russian
Standards. According to the digital substation’s design documentation, maintenance for
digital devices at the substation should be performed once a quarter, i.e. once every
three months, which corresponds to duration of 2190 h.

Next, using data from electrical equipment manufacturers, we can calculate the
probability of failure-free operation of the D−1 disconnector:

RD�1 ¼ e�0:76�10�5�2190 ¼ 0:983

Similarly, calculations were made for other elements of Fig. 2 according to for-
mulas (1–4) and results are presented in the Table 1.

From the calculation results shown in Table 1 and at the Fig. 2, b, it follows, that
two elements in the reliability equivalent circuit have the probability of failure-free
operation R equal to 0.983: the D–1 disconnector and the merging unit. The remaining
8 elements in the circuit of series-connected elements have a probability of failure-free
operation equal to 0.999. Thus, minimizing the serial connection circuit step-by-step,
we can get the resulting probability of failure-free operation for the disconnector block
equal to:

RD�1 Block ¼ 0; 983 � 0; 983 � 0; 9998 ¼ 0; 959

Since the interaction pattern between the disconnector and the secondary circuits is
the same for all three disconnectors, indicated in Figs. 1 and 2, a, as D–1, D–2 and D–3,

Table 1. Reliability indexes of the disconnector block D−1 220 kV

Equipment (model, manufacturer) MTBF,
T, hour

Failure
rate, k,
1/hour

Probability of failure-free operation, R

Disconnector
(SDF245pII* + 2E/3MD50, ABB)

131 400 7.6 ∙ 10−5 RD�1 ¼ e�0:76�10�5 �2190 ¼ 0:983

Merging Unit (BA2704v700, EKRA) 125 000 0.8 ∙ 10−5 RMU ¼ e�0:8�10�5�2190 ¼ 0:983
Commutators
(RedBox RED25, Hirschmann)

345 000 2.9 ∙ 10−6 Rblock com ¼ 1 � ð1 � e�2:9�10�6 �2190Þ
�ð1 � e�2:9�10�6 �2190Þ ¼ 0:999

Optical fiber line per 1 km
(S.I. Tech)
1. Line 1 = 15 m
2. Line 2 = 20 m

– 3.88 ∙ 10−7 kOF1 ¼ 0:15 � 3:8 � 10�7 ¼ 0:582 � 10�7

kOF2 ¼ 0:2 � 3:88 � 10�7 ¼ 0:776 � 10�7

Rblock OF ¼ 1� ð1� e�0:582�10�7 �2190Þ
� ð1� e�0:776�10�7�2190Þ ¼ 0:999

Control Elements:
1. Operator Workstation
2. Substation Controller (SPRECON-E-
C, Sprecher Automation GmbH)

100 000
100 000

10−5

10−5
Rblock control ¼ 1� ð1� e�10�5 �2190Þ
� ð1� e�10�5 �2190Þ ¼ 0:999

Estimation of Digital Substation Reliability Indices 9
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the probability of failure-free operation for all these disconnectors equal to the value
calculated for D– 1, i.e. RD–1 = RD–2 = RD–3 = 0.959.

5.2 220 kV Circuit Switch Block

The calculation of the probability of failure-free operation of the 220 kV switch
indicated in Figs. 1 and 2, a, as S–1, is carried out according to the above-mentioned
algorithm. The elements, where influence the total probability of failure of the circuit
switch, are shown In the equivalent circuit for reliability at Fig. 3.

As can be seen from Figs. 2b, and 3, reliability equivalent circuits for the dis-
connector and for the circuit breaker are similar: there are also 10 series-connected
units, 8 of which consist of two elements connected in parallel. When calculating
the probability of failure-free operation of the 3AP1 DT-245 circuit breaker block
(manufactured by ABB), the MTBF is TS–1 = 131 400 h, and the failure rate is
kS – 1 = 0.76 ∙ 10−5 1/hour [13].

Fig. 3. Reliability equivalent circuit of 220 kV circuit switch block
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The probability of failure-free operation of the circuit switch for a 2190 h’s time
interval is calculated by formula (1):

RS�1 ¼ e�0:76�10�5�2190 ¼ 0:983

The structure of the circuit breaker control unit of the S-1 switch, indicated in
Fig. 3, includes the terminal for line distance relay protection marked SHE2607 09
(ECRA manufacturer) and the relay protection terminal SHE2607 016 (the same
manufacturer). For each of these terminals, the mean time between failures is
T = 125000 h, and failure rate k = 0.8 ∙ 10−5 1/hour. The probability of failure-free
operation of the circuit breaker control unit for the 2190 h interval can be calculated as:

RS�1 Control Unit ¼ 1� ð1� e�0:8�10�5�2190Þ � ð1� e�0:8�10�5�2190Þ ¼ 0:999

Thus, the probability of failure-free operation for the circuit-breaker block S – 1 of
the digital substation, by analogy with the disconnector D – 1 can be calculated as:

RS�1 Block ¼ 0:983 � 0:983 � 0:9998 ¼ 0:959

5.3 Digital Current Transformer and Digital Voltage Transformer

The calculating the probability of failure-free operation was made for TTEO –220
digital current transformer and DNEE digital voltage transformer (both manufactured
by Profotec, Russia). The reliability indexes for each device are equal: MTBF is
TDCT = TDVT = 120 000 h, and the failure rate is kDCT = kDVT = 0.83 ∙ 10−5 1/hour.

Thus, the probability of failure-free operation for the digital current transformers
and digital voltage transformers of the digital substation, by analogy with the dis-
connector D – 1 can be calculated as:

RDCT ¼ RDVT ¼ e�0:83�10�5�2190 ¼ 0:981

After determination parameters of each element and blocks shown at Fig. 2, a, we
can calculate the resulting probability of failure-free operation for the 220 kV
switchgear of digital substation.

5.4 220 kV Switchgear

Similarly, calculations were made for each block of digital substation’s 220 kV
switchgear according to formulas (1–4) and results are presented at the Table 2.

Estimation of Digital Substation Reliability Indices 11
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In the reliability equivalent circuit shown at Fig. 2(a), seven elements follow each
other and form a multi-element chain, where each element contributes its share of
failures to reduce the overall system’s reliability. For such scheme type failure of one
element leads to failure of the entire system as a whole.

The probability of failure-free operation of digital substation’s 220 kV switchgear
for series-connected elements is calculated by the formula (6)

RSwitchgear220kV ¼ RDVT � RD�1 � RD�2 � RDCT � RS�1 � RDCT � RD�3 ¼ 0:9594 � 0:9813 ¼ 0:798512

6 Discussion

The resulting value of the probability of failure-free operation R for electro energy
objects should tend to a value equal to 0.996 in accordance with Russian Federation
Federal Grid Company requirements [15]. In this case, the reliability of the object is
considered quite high. As the calculation result shows, the probability of failure-free
operation of the 220 kV switchgear of digital substation, equal to 0.798512, is sig-
nificantly less than the values recommended by Russian Federation Federal Grid
Company. Moreover, the calculated indicator is significantly lower than the values
recommended even for ordinary, analog substations [9, 15].

The calculated low value of the probability of failure-free operation of the digital
substation’s 220 kV switchgear can be explained by the following factors:

– a large number of elements of the digital substation secondary circuits;
– the presence of circuit elements with relatively low reliability characteristics: digital

measuring transformers, merging unit for process bus couplers;
– there are a number of non-redundant elements in the reliability equivalent circuit (a

device for interfacing with the process bus, power equipment, digital current
transformers and digital voltage transformers).

Improving the digital substation reliability a can be achieved by eliminating
weaknesses in the digital substation circuit, that is, by reserving elements at risk of
failure. Also, the improvement of reliability in the future can result in improved quality

Table 2. Reliability indexes of digital substation’s 220 kV switchgear

Probability of failure-free
operation, Ri,

Probability of failure-free operation for block
Disconnector
block

Circuit
switch block

Digital current (voltage)
transformer block

Main element 0.983 0.983 0.981
Merging unit 0.983 0.983 –

Commutators block 0.999 0.999 –

Optical fiber lines block 0.999 0.999 –

Control unit block 0.999 0.999 –

Summary 0.959 0.959 0.981

12 P. Pinchukov and S. Makasheva
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indicators of electrical equipment manufacturers. This is due to the active development
of digitalization of electric power facilities, which gradually increases the experience of
operating digital equipment at power supply objects. This experience and failure
statistics of new equipment will dictate to manufacturers higher requirements for the
reliability of the equipment being manufactured.

At the same time, the equipment maintenance strategy based on its actual technical
condition also contributes to a certain decrease in the probability of failure, since
contributing to an increase in the overhaul interval and the elimination of unnecessary
manipulation of equipment [1, 3, 12, 14–16].

7 Conclusion

To achieve the intended purpose of the study a topological diagram for a modernized to
digital type substation were compiled in accordance with the digital substation concept.
Based on data from electrical equipment manufacturers a reliability equivalent circuit
has been compiled in the form of series-parallel connection of elements. A preliminary
analysis of the compiled reliability equivalent circuit revealed a negative effect on the
reliability indices numerous elements of substation secondary circuits.

The calculation of the digital substation main block’s probability of failure-free
operation as the example of 220 kV switchgear were made. The calculated value of the
probability of failure-free operation for the 220 kV switchgear of digital substation is
equal RSwitchgear220kV ¼ 0:798512. This value is significantly low then recommended
level by the Russian Federation Federal Grid Company even for equipment of analog
type substation.

Obtained results leads to the following conclusions:

1. It was revealed that for a digital substation, backup of communication elements is
performed, for example, an optical data transmission ring for SV and GOOSE
protocols, but, at the same time, a number of elements in the risk zone do not have a
reserve. For example, there is no redundancy at the interface to the process bus.
Such blocks in a digital substation are treated as vulnerable, weak points of digital
type substations.

2. Relatively low digital substation’s reliability indices, identified as a result of studies,
can become a negative factor that hinders the development of digital substation
technology, therefore, it is necessary to take them into account at the stage of
system design.

3. In order to increase the digital substations reliability, it is proposed to use redun-
dancy for single elements at risk of failure, as well as to tighten the requirements for
reliability indices of equipment (mean time between failures, failure rate, etc.),
which is laid down by manufacturers of electrical and electronic equipment.

4. Improving the reliability of digital substations and eliminating barriers will allow to
fully experience the benefits of digital technologies development in the electric
power industry: increase the level of automation, reduce the cost of design, com-
missioning, operation and maintenance of energy facilities.

Estimation of Digital Substation Reliability Indices 13
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Abstract. This paper proposes a MATLAB/Simulink simulation model aimed
at energy efficiency estimation of different devices for voltage regulation in the
AC traction network. The electrified railroad section with the length of 40 km is
modelled. The model contains blocks of high-voltage power supply, a high-
voltage overhead line, symmetrical three-phase load, power transformers with
on-load tap changer (OLTC), an overhead line, rails, and electric rolling stock
and device with booster transformer (BT). The model allows to estimate a
technical loss in all elements of the power supply system. The operating regime
is simulated with the three-phase and single-phase load combination and dif-
ferent devices for voltage regulation. The speed of trains is 50 km/h, the train
interval is 10 min. The total technical loss when applying of transformer OLTC
is 12.08% more than for the option without adjustment, due to an increase in
losses in the overhead line. The use of a device with BT will reduce annual
losses by 2.06%.

Keywords: Simulation model � AC electric traction network � Technical
losses � On-load tap changer � Booster transformer

1 Introduction

The traction power supply system should provide power to traction loads, as high-
priority consumer, from two independent sources and provide, as a rule, two-way
power supply to the contact network. In addition to the requirements of reliability of
power supply, two-way power supply ensures uniform load of the contact network and
significantly reduces the loss of electrical energy and wear of the insulation of trans-
formers of traction substations. All these theses are valid only with equal voltage on the
busbars of adjacent substations. However, the voltages on the busbars of adjacent AC
substations, as a rule, differ in phase and modulus.

The voltage phase difference of adjacent traction substations is 3–5 electrical
degrees. Normative documents in Russia that regulate the acceptable voltage profile on
substation busbars allow voltage deviations within 10%.

The main reasons for the voltage differences on the 27.5 kV busbars of adjacent
traction substations are presented in Fig. 1.
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The reasons (Fig. 1) cause the voltage difference on the 27.5 kV busbars of adja-
cent traction substations, both jointly and independently from each other.

If there is a voltage difference along the traction network, a balancing current
begins to flow. The path for the balancing current flow consists of secondary windings
of substations transformers, an overhead line, rails.

The balancing current caused by the voltage difference during two-way power
supply is a regular occurrence during the operation of the traction power supply system,
but at the same time, the average electric energy losses from the power supply for each
inter-substation area are 450 MWh/year.

Thus, for the Far Eastern Railway of Russia, which includes 30 inter-substation
areas, with an electricity cost of 3.2 rubles. per kWh, the damage from equalizing
current is about 43.2 million rubles per year.

This article presents a simulation model that allows you to calculate the loss of
electricity that occurs during the transit of electricity through the traction network from
an external network, as well as when using voltage regulation devices. The purpose of
this article is to compare the energy efficiency of devices for voltage regulation in the
traction network in the application of on-load tap changer (OLTC) which is placed in
transformer (is the most common method for voltage regulation in distribution net-
work) [1–6] and the proposed device with booster transformer (BT) [6–8].

2 Materials and Methods

The subject of research is the traction power supply system (Fig. 2), which consists of a
power supply system 110 kV and an electric traction network. The power supply
system 110 kV contains a three-phase source (source), a symmetrical three-phase load

REASONS FOR THE VOLTAGE DIFFERENCES ON THE 27.5 KV 
BUSBARS OF ADJACENT TRACTION SUBSTATIONS

double transformation is used on one of 
the adjacent transformer substations.

ELECTRIC TRACTION NETWORKPOWER SUPPLY SYSTEM 110-220 KV:

connection of adjacent traction 
substations to power sources of different 

voltage rating.

power transit of external power supply 
system via traction network;

the positions of tap-changer branches 
differ;

transformers of different poweres;

Fig. 1. Reasons for the voltage differences on the 27.5 kV busbars of adjacent traction
substations
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(load) and sections of overhead power transmission line (line) [9]. The electric traction
network includes three-phase transformers (T1, T2), sections of the overhead system
(OS1 … OS10) and electric rolling stock (ERS) (1 … 10) [10]. The distance between
substations is 40 km, there is a sectioning point (SP) in the middle of the inter-
substation area. The speed of trains is 50 km/h, the train interval is 10 min.

The calculation is made by the method of instantaneous circuits. Given the given
parameters, if at the initial moment of time ERS 1 locates at transformer T1, and ERS 2
places at transformer T2. Five ERSs are located on each track, the distance between
adjacent ERSs is 8.3333 km. These ESRs move towards the opposite transformer
through Δt = 6.6 ∙ 10−3 h to 333.33 m.

Thus, it is enough to calculate 26 instantaneous circuits with a step of 333.33 m
with different positions of the ERS, then the process will continue cyclically. Three
models with different arrangement of trains are enough to calculate. The arrangement
of ERS to the right and to the left of SP is presented for the models presented in the
Table 1.

A simulation model of the studied system was created in the MATLAB/Simulink
program (Fig. 3). Elements of the model and their parameters are presented in Table 2
[9, 10]. The three-phase load power is selected based on the condition of the maximum
allowable load of wires of the power line in the area between source and transformer T1.

Power supply system 110 kV 

SP

railsrails

loadsource

Т2

lin
eA

4

lin
eC

4
lin

eB
4

lineA1
lineB1
lineC1

lineA2
lineB2
lineC2

7 9

6 4 2
OS1

OS1

OS6
OS9

OS1
OS6 OS8OS3

OS1

1 3 5

10 8
OS4OS2

OS1
OS1

OS5

lin
eB

3

Т1

lin
eA

3

lin
eC

3

Electric traction network

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram for power supply

Table 1. The parameters of the model elements

Model no. Instantaneous circuits ERSs located T1−SP ERSs located SP−T2
Down train Up train Down train Up train

1 1 … 11 1, 3, 5 8, 10 7, 9 2, 4, 6
2 12 … 21 1, 3 6, 8, 10 5, 7, 9 2, 4
3 22 … 26 1, 3 6, 8 5, 7 2, 4
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Parameters of simulation during simulation: Simulation type - Discrete; Sample
time (s): 2e−5; Discrete solver - Tustin/Backward Euler (TBE); Start simulation with
initial electrical states from: blocks.

Three options were modelled.

Option 1. There is the traction power supply system without voltage regulation (WVR).
Option 2. There is change of position of the OLTC, which is located on the primary
winding of the transformer T2. Voltage regulation is performed by changing the
voltage on the primary winding T2 is given as follows:

UTCULx1T1 ¼ U2i

U1i
� Ux1T1; ð1Þ

loadsource line2
line4

line1
line3

rails
railsOS2

OS3

OS4

OS5

OS6

OS7

OS8

OS9

Т1 Т2

OS1 OS1

2 4 6

SP

1,3,5 7,9

8,10 2,4,6

lineA1
lineB1
lineC1

Fig. 3. Simulation model

Table 2. Parameters of model elements

System element Model element Parameters

source Three- phase
voltage source

U = 115 kV, f = 50 Hz

load Three-Phase
Series RLC Load

U = 115 kV, f = 50 Hz, S = 20.5 MVA, cosu ¼ 0:85

lineA1 … lineC4 Series RL Branch R = 0.244∙lm X, X = 0.427∙lm X

T1, T2 Three-Phase
Transformer

S = 40 MVA, f = 50 Hz, Ux1 = 115 kV,
Ux2 = 27.5 kV, Rx1 = Rx2 = 0.9 X, Xx1 = 35.5 X,
Xx2 = 20.7 X, Qx = 320 kVAR

OS1 … OS10 Series RL Branch R = 0.249∙li X, X = 0.421∙li X
ERS 1 … 10 Series RL Load U = 25 kV, f = 50 Hz, P = 6560 kW, cosu ¼ 0:9
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where Ux1T1 is the catalogue value of the voltage on the primary winding of the
transformer T1, Ux1T1 = 115 kV; U1i is the measured value of the voltage on the
secondary winding of the transformer T1 without voltage regulation, kV; U2i is the
measured value of the voltage on the secondary winding of the transformer T2 without
voltage regulation, kV.

Option 3. A device for circulating current decreasing [8] consists of a control system
(CS), an input transformer, a rectifier (R) [11, 12], a controlled inverter (CI) [12–14], a
filter [15] and a booster transformer (BT). The primary winding of the input transformer
is connected to OS and the rail, the secondary winding is connected to the input
terminals of the rectifier, the output terminals of the rectifier are closed to the inverter
input (the snubber is placed between output R and input CI), output CI through the filter
is connected to the primary winding of the BT, the outputs of the secondary winding of
the BT are connected between the SP buses. The control system consists of a measuring
units (MUs), the evaluation unit (EU) and unit the shaping of boosting voltage (USBV).
The inputs of the MUs are connected to the secondary windings of transformers T1, T2,
the outputs of the MUs are connected to the inputs of the MU, the output of the MU is
connected to the input of the USBV, the output of the USBV is connected to the
inverter.

The device operates as follows. The transformer’s voltages (U1, U2) are measured
by MUs and subtracted in BV.

The calculated voltage is converted into control signals for the inverter in the
USBV. Meanwhile, the input transformer lowers the voltage of the contact network,
which is rectified and smoothed.

From the rectified voltage, an inverter generates a sinusoidal signal, which is
increased by the BT and supplied to the traction network. Thus, boosting voltage is
generated in the contact network of the SP, which is equal in amplitude and opposite in
phase to the geometric voltage difference of the secondary windings of the transformers
U1 − U2.

The criterion for comparing options is the technical losses of electricity in the
traction network and the power supply system 110 kV, are given by:

DW ¼
X26

i¼1

lOS1 �
Xn

j¼1

I2ji þ
X9

k¼2

lOSki � I2ki
� �

" #
� ROS0 þRx1 �

X6

d¼1

I2T1id þRx2 �
X6

d¼1

I2T2id

( )
� Dt;

ð2Þ

DW ¼
X26

i¼1

X3

h¼1

X4

m¼1

I2line ihm � lline hm
� � � Rline0 � Dt; ð3Þ

where lOS1 is the length of the OS section between adjacent trains, which is equal to the
distance travelled by ERS at a speed of 50 km/h for 10 min, lOS1 = 8.3333 km; Iji is
current flowing through OS section with a length of 8.3333 km, A; n is the number of
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OS sections with a length of 8.3333 km, n = 8 at i from 1 to 21, n = 6 at i from 22 to
26; lOSki is length of OS section connecting the circuit node (transformers or SP) with
the nearest ERS, km; Iki is current flowing through OS section from circuit node to the
nearest ERS, A; ROS0 is electrical resistivity of the OS wires, ROS0 = 0.249 X/km; Rx1

is the resistance of the transformer primary winding, Rx1 = 0.9 X; IT1id is current
flowing through the transformer primary winding, A; Rx2 is the resistance of the
transformer secondary winding, Rx2 = 0.9 X; IT1id is current flowing through the
transformer secondary winding, A; Δt – time for which the train travels a distance
333.33 m, hour; lline_hm is the length of the section m of the overhead power trans-
mission line phase h, km; Iline_ihm is current flowing through the section m of the
overhead power transmission line phase h, A; Rline0 is electrical resistivity of the
overhead power transmission line wires, Rline0 = 0.244 X/km.

3 Results

The results of calculating the technical losses in the traction network and the power
supply system 110 kV are presented in Figs. 4 and 5. The maximum energy losses of
14.42 kWh (for WVR) in the traction network occur in instantaneous circuit 11 when
the trains are located at the SP, that is, at the maximum distance from the transformers,
which is 4.26% more than for instantaneous circuit 1, when the trains are as close to the
transformers as possible. The decrease losses in instantaneous circuit 22 by 9.8%
(relative to instantaneous circuit 1) and further is due to the departure of the inter-
substation area by one train on each track and the decrease in the number of trains from
5 to 4 train pairs.

 

10,0
10,5
11,0
11,5
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13,0
13,5
14,0
14,5

0

WVR

OLTC
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∆W, 
kV∙h

BT

Fig. 4. Graph changes technical losses in the traction network
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Technical losses in the power supply system 110 kV also depend on the number of
trains in the inter-substation area, losses are 16.1% less with 4 pairs of trains compared
to 5 pairs of trains. But the location of trains on these losses affects only 0.36%.

As can be seen from the graph in Fig. 4, the use of voltage control devices reduces
power losses with using transformer OLTC from 1.27 to 2.98%, with devices with BT -
from 18.46 to 22.52%. However, the maximum energy losses in the external power
supply system occur when using transformer OLTC is 28.73–31.71% more than WVR,
and when using a device with BT it is 18.28–21.1% more.

4 Discussion

The decrease in technical losses in the electric traction network ΔWetn (Fig. 4) is
explained that the application of transformer OLTC lowers the algebraic voltage dif-
ference of the secondary windings of transformers │U1│ − │U2│, and a device
with BT eliminates the geometric difference │U1 − U2│ in the traction network. This
means that both methods reduce the transit of electricity from a power supply system
110 kV through the traction network. As can be seen from the graph of changes in
voltage differences on the secondary windings of transformers (Fig. 6), although the
shapes of the graphs of the algebraic and geometric differences coincide, but the
algebraic difference varies from 2647.5 V to 2842.9 V, and the value of the geometric
difference is from 3574.4 V to 3769.97 V. That is, the presence of a difference in the
angle between voltages of the transformers from 5.91° up to 6.31° increases the voltage
difference modulus by 32–39%.

10
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18

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
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Fig. 5. Graph changes technical losses in the traction network
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The methods considered, eliminating (in whole or in part) the voltage difference on
the secondary windings of transformers, significantly reduce the transit of electricity
from a power supply system 110 kV to a traction network. Since transit electricity
currently flows mainly through the power supply system 110 kV, in the system, these
technical losses ΔWpss increase (Fig. 5).

Technical losses when applying of transformer OLTC are higher than those of the
other options, since in addition to returning transit energy to the power supply system
110 kV, due to the increase in voltage on the secondary winding of the second
transformer, the load of this transformer and the overhead transmission lines are also
increased by the traction load.

Table 3 shows the technical losses from the considered options per year and the
relative (@w) and absolute (ΔW) changes in energy losses during voltage regulation in
the traction network.

As can be seen from Table 3, the total technical loss when applying of transformer
OLTC is 12.08% more than for the option without adjustment, due to an increase in
losses in the power supply system 110 kV. The use of a device with BT will reduce
annual losses by 2.06%, which is 721 MWh/year.
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Table 3. Annual technical losses

Option ΔWpss,
MW∙h/year

ΔWetn,
MW∙h/year

ΔWpss + ΔWetn,
MW∙h/year

ΔW,
MW∙h/year

@w, %

1 18427.76 17328.29 35756.05 – –

2 17946.43 22722.09 40668.52 4912.47 12.07929
3 14442.64 20592.41 35035.05 −720.996 −2.05793
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5 Conclusions

The model of traction power supply system in Matlab/Simulink allows to estimate
energy efficiency of devices and methods of voltage regulation in traction network.
Application of transformer OLTC at elimination of transit of the electric power on a
traction network is inefficient and promotes increase in total technical losses of the
electric power. The proposed device with BT increases the energy efficiency of the
traction power supply system by eliminating the transit of electricity through the
traction network from the external network. In the future of research, it is possible to
consider the use of a device with BT as an element of Smart Grid.
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Abstract. It is proposed to use a new method to generate control pulses for a
multi-range voltage rectifier, which is based upon changing of minimal unreg-
ulated angle of opening of thyristors depending on regulation range number. The
comparison of energetic indicators of standard and modified converter circuit
has been carried out. The essential advantage of the modified circuit is the
simplicity of implementation of new algorithm for multi-range voltage rectifier
control. Quoted results of numerical modelling in MATLAB/Simulink envi-
ronment as well as the results of experimental research of the model confirm that
it is possible to change the control algorithm for multi-range converter
thyristors.

Keywords: Multi-range converter � Power factor � Mathematical model �
Commutation � Experimental model

1 Introduction

Successes in the development and production of new types of power semiconductor
transistors served as a basis for creation a new type of electric drive – three-phase
induction motor with square-cage rotor. Converters with an intermediate DC voltage
link, which consist of voltage source inverter (VSI) creating three-phase symmetric
voltage system to feed up the motors and also of a rectifier, switched on from the
mains, which supplies power to VSI using direct current voltage, are used in order to
feed up motors. These links are interconnected with an intermediate DC voltage link
representing a high-value capacitor. In order to limit rectified voltage ripple, a resonant
LC-circuit is to be integrated into in parallel to the capacitor.

Rectifiers with range and phase regulation of rectified voltage Ud have become the
most commonly encountered among rectifiers with current self-switching, which are
used in asynchronous drive. The regulation of voltage Ud is carried out through
changing the angle of opening of the rectifier thyristors.

There are two approaches when choosing the rectifier structure: in the first case
(Fig. 1a), the rectifier consists of two series-connected circuits of controlled (V5–V8)
and straight (V1–V4) bridge rectifiers, each of which is connected to corresponding
transformer winding. The regulation of rectified voltage average value Ud is performed
using controlled rectifier V5–V8.
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The basis of the second approach is the partitioning of a transformer secondary
winding in combination with joining adjacent valve arms of the rectifier sections
(Fig. 1b). In case of the equality of voltages u2–1 = u2–2 of the transformer secondary
windings such circuit ensures the two-range regulation of the rectified voltage Ud. In
the first regulation range, the voltage Ud is generated from one section of the trans-
former winding u2–1 using thyristors V1–V4. In the second regulation range, the voltage
u2–2 of the second transformer winding is added to a load circuit, connected to it using
thyristors V5, V6.

Major drawback of rectifiers with current self-switching is low power factor value,
especially peculiar to the low values region of the rectified voltage Ud. In order to
increase rectifiers power factor, current forced commutation nodes are integrated into
them. Simplified circuit of a power circuit of a rectifier, designed by BBC company, is
shown in Fig. 1c [1, 2]. Converter includes a modulator S, connected through throttle
L to the second winding of a transformer, rectifier V1–V4, and also LC- and C1-filters.
Switching on and off of the modulator S is carried out so that to ensure the absence of
phase angle of shear u between feeding voltage u1 and voltage consumed from the
mains with current i1. In this case, the highest values of power factor due to the increase
in one of its components cosu are attained.

The modulator S represents the configuration of bridge circuit, performed based
upon power IGBT-transistors [3], controlled via pulse width modulation method [4]
according to harmonical law. The practical implementation of such rectifier is con-
nected to significant sophistication of its circuit. The paper discusses the method of
increasing power factor of multi-range rectifier without changing its structure.

2 Proposal for Increasing Power Factor

Power factor of an electric power consumer is normally defined by an equation [5]:

PF ¼ cosu � m ð1Þ

where u is the angle of shear between feeding voltage and the first harmonic of
consumed current, m is the consumed current shape distortion ratio.

Angle u for multi-range converter is to be calculated by the approximation:

L
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Fig. 1. Circuits of rectifiers
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u � a0 þ c=2 ð2Þ

where a0 is the minimum unregulated angle required to open thyristors of multi-range
rectifier, c is the angle characterizing the duration of current commutation process in a
thyristor’s rectifier.

Equations (1) and (2) show that the increase in value of power factor PF may be
reached for due to the decrease of minimum angle of thyristors a0 and the reduction of
the duration of commutation c as well as via the improvement of consumed current
waveform. Let’s consider the possibility of the increase in PF for the account of the
decrease in minimum angle of opening of thyristors a0.

Currently fixed value of minimum angle of opening of thyristors a0 = 9º is taken
for power converters [6] in all four regulation ranges, i.e. control pulses come on a
thyristor’s rectifier with a delay to angle a0 in relation to the beginning of half-cycle of
mains voltage. It is necessary for direct voltage UF between the anode and the cathode
to reach the required level ensuring its reliable switching-on by the time of thyristors
opening.

In accordance with the Eq. (2), switching of a rectifier thyristors at lower value of
angle a0

mod promotes the decrease of phase angle of shear u and, accordingly, the
increase of power factor PF of a converter. Besides, the decrease of minimum delay
angle to a0

mod allows increasing the average value of rectified voltage Ud at converter
output at the same level of mains voltage. It is conditioned by the fact that with the
decrease of minimum delay angle from a0 to a0

mod, the duration of negative polarity
intervals in rectified voltage curve ud also decreases.

The decrease of minimum angle of opening of thyristors a0 may be performed in
the highest regulation ranges with the preservation of potential conditions on thyristors
at the time of their switching-on. The value of minimum angle a0 = 9º in all regulation
ranges is taken as equal on standard converters [7], at that anode voltage on thyristors
coming into operation at the moment of their opening in the first regulation range is:

UF:max ¼
ffiffiffi

2
p

U sin 9� ¼
ffiffiffi

2
p

� 315 � 0:156 � 70V ð3Þ

This means that such voltage on a thyristor ensures its guaranteed opening in the
beginning of a half-cycle with all possible distortions of shape of mains voltage.

Let’s establish at which value of minimum angle of opening of thyristors their
reliable opening in standard circuit of multi-range converter in the first and the highest
regulation ranges is ensured. In Fig. 2, shapes of positive half-wave of alternating
voltage with effective values of 315–1260 V, coming to a thyristor’s converter from
transformer secondary windings in 1–4 regulation ranges are shown.

The figure analysis shows that in the first regulation range for thyristors arms
coming into operation in the beginning of a half-cycle, the anode voltage Uopen = 70 V
required for their opening is reached with the delay angle a0 = 9º. In the second
regulation range, the total voltage of 630 V of two sections of a transformer secondary
winding is applied to therefore it is possible to perform their switching-on with less
value of minimum delay angle a0 = 4.5º. In the third regulation range, thyristor arms
coming into operation, carry the voltage of 945 V of a transformer secondary windings,
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at that the voltage Uopen = 70 V required for their opening is achieved at a0 = 3.0º. In
the fourth regulation range, switching-on of thyristor arms is possible to carry out with
a delay a0 = 2.25º at effective value of anode voltage 1260 V.

Thus, the anode voltage required for thyristors switching-on my be generated at
various values of minimum delay angle a0 depending on the regulation range. This
allows for the possibility to increase power factor of multi-range rectifier due to the
decrease in minimum unregulated angle of thyristors opening and, accordingly, to
increase cosu of one of the components.

3 Mathematical Modelling

In order to confirm the functional capability of a converter as well as to define its
energetic indicators in MATLAB [8] software package, mathematical model given in
Fig. 3 has been developed.

The model consists of the source of AC voltage source AC, multi-winding trans-
former (Multi-Winding Transformer), multi-range rectifier (Rectifier), rectifier control
unit (Control system), and also load bank (Load).

Measurement of energetic indicators of the rectifier is performed using measure-
ment unit (Measurement_1T) and indicator unit (Indicators_2). The model operating
mode is set using regulation range controller (zone), delay angle ar (Alpha_r) and
minimum angle a0 (Alpha_0), unregulated in phase. The shape of rectified voltage and
current is controlled using the unit (Indicators_1). Commutating angle sensors I2 and
I3 allow realizing the method of progressive switching in large and small circuits of the
multi-range converter commutation. As an example, Fig. 4 shows the process of
progressive network current switching obtained by means of the mathematical model.

The process of progressive network switching [9] c consists of two intervals c1 and
c2. In the beginning of the process of progressive switching with the duration of c1
commutation current iк takes place in the large circuit between thyristors V1 and V7. At
that the current of a valve V7, coming into operation, is defined by commutation current
iк, and current of a valve V1, being closed, is defined as the difference of currents Id and
iк. The process of commutation in the small circuit is completed for the time c2 in the
course of transfer of load current from thyristor V8 to thyristor V4. Since the

Fig. 2. Definition of minimum value of delay angle a0
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commutation in the small circuit occurs with greater voltage of the secondary trans-
former winding, its duration c2 < c1, at that the waveform of the current of commutated
valves V4 and V8 approaches to straightforward shape.

4 Mathematical Modelling Results

Using mathematical modelling as the main method of analytical studies, the analysis of
three optional of converter operation has been performed: in a standard circuit, and
modified circuit of a rectifier with two values of minimum delay angles a0 = 4.5º and
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a0 = 2.25º. In each option of the circuit, the values of power factor PF, average value
of rectified voltage Ud as well as the duration of network commutation c = c1 + c2
have been calculated. The results of modelling are given in Fig. 5.

It is seen from the figure analysis that the transfer from the first to the third option of
a converter operation is accompanied by the increase in all the said indicators. Thus, the
transfer from the standard circuit (1) to the second option of the circuit (2) (Fig. 5a) is
accompanied by the increase of power factor by 1.7%. The most visible increase PF of
a converter to 2.42% is reached in the course of the transfer from the standard (1) to
modified circuit (3), controlled with the angle a0 = 2.25º (3rd option). At that, due to
the decrease in negative lines of the curve of rectified voltage Ud, the increase from the
middle value from 954.6 V of the standard circuit to 967.4 V of the modified circuit in
the third option of the calculation (Fig. 5b) occurs. As it appears from Fig. 5c, the
reduction of minimum angle of opening of thyristors a0 leads to the increase in the
duration of network commutation c. It is connected with the decrease of instantaneous
value of rectified voltage Ud, under the action of which currents commutation in
thyristors of multi-range converter is accomplished.

5 Experimental Results

In order to confirm the results of mathematical modelling, a multi-range converter
(given in Fig. 6) model experimental study has been performed.

The experimental model allows to accomplish four-range regulation of voltage on
DC motor 4 with the capacity of 250 W. Resistive torque valve on the motor shaft is set
with DC load generator with independent excitation. Excitation winding is fed from
laboratory power supply 5. Control system 2 is designed for automatic double-circuit
motor control. Set values of current and motor speed enter the control system 2 from
mode selector 3. Control system 2 is designed based upon micro-controller PIC18F452.
Control over electromagnetic processes is accomplished by data acquisition device
USB-6009 [10] by National Instruments. The conversion of the received information is
made based upon PC 6 using a program created in graphical programming language in
LabVIEW [11] environment.
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Fig. 5. Mathematical modelling results: a – power factor value, b – rectified voltage value, c –
the duration of network commutation
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As an example in Fig. 7(a, b) there are curves of rectified voltage Ud received using
experimental model with various values of minimum angle of opening of thyristors a0.

The results of experimental modelling show that the decrease in delay angle twice
lead to the increase in power factor of a converter from 0.66 to 0.71. The result received
using the experimental model confirms the effect of increasing power factor due to the
decrease of minimum angle of opening of multi-range converter thyristors.

Fig. 6. Exterior of the experimental model

a b

U d
, V

U d
, V

α0 α0

time time

Fig. 7. Rectified voltage diagrams
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6 Conclusion

The article presents the results of a study of the influence of the minimum opening
angle of thyristors on the power factor of a multi-range converter. The possibility of
changing the value of the minimum opening angle of the thyristors depending on the
regulation range is shown theoretically. Analysis of mathematical modeling and
experimental results showed that reducing the minimum angle from 9° to 2.25° leads to
an increase in power factor PF, as well as an increase in the average value of the
rectified voltage Ud by 1.34%. The proposed method of controlling a multi-range
converter may be useful to developers of power conversion equipment, dealing with the
issues of improving their energy indicators.
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Abstract. In this paper, we calculate a mathematical model of the transition
process of forming the temperature field of a cable line with insulation from
cross-linked polyethylene at various currents close to the maximum allowed.
The model of underground cable laying with a triangle in standard climatic
conditions is considered. When the current is applied, the temperature difference
between the medium and the cable is a solution to the ordinary linear differential
equation, which implies that the thermal balance of the system occurs 30 min
after the start of operation. The model of formation of the thermal field of a cable
using an equivalent screen shows proportionally close heating of the core and
the screen. The temperature change of all cable elements describes a two-
dimensional parabolic type equation with zero Neumann boundary conditions.
The simulation is done in PDETool Matlab. Empirically, the heating time of the
cable core to temperatures of 27, 40, 50° was determined. Numerical modeling
takes into account the change in the thermophysical parameters of the cable with
increasing temperature. For this, the simulation time is divided into three iter-
ations with updating of the initial conditions and parameters of the equation. The
proposed model makes it possible to evaluate the limiting currents of the cable
load, possible changes in the materials used, laying methods, and determine the
interdependence of the model parameters. Thermal analysis is used to solve
operational problems, such as determining the values of the cross-sectional area
of the cable and screen, methods of connecting and grounding the shielding
shells.

Keywords: Mathematical modelling � Thermal fields � Single-phase XLPE
cable

1 Introduction

Power cable heating by current is one of the important factors affecting cable perfor-
mance. In this case, the formation of the temperature distribution depends on the
physical characteristics of the materials, laying methods, design features, cable current
load, etc.
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Currently, there are many works that discuss heat transfer problems in different
cable management systems [1–4], but the purpose of the work is to analyze and
evaluate the thermophysical parameters of soil and backfill, their effect on the heat
transfer of the cable system, optimization of material costs during installation cable [2,
5–9]. Note that in all these works more complex models and various methods of
numerical simulation are used [10–12], but the calculation results lead to the conclu-
sions presented in this paper [13, 14].

The main idea of this work is to calculate the temperature field of the cable core at
close to the limiting currents according to the mathematical model of the transition
mode of heating the cable line with one copper core, with a copper screen, with wire
armor and an outer shell made of cross-linked polyethylene, built in PDEToolbox
Matlab.

2 Methods

Consider a block of three single-phase cables with a copper core, with a copper screen,
wire armor and an outer polyethylene sheath with a voltage of 64/110 kV. The cable is
laid by a “triangle” in an earthen trench 0.8 m wide at a depth of 1 m, the screen is
grounded on both sides. Then the currents in the screens and the associated electrical
power losses affect the thermal mode of the cable and its throughput: you can’t load the
cable as much as it would be possible in the absence of parasitic screen currents [6, 7].
Soil temperature 20 °C. A necessary condition for observing the temperature regime of
the cable is when the surface temperature of the core, at a given current value, does not
exceed the maximum permissible value of +90 °C. The structural diagram of one core
of the power cable is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of one core of a power cable 64/110 kV. (1) Copper (aluminium) core;
(2) Screen section (copper); (3) Armor section (aluminum); (4) Insulation (polyethylene);
(5) Waterproofing layer; (6) Outer sheath (polyethylene).
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We assume some approximations:

1. The radius of the cable is much less than its length, (where is the cross-sectional
area and is the cable length.

2. The system has axial symmetry.

The characteristic dimensions of the cable elements and its necessary physical
characteristics are given in Tables 1 and 2. The physical parameters are temperature
dependent, approximated using the Lagrange interpolation polynomial from the tabular
values [8] taken in the interval [300; 800] K.

If there is current, the temperature difference between the cable and the medium
will change until the heat balance sets in (equality to zero the algebraic sum of the heat
that the cable gives off to the environment and the heat that is released due to the
current). This task corresponds to the Cauchy problem:

Table 1. Metric cable parameters

Structural elements

Core section 185 mm2

Screen section 150 mm2

Armor section 538 mm2

Equivalent screen 130 mm2

Copper core current � 425A

Table 2. Thermophysical cable parameters

Coefficient of thermal
conductivity k, W

m�K

Material
density q, kg

m3

Specific
Heat c, J

kg�K

Resistivity
qc,
Ohm � m

Copper 20 °C 393 8930 381 1.68�10−8
Copper 27 °C 401 8933 385 1.725�10−8
Copper 40 °C 399.7 8920.6 386.85 1.813�10−8
Copper 50 °C 398.8 8912 388.2 1.818�10−8
Copper 60 °C 397.9 8905 389.5 1.948�10−8
Copper 100 °C 392 8900 399 2.34�10−8
Aluminum
(armor)

237 2697 903 2.73�10−8

Polyethylene
(insulation)

0.42–0.44 950 2300 1014

Soil 0.833 1750 800
Gravel with
sand

2.26 2300 845
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cMh 0 þ kSsurh ¼ I2R;
hð0Þ ¼ 0;

�
ð1Þ

where k – is the coefficient of thermal conductivity, Ssur – is the area of the side surface
of the cable, M – is the mass of the cable, c – is the specific heat of the conductor
material.

The solution of task (1) is:

hðtÞ ¼ I2R
kSsur

1 � e�
kSsur
cM

� �
: ð2Þ

The function h(t) has an exact upper bound heðtÞ ¼ I2R
kSsur

. We introduce the charac-

teristic heating time s ¼ cM
kSsur

, the stationary mode sets in 4s, for the current task
parameters this time is 30 min.

Transient thermal processes are described by the heat equation, and when the
steady state is reached, the Poisson equation.

We calculate the temperature field of the cable when heated by current without
taking into account the separation of elements into their component conductors at a
load factor kl = 1. The density of heat sources is described by the Joule-Lenz law

f ðx; y; tÞ ¼ I2qc
S2

; ð3Þ

where I – is the current, qc – is the resistivity, S – is the cross section of the conductor.
The calculated densities of the heat sources of the copper core at different currents

and temperatures are given in Table 3.

To calculate the density of the heat sources of the copper screen and aluminum-
aluminum armor, we use the equivalent screen method [9], the heat release density of
which is proportional to the density of the heat sources of the core

Table 3. Thermal parameters of a copper core

Current, A Density of heat sources copper core (Wm3)
at different temperatures
20 °C 27 °C 40 °C 50 °C 60 °C

350 60131 61742 64892 67326 69724
375 69028 70877 74493 77287 80040
400 78539 80643 84757 87936 91068
420 86589 88909 93444 96949 100402
430 90762 93193 97947 101621 105240
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fs
fc

¼ Sc

Ss 1 þ Rs
X

� �2� � ; ð4Þ

where fS, fC – heat density of the screen and core, SS, SC – screen and core sections, RS
o

– screen resistance, X – core and shield mutual inductance. The corresponding values
of the proportionality coefficient are presented in Table 4.

We use the obtained values of in our model both for the copper screen and for the
armor.

3 Results

The simulation of cable heating is described by an inhomogeneous two-dimensional
heat equation of parabolic type

qc
@u
@t

¼ kDu þ f ðx; y; tÞ: ð5Þ

We will consider the problem in the space-time domain G � 0; T½ �, where G ¼
x; yð Þ : 0\ x\ 0; 8; 0\ y\ 1f g describes the characteristic dimensions of the

cable laying trench, [0, T] – the time interval corresponding to the onset of the steady
state (for our task T = 1800 s), u(x, y) – is the temperature.

The physical characteristics of the object describe piecewise constant functions
with the following parameters: k – thermal conductivity coefficient, q – material
density, c – specific heat, f ðx; y; tÞ – density of heat sources.

At the boundary of the domain we set the zero Neumann boundary conditions

@u
@n

����
@G

¼ 0 ð6Þ

Initial conditions uðx; y; 0Þ ¼ 20 °C.

Table 4. The coefficient of proportionality of heat loss

The ratio of heat loss of copper
screen and core at different
temperatures
20 °C 27 °C 40 °C 50 °C 60 °C

fs
fc

0.91 0.89 0.86 0.83 0.81
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So, the two-dimensional initial-boundary problem of heat conduction is posed

qc @u
@t ¼ kDu þ f ðx; y; tÞ;

@u
@n

��
@G ¼ 0;

uðx; y; 0Þ ¼ 20 �C
ð7Þ

Note that this model can only be used to describe the transient process in the time
interval [0, T] sec. Also, this model is applicable for estimating the maximum value of
the supplied current at known maximum temperature values.

Simulation is carried out in two stages, given the invariability of the characteristics
of the armor:

3. at constant physical parameters (taken at a temperature of 20 °C),
4. in several iterations, determined by the reference points for changing the physical

parameters from temperature (27, 40, 50°). During each iteration, we update the
initial condition, the physical parameter, and the values of the heat sources. During
each iteration, we consider the physical parameters to be constant.

To solve the problem of finding the temperature field of the cable system taking into
account their laying, the PDEToolbox Matlab software environment is used, which
uses the finite element method to solve it [15] (Figs. 2, 3 and 4).

Fig. 2. General view of the calculation model when laying in the ground by a triangle
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The results of numerical simulation are presented in Tables 5 and 6.

Fig. 3. Butt-laying with triangle triangulation of the computational domain

Fig. 4. The color distribution of the thermal field in the section of the cable system 185 mm2

with a copper shield of 150 mm2 and the cross-section of the armor 538 mm2 when laying in the
ground with an end-to-end triangle, the armor and the shield are grounded from both sides.

Table 5. The steady temperature for different structural elements without specifying physical
parameters

Current, A Core temperature, �C Armor temperature, �C Insulation temperature, �C
430 62.3 62.3 54.0
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4 Discussion and Conclusions

As a result of simulation using the equivalent screen method, we obtained the tem-
perature distribution in a system of three single-phase cables laid in a triangle at a
current close to the limiting one for the transition mode with constant coefficients in the
heat equation. Also, modeling was carried out with an iterative change in the physical
parameters of the core and the equivalent screen, when it is easy to notice the
refinement of the steady-state heating temperatures of the cable elements. The ratio of
heat release between the screen and the core, calculated using the equivalent screen
method, is close to unity.

Numerical simulation confirms the high heating of the screen, which leads to a
decrease in possible operational characteristics and determines the further direction of
technological development. In [11], in solving a similar problem, a more complex
model was used, and the calculation results lead to the conclusions obtained in our
work. The developed model can be applied for arbitrary conditions of cable laying with
other parameters in various environments. The results of this work are used by students
of energy-electric specialties in a laboratory workshop.
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Electric Energy Storage Units Applicability
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in the Conditions of Moscow Central Ring
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Abstract. The article deals with the issues of improving the energy efficiency
of the traction power supply system of the Moscow Central ring through the use
of energy storage systems. The features of work of system of accumulation of
electricity in the context of the predominance of passenger traffic to select the
kind of storage of electricity. The paper deals with three common types: elec-
trochemical, supercapacitor and electromechanical storage, identified the most
preferred, as which it is proposed to consider hybrid systems of energy storage.

Keywords: Traction power supply system � Moscow central ring � Improving
energy efficiency � Level of charge

1 Introduction

Electric energy storage units’ development led to appearance of powerful and и capa-
cious systems, which cost falls during the last years. Specific cost reduction forecast of
electric energy storage units’ different kinds until 2025 year focuses on cost reduction of
most known storage units up to a level of 35–40 th. r./kWh in current prices [1]. At
present by national and foreign industry there was mastered a production of different
electric energy storage units [2]. Prevailing by established capacity among common
storage units’ there is hydro accumulating power stations, a part of which in capacity
structure exceeds 90%. Among other kinds the most dissemination got the electro-
chemical accumulators, supercapacitor, kinetic storage units and storage units, which
use energy of compressed air. The use questions problematic of storage units system,
which is bound with electricity consumption issues solving, peak load cover, voltage
stabilization, energy efficiency increase is topical in electro energetics and on transport,
in particular, in the electric traction system (further – ETS) of Moscow central ring
(further – MCR).

Besides energy intensity, one of the main characteristics is electric energy storage
units’ capacity. On subway lines with possibility exception of capacity and energy loss in
addition to electric energy storage units’ there are set in the inverter converters. Used in
the world on subway lines electric energy storage units of different kinds (electro-
chemical, kinetic and supercapacitors) are characterized with high enough power. The
most common capacities range of electric energy storage units in this case is 1.0–2.0 mW.
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Existence of electric energy storage units system of different kinds determines a
question formulation about kind choice, which is the most appropriate for the electric
traction system specific, and necessary parameters determination.

2 Problem Statement

At present in the electric traction system of national railway transport electric energy
storage units didn’t find a use. In Russia in transport there was performed an experi-
mental operation of electrochemical storage units in Moscow subway [3]. Foreign
practice demonstrates successful experience of electric energy storage units operation
in the subway (voltage – 750 V), for example, in the subway of the city Osaka (Japan),
where a storage unit of electrochemical type is used with capacity about 500 kWh for
voltage 750 V. Storage unit, which was established by Tesla on st. Osaka in 2019 has
capacity about 7000 kWh [4]. External characteristic of this storage unit is close to
characteristic of uncontrollable rectifier with statism coefficient k = −0.05.

Researches in the field of inertial energy storage unit creation (IESU), intended for
usage on MCR, led to appearance of experimental sample with capacity 5–10 mW and
energy intensity 100–150 mJ (28–42 kWh). In Table 1 there are given the main
parameters of projected inertial storage unit for MCR [5].

Supercapacitors constitute capacitors of high capacity with nominal voltage up to
1000 V. By their characteristics a supercapacitor takes an intermediate position among
capacitors and chemical current sources. As an example there are supercapacitors of
«Technokor» company production with nominal voltage from 14 up to 700 V and
capacity from 95 up to 0.15 F respectively (Table 2).

Storage unit test results in the electric traction system of DC 3.3 kV of Polish
transport company allowed estimating of potential electric energy saving on passenger
trains traction, which was 1 490 th. kWh per year [6].

Table 1. The main energy parameters of inertial storage unit

№ in order Parameter Value

1 Electric energy exchange stock 42 kWh
2 Voltage at the input of IESU by charge 3550–4000 V
3 Voltage at the output of IESU by discharge 3300–3550 V
4 Maximum current of charge-discharge Imax 3000 A
5 Duration of charge-discharge peak 15–30 s
6 Medium efficiency current value during an hour 650 A
7 Medium efficiency current value during overcharge 1600 A
8 Peak capacity of IESU 10 mW
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Comparison of lead-acid, nickel metal hydride and lithium ion accumulators,
supercapacitors and kinematic storage units for the conditions of Polish railways
showed, that on ten year interval of operation the most profitable is the use of super
capacitor (estimated economic effect of electric energy saving is $1.9 mln), further in
decreasing order of profitability: lead-acid accumulator ($2.5 mln), kinetic storage unit
($3.5 mln), lithium ion accumulator ($4.8 mln) and nickel metal hydride ($5.1 mln).
Characteristics of researched storage systems are given in Table 3 based on date for
lead-acid accumulators [7], nickel metal hydride [8], lithium ion [9], supercapacitors
[10] and kinetic flywheels [11].

Existing advantages and disadvantages of electrochemical and capacitive electric
energy storage unit against each other [12], led to appearance of hybrid storage sys-
tems, which allow using storage units advantages of different kinds.

3 The Simulation Modeling

Work specific of the electric rolling stock of MCR is characterized by frequent stops
and appropriate modes changes of traction and regenerative braking. The received by
results of recorders date processing traffic parameters of electric trains of series ES2G
we can get voltage change characteristic on current collector (Fig. 1a) and electric train
current (Fig. 1b).

Received distributions cannot be described with classic distribution lows, as well as
load characteristics of traction substations, for example, as it is shown in [13]. In this
regard for description of these processes it is necessary to use modified distribution
lows or empirical distributions.

Table 2. Base capacitors characteristics of «Technokor» company

Type,
kJ/V

Voltage, V Current, A Capacity,
F

Internal
resistance, Ohm

Intencity, kJ Capacity, kW

9/14 14 670 95.0 0.0060 9.3 8.2
40/28 28 4000 104.0 0.0055 40.8 35.6
40/64 64 2125 18.0 0.0300 36.9 34.1
40/96 96 1300 9.0 0.0600 41.5 38.4
20/150 150 750 1.8 0.2000 20.3 28.1
15/175 175 700 1.0 0.2500 15.3 30.6
60/200 200 1000 3.0 0.2000 60.0 50.0
27/220 220 1100 1.1 0.2000 27.1 60.5
18/350 350 700 0.3 0.4000 18.4 76.6
64/400 400 1000 0.8 0.4000 64.0 100.0
36/700 700 1000 0.2 0.7000 36.8 175.0
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Received distributions allow estimate the voltage range of current collector as wide
for areas with plain profile of MCR in the range from 3000 V up to 4000 V, current
from −600 A up to 1000 A.

Interaction simulation modeling of electric rolling stock with electric traction
system, which was performed for conditions of MCR (based on electric trains’ traction
characteristics, executed traffic graph and electric traction system characteristics in the
program complex CORTES), allows receiving daily load graphs and voltage changes
on traction substations bus bars and linear units.

Electric energy volumes of energy return on linear units’ bus bars by modeling
results allow determining a proportion, which is typical for charge and discharge
modes. In borders of MCR ETS there are located four posts of sectionalization, for
which there are received coefficients of energy volumes correlation, which are deter-
mined by formula (1):

k ¼ W3

Wp
; ð1Þ

where Wз, Wp – electric energy volume, which appropriate the charge and discharge
mode.

Table 3. Electric energy storage units’ main characteristics (DOD – depth of accumulator
discharge; C – nominal accumulator capacity, Ah)

Parameter Battery Hitachi
LL1500-WS (Pb)

Kawasaki
Gigacell
(NiMh)

Hitachi CH-
75-6 (Li-Ion)

Maxwell
BMOD0063 P125
b08 (CK)

Vycon VDC
(flywheel)

Number of
elements/voltage of an
element, V

1650/2 91/36 148/22.2 27/125 6/600

Energy intensity, Ah/kWh 1500/3 1800/5.4 75/5.0 –/39 –/0.52

Maximum current of one
chain, A

900 750 225
(3C)

100
(100 � 10)

150
(150 � 6)

Maximum capacity, mW 3.0 2.5 4.9 4.9 3.0

Number of cycles for
DOD

70%–4500 1.8%–367000 75%–4000 106 –

Cost, $/1 kWh 300 1412 900 5100/on 1 CK 6000/on 1
flywheel

Approximate cost of
control system, $

500000 500000 500000 500000 500000

Total cost, $mln 2.5 5.1 4.8 1.9 3.5
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For the conditions of posts of sectionalization of MCR PSK 270, PSK 445, PSK-1
and PSK Cherkizovo these coefficients are: 1.34; 0.42; 0.17 and 1.19 respectively.
Only for two variants of storage units placement, for which k > 0, energy exchange
processes are balanced, for the other two variants for energy volume balancing there is
a need to perform a storage units charging from the contact network, what reduces the
usage efficiency for the considered conditions. The given results were received for
setpoints by voltage for charge and discharge mode 3600 V and 3550 B respectively.
Setpoints values change by voltage leads to significant picture change of electric energy
volumes distribution by operating modes and influences required level of useful energy
intensity.

The feature of the electric energy storage systems operating is the short duration of
charge/discharge modes and the observed absence of work episodes alternation [14]
that leads to characteristic graph of electric energy storage unit charge level in the
conditions of MCR. The average episodes number of for storage unit charge and
discharge modes, which were received by simulation modeling results, is about 500 for
both modes (Table 4). For specified storage unit work conditions it was received, that
work episodes duration in different modes doesn’t exceed 5 min, in particular, for PSK
270 of MCR doesn’t exceed 2 min, and electric energy volume by episodes doesn’t
exceed 50 kWh.

Electric energy storage units charge level is determined by a number of factors:
initial voltage, internal resistance, discharge current, electricity number, ecapacity,
discharge current (charge). In calculations of charge level we use equations of Shep-
herd, Haskina-Danilenko, Romanova [15], another empirical dependences, equations,
which were received with the help of regressive analysis device or artificial neuronal
networks. One of the estimate ways of charge level is the way based on counter Ah or
electricity number. Modification of this way is the way based on counter WH for
charge and discharge modes, which satisfies the receiving of storage unit work
assessment. Change graph building of energy cumulative volume allows receiving
required level of useful energy intensity WEESU as a difference between maximum
Wmax and minimum cumulative value Wmin per day. Specified value WEESU allows
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Fig. 1. Frequency histogram for voltages on current collector (a) and traction load (b) of electric
trains of series ES2G
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estimating storage unit charge level on the k-th calculations step according to the
following formula:

0

НЭЭ

100,

kt

k k k
t

k

u t
oC

W

i
S

ð2Þ

where uk, ik – voltage and current values for k-th time period; Dtk – time step.

Processing of simulation modeling date allows with the help of formula (2)
receiving charge level and estimating required level of useful energy intensity. The
simulation modeling results show that by restrictions absence of useful storage unit
energy intensity values in relation to post of sectionalization PSK 270 the required
useful energy intensity WEESU will be 1185 kWh. At restrictions introduction of useful
storage unit energy intensity in the amount of 500 kWh the change graph shows that
SOC doesn’t change the cyclicity during the considered day. The total electric energy
volume per day in discharge mode in the second case falls on the first from 7054 kWh
up to 5920 kWh, that is by 16.1%, in charge mode it falls from 7166 kWh up to
6168 kWh, that is by 13.9%.

4 Comparison of Types of Drives to These Conditions

Lithium-ion accumulators, which are produces with the use of lithium iron phosphate
technology (as cathodic material there is used LiFePO4) have the following charac-
teristics. Working life of considered accumulators is no more than 8 years [16]. By
discharge depth of 80% resource is no more than 2000 cycles of charge/discharge. For
the conditions of MCR the electric energy storage unit work envisages cyclicity at level
of 2–3 cycles per day. Discharge depth in the given conditions will lead to resource
exhaustion of accumulators work in 2–3 years. By discharge depth from 15 up to 25%
resource is determined by exploitation conditions and is 15–20 years.

Manufactures recommend charge/discharge currents by its exploitation at level
0.2 Cn that is 20% of nominal capacity. In relation to conditions of MCR with uneven
electric traction load it requires current stabilization in charge/discharge mode at the

Table 4. Quantitative characteristic of storage units work episodic nature on posts of
sectionalization

Placement Operating mode
Discharge Charge

PSK 270 561 537
PSK 445 495 451
PSK-1 604 205
PSK Cherkizovo 509 424
Average value 542 404
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specified level, herewith current in charge/discharge modes will be less than nominal
one hour current five times.

Operating mode of rechargeable batteries envisages work in buffer mode, which is
unclaimed for the conditions of MCR. Discharge mode duration from level 1.0 Cch up
to 0.6 Cch current 0.2 Cn is about 2 h, similar duration is typical for charge mode.
Electric energy storage unit work conditions on MCR, which differ from long charge
and discharge (about 200–300 min or 3–4 h), which consist of some episodes, fol-
lowing in a row, create an opportunity for long charge/discharge. Work feature in the
conditions of MCR is charge/discharge episodes short duration, which duration doesn’t
exceed 5 min. This circumstance needs influence estimate on charge/discharge pro-
cesses of lithium-ion accumulator, accumulators’ manufacturer doesn’t give such
information. Capacity and energy intensity of storage unit lithium-ion accumulators
changes by means of parallel consecutive modules connection.

The main advantages and disadvantages of lithium-ion batteries usage on MCR can
be formulated in that way:

1. insufficient work resource. Resource increase of lithium-ion accumulators is pos-
sible up to 15–20 years by realization of discharge depth up to 25%. In this case the
nominal capacity of accumulator battery will exceed the useful used capacity four
times. So, by usage of accumulators useful capacity for the conditions of MCR at
the level of 500 kWh, the nominal capacity will be 2000 kWh, for the level of
1000 kWh it will be 4000 kWh;

2. necessity of stabilization by current in charge/discharge modes at the level of
0.2 C. In the case of storage units use of such type it will lead to increase necessity
of nominal capacity for covering of peak traction load of MCR or traction load
reduction regarding nominal capacity five times;

3. necessity absence of buffer work mode from behind the electric traction load
specific of MCR;

4. enough duration of charge/discharge processes in the conditions of MCR. The
influence of short alternating continuous storage unit charge/discharge episodes
requires the additional estimate in the work conditions on MCR on resource and
storage unit charge level.

Supercapacitors (ultra capacitors) have high energy characteristics and long
working life. Supercapacitors BOOSTCAP of Maxwell company (dealer in RF – LCC
«Titan Power Solution») work efficiently in a range of nominal voltage up to the level
½ of nominal voltage that allows using about 75% of available energy. These super-
capacitors are electrochemical double layer capacitors (EDLC) [17].

Supercapacitors are characterized by typical time constant, which is equal about
1 s. This time shows supercapacitor charge duration from 0% up to 63.2% or discharge
from the level of full charge up to 36.8% of discharge level.

Supercapacitors are susceptible to capacity degradation, which is expressed in the
fact that nominal capacity reduction by 30% for a supercapacitor, supported by voltage
2.7 V, will happen after 5500 h at temperature 65 °C, after 11 000 h at temperature
55 °C, after 22000 h at temperature 45 °C, after 44000 h at temperature 35 °C, after
88000 h at temperature 25 °C.
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The charge/discharge duration of supercapacitors doesn’t exceed values, which are
in a range of 1–5 min. Work resource is over 500 000 charge/discharge cycles. These
characteristics agree well with electric traction load features in the conditions of MCR:
by work resource, energy intensity use and charge/discharge cycles duration. Storage
unit capacity and energy intensity on supercapacitors change in wide range by means of
modules consistently parallel connection.

The main advantages and disadvantages of supercapacitors use on MCR can be
formulated in this way:

1. announced of manufacturer supercapacitors work resource (>500 000 cycles)
allows estimating device work duration in the conditions of MCR at the level of
capacity and performance degradation, and not by number of charge/discharge
cycles, which is not critical. In this case supercapacitor heating level will be
defining;

2. supercapacitors useful energy intensity is about 75% from the nominal, what
compared with lithium-ion accumulators allows reducing substantially the nominal
storage unit energy intensity;

3. supercapacitors charge/discharge processes duration agree well with continuous
episodes duration of charge/discharge storage unit by work in the conditions of
MCR and allows realizing energy exchange processes frequency, which are spec-
ified by traffic schedule.

Known kinetic storage units are intended for work in buffer mode. Increase of
charge and discharge duration leads to increase necessity of weight and dimensional
parameters or modules number in the system of electromechanical electric energy
storage unit. There are known flywheel kinetic energy storage units for urban electric
transport of series NKE-3G [18], which working life is 20 years. Storage unit of
specified brand has the next characteristics: capacity – 180 kW, energy intensity –

1.95 kWh. These characteristics are insufficient in order to satisfy work conditions in
MCR. In this case there is a need of quantitative increase of storage units date in the
system. Presented device brand is characterized with enough low energy intensity
specific weight of 0.55 kWh/t, expected weight for energy intensity of 100 kWh will
be about 181 t. Bearing resource is estimated at the level of 5 work years. Storage units’
maximum voltage of specified series is 825 V. Manufacturer doesn’t indicate date of
time duration, which is necessary for output to nominal energy intensity and reset of
kinetic energy. The other samples of kinetic storage units have similar characteristics
[19]: acceleration time is 420 s, EF is up to 97%, and maintenance time of voltage
failures is up to 7 s. Cooтнoшeниe acceleration/braking duration correlation is 60/1.

The main braking advantages and disadvantages of kinetic storage units’ use on
MCR can be formulated in this way:

1. resource sufficiency of storage unit work for the conditions of MCR, which is
defined by bearing working life and is independent of device work cyclicity, the
total working life is 20 years;

2. storage unit characteristics discrepancy in acceleration and braking mode of epi-
sodes work duration and working time in charge/discharge modes in the conditions
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of MCR, discharge value is substantially less than acceleration time of electric
rolling stock on MCR;

3. main operating mode discrepancy (buffer) to work conditions on MCR. By this
criterion storage unit doesn’t satisfy on MCR, where the cyclical operating mode is
necessary;

4. known national samples have low specific characteristics, that for necessary of
MCR energy intensity values leads to significant increase of device weight.

5 Conclusion

Thus we can make the following conclusions:

1. the use of lithium-ion or similar accumulators in the conditions of MCR is bond
with a necessity of nominal capacity increase, which is more than calculated values,
what bond with a necessity of working life and charge/discharge conditions
increase;

2. storage units as supercapacitors are the most appropriate to electric traction char-
acter on MCR, charge/discharge modes duration, allow reducing energy intensity in
comparison with lithium-ion accumulators kinds, but which have a row of disad-
vantages, which are bond with capacity degradation and cost parameters;

3. kinetic electric energy storage units, which are intended for work in buffer mode,
don’t satisfy the traction load conditions on MCR, calculated graphs of devices
charge, charge/discharge durations and low specific characteristics, and need
development and modification;

4. the given characteristics of electric traction load and the main storage units kinds,
calculated operating modes for the conditions of MCR make expedient the use of
hybrid technologies, which include modules based on rechargeable batteries and
supercapacitors. Hybrid electric energy storage unit, which combines the advan-
tages of rechargeable battery and supercapacitor, is closer electric traction load
characteristics of MCR and allows reaching the maximum efficiency of device
work. Specified direction sets a row of tasks on a parity of energy intensity of
specified modules in device structure, their control algorithm subject to traction load
on adjoining traction substations and is the object of separate consideration.
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Abstract. The article proves the relevance of extending the life of power
transformers of traction substations of alternating current of electric railways.
The service life of the transformers of many substations on the Far East Railway
exceeds the standard service life. Replacing existing transformers with new ones
will require huge investments. Every fourth case of transformer failure is
associated with damage to the winding insulation. According to the results of the
analysis of the operation of transformers, it was proved that the wear of winding
insulation is uneven. To assess the wear of winding insulation of existing
transformers, a method has been developed that allows determining the residual
insulation resource. To reduce the wear rate of winding insulation, which limits
the life of existing transformers, new connection schemes are proposed.
Extending the life of the winding with the greatest insulation wear increases the
life of the transformers. Determination of the predicted life of the corresponding
transformer by thermal wear of winding insulation ensures their monitoring in
operation. The determination of the relative wear of winding insulation in ret-
rospect is based on the analysis of the executed train schedules. For each sub-
station, a transformer connection diagram is determined, which ensures a
decrease in the wear rate of winding insulation, which limits the life of the
transformer in the future. The work proves the technical and economic efficiency
of extending the life of transformers of traction substations of alternating current
of electric railways.

Keywords: Traction substation � Power transformers � Insulation wear of
windings � Connection diagrams

1 Introduction

The development strategy of the railway transport of the Russian Federation until 2030
[1] provides for increasing the efficiency of the traction power supply system through
modernization and reconstruction, extending the service life of expensive equipment,
reducing unit costs for its maintenance, etc. Modernization and reconstruction of
traction power supply system are a long-term development program and require sig-
nificant capital investments.
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The main and most expensive equipment of railway traction substations (TS) are
power transformers. Due to the existing funding shortage, the rate of renewal of power
transformers is much lower than the rate of their aging. Therefore, today, the devel-
opment and improvement of measures aimed at extending the service life of power
transformers is relevant and in demand for the railway transport infrastructure.

Based on the data on the actual state of winding insulation, the reliability of
operation over the past period, the technical level, the operating life in relation to the
full service life, and growth of loads, it is customary to leave the existing traction
transformers, mainly because of their high cost. In addition, the electrical parameters of
the new traction transformers, which characterize the operating economy, idling and
short circuit losses, remain unchanged.

For example, a power transformer of the TDTNZh-40000/220 (three-phase three-
winding power transformer with ONAF cooling system) type manufactured in 1981 by
its main electrical characteristics ΔPid = 51 kW and ΔPsc = 200 kW (passport data for
the operating traction transformer) corresponds to a transformer of the TDTNZh-
40000/220 type manufactured in 2018: ΔPid = 51 kW and ΔPsc = 200 kW (data from
the stock catalog of the Togliatti Transformer LLC).

Failure of power transformers of general-purpose substations in 16% of cases [2] is
caused by failure of the windings. According to the data presented in [3], 80% of cases
of winding damage are internal faults, the cause of which in 17% of cases is wear of
winding insulation.

2 Materials and Methods

With the generally accepted diagram for connecting traction transformers (Fig. 1), the
distribution of the current of the supply legs in the high voltage windings (iAX, iBY, iCZ)
is usually determined by the formulas:

_IAX ¼ 2
3
� _Ir � 1

3
� _Il; _IBY ¼ � 1

3
� _Ir � 1

3
� _Il; _ICZ ¼ � 1

3
� _Ir þ 2

3
� _Il; ð1Þ

where i1 and ir – currents of the left and right supply leg of the substation, respectively,
reduced to a higher voltage.

The current distribution over the transformer windings (see formulas 1) leads to
uneven wear of their insulation [4]. If the transformer fails due to wear of insulation of
one of the windings (for example, the AX winding), the residual insulation resource of
the CZ(DLCZ) and BY(DLBY) windings is significant, DLCZ and DLBY will be deter-
mined by the formulas:

DLCZ ¼ L½ � � LCZ Tl:t½ � ; DLBY ¼ L½ � � LBY Tl:t½ � : ð2Þ

According to Fig. 2, the service life of the traction transformer due to insulation
wear is limited by the AX winding at time [Tt.l].
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3 Results

In order to reduce the wear rate L´ of winding insulation, which limit the service life of
the traction transformer, new connection diagrams have been developed with the fol-
lowing names: a and b. The names of the connection diagrams are taken according to
the designation of the input winding of the transformer with the voltage of 27.5 kV,
connected to the rail network [5]. At the same time, it was proposed to determine the
intensity of insulation wear of each winding of the traction transformer using the
developed system of phase-by-phase online monitoring of the state of winding insu-
lation [6]. The system allows determining the insulation wear of each winding by
the sum of wear for a separate i-th quantization interval of the measurement with a

Fig. 1. Design scheme: * – the least loaded phase of the transmission line; ERS – electric rolling
stock; TS – traction substation; TN – traction network; U1 and Ur – voltage of the left and right
leg of the power substation
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duration Dt, at which the most heated point (Hh.p) of windings, moisture content of
insulation w, acid number Кa.n., and the oxygen concentration CO2 of the transformer
oil can be taken constant. The equations for determining the wear of winding insulation
are as follows:

LAX ¼ Pm

i¼1
exp ln 2 � HAXi � 98ð Þ=Dþ a � ln wi=wb:f:ð Þþ b � ln Ka:ni=Kb:f:ð Þþ c � ln CO2i

=CO2b:f:

� �h i
� Dt

LBY ¼ Pm

i¼1
exp ln 2 � HBYi � 98ð Þ=Dþ a � ln wi=wb:f:ð Þþ b � ln Ka:ni=Kb:f:ð Þþ c � ln CO2i

=CO2b:f:

� �h i
� Dt

LCZ ¼ Pm

i¼1
exp ln 2 � HCZi � 98ð Þ=Dþ a � ln wi=wb:f:ð Þþ b � ln Ka:ni=Kb:f:ð Þþ c � ln CO2i

=CO2b:f:

� �h i
� Dt

9
>>>>>>=

>>>>>>;

;

ð3Þ

where LAX, LBY and LCZ – the wear of the insulation of the windings AX, BY and CZ
of higher voltage of the traction transformer; HAXi, HBYi, and HCZi - the temperatures
of the most heated points of the winding AX, BY and CZ of higher voltage when
measured with serial number i; i - serial number of the measurement, i = 1, 2… m; m -
the number of measurements of the wear of winding insulation, m = T/Dt; T - the
estimated operating time of the transformer; wb.f., Kb.f., CO2b.f.- the basic factors of the
moisture content of insulation, acid number and oxygen concentration, respectively.

The phase-by-phase accounting of the wear rate of winding insulation of higher
voltage of the traction transformer during the time T is performed according to the
formulas:

CZLΔ

Т

0

[ ]L

BYLΔ

[ ]l.tT

[ ]Tl.t
BYL [ ]Tl.t

CZL
[ ]Tl.t

AXL

L

BYL

CZL

AXL

Fig. 2. Dependence of the service life on the wear of winding insulation with the conventional
connection diagram
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L0
AXT

¼ LAXT= m � Dtð Þ
L0
BYT

¼ LBYT= m � Dtð Þ
L0
CZT

¼ LCZT= m � Dtð Þ

9
=

;
: ð4Þ

Let’s consider the section of the Far East Railway, consisting of 3 traction sub-
stations. The operating life of traction transformers at the substations under consider-
ation exceeds the standard service life (25 years) and is: for transformers of substation
No. 1-33 years, substations No. 2; 3-35 years. The connection diagram of the power
transformers of the substations under consideration to the substation switchgears
(SC) is shown in Fig. 3.

Based on the simulation results of the considered section, it is determined that Hh.p

of windings CZ (cz) of traction transformers at substations 1 and 3 are higher than Hh.p

of windings AX (ax) and BY (by). At substation 2, Hh.p of windings AX (ax) is higher
than Hh.p of windings BY (by) and CZ (cz). The life of the transformers in accordance
with wear of winding insulation is limited by the insulation of the winding with a larger
Hh.p. To extend the service life, let’s make the choice of connection diagrams for
existing traction transformers of substations according to the theory described in [7].

To extend the operating life of traction transformers of substations 1, 2, and 3, they
should be connected as follows: at substation 1 - according to scheme “a”, substation 2
- according to scheme “b”, and substation 3 - according to scheme “a”.

The connection of bushings of traction transformers of the substations under con-
sideration to the live parts of the switchgear according to a new diagram is shown in
Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. The existing connection diagram for traction transformers
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To assess the effectiveness of the application of new diagrams for connecting
traction transformers of the substations under consideration, we determine the increase
in their service life.

4 Discussion

The wear rate of the insulation of the transformer windings with the maximum, average
and minimum insulation wear (L′1, L′2 and L′3) during the operation of the transformer
T1 according to the existing diagram 1 (see Fig. 3) is determined by the formulas:

L0
1 ¼ L1=T1; L0

2 ¼ L2=T1; L0
3 ¼ L3=T1; ð5Þ

where L1, L2 and L3 – the wear of insulation of windings 1, 2 and 3, respectively, with
maximum, average and minimum wear of the windings in diagram 1.

The maximum permissible operating life of the transformer T 1ð Þ
l:t

h i
with the existing

connection diagram and the intensity of the insulation wear of the most loaded
windings is determined by the formula:

T 1ð Þ
l:t

h i
¼ L½ �=L0

1: ð6Þ

Fig. 4. Connection of traction transformers according to new diagrams
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The residual life of insulation of windings 1 (DL1), 2 (DL2) and 3 (DL3) at T1 is
determined by the difference between the maximum permissible and actual wear

DL1 ¼ L½ � � L1; DL2 ¼ L½ � � L2; DL3 ¼ L½ � � L3: ð7Þ

The maximum permissible operating life of the windings according to the new
connection diagram (diagram 2) (see Fig. 4) and the average rate of insulation wear
according to the existing diagram (diagram 1) is determined by the formulas:

T12 ¼ DL1=L0
3; T22 ¼ DL2=L0

1; T32 ¼ DL3=L0
2: ð8Þ

The extension of the operating life of the traction transformer when it is connected
according to new diagrams and when the operating life of the transformer is limited by
the insulation wear of the winding 1 is determined by the formula

DT1 ¼ L½ � � L1ð Þ=L0
3 � L½ � � L1ð Þ=L0

1: ð9Þ

The extension of the operating life of the traction transformer according to dia-
grams 1 and 2, and the winding 2, which is limited by the insulation wear, is deter-
mined by the formula

DT2 ¼ L11 � L21ð Þ=L0
1: ð10Þ

The results of determining the insulation wear of windings of traction transformers
with existing (see Fig. 3) and proposed (see Fig. 4) diagrams of connection to sub-
station switchgears are presented in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Dependence of the operating life of the transformer on insulation wear with existing and
proposed connection diagrams
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5 Conclusions

Thus, the connection of traction transformers of the substations under consideration
according to new diagrams will extend the life in accordance with the wear of the
insulation of their windings by more than 6% of the standard one, which will be more
than 2.7 years.

In addition, it was determined that when connecting one traction transformer
according to the new diagram, the savings of the reduced annual costs will be more
than 15 000 thousand rubles/year under the given conditions. In accordance with the
failure of transformers due to the wear of winding insulation, the extension of their
service life gives a conditional annual savings of the reduced costs in size of 340
thousand rubles/year for one transformer.
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Abstract. To date, the infrastructure of the RZhD OJSC (Russian Railways) is
aimed at digitization and informational support. Today, it has the considerable
number of digital information systems in place and the figure still grows.
Continuous digitalization generates the huge amount of data. This tremendous
data size needs to be collected and processed, including, by using a new tech-
nology named “big data”. This article describes the major challenges associated
with big data analytics. Thus, the better part of the data should be processed on a
real-time basis to save the resources of data storage and transportation devices.
Besides, the presented tools allow a rich toolkit to solve the transport problems
related to identification of the equipment operating modes and the deployment
of the predictive analytics tool to assess the abnormal equipment status. The
article gives specific examples of using the Big Data technologies to assess the
existing infrastructure conditions. Various information systems, automated
monitoring systems and microprocessor systems installed at infrastructural
facilities were used as the sources of information.

Keywords: Big data � Predictive analytics � ANN � Digitized railways

1 Introduction

To date, one of the major priority growth area of the Russian Railways Company is the
transition to the digitized railways. Principally, this transition should allow the data
accessing on operating modes and health of infrastructural facilities. In particular,
traction substations and auxiliary facilities shall serve as such that supply the power to
the electric stock.

The project of the traction substation upgrading with its transition to digitization is
in process. As per the target concept, traction substations should be allowed to run
without the permanent staff. The substation is equipped with the intelligent systems of
the equipment operation mode control using the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT)
technology [1].

Remote control and monitoring of the equipment status using the remote control
and remote measurement have already been implemented. These are the tasks of the
microprocessor protection, automation and telemechanic tools. Moreover, the auto-
mated data measuring system of power revenue metering (AIIS KUE) has been
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implemented to allow the data acquisition on power consumption at traction substa-
tions. The automated monitoring system (AMS) [2] has been implemented at the
Anisimovka and Sibirtsevo traction substations to collect and transmit mode parameters
of traction substations, such as the effective current and voltage, amplitude value and
phase difference between them.

Thus, the data size of the power supply system that can be obtained today is quite
great. There are many measurement and control systems and complexes in place at
substations to constantly collect and process the data for the business process perfor-
mance. The volume of such information is constantly increasing. And it’s good time to
discuss the quality of its application. The question is the new information that appears
from existing data flows. The new information will ensure, for example, to improve the
efficiency of control activities towards the power supply system. New data acquisition
may be associated with the use of big data technology.

The “Big data” is usually a set of data that is large and compound enough to be
processed by the conventional methods of data management [3].

There is a range of papers on big data analytics in terms of railways and energy on
whole. For example, [4] shows the algorithm for the train delay prediction using the
“big data” technology. The [5, 6] describes approaches to ensuring safety in the railway
transport using the technology of predictive analytics. The work [7] offers the technique
to predict the power industry equipment status and malfunction as per the data of power
consumption. The paper [8] is devoted to big data and application thereof to solve the
urgent problems in the electric power sector, including to create smart greed.

Normally, the “big data” may be presented in different forms: structured,
unstructured, computer-based, in natural language, graph-based, multimedia files,
thread-specific data [3]. Structured and unstructured data are of particular interest in
terms of the use of big data methodology to study the operation mode of the equipment
for the electrified railways.

The structured data are well arranged and can be normally stored in common
databases, tables, Excel files. Unstructured data include the data size that is difficult to
represent using standard templates.

The data quality is also a problem. Technical deficiency, interference, noises that
may occur in process of data collection, have the pernicious influence on the quality of
information. According to [3], the most common are the following types of errors: extra
spaces, impossible values, null values, outliers. In addition, errors may occur when
aggregating data from different sources using different units of measurement (for
example, volts and kilovolts) for the same measurements.

Data errors need to be addressed at the earliest stages of analysis. Extra spacing
removal is available by the default in most data analysis programs. Impossible values
are deleted by the so-called “rationality check”. Outliers are easy to identify during the
analysis of the data dependency curve. Outliers considerably affect the data modeling,
so they should be excluded from the data selection. There are several methods to handle
the null data. For example, the exclusion of missing values, or replacement by the null
parameter. You can assign the static value, such as zero, a previous or a subsequent
value, or an arithmetic mean. The missing data may be also calculated based on the
estimated distribution or modeling of the missing data.
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A range of the specialized software systems has been developed to process the big
data: MapReduce, Apache Hadoop, Apache Spark [9]. Such programming languages
such as R, Java, Python [3] may be used.

Yet, the well-known programs may be used. For example, Excel is the part of the
Microsoft Office Suite or LibreOffice package. The big data problems may be
addressed using this program: clustering, classification, and regression. Trends and
regression analysis are used for forecasting. This program is limited in terms of the
volume of input data (1,048.,576 rows and 16,384.00 columns) and does not apply to
all statistical problems [10].

In our study, we will use the Matlab software package that uses the same pro-
gramming language [11]. The tools for data visualization and analysis, forecasting and
classification are in-built in this program. Therewith, there is the option to integrate the
program with others, including those above.

This article studies the possibility of using the “big data” technology to forecast the
voltage level in the middle of the inter-substation zone on the evidence from the
specific site.

2 Materials and Methods

The current, voltage and phase difference values will be used as input data during this
study. Power consumption values are obtained by sensor connecting to the micro-
processor protection devices located at the sectioning point. The sectioning point
contains 4 feeders. A specially designed module was connected to the microprocessor
terminals for the data reading and writing from the internal storage of safety devices.
During the normal operation of the microprocessor unit, these data are erased from
memory, but they were recorded for further use for purposes of the study. Measure-
ments were made on each of them continuously for 24 h.

In addition, the train schedule from the Gibral Software was derived. The train
schedule data are presented not only in graphics but in tables, either. The table shows
the trains in separate columns that go in even and odd directions of their mass and the
time of the checkpoint passage.

The voltage level on the current shoe of the electric stock is the important
parameter. The voltage value directly affects the speed and safety. And in some cases, it
affects the motion possibility [12]. In fact, the level of voltage immediately affects the
quality of services delivered by the Russian Railways JSC, as well as economic per-
formance: speed, cargo turnover, volume of power consumed and its losses.

The data are not adequate to identify the voltage level in the contact network, since
there are no data on the current consumption by each electric stock. The voltage level
may be calculated by the train schedule in the CORTES software package. However,
such a calculation is difficult to apply to the situational train environment, given the
invariance, as well as facilitation of the CORTES software package.

It was decided to take an attempt to predict the voltage level depending on the train
schedule. To solve this problem, the train schedule presented in the table is not suitable.
The table shows the mass values of trains pointwise at one time at one point. While the
train affects the voltage level during the entire time of travel on the inter-substation
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zone. This impact is ambiguous and depends not only on the current consumption, but
the distance of the electric stock from the reference point, either. Therefore, it was
decided to transform the train schedule. To achieve this, the weight of the train was
distributed depending on the time of the train travel on runs. In addition, the duration of
train stops on the run was considered.

It was decided to use the impact of the train on the voltage level as the equivalent
mass of trains. It can be determined by the formula at each specific time:

Mk
i ¼ Mk � ti

t
; ð1Þ

where Mk
– mass of the k-train; ti – the number of time interval remaining prior to or

after the train is at the reference point; t - the time of the train travel on runs in seconds.
During the standing time, the calculation is suspended and the equivalent mass is

zero. As the train moves, the calculation goes on from the last non-zero value. This
technique allowed the conversion of the train schedule into the structured data.

A diagram explaining the process of converting train schedules into a numerical
series suitable for machine learning is presented in Fig. 1.

2.1 Data Collection and Cleaning

Data analysis proceeds from the dependence curve plotting resulting from measure-
ments of data in time. Of the total completed measurements, a series of 1,500 values
was sampled to form the basis for further analysis. Let us present the recorded data in
tables with the time code of the measurement and immediate values of measured
parameters – ‘timetable’ [11].

The Fig. 2 shows the dependence curves of voltage, current and current phase on
time. As shown in Fig. 2, the data contains outliers that distort the overall data pattern.
The volume of outliers is less than 1% of the total series.

When outliers are deleted, null values (NaN) appear in the series that make the
further analysis impossible. To find and replace the outliers in the data, we use the

Locomotive-1 Locomotive-2

Time

Influential 
train tonnage

Resultant tonnage

Fig. 1. A diagram explaining the process of converting train schedules
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‘filloutliers’ function that finds and replaces outliers by the selected replacement
method. Methods such as [11] are also proposed:

• filling with scalar value;
• substitution of the arithmetic mean;
• substitution of the previous or next value other than an outlier;
• linear, piecewise and cubic interpolation;
• modified cubic interpolation.

In this paper, the outliers are replaced at the simplest algorithm that is linear. The
dependence curves of voltage, current and current phase on time after removal of the
outliers are shown in Fig. 3.

2.2 MatLab-Based Prediction

To predict the time series using the MatLab, you can use the shallow neural networks
[11].

1. Nonlinear autoregression (NAR).

Allows the forecast of the series considering its past values. As the initial data to train
the artificial neural network (ANN), the values of the time series are used, in our case
they are the values of voltage in the middle of the inter substation zone.

2. Nonlinear auto-regressive with external (exogenous) input (NARX).

To predict the series y(t) considering its previous values y(t) and other series x(t). As a
series x(t), we will use the values of the trains mass on the section, divided by the
motion direction and the series y(t) – the voltage values.

Fig. 2. Dependence of voltage, current and phase on time
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3. I/o and curve approximation.

In this case, the set of output data y(t) is approximated depending on the change of
input parameters x(t).

All three networks have input, one output layer, and one hidden layer of type NAR
and NARX, that is, networks with back propagation of the error. The hidden layer
activation function is the sigmoid:

W ¼ FðwÞ ¼ 1
1þ e�w

ð2Þ

Output layer activation function is linear.

3 Results

The results of ANN training of NAR type are shown in Fig. 4.
The curve obtained as a result of forecast is practically a straight line, so that it is

not possible to obtain the required forecast of the stress value with high accuracy.
Despite the rather high regression during the training, the resulting forecast has a

high MAPE error. In fact, the data in the forecast changes only at the beginning, within
the first 100 points, and after the change they are absent in values.

To improve the accuracy of forecasting, predictors were added to the neural net-
work model – the values of train masses that run in even and odd directions.

Fig. 3. Dependence of voltage, current and phase on time after removal of the outliers
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The result of the NARX neural network training with the reverse error propagation
is shown in Fig. 5. This method describes the law of voltage variation more accurately
than the NAR network.

Fig. 4. NAR-induced prediction results

Fig. 5. The forecast results using NARX
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Figure 6 shows the prediction result by the curve approximation method. This
method shows a more accurate trend of voltage changes.

4 Discussion

The level of voltage in the contact network is the important index that defines the speed
and, in certain cases, the possibility of the train movement. Timely measures taken to
maintain the permissible voltage level in the contact network will help to avoid losses
caused by train delays. The study showed that the prediction of the voltage value using
the artificial neural networks in view of the train mass is the good tool to forecast the
expected voltage level. Further researches should target on improvement of forecast
accuracy of the variable time series through the profound training and expansion of the
list of predictors by adding trains in the speed series that are on the inter-substation
area.

5 Conclusions

This paper describes the study aimed at the forecast of the voltage level in the middle of
the inter-substation zone depending on the mass of trains running along the section.

Forecasting was made using the MatLab Software. Three types of neural networks
were considered to achieve the stated objectives: nonlinear autoregression, nonlinear
autoregression with external (exogenous) inputs and input-output and curve
approximation.

Fig. 6. Forecasting results by the method of curve approximation
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Of the three neural networks under the study, the most accurate adjustment of the
level change curve was demonstrated by the curve approximation method. It also had
the lowest average absolute error (MAPE = 0.7%).

Further topic expansion requires several areas. The first is to improve the accuracy
of forecast assessments. This objective may be achieved by introducing additional
predictors into the predictive model, or by replacing the forecasting method with, for
example, the profound training. The second is the transition to online forecasting as per
the incoming data from ASM or other automated system. It requires the introduction of
industrial computing devices to process data, save data in the convenient format for use
before being deleted as, for example, in microprocessor protection devices. The third is
the integration of the developed model into the complex problem of the abnormal
operation prevention of the traction power supply system, as well as the synthesis of
intelligent control of substations.
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Abstract. Full-scale structural measurements of new and existing electric
traction networks are becoming increasingly important because of the ever-
increasing train speeds and associated effects. Higher speeds lead to increased
loads and greater structural dynamic responses, increasing mechanical and
electrical loads. Electrical contact connections are an integral part of the electric
traction network: under operating conditions, the electrical installation circuit in
many cases should allow to separate the elements from each other. At the same
time, electrical contacts are a weak component in energy distribution systems,
since the occurrence of large transient resistances in the contact area is one of the
most common cases leading to heating of the connection and breakage of the
catenary. The purpose of the work is to improve the performance reliability and
prevent damage to the electric traction network by reducing the complexity of
servicing bolted electrical connections through the development and mass
implementation of visual diagnostics. The main parameter characterizing the
bolted electrical connection is its resistance, the value of which depends on two
interrelated factors: parameters of the contacting surfaces and the contact force.
Research of thermal processes in the contact connection and determination of its
performance characteristics allow to create a method of diagnosis of the state of
the electrical connection on the basis of new methods using modern equipment.

Keywords: Electrical connection � Mathematical model � Transition
resistance � Diagnostics

1 Introduction

Any electrical system consists of connections through which electricity is transmitted
from the source to the end consumer. In the electric traction network, energy is
transmitted from electrical substations to the electric rolling stock. And in case of
failure of one of the electrical connections (EC), there may be significant economic
damage due to the occurrence of interruptions in the movement of trains [1].

The problem with EC in the electric traction network arises due to degradation
processes associated with the deterioration of the transient resistance [2]. When its
value increases, the entire EC overheats and, as a consequence, the temperature rises to
critical values.
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Therefore, the determination and prediction of the state of EC is an important
problem to improve the operational reliability of the main electric railways [3].

2 Problem Definition

There are distinguished two states of electrical connection: satisfactory and unsatis-
factory. The state depends on the value of transient resistance (RT), resulting from
contiguity of contact surfaces of a wire and clamp dies. Under service conditions the
value RT increases as tightening torque of clamp dies decreases (loosening) and oxide
films are formed in places of a wire and clamp contact. For satisfactory state the value
of transient resistance should not exceed the value equal to the ohmic resistance of a
conductor. The main indicator of the state of the electrical connection is the defect rate
and the contact transition resistance [4].

The heating defect rate is not a constant value and is a function of the time of flow
of current through the electrical connection. Moreover, it can be assumed that the value
of the defect rate itself does not depend on the current value, but on the ratio of the
physical (mass, electrical resistance) and thermophysical parameters (specific heat
capacity and heat removal) of the clamp and the wire that form the EC.

3 Solution

In work [4] it is proved that in the electric current supply mode indirect estimate of
value RT by means of defectiveness coefficient (Kh), with heating considered, is
possible and, as a result, the same holds good for estimate of electrical connection state.
However, the diagnostic data on current-carrying clamps obtained with the help of a
thermal imaging camera have shown that the lack of the similar data analysis of cooling
mode leads to doubtful estimate of current state of bolted-type electrical connection.
Therefore, there arises a need to investigate not only heating, but also cooling of an
electrical connection, since only joint consideration of both modes can offer profound
qualitative evaluation of the existing indicators influencing the electrical connection
state estimate.

At present there is no mathematical model of electrical connection estimate within
cooling mode. The authors of the given paper offer to transform the universal equation
of heat balance of electrical connection [5], without current being taken into account,
and receive an expression:

ðCj mj þCw mwÞ � dh
dt

¼ �½ 0:01312 � h 1:49 þ e S � 5:67 � 10 �8½ðTj þ 273Þ4

� ðTa þ 273Þ4�� ð1Þ

where Cw is the specific heat capacity of a wire material W � s kg�1K�1
� �

; Cj is the
specific heat capacity of a clamp material W � s kg�1K�1

� �
; mw is the mass of a wire

clamped between dies (kg); mj is the mass of a clamp (kg); S is the area of an exterior
surface of a clamp (m2); Ta is the air temperature (°C); Tj is the temperature of a clamp
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(°C); 5,67∙10−8 W m�2K�4
� �

is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant; e is the relative
emittance for bronze (e = 0.6); h is the excess of temperature of electrical connection
over ambient temperature (°C).

To determine temperature of electrical connection we will transform the above
Eq. (1) and receive the dependence defining temperature change on time in the course
of cooling [6]:

DhC ¼ 0:0108Pt ðCj mj þCw mwÞ�1 þ h�0:49
0

� � �2:03
ð2Þ

where P is the perimeter of a wire cross section (m); t is the time period of current flow
(s).

The received expression (2) describes temperature variation of clamp dies in the
course of time when traction current is not flowing through the electrical connection. It
gives a possibility to investigate process of cooling and to estimate its influence on Kh,
which represents the ratio of temperature variations of electrical connection to tem-
perature variations of a wire [6]. As mathematical models of heating and cooling for a
wire and an electrical connection are known (Fig. 1,a), it is possible to investigate Kh

temporal variation in the course of the “heating - cooling” cycle and consider the
additional factors influencing the estimate of an electrical connection [7].

In Fig. 1,b, showing Kh variation in “heating-cooling” cycle, it is possible to
conditionally single out four areas of a curve which describes the thermalphysic pro-
cesses occurring in the feeding clamp and branching wires. In the Inertial Component
area when temperature of connection is much lower than that of wire, the function of
the defectiveness coefficient, with heating considered, is of the minimum value, as for
the defectiveness coefficient value, it depends on connection mass and the material it is
made of. A point of an extremum, as regards to thermal characteristics, is explained by
inertial properties of a clamp [8].

Then there is a process of determining a coefficient value due to balancing of a
gradient of thermal fields of a clamp and the connected wires [9]. The third area
represents a steady-set coefficient value in the heating mode. The coefficient value will
depend on two components which influence heat balance of the system under dis-
cussion. The first component is a ratio of connection resistances and a wire (defec-
tiveness coefficient with resistance considered). The second is a ratio of heat emission
coefficients of a connection and a wire.

The fourth area shows sharp increase in Kh value with a distinctive point of a
maximum. Such a behavior of the coefficient is explained by smaller cooling of an
electrical connection, than that of a wire. It should be noted that at this moment Kh

value considerably exceeds the rated value and is equal to 1.5 that has testified to
unsatisfactory state of an electrical connection. At the same time the value of transient
resistance of 25 µΩ adopted in modeling is considered to be rated. Thus, it is proved
that process of cooling cannot be neglected on estimating an electrical connection state,
otherwise research results may turn to be erroneous and misleading.

The maximum value of coefficient being reached, its value decreases up to its
steady-state value.
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On the basis of the offered mathematical model the Program for calculations in
Mathcad computer environment was developed. The Program allows a user not only to
consider cooling process but also to change electric current parameters by substituting
its value and time period of current flow [7] and [8].

The Program performs calculations of differential equations concerning wire
heating and electrical connections [3]. Applying the Program operation algorithm, the
value of Kh is determined.

The Program includes the following data: 6 values of current which correspond to
variables I1(t), I2(t), I3(t), I4(t), I5(t), I6(t). The current values are chosen one after

Fig. 1. “Heating-cooling” cycle of a clamp: a – temperature variation of a wire DhW and an
electrical connection DhC related to the time period of conventional nominal current flow through
them I = 600 A, at Ta = 24 °C; b – change of defectiveness coefficient Kh with heating
considered at RT = 25 µΩ
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another, proceeding from time intervals. The chosen time intervals are designated by a
variable – tm, tn, tk, td tc – covering the maximum and minimum values of changes of
the graph [11]. The value of transient resistance (r, µΩ) is set as well.

Plotting the graphs of dependence of coefficient Kh on time, the Program retains the
previous data on an electrical connection and a wire and considers the when plots new
graphs.

To obtain actual data of the algorithm performance, calculations of transient
resistance of different value were carried out. In addition, values of current flowing
through an electrical connection during heating and cooling modes were changed too.

Reasoning from the calculations made one can conclude that, in case of an elec-
trical connection cooling, value Kh, can exceed the rated parameter used to estimate
satisfactory and unsatisfactory states of an electric connection.

Being aware of the value of the inclination angle of a change curve Kh, and
knowing that the angle shows the speed at which defectiveness coefficient increases
during heating mode, one can predict current-carrying clamp state under the impact of
electric load within the whole time interval of [4].

To confirm the above hypothesis, models of heating and cooling of the wire and EC
are constructed. The ratio of these models makes it possible to investigate the defect
rate over time. And in this case, it is possible to estimate the change in the defect rate at
different values of the transient resistance, talking about the state of EC.

The study [9] showed that each transient resistance corresponds to a characteristic
change in the defect rate. Thus, there is a theoretical assumption that during operation,
it is possible to indirectly determine the transient resistance of EC by changing the
defect rate, that is, to determine its current state.

To confirm the theoretical developments and approve new criteria for assessing the
state of EC, on a specially developed bench, tests were carried out with real currents of
200, 400, 600, 800 A and with EC transition resistances of 20, 40, 60 lOhm. Oper-
ational tests confirmed mathematical models of new evaluation criteria.

Based on these data, an algorithm for diagnosing EC was created, which allows to
make an accurate assessment of the state of EC [5].

The measurement algorithm procedure (Fig. 2):

1. Constant monitoring of the defect rate value. To do this, the temperature is mea-
sured at two points with a time interval Δt.

2. The diagnostic algorithm is selected by the value of the defect rate.
2:1 In the “cooling” mode, the state is evaluated by two criteria after the time has

elapsed.
2:2 In the “heating” mode, the minimum point is measured after the time has

elapsed.
2:2:1 Constant temperature measurement at two points with a time interval of

5 min + Δt.
2:2:2 At the end of the measurement time, the slope of curve of the change in the

defect rate value is determined.
3. The result of measurements of the electrical connection state parameters.
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Based on the obtained values of the slope and the value of the defect rate, a
conclusion is drawn about the current state of the electrical connection. Next, activities
are proposed depending on the current and forecasted state.

It is also necessary to pay attention to the different times required to obtain an
opinion on the state of EC. In the “heating” mode, the measurement time is longer than

Fig. 2. The algorithm of the method for remote determination of the state of EC
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in the “cooling” mode. However, in the “cooling” mode there is no possibility to make
a forecast.

From the described algorithm it can be seen that the account of both heating and
cooling in the technique makes it possible to more accurately assess the state of the
electrical connection. A failure to take into account one of the modes can lead to a false
assessment. The assessment of the use of special methods and means of diagnosing EC
is carried out [6].

To automate this algorithm, a measurement method is proposed, which is based on
the acquisition and processing of images from a thermal imaging camera. It can be used
to determine the temperature at the connection point and on the wire of the electric
traction network. These two points are processed according to the presented models
and the result of the current state of EC is given.

On the basis of the received technique it is possible to make operation algorithm of
a remote method of monitoring of the EC state.

The method is based on the acquisition and processing of images from a thermal
imaging camera, which can be used to determine the state of EC, as well as to
determine other parameters of the traction power supply system (TPS) using measuring
equipment [7].

The place of installation of the measuring equipment can be a car roof, or an
embankment if the equipment needs to be moved by crew.

The process of obtaining and converting information (Fig. 3) starts with image
acquisition by thermal imager. Then the image gets into the image signal transmission
unit, and then into the interface unit, where the streaming video (or a series of frames) is
generated. In turn, the interface unit receives geographical coordinates (when the
position of the measured equipment changes, or the rolling stock moves), date, time,
etc. from the satellite navigation system (GPS) unit [8]. The interface unit also receives
terrain information from the digital terrain map unit. In turn, the streaming video of the
interface unit is sent to the database and to the unit for acquisition and processing of
TPS parameters, which is available at the Department of Power Supply Systems. This
unit allows to process such parameters as I, U, u, etc., obtained both in research of
catenary system, and in research of traction substations [9].

Next, the image from the image signal transmission unit enters the interface unit, in
addition, it enters the image processing unit (Fig. 3), which interacts with the unit for
acquisition and processing of the obtained results (Fig. 4). With the help of a micro-
processor, the information from this unit is transmitted to the warning signal condi-
tioning unit and directly to the touch screen.

The key information provided by modern mobile laser scanning systems is infor-
mation about the laser pulse reflection points. Each reflection point has its own
coordinates in the global coordinate system and a certain set of characteristics (in-
tensity, color, accurate time stamp, and others). The set of laser reflection points forms
a point cloud.

In the future, it is proposed to create a database of the desired objects. Each
database item contains information about the object. In the future, the database element
will be called the object model. Since the railway infrastructure facilities are sufficiently
standardized, their geometrical parameters can be defined in advance and contained in
the model itself. Thus, the problem of automatically determining the geometric
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parameters of objects is reduced to the problem of detecting objects corresponding to
the database models in the point cloud, and then determining the orientation and
position of the found objects in a certain global coordinate system.

The image processing algorithm is based on machine vision technology. To con-
struct a plane, two parallel or intersecting lines are required. Characteristic lines by
which we determine the location of the electric traction network wires and determine
the location of the EC: always present in the analyzed image; it is possible to construct

Fig. 3. View from the thermal imager

Fig. 4. View from the processing unit
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two characteristic lines that are parallel; have a known size of the segment of the
distance between the characteristic lines, have their own linear parameters. High-
lighting these parameters, as well as areas with high temperature will allow to compile
data on the heating of the electric traction network wires and EC [10].

Currently, the units for processing received information can be compact [11], which
allows them to be placed in a mobile control device or permanently on the rolling
stock.

4 Conclusions

Thus, the characteristic features of determining the state of EC in the operating mode
are revealed. This will make it possible in the future to create stationary and mobile
measuring complexes for diagnosing the connecting elements of the electric traction
network, which will significantly reduce the damage caused by interruptions in the
movement of trains.

There is no doubt that this technology of diagnosing EC can be in demand in other
sectors of the economy in terms of safety of processes and human life [12]. For
example, according to the statistics of emerging fires, about 30% is due to EC over-
heating as a result of emergency operation of the electric network due to high transient
resistances [13].

At facilities with their own electrical system (buildings, ships, aircrafts, production,
etc.), devices for monitoring the EC quality according to the proposed diagnostic
technique can be created, which can save people’s lives and reduce economic damage
due to process flow disruptions.
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Abstract. Locomotive electric drives with DC commutator motors and smooth
voltage regulation systems usually apply reversible power rectifiers based on
partially or fully controllable semiconductor devices. The paper presents theo-
retical analysis of working processes of different single-phase bridge circuits.
Reviewed circuits include: initial (or type) half-period thyristor-based circuit;
asymmetrical circuit with two thyristor arms and two diode arms; half-period
thyristor circuit with a shunting diode arm in parallel with the rectified sub-
circuit; contemporary transistor-based bridge circuit. Detailed time diagrams of
working processes of the circuits demonstrate that application of different
schematic solutions and new control algorithms allows for a significant decrease
or complete elimination of phase shift between current and voltage curves on
AC side of the electric drive (i.e. power transformer primary winding), making it
possible for power coefficient of the rectifier to increase up to a maximum of 1.

Keywords: Electric drive � Power rectifier � Shunting diode � Thyristor-based
circuit � Transistor-based bridge circuit � Power coefficient

1 Introduction

Domestic power electronics converter industry possesses multiple regulated single-
phase rectifier circuit solutions based on partially or fully controllable power semi-
conductor devices (thyristors or transistors). These solutions include a zero-point cir-
cuit; a zero-point, zero diode circuit and a bridge circuit [1–4].

The initial (or type) regulated rectifier circuit is represented by a thyristor-based
bridge circuit working within an assumption that XT > 0 and Xd = ∞, where XT is the
inductive reactance of the transformer windings and Xd is the inductive reactance of
the rectified sub-circuit (i.e. the section of the electrical drive past the rectifier that
includes a smoothing reactor SR and a motor M), Fig. 1.
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For this type of rectifier, the working algorithm of its thyristor arms suggests firing
pairs of thyristor arms (e.g. VS1, VS4 or VS2, VS3) each half-period of the supply grid
voltage u1 by applying control signals that are regulated by their phase, areg. The
regulation range of the control signals can theoretically span the entire half-period of
the voltage, with the beginning point being p (or 180 electrical degrees) and the ending
point being 0.

Working processes of such a rectifier are presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Bridge circuit of a half-period thyristor-based regulated rectifier

Fig. 2. Diagrams of working processes of the regulated rectifier
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The main advantage of this rectifier is simplicity of its control algorithm. However,
despite there being a smoothing reactor SR, the necessity of further pulsation limitation
of the rectified current id decreases the apparent range of rectified voltage Ud regulation
to only about a half of 180 electrical degrees. Another drawback is the drastic decrease
in locomotive power coefficient v as the regulation angle areg proceeds to widen [5, 6].

Figure 7 demonstrates the v value of this rectifier with curve 1.

2 Materials and Methods

Another method of thyristor-based regulated rectifier bridge circuit organization pro-
poses one pair of transverse thyristor arms being fired by unregulated control signals
with a phase of a0 = 10°, and another pair of arms being fired by regulated pulses with
a phase of areg. The same result in terms of regulation would be achieved if, instead of
thyristor arms being fired by unregulated signals, diode arms were applied. This
proposition simplifies the overall rectifier circuit. Figure 3 demonstrates an electric
circuit that implements this method, and Fig. 4 presents diagrams of main working
processes of this rectifier. Such a circuit is traditionally referred to as an asymmetrical
bridge circuit regulated rectifier.

These results can also be achieved on the basis of type rectifier if an additional
diode arm is introduced and attached in parallel with the rectified sub-circuit of the
electric drive (see hatch line AK and diode VD in Fig. 1).

The advantage of the circuit shown in Fig. 3 is fewer number of thyristor arms (two
instead of four), which simplifies both the structure and the control algorithm of the
rectifier. In addition, apparent range regulation of the voltage applied to the load (motor

Fig. 3. Regulated rectifier asymmetrical bridge circuit
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M) is increased, while power coefficient of the circuit is also slightly higher than that of
the type bridge circuit shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 7 shows power coefficient of this rectifier with curve 2.

From power coefficient standpoint, the most preferable regulated rectifier circuit is
the one based fully on transistors, as comprehensively shown in [7, 8]. The method
presented in this paper also suggests an inclusion of a shunting diode VD between
cathode K and anode A bus-bars of the rectified current sub-circuit. Figure 5
demonstrates such a circuit.

The main distinguishing feature of this control algorithm is the fact that both
opening and closing of each transistor arm is executed within a single voltage half-
period. Table 1 presents this algorithm.

Fig. 4. Diagrams of working processes of the asymmetrical bridge circuit regulated rectifier
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Figure 6 shows working processes of a transistor-based regulated rectifier with the
control algorithm from Table 1.

The process of rectified voltage Ud regulation consists of the following. Firing of
transistor arms executed by applying control signals starts slightly before p/2 point
(approximately 80 electrical degrees), and their work lasts until slightly after p/2
(approximately 100 electrical degrees). To increase rectified voltage Ud value, appli-
cation of regulated control signals areg responsible for transistors’ opening shift to the
beginning of the half-period (i.e. 0 or p depending on the half-period), while their
ending points referred to as breg shift to the end of the half-period (p or 2p respec-
tively). Shifting areg and breg points is executed synchronously and with equal steps,
which allows rectified voltage increase to proceed smoothly and symmetrically in
relation to half-period starting and ending points.

After each pair of transistor arms switches off, the diode shunt VD enters working
mode and discharges electromagnetic energy previously accumulated in inductive
elements of the circuit. As the next pair of transistor arms is fired by control signals, the
diode ceases to work via current self-switching.

Fig. 5. Transistor-based rectifier bridge circuit

Table 1. Transistor-based rectifier control algorithm

Half-period 
Transistor arm

VT1 VT2 VT3 VT4
αreg (opening)
βreg (closing) - - αreg (opening)

βreg (closing)

- αreg (opening)
βreg (closing)

αreg (opening)
βreg (closing) -
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This type of control algorithm ensures that the curve of the current i1 in power
transformer primary winding is symmetrical in relation to the overhead line voltage
curve u1, thus practically eliminating the phase shift angle u between u1 and i1.

Power coefficient v of the transistor rectifier is represented by curve 3 in Fig. 7. Due
to the presence of higher harmonics in i1 curve power coefficient of the rectifier is
slightly less than 1.

3 Results

Figure 7 presents a relation between power coefficient v of a rectifier and rectified
voltage applied to the load; value Ud0 is the idling voltage of the rectifier at maximum

rectified voltage value, Ud0 ¼ 2
ffiffi
2

p
p U2; Ud is the rectified voltage applied to the load

with areg = var and breg = var.

Fig. 6. Diagrams of working processes of the transistor-based bridge circuit regulated rectifier
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4 Discussion

If v value is to be examined on the alternating current side (transformer primary
winding), its increase is inversely proportional to coefficient of voltage distortion. The

latter being 2
ffiffi
2

p
p ¼ 0:9 gives v an increase in 1.11. As active power P is tied to power

coefficient by v ¼ P
S equation, this means the increase can be demonstrated as

P ¼ 1:11Pd , where Pd is the useful power consummated by the load, Pd ¼ UdId .
Previously examined circuit solutions of the regulated rectifier (Figs. 1 and 3) show

that decreasing rectified voltage by extending regulation angle areg leads to a drastic
decrease in power coefficient. At areg being close to p/2 power coefficient can fall as
low as 0.45, while further shift in areg towards the end of a half-period makes power
coefficient converge practically towards zero.

Fig. 7. Graph representing v ¼ f Ud
Ud0

� �
relation
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5 Conclusions

Thanks to application of fully controllable semiconductor devices and an original
control algorithm, the transistor-based regulated rectifier shown in Fig. 5 manages to
sustain v value close to a maximum of 1 along the entire length of rectified voltage
regulation. This creates a very economically sound rectifier circuit solution applicable
for all modern domestic AC-wire DC-motor locomotives.
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Abstract. The paper considers an increase in carrier and traffic capacity of
sections (lines) by means of improving 3 kV DC traction power supply system
As a method of improvement the authors propose a system of contactless
automatic voltage regulation with the application of various regulators: reactor
voltage regulation, thyristor-reactor and thyristor. The paper presents simulation
of the 3 kV DC traction power supply system with the use of KORTES program
(complex for calculating traction power supply) that was developed by the JSC
“VNIIZhT” (Railway Research Institute) and that is being used in the
JSC «Russian Railways» . The authors used for calculation a real railway sec-
tion of the Sverdlovsk Railway with a heavy gradient and a locomotive 2ES10
in case of passing single freight train with increased weight. During calculation a
developed clarifying method with the use of corrective current coefficients was
applied. Based on the simulation results, the authors carried out the study of
technical and energy indicators of the traction power supply system that allowed
assessing the carrier and traffic capacity of sections (lines). The results obtained
proved the efficiency of a thyristor switching device in comparison to a reactor
and a thyristor-reactor switching devices.

Keywords: Capacity � Electrified sections � Direct current � Voltage
regulation � Calculation complex of traction power supply “KORTES” � Train
speed � Energy losses and energy consumption

1 Introduction

With the enhance in traffic on the railways there is a need to increase their carrier and
traffic capacity. Train speeds and load limits are being increased, new more powerful
electric locomotives are being created. In the traction power supply system for the
assessment of traffic capacity and planning measures to strengthen the existing tech-
nical equipment the determining factors are train weight, number of trains in the feeder
belt and their routing, train-to-train interval. On turn-round sections of trains with
increased weight traction power supply system must have the appropriate loading
capacity. In case of passing trains with weight more than 6000 tons current load
significantly increases in system and, consequently, equipment heating occurs more
intensively, catenary voltage level decreases, energy losses increase and operating
conditions of protection devices against short-circuit currents are getting more com-
plicated [1–7].
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One of the options for strengthening the traction power supply system is the
application of transformers with regulation under load [8–16]. The paper considers
adjustable converter units with the system of contactless automatic voltage regulation
that provide stabilization of rectified voltage in the range from 3500 V to 3700 V with
a regulation error of plus or minus 0.6%.

Functional scheme of the contactless automatic voltage regulation system is shown
on Fig. 1. The object of regulation is the converter unit (converter transformer and
rectifying unit). Controlled reactors (CR) connected to the taps of converter transformer
are used as the regulation parts. The system of contactless automatic voltage regulation
uses automatic voltage control box (ShAUN 5) as the automatic regulator.

The ShAUN 5 box receives a signal from a voltage sensor about the voltage level
on converter unit buses and compares it with the specified level of stabilization.
Depending on results of the comparison, the box controller sends a control signal to the
thyristor bridges that magnetize the controlled reactors thereby ensuring the stabi-
lization of the rectified converter unit voltage at a specified level.

At the present stage of switching devices development one of the controlled
reactors is replaced by an uncontrolled reactor (UR) as shown on Fig. 1b.

The main disadvantages of the existing system of contactless automatic voltage
regulation are the significant losses in electrical steel and copper of reactors as well as
their weight and size parameters. According to the Sverdlovsk Railway data, about 30
million roubles are spent annually on reactor control.

Figure 2 presents the external characteristics of the converter unit with the system
of contactless automatic voltage regulation.

The Transport Power Supply Department of the Ural State University of Railway
Transport carries out research works aimed at development of the contactless automatic
voltage regulation system with a thyristor-reactor switching device (Fig. 3) and a
thyristor switching device.

According to preliminary calculations, in comparison with reactor regulation
devices, the replacement of a controlled reactor with a thyristor key will reduce losses
in a switching device by 5 times, with the replacement of an uncontrolled reactor – by
10 times. Also, the replacement of reactors with thyristor keys will significantly reduce
the cost of switching devices.

The system of contactless automatic voltage regulation with a thyristor switching
device uses thyristor keys TK1 and TK2 connected to the taps of a converter trans-
former primary winding as a regulation part and uses the ShAUN 6 box as an automatic
regulator. Like the ShAUN 5 box, it compares the voltage on the converter unit buses
with the specified value and, according to the result, sends control signals to the
conditioners. The 1-st and the 2-nd conditioners have noninverting inputs and are
designed for thyristor control of TK1 key, the 3-rd and the 4-th have inverting inputs
and are designed for TK2 key control (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 1. Functional scheme of the contactless automatic voltage regulation system with: (a) two
controlled reactors CR1-CR2; (b) controlled and uncontrolled reactors CR-UR; VS – voltage
sensor; CS – thyristor bridges current sensor; PW, RW – power and regulating winding of
converter transformer
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Fig. 2. External characteristics of the converter unit with the system of contactless automatic
voltage regulation. 1–2 – natural; 3–6 – automatic
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Fig. 3. Functional scheme of the contactless automatic voltage regulation system with a
thyristor-reactor switching device (TRSD): 1, 2 – conditioners of light signal to the photothyristor
control electrodes of TK key; Zl – full load resistance
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Figure 5 presents the external characteristics of the converter unit equipped with the
system of contactless automatic voltage regulation with a thyristor switching device.
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Fig. 4. Functional scheme of the contactless automatic voltage regulation system with a
thyristor switching device: 1, 2, 3, 4 – conditioners of light signal to the photothyristor control
electrodes of TK1 and TK2 keys

Fig. 5. External characteristics of the converter unit equipped with the system of contactless
automatic voltage regulation with a thyristor switching device: 1–2 – natural; 3–5 – automatic
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From the above we can state the effectiveness of the contactless automatic voltage
regulation system as the method of strengthening. The system of contactless automatic
voltage regulation will increase the carrier and traffic capacities of sections (lines). For
the further research of the contactless automatic voltage regulation system with various
switching devices it is necessary to carry out electric calculations of the traction power
supply system on a real railway section.

2 Technical and Energy Analysis of Traction Power Supply
System Operation with Various Switching Devices

The most effective method of investigating traction power supply system operation is
simulation modelling [17–30]. The JSC “VNIIZhT” (Railway Research Institute) has
developed and introduced on railway sections electrified with a direct current a pro-
gram complex for calculation of traction power supply “KORTES” based on simulation
modelling.

Tables 1 and 2 contain the input data for carrying out electric calculations of the
regulated traction power supply system. Figure 6 presents track grading, power
equipment for the real Shalya – Khrustalnaya section of the Sverdlovsk Railway.

Table 1. Conditions for calculation of the regulated traction power supply system

Train operation section Shalya – Khrustalnaya

Locomotive type 2ES10
Train set weight, t 6000
Speed, km/h 50
Catenary voltage for grade computations,
V

3000

Voltage on buses of traction substations Ust = 3700 V (Stabilized characteristics with
voltage regulation devices)

Number of transformers included into
operation at each substation

One main step-down transformer and two
converter transformers

Table 2. Parameters of the converter transformer with various regulators

Type of converter
transformer and
regulator

Rated power
of power
winding, kVA

Rated
voltage,
kV

Short-
circuit
voltage,
%

Losses, kW No-load
current,
%

No-
load

Short-
circuit

TRDP-16000/10
(CR-UR)

13430 10 9.6 19 118 5.0

TRDP-16000/10
(TRSD)

13430 10 9.6 13 93 5.0

TRDP-16000/10
(TSD)

13430 10 9.6 14 87 0.8
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Table 3 presents the results of electric calculations of the regulated traction power
supply system with various switching devices. The table contains energy consumption
on traction At, energy losses in catenary D Ac, energy consumption according to
electric motive power counters Aemp, energy losses in main step-down and converter
transformers Atr, the total energy losses at traction substation Ats with the inclusion of
At, D Ac, Aemp, D Atr and specific energy consumption on motive power att. The
paper shows the electrical calculations of the traction power supply system with the
application of new more realistic program addition development for clarification of
electric locomotive Ie currents in case of the introduction of voltage regulation devices
[29, 30] based on the “iteration method” [31] – the approximation of calculated energy
consumption on motive power of a locomotive Aemp to the basic Aempb.

Table 3. Results of the traction power supply system modeling

Parameter Contactless automatic
voltage regulation
with controlled and
uncontrolled reactors
CR-UR

Contactless
automatic voltage
regulation with
thyristor-reactor
switching device
TRSD

Contactless
automatic voltage
regulation with
thyristor
switching device
TSD

Energy
consumption on
traction
At = Aemp + ΔAc,
kW*h

9520 9520 9520

Energy losses in
catenary D Ac,
kW*h

519 519 519

Energy losses in
electric motive
power Aemp, kW*h

9001 9001 9001

Energy losses in
transformers Atr
load/xx, kW*h

40/1458 36/1231 35/1156

Energy
consumption on
motive power at
traction substation
Ats = At + ΔAtr,
kW*h

10499 10268 10192

Specific energy
consumption on
motive power att,
kW*h/104 t*km

152.16 148.81 147.71

Reduction of att, % after the introduction of
new switching device

2.25 2.92
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3 Results

Table 3 shows that energy consumption on motive power including energy losses in
catenary and energy consumption according to counters of electric motive power is
equal in all variants of electric calculations. The level of catenary voltage in all variants
of calculations is above the minimum level of 2700 V (Engineering instructions).
Energy losses in trans-formers are the lowest with the use of contactless automatic
voltage regulation with a thyristor switching device. Reduction of specific energy
consumption on traction after the introduction of contactless automatic voltage regu-
lation with a thyristor-reactor switching device is 2.25% and with a thyristor switching
device is 2.92%. Energy losses of no-load mode in transformers are higher than losses
of load mode because the calculation was carried out for the section with seven traction
substations and one traction load that is why transformers operated in no-load mode.

4 Conclusion

The research presented in the paper shows and justifies the possibility of increasing the
carrier and traffic capacity of sections (lines) due to the application of contactless
automatic voltage regulation system with a thyristor switching device. The electric

Fig. 6. Track grading on the Khrustalnaya – Shalya section
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calculations of traction power supply system showed the reduction of specific energy
consumption after the application of contactless automatic voltage regulation with a
thyristor switching device compared with the contactless automatic voltage regulation
with CR-UR. The replacement of CR-UR with a thyristor switching device will reduce
losses in the switching device by 10 times and will significantly decrease the switching
devices cost.

Nowadays the Transport Power Supply Department of the Ural State University of
Railway Transport carries out research works aimed at development of contactless
automatic voltage regulation system with a thyristor switching device TSD. The
physical model is developed and successfully passed tests.
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Abstract. The most important condition for the formation of modern transport
infrastructure is its digitalization. In general, the processes of informatization of
domestic transport enterprises and the introduction of intelligent transport sys-
tems on Russian roads are quite intensive. Digital technology has affected vir-
tually all areas of the transport enterprise. However, their successful
implementation and operation requires the improvement of automation devices,
remote control and communication. Modern powerful devices of automation,
telemechanics and communications (electronic devices) are characterized by
high heat release. For their normal operation is required to ensure heat dissi-
pation. To solve this problem, cooling systems are used, a component of which
is a thermal interface, the common elements of which are heat-conducting
compounds (thermal paste). In this paper, a mathematical model was developed
by means of a mathematical apparatus. This model describes the processes of
heat and mass transfer in the considered liquid-phase medium with nanoparti-
cles, used as a thermally conductive composition to optimize the heat exchange
processes that occur during the cooling of components in electronic devices. In
the future, based on the obtained mathematical model, it is planned to identify
the main chemical components that make up the thermally conductive compo-
sition for further development. The developed methods and the presented results
of the work can be useful to specialists in the field of heating, as well as other
researchers of similar subjects.

Keywords: Digital technologies � Electronic devices � Heat and mass transfer �
Thermal interface � Thermal paste � Mathematical modeling

1 Introduction

Digital technologies have affected almost all areas of the transport enterprise, from
providing information on timetables, routes and tariffs to the operation and repair of
rolling stock, maintenance and diagnostics of transport infrastructure facilities. Digital
technologies make it possible to use personal and public transport more efficiently,
increase citizens’ mobility, increase the level of safety and comfort of city trips, and
generally optimize traffic flow management.
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In our country, the information field of passenger services is being actively formed,
including navigation, ticket solutions, choosing a travel route, providing Internet access
and related services. The most relevant areas of digital technology in the transport
sector today are:

– the management of urban traffic flows, using Artificial Intelligence;
– the development of road transport infrastructure based on Big data and predictive

analytics;
– the preparation of public transport routes, location of transport hubs, road con-

struction, planning of parking space based on the results of the analysis of Big Data;
– the application of IoT solutions in transport, the development of V2X (vehicle-to-

everything) communications, the interaction between vehicles and the exchange of
data between a vehicle and road infrastructure;

– the application of autonomous unmanned vehicles in various areas of urban
economy;

– the introduction of an online monitoring system for the level of satisfaction of
passengers of public transport, the adjustment based on the monitoring results will
ensure greater personalization of transport services;

– the Intelligent transport system for maximum efficiency of traffic management and
safety of traffic, control of traffic lights and route optimization.

Solving such problems through digital technology complicates electronic devices.
An analysis of the development of electronic devices shows that over 10 years the
complexity of electronic devices has increased 10 times. During the same time, the
speed of electronic devices has increased significantly.

Modern powerful semiconductor devices (transistors, diodes, thyristors, chipsets
and high-speed processors) have a high heat output. For their normal operation, it is
necessary to ensure heat withdrawal. This task is provided by cooling systems. An
integral part of cooling systems is the thermal interface. The following types of thermal
interfaces are distinguished:

– heat-conducting paste compounds;
– polymerizable heat-conducting compounds;
– silver thermally conductive adhesives compounds;
– heat-conducting gaskets;
– solders and liquid metals.

In this paper, all attention is paid specifically to the consideration of heat-
conducting paste compounds (hereinafter referred to as thermal grease, thermal paste).
Therefore, it makes no sense to describe the distinguishing characteristics and appli-
cations of each type of thermal interface.

Thermal paste is a multicomponent plastic substance with high thermal conduc-
tivity, used to reduce thermal resistance between two contacting surfaces. Typical and
most common thermal greases of domestic production are KPT-8, AlSil-3, as well as a
series of heat-conducting pastes Steel Frost, Cooler Master, Zalman, etc.

The basic requirements for thermal paste are:
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1. the smallest thermal resistance;
2. the stability of properties over time and storage;
3. the stability of properties in the operating temperature range;
4. the ease of application.

The fillers with high thermal conductivity in the form of micro- and nanodispersed
powders and their mixtures are used as heat-conducting components in the manufacture
of thermal paste:

– metals (tungsten, copper, silver);
– microcrystals (diamond);
– metal oxides (zinc, aluminum, etc.);
– nitrides (boron, aluminum);
– graphite/graphene.

Mineral or synthetic oils, liquids and their mixtures having low volatility are used
as binders. There are thermal pastes with a polymerizable in the air binder. Sometimes,
in order to increase the density, volatile components are added to their composition,
which make it possible to have a sufficiently liquid thermal grease during application
and a highly dense thermal interface with high thermal conductivity. Such thermal
greases usually reach maximum thermal conductivity within 5–100 h of normal
operation. There are thermal pastes based on liquid at 20–25 °C metals, consisting of
pure indium and gallium and alloys based on them.

The best (and most expensive) thermal greases have silver or aluminium oxide
base. Both bases are having the lowest thermal resistance. The cheapest (and least
effective) thermal pastes have a ceramic base. Some thermal greases have electrical
conductivity. Therefore, it is necessary to avoid getting such a thermal grease on the
terminals of electronic components located near the place of thermal grease application.

It is worth paying attention that thermal grease should not be too liquid and not
very thick. Since in the first, it simply will not create the desired contact, and in the
second it is laid unevenly on the surface.

Thermal grease is used in electronic devices as a thermal interface between heat-
generating elements and devices for removing heat from them (for example, between a
processor and a radiator). The main requirement when using heat-conducting paste is
the minimum thickness of its layer. Therefore, it is necessary to follow the manufac-
turer’s recommendations when applying heat-conducting pastes. A small amount of
paste applied to the thermal contact area is crushed when the surfaces are pressed
against each other. In this case, the paste fills the smallest recesses in the surfaces and
contributes to the emergence of a homogeneous environment for the spread of heat.

Thermal grease is used to cool electronic components that have a heat dissipation
greater than that permissible for this type of enclosure: power transistors and power
microcircuits (switches) in switching power supplies, in horizontal scan units of tele-
visions with a kinescope, and transistors for output stages of powerful amplifiers.

The works on the development of modern thermally conductive compounds is
carried out everywhere. You can see thermal pastes are produced in the USA, China,
Norway, Taiwan and Russia on the shelves of retail stores.
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Along with the study of thermal processes, today the physical properties and
characteristics of colloidal suspensions, which are both in a static state and under
various loads, including thermal loads, are being actively studied. This topic is relevant,
and any advances in research of various kinds of colloidal suspensions are character-
ized not only by new theoretical knowledge, but also often carry applied values.

Nanofluids are participated in the creation of efficient cooling or systems of control
large heat fluxes [1–3]. They are also characterized by special transport properties.
Unlike large dispersed particles, nanoparticles practically do not sediment, they do not
erode the channels through which they move.

The rapid progress in the field of nanotechnology has provided researchers the
arsenal of new materials with unique optical and physicochemical properties. With the
increase in the productivity of electronic devices and the development of high-energy
technologies, the need arises to create efficient cooling systems and control large heat
fluxes. In addition, nanofluids find their application in other areas of human activity.
For example, positive results have been obtained on the use of gold, silver, silicon
oxides, or titanium nanoparticles in radiation protection, in biosensorics, immuno-
analysis, genomics, and the treatment of oncological and infectious diseases in recent
years [4–7].

Nanofluids are also effective for realizing a number of low threshold nonlinear
optical phenomena in the visible range. Their important advantage is the possibility of
varying nonlinear optical properties by means of a matrix from a liquid-phase medium,
as well as by selecting the concentration, size, and shape of nanoparticles [8, 9].

In these media, unlike homogeneous ones, the nonlinear optical response arises due
to a change in the refractive index and absorption coefficient induced by the light wave
due to the effects of thermal diffusion and electrostriction of particles. Thus, in
microheterogeneous multicomponent media, specific mechanisms of nonlinearity exist
due to redistribution of component concentrations (thermophoresis in gases, suspen-
sions, Soret effect in liquid-phase media).

Along with the applied aspect, the study of transport processes and nonlinear
optical phenomena in nanofluids is an important fundamental component, because
there is no consistent physical theory of these processes and phenomena. Despite the
large accumulated experimental and theoretical results, systematic data are not avail-
able, and experimental results are often contradictory. It is difficult enough to determine
how the properties of the transfer of nanofluids will change when varying one or
another parameter of the system: the material of the nanoparticles, their shape, size,
volume concentration, etc., to predict their properties. This requires an understanding
of the transport mechanisms in nanofluids. At the same time, it should be noted that in
recent years both experimental and theoretical results have been obtained regarding the
thermophysical constants of the medium.

There are phenomenological approaches to the description of transport processes in
open systems such as nanoparticles + liquid + laser radiation, based on the first prin-
ciples: the laws of conservation of energy and mass. The solution of such a system of
balance equations containing specific thermophysical and optical parameters makes it
possible to study the dynamics of the concentration of nanoparticles, determine the
temperature fields and study the nonlinear optical properties of the nanofluid. This
system of equations was poorly studied analytically and numerically. The effects of the
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self-action of light fields in a nanofluid against the background of the dependence of the
radiation absorption coefficient on the concentration of particles, as well as the con-
tribution of thermal diffusion and electrostrictive mechanisms of optical nonlinearity,
have not been adequately studied. If we disregard the article [10], then the problems of
the formation of dissipative structures and processes of propagation of concentration
switching waves in relation to the open systems described above were not considered.

Obviously, the systematic application of nanofluids become possible only if their
properties can be predicted in advance.

The aim of the scientific research of this article is to develop a mathematical model
that describes the phenomena of heat and mass transfer in nanofluids.

We are taking into account various physical processes that occur when using the
investigated nanofluid as thermal paste to protect the components of electronic devices
from overheating.

The object of the study is a liquid-phase medium with nanoparticles, which is under
the influence of an electromagnetic field.

2 Development of a Mathematical Model

To achieve this goal we resort to methods of mathematical modeling. We consider a
mathematical model that describes the phenomena of heat and mass transfer in a
nanofluid, taking into account various physical processes that occur when using the
developed nanofluid as thermal paste to protect the components of electronic devices
from overheating. We assume that the particle sizes satisfy the following condition:
a0 � k̂, where a0 is its linear dimension, and k̂� is the wavelength of the light wave.
Thus, we do not consider the processes of diffraction and light scattering, we also
exclude the processes of particle sedimentation.

It is known that temperature and concentration gradients arise in the medium as a
result of the action of a light field. These phenomena are described by a system of
balance equations for the temperature and concentration of particles [16]:

qef � Cp
@T
@t

¼ div k � gradTð Þþ a � ~IðrÞ; ð1Þ

@C
@t

¼ div D gradCþDT Cð1� CÞgradT � cC grad I½ �: ð2Þ

We note that in Eq. (1) there is no addend responsible for the Dufour effect, in view of
its smallness. Here we have adopted the following notation: T - is the temperature of
the medium, C ¼ Cðr; tÞ ¼ m0=m - is the mass concentration of the particles (m0 - is
the mass of particles contained in a unit volume, m - is the mass of a unit volume of
liquid), Cp; q - are thermophysical constants liquids, k Cð Þ - is the thermal conductivity,
I rð Þ - is the light intensity, a0 - is medium absorption coefficient, D;DT - are diffusion
and thermal diffusion coefficients, respectively. Further, k is the coefficient of thermal
conductivity, c ¼ 4pbD

�cnef kT
, b ¼ el

ep�ep
ep þ 2el

a30, ep; el are the dielectric constants of the particle

and liquid, respectively, b is the polarizability of particles, k is the Boltzmann constant,
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�c is the speed of light in a vacuum, nef is the effective refractive index of the medium.
We note that in Eq. (2) the last addend expresses the contribution from the particle flux.
This addend is related to the action of the gradient force on the side of the light field
(electrostriction of particles). We shall assume that the profile of the light beam is
Gaussian.

Next we use the following approximations:

div k � gradTð Þ � kr2T ;
div Cð1� CÞgradTð Þ � Cð1� CÞr2T ;

div C � grad Ið Þ � Cr2I:

Further, we will investigate the dynamics of nanoparticles, assuming that the processes
of mass transfer occur against a background of steady temperature. In this case, we set
sT � sD. Thus, in the heat equation we set @T=@t ¼ 0ð Þ:

Let us assume that the concentration dependence of the thermal conductivity can be
represented in the form

kðCÞ ¼ k0 þ bC ¼ k0ð1þ pCÞ;

here p ¼ b
k0
and pC\1, k0 is the coefficient of thermal conductivity of a fluid.

Similar dependence was theoretically found in a paper [7] and was experimentally
confirmed in publications [11–14].

Using the approximation ðkðCÞÞ�1 ¼ ðk0 þ bCÞ�1 ¼ ðk0Þ�1ð1� pCÞ; and the
stationarity condition we write the Eq. (2) in the form (we consider the one-
dimensional case)

@C
@t

¼ D
@2C
@x2

� DT
a0
k0

� �
~I0 e

�x2

x2
0Cð1� CÞð1� pCÞþ d 1� x2

x20

� �
e
�x2

x2
0C: ð3Þ

Here ~I x
x0

� �
¼ ~I0 e

�x2

x2
0 ; d ¼ 4 ~I0c

x20
:

In the paper [7] the model problem on the conditions of bistable behavior of such a
nanofluid was studied. The problem was reduced to a parabolic equation of the type (3)
with constant coefficients and a similar cubical nonlinearity.

We introduce dimensionless variables and carry out the parametrization of Eq. (3).
Then

@C
@ t

¼ b
@2C
@q2

� e�q2Cð1� CÞð1� pCÞþm 1� q2
� �

e�q2C; ð4Þ

where s ¼ DT
a0
k0
~I0t; x

x0
¼ q; b ¼ k0

ST a0~I0x20
; m ¼ 4k0c

ST a0Dx20
; ST ¼ DT

D - is the Soret

coefficient.
Consider the following initial boundary conditions for Eq. (4):
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Cðq; 0Þ ¼ C0 e
�q2 q� L

x0

� �2

q2 þC1;
@C
@q

����
q¼0

¼ 0 ; 0� q� L=x0; ð5Þ

@C
@q

����
q¼ L

x0

þ STCð1� CÞ@T
@q

����
q¼ L

x0

� c
D
C
@I
@q

����
q¼ L

x0

¼ 0: ð6Þ

The parameter L expresses the characteristic length, for example, the length of the cell
in the experiment, the positive constants C0;C1\1 correspond to the distribution of
particles at the origin.

These boundary conditions are obtained from the condition that all flows on the
boundary are equal to zero. As can be seen, the second boundary condition contains the
temperature gradient. An explicit expression for it can be obtained from the heat
equation, assuming in it @T=@t ¼ 0.

It can be shown that the second addend in the Eq. (6) is much less than the third
addend. Therefore, neglecting it, we obtain the following boundary condition on the
right boundary:

@C
@q

����
q¼ L

x0

þ 2cL
Dx0

STCjq¼ L
x0
e
�L2

x2
0 ¼ 0: ð7Þ

The paper [8] also studied the dynamics of particles in the nanosuspension, a linearized
equation with the dominance of the contribution from particle convection was con-
sidered. The results of the solutions indicated the existence of concentration waves
under these conditions.

We use numerical methods for solving the problem (4), (5), (7). In this case, we use
the following values of variables and parameters:

b � 100� 1000;m � 0:8� 4; p � 1:5; L � 10�2; x0 � 10�4; 0� q� 10�2

10�4

� 102 � 10:

To solve nonlinear evolution equations, finite difference methods are often used [12–
15]. The nonlinearity of the original equation imposes stringent requirements on dif-
ference methods, so the problem of constructing effective and economic algorithms
remains relevant today. The use of explicit difference schemes for the numerical
solution of problem (4), (5), (7) is not effective due to strict limitations on their
stability. Therefore, it is preferable to use implicit schemes with relatively weak con-
straints. We use the predictor-corrector method (see [13–15]) to construct a numerical
algorithm for solving the problem (4), (5), (7).

Let h ¼ L=x0
N ;s ¼ 1000

M are the steps on q and t, where N;M are natural numbers,
qi ¼ ih; tk ¼ ks. We define the grid function yki ¼ y qi; tkð Þ:. We introduce the uniform
grid xh ¼ qi; tkð Þ : i ¼ 0; . . .;N; k ¼ 0; . . .;M: To simplify the further notation, we set
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f q;Cð Þ ¼ �e�q2C 1� Cð Þ 1� pCð Þþm 1� q2
� �

e�q2C:

When calculating the intermediate values of the desired function, at the predictor stage,
the Eq. (4) is approximated by the following difference equation

y
kþ 1

2
i �yki
0:5s ¼ y

kþ 1
2

iþ 1�2y
kþ 1

2
i þ y

kþ 1
2

i�1
h2 þ f qi; y

k
i

� �
; tkþ 1

2
¼ kþ 1

2

� �
s;

y0i ¼ C0e�q2i qi � L
x0

� �2
q2i þC1; i ¼ 0; 1; . . .;N;

y
kþ 1

2
1 � y

kþ 1
2

0 ¼ 0; k ¼ 0; 1; . . .;M � 1;
y
kþ 1

2
N �y

kþ 1
2

N�1
h þ 2cL

Dx0
STe

�L2

x2
0 y

kþ 1
2

N ¼ 0:

Then, at the stage of the corrector, a following symmetrical six-point scheme is
used:

ykþ 1
i �yki

s ¼ 1
2

ykþ 1
iþ 1 �2ykþ 1

i þ ykþ 1
i�1

h2 þ ykiþ 1�2yki þ yki�1
h2

� �
þ f qi; y

kþ 1
2

i

� �
;

y0i ¼ C0e�q2i qi � L
x0

� �2
q2i þC1; i ¼ 0; 1; . . .;N;

�3ykþ 1
0 þ 4ykþ 1

1 � ykþ 1
2 ¼ 0; k ¼ 0; 1; . . .;M � 1;

ykþ 1
N�2�4ykþ 1

N�1 þ 3ykþ 1
N

2h þ 2cL
Dx0

STe
�L2

x2
0 ykþ 1

N ¼ 0:

The considered scheme is unconditionally stable and has the accuracy of order
O s2 þ h2ð Þ:

3 The Results of Mathematical Modelling

Further, software written in the C++ programming language was developed to calculate
the mathematical model. To confirm the adequacy of the mathematical model, we have
compared the heat transfer coefficient of a medium without nanoparticles with the heat
transfer coefficient of a medium with nanoparticles. As a medium we use distilled water
(thermal conductivity coefficient 0.613 W/(m � K)), and graphene particles (thermal
conductivity coefficient *5000 W/(m � K)) are used as nanoparticles. The volume
concentration of nanoparticles with respect to the liquid was 0.1%.

Figure 1 are showed the time dependence of the solution for a fixed spatial coor-
dinate. Distilled water without nanoparticles is a solid line, distilled water with
nanoparticles is a dashed line at m = 0.8 (m - is the indicator responsible for the
contribution to the concentration flow from electrostriction).

The shape of the curves are showed that the nature of the transition processes
strongly depends on the origin: near the origin, the corresponding curve has a pro-
nounced maximum. As the value of the time variable increases, both curves correspond
to different concentration values.
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Figure 2 are showed that in time, the “spreading” of the initial Gaussian distribu-
tion of particle concentration occurs. At the same time, portions of space far from the
origin are involved in the transfer processes.

The numerical experiment are showed that the application of nanofluids makes it
possible to intensify the local heat transfer over the entire length of the cell by more
than 10%. Similar dependences are obtained for other nanofluids, however, the effect
decreases with a decrease in the concentration of nanoparticles. This decrease is due to
a change in the density and viscosity coefficient of the nanofluid compared with the
corresponding values for water.
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Fig. 1. Time dependences of the solution to problem (4), (5), (7)
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Fig. 2. Coordinate dependences of the solution to problem (4), (5), (7).
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4 Conclusion

A scientific study is showed that the application of colloidal nanosuspensions (nano-
fluids) as a thermal interface to protect the components of electronic devices from
overheating has large prospects. However, the lack of systematic experimental data
regarding the heat transfer coefficient of nanofluids requires the use of mathematical
modeling methods in this area. This methodology eliminates the need for complex field
experiments, the acquisition of expensive laboratory equipment for these experiments.

The difficulty is in the fact that the study of the heat transfer coefficient is a complex
task, taking into account the viscosity of nanofluids. Thus, for a more complete
understanding of the processes of heat and mass transfer in nanofluids, taking into
account various physical phenomena that can occur when using nanofluids as thermal
grease to protect components of electronic devices from overheating, it is necessary to
complicate the mathematical model, which is described in this paper.
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Abstract. Random vibrations in railway vehicles with nonlinear characteristics
of the spring suspension are considered to be nonstationary. The paper examines
a method that allows to account for nonlinear vibrational system different
aspects by the example of research of railway vehicle random vibrations with
nonlinear characteristics of transverse forces that are close to a cubic parabola.
Probabilistic characteristics of such oscillations are determined on the basis of
the procedure of averaging over many realizations. In this case the correlation
function and the spectral density is three-dimensional. In the spectral densities,
in addition to the main maximum, which lies in the main plane on the diagonal,
there are also side peaks corresponding to ultraharmonic vibrations of nonlinear
systems. Taking into account that the amplitudes of the side peaks are smaller
than those of the main maximums it can be said that in this nonlinear system
ultraharmonic vibrations appear on frequencies that are about twice as high as
the frequencies of the main maximums.

Keywords: Nonlinear system � Non-stationary random oscillation � Averaging
over many realizations � Ultraharmonics oscillations

1 Introduction

Spring suspensions of railway vehicles usually have elements with nonlinear charac-
teristics of proportional action (rubber parts), piecewise linear (characteristics of gaps
between band rims and rails, vibration restrictors etc.), polysemantic (frictional vibration
damper) and serpentine (leaf springs). This means any vibration research of railway
vehicles should consider nonlinear nature of spring suspension characteristics and
peculiar vibrations inherent in such nonlinear systems. Particularly, when it comes to
nonlinear systems the amplitudes of forced vibrations are only ambiguously tied with
frequencies and amplitudes of the disturbances. There is also a possibility for subhar-
monic and ultraharmonic vibrations to appear, as well as self-excited vibrations etc. [1].

Today, studies of dynamic properties of the “vehicle-track” system usually revolve
around researching virtual models with finite number of outputs and a single input that
transmits random stationary disturbance to the system. In doing so, researches consider
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nonlinearities of the system, but do not study their influence on vehicle movement
aspects deeply enough and do not explore nonlinear effects inherent in these systems.
This results from the fact that vibration research of nonlinear systems tends to set the
disturbance as a single execution of a random process of rail geometrical imperfection,
as if there was an implied suggestion that random vibrations of generalized coordinates
are stationary or even ergodic.

2 Materials and Methods

The paper examines a method that allows to account for nonlinear vibrational system
different aspects by the example of research of railway vehicle random vibrations with
nonlinear characteristics of transverse forces that are close to a cubic parabola. Such
characteristics are typical for rubber-metal “silent blocks” connecting wheelset axle-
bearings with bogie chassis, as well as for interaction forces between wheels and rails.
The latter are defined by these interaction forces when the disturbance amplitudes are
smaller than the railway gauge gap; if the amplitudes are larger than the gap, the rail
reactance also adds to the interaction forces.

Since, as was previously mentioned, forced vibrations amplitudes only ambigu-
ously depend on frequency and amplitude of the disturbance, the examined random
vibrations are nonstationary. Therefore, to determine probability characteristics of such
nonstationary vibrations the averaging by a set of realizations of the random vibration
process must be executed [2, 3]. And to acquire the set, the computational generation of
disturbance process realizations must be done.

For this work, the railway vehicle was represented by a four-input system with
disturbances defined by vertical and horizontal imperfections of the left and right rails
of the track. These disturbances were treated as probability-connected stationary ran-
dom processes. To generate said disturbances, the computer environment was intro-
duced to a special algorithm suggested by authors in [4–6] and based on application of
generating filters’ pulse characteristics and folding integral.

During determination of a random disturbance process generation parameters the
choice of the required random process realization duration tr and its discretization step
T was executed by approximate, frequently applied equations

tr � 5. . .10
fn

and T � 1
5. . .10ð Þfv : ð1Þ

These equations lead to the number of points in random process generation being
determined by

N ¼ tr
T
¼ 25. . .100ð Þ fv

fn
: ð2Þ

For assumed values of fn = 0.1…0.2 Hz and fv = 10 Hz, tr = 50…100 s, T = 0.01 s
and the number of points N = 2500…1000. As the spectral analysis of random pro-
cesses applied fast Fourier transformation, its realization required the number of points
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to conform to N = 2n. The acquired N range conforms to N = 212 = 4096 points
number, which, together with the discretization step T = 0.0093 s gives the realization
duration value of tr = 38.1 s. Programming of the problem of carriage random vibra-
tion calculation was accomplished in MATLAB Simulink environment, where the
largest integration step is 0.0031 s, so the number of realization points for tr = 38.1 s
appeared to be equal to Nr = 12288.

For every movement speed N = 4096 realizations of a four-dimensional random
disturbance process were generated, Nr = 12288 points in each realization. This way,
the total number of points in all realizations of a single imperfection amounted to
50331648; for every point a numerical integration of the nonlinear differential equation
system was executed, defining vehicle vibration.

As an example, further follow the results of calculation of sideway vibrations in a
form of random vibration processes realization for a carbody lateral displacement [7, 8]
yk (t) with a predetermined multidimensional random disturbance process, Fig. 1. The
number and length of yk (t) realizations are equal to the number N = 4096 and length
Nr = 12288 of disturbance realizations. As Fig. 1 shows, individual realizations
yk (t) substantially differ from each other both in random vibrations span and frequency
composition, which confirms nonstationary nature of output random vibration pro-
cesses caused by nonlinear nature of spring suspension.

To accomplish probability analysis of nonstationary random vibration process, the
matrix of calculation results must be preliminarily reduced to a square form. Because
the number of values yk (t1) was assumed to be equal to Nr = 12288, and the number of
realizations was equal to N = 4096, out of all acquired values of yk (t1) every third was
read and so the discretization step for t1 amounted to Dt1 = 3T = 0.0093 s. Further-
more, for the second axis t2 the number of realizations 0, 1, 2, …, n, …, Nr was
replaced with time t2 = nDt2. Discretization step Dt2 was also assumed to be equal to

Fig. 1. Graphs of random vibration processes realization for an electric multiple unit carbody
lateral displacement at 20 m/s speed
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Dt2 = 3T = 0.0093 s. This way, the total size of the value matrix yk (t1, t2) amounted to
4096 � 4096, or in t1 � t2 = 38.1 � 38.1 s terms of time.

3 Results

Using this matrix, a probability analysis of the nonstationary random process yk (t1, t2)
was executed. As known from [2, 3], to analyze such a process first a two-dimensional
density of random values distribution f [yk (t1), yk (t2)] of the examined process must be
acquired, then its correlated function Ry (t1, t2) and spectral density Gy (f1, f2) using

Ry t1; t2ð Þ ¼
Z 1

�1

Z 1

�1
yk t1ð Þyk t2ð Þf yk t1ð Þ; yk t2ð Þ; t1; t2½ �dyk t1ð Þdyk t2ð Þ ð3Þ

Gy f1; f2ð Þ ¼
Z 1

4N

0

Z 1
4Nr

0
Ry t1; t2ð Þe�j2pf1t1e�j2pf2t2dt1dt2

¼
Z 1

4N

0

Z 1
4Nr

0
Ry t1; t2ð Þ cos 2pf1t1ð Þ cos 2pf2t2ð Þdt1dt2: ð4Þ

First, a research of the two-dimensional statistic distribution f [yk (t1), yk (t2)] of
momentary values of the process yk (t1, t2) was carried out. Verification by the power
criterion showed that smoothing of the two-dimensional statistical distribution for
researched processes can be accomplished by the two-dimensional Gaussian law.

Using the acquired two-dimensional statistical distribution and (3), the self-
correlated function was calculated. The graph of this function, Fig. 2, is a surface
symmetrical to the level [0, R (0), R (t), t]. This surface is represented in a form of
damping cosine curves and its negative amplitudes are significantly smaller than the
positive ones. At the origin of coordinates the value of Ry (t1, t2) is, as expected, equal
to dispersion of S2y 0ð Þ ¼ 3 � 10�5 m2. Sectioning of this surface by a diagonal level
[0, R (0), R (t), t] reveals that ordinates Ry (t = t1 = t2) decrease practically under an
inclined line and by the end of realization the dispersion value amounts to
S2y 8sð Þ ¼ 0:5 � 10�5 m2, which indicates a substantial decrease in dispersion as time
passes (almost by 6 times), thus showing the random process yk (t1, t2) to be
nonstationary.

Using the Ry (t1, t2) graph and (4), the spectral density of a carbody lateral dis-
placement vibrations Gy (f1, f2) was calculated in fn = 0.1 Hz to fv = 10 Hz frequency
range. This characteristic has a nonnegative surface form symmetrical to the diagonal
level 0GGf with a row of maximums. Its form is evidential of the fact that all the energy
of nonstationary random vibrations process for a carbody lateral displacement at
20 m/s speed is distributed within the 0.2…2.25 Hz frequency range.

The highest maximums corresponding to the main vibration frequencies of the
linearized system lie on the main diagonal and are related to frequencies:
f1−1 = 0.24 Hz, f4−4 = 0.375 Hz and f7−7 = 0.8 Hz.
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Frequencies of the side peaks have the following approximate ratios: f2�1
f1�1

� 0:59
0:24;

f5�2
f4�4

� 0:75
0:375;

f10�1
f7�7

� 1:5
0:8 (here the first number of an index correlates to the point number

on the diagonal on Fig. 3, bottom, and the second number of an index correlates to the
frequency value on f1 or f2 axes of Fig. 3). Generally, these frequency ratios are close to
the 2:1 ratio.

Fig. 2. Self-correlated function of nonstationary random vibrations for a carbody lateral
displacement at 20 m/s speed
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Fig. 3. Spectral density of nonstationary random vibrations for a carbody lateral displacement at
20 m/s speed: top – frequency axis starts view; bottom – vertical view.
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4 Discussion

Spectral densities of the lateral displacement of bogies and wheelsets have a more
complex form with more maximums. But even for these Gy (f1, f2) the frequencies of
the side peaks are also about twice as high as the frequencies of the main maximums.
Taking into account that the amplitudes of the side peaks are smaller than those of the
main maximums it can be said that in this nonlinear system ultraharmonic vibrations
appear on frequencies that are about twice as high as the frequencies of the main
maximums.

Thus, to achieve more reliable calculation results of probability characteristics for
railway vehicles nonstationary random vibrations, being a system with nonlinear ele-
ments, it is essential to apply the principle of averaging by a set of realizations of the
generalized coordinates. This allows to reveal peculiar aspects of nonlinear system
vibrations and leads to results that are substantially different from the usually applied
approach where there is only one realization of nonlinear system random vibration
process being calculated.

5 Conclusions

Since random vibrations of railway vehicles with nonlinear characteristics of their
spring suspensions are nonstationary, their probability analysis requires a procedure of
averaging by a set of realizations, using no less than 4096 realizations of the distur-
bance with the discretization step defined by the highest frequency that appears in
vibration processes of the output coordinates of the system.

Spectral densities of the random processes of the system’s generalized coordinates
are functions of two frequencies and are symmetrical to the main diagonal that the
maximums, which correspond to the main frequencies of the nonlinear vibration sys-
tem, lie on.

Besides the maximums on main frequencies, spectral densities of main processes of
the system’s generalized coordinates also contain the side peaks that lie on frequencies
that are 2, 3 etc. times higher than the maximums of the main vibrations, which is
evidential of the presence of ultraharmonic vibrations in the system and displays
peculiar aspects of nonlinear systems vibrations.
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Impact of Return Traction Current Harmonics
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Abstract. The problem of the increased potential of the rail-ground with the
flow of electric trains reverse traction current operating in the area of the AC
feeder is considered. The studies were caused by the need to ensure the electrical
safety of the staff and the infrastructure facilities reliability when passing trains
of increased weight. In the process of experimental studies of the high potentials
causes in rail circuits, data were obtained indicating the complex nature of the
electromagnetic interaction of reverse current harmonics with rail circuits. For
studies of electromagnetic compatibility between railway subsystems, it requires
the use of simulation programs that help to reveal most critical conditions for
electromagnetic compatibility conditions, and allow the evaluation of electro-
magnetic interference from rolling stock in rails in the worst conditions. A de-
veloped the traction current harmonics distribution model in the rails is
considered in this paper. The traction current harmonics distribution in the rails
was calculated for a direct AC power supply of 25 kV depending on the distance
from the power supply substation, the conductivity of the railway and the
ground and the number of trains in the feeder zone. The results of the harmonics
distribution simulation are in satisfactory agreement with the experimental data
and will allow the technical measures development to reduce the rail-ground
potential.

Keywords: Electromagnetic compatibility � Railway � Traction � Potential

1 Introduction

Railway transport is the most important part of the country’s transport system. Railway
transport accounts for about 70% of domestic freight turnover and almost 60% of
passenger traffic. More than 80% of cargo transportation is carried out by electric
traction.

In recent years, the government of Russian Federation has set tasks related to the
increase in cargo turnover. In this regard, programs have been developed to increase the
weight and length of freight trains. The achievement of the indicators set by the
government is inevitably associated with a significant increase in the power of electric
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rolling stock (ERS), a reduction in inter-train intervals and, as a consequence, an
increase traction current in the traction power supply system (TPSS).

The increase in traction current already today causes problems associated, in par-
ticular, with the normal functioning of the traction power supply system of 25 kV
alternating current (AC). One of the negative consequences of the increase in traction
currents (especially in the pass sections with heavy traffic) is the increased value of the
potential “rail-ground”, which has already caused a number of accidents and related
traffic interruptions in the Far Eastern and other sections of Railways electrified by AC.

For all types of traction power supply systems, rails are used as the return wire.
This circumstance requires the implementation of an additional set of measures aimed
at improving the quality of the rail chains used, in addition, in the alarm system,
centralization and blocking (SCB). In addition, the requirements of electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) of traction power supply devices and SCB and communication
devices, the main objectives of which are to ensure the safety and regulation of train
traffic, must be observed [1–3].

The value of the potential “rail-ground”, in addition to traction current, is largely
influenced by the value of the transient resistance [4–7]. This geoelectric parameter
depends on resistance of the sleepers, ballast prism and earth resistance, which varies
seasonally (in winter increases). The results of experimental studies (for different types
of soil) found that in winter the value of the transient resistance may increase by 40–50
times in comparison with summer period. In addition, the increase of transition
resistance and promote measures for protection from frost (cryogenic) heaving of soils,
which include laying body of the subgrade polymer and foam polystyrene coatings.

This article calculates potentials of “rail-ground” for area of Far Eastern Railway
“Rozengartovka – Bikin”, assesses effectiveness of such measures to reduce the
potentials as the transition to a system with shielding and reinforcing wire (SRW) and
introduction of suction transformers with an additional wire, calculates the economic
efficiency of the proposed measures.

2 Materials and Methods

Consider distribution of traction current in reverse traction network (RTN) [8–10] for
the scheme shown in Fig. 1, assuming the absence of inductive coupling between
contact and rail networks.

Traction substations TS1 and TS2 are connected by supply lines to the contact
network. Electric locomotive current IIRS represents the sum of the currents from the
left I01 and right I02 substations. At the exit IIRS of the electric current as is divided into
two parts I03 and I04. In turn, the rails currents I03 and и I04 Are also divided into
components I 003, I

0003 and I
0
04, I

0004 , respectively.
The system of equations current distribution in RTN at location area of electric

locomotive is as follows:
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IIRS ¼ I03 þ I04;
I03 ¼ I 003þ I

00
03;

I04 ¼ I 004 þ I 0004:

8

<

:

ð1Þ

When making assumptions about the absence of leakage currents from the rails to
ground, the currents I 003 and I 004 completely flow on rails. In the place of incorporation
choke-transformer, these currents flow along half-winding a choke-transformer,
flocking to the middle point and total current I 00 by feeder reverse current returns to the
substation by. The feeder reverse current is connected to the ground loop of the
substation, to which, on the other hand, the input “C” of the power transformer is
connected. Similar processes occur with currents I0003 and I0004.

From 2016 to 2018 the Far Eastern railway recorded at least 12 cases of train delays
due to spark gaps, and in 4 cases overlap of signal points due to the asymmetry of
traction current. A total of 66 freight and 2 passenger trains were delayed for 94.7 h.
The greatest number of traffic delays occurred at the Rozengartovka – Bikin section.
The longest break traffic occurred in the area, “Rozengartovka – Boytsovo” 30.12.17
due to violation of the interval of passing dual heavy freight train weighing 10964 tons
and the train weighing 6634 tons. The value of the potential “rail-ground” exceeded the
breakdown voltage of the spark gap so that there was an electric arc between the
grounded clamp and the reinforcement support №710 with the burnout of the steel
clamp with a diameter of 18 mm. This incident led to a delay of 53 trains at 83.22 h.
According to the results of measurements of the potentials “rail-ground”, produced at
the site “Rozengartovka – Bikin” after incident, it was found that the greatest value of
potential in measurement at time of passage heavy trains exceeded 1000 V.

The increase in potential of “rail-ground” entails problems related to provision of
electrical safety maintenance personnel. The main risks faced by personnel performing
work in conditions of possibility high potential “rail-ground” should include:

7

TS1

4

5
6

8

3

2

9

I01 I02IIRS

I03
I04

5

I0

I03

I04 I04

I03

TS2

I0

Fig. 1. Scheme construction traction power supply system of 25 kV. 1 – supply line; 2 –

substation ground loop; 3 – contact network; 4 – rails; 5 – electric rolling stock; 6 – choke-
transformer; 7 – reverse current feeder.
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1. Risk of electric shock when servicing of signaling arrangements associated with rail
(relay cabinets, choke-transformers, mast lights, relays, racks on posts of electric
centralization);

2. Risk of electric shock during maintenance of power supply devices (grounding of
contact network supports, spark gaps, cable boxes);

3. Risk of electric shock during maintenance of grounding devices of artificial
structures, dimensional gates;

4. Risk of electric shock when servicing communication devices (loudspeaker
speakers, repeaters).

2.1 Influencing Factors

In normal operation mode of TPSS law of potential distribution “rail-ground” is
probabilistic and statistical in nature, because it depends on number, mass and coor-
dinates of location trains within inter-substation zone.

To ensure normal operation of motion control devices and TPSS elements, it is
necessary that the currents and potentials do not exceed the permissible values set for
these elements. Numerous studies have found that at alternating current, value of the
potential rails can reach 2500 V, which is unacceptable both under conditions of
normal operation of TPSS, SCB system, traffic safety systems, and under conditions of
electrical safety for service personnel and passengers.

If distance between the traction substations is constant, when mass of the com-
positions increases, average value of the “rail-ground” potentials in normal operation
mode of TPSS increases in proportion to current loads. When representing RTN as a
line with distributed parameters, the potential “rail-ground” at any point “x” is deter-
mined by expression (2):

up�3 xð Þ ¼ 0; 5 � _I0 � zw � e�c � x ð2Þ

Where zw – wave resistance of a long line, Ohms; c – coefficient of propagation of a
long line, 1/km.

According to [11], wave resistance of rail network is calculated by formula (3):

zwr ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

zr; m � rt; 1
mr

r

ð3Þ

Where zr; m – resistance of contours “rails of m ways-ground”, Ohm/km; rt –

transition resistance “rails of one way-ground”, Ohm∙km; mr – number of tracks;
The coefficient of distribution rail network is calculated by formula (4):

_cwr ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

zr; m � mr

rt; 1

s

ð4Þ

As can be set from expression (2) maximum potential “rail-ground” occurs at
x = 0, that is, at the location of ERS. Then value of the potential depends on value of
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current electric locomotive and wave resistance of line, which in turn depends on
parameters included in formula (3). Let’s take a closer look at these parameters.

Current ERS varies widely and depends mainly on the mass composition, speed of
movement and path profile. In relation to conditions of heavy traffic it is established
that at dual traction electric locomotives consume current more than 600 A, and at
triple – about 900 A.

The difficulty of determining resistance of rails is due to fact that the magnetic
permeability of rail material depends on magnitude of current flowing through them.
The current in rails along their entire length is not same, because at the same time
within inter-substation zone there are several electric locomotives, and, moreover, part
of reverse traction current flows through ground. In addition, if there is only one
concept of electrical resistance in DC networks, when on AC networks introduced the
concepts of active, reactive and total electrical resistance of the conductor.

Active is calculated resistance of conductor, equal to ratio of power losses in this
conductor to square of current flowing through this conductor. When alternating cur-
rent flows through wire, a surface (“skin”) effect is observed, which additionally leads
to an increase in power losses in wire.

The surface effect is called uneven distribution of electric current over the con-
ductor cross section. This phenomenon manifests stronger, than greater frequency of
current and cross-section of conductor, smaller its surface and, finally, greater magnetic
permeability of conductor material.

The active and internal inductive resistance of AC conductors can be determined
using the Umov – Poynting theorem. The formulas given in [12] take into account the
dependence of magnetic permeability conductor material “l” on magnetic field strength
in conductor H. Complexity of determining the resistance of conductor by this method
is due to need pre-calculate module and argument of the Bessel functions of zero and
first order of first and second kind, which is difficult without the use of special software
packages.

The exact results calculation of resistance rails can be obtained in presence of
graphs dependence l = f(H) constructed for a given grade of steel on basis of specially
conducted experiments [13]. The following graphs for railway rails are given (Fig. 2).
The main parameters of railway rails are given in Table 1.

Fig. 2. Dependences l ¼ f Hð Þ for rail steel
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These curves (especially 1 and 2) correlate most satisfactorily with the range l in
which the curve for steel with a carbon content of 0.82% (rail steel according to [8])
should be located.

The value l is calculated as the arithmetic mean of the three l values found from
the curves shown in Fig. 2. The magnetic field strength on the surface of the rail,
calculated by formula (1.5), A/cm:

H ¼ 0:4 � p � Ir
P

ð5Þ

Where Ir – current flowing on the rail, A; P – perimeter of cross section rail, cm.

2.2 Carrying Out Measurements on Railway Section

From 04.10.18 to 05.10.18 on railway section “Rozengartovka – Boytsovo” conducted
research aimed at identifying causes of high potentials in rail chain at the station
“Boytsovo”. To ensure requirements of electrical safety during measurements at trac-
tion substations and at the “Rozengartovka – Bikin” section, specialists of repair and
revision section (RRS), relay protection and automation (RPA) of power supply dis-
tance (ECH-2) were involved. During the tests following tasks were set:

1. Determination of nature reverse traction current flow at traction substation “Bikin”;
2. Determination of current distribution in traction network on section “Rozengartovka

– Bikin”;
3. Determination of total and differential resistance rail circuit to flow of reverse

traction current in the selected area;
4. Determination of “rail-ground” transition resistances and conditions affecting them;
5. Measuring the resistance of ballast track circuit.

The data of rolling stock within place of measurement “Bikin – Rozengartovka”
during the tests (from 8 to 8:32 h local time) are given in Table 2.

It should be noted that similar tests were carried out on section by staff of sig-
nalization, centralization and blocking distance and power supply distance in the winter
(February 2018). Then, according to test results, when passing signal point “H”
composition, weighing 7000 t rail potential on choke-transformer of signal point “H”
was about 1200 V.

Table 1. The main parameters of railway rails

Type
of
rails

Cross-
sectional area,
S, cm2

Perimeter
P, cm

, on cross
section, cm

, on
perimeter,
cm

Rail DC resistance
at 20 °C, Om∙km

P–43 55.7 56 4.21 8.92 0.042
P–50 64.5 62 4.54 9.87 0.036
P–65 82.9 70 5.14 11.15 0.028
P–75 95.1 74.5 5.5 11.86 0.024
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As a result of tests in the autumn period, values of potentials and currents in rail
circuits were recorded in section with a length of 2.9 km (at a distance of 17.1 km from
the Rozengartovka station) when passing on an even path of trains weighing 6143 t and
12300 t. When passing composition weighing 6143 t, maximum potential of rail circuit
(at middle point of choke-transformer relative to external grounding) was 593 V,
maximum leakage current was 5 A. When passing composition weighing 12300 t,
maximum potential in rail circuit could not be fixed, as it was above measuring limit of
monitor choke-transformer (more than 650 V). The expected value of potential –

1000 V, leakage current was 11 A. Value of transient resistance “rail-ground”
according to results of measurements was 25 X km. In addition, results of studies were
based on dependence of resistivity rail track on value of current flowing along the rails
(Fig. 3).

In Fig. 3, a solid thin line shows the average value of resistivity rail track, obtained
from results of measurements, dotted – result of approximation, thickened solid lines is
limit to expected area of change in the value. However, this dependence is in con-
tradiction with the values of resistances obtained in literature and calculated analytical
methods. For a more in-depth consideration of electromagnetic processes influence of
traction current on rail circuit was simulated.

Table 2. The data of rolling stock within place of measurement

Rolling stock Weight, t Coordinate, km
(time 8:00 h)

Coordinate, km
(time 8:30 h)

Direction of
movement

9232 CППMД 12300 17.1 Even
1636 ПM CP 6143 17.1 Even
8801 1500 11 Odd
2843 Д 1731 22 Odd
2943 1690 33.5 Odd
2260 ПM 6290 335 Even

0

0.4

0.8

1.2

1.6

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 Ir, А

zr, Ohm/km

Fig. 3. Dependence of specific resistance rail track from current according to results of
experiment
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2.3 Modeling

Traction current is composed of high harmonic components. To assess their impact on
electrical processes in the rail circuit can be used to quantify harmonics of traction current.
However, to consider breakdown of spark arresters in grounding circuits of supports, it is
necessary to consider electromagnetic processes and factors affecting them. The source of
higher harmonics of current in traction network 25 kV AC is rectifier-inverter Converter
(RIC). The power circuit of RIC provides four zones of regulation rectified voltage. The
order of opening RIC shoulders in rectifying mode is determined by algorithm of control
system electric locomotive converters, which in turn forms and distributes control pulses
of required parameters with a given phase and in given by algorithm sequence. Thus, as a
result of alternate opening thyristor arms on IV control zone, several sharp voltages jumps
on traction motor are created, leading to current surges for the half-period of sinusoid
supply voltage. To assess the effect of current curve on rail circuits, a simulation of
traction current source was performed [15–17].

The simulation was performed in MATLAB Simulink software environment. The
following parameters will be taken into account in modeling process:

– leakage current through ballast and grounding structures;
– longitudinal asymmetry of traction current;
– presence of harmonics of traction current;
– stress distribution down the track circuits.

The simulation is performed in MATLAB SIMULINK using Simscape package.
To be able simulate area with most approximate conditions, simulated chain was
divided into a significant number of separate circuits similar to rail track with a length
of 100 meters. The general scheme of simulated area was 10 km. The result of voltage
curve at location of electric locomotive is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. The curve of rail potential change in the location of locomotive
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3 Discussion

The simulation results show that in rail circuit under influence of traction currents there
are overvoltages of a pulsed nature. The overvoltage data allow to explain the data
obtained during tests carried out at landfill, taking into account specifics of measuring
equipment used. Also, the obtained form of voltage curve allows us to put forward a
theory about participation of rail circuit in formation of high-frequency electromagnetic
interference in train radio communication devices, which takes place in areas with
metal supports of the contact network. The rails in traction network 25 kV AC rep-
resent a significant inductive resistance to alternating current of industrial frequency,
mainly due to the surface effect, as well as due to the appearance of additional resis-
tance due to magnetic coupling (mutual induction resistance) both between rails
themselves and between rails and the contact suspension. Therefore, complete mod-
eling of all factors becomes a very time-consuming task, solution of which is selection
and identification of the most strongly influencing processes. The data obtained allow
to develop technical means to reduce potential in track circuits, taking into account
influence of nonsinosuidality traction current. In course of further work, different ways
of reducing the “rail-ground” potential were tested.

4 Findings from the Research

Thus, on basis of theoretical and practical research, following conclusions can be
drawn:

1. The electromagnetic properties of rail track (as a conductor of reverse traction
current), as well as the high resistance of ballast prism and significant currents in rail
networks contribute to growth of potential in reverse traction network, in addition to
train current;

2. Non-sinusoidal traction current can create significant overvoltage pulse character.
3. A significant increase in potential of rail is additionally caused by anti-beam

measures used in accordance with [9], as well use of reinforced concrete sleepers,
since there is almost complete isolation of rail from ground;

4. The simplest to implement is reduce the potential by reducing current in rail net-
works, but their principle of operation and technical performance must be consistent
with the operation of adjacent infrastructure devices, mainly with operation of
signal rail circuits.

5. According to results of research, it is planned to design and manufacture prototypes
of technical means to reduce the potentials in role chains, followed by a test to
confirm planned technical effect [18].
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Abstract. In article the design of an automatic pneumatic brake of the car with
the braking accelerator is offered. Use of the developed accelerator of braking of
an automatic pneumatic brake by freight cars allows to reduce a brake way of
the train and to reduce longitudinally dynamic forces in the train when braking.

Keywords: Pneumatic brake � Highway charging � Braking accelerator � Brake
way � Time preparation of brakes for action

1 Introduction

The formation and driving of heavy freight trains is one of the effective measures to
reduce the operating costs of Russian Railways, as it reduces the need for locomotives
and increases the carrying capacity of roads.

Due to the rapid economic growth in neighboring China and Japan, freight turnover
on the Far East Railway is continuously increasing. Besides, in summer time it is
necessary to have time to carry out repair works of the way. It is necessary to optimize
the transport process.

In order to increase the capacity of the Far East branch of the railway, trains now
run along the Baikal-Amur Mainline.

Due to formation of trains of increased weight and length, capacity of road sections
is increased, capacity of stations is released and excess fleet of cars is reduced.

In recent years Russian Railways pays great attention to the creation of systems
allowing to drive trains of increased weight and length of 9000 tons and more than 100
cars respectively, and in the future 18000 tons.

The most important indicator when driving long-length heavy trains affecting traffic
safety is the dynamics of the train as a whole, especially during braking. This allows to
preserve rolling stock and increase service life of wagons, and as a result to reduce the
cost of transportation.

At the same time the main parameter affecting these processes is the speed of brake
wave propagation. The slow speed of the brake wave when the pneumatic brake is
applied results in significant longitudinal dynamic forces along the length of the train,
as well as increases the time of preparation of the brakes for operation and, accordingly,
increases the overall braking distance. A significant increase in the speed of the brake
wave propagation can be achieved with the use of an electro pneumatic brake (EPT).
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It is well-known that the full brake way of St consists of the brake way passed by
train during preparation of brakes of Sp, and the valid brake way of Sd, St = Sp Sd [2,
3]. Significant reduction of a full brake way is reached only due to reduction of the
brake way passed by train during preparation of brakes of Sp which is defined by time
from the moment of the beginning of a discharge of the brake highway the driver’s
crane on the locomotive until creation of brake force on the last car of the train tp.

Time of preparation of brakes when braking the cargo train long is 1000…1200 m
(n = 70 eight-wheel cars) 10…12 s. and the brake way passed by train during
preparation of brakes of Sp at an initial speed of braking 70…75 km/h is equal 200 …
250 m. At the same time the valid brake way makes 240…260 m [4, 5].

Reduction of time of preparation of brakes of tp happens generally for the account
increase in speed of distribution of a brake wave on train length.

2 Materials and Methods

Over the past decades, Russian Railways has been trying to develop radio-controlled
braking systems. However, no suitable technical solutions have been found to date.

It should be noted that in 2013 the development and testing of the train brake
control system was completed [9]. A feature of the system is the installation of special
units for discharge of the brake line in different places of the long-length train.

Figure 1 shows the formation of a long-length freight train with car braking units
installed in different places. The units are controlled via a radio channel from the
locomotive and allow to control both all blocks in the train at the same time and
selectively only the car braking blocks.

Tests of the system have shown that when braking only from the head of the train
(from the locomotive and without braking blocks), the time of pressure reduction per
stage of 0.08 MPa along the length of the braking line is 6.6 s.

With one block in the end of the train

With two blocks in the middle and in end of the train

With three blocks in the middle of the train

Fig. 1. Versions of braking blocks arrangement along train length
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When braking from the head of the train (from the locomotive) and the presence of
a braking blocks, added at the end of the train, the time of pressure reduction at the
stage of 0.08 MPa – under the brake main line is 3.7 s.

When braking from the head of the train (from the locomotive) and there are two
braking blocks, which are located at the end of the train and its middle, the time of
pressure reduction at the stage of 0.08 MPa along the length of the braking line is 2 s.

If more brake units are used along the length of the train, the pressure reduction
time per stage of 0.8 MPa along the length of the brake line will be reduced
accordingly.

However, the application of the distributed braking control system does not
increase the speed of propagation of the braking wave, which preserves the longitudinal
dynamic forces during braking, which are not evenly distributed along the length of the
composition. As the experience of this system shows, the reliability of its operation was
not high enough, and due to failures in transmission of control signals over the radio
channel.

For increase in speed of distribution of a brake wave, reduction of time of prepa-
ration of brakes of the train and a brake way in modern brake systems of automatic
pneumatic brakes of cars braking accelerators are used. The accelerator of braking is
located in the air distributor and provides when braking an additional discharge of the
brake highway of the car [6].

However the accelerator makes a discharge of the brake highway on the air dis-
tributor remote from the main pipeline by means of the bringing tube. The cross-
sectional area of the bringing tube is twice less than the cross-sectional area of the main
pipe. In result operation of the accelerator on the air distributor increases the speed of
distribution of a brake wave slightly. The best modern systems of automatic pneumatic
brakes of cars provide the speed of distribution of brake wave no more than 250 …
270 m/s [3].

At such speed of distribution of a brake wave from the car to the car, when braking,
in the train significant longitudinally dynamic forces are created. Thus, the existing
brake system of an automatic pneumatic brake of the car limits possibilities of driving
of trains of big length and weight with big speeds [7].

The brake pneumatic wave extends from the train head on the brake highway of the
considered car, then on connecting sleeves of the brake highway between cars and
further on the brake highway of the following car. Thus, the brake pneumatic wave
consistently extends on the brake highway of all train [8].

The accelerator of braking of an automatic pneumatic brake which is intended for
operation only at emergency brake application [10] is known.

The accelerator of emergency brake application of an automatic pneumatic brake is
the accelerator of a discharge of the brake highway which contains building 1, a mobile
partition 2 sprung output valve 3 (Fig. 2).
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The case of accelerator 1 is fixed on the brake highway of an automatic pneumatic
brake of the car.

The mobile partition 2 intended for movement of output valve 3 is located in the
case of the accelerator and forms accelerating camera 10 with its walls.

The saddle of the output valve with a mobile partition forms the main camera 11 in
the case of the accelerator. Output valve 3 divides the main camera 11 and an atmo-
spheric cavity 14 reported with the atmosphere channel 15. The valve is intended by
output for production of air from brake highway 13 in the atmosphere, sprung by a
spring 16. In building 4 of output valve 3 piston 7 of the blocking body which is rigidly
connected with the hollow rod 5 mounted with a possibility of movement along a
mobile partition 2 is installed. The adjustable spring 9 blocking body is also placed in
building 4 of output valve 3 which lean in piston 7. Sealing element 8 of the valve of
the blocking body is placed in the case of 1 accelerator with a possibility of overlapping
of axial channel 6 of a hollow rod 5.

The main camera 11 pneumatically is connected with brake highway 13. Accel-
erating 10 and main the 11th cameras pneumatically are connected among themselves
through a throttle opening 12.

At office braking air pressure in the brake highway goes down the rate of an office
discharge. In accelerators of braking of an automatic pneumatic brake air pressure in
the main camera also goes down the rate of an office discharge. At the rate of an office
discharge air through the calibrated opening manages to flow from the accelerating
camera in the main camera, keeping in them equal pressure of air. The mobile partition
of the accelerator remains motionless and output the valve is in a closed position
pressed to the saddle. The accelerator of braking of an automatic pneumatic brake does

5 8

10

2

3

4

16 9 7

15

14

11

12

16

13

Fig. 2. Scheme of the accelerator of emergency brake application: 1 – the case of the
accelerator, 2 – a mobile partition, 3 – output the valve, 4 – the case of the output valve, 5 – the
hollow rod, 6 – the axial channel, 7 – the piston, 8 – the valve with a sealing element, 9 – an
adjustable spring, 10 – the accelerating camera, 11 – the main camera, 12 – a throttle opening, 13
– the brake highway, 14 – an atmospheric cavity, 15 – the atmospheric channel, 16 – the spring
of the output valve
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not make an additional discharge of the brake air route, keeping invariable the speed of
distribution of a brake wave and time of its distribution on the brake highway of the
train.

At emergency brake application air pressure in the brake highway and the main
camera of the accelerator of braking goes down the rate of the emergency discharge
which approximately by 3 times exceeds the rate of an office discharge. At the same
time the accelerator begins to work at once as soon as air pressure in the brake highway
begins to decrease the rate of the emergency discharge without expenses of time for
preparation it to work. At the rate of the emergency discharge of the main camera air
through the calibrated opening does not manage to flow from the accelerating camera in
the main camera, keeping in the accelerating camera pressure of air is higher, than in
the main camera.

At the expense of the difference of pressure in the main camera and the accelerating
camera the piston of the accelerator is displaced towards the main camera and opens
output the valve. Output valve reports the main camera and the brake highway with the
atmosphere, providing additional fast pressure decrease of air in them up to the
atmospheric pressure. Opening of the output valve leads to increase in rate of pressure
decrease of air in the main camera of the accelerator of braking and the brake highway
and to acceleration of a brake wave.

Pressure decrease of air in the brake highway leads to operation of a brake on
braking on this car. The brake pneumatic wave extends to a train tail on the brake
highway of the considered car, then on the brake highway between cars and further on
the brake highway of the following car to its accelerator of braking which comes into
action. Thus, the brake pneumatic wave consistently extends on the brake highway of
all train.

3 Results

We solved the problem consisting in development of the accelerator of braking of the
automatic pneumatic brake providing decrease in time for preparation of brakes at the
expense of a discharge of the brake highway of each car along with two of its ends. For
the solution of an objective on the car two interconnected accelerators of a discharge of
the brake highway located on the opposite ends of the car forming the uniform
accelerator of braking of an automatic pneumatic brake are installed.

At installation electrically of the connected two accelerators of a discharge of the
brake highway on the opposite ends of n-go of the car along with the main brake wave
on one end of n-go of the car on the opposite end of the car the additional brake wave
extending on the brake highway as car n-go and on the brake highway n + 1 car is
created.

Creation of an additional brake wave on n-ohm the car leads to turning on of the
brake system n + 1 car through time of distribution of a pneumatic brake wave on
connecting between car sleeves. Time of distribution of a pneumatic brake wave on the
brake highway between these cars is insignificant.
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Almost simultaneous leads turning on of the brake system on all cars in process of
braking to reduction of time for preparation of brakes, and, as a result, to reduction of a
brake way.

In Fig. 3 the scheme of the accelerator of braking of an automatic pneumatic brake
is submitted [11].

The accelerator of braking of an automatic pneumatic brake contains two same
devices of a discharge of the brake highway and a source of direct electric current. The
accelerator of braking of an automatic pneumatic brake is installed on each car of the
vehicle.

And the first and second device of a discharge of the brake highway of each
accelerator of braking are located on the opposite ends of the car, and the source of
direct electric current can be located in any its place.

Each device of a discharge of the brake highway (Fig. 4) is building 1 in which are
located piston 2, output valve 3, a saddle of output valve 4 and on-off electric switch 6.
Outside of the device of a discharge of the brake highway electromagnetic coil 7 is
located.

Fig. 3. Scheme of the accelerator of braking of an automatic pneumatic brake: 1 – the device of
a discharge of the brake highway, 2 – the DC power source, 3 – the brake highway of the car

Fig. 4. Device of a discharge of the brake highway: 1 – case; 2 – piston; 3 – output valve; 4 –

saddle of the output valve; 5 – a spring of the output valve, 6 – the on-off electric switch; 7 –

electromagnetic coil; 8 – accelerating camera; 9 – the calibrated opening in the piston; 10 – piston
rod; 11 – atmospheric camera; 12 – the main camera, 13 – the atmospheric channel
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Piston 2 with the calibrated opening is intended for short circuit or disconnection of
contacts of electric on-off switch 6 and forms accelerating camera 8 with case walls.

The on-off switch has one closing and one disconnecting contact and is placed in
the accelerating camera of the case with arrangement of the closing contact near the
piston. A mobile part of contact is connected with a rod of the 10th piston.

The saddle of output valve 4 is rigidly connected with walls of the case and forms
with them atmospheric camera 11.

At the same time piston 2 and a saddle of output valve 4 with walls of the case form
the main camera 12.

Output valve 3 is intended for production of air from the brake highway in the
atmosphere. It is made of ferromagnetic metal, located in the atmospheric camera and
sprung to a saddle of the output valve.

Electromagnetic coil 7 is intended for opening - closing of the output valve and
rigidly fixed coaxially with it on the case.

The main camera pneumatically is connected with the brake highway of the train
and through the calibrated opening 9 in the piston is reported with the accelerating
camera.

The atmospheric camera is connected with the atmosphere channel 13.
In each accelerator of braking of an automatic pneumatic brake both of its devices

of a discharge of the brake highway and a source of direct electric current are connected
among themselves electrically.

At the same time a mobile part of the electric switch of each device of a discharge
of the brake air route electrically is connected with a braking accelerator DC power
source.

One end of a winding of the electromagnetic coil of the first device of a discharge
of the brake air route is connected to a motionless part of the disconnecting contact of
the electric switch of this device, and other its end – to a motionless part of the closing
contact of the electric switch of the second device of the accelerator of braking. The
winding of the electromagnetic coil of the second device of a discharge of the brake
highway is connected similar to connection of a winding of the electromagnetic coil of
the first device of a discharge.

Operation of the accelerator of braking of an automatic pneumatic brake is shown
on the example of operation of the accelerator of the braking established on the car, the
first from the locomotive.

In an initial condition of a brake in the absence of air pressure in the brake highway
in each accelerator of braking pistons of each device of a discharge of the brake
highway are in extreme situation. The closing contact of the electric switch of each
device of a discharge of the brake highway at the same time is in the opened state and
the electrical circuit electromagnetic coils is opened. The output valve is pressed to a
saddle by a spring, blocking pneumatic communication of the brake highway with the
atmosphere.

Control of a brake of all train is exercised of the driver of the locomotive by change
of pressure of air in the brake highway.

At brake charging air pressure in the brake highway increases that leads to increase
in pressure of air in the main camera and through the calibrated opening in the
accelerating camera of each device of a discharge of the brake highway of the
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accelerator of braking. At the same time pistons of each device of a discharge remain in
extreme situation, and the electrical circuit electromagnetic coils remains opened.
Output the valve keeps the situation, leaving to the brake highway blocked pneumatic
communication with the atmosphere.

At office braking at the beginning of the car from the locomotive pressure decrease
of air in the brake highway begins the rate of an office discharge, creating the main
pneumatic brake wave which extends on the brake highway by the end of the car and
further to the following car.

At achievement of a brake wave of the highway of the first car the accelerator of
braking of an automatic pneumatic brake of this car works.

At the same time in the main camera of the first device of a discharge of the brake
highway pressure of air goes down the rate of an office discharge. It leads to emergence
of a difference of pressure of air in main and in accelerating cameras. Air through the
calibrated opening slowly flows from the accelerating camera in the main camera,
reducing air pressure in it speed smaller, than the rate of an office discharge. In the
accelerating camera pressure of air remains bigger, than air pressure in the main
camera. As a result the piston is displaced towards the main camera, its rod closes the
closing contact of the switch of the first device of a discharge of the brake highway.
The electrical circuit which is turning on the power supply closing contact of the first
device of a discharge of the brake highway, the electromagnetic coil of the second
device of a discharge and disconnecting contact of the second device of a discharge is
as a result created.

At the same time the electromagnetic coil of the first device of a discharge of the
brake highway remains is deenergized.

Under the influence of the electromagnetic field created by electromagnetic coil 7
of the second device of a discharge of the brake highway valve 3 of the mentioned
device opens output, and its main camera 12 through channel 13 pneumatically con-
nects to the atmosphere. It leads to pressure decrease of air in the main camera 12 and
as the investigation to pressure decrease in the brake highway on the end of the car
from a train tail the rate of an office discharge, and also to creation of an additional
pneumatic brake wave.

4 Discussion

If including time of distribution of electric current on car length equal to zero, then the
discharge of the brake highway on the car occurs along with two ends of the car: at the
beginning from the locomotive and at the end from a train tail. On one end of the car
from the locomotive the discharge of the brake highway is caused by arrival of the
main brake wave. On the opposite end of the car the discharge of the brake highway is
caused by operation of the accelerator of braking of an automatic pneumatic brake, in
particular – the second device of a discharge of the brake highway of the first car.

Additional and main pneumatic brake waves, extending in the brake highway of the
car, at a meeting create in it the lowered air pressure that t/2 leads to operation on this
car of a brake on braking through time equal to time of distribution of a pneumatic
wave on the brake highway from the end of the car to its middle.
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Extending in the direction of the second car, the additional brake wave passes
across the brake highway between cars during t1, and leads the accelerator of braking
of an automatic pneumatic brake of the second car which works similar to operation of
the accelerator of braking of the first car to work.

After operation of a brake of the first car and the accelerator of braking of an
automatic pneumatic brake of the second car the accelerator of braking of the first car is
switched-off. At the same time in the second device of a discharge of the first car the
piston is displaced towards the main camera and the rod disconnects an electrical
circuit of power supply of the electromagnetic coil of the mentioned discharge device.
The electromagnetic field of the electromagnetic coil on output valve is terminated, and
it returns to the place, on a saddle of the output valve, separating the main camera and
the brake highway with the atmosphere.

The accelerator of braking of an automatic pneumatic brake of the first car is
switched off from work.

The automatic pneumatic brake of the second car works on braking through time
equal to time of distribution of a pneumatic wave on the brake highway between the
first and second t1 cars, and time of its advance to the middle of the mentioned t/2 car.

Thus, brake response time on the second T2 car from the moment of the beginning
of braking by the driver of the locomotive is determined by a formula:

T2 ¼ 2t1þ t=2 ð1Þ

where t1 is time of distribution of a pneumatic brake wave on the brake highway
between cars or between the car and the locomotive;

t/2 is time of distribution of a pneumatic brake wave on the brake highway of the
car from its beginning to the middle.

Time before operation of a brake of Tn on the last car at n-s the number of cars is
equal in the train:

Tn ¼ nt1þ t=2: ð2Þ

At emergency brake application the accelerator of braking of an automatic pneu-
matic brake works just as at office braking.

Use of the developed accelerator of braking of an automatic pneumatic brake will
allow to reduce a brake way of the train due to reduction of time for preparation of
brakes.

5 Conclusions

Thus, use of the offered accelerator of braking of an automatic pneumatic brake by
freight cars allows to reduce a brake way of the train and to reduce longitudinally
dynamic forces in the train when braking. As a result the brake of freight cars on
characteristics will practically be equal to an electric air brake.
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The braking equipment presented in the article will make it possible to create an
effective brain system for the freight train, free of disadvantages of systems, both
electro-pneumatic brake and braking systems based on transmission of signals over the
radio channel.
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Abstract. At this time the problem of monitoring the state of the contact wire is
relevant. The condition of the contact wire is estimated by the values of
mechanical and electrical wear, while the thermal wear of the contact wire is not
determined. The paper considers the methodology for assessing the condition of
the contact wire of electrified railways by the value of thermal softening. The
presented methodology is based on the criterial approach. The criteria for
softening the material of the wire and the transition of the material to the liquid
state are introduced. By comparing the amount of heat entering the wire in the
event of an electric arc, with these criteria, the contact wire is diagnosed in terms
of thermal wear. Calculations have been made using the proposed methodology
which makes an assessment of a condition of a contact wire on thermal softening
depending on the initial data received in the operating of source data. When the
calculation results are combined into databases, it is possible to estimate the
residual life of the contact wire.

Keywords: Contact wire � Thermal softening � Electric arc

1 Introduction

Today, railway electric traction is the most promising way to increase the carrying
capacity of railway sections [1, 2]. In this case, the system for current pick-up is the
main method to transmit power energy to electric rolling stock; and contact wires play a
crucial role in it. Various damages to contact wires may result in railway-related
incidents up to traffic stop. The main task today is to maintain the operating condition
of contact wires, conduct diagnostics throughout the railway electrified sections and
forecast their service life.

During operation, a contact wire is impacted by various climatic factors, thermal
processes occurred during the traction current flow in electric network components,
mechanical impact by current collectors, electric corrosive processes, and tension forces.
Thus, a contact wire has to operate reliably while experiencing enormous loads [3].

The interaction process between a current collector and a contact wire is not
continuous [4, 5]. Sparks and electric arcs are formed in the gap between them. As a
result of this interaction, the wire is heated. Researches of Far Eastern State Transport
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University (FESTU) have found out that the wire material may heat up to recrystal-
lization temperature due to the impact of an electric arc with sufficient power and
impact time. Thermal strength degradation (softening) of a contact wire due to the
electric arc is called thermal wear [6]. Currently, thermal wear of a contact wire is not
measured; and its condition is estimated by mechanical and electrical wear. However,
contact wires often break without any visible signs of damage, which may indicate their
thermal softening, when the wire material structure changes and its mechanical char-
acteristics deteriorate.

Ultimate tensile strength and hardness are the most reliable characteristics when
defining the contact wire wear extent. FESTU researchers found out that the initial step
of the contact wire softening occurs at 170 °C to 220 °C. At the same time, material
hardness and ultimate tensile strength drop. All transformations accumulate in the wire
internal structure and negative after effects take place within a short time. When a
current collector passes this site next time, repeated heating will occur that will
gradually lead to further softening.

Currently, the problem of the monitoring over the wire condition remains relevant.
Non-destructive testing of the contact wire throughout its whole length requires heavy
expenses, so it is proposed to firstly find areas, where local softening sites are more
likely to appear [7, 8].

Figure 1 illustrates the wear behavior of contact wire.
Thus, implementation of the term “thermal wear” requires solution of several tasks:

1. Searching the ways to assess the extent of the contact wire thermal softening;
2. Creation of the hardware and software suite to calculate the wire softening extent

without its withdrawal from operation;
3. Working out recommendations to maintenance staff regarding the further operation

of the wire subject to thermal wear.

2 Materials and Methods

To calculate the contact wire softening extent, it is necessary to know electric arc current,
its travel rate, and impact time. It is also important to register the arcing point [9].

To simplify the understanding of the wire heating process, let’s assume that the
whole exposed material is heated (Fig. 2) to the melting point. Then, energy is spent to
transform the whole wire mass from solid to liquid phase. Then, the liquid phase is
heated to boiling point. The remaining energy is spent to evaporate liquid metal.
During phase transitions, energy is spent to transform the material from one phase to
another but not for further heating of individual fractions.

Let’s take the following main assumptions when considering the solution of the
task at hand:

1. The heating area shape is considered as hemisphere;
2. The arc existing time is less than the temperature release time; and heat transfer into

the environment may be neglected (all the energy released by the electric arc is
absorbed by the wire material and is spent for its heating);
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3. Thermophysical properties of the material change a little depending on the tem-
perature; their average values are taken as estimated (T = 20 °C).

Fig. 1. Thermal wear behavior for a contact wire

Fig. 2. Cross section of the wire impacted by electric arc
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The criterion approach was taken as a basis of the assessment procedure for the
contact wire condition by the thermal softening value [9, 10]. This approach allows
comparing the value of the electric arc impact on the contact wire with the proposed
criteria. Criteria permit to assess the extent of the damage caused by an electric arc to
contact wire locally. Criteria of the wire material softening (QCRIT1) and material
transfer into a liquid state (QCRIT2) were introduced.

QCRIT 1 ¼ m � c � ð180� T0Þ ð1Þ

where m – is the contact wire material weight, g;

c – is the representative value of specific heat capacity, cal/g � degree;
T0 – is the initial wire temperature, °C.

Softening criterion indicates what heat amount is necessary to heat the contact wire
until its softening at a certain scale.

This criterion is directly proportional to the heated material weight, its specific heat
capacity and the heating initial temperature. At the same time, the final temperature
value is set to 180 °C. With this temperature, wire mechanical characteristics
drop. Once lower temperatures have been achieved, the wire material can restore its
properties.

It is also proposed to decrease the contact wire tension during its thermal wear due
to the loss of mechanical properties in a certain part of the wire cross section. If tension
is not decreased, a neck may form in the softening site due to excessive tension loads
that may eventually result in the wire break [10].

QCRIT 2 ¼ m � c � ðTMEL � T0Þþm � k ð2Þ

where k – is the specific melting heat, cal/g;
TMEL – is the melting temperature, degree.
The criterion of the material transfer into liquid state illustrates what heat amount is

necessary to melt the contact wire at a certain scale. The heat amount less than this
criterion means wire softening without its melting. Criterion value is defined as a sum
of two thermal processes. At first, the wire material is heated to its boiling point; then,
the amount of heat necessary for melting is determined.

The proposed dividing allows to distinguish the processes occurred in the wire
material at a local scale; so that it is be possible to obtain more detailed information
about the wire damage.

The criteria introduced are directly proportional to the weight of the wire material
heated during arcing. Contact wires are made of copper and bronze; so, it is possible to
calculate their weight using the density of these materials. The motion speed of the
electric locomotive current collector also plays an important role: the higher the speed,
the bigger wire section is subject to arcing.
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To define the amount of heat entering the wire material, it is necessary to define the
current collected during arcing as well as arc duration.

QENT ¼ q � theat ð3Þ

where q – is the arc heat power absorbed during contact, W;
theat – is the arc impact time, s.
Power q absorbed during contact depends proportionally upon the electric loco-

motive during arcing.
A visual flowchart of the procedure proposed is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Algorithm for calculating the softening extent of a contact wire due to the electric arc
impact
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3 Results

To make calculations by the assessment procedure for the contact wire condition using
the thermal softening value, it is necessary to take into account a lot of factors including
wire metal characteristics, environmental conditions and electric arc parameters. Since
it is necessary to process large data arrays, the need appears to use application software
to calculate the contact wire softening. Microsoft Excel was used for calculations.
Figure 4 illustrates a calculation example carried out by this procedure.

The possibility to get different dependencies due to the source data change appears
at all calculation steps. As an example, Fig. 5 plots the dependency of the heat amount
entering the considered point, which is required to soft or to melt the wire material,
upon the arc motion speed.

It can be seen that at a high speed, the threshold value increases for material
softening and its transition into liquid state

For the sake of convenience, source data and calculation results are displayed in a
separate software window; and a relation is established with the basic calculation
(Fig. 6).

The result output window contains options of the contact wire condition after
arcing. Depending on the calculation results, a corresponding option is selected with
color and is marked with a “+” sign. At the same time, the maximum possible damaged
area is displayed for the more detailed assessment, and the damaged section is
indicated.

Figure 6 shows the calculation procedure example. Thus, for the electric arc having
current 300 A and moving with a speed of 60 km/h, heat amount QENT = 1.254 cal
enters the section of the 100 mm2 contact wire within arcing time t = 0.01, which
means softening of the part of material and its melting within a radius of 0.01 cm.

Fig. 4. Sample calculating for the procedure of the contact wire condition assessment by the
thermal softening value
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Maximum possible softening zone is 0.04 cm under these conditions. If the arc motion
speed decreases to 30 km/h, maximum radius of the area being softened increases to
0.06 cm.

4 Conclusions

Today, monitoring over the contact wire condition is an important task in railway
power engineering [11]. The study revealed that a contact wire undergoes thermal wear
due to the electric arc impacts. It is required to detect the wire thermal wear during its
operation for further diagnostics of its condition and defining its residual service life.
A procedure has been developed to estimate thermal wear, which is based on the
criteria allowing assessment of the wear effect on a contact wire. A calculation example
is given for the procedure that evaluates the contact wire condition by its thermal
softening depending on the source data acquired during operation. When collecting
calculation results into databases, it becomes possible to estimate the residual service
life of contact wires.
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Fig. 5. Criteria QCRIT1 and QCRIT2 vs. the arc motion speed

Fig. 6. Source data input and result output windows
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Abstract. The main criteria and types of problems of constructing the optimal
trajectory of the train are presented. The reasons for the emergence of time
reserves for passing track sections by train related to the peculiarities of
developing a train schedule are given. The energy efficiency of train speed
reducing by decreasing the used running positions of the controller of the driver
or switching to idle when there are time reserves in the train schedule is sub-
stantiated. The concept of “equivalent energy/fuel consumption” and a
methodology for its determination are proposed. The proposed concepts allow to
evaluate the reduction in energy consumption when passing the same section
with different speed and time. The basic techniques of driving a train, due to
which an effective speed reduction is achieved, are considered. The restrictions
and particularities of driving trains, which should be taken into account when
implementing the methodology and algorithm for determining the optimal tra-
jectory of a train, are given.

Keywords: Traction calculations � Train schedule � Performance charts �
Equivalent fuel/electricity consumption � Rational train driving modes � Optimal
train motion trajectory

1 Introduction

Traditionally there are the following criteria for optimizing the train movement [1–6]:

• minimum train travel time;
• minimum fuel or electricity costs;
• minimum operating costs for the train movement;
• minimum mechanical work.

In compliance with these criteria, the statement of the problem of determining the
optimal motion trajectory of the train can be formulated as follows.

The First Task. Determine the optimal train motion trajectory by the criterion of the
minimum train travel time due to the maximum use of traction effort with known
parameters of the train (locomotives, wagons), its movement conditions (weather
conditions, permissible speeds, stops at operation points, brake test areas, etc..), as well
as the characteristics of the devices and structures of the area of calculations (plan,
profile, neutral sections, etc.). Such a statement of the problem is regulated by the Rules
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of Traction Calculations [5] and is used in the development of train schedules, projects
for new railway lines or reconstruction of existing ones.

The Second Task. Determine the optimal train motion trajectory according to the
criterion of the minimum fuel consumption (electricity, operating costs for the train
movement, mechanical work) at known travel times, train parameters, conditions of its
movement, as well as characteristics of devices and structures of the area of calcula-
tions. It is used in the development of regime maps.

The Third Task. Determine the optimal travel time and the corresponding optimal train
motion trajectory knowing the parameters of the train, the conditions of its movement,
as well as the characteristics of the devices and structures of the area of calculations. It
is used in the development of regime maps or the selection of optimal travel times built
into train schedule.

The calculation of the train movement with the shortest possible travel time is basic
in the study of the theory of traction calculations and, in one form or another, is
implemented in each program of traction calculations. At the same time, the practical
implementation of such a movement leads to maximum energy costs and, as a con-
sequence, operating costs. The increase of the travel time and the use of rational train
driving modes, in the vast majority of cases, can reduce costs and expenses.

When a real train moves in a plot, it usually has a time reserve in comparison with
movement based on the maximum use of traction effort (locomotive power). The
reasons for the emergence of this margin of time are associated with the features of the
development of train schedule:

• station-to-station time calculations are performed for trains with a unified mass. In
practice, a significant proportion of trains (often more than half) have a smaller
mass;

• when performing the calculations, temporary warnings concerning the limitation of
permissible speeds (repairs, construction works, single replacement of railroad ties,
etc.), which may be absent at the time of the train passage, are taken into account;

• before being accepted to the train schedule, the calculated times are rounded up to a
minute, usually upwards (for freight and passenger trains the decimal part for more
than 0.2 min is rounded up upwards);

• when laying the threads of the schedule, additional time reserves arise due to the
need to link the reception and departure of trains.

The opposite situation is also possible when the train cannot travel along the section
with the time specified in the train schedule(for example, severe weather conditions, the
appearance of unintended warnings about speed limits, the mass of the train exceeds
the unified mass, etc.). But such situations are extremely rare.

Thus, when managing a train, the locomotive driver faces a second task - the
rational use of the available time reserve, subject to the indisputable observance of the
regulated (by schedule or developing train situation) travel times. To solve it, in the-
oretical and practical works of scientists, various optimization criteria were proposed.

The criterion of minimum energy resources for train traction is understandable for
railway specialists, but the share of energy costs in operating costs for train movement
is, averagely, 40–60%.
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The criterion of minimum operating costs is comprehensive in terms of technical
and economic assessment of train traffic. At the same time, its use leads to the solution
of a multi-criteria problem, because the structure of operating costs includes compo-
nents that depend on:

• the travel time (locomotive-hours, wagon-hours, operating hours of locomotive
brigades, etc.);

• the distance traveled (locomotive-kilometers, wagon-kilometers and ton-
kilometers);

• the train driving modes (mechanical operation of the locomotive, resistance and
braking forces, fuel or electricity consumption).

2 Methods

Because of the fact that in the problem taken under consideration, the distance traveled
and the travel time are fixed values, then the variable parameter that affects the value of
operating costs is the train driving modes (traction, idle motion or braking) depending
on the path. For movement in traction mode (electric braking), it is also necessary to
determine the position of the locomotive driver’s controller or the degree of use of
traction effort (braking) for locomotives with smooth regulation of traction effort (al-
lowing the realization of any value of effort up to limited in adhesion capacity, current,
etc.).

The mechanical work of all the forces acting on the train is expressed by the
formula:

Rm ¼
Z

F Vð Þ þ W Vð Þ þ B Vð Þð ÞdS ð1Þ

here F – full traction effort, kN;
W – full resistance to movement, kN;
B – full breaking force, kN.

Let’s consider the components of formula (1) in terms of optimizing train
movement.

Braking Force. The usage of braking leads to a decrease in the kinetic energy of the
train previously gained due to movement in traction mode (energy costs). The more
intense is the accumulation of kinetic energy in traction mode, the more intense will be
its loss in braking mode. Even in cases where electricity recuperation is possible on an
electric locomotive, the amount of electricity returned to the network does not cover its
costs for an equivalent increase in kinetic energy due to the use of locomotive traction.

Traction Effort. With the increase of speed, the cost efficiency of energy resources for
the implementation of traction decreases. By energy efficiency, we mean the amount of
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traction per unit of current consumption (1 A) or fuel (1 kg). Figure 1 shows a graph of
the cost-effectiveness of the current of a 2ES4K DC electric locomotive.

The nature of the dependence of effectiveness of expenditures indicates that it
decreases with the increase of speed, and for the same speed values it practically does
not depend on the position of the locomotive driver’s controller. A similar situation is
also characteristic of AC electric locomotives and diesel locomotives.

Resistance to Movement. One of the significant components of the resistance to the
movement of the train W is the main resistance Wm, calculated, in the general case, by
the formula:

Wm ¼ A þ B � V þ C � V2� � � P þ Qð Þ ð2Þ

where A, B and C – coefficients of the formula for the basic resistivity wm;

P – estimated locomotive mass, t;
Q – train set mass, t.

The main resistance of the train set W″m for four-axle open wagons with an axial
load qa = 15 t/axle on a continuous welded rails is shown in Table 1.

Fig. 1. The effectiveness of expenditures of current for 2ES4K electric locomotive
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For comparison, we present the values of the traction effort realized by the loco-
motive M62 at various speeds F (V): F(0) = 338 kN, F(50) = 85 kN, F(90) = 44 kN.
If this locomotive is used as a pusher, then the traction, which it implements at a train
speed of 50 km/h and a mass of 6000 t, will be almost completely spent on neutralizing
W″m, and at a speed of 90 km/h and a mass of 2000 t it will even be insufficient to
neutralize W″m.

Let’s introduce the concept of equivalent energy consumption Ae (fuel Ge) - energy
consumption at speed V1 relative to speed V2 for performing of the same “useful” work
on train moving, excluding the expenses on overcoming the main resistance of the
rolling stock and additional resistances (from curves, slopes, etc..). For example, when
driving in traction mode at a constant speed of 60 km/h, the train will follow a section
of 1 km in 1 min. In this case, some work Rmu(60) will be accomplished. Then the
equivalent energy (fuel) consumption at a speed of V relative to a speed of 60 km/h can
be calculated by the formulas:

Ae Vð Þ ¼ A Vð ÞRmu 60ð Þ
Rmu Vð Þ ð3Þ

Ge Vð Þ ¼ G Vð ÞRmu 60ð Þ
Rmu Vð Þ ð4Þ

where A(V), G(V) – energy (fuel) consumption for the passage of a section of 1 km at a
speed of V, kWh/km (kg/km);

Rmu(V) – “useful” mechanical work on moving a train at a speed of V, kN km.

3 Results

Tables 2 and 3 show the results of calculating the equivalent energy consumption for a
DC electric locomotive 2ES4K (Donchak) and a diesel locomotive 2TE25K (Peresvet).

Table 1. The main resistance of the train set

V, km/h w″m, N/t W″m, kN
Q = 2000 t Q = 4000 t Q = 6000 t

0 7.480 14.960 29.920 44.880
10 8.115 16.229 32.459 48.688
20 9.043 18.085 36.171 54.256
30 10.264 20.528 41.056 61.584
40 11.779 23.557 47.115 70.672
50 13.587 27.173 54.347 81.520
60 15.688 31.376 62.752 94.128
70 18.083 36.165 72.331 108.496
80 20.771 41.541 83.083 124.624
90 23.752 47.504 95.008 142.512
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Calculations show that at a speed of 90 km/h it is required to spend 50–75% more
energy for the same amount of “useful” work (but not for passing a Sect. 1 km long)
than at a speed of 60 km/h. For locomotives of old construction, this parameter reaches
100%.

The calculations did not take into account the main resistance to the movement of
locomotives, additional resistance from low temperature and wind, which also increase
with increasing speed. This suggests that at low speeds, energy costs will be even more
efficient.

Thus, minimization of the mechanical work of the locomotive RF(S) dS directly
leads to a decrease in the cost of energy resources (operating costs) aimed at moving
the trains, while minimization of the mechanical work of the resistance forces RW(S) dS
and the braking forces RB(S) dS leads to a more rational use of kinetic energy accu-
mulated during movement in traction mode, and, as a result, to reduction of energy
costs (operating costs).

Table 2. Equivalent power consumption 2ES4K electric locomotive, Q = 4000 t, four-axle
open wagons with qa = 15 t/axle

V,
km/h

F,
kN

W″m,
kN

Ie,
A

Per 1 km
Δt,
min

Rmu = (F – W″m) 1,
kN km

A ¼ U�Ie�Dt
60�1000 ;,

kWh

Ae,
kWh

50 464.9 54.3 2419 1.20 410.6 145 137
60 451.4 62.8 2658 1.00 388.6 133 133
70 413.0 72.3 2840 0.86 340.7 122 139
80 296.2 83.1 2320 0.75 213.1 87 159
90 222.5 95.0 1970 0.67 127.5 66 200

Table 3. Equivalent power consumption 2TE25K diesel locomotive, Q = 4000t, four-axle open
wagons with qa = 15 t/axle

V,
km/h

F,
kN

W″m,
kN

g,
kg/min

Per 1 km
Δt,
min

Rmu = (F – W″m) �1,
kN�km

G ¼ g � Dt,
kg

Ge,
kg

50 287.0 54.3 18.25 1.20 232.7 21.90 16.87
60 242.0 62.8 18.25 1.00 179.2 18.25 18.25
70 211.0 72.3 18.25 0.86 138.7 15.64 20.22
80 186.0 83.1 18.25 0.75 102.9 13.69 23.84
90 164.0 95.0 18.25 0.67 69.0 12.17 31.61
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4 Discussion

The effectiveness of speed reduction (in the sense of influencing the value of the
optimization criterion) largely depends on the conditions of train movement, the
parameters of the plan and the profile of the area of calculations. Among the main
methods of driving a train, due to which an effective speed reduction is achieved, three
types of techniques can be distinguished (see Table 4).

It should be noted that experienced locomotive drivers successfully use type 1 and
type 2 techniques when driving due to their obvious effectiveness and relative ease of
implementation in practice.

Other effective techniques include the use of electrical braking, especially in areas
where traction substations can receive recuperated current.

Table 4. Effective speed reduction techniques

№ Characterization Illustration

1

Increase in coasting 
(idling) during a 
speed reset before 
speed limitation or 
braking at  station

2

Early transition to idle 
before the section 
with a constant allow-
able speed, where to 
maintain the speed 
you need an adjusting 
braking 

3

Decrease in speed on 
subsections traversed 
in traction mode due 
to lowering the run-
ning position (up to 
idle speed)

Note. Movement modes: green - traction, yellow - idle, red - braking, pink - adjusting 
braking or braking during filling of the brake cylinders.
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40

80

70

60

80

70

60
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When implementing the methodology and algorithm of determination of the
optimal train motion trajectory, a decrease in speed should be achieved taking into
account a number of restrictions and particularities of train driving:

• there are restrictions on the maximum travel time for individual station-to-station
blocks or for the entire section;

• the speed in certain sections of the path should not be lower than the specified one,
for example:

– approaching to the areas of testing the brakes with a regulated speed;
– passage of sections of the path in traction mode at a speed not lower than the

calculated minimum (with the exception of sections with a permissible speed below
the calculated minimum speed of the locomotive);

• the implementation of traction effort or electric braking for most locomotives
depends on the selected position of the locomotive driver’s controller;

• there are restrictions on the use of the maximum driving position on individual sub-
sections in order to prevent overheating of the engines or exceeding the allowable
longitudinal forces in the train;

• the number of transitions between modes and position switching should be minimal.

The above mentioned principles, limitations and particularities of determining the
optimal train motion trajectory were implemented in the module «OMM» (Optimal
Modes of Motion) of the «ERA» software and technology complex (Expertise, Cal-
culation, Analysis) [7, 8].
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Abstract. The paper deals with the problem of incorrect operation of the feeder
distance relay protection during short circuits in the AC contact network. The
goal of the study is to eliminate number of cases of incorrect feeder distance
relay protection operation. To achieve the goal, the existing catenary support
grounding strategies are analysed in detail. Taking into account grounding
strategy, the catenary support resistance components while a short circuit are
considered in detail. The complex impedance characteristics measured by dis-
tance relay protective devices are considered and given at graphics. In the
considered railway section, an analysis of proportional distribution of the
catenary support resistance based at full-scale measurement is analysed. Factors
affected the short circuit impedance value and making the feeder distance pro-
tection incorrect operation are classified. In addition to the impedance measured
by the feeder relay protection, the necessity of using another parameter for
determination the short circuit mode is justified.

Keywords: Railways � Power supply � Relaying protection system � Catenary
support grounding � Distance relay protection � Short circuit � R-X
characteristics � Transition resistance � Input impedance � Death grounding

1 Introduction

It is well known that the railways power supply system is a complex of engineering
structures with a large number of elements, included traction substations, traction
power supply system, railway traction rolling stock, overhead catenary, supporting
structures, grounding, etc. In order to carry out the train movement on the rail, a train
locomotive needs energy. This required energy or electric power is transmitted via a
contact wire from the traction substation busbars to the electric locomotive over a long
distance.

In addition to contact wire, a complex supporting structure, including a contact
network supports, fittings, etc., called railway overhead catenary, is needed to transfer
electric energy from the traction substation to the locomotive. However, despite the fact
of importance of the electrical energy transfer, the electrified railways overhead cate-
nary does not have a redundant. This fact increases the requirements for reliability and
uninterrupted power supply of consumers, namely, railway traction rolling stock.
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In such conditions, the correct and reliable operation of relay protection devices is
especially important.

The feeder relay protection system is an important part to ensure the safe operation
of traction power supply systems. The function of the relay protection devices is to
operate during a short circuit in the protected area and timely shutdown of the damaged
area [1].

It is common for protective relaying systems for railway feeders to use distance
relaying principles [2, 3]. The main parameter measured by distance relay protection is
the impedance of the short circuit. The short circuit impedance includes the impedance
of the generation power supply system, traction substation and traction network. The
traction network impedance forms the overhead catenary impedance and the contact
line support impedance, which depends on catenary support grounding type. Moreover,
all metal structures of the electrified railways, such as catenary pole, masts, viaducts,
bridges, etc., located closer than 5 m from live parts must be grounded to the rail [4, 5].

The direct connection of the contact line support to the rail is called dead earth.
Modern relay protection types of the overhead catenary ensure its reliable shutdown in
emergency operation of the overhead catenary with a dead earth of the contact line
support, when the transition impedance between the contact line support and the
ground is quite high. However, integrity violation of the contact line support grounding
system changes the impedance value measured by the relay protection devices. In this
case, the relay protection devices begin to work incorrectly, that is, they do not respond
to a short circuit and do not turn off the damaged section [6, 7]. This case is interpreted
as a relay protection failure.

The integrity violation of the contact line support grounding system can occur for
various reasons. First of all is the collisions of equipment during work on the track
maintenance or breakage of grounding conductors when someone working on com-
munication devices. In addition, recently, cases of integrity violation of the contact line
support grounding system have become more frequent on account of the increasing of
the train weights and their traffic intensity called heavy haul trains movement [6–9].
This is due to the operating currents large values, which are comparable in value with
short-circuit currents. The electric current (or the electric power) in the contact wire of
the overhead catenary network is proportional to the train weight, that the locomotive
drives.

The flow of such large currents along the arresters or spark gaps included in the
ground circuit of the supports of the contact network leads to their burning off [10]. The
flow of large quantities of operating currents is perceived by the protection system as a
short circuit. In this case, the undamaged section of the contact network is disabled by
relay protection, which is also interpreted as the faulty operation of relay protection
devices. Such a situation with the relay protection devices failure can lead to serious
accidents. This fact significantly reduces the safety of train traffic and the whole power
supply system reliability. Therefore, this situation should be eliminated. Since the
catenary support grounding play an important role for the described situations, it is
necessary to study the degree of influence of various types of catenary support
grounding on the correct and no correct relay protection operation.
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2 Materials and Methods

In this study the experimental research methods, based on full-scaled measurement of
controlled parameters and subsequent calculation and analysis are used. In order to
identify a connection between the catenary support resistance value and the number of
incorrect relay protection trips, the statistics data from relay protection terminal pro-
tocols and data logs recording information were collected. It is monitored on the
200 km in length railway section located at the Far Eastern Region of Russia. Then, the
percentage of catenary supports with different resistance values as a fraction of the total
number of all supports was calculated and classified. The result data were presented in
the form of graphs, descriptive and analytical tables. This method has many attractive
practical applications as understanding of the measure of the faulty operation of the
relay protection devices at a particular railway section and the numerical assessment of
resistance values in a percentage of the catenary support total number. The benefits can
help to find a solution to eliminate the malfunction right solution for no correct relay
protection operation and make timely adjustments to the relay protection settings as
much as possible for better operation.

3 Catenary Support Grounding

3.1 Catenary Support Grounding Strategies

There are some different grounding strategies for AC railways catenary support and any
infrastructure objects located near the railway track in the world: ungrounded, direct
grounded (or dead earth), and diode grounded [2, 4, 11]. The grounding method
involves the use of special grounding devices. Grounding devices can be either indi-
vidual (for each catenary pole) or group (for several catenary poles). Grounding method
using an individual or group grounding conductors connected to the traction rails
directly or connected to the midpoint of throttle-transformer. Diode grounded using
special protective devices such as arresters, spark gaps, etc. The protective devices such
as spark gaps should be included in the catenary supports grounding system if the
resistance of individually grounded catenary pole is less than 100 Ω in accordance with
the existing Russian Standards.

The choice of grounding method can be determined by a number of requirements
based on the real resistance value of each of the grounded devices, as well as their other
qualitative characteristics. In any case, the main thing is to ensure the safety conditions
for working personnel near the railway track. The procuring of short-circuit current
flows only thru the connection circuit of any grounding and protective devices is also
important. Moreover, during a short-circuit, the current flowing through the damaged
catenary support did not cause its electro thermal overheating and damage, because
this provides the possibility of further reliable operation of the power supply system
[11–13].
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3.2 The Short-Circuit Current Path Through the Catenary Support
Grounding

The short-circuit current path depends on the catenary support grounding strategy. In
case of isolated catenary support, if the pole does not have grounding or for some
reason grounded system has been damaged, a short-circuit current flows directly
through the catenary support body. In a case of the catenary support is grounded, a
short-circuit current flows through the system of grounding conductors. The short-
circuit current path through the catenary support grounding via the spark gap is shown
at Fig. 1 as an example for the diode grounding strategy.

As follows from Fig. 1, when the short circuit occurs in AC catenary, the short-
circuit current ISC enters to the individual grounding system of a reinforced concrete
catenary support (or catenary pole). This short-circuit current flows through the
grounding conductor (called down conductor) attached to the sole of one of the rails
with a hook bolt. The down conductor is insulated from the ground with a wooden
impregnated half-sleeper and insulated from the catenary pole by means of wooden
gaskets.

When the console insulator is broken, a short-circuit current flows through the
circuit “traction substation – catenary feeder – catenary – down conductor on a catenary
support with damaged insulation – track rails – reverse current feeder – traction

Track rail 

Throttle-
transformer

Spark gap

Isc

AC catenary

Catenary pole

IscIsc

Isc

Isc

Electric 
locomotive’s 
pantograph 

Grounding 
conductor 

Fig. 1. Short-circuit current path in case of catenary support diode grounding
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substation”. In this case, the current and resistance values in the short-circuit path play
an important role for the correct operation of distance relay protection. For instance, the
traction load current value while heavy haul traffic is often close to the short circuit
current value, that why the catenary support resistance value as a level mark is very
important for correct relay operating.

3.3 Catenary Support Resistance Value

Reinforced concrete catenary supports of the overhead contact network are most
common on the world’s railways. The consoles of these supports and their other metal
parts, where live parts are suspended that are not electrically connected to the support
reinforcement and insulated from concrete, must be grounded to the rail. Grounding is
carried out using the grounding down conductor, located on the railway track internal
side.

Catenary Support Resistance Structure. The resistance value of the contact network
support in the event of a short circuit will depend on the path of the short circuit
current. This path, in turn, depends on the adopted catenary support grounding strategy.
Figure 2 shows the equivalent circuit for the catenary support with pole resistance
components.

Neglecting the resistance value of the electric circuit elements at the point of
attachment of the grounding conductor to the rail and the resistance of the element at
the point of its attachment to the grounding support elements, we can obtain the
equivalent circuit of the reinforced concrete support with the external location of the
grounding conductor, shown at Fig. 2.

Figure 2 shows the following components of the reinforced concrete catenary
support: 1 - transition resistance between the details of the reinforcement of the support
and concrete; 2 - concrete resistance between parts of reinforcement and reinforcement
itself; 3 - transition resistance between concrete and reinforcement; 4 - transition
resistance between the reinforcement of the base part and concrete; 5 - concrete
resistance in the foundation part; 6 - resistance to current spreading from the foundation
into the ground; 7 - transition resistance of the soil - rail.

In case of a short circuit and the high voltage appearance in the catenary support
upper part, the short-circuit current flows from the fault point to the earth. However, the
resulting resistance of catenary support will be determined by the adopted catenary
support grounding strategy.

Resistance of Grounded Catenary Support. In case of a short circuit and the high
voltage appearance in the catenary support upper part, the short-circuit current flows
along the down conductor to the track rail. Thus, a “metallic” fault occurs and it is
switched off by feeder relay protection. The short-circuit current flows along the path:
fault point in overhead contact network – point A – point B – track rail, shown at Fig. 2
as path number 1. The down conductor has a very small resistance (compared to other
elements in this circuit, especially catenary support resistance. Thus, down conductor
cannot limit the value of the short-circuit current, so the significant value of the short-
circuit current identified by relay protection devices and switched off.
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Resistance of Isolated or Grounded-Damaged Catenary Support. If there was no
grounding conductor at the pole, then all the short-circuit current would flow through
the catenary pole body. In case of the down conductor’s absence a short circuit process
will develop in the catenary support body and will be accompanied by concrete
heating, losing its insulating properties and the occurrence of an arc discharge in the
concrete thickness. The short-circuit current flows along the path: fault point in
overhead contact network – point A – point C (thru all resistances 1–7) – track rail,
shown at Fig. 2 as path number 2.

However, it is possible that an electric arc breaks through a concrete layer between
embedded parts and reinforcement, in which case a short-circuit current flows along the
support armature along the path showed in the Fig. 2 as path number 3: fault point in
overhead contact network – point A – point B – point C – resistance 4–7 – track rail.
This path excludes all components from the equivalent circuit corresponding to the
upper part of the catenary support. The same thing happens when the down conductor
is located in the body of the catenary support.

The catenary pole has a big resistance, so the value of the short circuit current would
sharply decrease and the relay protection devices could not feel and detect this mode as
a short circuit. In the absence of operation or in case of incorrect operation of the relay
protection devices, an electric arc near the damage pole can burned out wires and
supporting structures. Also, the step voltage of a big value appears near the catenary
support, which is extremely dangerous for people’s life [13–15].
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Fig. 2. Catenary support equivalent circuit
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Next, the numerical value of catenary support at the real railway section was
measured and considered as percentage distribution in the total volume.

4 Catenary Support’s Ohmic Resistance Percentage

Based on the ohmic resistance measuring protocols for the catenary supports taken
place at Far Eastern railway sections during 2018 year, the ohmic resistance diagrams
was created and shown at Fig. 3. Wide resistance range analysis was made regardless
of grounding type as percentage of all catenary supports at the object of study.

It was revealed that the average value (mathematical expectation) of the catenary
support ohmic resistance at the considered section was RCS = 10.03 kΩ. About 47% of
the catenary supports have ohmic resistance up to 5 kΩ, and about 75% – up to 20 kΩ.
According to the full-scale measurements, the ohmic resistance of the catenary supports
in some cases has a value exceeding 80 kΩ, which indicates the absence of a metallic
ground connection with the reinforcement of the support.

Obviously, in this case we are talking about the unintentional grounding of the
catenary support, which causes an increase in the active ohmic resistance of the
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Fig. 3. Catenary support ohmic resistance percentage
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support. Consider the effect of an increase in the catenary support resistance while a
short circuit in case of accidental, unintentional grounding of the catenary supports on
the existing relay protective device operation.

5 Functioning Conditions of Relay Protection

Currently, a typical scheme for overhead contact system is a nodal scheme with one
section pillar, which is located approximately in the middle of the feeder zone, as
shown in Fig. 4. Another common variant of a typical circuit is a parallel connection
scheme with one sectioning pillar and two parallel connection points [2, 4, 14].

At the same time, relay protection devices in the 25 kV traction power system are set
on the power circuit-breakers of the contact network feeders at the traction substations
and the sectioning station Q2 –Q9 and on the traction transformers inputs –Q1 andQ10, as
shown at Fig. 4. The main and backup feeder relay protection at traction substations and
sectioning pillars should form, as a rule, a directional multi-stage system (relay protection
set). In this case, a short-circuit on the feeder at any point in the inter-substation zonemust
be detected by at least two relay protections (or two steps of the relay protection set) at the
nearest switch and at least one protection (one step of the protection kit) on the switch of
the adjacent element. For example, in case of short-circuit at railway 2, shown at Fig. 4,
the relay protection devices on the Q2 or Q4 power circuit-breakers should trip.

To accelerate shutdowns of short-circuits switch off, a special protection level can
be provided at the beginning of the feeder line, as well as additional protection in the
form of a current cut-off without time delay [1, 3, 14].

Distance relay protection of the traction network based on a impedance relay that
responds to the supplied current and voltage ratio. In the short-circuit mode, this ratio is
proportional to the impedance Zcs of the protected line from the point where the relay
protection is set to the short circuit point. The 25 kV traction network can be repre-
sented as an electric circuit with active R and inductive X reactance components. The
capacitive component is neglected due to its insignificant value. Thus, in load mode the
resistance rL is greater than the reactance xL, as shown at Fig. 5. The phase angle of the
load current main harmonic of the electric locomotive varies from 25 to 40°, in other
words, the load character of the electric locomotive is defined as an active-inductive
character [6, 7, 11].
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The most common type of short circuit on the contact network is the insulators
overlap. In this case, the impedance of the short circuit is a sum of the power grid
impedance, traction substation impedance, the impedance of the contact network and
the rail circuit, the impedance of the down conductor (if it present) and the arc resis-
tance. In this case, the end of the impedance vector Z1, measured at the impedance
relay terminals, falls into the short circuit region, as shown at Fig. 5.

Accidental violation catenary supports grounding leads to an ohmic resistance
increasing in short-circuit mode. The resulting vector Zcs1 increases by the ohmic
resistance dimension Rcs1 and shifts to the right from Z1 to Zsc1 point, shown at Fig. 5.
The Zsc1 vector goes beyond the response of the angular characteristics of the distance
protection three zones and distance protection does not switch-off the short circuit. In
such cases, the fourth zone of distance protection is used, having an angular response
characteristic located along the axis of resistance r, which responds to short circuits
characterized by high ohmic resistance through a large transition resistance.

In case of a big catenary support resistance Rcs2, the short circuit active resistance
became the value rcs2. The resulting impedance vector shifts to the right along the
ohmic resistance axis, takes the value Zsc2 and so falls into the load zone at Fig. 5. In
this case, none of the four zone of distance protection able the short-circuit switch-off,
because it cannot identify it.

6 Results of Modeling and Long-Term Observations
of the AC Traction Network’s Relay Protection
Functioning

At one of the traction substations located at the Far East of Russia, chosen as the object
of study, field measurements of the current and voltage parameters in load and emer-
gency modes were carried out for more than 8 years [1, 9]. During the last few years,
measurements are carried out by an automated monitoring system, which has ample
opportunities for measurement, protection, control, etc. [15]. The feeders currents and
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Fig. 5. R-X characteristics
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voltages values during the observations are fixed by the automatic monitoring system,
and then the impedance values were automatically calculated. These values are plotted
as points on the load area as shown at Fig. 6. In the same figure, the short-circuit zone
and the response zones of all 4 zones of distance relay protection are marked. The x and
y axes at Fig. 6 indicate the numerical values of the reactance and active ohmic resis-
tance for object of study. In addition to the values obtained from the results of field
measurements, Fig. 6 shows the simulation results of distance protection parameters and
its calculations results.

Also, for the considerated inter-substation zone, a simulation model of the distance
protection devices was created. This model was created at MATLAB® programming
platform and it allows to calculate the short-circuit parameters taking into account the
various transition resistance values. By means of this model, the impedance values
measured by the impedance relays of the distance protection devices installed on the
switches Q2 and Q4 according to Fig. 4 were calculated. Thus, images of simulated and
measured parameters were plotted on the R-X characteristics plane for the same inter-
substation zone. Input impedances, measured by distance protection devises, located at
Q2 and Q4 power circuit-breakers are grouped for each value of transient resistance Rtr.

7 Discussion

As we can see at Fig. 6, with an increase in the transition resistance Rtr, the input
impedances measured by the distance protections are more and more shifted towards
the load zone as was previously described. Already at values of transition resistance Rtr
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equal to or greater than 12 Ω, the input resistance distance protection leaves the 4th
zone of distance protection, therefore, both the main and backup relay protection do not
disconnect the short circuit. In case of a short circuit at the catenary support with “death
grounding”, when the value of transition resistance Rtr is small, the distance relay
protection successfully disconnects the damaged area with the selectivity and sensi-
tivity requirements.

8 Conclusion

Obtained results leads to the following conclusions:

1. In the event of a short circuit at the non-grounded catenary support, a transition
resistance appears which disrupts the stable operation of the distance relay
protection.

2. The big value of the transition resistance at the short-circuit point increases the input
impedance vector and changes its angle and argument, measured by distance relay
protection. Thus, the impedance vector does not fall into the angular response
characteristic of the distance relay protection that why the short-circuit cannot
switched-off.

3. The cause for the relay protection failure is the input impedance vector displace-
ment into the load zone due to the big value of the transition resistance in the short
circuit.

4. In this case, the distance relay protection cannot distinguish short circuit from the
normal operating mode of the traction network, guided only by the impedance
value.

5. If the settings for the operation of the relay protection increase, the distance pro-
tection will turn off both the emergency and normal operation of the traction net-
work. Therefore, an additional feature is required by which it will be possible to
identify the short circuit mode and distinguish it from the load mode.

6. For identifying the short circuit mode and switching it off, an additional feature,
sign or parameter is required in addition to impedance. For example, the spectra of
current harmonics during the short circuit mode and load mode can be considered as
an additional parameter for short circuit mode detecting.

7. Finding and using an additional parameter for identification short circuit can
increases the functional stability of distance relay protection for various types of
catenary support grounding.
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Dependence of Power Losses in an Overhead
Wiring on the Current Waveform Consumed

by an Electric Locomotive
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Khabarovsk 680021, Russia
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Abstract. Overhead wiring was considered as a line with non-linear parame-
ters, where the AC locomotive operates. The parameters of the locomotive were
different for obtaining different quality of electrical energy consumption.
Depending on the parameters of the locomotive, it consumes a different form of
current, which affects the power loss in the overhead wiring. To research this
phenomenon was carried out computer simulation. The results of the research
show different power losses in the overhead wiring with different locomotive
parameters.

Keywords: Electric locomotive � Reactive power � Voltage losses � Overhead
wiring � Reactive power compensator

1 Introduction

The railroad electricity system is a rather complex system. This complexity lies not
only in the large number of system elements, but also in the fact that the parameters of
the overhead wiring change as the locomotive moves along the way. The total electrical
resistance of the overhead wiring is determined by the distances between the electric
locomotive and the traction substations along the edges of the traffic area. So, when the
electric locomotive is near the traction substation, the electrical resistance of the
overhead wiring is practically absent, and when the electric locomotive is in the middle
of the inter-substation zone, the overhead wiring electrical resistance is have maximum
value. The length of the railway section between traction substations is an average of
40–50 km. According with [1, 2], the overhead wiring is a line with distributed non-
linear parameters depending on the current frequency. Despite the fact that the AC
overhead wiring is powered by a voltage of one frequency (50 Hz), the current con-
sumed by the electric locomotive contains higher harmonic components, the frequency
of which reaches 2000 Hz or more [2, 3]. The presence of these factors leads to the fact
that the exact determination of power loss in the overhead wiring with an analytical
way is a difficult task.

Most AC electric locomotives operating at the Russian railroads contain multi-zone
power electric converters based on thyristors. The main energy drawback of this
converters is their low power factor value. Moreover, the value of this factor is not
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constant and changes with regulating the realized power. Changing in the power factor
value of these electric locomotives is from 0.65 to 0.85 in the traction mode and from
0.5 to 0.75 in the regenerative braking mode. The low power factor of electric loco-
motives leads to increased values of reactive energy in the railway electric power
supply [4]. The presence of reactive energy additionally reduces the voltage level in the
overhead wiring, which negatively affects the operation of electric locomotives (voltage
losses) [5, 6]. Also reactive power leads to the appearance of additional power losses in
the energy system. To increase the power factor, and as a result of reducing reactive
energy, electric locomotives are equipped reactive power compensators. There are
many varieties of such compensators, but the most common and already repeatedly
tested are passive compensators made in the form of series-connected capacitances and
inductances forming an oscillatory circuit [7–9]. The oscillatory circuits of passive
compensators are tuned to a frequency close to the third harmonic, since this harmonic
is one of the most pronounced in the current spectrum of an electric locomotive. The
use of passive compensators can reduce the phase-angle displacement between current
and voltage to almost zero, and thereby increase the power factor of an electric
locomotive to values close to one.

The use of electric locomotives with reactive power compensators further com-
plicates the system of “traction sub-stations – overhead wiring – electric locomotive”.
Due to the large number of elements, analytical calculations of electromagnetic pro-
cesses are necessary. For this reason, when making calculations in the traction power
supply system, many assumptions are made, including linearization of circuit elements
[10]. In reality, a distorted current of an electric locomotive flows through the overhead
wiring, causing additional losses in nonlinear elements. The simplest way to solve this
problem is to computer simulate the operation of an electric locomotive using non-
linear elements of the overhead wiring.

2 Materials and Methods

To calculate the electromagnetic processes, computer simulation was carried out with
various layout options for the electric power circuit. By computer simulation tools
created a system of “traction substations – overhead wiring – electric locomotive”. As a
model of the overhead wiring, the scheme proposed by the authors of [1] was taken. An
electric locomotive model was performed taking into account the components descri-
bed in [11, 12]. In all experiments, the model of the 2ES5K electric locomotive, located
in the middle of the overhead wiring section 50 km long, along the edges of which
traction substations were installed, was studied. Also, for all the experiments, the
realized power of the electric locomotive was the same, which was taken as the electric
power of all the traction motors. This was done with the consideration that the realized
power is decisive in the operation of an electric locomotive. In other words, in all
experiments, an electric locomotive realizes the same power, but consumes electric
energy differently. A value of 5600 kW was taken as the realized power, which is 92%
of the power of the continuous mode 2ES5K electric locomotive. When reactive power
is compensated, the voltage in the overhead wiring rises, as a result of which the
voltage on the traction motors increases and their power increases. In this case, we can
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increase the thyristors opening angle of the converter, which will reduce the voltage at
its output. However, a change in the opening angle will lead to a change in the
harmonic composition of the consumed current, which will not allow us to equally
evaluate different methods of reactive power compensation. For this reason, to align the
realized power when changing the voltage in the overhead wiring, a change in the
locomotive speed was used: an increase in speed leads to an increase in the counter-emf
of the motors, which reduces their current and electric power. In the auxiliary circuits
of the electric locomotive, powerful converters are not used, so the auxiliary load was
modeled by an active resistance of 1.44 Ω, which at a voltage of 380 V gives a load of
100 kW. Since the attention in the experiments was focused on electromagnetic pro-
cesses in the overhead wiring, the model of the traction substation was maximally
simplified and consisted of a voltage source, active and inductive resistance connected
in series.

Simulating was realizing with the following circuit versions:

1. The standard scheme of an electric locomotive (Fig. 1, elements a & b). In this
version, the scheme of the electric locomotive was similar to the standard one,
power converters operated in the middle of the fourth regulation zone. This version
allows us to evaluate the impact of the typical operation of an electric locomotive on
losses in the overhead wiring;

2. Regular electric locomotive consuming undistorted current (Fig. 1, elements a & c).
In this case, instead of an electric locomotive circuit, a sinusoidal current source was
installed, which generates a current equal to the first harmonic from the current
spectrum of the electric locomotive of the first circuit version. This version allows
us to evaluate the impact of undistorted current on the losses in the overhead wiring;

3. A standard electric locomotive with an ideal current phase displacement compen-
sator (Fig. 1, elements a, b & c). The scheme of the electric locomotive was similar
to the first version, however, a sinusoidal current source was installed in parallel
with the electric locomotive, the phase of which was offset by 90 electrical degrees
relative to the voltage. The amplitude of the current in the source was calculated
from the results of the first version and amounted to 316.6 A. This version allows us
to evaluate the impact of a distorting factor on losses in the overhead wiring;

4. Electric locomotive with passive reactive power compensator (Fig. 1, elements a, b
& d). As a compensator, the scheme developed by the employees of VELNII and

Traction 
substation 1

(Source 1) 

Traction 
substation 2 

(Source 2)
Realized power 

is 5600 kW 

25 km 25 km

overhead wiring overhead wiring 

Fig. 1. General view of the simulated system
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presented in [7, 8] was taken. The total power of the compensator was selected so as
to maximize the power factor of the electric locomotive. The compensator is
installed in the circuit between the secondary winding of the transformer and power
converters (the compensator for the second section is not shown in Fig. 1). This
version allows us to evaluate the impact of passive compensation on the losses in
the overhead wiring;

5. An electric locomotive with a power factor that is equal to one (Fig. 1, elements a &
e). Instead of an electric locomotive circuit, a resistor of 122.4 Ω was taken, which
at a voltage of 26.6 kV has a power of 5800 kW. This power value was taken as the
sum of the electric power of all motors, auxiliary power needs and power losses in
the elements of the electric locomotive circuit. We can say that with this version, an
“ideal” electric locomotive is modeled from the point of view of the quality of
electricity consumption, for which the power factor is equal to one. This version
allows us to evaluate the impact of a purely active current on the losses in the
overhead wiring.

The research calculated the following parameters: active power of traction sub-
stations and electric locomotive; apparent power of traction substations and electric

ETS1

RTS1

LTS1

ETS2

RTS2

LTS2

M M M M

Section 1 Section 2

Raux

a

b

d

ce

IEL UEL

ITS1

UTS1 UTS2

ITS2

Fig. 2. The elements layout of the simulated system: a – overhead wiring line with traction
substations at edges; b – electric locomotive; c – sinusoidal current source; d – passive reactive
power compensator; e – resistor simulating the ideal electric locomotive
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locomotive; effective values of current and voltage on an electric locomotive and
traction substations. These parameters were calculated by software based on the
instantaneous values of current and voltage.

The parameters are calculated for the following points of the circuit: output of the
first traction substation (TS1), output of the second traction substation (TS2) and input
of the electric locomotive (EL). The calculation was carried out according to the
following formulas:
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where T – period of supply voltage, T = 0.02 s.; x – parameter belonging to a point in
the circuit («TS1», «TS2» or «EL»); u – instantaneous voltage value; i – instantaneous
current value.

3 Results

Figure 3 shows the oscillograms of the electric locomotive current for one half-period
of the supply voltage for the first four circuit versions. To compare the scales and
determine the efficiency of compensation, the current waveform of the “ideal” electric
locomotive from the fifth circuit version using a dashed line is shown. Figure 2(a)
shows that the current waveform of the electric locomotive has significant distortion
and phase shift. The first current harmonic of a standard electric locomotive, shown in
Fig. 2(b), has a phase displacement about 45 electrical degrees. A comparison of
Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) shows that when using a passive compensator, the full distortion of
the current waveform is reduced and the current waveform becomes closer to the sine
wave.

Table 1 shows the main parameters of the simulated system with various circuit
version. From these parameters it can be seen that the active power of an electric
locomotive with passive compensator is less than the active power of a standard electric
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locomotive by 69.7 kW or 1.1%. This is due to the fact that the total current of the
electric locomotive has decreased, which means that losses in the wires from its current
have decreased. Also, the table shows a tendency to reduce the apparent power of the
electric locomotive with the decrease of distortive power (versions 2 and 5) and with
the use of compensators (versions 3 and 4).

4 Discussion

Table 2 presents the calculation of energy parameters based on the results of computer
simulation. The table shows that with the accepted parameters of the electric loco-
motive, the use of a passive compensator reduces the reactive power by more than 6
times. At the same time, the power factor rises to 98.7%, which is acceptable for
modern energy-efficient consumers. The smallest voltage loss in the overhead wiring
was obtained using an current phase displacement compensator (third circuit version).

a b

c d

Fig. 3. Oscillograms of the half-period of the current waveform of the electric locomotive for
the first four circuit versions (solid line) compared with the purely active current waveform
obtained with the fifth circuit version (dashed line): a – first circuit version; b – second circuit
version; c – third circuit version; d – fourth circuit version
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When using a passive compensator (fourth circuit version) and with an “ideal” electric
locomotive (fifth circuit version), the voltage loss is approximately the same and 2.5
times less than in a standard electric locomotive. In general, in the presence of current
distortion (1, 3 and 4 versions), lower voltage losses in the overhead wiring are
observed than with a sinusoidal current (2 and 5 versions). Such an unobvious result is
most likely associated with the frequency characteristics of the overhead wiring model
and with a changing in the effective voltage value with the presence of harmonic
distortions. The author additionally conducted several test experiments with the sim-
ulated system, however, the values turned out to be the same. A simulation error is
unlikely, since the overhead wiring model and the subsystem for determining the
parameters did not change during the transition from one circuit version to another.

It is also seen from the calculated results that the power losses in the overhead
wiring are reduced from the circuit version to the fifth. With a standard electric
locomotive (first circuit version), the power loss in the overhead wiring is 4.2% of the
active power of the locomotive, and with a purely active load (fifth circuit version) -
2.2%. A comparison of the first and second circuit versions suggests that current
distortion causes an additional power loss of 29.8 kW. The third circuit version differs
from the fifth only in the presence of current distortion and a slightly higher active

Table 1. Research results obtained on a simulated system

Parameter Circuit version
1 2 3 4 5

Active power of two traction
substations RPTS = (PTS1 + PTS2), kW

6134.4 5859.4 6046.5 6064.7 5934.5

Apparent power of two traction
substations RSTS = (STS1 + STS2), kVA

8637.6 8018.2 6415.9 6158.9 5937.9

Effective value of voltage on traction
substation UTS1 = UTS2, kV

26.46 26.4 27.09 27.04 27

Effective value of current on traction
substation ITS1 = ITS2, A

163.2 151.8 118.4 113.9 110

Active power of the electric locomotive
PEL, kw

5886.1 5640.9 5899.3 5926.5 5804.1

Apparent power of the electric
locomotive SEL, kVA

8462.1 7883.9 6236.3 6002.8 5804.1

Effective value of voltage on the
electric locomotive UEL, kV

25.52 25.36 26.82 26.67 26.58

Effective value of current on the
electric locomotive IEL, A

331.6 310.9 232.5 225.1 218.4

Electric power of all motors RPM, kW 5599.7 — 5597.8 5601.1 —

Active power of two traction
substations RPTS = (PTS1 + PTS2), kW

6134.4 5859.4 6046.5 6064.7 5934.5
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power of the electric locomotive. In this regard, we can find the difference in power
losses in the overhead wiring between these options (which will also indicate the
influence of a distorting factor), which will be 16.8 kW. This difference is significantly
less than the difference between the first and second circuit versions. This result can be
explained by the fact that the power losses in the active resistances are determined by
the square of the current, and in the first two cases the effective current value is greater.
At the same time, there is a clear relationship between the current value of the current
of the electric locomotive and power losses in the overhead wiring.

It should also be noted that the use of a passive compensator reduces power losses
in the overhead wiring more than the use of an ideal current phase displacement
compensator (option 3). This means that the passive compensator not only reduces the
current phase displacement, but also reduces the magnitude of the higher harmonics of
the current of the electric locomotive.

To analyze the mutual influence of the parameters, we studied the dependences of
the electrical efficiency of the system and the voltage losses in the overhead wiring on
the power factor of an electric locomotive (Fig. 4).

From Fig. 4(a) direct relationship between the electrical efficiency of a system and
power factor of an electric locomotive is visible. Each increase in the first parameter
leads to an increase in the second. Therefore, this once again proves that the use of
reactive power compensators can reduce the consumption of electric energy on rolling
stock. Despite this, it can be seen from Fig. 4(b) that the voltage losses in the overhead
wiring are not directly dependent on the power factor of the electric locomotive. We
can talk about a general inverse relationship: the higher power factor, the less voltage
losses. However, if you look at some indicators separately (circuit versions 3–5 or 1–2),
then a direct dependence is observed and an increase in power factor leads to an
increase in voltage losses.

Table 2. The results of energy parameters calculations in the simulated system

Parameter Circuit version
1 2 3 4 5

Reactive power of an electric locomotive

QEL ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

S2EL � P2
EL

p

, kVA

6079.5 5507.8 2022.3 954.0 0

Power factor of an electric locomotive
PF = (PEL/SEL) � 100, %

69.6 71.5 94.6 98.7 100

Voltage losses in the overhead wiring
DUO = (UTS − UEL), kV

0.94 1.04 0.27 0.37 0.42

Power losses in the overhead wiring
DPOW = (RPTS − PEL), kW

248.3 218.5 147.2 138.2 130.4
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5 Conclusions

1. Power losses in the overhead wiring are from 2.2% to 4.2% of the active power of
an electric locomotive, depending on the magnitude of its power factor

2. The use of a passive compensator is an effective and, to some extent, sufficient
means of compensating the reactive power of an electric locomotive. This com-
pensator not only reduces the current phase displacement, but also reduces the
harmonic distortion of the current curve

3. Voltage losses in the overhead wiring depend not only on the magnitude of the
current flowing through it, but also on the level of distortion of this current.
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Abstract. Conceptual bases of planning of expenses on the current mainte-
nance of objects of infrastructure at linear, regional and Central levels taking
into account production and normative budgeting of expenses on production
operations are considered. To assess the risks of additional costs and reduce
revenues to minimize losses, the article considers the mathematical apparatus of
the risk management algorithm. The paper discusses the development of tools
for quantitative analysis of the investment project. Operation specification of
works and volumes in accordance with the techniques of track work required to
reconcile the revealed with the execution of the KOSP of the types of works
adopted their nomenclature in accordance with Regulatory and technical
documentation.

Keywords: Production and regulatory budgeting � The cost of the current
maintenance of infrastructure � Linear � Regional and central levels of
budgeting � Risk assessment

1 Introduction

The existing method of determining direct costs for the current maintenance of the
track, approved by the order of JSC “Russian Railways” from 30.12.2008 № 2897r, is
based on the principles of normative-target budgeting. This approach involves the
planning of direct costs on the basis of the distribution of the share of income generated
in a comparable pre-plan period, based on its results.

This approach of direct cost planning does not take into account the modern fea-
tures of the classification of railway lines, their specialization and classification of
tracks. In addition, the planning of direct costs on the basis of the distribution of the
share of income received does not have stimulating factors for the growth of interest
and productivity of both ordinary workers and managers at all levels of management:
linear, regional and Central.

The disadvantage of the existing methodology, approved by the order of JSC
“Russian Railways” from 30.12.2008 № 2897r, is also the lack of a number of
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professions as ordinary workers and managers primarily at the linear level. For
example, route supervisors, distributors of the work, signalised and others.

2 Materials and Methods

The aim of the study is to develop a conceptual framework for planning the costs of the
current maintenance of infrastructure, depending on the classification of railway lines at
the linear, regional and Central levels, taking into account the production and regu-
latory budgeting of costs for production operations (Fig. 1).

In this block diagram, a comprehensive assessment of the state of the track (KOSP)
[1] includes an assessment of the geometry of the track, the state of the elements of the
upper structure of the track [2], the roadbed and artificial structures and is designed to
improve the quality of the track content [3], determine the effectiveness of its
maintenance.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the production and regulatory budgeting of direct costs for production
operations of the track complex
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Operation specification of works and volumes in accordance with the techniques of
track work required to reconcile the revealed with the execution of the MICS of the
types of works adopted their nomenclature in accordance with Regulatory and technical
documentation [4].

This is followed by the stage of determining the labor costs in accordance with the
current standards of TNK, TNV, technological maps and other documents [4].

A contingent of staff is determined by using “standards of the number of employees
on the current contents of Railways, approved by the order of JSC “RZD” from
26.12.2016, No. 2667p” with the changes, clarifications and additions.

The next stage, the preparation of initial data for calculations on the new
“Methodology for planning the costs of the current operation of Railways and facilities,
depending on the classification of Railways, approved by the order of JSC “Russian
Railways” dated August 21, 2017 № 1692r” [4], is characterized by the preparation of
information from the relevant statistical reports of the EK ASUI, EK ASUFR,
KASANT and other reporting forms [4].

3 Results

This is followed by the stage of performing calculations to determine the budget of
direct costs for production operations at the linear level using the “Methodology for
planning costs for the current operation of Railways and facilities, depending on the
classification of Railways, approved by the order of JSC “Russian Railways” dated
August 21, 2017№ 1692r”. Features of the budget definition take into account the rules
of formation and control of execution of normative-target budgets, classification and
specialization of railway lines of JSC “RZD”, TNK, local norms, norms of con-
sumption of materials and products for the current content, operational norms of
consumption of materials and other normative, technical and technological documents.

For the analysis of information uncertainty, an information model is proposed, for
which the risk is considered as a possibility of losses (P) at a linear enterprise (L),
arising from the adoption of investment decisions under uncertainty.

In addition, it is recommended that risk assessment take into account individual risk
tolerance (J), which is described by indifference or utility curves. Thus, to describe the
risk (Pisc), you can use any of these three parameters, the dependence (1)

Pisc ¼ P; L; Jf g ð1Þ

When carrying out a comparative analysis of all the above risk criteria, the
advantages and disadvantages of their practical application are revealed. On the basis of
the analysis, a generalized criterion is proposed – “risk price” (Crisk), which charac-
terizes the amount of conditional losses possible in the implementation of the invest-
ment decision:

Crisk ¼ Z; Pf g ð2Þ

where Z - is defined as the sum of direct losses from the investment decision.
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To determine the price of risk, such indicators are used that take into account the
coordinates of the “vector”: variance, standard deviation, coefficient of variation and so
on. The refined definition of risk of the investigated project (further, SP) is offered.

IP risk (RIP) is a system of factors manifested in the form of a set of risks,
individual for each participant of IP, both in quantitative and qualitative terms,
dependence (3):

RIP ¼
R11; R12; R13; R14; . . . R1n

R21; R22; R23; R24; . . . R2n

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rm1; Rm2; Rm3; Rm4; . . . Rmn

2
664

3
775 ð3Þ

where n is the number of risks SP; m - number of project participants.
The emphasis in the risk definition is that the risk of IP is a complex system with

numerous relationships that are manifested for each of the IP participants in the form of
an individual combination - complex, that is, the risk of the i-th participant of the
project (Ri) will be described in the form of dependence (4):

Ri ¼ Ri1; Ri2; Ri3; Ri4; . . .; Rinf g ð4Þ

The matrix column (3) shows that the value of any risk for each project participant
is also shown individually.

This approach is the basis of the risk management algorithm. It allows us to
consider the development of tools for quantitative analysis of IP. To solve the problems
of this stage, an adequate, improved tools have been developed.

In particular, the tools of portfolio analysis in investment design, where it is pro-
posed to use the theory of the portfolio to solve the problems of investment design.

For example, the calculation of the discount rate in determining the criteria for the
effectiveness of IP. To calculate the discount rate, we use a model that is a synthesis of
the model (CAPM - Capital Asset Pricing Model) and the cumulative approach:

r ¼ rc þ b rn � rcð Þ; ð5Þ

where: rc - no risk free rate of return; rn - market rate; b - risk factor, determined by the
formula (6).

The advantage of the proposed method is that it combines the advantages of both
models. A feature of the method is the calculation of the risk coefficient - b:

b ¼ CovðF1; rÞ
VarðrÞ � b1

þ CovðF2; rÞ
VarðrÞ � b2

þ . . .. . .þ CovðFn; rÞ
VarðrÞ � bn

ð6Þ

In addition, for a comprehensive assessment of innovative projects in railway
transport, the need to take into account the spatial relationship, which in turn requires
the use of methods of Geoinformatics and digitalization.
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4 Discussion

The conceptual framework for planning direct costs for the current maintenance of
infrastructure facilities for different levels of management: linear, regional and Central
have similar methodological aspects for the main calculation elements. Information for
planning is formed in the structural units of the linear level with its subsequent con-
solidation at the regional and Central levels. As an example, the methodological aspects
of planning direct costs for the current maintenance of infrastructure at the linear level
(for the distance of the path) are considered.

Planning the amount of work on the maintenance of the superstructure (article
2101) is carried out on the basis of data from the Integrated Assessment of the Con-
dition of the Track (hereinafter referred to as COSP). The COSP materials for the
autumn complex commission control of the track and infrastructure are taken as the
basis for labor planning.

Planning of direct production costs for the elements at the linear level under article
2101, is carried out according to the method in accordance with the dependence (7):

Zp ¼ Zpl þ Bnp þ Ocn þ Mtcn þ Ttcp þ Etcp þ Mnp þ Znp ð7Þ

where, ZP – direct costs under article 2101; ZPl – labor costs of employees engaged in
the execution of works on the current maintenance of infrastructure facilities; Bnp – the
amount of contributions under non-state pension agreements concluded in favor of
employees. Ocn - website social contributions, including contributions to the unified
social fund (ESF) and the amount of insurance premiums for compulsory social
insurance against industrial accidents and occupational diseases for the planning per-
iod; Mtcn - the cost of materials on the current maintenance of infrastructure; Ttcp - fuel
costs for the planning period (Article 2101); Etcp - electricity costs attributed to article
2101; Mnp - other material costs, including the costs of paying bills to outsourcing
companies and third-party organizations that perform work on the current maintenance
of the permanent structure under article 2101 under contracts; Znp - other expenses,
including the costs of paying bills for certification and inventory, payment of fees for
registration, installation and operation of radio stations in accordance with the agree-
ments concluded with third parties for the implementation of the current maintenance
of infrastructure.

Payment for work for the link (group, brigade, and so on) of the normalized
number, according to the techno-normalization card (hereinafter referred to as TNK), at
the stage of the current maintenance of infrastructure facilities, is performed according
to (8):

Zpl ¼ Zm þ Zpm þ Zbr þ Zc þ Zr þ Zk ð8Þ

where, Zm - the cost of labor reckoning of road workers who are engaged in the
performance of work on the current maintenance of infrastructure facilities per plan
period; Zpm - the cost of labor of workers engaged in the maintenance of traveling
machines and mechanisms when performing work on the current maintenance of
infrastructure facilities; Zbr - the cost of labor brigadiers (exempt), employed in the
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performance of work on the current maintenance of infrastructure; Zc - the cost of labor
signalists (not included in the standards of TNK), the performance of work relating to
the article 2101; Zr - the cost of labor distributors works in accordance with the
technology of their implementation; Zk - is the tariff wage of railway condition con-
trollers in accordance with the current infrastructure maintenance technology.

The definition of Bnp, Ocn, Mtcn, Ttcp, Etcp, Mnp, Znp Zm, Zpm, Zbr, Zc, Zr, Zk, etc. is
given in the MIIT developed under the guidance of Dr. Sc. prof. Volkova B. A.
“Methods of planning expenses for the current operation of railways and facilities,
depending on the classification of railway lines, approved by order of JSC “Russian
Railways” of 21 August 2017. No. 1692r”.

Define Zp, Zpl, and so on for expense items 2103, 2104, 2105, 2106, 2107, 2108,
2109, 2125, 2127, 2130, 2145, 2146 listed in the above Methodology, approved by the
order of JSC “Russian Railways” of August 21 2017. №1692r.

The formation of the production and regulatory budget of direct costs for the
current maintenance of infrastructure at the regional and Central levels, is carried out
for the above items of expenditure in the form of their consolidation. At the regional
level – by the number of line units, at the Central level – by the number of regional
associations. This methodology is given in the above Methodology approved by the
order of JSC “Russian Railways” of August 21, 2017. №1692r.

The consolidated budget transferred to the central level is adjusted and adjusted in
accordance with the parameters of the income and expenses of the master budget of the
whole branch of Russian Railways. After that, its adjusted parameters are sent first to
the regional level, where its characteristics are refined for line enterprises and trans-
ferred to the enterprises.

The economic effect of cost planning, taking into account the classification and
specialization of railway lines, compared with the previous Method is determined in
accordance with the following dependence (9):

Eg ¼ Zpc �Zpn; ð9Þ

where, Eg – annual economic effect of the introduction of the new Methodology; Zpc –

the main direct costs for the current maintenance of the way for the year, determined by
the previous Method; Zpn – the main direct costs for the current maintenance of the path
for the year, calculated by the new Method.

5 Conclusions

The efficiency is determined by estimating the direct costs of the real distance of the
path (hereinafter, if).

Direct costs (Zpc and Zpn) take into account costs that vary depending on the
methods used.

These estimates do not include costs for the implementation of the activities of PCH
that does not depend on the classification and specialization of railway lines.

To determine the direct costs for maintenance of infrastructure in the present drive
by the new Method calculated the number of regulatory fitters way employed on the
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current contents of the path, depending on the class of train paths using the “standards
of the number of employees on the current contents of the railway track”, approved by
order of JSC “RZD” from 26.12.2016, No. 2667p.

The economic effect of the calculations performed on the new “Method of planning
costs for the current operation of Railways and structures, depending on the classifi-
cation of Railways from August 21, 2017 № 1692r”, taking into account the class and
specialization of lines, in comparison with the previous “Method of planning costs for
the current operation of the track from 30.12.2008 № 2897r”, is characterized by a
decrease in the wage Fund of workers engaged in the maintenance of the railway track
by 7.8%, as well as a decrease in the cost of materials for the maintenance of the track
by 7.75%.
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Abstract. The article presents materials on the development of a method for
determining the estimated time of the train start and minimization the time
required to mitigation of consequences resulting from incidents (crash, accidents,
rolling stock derailment, equipment failure) on the railways of the JSCo “RZD”.
Themethod is aimed at establishing theminimal level of the reduced time spent on
repairs of the railway track and infrastructure in order to determine the estimated
time when the train circulation is restored and minimizing the time required to
mitigation of consequences resulting from incidents under operationmanagement.

Keywords: Railway incident � Emergency train � Emergency response and
recovery operations � Accident � Reduced costs � Time spent for the track
repair � Train schedule (TS) � “Window” in the train schedule � Level of risk �
Risks of additional costs � Minimum of reduced costs of repairs � Stop in the
train circulation

1 Introduction

The incidents at the railway include crashes, accidents, rolling stock derailment,
equipment failures [1, 2].

Before the derailed rolling stock can be lifted and removed from the track, the
supervisor of the emergency train (hereinafter referred to as ET) checks whether the
rolling stock is properly fixed on the track and inspects the point of derailment [1].

The works on recovery includes [3, 4]:

– identification of the scope of work, the necessary resources and manpower;
– selection of a procedure and order of the work performance, development of

recovery plans;
– security of work sites and fencing around them;
– provision of persons involved in the work performance with personal protection

means;
– required fire safety measures;
– assessment of the decisions made from the point of view of the damage they cause

to the environment.
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The works must be performed in a certain order in compliance with the approved
plan. After the derailed rolling stock is removed from the roadbed, the workers of the
emergency trains go on to repair the track, adjust the damaged overhead line supporting
structures, restore communication facilities and signaling-arrangement systems [5].

The EP supervisor bears responsibility for the strict observance of the operational
recovery plan in terms of lifting the derailed rolling stock. Any additional damage to
the rolling stock and containers with hazardous cargo is prohibited [1].

The crane (cranes) is (are) operated under the supervision of the person responsible
for safe crane operation, who was certified and selected for appointment from among
the engineers and technicians by the order of the enterprise or the railway division [6].

The rolling stock containing explosive materials, flammable gases, and highly
flammable and combustible cargos shall not be lifted or repaired without non-sparking
tools and engineered equipment (based on copper fouling or aluminum alloys) [7].

Explosion-proof lighting devices shall be used to illuminate the work site, if nec-
essary [7, 8].

In the work plan, the supervisor must anticipate a possible inspection of the incident
scene by the competent persons (video filming of the area, photographing, charting,
sampling, etc.) [9].

The scope of work on mitigation of consequences resulting from traffic accidents
and other disruptions of the traffic safety on the railway as well as recovery of tracks
shall be aimed at improving the strength, bearing stability, durability and other relia-
bility indicators for the railway as a whole, and its constituents and elements to ensure
the safe passage of trains through the site [10, 11].

The recovery of the railway track covers works on the plan and profile of the line,
superstructure, roadbed, small and medium bridges (over-bridges), pipe-culverts con-
sidered to be reconstructive in nature according to the Registry (List) of the works
involved in reconstruction and repairs of the railway track and its permanent facilities,
as enacted by the order of JSCo “RZD” dated January 30, 2009 No. 182p, as well as in
accordance with the Guidelines on the classification of works for the recovery of
engineering structures of JSCo “RZD”, enacted by the order of the JSCo “RZD” dated
December 30, 2010 No. 2795p.

Recovery of the roadbed and its facilities shall proceed from engineering processes
developed for certain works which require the available mechanization means.

If a message on a disruption in the normal functioning of the power supply units is
received, the electric power dispatcher establishes the location, nature, scope and
specifics of the damage, takes measures to disable the damaged section, issues the
necessary prohibitions or warnings for the train handling, arranges the visit of workers
and the collection of emergency repair tools of the power supply division, monitors the
crew passage to the damaged section. Jointly with the supervisor, he determines the
order of restoring the damaged power supply units, taking into account the current
situation with trains [8].

When the facility is serviced by the field operation and maintenance crew in case of
an emergency, the electric power dispatcher arranges the works engaging the emer-
gency crews supervised by the head of the overhead line area of the power supply
division, head of the network area of the power supply division, head of the railway
substation of the power supply division.
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2 Description of the Problem

Depending on the extent of damage to the power supply units, the electric power
dispatcher sends the emergency response and recovery equipment, motor-rail loco-
motives, rail motor trolleys and breakdown lorries with crews or arranges the arrival of
the staff with trains passing by, sends the train dispatcher a request and monitors the
timely dispatch of emergency response tools and, if necessary, the emergency trains. In
addition, jointly with the dispatcher of the regional communications center (RCC),
works on the telephone connection at the damaged site for the reconstruction manager
to contact the train dispatcher, the electric power dispatcher, the electricity supply
managers, the electricity supply service of the Railway Infrastructure Administration
and any other employees involved in works on recovery [12].

Before the arrival of the crew at the site of damage of the overhead line, the electric
power dispatcher should, if possible, remove the voltage from the damaged section by
switching-off the disconnectors, switches and disassembly their circuit. Works should
be done, as a rule, by the supervisor, senior electrical engineer, electrical engineer or
electrician of the overhead line area of 5th qualification level who has the right to act as
the works supervisor. In case of works with power supply units of power supply areas
up to 1000 V, this should be an electrician of at least 4th qualification level.

Upon completion of the works on recovery of the power supply units, the electric
power dispatcher notifies the train dispatcher about the lifting of restriction or prohi-
bition on the handling of trains, about the supply of voltage and about the completion
of works with making a record in the “Dispatching orders book” of the DU-58 form. If
the train dispatcher is located at a distance from the electric power dispatcher, then the
notification is transmitted via selective telephony, equipped with a communications
recorder, or via telephone message by fax indicating the surname of dispatcher, date
and time of transmission [13].

The electric power dispatcher records all the disruptions in the normal operation of
power supply units, disruption in the operation of telecontrol devices, power dispatch
communications with a corresponding record in the daily sheet of the EU-89 form or in
the Inspection and Failure Book of the EU-83 form indicating the time, reason, nature
and extent of the damage, time of calling the crew and their arrival at the site of
emergency response and recovery facilities and crews, temporary and full recovery, as
well as train delays.

The power dispatcher shall immediately inform the train dispatcher on duty, the
head of the relevant power supply unit, the power supply division engineer, the
electrification and power supply service managers of the Railway Infrastructure
Administration, the territorial center for infrastructure status management of the
Management Center for Infrastructure Maintenance (Management Center For Infras-
tructure Maintenance of the Infrastructure Administration).

In case of an emergency power supply disconnection of the overhead line, the
signaling system in terms of external power supply and impossibility to supply voltage,
the electric power dispatcher must immediately inform the train dispatcher specifying
the disconnection time and recording the notification number and the appropriate time
in the operational register [14].
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In case of an emergency disconnection of the main and spare automatic blocking
lines and impossibility to supply voltage to one of the lines, the electric power dis-
patcher must notify the division engineer and the regional communication center
dispatcher.

The timely performance of all works on the infrastructure aimed at mitigating the
consequences of the emergency situations at the territorial level of management is
controlled by the Management Center For Infrastructure Maintenance of the Infras-
tructure Administration [12].

3 The Goal of Developing a Methodology

The development of efficient alternatives for the track repairs (recovery after an inci-
dent) and establishment of the necessary degree of reliability and safety must be based
on the economic rationale influencing the duration of the “windows”.

The methods for assessing the efficiency with which the consequences of the
incident are mitigated provide for determination of the estimated time when the cir-
culation is restored and minimization of the time spent (hereinafter, Methods) are
aimed at establishing the minimum of the reduced time spent on repairs of the track and
the infrastructure under operational management.

4 Materials and Methods

1. Determination of the minimum reduced costs of repairs, taking into account the
additional costs spent on the infrastructure and transportation-related losses, when
choosing the duration of “windows” to perform the works on the track.

2. Taking account of the risks associated with additional costs and decreased profit
when choosing the duration of “windows” to perform the works on the track,
ensuring the lowest possible losses.

3. Calculation of the costs incurred due to stopped circulation of trains caused by
“windows” as well as losses on their circulation through the section (risk of a
reduced profit to be made by JSCo “RZD”).

4. Determination of costs related to the track facilities when choosing the duration of
“windows” for the works to be performed on the track, which allows for mini-
mization of time loss.

5 Results

Under the current recommendations, the reduced costs associated with the “window”
duration are calculated as the sum of the time spent within a single period to repair the
railway track and infrastructure as well as the time spent in the course of transportation.
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The reduced time spent (Rzan, hours) is expressed as the following ratio:

Rzan ¼ Ttr þ Zpx þ apot � Pd; ð1Þ

where: Ttr – the time spent on the emergency train passage from the dislocation base to
the incident scene and their return to the connection station, hours;

Zpx – time spent within a single period of the “window” for repairs of the track and
the related infrastructure in the course of mitigating the consequences of an inci-
dent, hours;
Pd – loss of time resulting from train delays (additional stops and standing time),
changes in the schedule and routes during the determination of the “window”
duration and after its end, hours;
apot – empirical parameter resulting from approximation of the generalized time loss
caused by delays, idle hours, changing routes of the trains, etc. during the “window”
and after its end, showing their changes when the “window” duration is growing.

The time spent by the machines and working trains to get to the work site and back
(Ttr) is calculated according to the following formula:

Ttr ¼
XN
n¼1

nlok � tlok; hours ð2Þ

where nlok is the number of locomotives involved in servicing the working trains
according to the operational project, items;

n…N – number of operational trains involved in mitigation of the consequences
resulting from the incident;
tlok – the time during which the locomotive is used, hours.

tlok ¼ 2
l1
v1

þ l2
v2

þ tbaz þ t ct

� �
; hours ð3Þ

where l1 - average distance from the base to the incident scene and back, km;

l2 – average distance from the base to the assigned depot of the locomotive and
back, km;
v1 – average speed of the operational trains circulation on the section (approxi-
mately v1 = 30–40) km/h;
v2 – the same for a single locomotive (v2 = 40 � 50 km/h), km/hour;
tbaz – duration of the shunting service at the base and holding time for the route
(about 0,5 h), hours;
tct – time for switching and waiting for the “window” duration at the station
adjacent to the area under management, hours.

The instruction on the procedure for the provision and use of “windows” for repairs
and construction and assembly on the railways of the JSCo “RZD” [4, 6] recommends
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the following: “The required period of time for the planned scope of work with the
running line closure (tokna) is to be determined by the limiting machine”:

tokna ¼ Lf
Vved

; hours ð4Þ

where Lf – scope of work to be performed within the “window”, km;
Vved – the speed of performing the leading operation for the track repairs or

technological performance of the leading machine, km/hour.
Technological performance refers to production per a unit of time, taking into

account the anticipated loss of time (to shift the trains to the related tracks, to lay
polystyrene plates, to replace geotextile coils, to reload the contaminants, to tighten the
sets of links, etc.) which does not depend on the “window” duration.

Performance within a “window” will correspondingly reach:

Lf ¼ tokna � Vved; km ð5Þ

The analysis of practical “window” arrangement shows that repairs and construc-
tion comply with the engineering processes that require a fixed duration of “windows”
(running meters/hour, km/day).

The time spent on the repairs of the tracks and infrastructure recovery (Zvoc.infr)
carried out in the course of mitigating the consequences of the incident is established
either by estimating the actual losses for a specific event or proceeding from the costs
of the production technology, the corresponding typical engineering process per a unit
of length, for example, dependence on 1 km (5).

Zvoc:infr ¼ Zpx þ Zinfr; hours ð6Þ

Where: Zinfr – costs necessary to repair the infrastructure damaged in the incident.
The time spent on the track works is based on the costs of production technology,

the corresponding typical engineering process per a unit of time (Zpx, hours) proceeds
from the following ratio (6):

Zpx ¼ ðTpx þDTnac þDTvyem þDTplatf þDTpereezd þDTctr:perevod þDTizoct þDTblok�poctÞ�Kpc
Lp: np

þ
þ qotk � COTK ;

ð7Þ

where: Tpx – average time spent on the track works aimed at mitigating the conse-
quences of the incident equal to the corresponding set of technological operations
inherent in a typical engineering process (or according to the actual labor costs), hours;

Lp.пp – reduced length of the estimated area, km;
Кpc – factor of the time adjustment;
qotk – average statistical probability of the equipment failure at the track facilities
(average statistical probability of risks) for the considered section of the route;
COTК – average time of the equipment failure at the track facilities for the con-
sidered section of the track, hours.
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The factor of the time adjustment in relation to the operation conditions (Kpc) is
based on the following Eq. (8):

Kpc ¼ Kpl � Kcg � K%o � Kgi; ð8Þ

where: Kpl – factor of adjustment for the increasing time (or labor costs) while per-
forming works at the curved track;

Kcg – factor of adjustment for the time (or labor costs) depending on the distance
from the base of the emergency trains;
K‰ – factor of adjustment for the time (or labor costs) depending on the incline of
the physical profile of the line;
Kgi – factor of adjustment for the time (or labor costs) depending on the working
capacity of the section under consideration;
DTnac – additional time for work performance (labor costs) within a high bank;
DTvyem – additional time for work performance (labor costs) within a heavy cut;
DTplatf – additional time for work performance (labor costs) within a high or low
platform;
DTpereezd – additional time for work performance (labor costs) within a crossing;
DTctr.perevod – additional time for work performance (labor costs) in the course of
disassembling and laying track switches;
DCizoctyk – additional time for work performance (labor costs) in the course of
disassembling the existing insulated joint and installing a new one;
DTblok-poct – additional time for work performance (labor costs) in the course of
installing a new block station at the running line within the area under repairs and
disassembling the existing one.

Time spent on the recovery of infrastructure (Zinf) damaged by the incident when
performing additional works, for instance, rearrangement of the overhead line (Zkont.
ceti), signaling and communication means (Zczb.cvyzi) and other associated works is
provided for by individual engineering processes aimed at repair and construction
(dependence 9):

Zinf ¼ Zkont:ceti þ Zczb:cvyzi; hours ð9Þ

Certain financial documents provide for the costs of repairing the damaged cars and
locomotives, insurance payments resulting from the damage or loss of the transported
cargo, injuries or death of passengers.

When calculating the optimal duration of the “windows”, the maximum delays of
the trains for the entire period of repairs associated with mitigating the consequences of
the incident and the maximum performance within the “window” are taken into
account, covering the guaranteed scope of work to be performed [12].
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The operating time of transportation facilities (Tpr, hours) as associated with the
arrangement of the trains to pass through within a “window” (tokna) is determined on
the basis of the Eq. (10):

Tpr ¼ ð1þ nÞ � ð
Xm
m¼1

Ngr � tgr þ
Xp
p¼1

Npac � tpac þ ngroct � tgroct þ npacoct � tpacoct þ nprigoct � tprigoct Þ

ð10Þ

where
Pm
m¼1

Ngr�tgr;
Pp
p¼1

Npac � tpac – total period of delays of freight and passenger trains,

respectively, including commuter trains, train-hours;

ngroct; n
pac
oct ; n

prig
oct – total number of additional stops for freight and passenger trains,

respectively, including commuter trains, items;
tgroct; t

pac
oct ; t

prig
oct – time (duration) of one additional stop of a freight, passenger and

commuter trains, respectively, hours.
n – the probability of taking into account an undesirable event or situation caused,
for example, by exceeding the “window” period or other factors classified as the
risk of additional time to be spent and the costs to be incurred [7, 8].

Additional train-hours are determined as the sum of the products of the delayed
trains’ number by the duration of the “window”. Data on the number of trains and the
time of the delay for each of them are taken in accordance with the schedule alternative.

The turnaround of a freight car (D#oк) due to the “windows” proceeds from the
following equation:

D#ok ¼
D
Pn
n¼1

Ngr � tgr � mvag

24 � Uvag
; hours daysð Þ ð11Þ

where, mvag – the number of cars in a freight train, cars; Uvag – the work of the freight
car fleet (loading, unloading, acceptance of loaded cars), cars.

The growth of the freight car turnaround due to the “window” increases the need
for additional resources to ensure a given scope of transportation:

Dnvag ¼ D#ok � Uvag ¼
D
Pn
n¼1

Ngr � tgr � mvag

24
; cars: ð12Þ

Additional need for locomotives within a “window” is determined in the following
manner:

DMlok ¼ clok � Dnvag
mvag

; locomotives ð13Þ
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where, clok – factor of the need for locomotives per one pair of freight trains, taking into
account the additional need for a locomotive fleet to ensure uninterrupted circulation of
trains.

Decreased performance of the locomotives (Dxlok) within a “window” is deter-
mined on the basis of the following Eq. (14):

Dxlok ¼ xl pl �
PL
l¼1

Plok netto � Llok
cnetto � ðMn lok þDMlokÞ ; thous: t � km; gross weight ð14Þ

where, xl pl – planned average performance of a locomotive on a daily basis, thous.
t � km, gross weight;

PL
l¼1

Plok netto � Llok - locomotive transportation flow, thous. t � km, net weight;

cnetto – factor for converting thous. t � km, gross weight, to thous. t � km, net weight,
(approximately, cnetto = 0,67);
DMn lok – planned scope of the locomotive fleet, locomotives;

The general ratio for determining the losses of transportation (Pd, rubles) is
established as follows (15):

Pd ¼ Epr þ 1þwð Þ � TR; ð15Þ

where, TR – time (duration) of possible losses in transportation when estimating the
costs resulting from an undesirable event or situation (risk), hours (days);

w – the probability of an undesirable event or situation (risk).

6 Debate

As an example, the figure shows the calculations of the optimal “window” duration
when restoring the path after the incident (overhaul of the track with new materials),
taking into account the costs of related infrastructure facilities (Fig. 1).

Determination of the current costs for railway infrastructure uses the rates
depending on the spent crew-hours of the locomotive crews, locomotive kilometers,
locomotive hours, cost of electricity, etc.

Analysis of the results produced in the course of determining the optimal duration
of the “window” within the recovery of the track after the incident (overhaul of the
track with new materials) taking into account the costs of related infrastructure facilities
(see the figure) established the following:

– if the “window” duration increases, the costs per unit of work on the track in one
hour of the “window” are reduced in a decreasing, virtually, parabolic fashion;

– transportation losses and costs necessary for related infrastructure facilities grow
with the duration of work.
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7 Conclusions

The increase is taking place under the polynomial dependence. Approximately in the
first half (first third) of the “window”, losses decrease to a certain degree. Then they are
increasing virtually along a parabolic curve.

Such changes in transportation losses and costs necessary for related infrastructure
facilities are caused by the production reserves in the train schedule and the operation
of related infrastructure facilities (the first half (first third) of the “window”). A further
increase in losses which is considered significant results from both the production and
technological nature of the transportation and related infrastructure facilities.

In the example shown in the figure, the duration of the “window” which is spent to
restore the track after the incident is 12 h. The estimated duration of the optimal
“window” for the entire complex of works aimed at restoring the track after the incident
(overhaul with new materials) is 9 h.
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Abstract. The currently used methods of electrothermal calculation of the DC
contact network have a number of assumptions that do not take into account the
contact network clamps, link strings, current collection by electric rolling stock,
the interrelated calculation of the current distribution and temperature. The aim
of the study is to improve the design of the contact network, which allows to
eliminate the places of increased current and heat load in its elements. The
methods used in the work allowed to obtain a high degree of conformity of the
mathematical model to the real physical process of current and temperature
distribution. The results of comparison of calculated and experimental data are
presented. The places of increased current and thermal loads are identified, as
well as constructive solutions for their elimination are proposed. The proposed
solutions make it possible to equalize the distribution of current and temperature
in the elements of the contact network, which in turn contributes to an increase
in the load capacity of the contact network by 6%. The developed technique is
implemented in an application for modeling using COMSOL in the form of an
executable file. It can be used by catenary engineers and does not require
knowledge of mathematical modeling.

Keywords: Contact line � Direct current � Current carrying capacity �
Electrothermal calculation � Finite element method � Current distribution �
Temperature distribution � Validation

1 Introduction

A significant part of Russia’s Railways is electrified with direct current. The transport
strategy of the Russian Federation provides for the development of heavy, high-speed
and high-speed traffic. A significant part of the development sites is electrified on direct
current. First of all, these are areas near agglomerations-millionaires around cities such
as Moscow, St. Petersburg, Yekaterinburg, Novosibirsk, etc.-nodal points in the period
of intensive electrification of the 50–60 – ies of the last century. Due to the relatively
low voltage level of 3 kV DC system has high current loads, which in turn entails
significant thermal loads. In addition, in the areas of heavy trains, there is an increased
number of failures of those elements in the contact network for which no justifying
calculations were made in the design. Thus, the need to increase the volume of traffic
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requires a qualitative increase in the approach to the electrical and thermal calculations
of the DC contact network.

For electrothermal calculation it is necessary to solve two interrelated equations:
electric potential distribution and temperature distribution. In this case, the problem of
electrothermal calculation is nonlinear, since the physical properties of the materials of
the elements of the contact network, such as electrical conductivity, heat capacity,
thermal conductivity are temperature dependent. Numerical methods are widely used to
model nonlinear processes. In particular, the finite element method (FEM) has proven
itself well [1–6]. This method was used as a basis for improving the methods of
electrothermal calculation of the DC contact network.

The aim of the study is to improve the thermal calculations and characteristics of
the DC contact network. The scientific novelty of the work lies in the development of
methods of electrothermal calculation of the DC contact network taking into account
the contact network clamps, temperature dependences of materials and contact of the
contact wire with the current-collecting plates.

2 Mathematical Model and Technique of Electrothermal
Calculation

The contact network is an extended object. The diameters of the wires are much smaller
than their length, which allows us to consider the wires of the contact network in the
form of lines, i.e. one-dimensional objects. In the process of calculation, the basic
required values are the electric potential u and temperature T. the Contact network
contains many structural elements that affect the redistribution of current near them.
These include spring wire, the average contact wire anchors, transverse connectors,
non-insulated console and strings, parts of the mate anchor sites. To account for all
elements that affect current distribution, the exact geometry of the catenary must be
drawn. Clamps and other fittings of the contact network are also represented as one-
dimensional objects. In the design geometry, they are located at the joints and fastening
wires of the contact network. At the intersection of wires and clamps are set the
conditions of thermal and electrical contact between the elements. An example of the
calculated anchor section of the contact network is shown in Fig. 1.

The mathematical model is based on the equations of continuity of electric current
and the equation of heat balance, which are reduced to a unit of length, i.e. the linear

Fig. 1. The calculated geometry of the contact network
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characteristics of the simulated elements of the contact network and the current load are
given. The system of differential equations (1) is as follows:

glinwire � r2uwire ¼ iclamp � ipant;
Clin
wire

@Twire
@t � klinwire � r2Twire ¼ qreswire þ qshwire � qconvwire � qSTwire þwpant � wclamp;

glinclamp � r2uclamp ¼ �iclamp;

Clin
clamp

@Tclamp
@t � klinclamp � r2Tclamp ¼ qresclamp þ qshclamp � qconvclamp � qSTclamp þwclamp;

iclamp ¼ uwire�uclamp

Rw�c�lclamp ;

wclamp ¼ hw�c�Sw�c� Twire�Tclampð Þ
Rw�c�lclamp ;

Cpant
@Tpant
@t ¼ Qres

cw�p � Qfr
cw�p

� �
� ppant þQres

pant þQsh
pant � Qconv

pant � QST
pant � Qcw

pant ;

wpant ¼ hpant �Scw�p� Tpant�Tcwð Þ
bpant

;

8
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

:

ð1Þ

where wire, clamp, pant – indices related to the wires of the contact network, the
terminals, and current collecting plates; glini – linear conductivity, S � m; ui – calculated
value of electric potential, V; iclamp – linear current source characterizing the current
flowing into the wire from the clamp, A/m; ipant – linear current source characterizing
current collection by electric rolling stock, A/m; Clin

i – linear heat capacity, J/(m � K);
Ti – calculated temperature value, K; qresi – linear heat flow from Joule heating, W/m;
qshi – linear heat flow from solar radiation heating, W/m; qconvi – linear heat flow from
convection cooling, W/m; qiST – linear heat flow from cooling by radiation, W/m; wpant

– heat source in contact with current collector, W/m; wclamp – heat flow from wire to
clamp, W/m; Rw–c – transition resistance in contact of clip and wire, Om; lclamp – clip
length, m; hw–c – thermal conductivity of the contact in the connection of the clamp and
the wire, W/(m2 � K); Sw–c – contact area in connection of clamp and wire, m2; Qres

cw�p –

Joule heating in contact with current collector, W; Qfr
cw�p – heating about friction in

contact with the pantograph, W; ppant – the proportion of heat released in contact
relating to current-collecting plates; Qres

pant – Joule heating of current-collecting plates,

W; Qsh
pant – heating of current-collecting plates by solar radiation, W; Qconv

pant – convective

cooling of current-collecting plates, W; QST
pant – cooling of current-collecting plates by

radiation, W; Qcw
pant – heat removal from current-collecting plates to the contact wire, W;

hpant – thermal conductivity of contact with current-collecting plates, W/(m2 � K);
Scw–p – contact area in connection with current-collecting plates, m

2; Tcw – contact wire
temperature, K; bpant – total width of current-collecting plates, m.

The first two equations of the system (1) refer to the wires of the contact network,
the next pair of equations refers to the terminals of the contact network. The fifth and
sixth equations describe the conditions of thermal and electrical contact. The calcu-
lation of the contact thermal conductivity hw–c and the transient electrical resistance
Rw–c is carried out on the basis of contact interaction models presented in [7, 8]. The
seventh and eighth equations of the system relate to the calculation of the average
temperature of current-collecting plates and the condition of their contact with the
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contact wire with a similar model of contact interaction, as well as according to [9]. In
Fig. 2 clearly shows the calculated area of wires, clamps and their intersections.

The calculation uses two types of representation of the contact network clamps – T-
and H-shaped. T-a figurative representation of the characteristic of supporting clips,
such as stranovye clamps, latch clamps to the contact wire, saddle suspension cable,
etc. H-figurative representation of the clips is typical for the connection and supply of
clamps, clips the average embedment, etc., i.e. most often it is current-carrying clamps.
Different performance results from different functional and structural design of the
clips. The dimensions of the linear elements describing the clamp are defined as pro-
jections of the corresponding dimensions of the contact network clamp, i.e. length and
height. The linear elements are also given equivalent parameters reduced to a unit of
length.

Conditions of convective cooling for wires is defined according to [10–12] as for
elements of round section, and for clamps-rectangular.

3 Validation of the Developed Analysis Model

Validation of the developed mathematical model [13] for different variants of the
design of the contact network based on the scale model is given in [14].

To confirm the correspondence of the current and temperature distribution in the
real elements of the contact network, studies were carried out on the real elements of
the contact network on the suspension section of the PBSM-70 + MF-100 with link
strings made of wire BSM-4 (Fig. 3).

In Fig. 4 the comparison of calculated and experimental temperature values near
the seat of the carrier cable KS-008 is presented.

In Fig. 5 the comparison of calculated and experimental temperature values near
the fixing clamp of the contact wire KS-049 is presented.

Wire

Clamp

Contact

Fig. 2. Computational domain
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From Figs. 4 and 5 it can be seen that the calculated and experimental values have a
high degree of convergence. According to the results of processing the data of devi-
ations of measured and calculated values for the entire study area, the law on the
exponential distribution of the deviation value on the basis of the Pearson criterion was
adopted. When the number of degrees of freedom k = 4, the observed value of 2,16
v2observed equal to the critical value of 9.49 v2critical equal. The average deviation for the
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Fig. 3. The monitoring of the contact network: 1 – suspension cable PBSM-70; 2 – the supply
wire I, wire M-70; 3 – contact wire MF-100; 4 – isolated string I wire BSM-4; 5 – isolated string
II wire BSM-4; 6 – transverse electrochemical I wire MG-95; 7 – transverse electromedical II of
the wire MG-95; 8 – the lead wires of the wires M-70
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Fig. 4. Comparison of calculated and experimental data for the saddle suspension cable KS-008
and bimetallic copper-steel wire PBSM-70: 1 – the results of experimental measurements PBSM-
70; 2 – results of calculation of the temperature PBSM-70; 3 – the results of experimental
measurements of the seat KS-008; 4 – results of calculation of the temperature of the seat KS-008
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entire section was 0.68 °C, which is within the instrumental error of the device used-
thermal imager Testo 881-1. Thermal coating with a surface blackness coefficient equal
to 0.85 was applied to all the studied elements.

On the basis of the conducted experimental researches the conclusion is drawn
about compliance of the developed mathematical model to the real physical process
within the intended use, namely electrothermal calculation of a contact network of a
direct current.

4 Development of Solutions to Improve the Electrical
Characteristics of the Contact Network

Structural study of the contact system in the presence of excessive current and heat load
showed the following bottlenecks on the existing hangers: sectional non-insulated wire
sections mate anchor sections, place the connection of the supply wires, the node
anchoring the middle of the contact wire, at the connection points of the transverse
electrical connectors to the reinforcing wires. In Fig. 6 the dependence of the current in
the strings in the conjugation spans of the anchor sections is presented. The figure
shows that the current in the strings of the conjugation spans is 40%, and in the spans
closest to the conjugation is 20% higher than in the spans far from the conjugation.
Increased current load in these areas entails increased Electromechanical wear of the
strings, which is confirmed by the data from the operation.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of calculated and experimental data for the clamp KS-049 and the contact
wire MF-100: 1 – the results of experimental measurements of MF-100; 2 – the results of
calculating the temperature of the MF-100; 3 – the results of experimental measurements of the
clamp KS-049; 4 – results of calculating the temperature of the clamp KS-049
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Studies have shown that the installation of transverse electrical connectors unloads
no more than two nearby strings, which is not enough to completely eliminate the
increased Electromechanical wear of the strings. According to the results of the study,
it is concluded that the reduction of string failures due to Electromechanical wear when
handling heavy trains is possible only when the link strings are isolated or when
conductive strings are used. At the same time, it should be noted that during the
operation of conductive strings on high-speed lines, increased wear is observed in the
places of crimping [5].

In Fig. 7 presents structural changes in the contact network, eliminating the iden-
tified places of increased current and heat load in the contact network. The connection
node of the supply wires Fig. 7a is upgraded by installing an electrical connection
between the reinforcing wires and the transverse electrical connectors of the carrier
cable and contact wires. Thus, the current and thermal loads in the longitudinal wires of
the contact network are equalized from the connection points of the supply wires to the
first transverse electrical connector. In the bypass node of the reinforcing wires Fig. 7b
it is proposed to install an electrical connection between the supporting cable of the
anchored branch and the bypass wires. This connection allows to evenly distribute the
load between the longitudinal wires of contact suspensions on the interface, as well as
to reduce the load on the strings in the spans of the interface of anchor sections.
Modernization of the middle anchorage unit Fig. 7c includes transverse bypass tether
anchoring the middle with the two sides of the main and additional runs made by
extending the middle rope anchoring. Studies [15] show that the alignment of current
and heat load near the middle anchorage node is most important on suspensions with
isolated strings, especially with a bronze cable of the middle anchorage. A similar
solution is used for semi-compensated contact suspension.

In Fig. 8 shows a temperature dependency of the longitudinal wires along the
length of the before and after measures to modernize the connection node of the supply
wires, as well as a host medium for anchoring catenary M-95 + 2MF-100 + 2A-185
with sungevity strings, the most common operation. The colored lines refer to the
temperature of the wires after the upgrade, and the shaded areas reflect the change in
temperature compared to the suspension without the upgrade.
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Fig. 6. The current in the strings on the mates of the anchor sections of the contact network
during the passage of the electric rolling stock with a current of 4400 A
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From Fig. 8 it can be seen that from the connection points of the supply wires to the
first transverse electrical connector, the current and, accordingly, the thermal load are
equalized. Temperature equalization in close proximity to the site an average of
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Fig. 7. Structural additions to the nodes of the contact network: a – node connecting the supply
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embedment by transverse bypass surgery basic and advanced slopes and levels the
temperature in the carrier and contact wires.

Consider the change in the temperature of the carrier cable near the middle
anchorage node when passing a package of trains 6300 – 9000 – 6300 tons at intervals
of 10 min, shown in Fig. 9.

From Fig. 9 one can see a significant decrease in the temperature of the load-
bearing cable and an increase in its uniformity along the length near the middle
anchorage node, especially noticeable when passing a train weighing 9000 tons. In
addition to the presented design changes in the strengthening and modernization of the
DC contact network, it is proposed to duplicate the clamps connecting the transverse
electrical connectors with the reinforcing wires. Due to the fact that between the
bearing cable and the contact wire includes a significantly larger number of electrical
connections is string, the console, the more frequent location of the power connectors
between the main cable and the contact wire, the greater the contact resistance of the
clamps transverse electric connectors installed on cable or contact wire does not cause
significant heating of these compounds is due to the redistribution of parallel current
paths. Studies have shown that defective clamps of transverse electrical connectors on
the contact wire and the carrier cable do not lead to significant heating, which can lead
to failure, since the temperature of the defective clamps does not exceed the temper-
ature of the wires on which they are installed. The situation is different with the
connections of transverse electrical connectors and reinforcing wires. Duplicate current
pathways for such connections are only adjacent transverse electrical connectors.
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Fig. 9. The temperature of the carrier cable near the middle anchorage before and after the
modernization of the DC contact network under operating loads
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Defective connections of transverse electrical connectors with reinforcing wires are
subject to an order of magnitude greater thermal loads than connections with the carrier
and contact wires. In this regard, it is proposed to duplicate these connections.

It is worth noting that the mathematical modeling was carried out in the software
environment COMSOL Multiphysics. The basic module of the program was used in
the mode of solving equations specified by the user through the physical interface
Coefficient Form Edge PDE. The use of such software requires certain skills, which is
not always possible for personnel who maintain, diagnose or design a contact network.
To solve the problem by expanding the possibilities of use of mathematical simulation
of contact network, and consequently and effectiveness of solutions from the use of
such modelling tool have been developed modeling application ELTECAT AB, that
Deals with the use of the product COMSOL Compiler. The application is designed
directly for use by a wide class of specialists in the field of design, operation and
maintenance of the contact network, with no experience in mathematical modeling in
specialized software.

The application has the ability to set the parameters of the contact suspension, such
as materials and sections of its wires, geometric dimensions. The environmental con-
ditions and operating loads are specified in such design modes as current collection by
electric rolling stock (one or two current collectors), stationary transit of traction
current, transit current flow changing in the time domain. As a result of the calculation,
the user can see the results of the current and temperature distribution in the elements of
the contact network in the considered design modes.

5 Conclusions

As a result of the conducted researches constructive offers on strengthening of a contact
network of a direct current eliminating places of the increased current and thermal
loading were developed:

– in the node of the middle anchorage of the contact wire;
– in the node connecting the supply wires;
– node bypass reinforcing wires on the mating anchor parts;
– in places of connection of transverse electrical connectors to the reinforcing wire.

Justified the decision to eliminate high Electromechanical wear link string by
insulation, or the use of conductive wires.

The application of the developed design proposals allow to increase the load
capacity of the contact network by 6% compared to the option without modernization.

The obtained conclusions became possible due to computer modeling using the
finite element method, which allows to solve the problem of electrothermal calculation
of the DC contact network, implemented in the software environment COMSOL
Multiphysics. The developed method of calculation is confirmed on a site of a real
contact network that allows to consider reliable the presented results of calculation on
improvement of electrothermal characteristics of a contact network of a direct current.

To expand the opportunities to use simulation tools for staff directly servicing,
diagnosing or designing a network designed for the simulation ELTECAT AB USURT
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implementation, which is implemented at the Sverdlovsk railway. It is proposed that
further development and use of modeling application ELTECAT AB USURT when
performing electro-thermal calculations of the contact network.
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Abstract. Currently widely used methods for determining the fleet of loco-
motives, determining the system of maintenance and repair consider the loco-
motive as a whole, without taking into account the technical condition of its
individual components that have a small life cycle. In addition, the methods
currently used do not take into account the time of relocation from the operating
locomotive depot to the service depot and Vice versa. The aim of the study is to
develop methods for calculating the number of locomotives based on the vol-
ume of expected work for the far Eastern region of Russia, the necessary
technical services and repairs, the optimized structure of the repair cycle on the
far Eastern railway. Determined the location of the objects of the equipment for
locomotives, designed operated a fleet of turbine-electric locomotives for use on
the far Eastern Russian Railways. Calculated the number of services and repairs
of gas turbine locomotives, as well as, according to the annual program of repair
of locomotives, taking into account the downtime for maintenance and current
repairs, the number of required repairs.

Keywords: Railway � Landfill � Gas turbine locomotive � Repair �
Maintenance � Operation � Organization

1 Introduction

The development of the Baikal-Amur railway is an economically important task for the
Russian Federation. Near the Baikal-Amur mainline (BAM) there are both active
mineral deposits and well-studied ones where the economic evaluation of the devel-
opment efficiency was carried out.

This railway will help the further development of the Far East, will become one of
the points of growth in production in the district, increase production of raw materials,
construction of new industrial enterprises along the entire route of BAM, as well as
increase the capacity of the ports of Vanino and Sovetskaya Gavan.

The Baikal-Amur mainline expansion project is one of the latest infrastructure
initiatives of the Russian government and the leadership of Russian Railways aimed at
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increasing Russia’s transport connectivity with the countries of the Asia-Pacific region
and improving conditions for industrial development in the Russian far East [1, 2].

According to the order of the government of the Russian Federation of October 24,
2014 No. 2116-R the investment project “Modernization of railway infrastructure of
the Baikal-Amur and TRANS-Siberian railway lines with development of throughput
and carrying capacities” is realized [3], this investment project is directed on
achievement of the purposes defined within “Strategy of development of railway
transport in the Russian Federation till 2030”, approved by the government of the
Russian Federation reconstructed to increase capacity and increase the weight limit for
freight trains train participants-Ki Sovetskaya Gavan – Komsomolsk-Sortirovochny
(475 km) and Komsomolsk-sorting – Volochaevka (327 km) and Komsomolsk-
sorting – Postyshevo (198 km), Postyshevo – New Urgal (276 km), New Urgal –
February (283 km), February – Verhnezejsk (339 km), Verhnezejsk – Tynda (329 km),
Tynda – Hani (484 km).

The Baikal-Amur mainline on the territory of the far Eastern railway from the
station Khani to the station Sovetskaya Gavan is not electrified, the mainline runs along
a very complex and diverse path from a large number of intersections of deep rivers to
zones with high seismicity. To improve capacity in such circumstances promising to
use rolling stock will be locomotives with gas turbine power plant (LGS), liquefied
natural gas (LNG) – gas turbine-electric locomotives (GT1h) made at the Lyudinovo
diesel locomotive plant and Sarco-mengawasi yourself in trial operation on the
Sverdlovsk railway. The gas consumption of this locomotive, in value terms, is almost
a quarter lower than that of diesel fuel.

On this basis arises the task of organizing the operation, maintenance and repair of
the main turbine-electric locomotives GT1h at the site of the far Eastern railway. For
the organization of maintenance of gas turbine locomotives (GT) on the BAM sections,
the appropriate infrastructure is required. Figure 1 shows the existing infrastructure.
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Fig. 1. The existing infrastructure of BAM: – rest house of locomotive crews; – operational
locomotive depot; – PTOL and venue TO-2; – working capital operational locomotive depot
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2 Method of Research

Our proposed placement of gas supply facilities (locomotive equipment) (Fig. 2) uses
existing facilities because of this it is more cost-effective to upgrade these facilities than
to build new ones.

Such placement takes into account the peculiarities of working with cryogenic
liquids, such as LNG, which are subject to serious requirements for their minimum
reserve in storage tanks, necessary to maintain the required temperature of the walls of
the container [4].

In case of unscheduled repairs and during idle periods when the gas turbine
locomotive is set aside, the pressure in the cryogenic LNG tank increases by about 0.5
atmospheres per day. Storage of LNG in a cryogenic container is allowed for 5 days
[5]. During storage, maintenance personnel should periodically monitor the pressure in
the cryogenic tank, do not exceed the critical pressure of 6 atmospheres. If necessary,
the excess gas pressure must be relieved to prevent the safety valves from actuating.
Discharge of natural gas into the atmosphere is strictly prohibited by regulations, in
addition it leads to the loss of an expensive product. To avoid LNG losses when gas
turbine locomotives settle, Egorshino depot developed a technology for fueling LNG
locomotives from onboard cryogenic tanks of gas treatment systems by the method of
compression. At the same time there is a decrease in pressure in the BKE and there is
no need to discharge LNG into the atmosphere. For the application of this method of
refueling in the operational locomotive depot Egorshino developed and approved the
regulations of refueling by the method of displacement, made the original flange [6, 7].

For repairs and maintenance of gas-turbine at the site of the far Eastern glands Noi
road, you need to calculate the rate of repair and maintenance on parts of the Soviet
Harbour – Komsomolsk-Sortirovochny, Komsomolsk-Sortirovochny – Volochaevka,
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Fig. 2. Placement of gas supply facilities: – rest house of locomotive crews; – operational
locomotive depot; – PTOL and venue TO-2; – working capital operational locomotive
depot; – required LNG production facilities
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Komsomolsk-sorting – By-stalevo, Postyshevo – New Urgal, Urgal-New – February,
February – Verhnezejsk, Verhnezejsk – Tynda, Tynda – Hani [8, 9].

Consider the section Sovetskaya Gavan-Komsomolsk-Sortirovochny (475 km), the
number of pairs of trains – 6, to calculate the operating fleet of gas turbine engines, we
take the technical speed of movement along the section in the even and odd direction of
50 km/h [10].

The local speed is determined by a given coefficient of local speed [11]:

Vs ¼ 0:8 � Vt ð1Þ

where 0.8 is the service speed coefficient.
Full turnover of the gas turbine:

T1 ¼ 2L
Vs

þ tm þ tto ð2Þ

where L is the length of the operational section, km; tm is downtime for technical
inspection for one turnover cycle, hr; tto is locomotive downtime in turnover point, hr.

Factor the needs of GT [11]:

Kr ¼ Tl
24

ð3Þ

where Tl is locomotive turnover in the operational section, locomotive-km.
The requirement factor shows the number of GT required to service one pair of

trains per day. Then the operated fleet of locomotives on the site of the Soviet Harbor –
Komsomolsk-Sortirovochny:

No ¼ Kr � n ð4Þ

where n is the number of train pairs.
In accordance with the found number of gas turbine fleet (7 locomotives) on the site

Sovetskaya Gavan – Komsomolsk-Sortirovochny, we will determine the repair pro-
gram and the need for operational resources.

Find the daily mileage of GT by the expression [12]:

Sd ¼ 2 � L � n ð5Þ

where L is section length, km; n is the number of train pairs per day.
Annual and monthly mileage GT:

Syear ¼ Sd � 365 ð6Þ

Sm ¼ Sd � 30:4: ð7Þ
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The average daily mileage of one GT is determined by the expression:

Sav:d ¼ 2 � L � n
No

ð8Þ

where No is the operated park of GTL; L is section length, km; n is the number of train
pairs.

3 Experimental Data and Results

The results are summarized in Table 1. Similar results were obtained for the sites of
Komsomolsk-Sortirovochny – Volochaevka, Komsomolsk-Sortirovochny – Posty-
shevo, Postyshevo – New Urgal, Urgal-New – February, February – Verhnezejsk,
Verhnezejsk – Tynda, Tynda – Hani. All calculations made on the considered sites, as
well as by types of maintenance and repair are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Annual program of technical services and repairs of GT, units

Location Types of maintenance/repair
TO-
2

TO-
3

TR-
1

TR-
2

TR-
3

SR KR

Sovetskaya Gavan – Komsomolsk-
Sortirovochny

511 166 21 10 5 2 1

Komsomolsk-Sortirovochny –

Volochayevka II
438 115 14 7 4 1 1

Komsomolsk-Sortirovochny –

Novyy Urgal
511 166 21 10 5 2 1

Novyy Urgal – Lime 438 115 14 7 4 1 1
Novyy Urgal – February 365 99 12 6 3 1 1
February – Verhnezejsk 438 119 15 7 4 1 1
Verhnezejsk – Tynda 438 115 14 7 4 1 1
Tynda – Hani 584 170 21 11 5 2 1
In total 3723 1065 132 65 34 11 8

Table 1. Technical and operational indicators of the use of a gas turbine locomotive on the site
Sovetskaya Gavan-Komsomolsk-Sortirovochny

Parameter Signification

Local speed, km/h 40
Average daily mileage of the locomotive, km 814.2
Operating fleet of locomotives, PCs 7
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The required number of GT fleet operated on the section of the Baikal-Amur
mainline is shown in Table 3.

To solve the problem of the best loading of each SLD to perform gas turbine
locomotives TR, it is possible to build a model with a rather complex topology of
interrelations between TCE and SLD; In the integrated development environment of
the software for Microsoft Windows (Embarcadero Delphi), the executable file NW.exe
was created by launching the “Project Wizard” window to the user. Information on the
characteristics of the project (model) is entered in steps in order to eliminate erroneous
data entry.

In the first step, the “project name” is entered, the number of both TCE and SLD,
the cost of 1 h of gas turbine carrier idle when carrying out the TR and 1 h of
transportation GT1h, the number of repair items in SLD.

As a result of the distribution of electric locomotives according to SLD, on the basis
of the above algorithm, it is possible to determine the optimal parameters of the model
and construct a unit cost diagram (Fig. 3). The duration of the simulation period should
be as long as possible (several decades) in order to accumulate the necessary statistical
information. Since modern PCs with high computing power allow modeling in a few
minutes, let us take the duration of the simulation period TM = 1.000.000 h = 114.16
years. As can be seen from the obtained diagrams of specific costs for repair of gas
turbine carriers, before optimization, the diagram has a falling form with high costs,
and the diagram after optimization is characterized by a more stable form with minimal
and stable costs. That is, on the basis of this, we can conclude that it is expedient to
carry out the optimization of repair in this direction.

To identify the equipment of the GT, which most often fails, in 2018 in the SLD
Artyomovsky collected statistical material about defects in the GT1h-002 nodes
(Table 4).

Table 3. The operated Park of gas turbine locomotives on the section of the Baikal-Amur
mainline

Location Number of GT, pieces

Sovetskaya Gavan – Komsomolsk-Sortirovochny 7
Komsomolsk-Sortirovochny – Volochayevka II 6
Komsomolsk-Sortirovochny – Novyy Urgal 7
Novyy Urgal – Lime 6
Novyy Urgal – February 5
February – Verhnezejsk 6
Verhnezejsk – Tynda 6
Tynda – Hani 8
In total 51
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On the basis of statistical data (Table 4) by the method [13] Pareto diagram (Fig. 4)
is constructed.

Table 4. Classification of defects of gas turbine locomotive GT1h-002

Unit Number of
defects

Accumulated
amount of defects

The percentage of defects in the
total number of defects

Accumulated
interest

Fuel delivery
system

19 19 31.2 17.5

Mechanical
equipment

14 33 23.0 54.2

Traction motor 11 44 18.1 72.3
Avtotormoznoye
oborudovaniye

5 49 8.4 80.7

Auxiliary
equipment of GSU

3 51 4.9 85.6

Power electrical
circuits, devices

2 53 3.2 88.8

Safety devices 1 54 1.6 90.4
Control system 1 55 1.6 92.0

Traction generator 1 56 1.6 93.6
Signal and lighting
devices

1 57 1.6 95.2

Alarm systems 1 58 1.6 96.8
Radio stations 1 59 1.6 98.4

Body 1 60 1.6 100
Gas turbine
installation NK-361

0 60 0 100

Total: 61 – 100 –

19600

19400

19200

19000

100

100

80

80

60

60
40

4020
200

Transmittal:
ТCE-1 - SLD-2

21000

19800

Transmittal:
ТCE-2 - SLD-2

Fig. 3. Charts of specific costs for repair of gas turbine carriers before (a) and after
(b) optimization
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From Fig. 4 it can be seen that in the risk area such nodes as the fuel supply system,
mechanical equipment, traction engine and auto brake equipment turned out to be only
80.7%. From Table 4 and Fig. 4 it can be seen: the NK-361 gas turbine unit has a
significant uptime life (no defects were found during the trips); there is a high risk that
the claimed service life of the fuel injection system (cryogenic pump) produced in
Switzerland will not be sustained; The bottleneck is the traction motors and auto brake
equipment. To solve the problem of failures of traction motors produced in Ukraine
(Kharkiv) failed. Questions about the trouble-free operation of the brake system are
currently being addressed in USURT and EI JSC “VNIIZhT”.

To reduce the number of defects and maintain the locomotive in working condition,
it is required to develop methods aimed at improving the reliability of the four nodes of
the GT1h-002 gas turbine locomotive. Together with JSC VNIKTI and Lyudinovsky
Diesel Locomotive Plant, work is underway to improve the reliability of the gas turbine
GT1h-002, as a result of which the technical availability ratio (KTG) was 0.89, and the
internal readiness ratio (VHG) 0.95.
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Fig. 4. Pareto diagram for defects in gas turbine locomotive units
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Based on the results of processing statistical data according to the developed
method [13], after the current repair of TR-1, a diagram of the probability of failure of
the equipment of the gas turbine locomotive GT1h-002 (Fig. 5) was constructed.

When calculating it was taken into account that the complex repair crews work for
12 h. Three variants of work were taken into account: (1) around the clock, without
days off and holidays, F = 365 days; (2) around the clock minus holidays, F = 353
days; (3) around the clock with weekends and holidays, F = 249 days.

In addition to the stall sites for inspection, revision and repair of GT during routine
repairs, special stalls should be provided for equipment diagnostics. Such stall diag-
nosing, for example, has SLD Sverdlovsk. The number of calculated stall sites required
for the diagnosis and production of the current repair of the TR-1 GT1h gas-turbine
locomotive is given in Table 5.

In the future, the number of stalls can be reduced if the inspection and revision of
equipment on the stall is performed during one shift in 12 h.

With the help of the developed computer program “Optimization of the frequency
of repair of locomotives at the railroad test site” [9], the structure of the repair cycle of
the GT1h-002 gas turbine locomotive was calculated and optimized. Figure 6a shows
the structure of the repair cycle of parts before optimization, and Fig. 6b shows an

Table 5. Number of stall sites for the maintenance of TR-1

Name Fund working
time stall day
365 353 249

Number of stall sites for the maintenance of TR-1 1.36 1.40 2.24
Number of stall sites for diagnosis 0.68 0.70 0.99
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Fig. 5. The probability diagram of equipment failure in 2018: 1 - mechanical equipment; 2 -
safety devices; 3 - fuel delivery system; 4 - power circuits, devices; 5 - auto brake equipment; 6 -
traction generator; 7 - traction engine; 8 - auxiliary equipment.
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optimized structure (with a two-fold reduction in the amount of failure of the fuel
supply system, mechanical equipment, traction engines and auto brake equipment).

Runs between servicing and repairs of GT after structure optimization are sum-
marized in Table 6.

The obtained optimized structure of the repair cycle allowed us to correct the
overhaul run for repairs [14] and to reduce the amount of work on routine repairs of
GT1h gas turbine locomotives.

4 Conclusions

1. The method of calculating the number of locomotives based on the volume of the
proposed work for the far Eastern landfill of Russian Railways.

2. The questions of the organization and operation of the locomotive running on
liquefied natural gas, for the realization of technology export of goods from the far
East of the Russian Federation.

3. The placement of equipment objects for locomotives is Determined, the operated
fleet of gas turbine locomotives for use on the far Eastern railway is calculated.
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Fig. 6. The structure of the repair cycle before (a) and after (b) optimization: 1 - fuel supply
system; 2 - mechanical equipment; 3 - traction engine; 4 - auto brake equipment; 5 - power
circuits, devices

Table 6. Rates of locomotives between repairs

Locomotive series Periodicity by repair type,
thousand Km
TR-1 TR-2 TR-3 SR КR

GT1h 94 282 470 1410 2820
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Calculated the number of services and repairs of gas turbines, as well as, according
to the annual program of repair of gas turbines, taking into account downtime for
maintenance and current repairs, the number of required repair items.

4. The Use of gas turbine locomotives with high traction characteristics will solve
several problems:

– to organize the movement of heavy trains in the regions of the far North, on non-
electrified sections of the Baikal-Amur mainline, ensuring increasing volumes of
cargo transportation while reducing the need for gas turbine locomotives and
locomotive crews;

– to increase the carrying and carrying capacity of Railways on the existing track
infrastructure;

– contribute to the intensive development of the economic regions of the far East;
– to reduce the negative impact of rail transport on the environment by reducing

emissions from locomotives using LNG.
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Abstract. The situation at the modern market of passenger motor transport
needs urgent creation of a recycling system. The purpose of the article is to
develop a scientifically based methodology for the locating of infrastructure
facilities of the recycling system (return logistics), optimal by the criterion of
minimizing the transportation cost of the objects for recycling and ensuring the
loading of processing enterprises. The classification of the recycling companies
is offered: depending on the implemented scope of functions - from the col-
lection of autowaste for processing to ensure complex utilization - from frame
shredding to deep recycling of light fractions (plastic, rubber, elements of
upholstery, glass, fiber, minerals). The method of definition the geographical
positioning of utilization centers-algorithmically organized search for optimal
locations of centers definition for the Sverdlovsk region. To develop the
methodology the indicator of suitability of settlements for locating enterprises of
the recycling system is calculated, such factors as the population at the settle-
ments, the volume of recyclable vehicles, cost of transport, depending on the
category of road are considered (the higher the road category, the lower trans-
portation costs, higher average speed, lower fuel consumption and lower costs
for maintenance and repair of transport units). The article considers the cor-
rective factors of qualitative nature that can make adjustments to the calculated
results. The method is based on a graph-geographical model of the region and
can be applied to a geographical territory of any scale.

Keywords: Utilization of autowaste � Method of locating of objects �
Autorecycling � Return logistics

1 Actuality

One of the ways to solve urgent problems of sustainable development is the man-
agement of reverse flows. The relevance of the use of reverse logistics for the auto-
motive market is obvious, since the automotive industry is resource-intensive both in
terms of natural and cost evaluation indicators - on the one hand; on the other hand, the
fleet of passenger cars in operation, everywhere, and especially in Russia, is not new
and is operated outside the standard service life (Table 1).
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It is necessary to consider both physical and moral obsolescence of cars, which
leads to environmental pollution – for this purpose, technical norms of environmental
standards for cars with both gasoline and diesel engines have been introduced. Reverse
logistics concerns both the sphere of secondary resources (recovery and recycling) and
the sphere of customer service (warranty replacements, repairs, recalls, recoveries). The
task of reverse logistics in the market of production and operation of cars is so sig-
nificant that it requires the creation of a special infrastructure for the collection and
processing of automotive waste and obtaining secondary resources. The definition of
the areas of responsibility of the elements of this infrastructure, and the layout of the
territory are equally important. For the successful functioning of the utilization system
of vehicles it is necessary to develop a scientifically based method of locating of its
infrastructure facilities, effective in terms of minimizing the cost of transportation of the
objects for recycling and ensuring the loading of processing enterprises, which is the
purpose of this work.

2 Level of the Problem Elaboration

Russian scientists and practitioners, for example [2–4], note that at present there is no
waste management system in Russia, there are no specialized production facilities for
recycling. In scientific works of domestic and foreign researchers, the question of the
car recycling system locating is considered rare, so we’ll use the best practices - the
models used for facilities management of waste and objects of social and commercial
infrastructure.

One of the first scientists who devoted their work to finding the optimal placement
of individual industrial enterprises became Launhardt [5] who described the impact of
transport costs, taking over the major factors of distance to sources of raw materials and
distribution, has created the so-called “locating triangle of Launhardt”. This model still
has not lost its relevance in solving logistical problems of placement. A. Weber
developed the theory of B. Launhardt and suggested expanding the factors influencing
the optimal location of the enterprise, divided them into three groups: transportation
(cost of transportation of raw materials and finished products), labor (the wage),
infrastructure (use of best placement) [6]. Methods of gravitational locating of objects
are considered in the works Of W. Isard, W. Reilly, D. Huff and other scientists [7].

Table 1. Summary of the European automotive industry

Country Car fleet,
units

Produced
cars, 2018
г., units

Average age
of the Car
fleet, years

Autocomplex waste
processing Shredder
facilities, units [1]

Vehicles to
be recycled
of, units

France 30 850 000 2 191 450 8.3 40 1 583 283
Germany 41 321 171 5 368 278 8.2 47 500 193
Great
Britain

30 309 171 1 672 180 6.9 37 1 157 438

Russia 35 057 514 1 770 545 12.5 4 No data
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These models use population density as the main factor and are often used to select
locations for social facilities and commercial enterprises [8]. Further development of
placement models led to the need to take into account the influence of market factors
and similar enterprises, as a result, it was proposed to consider the locating of objects at
the macro - and micro-level, which was reflected in the works of domestic researchers
[9, 10].

Korotaev [11] chooses transport costs and capacity utilization as factors influencing
the location of waste disposal and consumption facilities. Velikanova and Ladoshkin
[12] when choosing the location of solid waste disposal facilities proposed to take into
account, along with transport, infrastructure costs (availability of access roads, the cost
of energy, the cost of land) and labor costs. Lylin [13] the choice of locations for
disposal of equipment (used in agriculture) bases on the number of inhabitants of
settlements and the maximum radius of collection of farm machinery.

In solving logistical problems of objects placing the methods and algorithms of
mathematical programming, graph theory: Mowder, Galiev and Satarov, Raenko,
Maslov [14–17] are used quite often. The placement problem statement are distin-
guished by the selected optimality criteria and the introduced limitations, which are
determined by the specifics of the research area for which the problem is solved.

In [18], the authors Moiseev and Sotnikov propose a classification of location
problems and General methods of solving them, based on a generalization of works in
different fields. The authors note that there is a wide variety of models often used to
solve the same type of problems, and upon this, they conclude that it is necessary to
form a common method applicable to solving the problem of optimal object locating.
However, the General methods are universal and, as a consequence, are not adapted to
the specifics of a particular task. Hence, they can be applied to solving a broad class of
similar problems from different areas of economic activity, and this predetermines the
lack of specificity and the possibility of flexible transformation of such methods for a
specific production and economic situation.

Among the conventional models of objects placement of the market economy it is
important to reflect: the gravity model, the model of “Central places” by V. Kristaller,
which is considered reasonable for the decision on the locating of agriculture and
unacceptable for industrial facilities [19] and model by Lesch on the spatial organi-
zation of the economy, spatial networks [20]. Similar tasks are submitted in the works
Kondratiev, Ismaylovoy [21, 22]: about the placement of the service objects and social
objects using shared methods that are not linked to specific activities hosted objects.

The General methods, as a rule, a number of parameters, on which the solution of
the problem depends significantly, are not taken into account. For example, in the
standard method of potential [8, 23] the calculations are made on the basis of only two
parameters – the population and the distance between settlements, so it is most often
used in solving problems of locating of social or commercial objects. The formula of
the gravitational model is:

Pi ¼ Ni þ
Xk

j¼1

Nj

Rij
; ð1Þ
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where Pi – potential of the settlement i;
Ni – population at the settlement i;
Nj – population at the settlement j;
Rij – distance between settlements by road.

The solution of the problem of optimization of material flows in the system of
waste recycling of the motor transport complex (the closest to our object of study) was
considered by Pukhov and Astanin [23], but the issue of locating of recycling enter-
prises is not considered here.

The common generic methods give approximate solutions, i.e., either the approx-
imate area of location, or multiple locations to choose from. Since conventional
methods are not effective for the location of facilities in the field of production and
consumption waste management, the researchers suggest the development and
refinement of approaches and methods. To solve the problem of recycling centers
locating, it is necessary to take into account such parameters as the number of vehicles
per capita, the total number of registered vehicles and their age, the quality of roads in
the region, the availability of the proposed territory for the location of production
facilities, the availability of consumers of secondary materials. The use of numerical
indicators will allow to determine the location of objects of the recycling system with
greater accuracy, while reducing the subjectivity of the assessment, in comparison with
the score indicators.

One of the distinctive features of solving of this task is to offer a two-stage scheme of
processing of waste: in the first stage, waste is collected by collection points – in this
case, the importance of the availability of collection points for car owners and minimum
costs for delivery of waste to processing plants; the second stage, waste is transported to
the enterprise waste management – in this case, a significant thing is the equipment
loading, the availability of appropriate infrastructure to ensure operating activities and
the availability of consumer recycled materials. For solving the issue of optimizing the
location of recycling centers, an organizational model is proposed, which is presented
briefly in this article, and its detailed presentation is presented in [24, 25].

3 Developing an Organizational Model

Utilization enterprises depending on the realized volume of functions (by analogy with
logistics operators) are divided by the authors into four classes (Table 2), which is
reflected in [24].

On the basis of this, it is proposed to consider the locating of objects in two stages:
the locating of enterprises for the utilization of classes A and B, then the locating of
enterprises of classes C and D, based on different sets of the most significant factors. To
solve the problem of the small businesses recycling enterprises (C and D) whose
primary purpose is the collection of end-of-life vehicles and their wastes, it is necessary
to consider their features: the suppliers for these companies will be the last owners of
vehicles, public areas and enterprises. As for individuals, enterprises provide a service
for the recycling of cars, the solution of the problem of this stage is similar to the
solution of the problems of locating of social and commercial facilities [8, 10].
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Table 2. Classification of recycling companies [compiled by 24]

Class Characteristics of recycling
companies belonging to the class

Functions performed by companies
in the auto-recycling system

The
recycling
rate

Factors

A Large recycling companies
providing the solution of a full
range of tasks of the recycling
system and the implementation of
high intensity of all interaction
flows, the implementation of
unique complex projects related to
the development of solutions for
the recycling properties of the
object
Locating in areas of cities that are
able to provide full load of
production capacity and sufficient
space. Transport accessibility.
Availability of sufficient land and
infrastructure to support the
operational activities of enterprises.
Availability of research
organizations to carry out research
projects

All functions, interaction with the
elements of the overhead system
(interests of the recycling system
in the transport complex)

till 95%

B Large recycling companies that
provide the full range of recycling
system tasks and most interaction
flows, that are local players in the
market
Location near major cities.
Transport accessibility. Availability
of manpower and necessary
infrastructure for operations

Collecting, transportation,
dismantling, recycling of products,
recycling of materials

till 80%

C Specialized recycling companies
that perform a certain segment of
recycling work and produce a
narrow list of secondary materials
for which there is the greatest
demand in the market
Location on the outskirts of small
and medium-sized cities, district
centers. Availability of secondary
raw materials consumers

Metal collection, transportation,
recycling

till 55% – transportation
costs

– topographic
factors

D Collection points specialize in
execution of acts of utilization and
providing transport services.
Locating in territories and in
suburbs of the large cities for
availability to processing
enterprises of classes A and B and
suppliers of automobile waste.
Mobile points of collecting
autowaste in areas with the low
index of suitability

Collecting, transportation –
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At the first stage, it is necessary to determine the location of large enterprises (A
and B), providing comprehensive processing services, since their location in the region
is determined by a large set of factors, and operating activities are quite fund - and
resource-intensive.

On the basis of the analysis of research works devoted to the search for the optimal
placement of social infrastructure, commercial and industrial facilities, recommenda-
tions for the locating of each class of facilities and a group of major factors affecting
their location in the region are proposed (also shown at the Table 2).

At the utilization centers of class A and B draining of operational liquids, dis-
mantling of buses and ecologically dangerous components (for processing), disman-
tling of component parts is carried out (on the spare part, after recovery). Skeletons of
cars undergo shredding process, that assumes crushing, cleaning of rust and scale, then
electromagnetic, pneumatic, vibration, floatation sorting of components of materials
according to groups. Light fractions (plastic, rubber, upholstery elements, glasses,
fibers, minerals, etc.) are exposed to deep secondary processing. What is unsuitable to
separation and recovery goes to polygons for burial.

The enterprises of utilization system of class D have, as the main objective, col-
lecting the automobile waste and cars which are subject to utilization therefore their
locating will be defined by transport expenses: in distance to suppliers and consumers.
Such collection points can be combined with the dealer centers, the enterprises of
collecting other types of waste, auto repair shops. The enterprises of class C are offered
to be placed in the average and small cities, processing of metal parts of autowaste is
characteristic of these enterprises, in the cities of Sverdlovsk region with high proba-
bility there will be corresponding consumers owing to specifics of its production ori-
entation. Rubber, fabric and plastic details are supposed to be sent for processing in the
large multiple-purpose utilization centers.

4 Method of Locating of the Utilization Enterprises of Motor
Transport in the Region

The method of definition of geographical positioning of the utilization centers of
automobile waste is developed. The similar model - algorithmically organized search of
optimum locations of the centers of utilization of autowaste - can be offered for any
geographical territory, in our case we were limited to the territory of Sverdlovsk region.

Stages of method of definition of positioning of the utilization centers of autowaste
in the region, the following:

1. creation of grafo-geographical model of the region with possible splitting model
into shares;

2. formation of the array of factual data – bases for determination of potentials and
distances on the graph;

3. definition of indicators of suitability of tops and finding of tops of grafo-
geographical model with the maximum indicators of suitability [26].

The technique is based on grafo-geographical model of the region which represents
the flat graph with the marked tops and edges of G = [{Vi}, {Eij}; {Pi}, {Rij}], where
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{Vi} – set of tops, {Eij} – set of edges graph G; Pi 2 R – numerical tag of top; Vi, Rij –

numerical tag of edge of Eij connecting tops of Vi and Vj [5]. Vi tops of G graph
represent settlements of Sverdlovsk region. Edges of Eij reflect highways between the
existing settlements of Vi. The numerical tag of Pi of top of Vi and tag of Rij of edge of
Eij graph G is the potential of top of Vi and is defined by distance between tops of Vi

and Vj. The substantial sense of these tags is defined below according to positioning of
the centers of utilization of automobile waste [26].

Further it is necessary to define tags of tops and edges of grafo-geographical model
for the solution of problem of location of the utilization centers of automobile waste.
Potential (“weight”) of top of Vi decides on the help of linear form [27]:

Pi ¼ w1 � a1 � Ni þw2 � a2 � Zi þw3 � a3 � Ki ð2Þ

Indicator for determination of potential is Ni - population in the Vi point. The
average salary of the population of Zi reflects possibility of acquisition by the popu-
lation of new vehicles and, respectively, potential of utilization of old cars in the Vi

point. The number of vehicles (Ki) per 1000 people in the Vi point, reflects automo-
bilization level. This indicator considers the number of vehicles, the need for which
utilization arises in the Vi point as the number of recyclable vehicles is the fixed share
from total number of the available motor transport in the Vi point.

In the present linear form, in order to determine the vertex potential, the weighting
factors w1, w2, w3 give weight to the considered factors Ni, Zi, Ki. Consider these
factors equal to w1 = w2 = w3 = 1, although, if necessary, these weights can be given
expert values.

In this model, it is required to introduce the normalization coefficients a1, a2, a3 in
order to equalize the order of the fold values of the a1Ni, a2Zi, a3Ki to prevent the
factor with the largest numerical value from dominating and losing the significance of
the remaining factors, and equalize the dimension of the fold values so that the
resulting potential Pi of the vertex Vi becomes a dimensionless value.

The normalizing coefficients a1, a2, a3 have the following dimensions:

a1½ � ¼ 1
number of people

; a2½ � ¼ 1
roubles

; a3½ � ¼ 1
units

:

Numerical values of coefficients a1, a2, a3 are determined on the basis of maximum
existing values (In our case - in the Sverdlovsk region) of indicators Ni, Zi, Ki:

a1 ¼ 1
max

i
Ni

; a2 ¼ 1
max

i
Zi
; a3 ¼ 1

max
i

Ki
: ð3Þ

The possibility and correctness of such determination of regulation coefficients is
justified in [28, 29].

Let’s define the ways in which we can move the auto waste for our model. In
assessing the route between the sending and destination points, the model takes into
account both the transportation distance and the quality of the roads in operation.
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The distance Rij between vertices Vi and Vj is defined in the model under con-
sideration as follows.

Let

Lij a1; a2; . . .; am�1ð Þ ¼ Vi ¼ Va0 ! Va1 ! Va2 ! . . . ! Vam�1 ! Vam ¼ Vj
� � ð4Þ

- the way connecting in the graph the top Vi and Vj which contains m of moving
through intermediate settlements of Va1 ! Va2 ! . . . ! Vam�1.

Let’s designate ki - the category of the highway (from the first till the fifth in
accepted classification) on moving of Vak�1 ! Vak, t e. coefficient of quality of the
highway connecting the Vak�1 and Vak points, and Dk - length of this moving of
Vak�1 ! Vak on the highway, km. The length of transport from vertex Vi to vertex Vj

along this path (2) will be called the value

S Lij a1; a2; . . .; am�1ð Þ� � ¼
Xm

r¼1

kr � Drð Þ: ð5Þ

Thus, the length of the journey from point Vi to point Vj along the path Lij

(a1; a2; . . .; am�1) is the sum of the length of the crossings between the intermediate
points multiplied by the road quality indicator between these points.

Let us determine the distance Rij between the vertices of the graph (settlements) Vi

and Vj - the minimum extent among the extensions of all kinds of paths connecting the
vertexes Vi and Vj:

Rij ¼ minby all possible ways Lij a1;a2;...::ð Þ � S Lij � a1; a2; . . .:; am�1ð Þ� � ð6Þ

It can be concluded that the distance Rij is the “price of question,” or the “cost” of
travelling along the shortest and most convenient path in terms of road quality, between
points Vi and Vj. This integrated indicator takes into account both the distance between
settlements and the time and convenience of movement between settlements, which is
directly dependent on the quality of roads.

The values of the distances between the vertices form a symmetric square matrix of
distances of size n � n (n is the number of vertices in the graph G; Rij = Rji).

We will return to the declared algorithm of solving the problem of location of waste
disposal centers in the region. So, the stated stages:

– formation of the graph, based on the existing geography of the research object (the
territory of the oblast, the region, the country, and other);

– determination of usability index of disposal center location for each vertex of the
graph

W Vð Þi¼ Pi þ
X

onalltops
Vj of the graphG;where i 6¼ j

Pj

Rij
ð7Þ
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This indicator is of the standard type used in the potential method, but takes into
account the specific nature of the problem in question. A settlement with higher own
potential Pi in terms of population, purchasing power and volume of motor vehicles is
preferred for the location of a recycling center, producing a higher suitability of the
location of a motor vehicle recycling center according to the criterion of the volume of
cargo to be disposed of and the cost of its delivery

X
onalltops

Vj of the graphG;where i 6¼ j

Pj

Rij
! max ð8Þ

It is shown the selection of vertex Vi with maximum suitability index W(Vi) =
Wmax among all vertixes of graph G as optimal place for location of recycling center.
In the case of fixed division of a graph into fractions, such a vertex is for each partition
fraction.

5 Application of Model of Location of Infrastructure
Facilities of Utilization System of Motor Transport
in Sverdlovsk Region

Using the information database about population in settlements, volume and vehicles
which are subject to utilization for all settlements, the scheme of the region (Fig. 1) has
been constructed. For settlements coordinates on the planes reflecting location of
geographical point (the answer to the question “where?”), the third have been set
(substantial, or qualitative) the coordinate of point is the population and the number of
cars which are subject to utilization (the answer to the question “how many?”). Borders
of the territory of Sverdlovsk region were set by “zero heights”, or zero volume
indicators (Pn points on the scheme).

The scheme demonstrates two points with increased formation of motor vehicles
waste and population density, which are intended to become the basis of two centers of
recycling of motor vehicles of class A: the first center is intended for servicing the
territory of the city district of Yekaterinburg and the Southern and Western
administrative-territorial districts of the region, the second center is intended to serve
the conglomerate of the city of Nidzny Tagil, Gornoszavodsky, Northern and Eastern
districts of the region. This division of the area under study into service areas by waste
recycling centers implies the division of the geographical model of the region into so-
called “fractions” [27, 30]. The edges of the graph between the split fractions are
removed, it implies that there is no transfer of waste from one “fraction” to another.
The split of the model of the Sverdlovsk region with the selected fractions is shown in
Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. Waste generation cartoschem according to population density of Sverdlovsk region [26]

Fig. 2. Division of the graph-geographical model into fractions corresponding to the
maintenance areas of recycling centers
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The graph-geographical model distributed the existing settlements corresponding to
the vertixes of the graphs, as shown in Table 3. The “sphere of influence” of the City of
Nidzny Tagil is represented by smaller numbers of settlements, but much more by the
territory, which really corresponds to transport accessibility and density of formation of
motor vehicles.

Further, according to algorithm, we define indicator of suitability of settlements for
locating of the enterprises of utilization system as the size of potential of this point and
costs of transportation. Using statistical data from official sources [31–33], on formula
(1) calculation of capacities of 81 settlements of Sverdlovsk region is carried out.
Quantity the avtotransoprt units per 1000 people in the city of Yekaterinburg – 409.5,
in other settlements of area – 318.3. Normalizing coefficients respectively:
a1 = 0.00000068; a2 = 0.00003172 and a3 = 0.002442. Values of capacities of some
settlements of area are given in Table 4.

Distances between tops of graphs are distances between settlements on highways
taking into account the correction factor of ki defining category of the highway. The
category of the road is lower, the transport expenses connected with drop of average
speed, increase in fuel consumption and increase in costs of service and repair of
transport units are higher. Correction factors on categories of roads - from 0.8 till 1.8
respectively for the I-V category.

On the basis of the above-stated data indicator of suitability of seating of objects of
system of utilization have been calculated for two shares of grafo-geographical model
of Sverdlovsk region, selectively results are given in Table 4.

The proposed technique makes it possible to assess the expediency of placing
recycling centers in a given settlement based on selected factors.

Table 3. Division of settlements by shares of graph-geographical model

“Sphere of Influence” Yekaterinburg “Sphere of Influence” Nidzny Tagil

Yekaterinburg; V. Pishma; Kamensk-Uralsky;
Kamyshlov; Verkh-Neyvinsky; V. Dubovo;
Pervouralsk; Berezovsky; Sredneuralsk;
Novouralsk; Beloyarsky; Aramil; Asbest; V.
Tagil; Revda; Nevyansk; Polevskoy;
Zarechny; Bogdanovich; Kirovgrad; Talitsa;
Rezh; Druzhinino; Artemovsky; Sysert;
Pioneersky; N. Sergi; Kalinovskoye;
Baykalovo; Pyshma; Bysert; Staroutkinsk;
Mikhaylovsk; Arti; Krasnaya Polyana;
Klenovskoye; Tavda; Achit; Turinsk

N. Tagil; Lesnoy; N. Tura; V. Salda; Serov;
Alapaevsk; Krasnoturyinsk; Irbit;
Gornouralsky; N. Salda; Sosva; Svobodny;
Severouralsk; Kushva; V. Sinachiha;
Verkhoturye; New Lyalya; Volchansk; V.
Tura; Vostochny
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6 Findings and Discussion Issues of Development

The model allows to determine the places of disposal centers in the territory, taking into
account factors: concentration of settlements, availability of railway network and
transhipment stations, class of roads, number and solvency of the population.

However, there are qualitative corrective factors:

1. Strategic priorities for the development of the region - for example, the need to take
into account the Program for the Development of Single Towns;

2. The historical situation - the presence at the investigated territory of settlements
with city-forming industries or “closed” territories, in the Sverdlovsk region there
are four;

3. Ecological and cultural zones - natural and historical parks;
4. Technological conservation zones - water basins of cities and settlements;
5. Established administrative and territorial division.

According to technique, the utilization enterprises of class A have to be located in
settlements with the greatest indicators of suitability according to the allocated shares
of grafo-cartographic model. Such settlements are Yekaterinburg and Nizhny Tagil. We
will not talk about locating of recycling cents of class B for the following reasons yet:
the studied experience of foreign countries where there is effective system of vehicle
scrappage, says that the centers of class B and C arise as natural stage of development
of the utilization centers of class A and D, after exit of their work at full capacity.

In Gornozavodskoy district, northern and eastern part of the area it is expedient to
locate the recycling center of class D in number of 3 units (justification of the required
production capacities is carried out in work [34]: loading of collection points makes

Table 4. Potentials and indicators of suitability of settlements of Sverdlovsk region (selectively)

Settlement Population Average salary, rub. Potential value Suitability indicator

Southern part
Yekaterinburg 1477737 31522 3.0000 3.339
Kamensk-Uralsky 172040 25842 1.7135 1.925
Pervouralsk 148450 25316 1.6809 1.858
Berezovsky 74109 24926 1.6182 1.839
Druzhinino 4511 24783 1.5666 1.668
Polevskoy 70358 24728 1.6094 1.690
Talitsa 44609 22403 1.5182 1.647
Turinsk 7281 22295 1.4895 1.481
Northern part
N. Tagil 359450 25301 1.8232 1.935
Irbit 37444 2606 1.6296 1.701
Krasnoturyins 63181 22913 1.5469 1.694
Alapaevsk 43756 23960 1.5670 1.687
Severouralsk 41579 23029 1.5360 1.602
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3–5 thousand units a year), and intensity of leaving of operation of the motor transport
in northern part of the area - of 13.5 thousand units a year. In this case it is necessary to
consider the adjusting factors, for example, the second for the size of indicator of
suitability is Lesnoy, however it is the “closed” city, therefore locating of collection
point is impossible in it. Therefore, according to model, we choose the cities of Irbit,
Krasnoturyinsk and Alapaevsk with suitability indicators respectively 1.701; 1.694 and
1, 687.

For the southern part of grafo-geographical model with the center of Yekaterinburg
which, according to calculations, has the greatest indicator of suitability of locating and
the volume of leaving is about 50 thousand units a year that corresponds to the
enterprises of class A and B. This indicator is in Yekaterinburg at the level of
27 thousand units a year that speaks about need, except creation of the utilization center
of class A, to create at least five collection points for automobile waste in the territory
of the city or in the nearby cities located most optimum in terms of availability of car
owners (in 50-km zone), presence of floor spaces for collecting and storage of auto-
waste, transport availability. These are the cities of Pervouralsk, Verkhnyaya Pyshma,
Berezovsky, Nevyansk, Sukhoy Log.

Besides collecting points at Yekaterinburg, 4 more collecting points which location
has to be defined by the high level of indicator of suitability and the adjusting factors
are necessary for the southern part of the area. Our offers, proceeding from model -
Kamensk-Uralsky, Polevskoy, Druzhinino, Talitsa with indicators of suitability 1.925;
1, 690; 1.668; 1.647.

In extreme eastern part of the area population density rather low therefore settle-
ments have coefficient of suitability of locating of the utilization enterprises is less than
1.5. For settlements of this area it is offered to use the mobile collecting office which is
based in Kamyshlov; the same is in northern part where also settlements density is low
therefore automobile waste is offered to be collected with some frequency and to use
also mobile office.

7 Conclusions

Management and optimization of disposal facilities will create favorable conditions for
the implementation of sustainable development principles and will create positive
experience that can be used in waste management for other industries.

In case the formation of the disposal system of vehicles is decided at the level of the
federal district, or the country as a whole, the cartoschem of the population density of
the district will differ, but can be created according to the same principle.
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Abstract. Intensive development of the communications industry forces
operators to pay special attention to fraud control and cybersecurity issues. New
technologies allow fraudsters to improve methods of gaining illegal access to
transport network infrastructure and it is becoming increasingly difficult for
operators to confront this problem. Significant losses from fraud and cybercrime
can cause the company to lose part of its revenue and the company can suffer
from the decline in investment attractiveness as well as potential brand damage.
To avoid this, it is necessary to use specialized technical means that allow timely
detection and prevention of illegal actions of attackers. The authors of the article
analysed the points of the income loss in providing the IP VPN service within a
network of a transport communications operator. A software solution is pro-
posed that performs the tasks of monitoring the correctness of the provision and
accounting of access services to a data network using L2VPN/L3VPN tech-
nologies or direct connection to an IP/MPLS network.

Keywords: Income loss � Fraud � Network � VPN

1 Introduction

Intensive development of the communications industry forces operators to pay special
attention to fraud control and cybersecurity issues. New technologies allow fraudsters
to improve methods of gaining illegal access to transport network infrastructure and it
is becoming increasingly difficult for operators to confront this problem.

Significant losses from fraud and cybercrime can cause the company to lose part of
its revenue and the company can suffer from the decline in investment attractiveness as
well as potential brand damage.

To avoid this, it is necessary to use specialized technical means that allow timely
detection and prevention of illegal actions of attackers.

Bernardo Gal-vao Lucas in his article noted: “ While most Communication Service
Providers (CSPs) focused on launching new services and partnerships with Digital
Service Providers (DSPs), my fear is that security and fraud are being sidelined as an
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afterthought – or that CSPs will believe that their old ways of managing fraud will
suffice. Nothing could be further from the truth. Ultimately, new technologies are
allowing for new fraud opportunities. Communications service providers must see
2018 as a tipping point for prioritizing their fraud management strategies so that they
can enjoy the benefits of the exciting digital era” [1]. A complete analysis of the types
of fraud and associated financial losses is given in SoK: Fraud in Telephony Networks
Sahin, Francillon, Guptaz, Ahamadx [2].

The Technology Research Institute, in its article, attempts to identify and explain
the main control measures that operators introduce in a wide range of areas of anti-
fraud activities. The Network Inventory Reconciliation Network Inventory chapter
provides two views on this issue. First, Mark Nicholson, CTO of Subex, shows the
virtues of network resource scanning and argues that the “configuration of the actual
network is far more reliable than any representation of it.” Then an opposite strategy is
advocated by Suren Nathan of Razorsight who feels carriers, especially small to mid-
sized ones, should reconcile their operations by using off-network systems such as
ordering and billing [3].

Dan Baker, Yates, Taylor, Anand in their analytical material analyze the types of
fraud in communication networks and give recommendations on the control and pro-
tection against fraud taking into account both external and internal factors [4].

Frank McDermott and Joe McDermott believe that cloud technology has advan-
tages for inventory and reconciliation processes. Creating one common database helps
to prevent loss of business revenue and avoid fraud [5].

Most common network security solutions—intrusion detection systems, firewalls,
network behavior analysis systems, etc. are aimed at taming outside threats from
hackers, malware, and the like. But as network security improves, criminals will
increasingly rely more on inside threats where they gain access to sensitive data by
bribing, blackmailing or even tricking employees or trusted contractors [6].

Jans, Lybaert, Vanhoof deem research to reduce internal fraud risk is pivotal. In
their paper there present the IFR2 framework, deduced from both the academic liter-
ature and from current business practices, where the core of this framework suggests to
use a data mining approach [7].

Kim and Kwon report on the Korean Insurance Fraud Recognition System that
employs an unsupervised three-stage statistical and link analysis to identify presumably
fraudulent claims. The government draws on this system to make decisions. The
authors evaluate the system and offer recommendations for improvement [8].

Tsung et al. apply manufacturing batch techniques to the field of fraud detection
[9]. Hoogs et al. present a genetic algorithm approach to detect financial statement
fraud. They find that exceptional anomaly scores are valuable metrics for characterizing
corporate financial behavior and that analyzing these scores over time represents an
effective way of detecting potentially fraudulent behavior [10]. Juszczak et al. apply
many different classification techniques in a supervised two-class setting and a semi-
supervised one-class setting in order to compare the performances of these techniques
and settings [11].

In anti fraud management survey conducted by BAKER TILLY (2008), The
Majority of the companies (59%) of the represented by the survey perceive their
greatest fraud threat to b from their own employees, the vast majority of the
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respondents (77%) stated that thy had participated in n investigation, indicting that
companies are taking fraud seriously and investigated them. However, only half of the
respondents (51%) stated that they have an incident response plane in place, about the
company’s exposure to fraud, respondents preserved that their companies are most
susceptible to internal or employee fraud, and nearly half of the respondents were
unable to quantify the impact of fraud in their company, and bout fraud risk man-
agement and assessment, less half of the respondents reported having completed some
sort of formalized fraud risk assessment. An over helming percentage of respondents
feel like they could be doing more regards to fraud risk management [12].

Losses of telecommunication companies from fraud can reach up to 9–12% of total
revenue, with up to 10% being lost within the company itself [13]. Infrastructure points
monitoring systems allow timely detection of fraud on the operator’s networks and
prevention of company’s revenue loss.

In order to identify the points of income loss when enabling VPN service you need
to consider the entire path of receiving and transmitting a request for enabling the
service at all stages (Fig. 1).

At the first stage, a set of measures is implemented in order to receive the client’s
request for enabling the service.

Regional branch

Sales agent External receive module
applications

Request

Reception system
applications

Technical
accounting

Billing

Collection system
configuration

equipment

Commercial
block

Technical unit

1 3

4

Subscriber

2

Subscriber
Alternative application path

Normal application path

Score

Request

Fig. 1. The path of the application for connecting the service
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At the second stage, a technical feasibility study is performed.
The goal of the third stage is to carry out a set of measures to assign technical data

and to activate the service.
The fourth stage includes entering data on the enabled service into the billing

system.
VPN service that the company provides to legal entities, telecom operators and

government agencies is highly profitable. The company helps to unite all branches,
remote offices and nodes of telecom operators’ communication networks into a single
secure private network based on IP protocol supporting a full range of telecommuni-
cation services with a guaranteed high degree of reliability.

The most vulnerable points of the telecommunications operator infrastructure are
considered in the work of N. Abdikeev and his colleagues [14], the points of revenue
loss for the VPN service can be:

– missing information about a new subscriber in the billing system;
– incorrect display of services in the billing system;
– connections in the directions marked by the technical accounting system as

“technological”;
– error in service deactivation while deleting a subscriber record from the billing

system;
– activation of the service without entering subscriber’s record into the billing system;
– ability to change configuration settings in switching hardware settings (such as port

policy).

Methods of dealing with fraud on communication networks and general algorithms
for detecting fraud are given in [15]. For the case under consideration, algorithms using
the analytical method seem to be the most effective.

2 Methods

To control the points of income loss of a telecom operator, it is necessary to create a
reconciliation system to detect discrepancies in systems. The following sources are
used to create the algorithm.

Request acceptance module - an automated system for supporting sales and pro-
viding communication services, designed to provide automation and information
support to the sales management of communication services.

Billing is an automated billing system.
Technical accounting - a system of linear technical accounting.
Configuration - equipment monitoring system.
It is necessary to carry out the following reconciliations to find all the discrepancies

of the systems:

– Billing - Technical Accounting;
– Configuration - Technical Accounting;
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– Configuration - Billing;
– Request acceptance module - Billing.

To implement all reconciliations, data must be uploaded not only on existing clients
with VPN service but also on clients with disabled VPN service and clients that do not
have VPN service. Comparing the sources helps to detect a situation when a disabled
service is still provided or when the service was initially activated but not connected in
billing. Therefore, it is necessary to unload the billing data into three tables:

1. All subscribers of a corporate segment who have services.
2. All subscribers with a valid VPN service.
3. All subscribers with a disabled VPN service.

It is also necessary to upload the configuration files of all equipment used in the
telecommunications company from last-mile switches to top-level equipment.

The four systems used in reconciliations do not have one internal identifier that
would allow them to be matched by one key. But between certain systems there are
keys that allow you to compare data with each other.

All reconciliations are carried out in the forward and reverse direction. In each
direction of reconciliation, the first source is always the reference and the second source
is the verified one.

The main objective of control is to identify cases of rendering services without
payment and/or billing subscribers for services that are not actually provided.

Target reconciliation is performed by comparing billing data associated with
technical accounting data and configuration data for the technical parameters of the
equipment. The target reconciliation can be extended by matching the virtual number
of the subscriber if this number is present in the description of the interface in the
configuration.

Non-targeted verification is performed by comparing the configuration data with
the billing data at the address.

When reconciling in the forward direction, Billing - Configuration, for each record
in the billing system, it searches for the corresponding records in the configuration files.
The reconciliation task is to search for entries that are entered into billing but are not in
the equipment configuration. In this situation a customer could be billed for services
that were not actually provided.

The billing records obtained as a result and enriched with the technical data from
technical accounting, are compared with the configuration files data in the IP address
fields of the equipment and logical interface. If there is a match, the record receives the
“Found in billing” status. Additionally, when reconciling Billing - Configuration, the
“Subscriber ID” field is compared directly with the configuration data. If a value of this
field is found in the logical interface field in the configuration file, the record receives
the “Found by virtual number” status.

The reconciliation algorithm in the form of a block diagram is shown in Fig. 2.
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When reconciling in the opposite direction, Configuration - Billing, for each entry
in the configuration files, a search is made for the corresponding entries in the billing.
The reconciliation task is to search for accounts that are entered in the configuration,

Enrichment of information from technical accounting :
tu.ip_adress - ip equipment

tu.port_num - port number on the equipment

Configuration:
conf. ip_adress - IP equipment
conf.port - port number on the 

equipment

tu.port_num = conf.port?

The enrichment of information from the configuration :
logical_interface_description - logical interface

Is there a value for dev _id in 
logical_interface_description?

Result “Found by virtual 
number”

End

Result
“Equipment not 

found”

Yes

No

Yes

Result
"Found by line 

number"
Yes

No

Result
“Not Found on 

Hardware”
No

Yes

tu.ip_adress = conf. ip_adress ?

Start

Billing: dev_id - line number
Tech. accounting: subs_id - line 
number

dev_id = subs_id ?
Result

"Not found"
No

Fig. 2. Algorithm of reconciliation Billing – Configuration
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but are absent in the billing. This situation means that the service is actually provided,
but the customer is not billed, and, accordingly, the service remains unpaid.

For reverse mapping, VPN entries downloaded from equipment configuration files
are mapped to VPN entries in billing. They are compared by linking the data from the
technical accounting by IP address and port number on the equipment, enriched with
the line number information. If the record matches, the result of the co-delivery “Found
by the line number in billing” is assigned.

If there is no equipment when searching by the IP address of the equipment, the
result of the comparison “No equipment in technical accounting” is assigned.

The address in the description of the logical interface is compared with the address
of the subscriber from billing. If the record matches, the result of the matching “Found
by address in billing” is assigned.

Additionally the entries from equipment configuration files are compared with the
entries by billing subscribers who do not have a VPN attribute.

The address in the description of the logical interface is compared with the address
of the ACP subscriber. If the record matches, the result of the comparison “Found in
billing among subscribers without a VPN” is assigned.

The reconciliation algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.
The main task of Billing control - Technical Accounting is to increase the reliability

of data entered in billing and technical accounting. When reconciling in the forward
direction for each billing record, the system searches for the corresponding record in
the technical accounting. The task of reconciliation is to find services that are paid by
customers, but which are not considered in technical accounting. When reconciling in
the opposite direction, Technical Accounting - Billing, for each record in technical
accounting, the system searches for compliance in billing. The reconciliation task is to
search for services that are registered in the technical accounting, but which are not in
the billing.

For matching purposes, the subscriber’s identifier is used from the billing entries
that show subscribers with the VPN service. A corresponding subscriber’s record is
then searched in the technical accounting. If there is a match, the record receives the
“Found in technical accounting” status.

Algorithm for reconciling Billing systems - Technical Accounting, shown in Fig. 4
For backward matching, a search is also made for entries in the billing table by line

identifier. If there is a match, the record receives the “Found in billing” status. Addi-
tionally, a comparison is made with billing records without the VPN attribute. If there
is a match, the record receives the status “Found in billing among subscribers without a
VPN”. Algorithm for reconciling systems Technical Accounting - Billing is shown in
Fig. 5.

The main task of reconciliation Technical Accounting - Configuration - improving
the reliability of data entered in the technical accounting and configuration of
equipment.

Target reconciliation is carried out by comparing the technical accounting data and
configuration data according to the technical parameters of the equipment. Non-
targeted verification is performed by matching configuration data with technical
accounting by the address.
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When conducting a reconciliation in the forward direction, for each record in the
technical accounting the system searches for the corresponding record in the config-
uration files, checking that such a record exists. The reconciliation task is to identify
situations where although resources are reserved in the system of technical accounting,
in fact these resources are not configured on the network and are free to organize other
connections.

Start

Configuration: conf. ip_adress – ip equipment conf.port –
port number on equipment 

Tech. accounting: tu.ip_adress – ip equipment  tu.port_num –
port number on equipment 

conf.ip_adress = tu.ip_adress ?
Result

“Equipment is not in 
technical accounting”

conf.ip_adress = tu.ip_adress ?

Yes

Information enrichment:
Technical accounting : subs_id - line number

Billing: dev_id - line number

subs_id=dev_id ?

Is there an address value from billing in the 
logical_interface_description field?

Information enrichment:
Configuration: logical_interface_description - logical interface

Billing: town name + streets name + house - address from billing

Is there a line number value from
logical_interface_description in dev_id field?
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Fig. 3. Algorithm of reconciliation Configuration – Billing
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When reconciling in the opposite direction, Configuration - Technical Accounting,
for each entry in the configuration files, the system searches for a similar entry in the
technical accounting, checking the existence of such an entry. The reconciliation task is

End

Yes

Start

Billing: dev_id - line number
Tech. accounting: subs_id - line 
number

dev_id = subs_id ?
Result

"Not found"
No

Result "Found 
in billing 

(Technical 
Accounting)"

Fig. 4. Algorithm for reconciling Billing systems - Technical Accounting
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Result "Found 
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(Technical 

Accounting)"

Result "Found 
seli subscribers 
without VPN"

subs_id = dev_id in the 
table without VPN?

No

Yes

Fig. 5. Algorithm for reconciling systems Technical Accounting – Billing
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to identify situations where resources reserved on the network are marked as free in the
technical accounting system.

When comparing Technical Accounting - Configuration, VPN entries that are in the
technical accounting are matched with VPN entries downloaded from the equipment
configuration files.

Comparison of technical accounting data with file data is carried out by the value of
the part of the equipment data field that contains the name of the equipment. The
enriched technical records obtained as a result are compared with the data of the
configuration files by fields of the IP address of the equipment and the port number on
the equipment. If there is a match, the record receives the status “Found by IP of the
manager equipment”. If the matching IP address is found in the configuration files, but
the required port number is missing, the entry receives the status “Not Found”. If the
matching IP address was not found in the configuration files, the record receives the
status “Configuration file not found”, while in fact the record receives the double status
“Configuration file not found” and “Not found”, since the files the configuration is
missing both the required IP and the required port number on the equipment.

3 Results

Based on the results of introducing the program into a telecommunication company, the
results of reconciliations are shown in Table 1.

4 Discussion

According to the results of the reconciliations, it is clear in which systems it is nec-
essary to carry out the work and to identify the undetected connections.

T.O. the studies and proposed solutions allow us to identify the points of revenue
loss when connecting to the VPN service.

There is an open question to the business running on why the configuration is the
most vulnerable part where most of the changes are not accounted for in other systems.

Table 1. Reconciliation results

Direction Amount VPN Amount VPN
coincided

Amount VPN
coincided, %Reference Verifiable

Configuration - Billing 3535 5323 1243 35.16
Billing - Configuration 5323 3535 1347 25.31
Billing - Technical Accounting 5323 5308 4512 84.76
Technical Accounting - Billing 5308 5323 5308 100
Configuration-Technical
Accounting

3535 5308 1424 40.28

Technical Accounting -
Configuration

5308 3535 1428 26.9
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This shows lack of automation and reliance on manual processes when transferring
service data between different components of the system. As an opposite observation,
there is an up to a hundred percent match of services between billing and technical
accounting which means either strictly follow manual routine or sophisticated service-
to-service automated integration.

Configuration quality as such could display low results due to low level of tech-
nology tooling used around it. Modern approaches include at least three base principles
which should be applied to increase the quality:

1. Using configuration-as-code services. This means storing all configuration for VPN
access and switching hardware in version control systems, ideally described in
programming languages. This is done by using SDKs provided by hardware ven-
dors or by utilizing REST or other HTTP based APIs. Version control provides
auditability of all the changes made together with peer review.

2. Using automated testing which could check that necessary changes applied to the
confirmation are safe enough not to cause disruptions and to produce consistent
change to other service and accounting related systems.

3. Using of continuous integration and continuous delivery systems which automati-
cally run tests above paired with automated security audit. The tool engineered in
this paper could also be included as part of continuous integration process to
automatically verify all the changes prior to them being rolled out to hardware.

For large telecom companies with multiple teams responsible for different com-
ponents of the system some fraud attack vectors could also be reduced by introducing
organisational measures. This approach is based on dividing responsibilities for the
components so they are owned by different teams. Those teams should not have write
access to each other’s systems. Customer facing departments should have a single point
of data entry so there’s no chance for them to (un)intentionally create service
accounting mismatch. This approach while being preventive requires significant
investment into automation so it might not be available to small or mid-sized operators.

5 Conclusions

The software developed is an automated system that performs the tasks of monitoring
the correctness of the provision and accounting of data access transport network ser-
vices using L2VPN/L3VPN technologies or direct connection to the IP/MPLS network.
Using this software as the main monitoring tool allows the operator to solve such
problems as providing complete control over the work of departments when creating
and maintaining NSIs for connecting customers accessing the data network via
L2VPN, L3VPN or direct connection to the IP network/MPLS.

The implementation of the proposed monitoring system improves the customer
billing results, excludes the cases of providing services without payment, eliminates
incorrectly applied tariffs and minimizes the loss of important billing information.

Such implementation gives immediate results in a form of the economic effect of
identifying the points of revenue loss and reducing the level of revenue loss. At the
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same time, it provides the business unit with a high-quality service for visualization and
automation of work and data reporting. This results in improving the quality and safety
of providing services to customers of a telecommunications company.
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Abstract. The subject of the study is the structure of the vector control system.
The relevance of this topic lies in the current trends in the development of
traction drive control systems that provide stable operation of an electric loco-
motive. On the basis of the developed and described mathematical model, the
basic principles of control of the traction drive with the task of speed and torque
are determined. The simulation results reflect the key moments of electric
locomotive drive control in the conditions of external disturbing factors. The
control system for the traction drive will completely provide the realization of
traction properties of a locomotive subject to achieve and automatically maintain
specified speed until the construction regardless of the profile path with an
acceleration due to the task utilization of time at the wheel of the locomotive.

Keywords: Locomotive � Traction � Drive � Wheel � Rail � Slippage �
Control � Target � Reduction � Automatic � System � Development

1 Introduction

Modern traction electric drives of locomotives are complex electromechanical systems,
the creation and development of which requires improving the methodology of their
research [1].

One of the most promising options for automated traction drives can be called a
frequency-controlled electric drive, which includes a bunch of “frequency Converter-
asynchronous motor”. The use of induction motors with squirrel-cage rotor in the
traction drive of an electric locomotive is primarily due to the optimal price/quality
ratio, high reliability, low maintenance costs and high efficiency [2].

Currently, the methods of frequency control of the electric drive include [3–6]:

– scalar control;
– vector control.

The most widespread in high-frequency drives, to which the traction drive of
electric locomotives belongs, is vector control by flow coupling of the rotor, which can
be both with a sensor and without an angular speed sensor. Sensorless control, like any
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other system, has its advantages and disadvantages, namely: the determination of the
position of the rotor flux coupling can be calculated from the output data from the
sensors of phase currents and phase voltages. However, at low frequencies of the
supply voltage, the accuracy of data from the sensors decreases, which leads to unstable
operation of the vector control system (IED) of the Converter.

Therefore, on the rolling stock is often used IED with a sensor of angular frequency
of rotation of the rotor on the negative feedback.

It should be noted that vector control, in relation to scalar, has significant advan-
tages, such as a higher level of accuracy in regulating the speed of rotation of the shaft
and rapid response to possible changes in the load, provoked by external disturbing
factors from the infrastructure and the environment [7].

In this case, vector control is divided into flow-oriented control and direct torque
control [8].

2 Mathematical Model of Traction Drive Control System

2.1 The Main Provisions of the Vector Control System

The implementation of flow-oriented control is based on the direct measurement of the
flow vector, which can be determined on the basis of data on the angular position of the
rotor using a position sensor, or the so-called state observer with Sensorless control,
which by means of mathematical transformations based on changes in the flow and
stator currents calculates the flow-coupling of the rotor and its angular position.

The main disadvantage of the classical vector control system of the electric drive is
its complex structure due to the need to perform operations of converting coordinate
systems from stationary to rotating, oriented along the rotor field (x-y), and Vice versa,
necessary to control the magnetic field vector by means of a current in the direction of
the coordinate x and the quadrature component of the field in the orthogonal direction
y. However, modern trends in the development of drive electronics allow us to create
relatively cheap and high-performance frequency converters. For traction induction
motors with squirrel cage rotor frequency control is the most perfect way of economical
speed control over a wide range.

2.2 Construction of the Equivalent Circuit of the Asynchronous Traction
Motor

In General, when designing asynchronous traction motors tend to ensure that magne-
tization losses, compared with active losses in the stator windings, can be neglected.
Thus, as a model to illustrate the processes occurring in the engine, often use a sim-
plified t-shaped equivalent circuit (Fig. 1).

In the equivalent circuit (Fig. 1): us – generalized vector of input voltage; is –

generalized vector of stator current.
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The stator current vector is divided into two components: im – generalized mag-
netization current vector; ir – generalized rotor current vector. The values and ratios of
motor currents at a given input voltage are determined by the parameters of the
equivalent circuit. Stator resistance (Rs) characterizes the active losses in the stator
windings and is equal to the resistance of the phase winding of the stator. Stator
scattering inductance (Lrs) characterizes the part of the stator flow that is not coupled to
the rotor and does not participate in the creation of the moment. The main inductance
(Lm) characterizes the part of the flow that is coupled to the stator and the rotor and
participates in the creation of the moment. On the linear portion of the magnetization
curve of the motor, the main inductance is a constant. When the saturation of the
magnetic motor value of the main inductance decreases. The rotor scattering inductance
(Lrs) characterizes the part of the rotor flow that is not coupled to the stator and does
not participate in the creation of the moment. In addition, the Rr/S – parameter char-
acterizes the active losses in the rotor (Rr – rotor resistance in the short-circuit mode
(the motor shaft is braked).

The slide S is defined as follows

S ¼ n1 � n2
n1

; ð1Þ

where n1 – the speed of rotation of the field; n2 – the speed of rotation of the rotor.
Induction motor is characterized by the following state vectors:~us – stator voltage

vector;~is – stator current vector;~ir – rotor current vector;~im – magnetization current

vector; ~ws – stator flow vector; ~wr – rotor flow vector; ~wm – flow vector in the air gap
(magnetization flow).

2.3 Vector Diagram of Asynchronous Traction Motor

Figure 2 shows a vector diagram illustrating the relationship of the induction motor
state vectors.

i

u

R

R

i

i

L L

L

s r

rs

s

s m m r

Fig. 1. Induction traction motor equivalent circuit
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In the presented vector diagram, the a and b axes are associated with a fixed stator,
and the x and y axes are associated with the rotor position and its windings.

During operation of the induction motor, all vectors rotate in the cross-sectional
plane of the induction motor around the axis of rotation of the rotor. At constant speed
and load moment (in steady-state mode) the amplitudes, phase shifts and velocities of
all state vectors remain constant. In dynamics, the amplitudes of state vectors and phase
shifts between them change during transients.

Based on the above vector diagram, you can calculate the basic values. So the
magnetization current vector is equal to the mousse of the rotor and stator current
vectors:

~im ¼~is þ~ir: ð2Þ

The stator flux coupling vector is equal to the sum of the magnetization flux vector
and the stator scattering flux:

~ws ¼ ~wm þ~wrs: ð3Þ

The stator scattering flux is equal to the product of the stator current by the stator
scattering inductance:

~wrs ¼ Lrs �~is: ð4Þ

The rotor flux coupling vector is equal to the sum of the magnetization flux vector
and the rotor scattering flux:

Fig. 2. Relationship of induction motor state vectors
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~wr ¼ ~wm þ~wrr: ð5Þ

The rotor scattering flux is equal to the product of the rotor current by the rotor
scattering inductance:

~wrr ¼ Lrr �~ir: ð6Þ

Based on these expressions, you can determine the relationship between the current
triangle and the flow triangles. Here the magnetization flux is equal to the product of
the magnetization current by the motor magnetization inductance:

~wm ¼ Lm �~im: ð7Þ

By means of the above expressions the flows are expressed through the stator and
rotor currents as follows:

~wm ¼ Lm �~im ¼ Lm �~is þ Lm �~ir; ð8Þ
~ws ¼ Ls �~is þ Lm �~ir; ð9Þ
~wr ¼ Lr �~ir þ Lm �~is; ð10Þ

where Ls is the inductance of the stator, Lr is the inductance of the rotor.

Ls ¼ Lm þ Lrs; ð11Þ

Lr ¼ Lm þ Lrr: ð12Þ

The electromagnetic torque of the induction motor arises due to the interaction of
the rotor current with the flow coupling in the air gap (magnetization flow). Hence the
electromagnetic torque of a three-phase motor is defined as follows:

Met ¼ 3
2
� zp � LmLr � wx � ix ¼ 3 � zp

2 � R � wx � x; ð13Þ

where zp – the number of pairs of poles; Lm – mutual inductance of the stator and rotor;
Lr – inductance of the rotor; wx – flux coupling of the rotor; ix – stator current; R –

resistance of the rotor winding of the motor; x –angular frequency of the rotor.

2.4 Varieties of Vector Control Systems Traction Drive Locomotive

The traction drive can be controlled in three ways:

– speed control (indirectly by torque);
– torque control;
– adjacent speed and torque control.
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Figures 3 and 4 show both traction control structures.

An important part of the vector control structure is the rotor flux coupling observer
and EMF unit, which is used to calculate the amplitude and angular position of the
rotor flux coupling vector. In addition, it is optionally able to calculate the components
of the stator EMF along the axes in aid of current regulators. Depending on the
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implementation, the rotor flow coupling observer unit is capable of operating the speed
and position of the rotor, the motor phase current and the applied voltages.

Estimation of the angular position used in the coordinate transformation job stresses
from the x and y axes in a and b and the inverse transformation of the measured
currents of a and b in x and y. Jobs for currents in the x and y axes are supplied from
the flow regulator (RP) and from the reference signal point. A flow regulator is required
to boost the transients in the magnetization loop. In the end, the current assignment on
the x axis will be determined by the formula:

~wr ¼ Lm �~is: ð14Þ

However, the transient time is determined by the rotor chain time constant. In
relation to the traction motor of electric locomotives, this parameter will reach a few
seconds.

To speed up the process, it will be necessary to create a larger current in the stator.
Then the rotor current at the first moment of time, when the flux coupling is still equal
to zero, will be determined by the expression:

ir ¼ Lm
Lr

� is ð15Þ

Control of the traction drive with an external torque task makes sense when directly
regulating the traction force without reference to a given linear speed of the electric
locomotive. As mentioned earlier, the traction drive of the electric locomotive before
reaching full power is operated in critical operating modes with a limitation on the
clutch exceeding the nominal torque [9, 10]. Thus, there are a number of difficulties in
the implementation of the maximum traction properties of the drive at speeds below the
design [11, 12]. If you control the traction drive of an electric locomotive in this range
of speeds with the constancy of the electromagnetic moment, it will lead to
underutilization of traction properties, and, as a consequence, reduce the technical
speed of the train.

Vector control of the traction drive with the speed task has a greater potential in
terms of the implementation of traction properties, since there is no direct control of the
motor torque, i.e. it is possible to regulate the electromagnetic torque up to the max-
imum regardless of the task on the driver’s controller. Thus, in case of deterioration of
coupling properties of the electric locomotive, or short-term disturbing influences from
infrastructure, this system is capable to fulfill with high speed on regulation of the
electromagnetic moment of the asynchronous motor.

3 Comparison of Traction Drive Vector Control Systems

To verify these judgments, a simplified model of the electric drive control system in the
Matlab software package was developed, which allows to visually assess the features of
control with a task by moment and with a task by speed (Fig. 5).
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Figure 6 shows the results of the calculation of the mathematical model. The upper
graphs show the angular rotational speed of the induction motor rotor with direct torque
(left) and speed (right). The lower graphs show the current electromagnetic torque of
the motor [13, 14].

At the time of 0–0.4 s, the engine is started with a starting torque of 50 N m. the
torque Throw is caused by a jump in the starting current. At 0.4 s in the model with the
task time is set torque equal to 200 N m. Thus, the angular frequency of rotation of the
rotor of the motor is increasing. The moment at the same time, having an inversely
proportional dependence to the angular frequency, is slightly reduced, which in our
case can be taken as const [15].

In the model with the speed task, the angular speed of the rotor is controlled by a
negative feedback on the speed sensor. At the same time, to achieve a given angular
frequency of rotation of the rotor, the control system increases the torque on the engine
to a value of 350 N m, while accelerating and then, reaching a steady speed, reduces
the torque to a level that ensures the maintenance of a constant angular frequency of
rotation of the rotor.

It should be noted that the absolute advantage of the control system with a speed
task is its resistance to external disturbing factors. For clarity, in this model at a time of
1.5 s simulated failure of the wheel coupling with the rail (Ffriction ˂ Fk), in other
words, decreased the moment of resistance on the rotor of the engine. As you can see
from the left graphs, the task of the moment remained at the same level, the angular
speed increased slightly. On the right graphs you can see that when controlling the
traction drive with a speed task for 1.5 s with a decrease in the drag torque, the
electromagnetic torque of the engine also decreased. The angular frequency of rotation
has not increased.
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4 Conclusions

The analysis of the results showed that the considered methods of controlling the
traction drive of electric locomotives allow both adjusting the value of the torque
setting on the wheel and automatic acceleration of the electric locomotive to a given
speed with its further maintenance without direct torque setting. However, in view of
the fact that the greatest operating time of traction rolling stock is in the range from 0 to
40–60 km/h (with a limitation on the clutch), it is advisable to control them adjacent.
Thus, the control system for the traction drive will completely provide the realization of
traction properties of a locomotive subject to achieve and automatically maintain
specified speed until the construction regardless of the profile path with an acceleration
due to the task utilization of time on the wheel.
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Abstract. From the analysis of the operation of electric trains of the ET2,
ET2M, ED2T, ED4M, ED4MK series, it was revealed that their failures in some
cases are associated with battery failure. The aim of the work is to increase the
reliability of the technical condition of the fleet of suburban rail vehicles, by
developing and improving scientifically based methods aimed at increasing the
life of batteries and control circuits in general. The analysis of charging circuits
for rechargeable batteries and power supply of control circuits on electric trains
is carried out. A scheme has been developed for stabilizing the charging current
of batteries on electric trains. The elements of the circuit of a voltage regulator
are calculated and its model is compiled. The analysis of the operation of the
circuit based on the transients that accompany the operation of the charger in the
process of charging the battery. The analysis confirmed the working ability of
the circuit and the correct calculation of its elements. Comprehensive all-season
operational tests have confirmed the high efficiency of the developed battery
charging circuit eliminating overheating, recharging, and in some cases an
explosion, as well as eliminating thermomechanical defects in the control cir-
cuits. The developed charging scheme was put into continuous operation on an
electric train of the ET2M and ED2T series.

Keywords: Electric train � Braking � Rheostat � Accumulator � Battery �
Charge � Current � Source � Stabilization � Model � Development

1 Introduction

Rail transport plays an important role in many aspects of the life of the population of
Russia. Like passenger transport, in principle, it provides population mobility. Often, it
is rail transport that is a priority among passengers, this is due to the massive pendulum
movement of the population, passengers also give priority to rail transport due to the
absence of traffic jams, as well as its much higher environmental friendliness. A typical
example is Moscow, St. Petersburg, Yekaterinburg, Tver. Currently, the suburban fleet
is being updated, but along with modern motor-car rolling stock (MVPS), it also
continues to regularly operate (data for May 2019) MVPS which require moderniza-
tion, namely the series [1]:
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– ET2 (108 sections);
– ET2M (488 sections);
– ED2T (390 sections);
– ED4M, ED4MK (56 sections).

From the analysis of malfunctions of the above electric trains it became clear that
the failures of electric trains in some cases are associated with the failure of batteries
(AB). The most common causes of failure of the battery is the heating of the electrolyte
over 47 °C, leakage of the electrolyte, loss of capacity, overcharging, equalizing cur-
rents [2, 3].

In order to minimize failures, follow the train schedule and ensure the proper level
of train safety, it is necessary to develop a set of technical measures aimed at improving
the reliability of electrical equipment and devices the main cause of failure of which is
recharging, burnout of elements, low charge, loss of capacity, and in some cases, the
explosion of AB that can have a negative impact on the train crew. The main pre-
requisites for the failure of the battery at the MVPS are shown in the diagrams (Fig. 1):

– burnout of components due to surface electrolysis due to leakage currents (89%);
– loss of capacity (9%);
– other (2%).

The main source of burnout components of AB include:

– accumulation of carbonic salts (carbonates) in the electrolyte in excess of the per-
missible value;

– AB operation on an electrolyte without the addition of caustic lithium;
– AB operation at an electrolyte temperature exceeding + 47 °C;
– the occurrence of harmful impurities in the electrolyte as a result of chemical

reactions;
– AB faults and critical self-discharge.

Burnout components

89%

OtherLoss of capacity
2%9%

Fig. 1. The distribution of failure of batteries
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The loss of battery capacity usually occurs due to the selection of an incorrect mode
of operation of the battery [4, 5]:

– long operation of control and lighting circuits without recharging the batteries;
– undercharging of the battery due to an incorrect voltage regulator option.

The accumulation of carbonates in the electrolyte occurs more actively every year
from June to August. Another common cause of carbonate is damage or the absence of
plugs in the battery sections. Accumulated in the electrolyte, carbonates lower the
concentration of alkaline composition, this leads to a decrease in AB capacity.

High electrolyte temperatures in AB operation lead to capacity loss due to passi-
vation of positive electrodes (dissolution of intense mass in the electrolyte). Intensive
mass, practically insoluble in the electrolyte under normal operating conditions, dis-
solves at the highest temperature and settles on the pyus electrode, causing loss of
capacity. High electrolyte temperatures, arising as a result of an improperly selected
battery charge mode at the MHPS, lead to their periodic recharging [6].

Electrolyte contamination with harmful impurities can occur as a result of acci-
dental ingestion of iron objects into separate sections, for example, when charging
batteries with non-distilled water. Short circuits in AB occur in most cases due to the
presence of sludge that occurs when the intensive mass is washed out of the electrodes.
Excessive leaching of intense mass, especially from the negative (cadmium) electrode,
can be caused by periodic recharging of the battery. Overcharging leads to abundant
gas evolution during electrolysis of water. Gases carry particles of intense mass along
and carry them from the plane of the electrodes into the electrolyte. At the highest
electrolyte temperature (55–70 °C), particles of intense cadmium mass partially dis-
solve in the electrolyte, and then at normal temperature they settle on electrodes and
separators in the form of an iron film. The metallization of the separators turns them
into conductors of electric current and leads to enhanced self-discharge and short
circuit. In addition to short circuits inside the battery, often short circuits appear in the
battery itself. This most often goes beyond this time, when the counteraction to iso-
lation of AB is lower than generally recognized standards. The most common
mechanical damage to ABs at MVPS is damage to insulating rubber covers and
ventilation plugs. During the movement of the electric train, ripple from the carriage
frame is transmitted to the battery compartment, in fact, which leads to the loosening of
the wedges fastening the batteries. During the operation of the MVPS, grinding of the
rubber covers of the batteries occurs. Practice proves that rubber covers have an
unnecessary mechanical strength, damage to which leads to leakage of electrolyte from
the can and grounding of the battery, current leakage, earth faults, burnout of the
battery case, and in some cases explosion [7, 8].

An analysis of the battery charging circuit at the MVPS with rheostatic braking
shows that the actual negative operating modes of the batteries are caused by:

– giant surge currents due to defects in the power supply circuit of the control circuits;
– a large value of the charging current.

To eliminate the adverse effects on the operation of the battery on the MVPS of the
above grounds, formed due to the lack of a device or an electronic circuit for moni-
toring and stabilizing the charge current of the batteries, respectively:
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– eliminate the likelihood of surge currents;
– limit the charge current of the batteries to the boundaries of the nominal charging

current (14 A for AB NK55) with maintaining it within the specified limits.

A test of the tasks that need to be solved by the method of development and
implementation of the charger, provides a specific list of criteria for the charger and its
circuit [9].

From the introduction of the device-circuit will require:

– making fewer changes;
– the savings of the place to be telecommunications;
– it is likely lower mass-dimensional indicators;
– stabilization of the charging current;
– destruction of surge currents during parallel operation of batteries in the discharge

mode;
– automation.

2 Research Methods

Among the variety of electronic devices, a DC/DC converter with a pulse interface and
current feedback can be distinguished. Feedback systems (closed systems) due to a
number of [6] advantages are extremely widespread in technology. Moreover, the
scope of such systems is not limited only to the tasks of automatic regulation. In a
closed cycle, many measuring and calculating devices, various amplifiers with feed-
backs, etc.

A current sensor acts as a sensitive element in the control system of the developed
converter, since the current at its output is an object of regulation.

In the adder, the current value is subtracted from the given current value. With the
given value, we take the charge current recommended by the manufacturer equal to 14
A. As the setting element, we use a current source of 14 A.

At the next stage, the integral is calculated in the Integral block over a period of 5 s.
Due to this, stability is achieved at the initial time when the error is more than 1 A.

∫ 1

-1

Charge current 
from sensor14 V

Adder Integral unit Limiter Comparator
Control signal 

to key

2 kHz

Fig. 2. PSIM modeled control system
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Next, in the “Limiter” block, the input signal to the “Comparator” is formed by
rounding the error to 1 or –1. Due to intermediate transformations at the positive input
of the comparator, we have: 1 V if y(t) < yset; 0 V if y(t) > yset.

An alternating voltage of ± 1 V is applied to the minus input of the comparator
with the required PWM frequency. At the output of the comparator we have either 1 or
0. In the case when the power switch is open at the output of the comparator 1, it is
closed otherwise. To limit the battery charge current and maintain it within these limits,
you should use a DC/DC converter with a pulse interface and current feedback, which
is included in the battery circuit. To study transients, it is necessary to make a model of
a charging device, which is based on a circuit of a step-up voltage regulator with
stabilization of the charge current. The system was simulated using the PSIM software
package.

The model uses the designation of the elements corresponding to the scheme of the
electric train. The model includes a control transformer TRu, a rectifier installation
consisting of D32–D37 diodes and a converter. The converter is connected to the
output terminals of the rectifier installation. The rectifier installation rectifies the
sinusoidal voltage of the secondary winding of the control transformer. The model of
the circuit using a persistor controller is shown in Fig. 3.

3 Experimental Data and Results

During the battery charge due to the circuit calculated above, the charge current is
stabilized at the level set by the battery manufacturer. In this case, the control circuit
power is parallel. Simulation of the charger at constant load gives the following results,
presented in Fig. 4.

s TRu  p

220

Throttle

0.005 0.001

VT1

VD1 VT2

VD2
Converter

Current sensor

0.001560

U=0

The resistance
of the battery

D35 D36 D37

D32 D33 D34

Fig. 3. Model scheme constant current charging
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The diagrams (Fig. 4) show the following values:

(a) is the signal value corresponding to a given battery charge current;
(b) the signal value corresponding to the actual charge current received from the

current sensor;
(c) signals at the output of the adder;
(d) is the signal at the output of the integrator.

Let us evaluate the transition process. Figure 5 shows the battery charge current.

By the type of the curve of the transient response, which is the reaction of the ATS
to a single step effect, it can be determined that the curve refers to an aperiodic transient
with one overshoot.
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Overshoot calculation:

rm ¼ hmax - hyct
hyct

� 100%; ð1Þ

rm ¼ 14:6� 14
14

� 100% ¼ 4:3%:

This value characterizes the ATS as an ATS having a high quality transient.
Simulation of the charger when the input voltage is turned off. In case of power loss

at the inlet of the converter, the VT2 transistor opens (Fig. 3) and the control circuits
are powered by the battery. There is a discharge mode AB. The diode VD2 eliminates
the occurrence of surge currents during parallel operation of the AB several sections.

The battery discharge mode continues until the voltage level on the batteries
reaches a certain critical value. At the moment when the battery voltage level reaches a
critical value, VT1 will close. Thus, the battery will be protected from excessive
discharge.

Figure 6 shows a transient diagram in the event of a loss of input voltage caused by
a malfunction of the generator or transformer, as well as an open circuit. The case of the
complete absence of voltage at the input of the converter is considered.

The diagram (Fig. 6a) shows the signal emitting disconnection of the input voltage.

The diagram (Fig. 6b) shows that the battery current has changed sign. The charge
current has turned into a discharge current, the magnitude of which is due to the load
on-board network consumers. At the same time, the voltage on the batteries decreased,
since the circuit of the step-up voltage regulator was turned off. The residual voltage is
determined only by the battery level. Also in Fig. 6 it can be seen that the battery
discharge current flowing in the converter without taking into account the sign cor-
responds to the current consumed by the on-board network.

When the converter is turned off, the alternating component of the supply voltage is
excluded, which is reflected in the graphs of the voltage at the terminals of the battery
and the current consumed by the on-board network.

Simulation of the charger during charging. As you know, during the charge of the
battery between the cathode and the anode, redistribution of positively and negatively
charged particles occurs, as a result of which the emf of the battery increases. The
voltage level of a discharged battery may well reach 90 V. The voltage of a charged
battery is 110 V.
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Fig. 6. Transients due to input voltage shutdown
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Figure 7 shows graphs of currents and voltages during battery charging. Figure 7a
shows a graph of the varying voltage across the battery terminals. In the model, the
process of increasing the emf of the source is compressed to 10 s. The graph (Fig. 7b)
shows the voltage change across the terminals of the charger. The voltage at its ter-
minals rises as the counter-energized battery voltage rises. Due to the increase in
voltage at the terminals of the charger, the charge current remains stable (Fig. 7c).

At the same time, the voltage of the on-board network remains stable at the level of
108–110 V (Fig. 7d).

Testing the voltage surge at the output of the rectifier installation. Let us compare
and analyze the behavior of the existing and developed battery charge schemes using
the example of working out a voltage surge of 10 V. The initial circuit parameters with
respect to the rectifier installation and the load are the same. At the second second of
operation, an overvoltage of 10 V is emitted.

Figure 8 shows the graphs of the charging currents during voltage surge at the
output of the rectifier installation. The graph (Fig. 8a) shows the level of the charging
current generated by the charger. The surge of voltage led to an increase in the charge
current to the level of 19 A and its further stabilization at the level of 14 A. The time for
which the system returned to the set parameters was approximately 0.5 s. The graph
(Fig. 8b) shows the behavior of the charging current generated by the rectifier instal-
lation and the voltdabav. The surge of voltage at the input of the system led to an
increase in the average current to the level of 18 A. The charging current remained at
that level until the voltage subsided, after which its value returned to the nominal value.
In real conditions at MVPS, this would lead to overcharging of batteries and their
damage.
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Reducing the voltage at the output of the rectifier installation to the voltage level of
the battery would lead to the termination of the charging process or to a decrease in the
charge current to an ineffective level.

The circuit of a step-up voltage regulator with stabilization of the charge current
avoids such situations and normalizes the battery charge process, thereby extending
their service life.

Based on the study of transients of the battery charging circuit, the following
conclusions can be drawn:

– the developed charger circuit meets the initial requirements for eliminating surge
currents in the discharge mode of the battery and limiting the charging current to 14
A;

– transients when turning on and off the charger, as well as directly in the process of
charging showed the correct calculation of the parameters of the electrical circuit;

– the resulting ATS transient is an aperiodic transient with one overshoot. The
overshoot is 5%;

– the developed circuit extends the boundaries of the permissible input voltage range
for charging the battery, thereby mitigating the requirements for the stability of the
rectified voltage.

4 Calculation of the Sawtooth Generator

Sawtooth generators can operate in auto-generator modes and with external control. In
the developed circuit, we accept the widespread design of the generator based on n-p-n
transistors (Fig. 9). The main task of the transistor V3 is to discharge the capacitor C1.
On transistor V3, a standard pulse switch circuit with a supply voltage of 12 V is
assembled. Capacitor C1 charging, provides a linearly changing voltage. However, the
nature of the voltage change on C1 is not linear:
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Fig. 8. Surge and voltage drop at the output of the rectifier installation
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UC1 ¼ Eð1� e�t=sÞ; ð2Þ

where s is the charge time constant at Ik � 0 A. s = R2C1 s.; tr is the rise time of the
voltage in the pulse, the stroke time, sec., s > > tr.

To ensure line voltages, select (Fig. 10).

Figure 2 shows that in the “0A” section, the voltage increases linearly. For an
industrial frequency of 50 Hz, tr ¼ 0:02 s, But control requires wide pulses with
tr ¼ 0:05 s.

We determine the value of R2. We select the transistor V3 brand KT315B.
Parameters: maximum collector current Ikmax ¼ 100 mA. Based on the conditions of
reliability and performance at E = 12 V.

R2 ¼ E
Ikmax

: ð3Þ

From the expression (3) it follows that

U

0

A

tττr

Fig. 10. Sawtooth pulse pattern

V1

V2 V3

С1

R1 R2
Uinp

-E

Uoutp

Fig. 9. Sawtooth generator circuit
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R2� 1200Ohm: ð4Þ

We take the value C1 = 1 mkF, then to fulfill the condition s[ [ tr, we take
tr ¼ 0:05 s. So:

Rk ¼ s
C
; ð5Þ

Rk ¼ 0:05
0:000001

¼ 50000Ohm:

We take the value Rk ¼ 47 kOhm, which simultaneously satisfies conditions (2)–
(4), then:

Ik ¼ 12
47000

¼ 0:00025A:

The state of the transistor is determined by the boundary value of the start of
opening and the saturated value of the open transistor:

Ibboun ¼ Ik
bst

; ð6Þ

Ibboun ¼ Ek

bstRk
: ð7Þ

For the transistor to fully unlock, it is necessary that Ib [ Iboun. The saturation
coefficient of the transistor is determined by the formula:

S ¼ Ib
Ibboun

: ð8Þ

To ensure complete unlocking of the transistor and fast discharge take S = 1,5–3,0.
We accept S = 3. In the saturation mode, the base current of the transistor should be:

Ib � S � Ik
bst

: ð9Þ

The found base current is provided by the input circuit parameters of the key
circuit:

ð10Þ

The value of the circuit parameters substituted in expressions (9) and (10) gives the
value Ib � 0:0005�0:0010A. We accept Ib ¼ 0:001A, hence the value of Rb

provided:
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Rb [ [Rinp; ð11Þ

where Rinp is the input resistance of the transistor connected according to the scheme
with a common emitter.

Rk ¼ E
Ib
; ð12Þ

Rk ¼ 12
0:001

¼ 12000OM ¼ 12 kOhm:

The value of the circuit parameters was verified by practical assembly of the circuit
and mathematical modeling was carried out using the Electronics Workbench 5.0
program (Interactive software product). The calculation scheme and the calculation
results of the scheme are presented in Fig. 11.

The generator provides sufficient linearity of the output voltage at an amplitude of
Uoutp = 10 V and a value of tp = 0.05 s.

Fig. 11. Design diagram of a sawtooth generator, simulated in the Workbench program
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5 Comparator Calculation

Figure 12 shows the comparator circuit.
A comparator is a conventional operational amplifier operating in the Schmit

trigger mode, or specialized microcircuits that provide a threshold operation mode. The
comparator is made on the operational amplifier K140UD1B. The non-inverting input
D1 receives sawtooth pulses from the output of the sawtooth voltage generator through
the limiting resistor R3. The amplitude of the pulses at the input is 2 V. The reference
voltage from the divider R1 and R2 is applied to the inverse input. The voltage E on the
divider is 12 V, stabilized by the power supply. The reference voltage Uop is the control
voltage and determines the duration of the rectangular pulses at the output of the
comparator. The input voltage depends on the difference Up – Uop. Figure 13 shows
that a rectangular pulse appears at the output of the circuit when Up reaches the value of
Uop, therefore, by changing the values of Uop one can change the values of tp.

The calculation of the divider determining the value of Uop is reduced to the
calculation of the proportion in order to form a constant voltage on R2, based on the
condition:

UR2 �Up: ð13Þ

The input impedance of the operational amplifier Rinp � 0.5 mOhm therefore it
can be ignored. To get Uop = 0–2 V, the ratio between R1 and R2 should be 4:1. We
take the value of R1 = 820 Ohm, and the value of R2 = 220 Ohm. The operational

Uoutp

Uinp

Uop

Up

t1
t2

t

tt1 t2

Fig. 13. Rectangular pulse diagram
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Fig. 12. Comparator circuit
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amplifier is powered by bipolar voltage from the power supply. Checking the operation
of the circuit with the above parameters was carried out by mathematical modeling
using the Electronics Workbench 5.0 program and practical assembly of the circuit.
Figures 14 and 15 show the waveforms of the input and output pulses at different
values of tn.

Fig. 14. Oscillogram of input and output pulses with tn = 10 ms

Fig. 15. Oscillogram of input and output pulses with tn = 2 ms
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The value of Uop = 23% of Uop max(R2 = 0.23 R2max). As a result, rectangular
pulses with ti � 10 ms are obtained at the output. Figure 7 shows an oscillogram with
the parameters Uop = 80% of Uop max(R2 = 0.8 R2max). The duration of the output
pulses is tp � 2 ms. Practical assembly of the circuit and tests show its full operability
at values above the specified parameters.

6 Calculation of the Synchronization Device

Calculation of a synchronizing device is reduced to determining the parameters and
selecting industrial transformers of the same type. The output windings of the trans-
former 1–3 are connected to the control circuits of the transistors of the sawtooth
generators and to a three-phase rectifier of the power supply circuit (Fig. 16).

For control circuits, choose Uinp � 6–8 V. For base currents of transistors in the
control circuits Ib � 0.001 A. The power is calculated on the load of the input circuit
Pinp � 0.008 W � 8 mW. Thus, the secondary windings of control circuits do not
limit the power of transformers. Power output windings make up for a three-phase
system.

Let’s make an approximate calculation of the power consumed by the circuit
elements

Pn ¼ 3Psvg þ 3Pcomp þ 3Poutp; ð14Þ

where Psvg is the power consumed by the chains SVG of the sawtooth generator, W;
Pcomp – power consumed by the comparator, W; Poutp – power consumed by the output
circuit (blocking generator and high-frequency transformer), W.

In the sawtooth generator circuits, the consumed average power at E � 12 V is
determined by the sum of the collector currents and the base of the transistors, and is no
more than Psvg � 0.12 W.

A

B

C

Sawtooth pulse 
generator (A)

Sawtooth pulse 
generator (B)

Sawtooth pulse 
generator (C)

Fig. 16. Sync device diagram
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In the comparator circuit, the main power is consumed by the K140UD1B
microcircuit. The nameplate value of the power consumption is Pcomp = 108 mW =
0.1 W. In the input circuit (blocking generator), the power is determined by the
collector current Ik � 0.1 A, thus: Poutp � 0.1�12 = 1.2 W.

The total power of the circuit circuits, by expression, is: Pn = 3�0.12 + 3�0.1 +
3�1.2 = 4.26 � 5 W.

Taking into account the unaccounted current values in the circuit, P � 10 W. The
parametric stabilizers of the circuit have efficiency coefficients η = 50–60%, and hence:

Poutp ¼ P
g
; ð15Þ

Poutp ¼ 10
0:5

¼ 20 W:

We accept industrial transformers IT 247-127/220-50 as synchronization device
transformers, having the following parameters: Poutp nom = 22 W, U1 = 220 or 127 V,
U2.1 = 8 V, U2.2 = 20 V, U2.3 = 2.58 V (U2.1, U2.1, U2.3 – voltage groups of the
secondary windings of the transformer).

7 Calculation of the Driver Amplifier Circuit (Blocking
Generator)

The power of the signal received from the output of the comparator is small to control
the rectifier thyristors. For this reason, the circuit provides an amplifier-shaper
(Fig. 17), which provides amplification and formation of pulses before feeding them to
the control electrode circuit of the power thyristor.

R1

C1

V2

V1

R2

W1

W2 W3

Uinp

Uoutp

-E

Fig. 17. Shaper amplifier circuit
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The unlocking pulses from the output of the shaper are transmitted to the thyristor
control electrode circuit using a pulse transformer [10]. The construction of the circuit
depends on the requirements for the parameters of the control pulses. The necessary
duration of the control pulses depends on the type of converter circuit and the nature of
the load. In three-phase controlled thyristor rectifiers, the duration of the control pulse
must exceed 60°. This is necessary for starting and creating operability in the inter-
mittent current mode, when the load current decreases to zero by the time the next
thyristor is unlocked [11, 12] (Fig. 18). In converters operating on the excitation
windings of DC machines and batteries, wide control pulses with a duration of 3.9–
6.6 ms are used. Controlling wide pulses creates the specifics of constructing amplifier
circuits-shapers.

The task is complicated by the difficulty of transmitting wide control pulses through
a pulse transformer to the thyristor control circuit. This problem is solved by trans-
mitting a packet of bipolar pulses of the required duration through an output trans-
former with their subsequent rectification, before being fed to the thyristor control
circuit. The pulse repetition rate in the packet is chosen 5–10 kHz. This option of
generating control pulses is also called “high-frequency” filling (Fig. 19).

For the shaper, power pulsers are usually used, performed according to the
blocking-oscillator circuit (Fig. 17). In the device under development, a scheme of a
controlled blocking generator is adopted. The generator consists of a transistor V1 and
a pulse transformer. The working winding W1 is connected to the feedback winding
W2 by a magnetic field. The winding W1 provides the unlocking and locking of the
transistor V1. Thanks to the positive feedback, the generator is self-excited. Rectan-
gular current pulses appear in the collector circuit V1, which, passing along the primary

Iu1

t

t

Iu2

60
360

o
o

Fig. 18. Thyristor unlocking diagram
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winding W2, provide induction of the EMF in the secondary, output winding W3. The
output voltage Uoutp arrives after rectification in the thyristor control circuit.

For normal self-excitation of the blocking generator, it is necessary to ensure the
condition of the regenerative process in the circuit. It is accompanied by a mutual
increase in the base and collector currents, as a result of which the transistor V1 opens.
For this, it is necessary to provide the condition [13] in the feedback circuit:

ib � ik
b

ð16Þ

where ib is the base current V1; ik is the collector current; b is the gain of the transistor
in a circuit with a common base.

The collector current of the transistor is equal to the sum of the base and load
currents reduced to the collector winding [13]:

ik ¼ ib
nb

þ in
nn

; ð17Þ

where ib is the base current V1; nb is the transformation coefficient in the base positive
feedback circuit, which is equal to the ratio of the number of turns of the collector
winding of the transformer W2 to the number of turns of the positive feedback winding
W1 (W2/W1); nn is the transformation coefficient in the load circuit, which is equal to
the ratio of the number of turns of the collector winding of the transformer W2 to the
number of turns of the output load winding W3 (W2/W3).

Uu
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t

Iu2

U
u

Fig. 19. High frequency fill chart
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If we take at the stage of the regenerative process the voltage across the collector
winding DU, then the current in the base circuit:

ib ¼ DU
nbðR2þ rinpÞ ; ð18Þ

where rinp is the input resistance of the transistor; R2 is the resistance in the base
circuit.

We substitute expression (18) into expression (16) and find the condition necessary
for the development of a direct blocking process in the circuit:

b� 1
nb

1þ n2bðR2þ rinpÞ
n2nRn

� �
ð19Þ

where Rn is the resistance of the load circuit.
Since the pulse frequency does not exceed 10 kHz, we select ferrite 2000 NM. For

a high-frequency pulse transformer, we select an annular core made of manganese-zinc
ferrite of the 2000 NM-A0878 grade of K31 size – 18.5 � 7.0 m with a window area
of 268.8 mm2 and a cross-sectional area of 42.79 mm2 (Sc).

The number of turns of the annular core is determined by the formula [12]:

W2 ¼ 280 �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L � leff
lg � Sc

s
; ð20Þ

where L is the inductance, mH; leff is the effective length of the magnetic line, leff =
7.441 sm; lg is the dynamic magnetic permeability of the core material, we take
lg = 2000; Sc is the cross-sectional area, Sc = 0.4279 sm2.

The inductance of the coil W2 should provide a sufficient value of the inductive
resistance that limits the collector current V1, and calculate by the formula:

XL ¼ 2 � p � f � L; ð21Þ

where f is the frequency, Hz; L – inductance, Gn. We take f = 10000 Hz, L = 0.055
Gn.

XL ¼ 2 � 3; 14 � 10000 � 0; 055 ¼ 3454 ohm ¼ 3; 45 kohm:

As transistor V1 we take KT315B with the maximum allowable collector current
Ikmax � 100 mA = 0.1 A. Resistance in the collector circuit should limit the collector
current in a pulsed, dynamic mode:

Rk ¼ U
Imax

: ð22Þ

For dynamic mode, we take U = 12 V.
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Rk ¼ 12
3454

¼ 0; 0035 ohm:

The condition for the maximum permissible current is satisfied. We put the
obtained values into expression (20):

W2 ¼ 280 �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

55 � 7:4
2000 � 0:428

r
¼ 190 coils':

Given the values taken by the inductance of the winding and the fulfillment of the
condition Ikmax > Ik of the transistor V1, we reduce the number of turns by 20% and
take W2 = 160 turns. We take the values nb = nn = 2 in order to increase the values of
the base currents and the load. Then W1 = 80 turns, and W2 = 80 turns. The values of
the reduced load currents and base are determined by the formulas:

i0n ¼
in
n
; ð23Þ

where i0n is the current reduced to the collector winding; in – load current.
For the KT315B transistor, the maximum allowable power is Pmax = 0.1 W. Based

on this condition, we accept:

Pn � Pb\\
Pmax

2
; ð24Þ

Pn � Pb\\
0:1
2

¼ 0:05W:

With nn = 2, the voltage in the winding is W3 � 6 V, and the load current:

Ih ¼ Pn

U
ð25Þ

In ¼ 0:05
6

¼ 0:0083A:

then the reduced collector load current is found by the formula (23):

in ¼ 0:0083
2

¼ 0:0042A:

Base current reduced:

i0b ¼
ib
n
; ð26Þ

where i0b is the base current reduced to the collector winding; ib – base current.
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Magnetic current magnitude of the magnetic circuit:

Il ¼ 0:05�0:1ð Þ � i0n� ð27Þ

We substitute the values in expression (27) and get Il = 0.00465 A. The base
current is selected from the condition [12]:

ib [ ikb ¼ Ek

bR0
n
: ð28Þ

The load resistance R0n is determined by the formula:

R0
n ¼ n2n � Rn; ð29Þ

where Rn is the resistance in the load circuit is 20 Ohm, R0n = 22�20 Ohm.
Substitute the obtained values in the formula (27):

ib ¼ 12
100 � 80 ¼ 0:001A:

Base Chain Time Constant [7]:

s ¼ c � R2 þ rinp
� �

; ð30Þ

where s is the resistance of the base resistor; c is the capacitance of the capacitor; rinp –
input impedance (40 Ohm for KT315B).

For the accepted frequency of 10 kHz constant s = 0.1, then the capacitance:

c ¼ s
R2þ rinp

: ð31Þ

The recommended value of R2 = 1.5–3.0 kOhm [3]. We take the value of R2 = 2
kOhm. Then c = 0.6 mkF. Given the calculation errors, we take c = 1.0–0.5 mkF with
a value of R2 = 2 kOhm.

Thus, as a result of the calculation received: V1 – transistor KT315B; R2 = 2
kOhm; c = 1.0–0.5 mkF; W1 = 160 coils'; W2 = 80 coils'; W3 = 80 coils'.

Let us verify the correctness of the calculations by substituting numerical values in
expression (16) b � 50. For the adopted transistor KT315B, the value is b = 50–150
and on average is 100. Condition (16) for the regenerative process is fulfilled. Practical
assembly and configuration of the circuit confirms the calculated values. The waveform
of the voltage pulses on the collector V1 is shown in Fig. 20.
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8 Power Supply Calculation

Figure 21 shows the power supply circuit. The power supply consists of a three-phase
two-half-wave rectifier, L-shaped power filters R13, C1 and R14, C2, as well as two
parametric voltage stabilizers R13, V17 and R14, V18.

The power supply unit provides the bipolar supply voltage necessary to power the
K140UD1B microcircuits and other components of the circuit. Considering the small
ripple coefficient after three-phase rectification [1], we take the capacitances C1 =
C2 = 200 mkF � 50 V for the L-shaped power filter. The values of R13 and R14 will
be determined during the calculation of the parametric voltage stabilizer.

A schematic diagram of a parametric stabilizer is shown in Fig. 22.
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Fig. 20. Waveform of voltage pulses on the collector V1
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Fig. 21. Power supply circuit
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Given that the voltage in parallel circuits are equal:

Un ¼ Ust: ð32Þ
According to the law of Kirchhoff

Id ¼ Ist þ In: ð33Þ
Voltage drop across ballast Rb

URb ¼ In þ Istð Þ � Rb: ð34Þ
Based on the above expressions (32) and (33), the zener current is:

Ist ¼ Ud - Un

Rb
-
Un

Rn
: ð35Þ

The voltage is Un = Ust and varies insignificantly. Then, under conditions of
changing load and voltage Ud, the zener diode current Ist will change from a certain
maximum value to a minimum value (Istmin, Istmax). Figure 23 shows the current-
voltage characteristic of the zener diode.

Urev

Ustmax Ustmin

Upr

Ipr

Istmin

Istmax

Irev

Fig. 23. Current-voltage characteristic of the zener diode
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Fig. 22. Schematic diagram of a parametric stabilizer
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The calculation of the stabilizer circuit is reduced to the choice of the value of Rb.
For normal operation of the stabilizer, it is necessary that a current Istmin flowing
through Rb corresponds to the beginning of the working section of the current-voltage
characteristic. To calculate the ballast resistance, the formula is used:

Rb ¼ Udmin - Un

Istmin þ Un
Rn

: ð36Þ

Define the parameters for calculation by the formula (36). The value of Ud = 20
V ± 15% = 17–23 V. Thus, Udmin = 17 V. We take Un equal to 12 V. The value of
Rnmin corresponds to the maximum power consumption at the load current power
Pnoutp = 10 W, according to Ohm’s law:

P ¼ U � I: ð37Þ

At U = 12 V, the current In is found by the formula:

I ¼ P
U
; ð38Þ

In ¼ 10
12

¼ 0:83A,

R ¼ U
I
; ð39Þ

R ¼ 12
0:83

¼ 14:45 � 15Ohm:

As a zener diode according to the reference book, we take D815D for which
Ust = 12 V and Istmin = 25 mA, Istmax = 650 mA. Substitute the obtained value in the
formula (36)

Rn ¼ 17� 12
0:025þ 12

15

¼ 6Ohm:

The pilot assembly and testing of the circuit showed that the values of In and Pn

were clearly overestimated in the calculations of the transformer and power supply. In
order to reduce the idle current of the stabilizer and increase its efficiency, we take the
value Rb = 240 Ohm, which is consistent with the values obtained during the test
during the test circuit.

9 Calculation of the Thyristor Control Circuit

Figure 24 shows the control circuit of the main thyristors V4–V6.
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From the output of the amplifier-shaper (blocking generator), the control pulses are
fed to a high-frequency pulse transformer TR. At the transformer output, the amplitude
of the “bundles” of pulses is 6 V. As a power thyristor, thyristors of the TL2-200 brand
having the parameters are used:

– the maximum allowable direct pulse control current is 2 A;
– the maximum allowable direct current control – 10 A;
– switching current � 1.2 A;
– unlocking control current (at T = 25 °C) � 0.028 A;
– unlocking control current at (T = –50 °C) � 0.6 A;
– non-unlocking control current – 0.002 A;
– – unlocking constant control voltage (T = 25 °C) � 0.6 V.

The presence of a wide variation in control parameters does not allow the appli-
cation of the results of calculations of one thyristor, for others [12]. To ensure the stable
operation of all thyristors, an individual selection of the resistance R1 for each is
necessary.

When developing the circuit, we use control diagrams from the reference manual
[13]. The calculation according to the diagram shows that the load line passes in the
region of admissible values of the power of the control circuit. To limit the current
control current, we take the value R1 = 15 Ohms, with the output voltage of the
transformer Uinp = 6 V. As a result of experimental testing and selection of the
resistance value R1 in the thyristor control circuit, it is 15–200 Ohm. During the pilot
test, thyristors were selected in order to obtain control parameter discrepancies of not
more than 20%. Diode V7 protects the transition “control electrode–cathode” from
reverse overvoltages. As a diode V7, a diode D7G, D226B with Urevmax = 400 V and
forward current Iprmax = 0.3 A was used, which corresponds to the parameters of the
control circuit [7].

10 Conclusions

The work considers the most significant operating conditions of batteries in order to
improve their operation and extend their service life by introducing promising new
developments; a way has been found to solve the problem of stabilizing the charging of

Sawtooth voltage 
generatorV1  V2 V3

V4  V5 V6
V7R1Т

U1

-U

+U

Fig. 24. Thyristor control circuit
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batteries on a motor vehicle with rheostatic braking. The causes of premature failure of
the batteries at the MVPS (burnout of cells and loss of capacity) are identified.

The design and principle of operation of alkaline batteries are considered. The
analysis of battery charging circuits and control circuit power supply on electric trains
is carried out.

A scheme has been developed for stabilizing the charging current of rechargeable
batteries on electric trains in accordance with the requirements for it.

The elements of the circuit of a voltage regulator are calculated and its model is
compiled.

The analysis of the operation of the circuit based on the transients that accompany
the operation of the charger in the process of charging the battery. The analysis con-
firmed the efficiency of the circuit and the correct calculation of its elements.

The introduction of a step-up voltage regulator with stabilization at the output of the
battery charging current at the MVPS is an effective measure, the implementation of
which will extend the life of the batteries and reduce the costs associated with the
replacement and purchase of new batteries during depot repairs.
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Abstract. The article describes the task of a mechanical system work while it is
thermally loaded with bulky metallurgical blanks. A thermos car is given as an
example to illustrate the methods of estimation of the structure bearing com-
ponent limiting a car safe exploitation. The main heat fluxes are determined
which define the condition of the car structure parts, the features of an intra plant
rolling-stock exploitation are given. A model analyses of the thermos car is
presented in three subsystems “frame – cowl – metallurgical blank”. It also takes
into account shear stress on a slide surface. On the basis of specifications and
technical documentation, three types of loads are described, which have influ-
ence on the car in the process of its exploitation. The estimate of the distribution
of thermal fields and structure stresses of the thermos car is calculated based on
the finite elements method in the program complex ANSYS Workbench. The
results of the estimate of the developed model compliance to the real distribution
of thermal fields are given. The estimates show the necessity of the modern-
ization of the car frame thermal insulation. The solution is found which allows
keeping the tempo of metallurgical blanks cooling within a wide range of
temperature of the environment, securing the elements of the running gear and
braking equipment, guaranteeing the mechanical safety of the car bearing
structure, securing the personnel servicing the hot car elements of the rolling
stock.

Keywords: Thermos car � Metallurgical blank � Thermal process � Thermal
safety � Finite element method � Numerical experiment � Thermal field � Stress
equivalent � Thermal load

1 Introduction

Heat treatment is made to prevent flakes [1] appearance in metallurgy. One of the ways
to reduce the time of anti flake processing is to conduct isothermal annealing “with
much reduced duration and very long-time forging cooling” [2].

During anti flake processing of bulky blanks [1], some variants of long-time forging
cooling are used:

– in wells under sand layer (gravel, slag wool, etc.) [1, 3];
– in thermoses or cowls [4].
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To reduce transportation expanses, special cars are used, which are engaged in the
technological process of products creation as well as cargo transportation. In this case,
the cars are used as a vehicle and store room at the same time which cools the blanks to
a pre-set temperature. The thermos car [5] consists of a platform on which the blanks
are loaded and a cowl with thermal insulation made of industrial felt [6]. There is a
fireclay brick lining on the frame. The cowl is set on the platform after hot blanks had
been loaded. The cars are rolled out of the production area where they are kept about
20–24 h. When the blanks temperature is lowed to 300°, further processing is con-
ducted in accordance to the technical rout.

The search of the process of the metallurgical blanks cooling is made to solve two
tasks:

– analyses of heat flux in the thermos car and technological effect test of the blanks
heat treatment;

– valuation of thermal stresses influence on the thermos car structure.

The analyses of the heat fluxes in the thermos car and the testing of the techno-
logical effect of the blanks cooling were examined in works [6, 7]. The solution of the
task was received due to the heat balance equation [8] in the supposition that the air
temperature in the thermos rises quickly equally to the air temperature inside the
thermos when the blanks were being loaded, to some temperature after its structure had
been warmed. The results of the modeling of the blanks cooling process showed the
possibility of their use for the anti flake processing of thermos cars. The dependences of
the forging cooling at different parameters of the car thermal insulation were obtained.

The related lining temperature and its parameters in the structure of such cars was
determined according to the demands of the blanks production, and the influence of
temperature stresses on the car structure was not taken into account. Therefore, on the
projecting stage, there is an actual task of quantitative estimation of the range of the
extreme stresses on the structure limiting the safe car exploitation.

The thermos car is an intra factory transport with a narrow sphere of use, followed
by:

– high temperature stresses on the elements of the car structure (wheel sets, axle box,
brakes equipment);

– heavy stresses in the time of the blanks in time of loading;
– the absence of hump yards while being used;
– increased axial load;
– low moving speed;
– the absence of emergency stops.

The main rated forces are: the tensile and squeezing forces of behavior between
cars and a locomotive, gravity of the car and cargo. Such combination of stresses is
typical only for the thermos car frame. Thus, due to the thermos car structure, the
durability of the frame and cowl was estimated separately. The thermal stress is an
additional one. Unequal temperature distribution in the car structure elements or the
limitation of their heat increase can lead to plastic deformations and, as a result, the
destruction of elements [9].
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The uniqueness of the situation is that such conditions as the outside temperature
and its change while the blanks are being cooled to a pre-set temperature, the lining
layer condition, the shape and rigidity of the structure and cowl are not known
beforehand. Therefore, the definition of “loading” was defined as “the condition of
machinery and mechanisms, caused by external influences and the conditions of
functioning” [10]. In our case – the combination of heating and mechanical processes
and phenomena. According to [11], the main characteristics of thermal stress of the car
parts are the temperature of assembly units and the car parts (axle box, brakes
equipment, etc.), which satisfy the demands of the car safety and the stresses in the car
structure parts caused by the main and additional stresses.

2 Method of Calculation

We will consider the time of blanks load on the supporting bars and the set of thermally
insulated cowl as the starting point. The heat fluxes scheme is represented in Fig. 1.
The blanks are cooled due to free convection from the blanks surface to the air Q1 in
the thermos car, and due to heat conductivity through supporting bars Q2.

To ease mathematical description, a traditional for the tasks of heat engineering
method was used: the interaction of a solid body with gas comes down to the process of
heat conductivity, and their interaction is considered through boundary values. Lining
on the frame, thermal insulation on the cowl, external surfaces of the frame and the
cowl parts were considered as coupled surfaces [11]. In this case, convection heat
transfer through the elements is the surface load and was modeled with the relevant
coefficient of heat transfer on these surfaces. Heat flux contacting with two bodies was
determined on condition that the temperature of the contact and respond surfaces is
equal, for example, on a blank and the supporting bar of the frame. Heat transfer of the
car multilayer elements (for example, thermally insulated walls of the cowl, the car
floor with lining) was determined through the equivalent coefficient of heat conduc-
tivity which is equal to the scope of layers [12]:

kequival ¼
Xn
k¼1

hk

Pn
k¼1

hk

Pn
k¼1

hk
kk

; ð1Þ

where hk – thickness of the layer; kk – coefficient of the layer heat conductivity.
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Figure 1: Q1 – the amount of heat transferred from the blanks to the air inside the
thermos; Q2 – the amount of heat transferred from the air through the thermal insulation
of the cowl having thickness hk to the external surfaces of the cowl; Q3 – the amount of
heat removed from the external surfaces of the thermos car cowl to the atmospheric air;
Q4 – the amount of heat transferred from the blanks through the supporting bars; Q5 –

the amount of heat transferred through the fire-clay lining having thickness hf to the
metallic platform box; Q6 – the amount of heat transferred from the metallic structure
of the car frame to the atmospheric air.

The assessment of the thermos car stress condition was made on the bases of the
finite element method [13] in the program complex ANSYS Workbench [14]. The
thermos car model analyses is a spatial volume-lamellar scheme (Fig. 2).

The model analyses of the thermos car is represented as three subsystems “frame –
cowl – metallurgical blank” and is built on the following assumptions:

– the use of the contact “line – plane” type. Such assumption is used in the places of
junctions of the thermos car frame and cowl without relevant shift (rigidly knot to
knot);

– in positions 1, 2, 3 (Fig. 2), being conjugate surfaces of the supporting tubes of the
cowl and frame arms, supporting bars and frame boxes, metallurgical blanks and
supporting bars a friction contact is used “plane – plane”;

– in positions 4, 5, 6 (Fig. 2), there were hinged fixing with the possibility of a
relevant deformation along pre-set directions. Such solution is the result of the
material thermal widening and lets the structure “breath”. The accepted type of
fixings is used in bolt fixations between the cowl tubes, fixations between the skin
panels and cowl bars, fixations between the supporting bars and frame limiters.

Fig. 1. Scheme of the heat fluxes in the thermos car
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The modeling of the sheet and roll-formed shape of the cowl and the frame was
made with elements SHELL 181 [15], which let set the necessary thickness of a
lamellar structure element. The volume final elements SOLID 187 were used for the
body center plate approximation, the on-body center plate boxes, the front and back
thrust blocks. The contact surfaces were described by the final elements CONTA 174
and TARGE 170 for the contact and responding surfaces relatively. While choosing the
target and contact surfaces, we followed the condition that the target surface is less
convex or flat.

Fig. 2. The Thermos Car Lamellar Model and the Conditions of the Structure Parts Interaction:
1, 2, 3 – frictional contact “plane–plane” type; 4, 5, 6 – hinged fixing with the possibility of a
relevant thermal deformation
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Table 1 gives the calculating model, formed after the final-element net was placed.

Solving the contacting task, we considered that the contact surfaces relevantly to
each other remove a part of shear stress along the section surfaces. In this case, the
equivalent shear stress s was defined as:

si ¼ lNi þ b; ð2Þ

where l – traction coefficient; b – sliding resistance (coupling); Ni – pressure on the
contact surface, i = 1, 2, 3 in Fig. 2.

If there is an excess of the equivalent shifting stress of some value smax, the surfaces
start sliding relevantly to each other. In the calculating model we considered only
sliding in contact and the absence of shear stresses, the amount of which is not large
while tensely deformed condition of the entire structure was being assessed.

The procedure of the tensions calculation was conducted within two stages [15]:

– the first stage – the calculation of the temperature fields and the relevant temperature
deformations;

– the second stage – vertical loads of the weight of the car parts (frame and cowl) and
metallurgical blanks were put.

For the assessment of the frame and the cowl durability, a traditional approach was
used, based on comparison to safe tension. Equivalent stresses of the theory of max-
imum power of shape changes (Mises-Hencky theory) was accepted as calculating
stresses. Possible destructions of the lining thermal insulation of the car frame were
taken into account by changing the coefficient of the heat transfer in the local areas of
the final element model.

3 Results

The calculation of the temperature fields distribution in the parts of the thermos car
structure was made with the metallurgical blanks heated up to 550 °C and the outside
air 22 °C. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the temperature fields in the mostly
thermally stressed elements of the thermos car metallurgical structure after its structure
had been warmed up.

The level of the compliance of the developed model to the distribution of the
temperature fields was estimated comparing theoretical and experimental data. The data

Table 1. The final-element model

The name of the final-element model The amount of knots The amount of elements

Frame 352211 197734
Cowl 336122 176940
Metallurgical blank 380980 214581
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were received in Nizhniy Tagil Iron and Steel Works while examining thermos cars in
24–26 h after the metallurgical blanks had been loaded (Table 2).

Fig. 3. The distribution of the temperature fields in the thermos car frame

Table 2. The comparison of theoretical and experimental temperature data in the elements of
the car frame and the cowl

Car frame element Experiment, °C* Theoretical calculation, °C

Spinal beam 73/61 56
The flooring (bottom) 147/131 129
Side binder 77/48 37
Cowl 40 37
Vertical walls 73 54
Supporting bars

* Numerator – the upper temperature rate, denominator – the average
temperature rate of five cars testing.
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Relatively large difference of the temperature rates of some parts are explained by a
large amount of parameters and factors which influence on the final result. They are the
parameters of the thermos car structure, and the parameters of the environment. The
surfaces of the supporting bars of the cowl of the real car had initial deflections and
bearing elements deformations, local destructions of the lining layer and others. The
data in Table 2 are presented under ideal conditions of carrying the numerical exper-
iment out. When the metallurgical blanks were loaded and the cowl was set the thermos
car was kept in the preset temperature conditions during 24 h. In real life, most of the
time is spent for waiting and shunting operations in a service department where the
temperature may differ much from the experimental one. The received temperature
fields were accepted as surface loads in the stage of estimating the main element of
mechanical safety – strength analyses.

Mechanical safety [12] being influenced by the combination of loads was estimated
for steel structure 09G2S with the limit of the material fluidity rflu = 295 MPa.
Equivalent stresses, by the first two combinations of loads [18] appearing in the ele-
ments of the thermos car frame, do not exceed the permitted stress according to the
strength condition. The maximum stresses rates are seen in the frame elements (pivot
box of the car). The rates are 0.6 rflu. In the elements of the metallurgical structure of
the cowl, the stress rates do not exceed 0.4 rflu.

As a result of the temperature load, it is seen that the summary of the loads in the
local parts of the structure grow a lot:

– spine beam elements up to 0.75 rflu;
– supporting arm of the cowl up to 0.5 rflu;
– supporting bar (0.85–0.90) rflu.

The main temperature influence is on the vertical sheet of the supporting bar. There
are hard stress concentrations 0.9 rflu on the welded parts of the vertical sheet and the
supporting plate under the combination of influence of mechanical and temperature
stresses on the structure. Possible deviation from the data of the heat characteristics may
cause further growth of the combination of stresses; as a result they reach the critical
point of fluidity, that is the transfer to the plastic characteristics of the work of metals.
However, this conclusion refers only to the supporting bar (replaceable “sacrifice” part),
being in direct contact with hot metallurgical blanks, not contacting with bearing ele-
ments of the thermos car, the parts the under-car equipment and running gear.

The situation gets different when the parameters of the thermal insulation of the car
frame are changed, caused by the destruction of the lining layer fire-clay brick.
Mechanical influence in the process of loading-unloading leads to the destruction of the
thermal insulation layer. This finally leads to the necessity of changing the thermal
insulation layer. The calculations show, if the thickness of the thermal insulation layer is
shortened at 1.5 times in the area of the pivot beam the temperature of the flooring rises
up to 180 °C. In this case the parts of the trolley equipped with polymeric elastic parts
may be extremely heated. The working temperature of most of the polymeric parts in
cars structure is limited by 100–120 °C. The change of the efficient condition of the
running gear, caused by increase of the temperature limit, goes along with softening and
melting of slips to the frictional wedge, elastic slider, adapter insertion of the axle box.
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The temperature distribution analyses along the thermos car showed that the car
protecting parts need the development of additional demands concerning thermal
safety. The structure of the supporting bars of the car cowl, spine and crossbeams of the
frame are located in the area of direct contact of the staff with the hot surfaces.
Therefore, there is a necessity of additional demands to exclude the contact of the
personnel servicing a rolling-stock with the hot car parts, on thermal safety of the
technological process of exploitation and technical service of the described rolling-
stock [16].

As a variant, in the thermos car structure modernization, we see the change of the
thermal insulation layer from the fire-clay brick to the industrial felt thermal insulation
overlapped with a metallic net to protect from mechanic damages. The calculations
show that the change of the fire-clay lining reduces heat losses, and warm up time is
reduced by 16%. The change of the frame thermal insulation decreases the car con-
tainer more than 2.5 tons, reduces the temperature of the protecting surfaces of the car
frame up to 35–40%. It also provides a stable blanks cooling not depending upon the
environmental conditions.

4 Conclusion

The calculations of the thermos car gave a motivated conclusion about the necessity of
modernizing the lining thermal insulation of the frame structure. The developed
volume-lamellar and final element models of the thermos car can be adapted for the
structural changes without heavy expenses. The calculation method of the thermos car
structure will not be changed under the use of other materials of the frame lining and
thermal insulation of the cowl, including standard variants. The increased complexity
of the thermal load calculation is possible if the model of the lining material is changed.
As a whole, such approach lets estimate the possibility of using several types of the
thermal insulation of the car structure. In difference from the standard approaches for
the estimation of non-self-propelled rolling-stock safety [11, 16], the suggested cal-
culation takes into account thermal stress of all car parts.

The considered thermos car structure responds the demands of mechanical safety in
accordance to the outside temperature and mechanical effects. The received data prove
the correspondence of the rolling-stock to the demands of the knots and car parts safety
under the influence of high temperature and the possibility of such cars exploitation for
providing technological operations. The guaranteed safe range of the structure
exploitation is determined by assumptions limitations and criteria of the limit condi-
tions accepted by the methods. Under the influence of extreme temperature (caused by
the destruction of the thermal insulation layer of the car frame), it is necessary to
prevent the personnel from contacting with hot parts while servicing and operating a
rolling-stock.
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Abstract. Shows the results of a study in materialogy the surface of the for-
mation of coatings by the method of electrospark alloying (ESA) using anodic
aluminum-matrix composite materials (AMCM). The kinetic experimental and
mathematical dependences of the formation of the alloyed layer (AL) are shown,
the results of studies of the wear resistance of AL with recommendations for the
use of anodic materials and treatment modes are presented. The obtained series
of cathode weight gain, erosion resistance of anodic materials, mass transfer
coefficient, wear resistance of the surface after ESA, efficiency of formation of
the AL and efficiency indicators of ESA taking into account the treatment
modes, recommendations for achieving the required properties of AL at
ESA AMCM are shown.

Keywords: Materialogy of surface � Electrospark alloying � Alloy layer �
Anodic materials � Aluminum matrix materials � Wear

1 Introduction

Surface is an integral property of any means of activity created by nature or humans
and studies of surface increasingly raise scientific and practical interest among the
research community. Along with differentiated studies of surfaces by different branches
of science, a new stage in the development of material science has been undergoing
formation lately - materialogy [1] and its important branch – the materialogy of the
surface that involves research of surfaces in all aspects. One of the urgent issues of the
materialogy of surface is studying the process of formation of coatings for working
surfaces of machine parts. Proceeding from the functional purposes of machine parts,
their working surfaces are the subject of increasingly rigid standards for hardness, wear
resistance, heatproof properties, etc. The desired properties of working surfaces are
attained to a greater extent by the method of electrospark alloying (ESA), invented by a
Russian scientist B.R. Lazarenko [2]. This method is distinguished by a high level of
science linkage [3] and allows the application of coatings in the form of an alloy layer
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(AL) using anodic materials. The latter are selected according to the functional pur-
poses of the surfaces under study.

Among the anodic materials, the use of aluminium matrix materials, especially
anodic aluminium matrix composite materials (AMCM) [4] is under special research
and practical interest as they are distinguished by improved wear resistance properties
and some other reinforced properties [5]. Our study was aimed at the development and
research of new anodic AMCM that improve the efficiency of the ESA process due to
decrease in erosion resistance and improvement of the physical, chemical and opera-
tional characteristics of coatings owing to the use of composite mixtures (based on Al
and dispersion reinforced materials), intended for deposition of anti-friction ESA-
coatings.

2 Methodology, Materials and Equipment

We used high quality steel 45 as the material for the base (cathode). This steel is most
widely used for production of mechanical engineering articles and is distinguished by
sufficient reasonable strength and wear resistance properties. It is used for production of
distribution shafts, crank shafts, pinion gear shafts, as well as cog-wheels, rack-wheels,
clutches, cylinders, spindles and other machine parts subjected to heat treatment.

We chose aluminium matrix materials as anodic materials in consideration for the
properties of aluminium [6], which does not form continuous solid solutions with other
elements. Nevertheless, Al forms limited solid solutions with Zr, Cr, Fe, and Ni. It also
forms limited solid solutions on the basis of other elements a-Ti, b-Ti, Cr, Fe, Ni, Zr. In
addition, Al forms compounds with Ti, Zr, Cr, Fe, Ni, H, C, N, and O. Al also forms
eutectic mixtures with Fe and Ni. Taking into account the above mentioned properties
of Al, in the laboratories of the Institute for Material Studies of the Khabarovsk
Scientific Center of the Far Eastern Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, we
obtained the following aluminium matrix materials: (1) “A” (№36) NiO-TiO2-Al;
(2) “B” (№37) NiO-Zr-TiO2-Al; (3) “C” (№65) Ni-Cr-Zr-Al; 4) “D” (№66) Ni-Cr-Zr-
Ti-Al. We took into account that Al does not form alloys with the above mentioned
elements. Besides that, anodic materials “A” and “B” contain oxide TiO, which reacts
with air at temperature of 800 °C forming TiO2, and oxide NiO, which reacts with
carbon recovering to metallic nickel and with oxides of Al and Fe when heated,
reducing them to pure metal; and materials “C” and “D” contain Cr.

As a pulse generator, we used the plant “IMEIL” of the Institute for Material
Studies with the following modes: pulse rate tp/r = 50–25 µs, charge pulse duration
tp = 40–80 µs, and frequency f = 500 Hz. Two treatment modes developed experi-
mentally were chosen for comparison: tp/r = 50 µs, tp = 40 µs (hereinafter the first
mode tp/r/tp = 50/40 is indicated as ʹ) and tp/r = 25 µs, tp = 80 µs (the second mode
25/80 is indicated as ʺ). The values for the cathode weight increase and anode erosion
were determined by a gravimetric procedure with electronic balance Shinko Denshi
HTR-220 CE accurate within ±2�10−4 g. Microabrasive wear was performed using the
plant “Calotest CSM”, with ZrO2 as a sphere counterbody.
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3 Results and Discussions

As is seen from Fig. 1, all the curves of mass transfer RDC, obtained through ESA of
steel 45 with anodic AMCM under the modes A0; B0; C0; D0 and Aʺ, Bʺ, Cʺ, Dʺ, refer
to the class of “Lazarenko curves” [7].

The maximum value of mass transfer RDC was observed at t = 5–8 min when
performing ESA of surface specific area of 1 cm2 and reached the values of RDC = 12–
20 g�10−4. After that up to t = 10 min the ESA process became stabilized and no gain
RDC was observed. In all cases, the value RDC under the modes tp/r/tp = 25/80
exceeded (1.11-1.54 times) the value under the modes tp/r/tp = 50/40 and achieved
maximum value RDC = 20.6�10−4g at t = 8 min under ESA with anodic material Dʺ.
At t = 10 min, the maximum value RDC = 20.2�10−4 g was observed under ESA with
anodic material Dʺ, the minimum value RDC = 12.1�10−4 g was observed under ESA
with anodic material Aʹ. We obtained the weight gain series for anodic materials with
consideration to the changes in treatment modes: Dʺ ! Cʺ ! Aʺ ! Bʺ ! Dʹ !
Bʹ ! Cʹ ! Aʹ (series 1*), which shows that anode materials Dʺ and Cʺ had the
maximum weight gain at ESA t = 10 min (RDC = 20.2 and 19.6 g�10−4 at
tp/r/tp = 25/80 correspondingly) and that materials Dʺ and Cʺ had minimum weight
gain (RDC = 13.1 and 12.1 g�10−4 at tp/r/tp = 40/50 correspondingly).

The values for erosion at t = 10 min of the ESA anodic materials under research
reached the values of RDa(10min) = 231.7–667�10−4 g. We obtained the erosion resis-
tance series for anodic materials under the changes in treatment modes: Dʹ ! Cʹ !
Cʺ ! Dʺ ! Bʹ ! Aʹ ! Bʺ ! Aʺ (series 2*). This series show that anodic materials
Dʹ and Cʹ are distinguished by the maximum erosion resistance (RDa(10min) = 231.7 and
385.9�10−4 g correspondingly) under the ESA modes tp/r/tp = 50/40; and the materials

Fig. 1. NURBS curves of the process kinetics for ESA of steel 45 with anodic AMCM A, B, C,
D under the ESA modes: (a) tp/r/tp = 50/40; (b) tp/r/tp = 25/80.
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Bʺ and Aʺ have the minimum erosion resistance (RDa(10min) = 465.5 and 667�10−4 g
correspondingly) at tp/r/tp = 25/80.

Table 1 presents some of the values resulted from the research of ESA of steel 45
with anodic AMCM.

We obtained the following mathematic expressions of polynominal equations for
the kinetic dependencies trendlines (Fig. 1) under the ESA of the surface specific area
of 1 cm2 of steel 45 with anodic AMCM depending on the time (t, min):

– changes in the resulting cathode weight gain (RDc) under the treatment modes
A0; B0; C0; D0 (40/50):

RDc A0ð Þ ¼ 0:1318t3 � 4:6966t2 þ 46:974; R2 ¼ 0:9710; ð1Þ

RDc B0ð Þ ¼ 0:1169t3 � 3:0233t2 þ 30:354þ 5:6154t; R2 ¼ 0:9856; ð2Þ

RDc C0ð Þ ¼ 0:2681t3 � 6:8986t2 þ 54; 973tþ 2:1399; R2 ¼ 0:9975; ð3Þ

RDc D0ð Þ ¼ 0:3825t3 � 8:5836t2 þ 62:215t; R2 ¼ 0:9893; ð4Þ

– anode erosion (RDa) under the treatment modes A0; B0; C0; D0 40=50ð Þ :

RDa A0ð Þ ¼ �23:099t2 � 248:78tþ 65:287; R2 ¼ 0:9949; ð5Þ

RDa B0ð Þ ¼ �0:5723t2 � 450; 3t; R2 ¼ 0:9977; ð6Þ

RDa C0ð Þ ¼ �2:824t2 � 371:97tþ 136:96; R2 ¼ 0:9946; ð7Þ

RDa D0ð Þ ¼ �235:55t� 82:364; R2 ¼ 0:9919; ð8Þ

Table 1. Values for cathode weight gain RDC(10min); anode erosion RDa(10min); mass transfer
coefficient RCMTr(av), %; wear RWAL, 10

−4 g and the forming efficiency indicators for AL
(cALF�10−3) and ESA (ceff�10−3)

Mode Aʹ Bʹ Cʹ Dʹ Aʺ Bʺ Cʺ Dʺ

RDC(10min) 12.1 13.7 13.1 14.3 15.9 15.2 19.6 20.2
RDa(10min) 457 456.7 385.9 231.7 667 465.5 392.3 408.7
RCMTr(av), % 6.7 5.5 10.0 11.4 3.2 6.2 10.4 8.5
RWAL, 10

−4 г 42 29 33 25 39 27 31 22
cALF�10−3 0.37 0.34 0.51 0.38 0.34 0.44 0.80 0.70
ceff�10−3 15.6 10.0 16.7 9.4 13.2 11.8 24.8 15.4
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– changes in the anode erosion (RDC) under the modes A00; B00; C00; D00 25=80ð Þ :

RDC A00ð Þ ¼ 0:2795t3 � 7:0635t2 þ 58:413tþ 2:014; R2 ¼ 0:9941; ð9Þ

RDC B00ð Þ ¼ �2:3287t2 þ 38:378tþ 0:7972; R2 ¼ 0:9847; ð10Þ

RDC C00ð Þ ¼ �2:2308t2 þ 42:126t� 1:0979; R2 ¼ 0:9971; ð11Þ

RDC D00ð Þ ¼ 0:3409t3 � 8:8456t2 þ 74:638t� 0; 979; R2 ¼ 0:9983; ð12Þ

– and the anode erosion RDað Þ under the modes A00; B00; C00; D00 25=80ð Þ :

RDa A00ð Þ ¼ 6:1051t3 � 21:703t2 � 1041:9t� 45:371; R2 ¼ 0:9922; ð13Þ

RDa B00ð Þ ¼ �7:5408t2 � 379:32t� 41:566; R2 ¼ 0:9951; ð14Þ

RDa C00ð Þ ¼ �6:2826t2 � 331:86; R2 ¼ 0:9991; ð15Þ

RDa D00ð Þ ¼ �11:788t2 � 315:76tþ 57:455; R2 ¼ 0:9908: ð16Þ

The validation criterion of the obtained polynominal trendlines R^ for the resulting
weight gain RDC lies within the limits 0.9983 > R2 > 0.9710, and for the anode ero-
sion RDa the validation criterion lies within the limits 99.91 > R2 > 9908.

Under all ESA modes we observed a decrease in the mass transfer coefficient
RCMTr during the first t = 3–4 min followed by gradual stabilization and slow decrease
in its value to t = 10 min (Fig. 2). We have obtained a series of dependencies for the
mass transfer coefficient RCMTr (av) with consideration to the changing treatment
modes: D′ ! Cʺ! Cʹ ! Dʺ ! A′! Bʺ ! Bʹ ! Aʺ (series 3*) which displays the
best values of RCMTr (av) for the anodic materials Dʹ and Cʺ (RКп(cp) = 11.4 and10.4
correspondingly) and the worst values of RCMTr (av) for the materials Bʹ and
Aʺ (R CMTr (av) = 5.5 and 3.2 correspondingly).

We have obtained the following polynominal equations for the dependencies of the
mass transfer coefficient RCMTr (av) (Fig. 2) under the ESA of the surface specific area
of 1 cm2 of steel 45 depending on the treatment time (t, min):

– using anodic AMCM A0; B0; C0; D0 under the mode 40/50:

RCMTr ðavÞ A0ð Þ ¼ 0:1939t2 � 3:4556þ 18:193; R2 ¼ 0:9755; ð17Þ

RCMTr ðavÞ B0ð Þ ¼ �0:0408t2 � 0:1141tþ 7:7048; R2 ¼ 0:9198; ð18Þ

RCMTr ðavÞ C0ð Þ ¼ �0:0759t3 þ 1:7051t2 � 13:058tþ 39:094; R2 ¼ 0:9877; ð19Þ
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RCMTr ðavÞ D0ð Þ ¼ 0:1699t2 � 3:4243tþ 23:709; R2 ¼ 0:9644; ð20Þ

– using materials A00; B00; C00; D00 under the mode 25/80:

RCMTr ðavÞ A00ð Þ ¼ 0:0047t3 � 0:0475t2 � 0:2354tþ 4:8803; R2 ¼ 0:9044; ð21Þ

RCMTr ðavÞ B00ð Þ ¼ �0:044t3 þ 0:7993t2 � 4:8849tþ 15:614; R2 ¼ 0:9258; ð22Þ

RCMTr ðavÞ C00ð Þ ¼ 0:0295t2 � 0:4753tþ 0:795þ 15:357; R2 ¼ 0:9965; ð23Þ

RCMTr ðavÞ D00ð Þ ¼ 0:021t2 � 1:195tþ 14:256; R2 ¼ 0:9811; ð24Þ

The validation criterion for the obtained polynominal trendlines R^ for the changes
in the dependencies of mass transfer coefficient RCMTr (av) lies within the limits of
0.9965 > R2 > 0.9044.

4 Investigation of Properties of AL and the Analysis of ESA
Efficiency

Research in the wear resistance of the steel 45 surface before and after ESA with anodic
AMCM (Fig. 3) showed that wear resistance properties increase 2.4 times on the
average. In all cases we observed rapid increase in the wear during the first 2–3 min
(burn-in period), then the wear process proceeds uniformly. The best wear resistance
values were obtained after ES alloying with material “D”, which displayed the best
values for all treatment modes under the study: RWAL(Dʺ and Dʹ) 3.27 and 2.88 times
correspondingly. We obtained the lowest values for wear resistance for material “A”:
RWAL (Aʺ and Aʹ) 1.85 and 1.71 times correspondingly. This obtained wear resistance

Fig. 2. NURBS – mass transfer coefficient RCMTr (av) curves, % under the ESA of the steel 45
with AMCM A, B, C, D with the modes: (a) Aʹ, Bʹ, Cʹ, Dʹ (50/40); (b) Aʺ, Bʺ, Cʺ, Dʺ (25/80)
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series for materials: Dʺ ! Dʹ ! Bʺ ! Bʹ ! Cʺ ! Cʹ ! Aʺ ! Aʹ (series 4*) dis-
plays the highest wear resistance under ESA with anodic materials Dʺ and Dʹ for
treatment modes (25/80 and 50/40, RWAL = 22�10−4 g and 25�10−4 g correspond-
ingly), and the lowest with materials Aʹ (RWAL = 42�10−4 g). Under similar conditions
of wear resistance testing, the wear of steel 45 without coatings was RW(st.45) = 72
10−4 g.

We have obtained the following polynominal equations for the AL wear depen-
dencies (RWAL) after ESA of steel 45 with AMCM Aʹ, Bʹ, Cʹ, Dʹ

– under the ESA treatment modes 50/40:

RW A0ð Þ ¼ �0:0077t2 þ 3:7195� 2:3409; R2 ¼ 0:9957; ð25Þ

RW B0ð Þ ¼ �0:0692t2 þ 3:3784t� 1:7955; R2 ¼ 0:9914; ð26Þ

RW C0ð Þ ¼ �0:0277t2 þ 3:1191� 1:0227; R2 ¼ 0:9901; ð27Þ

RW D0ð Þ ¼ �0:0659t2 þ 3:011t� 2; R2 ¼ 0:9929; ð28Þ

– under the ESA treatment modes Aʺ, Bʺ, Cʺ, Dʺ:

RW A00ð Þ ¼ �0:0227t2 þ 3:4808� 0:9773; R2 ¼ 0:9882; ð29Þ

RW B00ð Þ ¼ �0:0749t2 þ 3:2887� 2:3182; R2 ¼ 0:9919; ð30Þ

RW C00ð Þ ¼ �0:1061t2 þ 3:9078t� 2:0682; R2 ¼ 0:9893; ð31Þ

Fig. 3. NURBS curves of AL wear (RWлc) after ESA of steel 45 with AMCM A, B, C, D under
treatment modes: (a) Aʹ, Bʹ, Cʹ, Dʹ (50/40); (b) Aʺ, Bʺ, Cʺ, Dʺ (25/80)
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RW D00ð Þ ¼ �0:0919t2 þ 3:1459t� 2:6364; R2 ¼ 0:9928: ð32Þ

The validation criterion for the obtained polynominal trendlines R^ of the changes
in the aggregate wear lies within the limits 0.9957 > R2 > 0.9882.

When forming AL, an important constituent of the ESA assessment is the efficiency
of the ESA method (ceff). The latter depends on the properties of the anodic material
and the material of the base. The efficiency is also connected with the diverse character
of the following parameters: mass transfer, formation of the AL “secondary structures”,
destruction of AL under the impact from impulse thermo-mechanical loads, duration of
the ESA (tESA), mean mass transfer coefficient (CMTr (av).), and the AL material’s
acquired properties (cpr.AL), including wear resistance (WAL), hardness and other
parameters [7].

γф.лс =ƩΔк·tESA·ƩКп.ср., ð33Þ

where: Ʃ CMTr (av) =ƩΔк.ср / ƩΔа.ср.; 

ceff ¼ c/:AL � cpr:AL; ð34Þ

where: cpr.AL = cWAL(st45)/cWAL is the ratio of the properties under consideration (in-
cluding wear resistance, heat resistance, hardness, etc.) of the base material to those of
AL. Some of the efficiency parameters for ESA of steel 45 with anodic AMCM are
presented in the Table. In the case under consideration, the parameter ceff is pre-
sumptive for particular parameters ƩDC, ƩDa, CMTr (av), ƩWAL, cALF that constitute the
efficiency. One of the most important among them is the parameter of AL formation
(cф.AL), which significantly depends on the anodic material and the modes of treatment,
as well as on the values of pulse rate (tp/r) and the charge impulse duration (tp).

On the basis of comparison of the numerical values in Table 1 we have obtained a
series of priority ratios for ESA that are characteristic of the achievement of the most
important constituents and parameters of efficiency (series 1* – ƩDC, mg; series 2* –

ƩDa, mg; series 3* – CMTr (av), %; series 4* – ƩWAL, g�10−4). These series of the
efficiency parameters (1*-4*) do not coincide with the series of the AL formation
efficiency cALF: Cʺ ! Dʺ ! Cʹ ! Bʺ ! Dʹ ! Aʹ ! Bʹ ! Aʺ (series 5*) and the
series of the ESA efficiency (ceff): Cʺ ! Cʹ ! Aʹ ! Dʺ ! Aʺ ! Bʺ ! Bʹ ! Dʹ
(series 6*). Nevertheless, they can be used for forecasting reachable parameters of AL
when ES alloying steel 45 with the explored anodic materials with consideration to the
applied treatment modes. For instance, the best values of treatment modes for the
maximum value of the cathode weight gain ƩDк are as follows: pulse rate tp/r = 25 µs,
charge impulse duration tp = 80 µs at the frequency of f = 500 Hz using anodic
material “D” (the second is material “C” with the same ratio of pulse rate to impulse
duration: tp/r/tp = 25/80). On the parameter of maximum AL wear resistance ƩWAL, the
best variant is material “D” under all treatment modes under research. The best anodic
material for AL formation cALF is material Cʺ, (material Dʺ is the second under the
same treatment modes 25/80). Yet, in order to achieve the parameter of overall effi-
ciency of ESA (ceff), that involves aggregate achievement of a series of constituents
(individual parameters ƩDC, ƩDa, CMTr(av), cALF), anodic material “C” should be
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chosen under all treatment modes under research; and anodic material “A” is only the
third under the treatment modes tp/r/tp = 40/50.

5 Conclusions

1. Materialogy of surfaces is a vast field of urgent and unexplored research problems,
including the issue of AL formation by ESA using aluminium matrix materials.

2. We have obtained experimental dependencies for anode weight gain, erosion
resistance of anodic materials, mass transfer coefficient, AL wear resistance and
their mathematical expressions with the validity criterion no less than R2 > 0.9044.

3. After the ESA with anodic AMCM, the wear resistance of steel 45 increases 2.4
times on the average; the highest values for wear resistance for all treatment modes
under study were obtained for the anodic material Ni-Cr-Zr-Ti-Al (3.3-2.9 times).

4. We have obtained a series [of results] for anode weight gain ƩDC, anodic materials
erosion resistance ƩDa, mass transfer coefficient CMTr (av), surface wear resistance
after ESA ƩWAL, AL formation efficiency cALF, and the ESA efficiency ceff, which
can be used as recommendations for achieving the desired parameters after ESA
with AMCM.
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Abstract. Tariff policy in the field of railway transport in international traffic
deserves special attention. Passenger carriers operate in conditions of fierce
competition in the transport market and the ticket price is often the most
important factor affecting the consumer’s choice of mode of transport.
University experts have developed an integrated model for assessing the elas-
ticity of demand under the influence of various factors. The model was tested
using the results of marketing research on specific passenger train routes in
international traffic. Demand elasticity curves are constructed with decreasing
and increasing fare in a passenger train on the Moscow-Chisinau route.

Keywords: Passenger transportation � Marketing research � Mathematical
model � Pricing

1 Introduction

Pricing is an important element of strategy and tactics of running any business, in
particular, the organization of passenger rail transportation. Tariff policy in interna-
tional transportation deserves special attention. Due to the high degree of competition
on the part of, primarily, air and road (buses) transport, railway authorities, that are
actually not free in determining the price of a ticket, should be guided by market
realities.

Currently, railway authorities do not have a unified approach to the formation of the
final fare for a passenger. For example, the current documents of the Directorate of the
Council on Rail Transport of the Member States of the Commonwealth do not provide
for a procedure for implementing a pricing policy, which is advisable to be formed by
the involved railway authorities for each traffic, taking into account the competitive
environment, train route, purchasing power of the population, travel motivation, etc. [1].

The current documents of the Directorate of the Council for Rail Transport of the
Member States of the Commonwealth do not provide for a pricing policy that should be
formulated by the involved railway administrations for each service, taking into
account the competitive environment, train route, paying capacity of the population,
travel motivation, etc. In general, railway administrations do not currently have a
unified approach to the formation of the final fare for a passenger [2].
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The Russian University of Transport (RUT (MIIT) conducted unique marketing
research of the transport market in the field of passenger transportation in the Com-
monwealth of Independent States in 2018. The features and performance indicators of
more than 50 passenger trains in international traffic in the CIS and Baltic countries
were analyzed in detail, more than 20,000 questionnaires obtained as a result of a
survey of passengers and processed. The obtained results lead to the following con-
clusion: the pricing factor influences individually on the choice of passenger transport
mode for each route and direction of passenger trains, requires from the company-
carrier point approach in the study of supply and demand balanced decisions flexibility
in the formation of tariffs for travel in cars of different classes.

So, for example, in the process of conducting and processing the results of mar-
keting research, the initial hypothesis put forward at the preparatory stage about the
dominant influence of the price factor on the process of choosing a mode of transport
by passengers was not fully confirmed. The integrated complex analysis of the factors
influencing the change in passenger demand depending on the travel time, the railway
administration and the route showed the following: for passengers with a travel time of
up to 14 h, the key factor is a convenient schedule (16.9%), the second and third places
are shared by the optimal travel time (14.3%) and comfortable travel conditions
(12.5%), the fare only takes the fourth place (11.1% of passengers).

With an increase in the duration of the trip, the picture changes, and the time factor
takes the first place: the share of passengers in trains with travel time of 24–26 h is
16.8% according to this indicator, in trains with travel time of more than 27 h - 15.4%.
The influence of factors of schedule convenience and optimal travel time is predictably
weakening [3].

In addition, it was noted that a set of factors and the degree of their influence on the
elasticity of demand seriously depend on the railway administration for the formation
of a passenger train. For example, only for trains formed in the Russian Federation and
the Republic of Kazakhstan, the cost factor comes first for passengers, and this is
despite the fact that the standard of living in the Russian Federation and the Republic of
Kazakhstan (in terms of average wages) is ahead of the corresponding indicators of the
Republic of Belarus and the Republic of Uzbekistan.

Obviously, the elasticity of demand under the influence of various factors should be
evaluated for each passenger train route taking into account local conditions. Railway
administrations (carrier companies) need an appropriate tool to make such calculations.

2 Methods

As a tool that enables railway administrations and carrier companies to put into practice
a flexible system of tariff formation, university experts have developed an integrated
model for assessing demand elasticity, taking into account various factors. The
methodology was tested using the results of marketing research on specific passenger
train routes in international traffic [4–6].

The information base for the theoretical construction and further practical use of the
economic and mathematical model of the price elasticity of the reaction of consumers
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(passengers) to changes in ticket prices should be the results of a survey of passengers
in the considered direction.

The following symbols will be applied:

X – the number of a passenger’s trips on the route per year;
Y – the ticked price in car of certain class.

By the base value of the ticket price (or, more simply, the base price), we mean the
actual price of the travel document at the time of the survey. Then, respectively, the
base revenue is the product of the base ticket price for the number of trips on this route
per year.

Thus, the base revenue B(C) on the route per year is:

B Cð Þ ¼ X Cð Þ � Y Cð Þ; rub ð1Þ

with:

X(C) – being the number of trips with base price;
Y(C) – base ticket price.

The number of trips with base price can be described as:

XðCÞ ¼ x1 � n1þ x2 � n2þ x3 � n3; ð2Þ

with:

x1 – percent of passengers, travelling more than 6 times per year;
x2 – percent of passengers, travelling 3–5 times per year;
x3 – percent of passengers, travelling with other regularity;

x1þ x2þ x3 ¼ 100%ð Þ; ð3Þ

n1 – average number of trips in among passengers travelling more than 6 times per
year;
n2 – average number of trips in among passengers travelling 3–5 times per year;
n3 – average number of trips in among passengers travelling with other regularity.

The source of information for the values of x1, x2 and x3 is the corresponding
indicators of passenger surveys for each route (for example, the answers of passengers
to the question “Frequency of travel on this route”).

When calculating the values, it is preferable (but not necessary) to carry out specific
calculations per 100 or 1000 people.

The values n1, n2, n3 are accepted expertly. For example, the value 7 can rea-
sonably be taken as n1, and the value 4 as n2.
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2.1 Making a Curve of Elasticity with a Decrease in Price in Relation
to the Base

Let us consider the relative change in revenue with decreasing fares. In this case, it is
advisable to ask the passenger the following questions during the survey: “How will the
passenger travel on the route change when the fare on this train is reduced by…%?”
And “The amount of the discount, which could affect the increase in passenger travel
on the railway?”.

The number of trips X on a given route increases due to groups of passengers who
have answered “I will travel more often” (f1, %) and “I will refuse to travel by other
means of transport” (f2, %) with the corresponding option of reducing the price.

Then, in the general case, the number of trips with discount is received (with the
specific indicator for 1000 people):

X 1; 2; 3ð Þ ¼ 1000 � 1þXð Þ � ðx1 � f1þ f2ð Þ �m1þ x1 1� f1� f2ð Þ � n1þ x2 � ðf1
þ f2Þ �m2þ x2 � 1� f1� f2ð Þ � n2þ x3 � f1þ f2ð Þ �m3þ x3 � 1� f1� f2ð Þ � n3Þ

ð4Þ

with:

f1, f2 (as a share) – values of changes in number of passenger trip in the corre-
sponding price ranges (less than 10%; 10–20; over 30%);
m1, m2, m3 – average increased number of trips in a group;
X – share of passengers, who switched to rail transport from other transport modes
as the result of potential fare reduction, share.

Relative revenue change in this case can be calculated as:

D 1; 2; 3ð Þ ¼ B 1; 2; 3ð Þ=B Cð Þ; ð5Þ

or in a final way:

D 1; 2; 3ð Þ ¼ X 1; 2; 3ð Þ � 1� kð Þ=X Cð Þ; ð6Þ

with k – discount percent/100.
As a result of the calculations, 3 points are obtained (in addition to the base) for the

elasticity curve when the price decreases relatively to the base.
As can be seen from the obtained formula, the relative change in revenue does not

depend on the initial base value of the price.

2.2 Making a Curve of Elasticity with an Increase in Price in Relation
to the Base

Let us consider the relative change in revenue with increasing fares. An important
difference from the previous case, namely the case of a decrease in the price relative to
the base one, is a change (decrease) in the number of passengers who continue to use
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railway transport. The specific indicator (per 100 or 1000 people) must be multiplied by
the sum (q1 + q2), where these indicators mean, respectively, the percentage of those
who answered “I will use another type of transport” and “I will refuse to travel at all” in
the required price range.

Then, similarly to the case of a decrease in price relatively to the base, in general
case we get the value of the number of trips with an increase in price:

X 1; 2; 3ð Þ ¼ 1000 � ð1� ðq1þ q2ÞÞ ððx1 � f3 �m4þ x1 � ð1� f3Þ � n1
þ x2 � f3 �m5þ x2 ð1�f3Þ � n2þ x3 � f3 �m6þ x3 ð1�f3Þ � n3Þ ð7Þ

with:

f3 – value «I will travel less often» in the relevant price range, share;
m4, m5, m6 – average reduced number of trips per group.

Relative revenue change can be calculated:

D 1; 2; 3ð Þ ¼ B 1; 2; 3ð Þ=B Cð Þ; ð8Þ

or in a final way:

D 1; 2; 3ð Þ ¼ X 1; 2; 3ð Þ � 1þ kð Þ=X Cð Þ ð9Þ

with k – percent of price increase/100.
As a result of the calculations, 3 points are obtained (in addition to the base) for the

elasticity curve with an increase in price relative to the base.
As can be seen from the obtained formula, as in the previous case, the relative

change in revenue does not depend on the initial base value of the price.

3 Results

3.1 Testing the Model for Calculating Price Elasticity. Determining
the Amount of Change in Revenue D(C) on the Route
Moscow-Chisinau Per Year

The average number of passengers traveling by train at a base price per year can be
calculated as:

X Cð Þ ¼ x1 � n1þ x2 � n2þ x3 � n3 ð10Þ

The initial data for determining the amount of basic revenue was obtained from the
results of marketing research, namely, a survey of passengers on the route (Table 1).
The frequency of travel by passengers along the route is shown in Fig. 1.
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Then the average number of trips that passengers make by train on the route per
year (with the base price option) is:

X Cð Þ ¼ 100 � 7þ 360 � 4þ 540 � 1 ¼ 2680

3.2 Making a Curve of Elasticity with a Decrease in Price Relatively
to the Base

The question “How will the frequency of travel by rail change when the fare is
reduced?”, which was asked to the train passengers during the survey, offered three
answer options: “I will continue to travel at the same frequency”, “I will travel more
often” and “I will refuse to travel by other means of transport” for various discounts

Table 1. Initial data for determining the average number of passenger trips on the train
No. 47/48 Moscow-Chisinau per year

Legend Value

x1 10%
x2 36%
x3 54%
n1 7 times per year
n2 4 times per year
n3 1 times per year

4%
10%

38%

36%

10%

2%

travelling for the first time once a year or less 1-2 times per year
3-5 times per year over 6 times per year other

Fig. 1. Frequency of travel of passengers along the route
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(up to 10%, 10–30%, over 30%). When making the elasticity curve of passenger
demand for trips when changing the fare, only “price-sensitive” segments were taken
into account - the number of trips along the train route can increase as a whole only due
to groups of passengers who answered “I will travel more often” and “I will refuse to
travel by others by means of transport” (Fig. 2) with the appropriate option to reduce
prices.

The initial data for making the elasticity curve (the proportion of passengers
“sensitive” to the corresponding change in fare and the average value of the number of
passengers traveling over the base in each group) are listed in Table 2.

In this case the total number of trips per year that passengers can potentially take by
train along the route in question, with a decrease in fare by 10%, will amount to:

X 1ð Þ ¼ 1000 � ð10% � 0:3þ 0:15ð Þ � 8þ 10% � 1� 0:3� 0:15ð Þ � 7þ 36% � 0:3þ 0:15ð Þ � 5
þ 36% � 1� 0:3� 0:15ð Þ � 4þ 54% � 0:3þ 0:15ð Þ � 1:3þ 54% � 1� 0:3� 0:15ð Þ � 1Þ ¼ 2959:9

The relative change in revenue to the base level:

D 1ð Þ ¼ 2959:9 � 1� 0:07ð Þð Þ=2680 ¼ 2:71%:

The total number of trips per year that passengers can potentially take by train along
the route in question, with a decrease in fare by 20%, will amount to:

X 2ð Þ ¼ 1000 � ð10% � 0:49þ 0:1ð Þ � 8þ 10% � 1� 0:49� 0:1ð Þ � 7þ 36% � 0:49þ 0:1ð Þ � 5þ 36% � ð1
� 0:49� 0:1Þ � 4þ 54% � 0:49þ 0:1ð Þ � 1:3þ 54% � 1� 0:49� 0:1ð Þ � 1Þ ¼ 3078:84:

55%

30%

15%

41%
49%

10%

31%
40%

30%

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

I will
travel as
before

I will
travel
more
often

I will
give up

travelling
by other
transport

I will
travel as
before

I will
travel
more
often

I will
give up

travelling
by other
transport

I will
travel as
before

I will
travel
more
often

I will
give up

travelling
by other
transport

< 10% 10% - 30% > 30%

Fig. 2. Change in the frequency of travel of passengers along the route by train while reducing
the cost of travel in this train
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The relative change in revenue to the base level:

D 2ð Þ ¼ 3078:84 � 1� 0:2ð Þð Þ=2680 ¼ �8:09%:

The total number of trips per year that passengers can potentially take by train along
the route in question, with a decrease in fare by 30%, will amount to:

X 3ð Þ ¼ 1000 � ð10% � 0:4þ 0:3ð Þ � 8þ 10% � 1� 0:4� 0:3ð Þ � 7þ 36% � 0:4þ 0:3ð Þ � 5þ 36% � ð1
� 0:4� 0:3Þ � 4þ 54% � 0:4þ 0:3ð Þ � 1:3þ 54% � 1� 0:4� 0:3ð Þ � 1Þ ¼ 3153:2

The relative change in revenue to the base level:

D 3ð Þ ¼ 3153:2 1� 0:3ð Þð Þ=2680 ¼ �17:64%:

3.3 Making a Curve of Elasticity with an Increase in Price Relatively
to the Base

The question “How will the frequency of travel by rail change when the fare increa-
ses?”, which was asked to the train passengers during the survey, offered six answer
options: “I will continue to travel with the same frequency”, “I will switch to another
type of car”, “I will switch to another train”, “I will use another type of transport”, “I
will make trips less often” and “I will refuse to travel at all” for different amounts of
tariff extra charges (up to 10%, 20–30%, over 40%). When making the elasticity curve
of passenger demand for trips when changing the fare, only “price-sensitive” segments
were taken into account - the number of trips along the train route can increase as a

Table 2. Initial data for making an elasticity
curve while reducing train fare

Legend Value

Price reduction by 10%
f1 0.3
f2 0.15
Price reduction by 20%
f1 0.49
f2 0.1
Price reduction by 30%
f1 0.4
f2 0.3
Average increase of trips per
group
m1 8
m2 5
m3 1.3
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whole only due to groups of passengers who answered “I will use another mode of
transport” and “I will refuse trips altogether” with the exception of the segment “I will
make trips less often” (Fig. 3) with the corresponding option to reduce prices.

The initial data for making the elasticity curve (the share of passengers “sensitive”
to the corresponding change in fare and the average value of the number of passengers
traveling above/below the base in each group) are listed in Table 3.
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Fig. 3. Change in the frequency of travel of passengers along the route by train while increasing
the cost of travel in this train

Table 3. Initial data for making an elasticity
curve while increasing train fare

Legend Value

Price increase by 10%
q1 0.13
q2 0.08
f3 0.11
Price increase by 20%
q1 0.23
q2 0.03
f3 0.15
Price increase by 40%
q1 0.2
q2 0.2
f3 0.17
Average decrease of trips per
group
m4 6
m5 3
m6 0.7
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Then the total number of trips per year that passengers can potentially take by train
on the route in question, with an increase in fare by 10%, will be:

X 1ð Þ ¼ 1000 � 1� 0:13þ 0:08ð Þð Þð Þ � ðð10% � 0:11ð Þ � 6þ 10% � 1� 0:11ð Þ � 7þ 36% � 0:11ð Þ � 3
þ 36% � 1� 0:11ð Þ � 4þ 54% � 0:11ð Þ � 0:7þ 54% � 1� 0:11ð Þ � 1ÞÞ ¼ 2063:15:

The relative change in revenue to the base level:

D 1ð Þ ¼ 2 063:15 � 1þ 0:1ð Þð Þ=2680 ¼ �15:32%:

The total number of trips per year that passengers can potentially take by train on
the route in question, with an increase in fare by 20%, will be:

X 2ð Þ ¼ 1000 � 1� 0:23þ 0:03ð Þð Þð Þ � ðð10% � 0:15ð Þ � 6þ 10% � 1� 0:15ð Þ � 7þ 36% � 0:15ð Þ � 3
þ 36% � 1� 0:15ð Þ � 4þ 54% � 0:15ð Þ � 0:7þ 54% � 1� 0:15ð Þ � 1ÞÞ ¼ 1914:16:

The relative change in revenue to the base level:

D 2ð Þ ¼ 1 914:16 1þ 0:2ð Þð Þ=2680 ¼ �14:29%:

The total number of trips per year that passengers can potentially take by train on
the route in question, with an increase in fare by 40%, will be:

X 3ð Þ ¼ 1000 � 1� 0:2þ 0:2ð Þð Þð Þ � ðð10% � 0:17ð Þ � 6þ 10% � 1� 0:17ð Þ � 7þ 36% � 0:17ð Þ � 3
þ 36% � 1� 0:17ð Þ � 4þ 54% � 0:17ð Þ � 0:7þ 54% � 1� 0:17ð Þ � 1ÞÞ ¼ 1544:56:

The relative change in revenue to the base level:

D 3ð Þ ¼ 1 544:56 1þ 0:4ð Þð Þ=2680 ¼ �19:31%:

Based on the data obtained, a demand elasticity curve was made with increasing
and decreasing prices for a train on a particular route (Fig. 4).

In addition to the graph of the elasticity curve which was made without taking into
account the flow of passengers from other modes of transport (X = 0), an additional
graph was constructed, based on expert estimates, taking into account the flow of
passengers under the condition X 6¼ 0. X is expertly assumed to be 0:3 � ðq1þ q2Þ.
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4 Discussion

As noted in a number of original foreign research on pricing in the transport industry,
when setting the optimal ticket price, it is advisable to use a modified indicator of
demand elasticity of price (in addition to or separately from the traditional indicator of
the dependence of the sales volume of a product on the price used in basic industries).
There are 3 basic values of this indicator:

1. Demand is elastic - when a ticket price is reduced by 1%, sales revenue increases by
more than 1%.

2. Inelastic - when a ticket price is reduced by 1%, demand increases by less than 1%.
3. Single elasticity - with a decrease in the price of goods by 1%, demand increases

by 1%.

Legend:

- elasticity curve without Ω;
- - elasticity curve with expertly assumed Ω,

-7.8%

-0.9%

5.7%

-15.3% -14.3%

-19.3%
-17.6%

-8.1%

2.7%
0.0%

-25.0%

-20.0%

-15.0%

-10.0%

-5.0%

0.0%

5.0%

10.0%

-40% -30% -20% -10% 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Fig. 4. Curve of elasticity of demand with a decrease and increase in the fare on the train on the
route
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The generally accepted recommendation is to reduce prices on routes with elastic
demand and (subject to additional analysis) on routes with demand of single elasticity.
In the general case, without taking into account additional factors, price reduction on
routes with inelastic demand is impractical.

5 Conclusions

Based on the conducted marketing research, the results of which, as noted above, do
not take into account the flow of passengers from other modes of transport and the
constructed financial and economic model of elasticity, we can conclude that demand
on the considered route is inelastic. The current price is optimal and its reduction will
not lead to an adequate increase in revenue. Moreover, this conclusion for the route in
question remains valid even if a corrective assumption is introduced into the financial
model that there is an overflow of passengers from air and bus services on the cor-
responding routes.
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Abstract. The pressure in the cylinder of a piston engine reflects information
about the engine’s operating processes to the fullest, therefore, the in-cylinder
pressure diagram is widely used in engine diagnostic systems. Under operating
conditions the pressure in the engine cylinder is measured through the indicator
channel, which introduces additional inaccuracies in the measurement results,
distorting the signal waveform. These distortions do not allow to accurately
determine such diagnostic parameters as the peak firing pressure, phase posi-
tions of representative points on the in-cylinder pressure diagram, and fuel
burnup parameters. The paper proposes a method for obtaining a reliable indi-
cator diagram based on the results of measuring the in-cylinder pressure through
the indicator channel using the method of identifying the parameters of the heat
release model. The report presents the results of an experimental testing of
proposed methods, covering the results of comparing the reconstructed diagrams
of internal cylinder pressure measured through the indicator channel with the
results of direct pressure measurement in the engine cylinder.

Keywords: Piston internal combustion engine � In-cylinder pressure � Indicator
diagram � Indicator channel � Heat release � Identification

1 Introduction

The indicator diagram represents the correlation between the pressure in the cylinder of
the piston internal combustion engine (ICE) and the crankshaft rotation angle (CRA) or
other parameter that is uniquely associated with the phase of the cycle. It reflects
information about the processes occurring in the engine cylinder to the fullest extent
possible and, therefore, is widely used in engine diagnostic and setting systems [1–7].
The reliability of the results obtained using such systems directly depends on the
accuracy of the measurement of the indicator diagram [6–10], which, in turn, depends
on many factors [11, 12]. Under operating conditions pressure measurement in order to
assess the technical condition of the engine is carried out through the indicator channel
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- the channel connecting the working propulsion chamber with a pressure sensor. It is
well known that the indicator channel has a significant impact on the indicator diagram
[11]. The study of these processes and ways to eliminate their influence on the indicator
diagram has been the subject of many papers [8–10, 13, 14]. Additional errors in
measuring pressure through the indicator channel can be figuratively divided into phase
ones and amplitude ones. Phase errors are explained by the disturbance finite velocity
along the indicator channel, and the amplitude errors are due to interference of pressure
waves and gas throttling in the indicator channel.

The analysis of literary sources showed that there are several approaches to solving
the problem of distortions in the indicator channel.

The first and most obvious approach is trying to get rid of the indicator channel
completely, or at least reduce its influence. In connection with the above, we should note
the work of Nagao [13], which offers recommendations on choosing the geometry of the
indicator channel depending on the rotational speed of the crankshaft and the pressure
rise rate that are based on the analysis of the system of equations of gas dynamics
describing the gas flow in the indicator channel. Obviously, this approach is relevant at
the stage of ICE development and cannot always be applied during operation.

The second approach is based upon the correction not of the indicator diagram
itself, but of its individual parameters (integral or instantaneous) obtained during its
processing. Such an approach, for instance, was implemented by Brown [11], who
proposed introducing a correction to the average pressure, determined by the indicator
diagram being measured through the indicator channel. Several semi-empirical
dependences similar in appearance that allow to estimate errors in phase and ampli-
tude of the maximum combustion pressure and some other parameters of the indicator
diagram are presented in following papers [9]. The definition of these corrections is
based on the use of simple ratios of acoustics and gas dynamics that do not take into
account the geometric characteristics of the indicator channel and the effect of the gas
temperature on its physical properties.

The third approach involves the implementation of corrective input on the results of
measurement of the indicator diagram through the indicator channel. Oezatay et al. [14]
propose to restore the indicator diagram using methods of frequency processing of the
pressure signal, determining the transfer-function of the indicator channel in the lab-
oratory in advance. This method does not take into account engine wear and changes in
the geometry of the indicator channel. It is also not clear how it will work when
changing measuring equipment.

In papers [9, 10], it was proposed to determine the errors of pressure measurement
through the indicator channel by mathematical modeling of dynamic pneumatic pro-
cesses in the channel. This is a fairly time-consuming method requiring highly skilled
implementers and careful consideration of many factors. In addition, the authors do not
provide experimental data to evaluate the practical effectiveness of their solutions.

Acoustic resonance arising in the indicator channel leads to the appearance of
peculiar oscillations in the combustion and expansion area, that can be eliminated by
digital filtering [12] of the pressure signal. However, the use of filtering requires
caution, as the gas oscillation frequencies in the indicator channel are closely adjacent
to the carrier frequencies of the indicator diagram, and their removal from the spectrum
leads to distortions of the useful signal [11, 14].
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In general, the performed analysis showed that a study aimed at improving the
accuracy of determining the indicator diagram when measuring pressure through the
indicator channel under operating conditions remains a relevant objective.

2 Methods and Experimental Setup

This paper proposes a method for making the diesel engine indicator diagram by
parametric identification of the working process based on the results of measuring the
internal cylinder pressure through the indicator channel. Block diagram of the identi-
fication process is displayed in Fig. 1.

The implementation of the proposed method requires: an indicator diagram of the
engine cycle synchronized with the position of the crankshaft; knowing the design
parameters of the engine needed to calculate the internal cylinder processes. For the
proposed method to work correctly the signals when creating the indicator diagram
should be quantized in such a way that the step along the crankshaft rotation angle Du
would not exceed 0.1°. The minimum required sampling frequency m is related to the
crankshaft rotational speed n by ratio m = 60 n.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the identification of the diesel engine internal cylinder process. u –

crankshaft rotation angle, s – time, P – pressure, Q – integral characteristic of active heat release,
index M – parameters obtained in course of measuring process through the indicator channel,
index C – parameters obtained in course of mathematical modeling, uBS – visible combustion
onset angle, uB – duration of heat release, DuBS – phase error of the measurement of the indicator
diagram, QACT – amount of heat used in the cycle, Dbb – estimate area of cylinder leaks, ma -
estimate air mass in the cylinder, x1, umax1, umax2 – estimates of the coefficients in the heat
release model
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The indicator diagram, measured through the indicator channel, was subjected to
processing and analysis. During data processing, the indicator diagram was cleared
from high-frequency noise [12] and the experimental characteristic of active heat
release was calculated. The characteristic of active heat release was determined on the
basis of the first law of thermodynamics by the ratio

QðuÞ ¼
ZuBS þuB

uBS

k
k � 1

P
dV
du

þ 1
k � 1

V
dP
du

ð1Þ

where k = Cp/Cv – is the heat capacity ration, V – cylinder volume, uB – combustion
period.

The analysis of the indicator diagram determined the parameters of the combustion
process and the magnitude of the phase displacement due to the finite velocity of
pressure wave emission. Visible combustion onset angle uBS and the amount of heat
that went towards performing mechanical work and increasing the internal energy of
the working medium QACT were determined by the integrated heat release characteristic
of Fig. 2a.

If the heat release characteristic has deformations (oscillations) throughout the
entire combustion process, then QACT is calculated as the average value between the
extrema in the final combustion area. The signal delay in the indicator channel DuBS is
determined as follows

Du
BS
¼ /

4
ð2Þ

where / – period of oscillation (Fig. 2b).
Full-scale and calculation studies of the processes in the indicator channel of a

medium-speed diesel engine of 18/22 dimensions showed that the delay of the pressure
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Fig. 2. For the analysis of the measured indicator diagram. a - integral characteristic of active
heat release; b - rate of change of internal cylinder pressure
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signal in the compression area of the indicator channel can be neglected. Therefore, this
paper proposes to introduce a phase allowance only at the combustion area.

The main idea of the proposed method for identifying the indicator diagram of a
diesel engine involves searching for such values of variable parameters for which the
results of the data measured and obtained during mathematical modeling are closest to
each other (ideally, they coincide). The values of the five parameters were evaluated
during the identification process. It is known that the solution of such problems with a
large number of variable parameters is fraught with serious difficulties; therefore, the
identification of the work process is carried out in two stages.

First stage was dedicated to addressing the compression process. An optimal search
for a solution was performed for two parameters: leakage rate through cylinder leaks
Dbb and the mass of charge in the cylinder ma at the beginning of the compression
process. The proximity of the measured and calculated indicator diagrams was esti-
mated based on the maximum pressure deviations in the compression area. The largest
absolute pressure difference between the measured PM [k] and the calculated PC [k] of
the indicator diagram in the compression area was used as the objective function e.

efPM ;PC;ma;Dbbg ¼ max PM ½k� � PC½k;ma;Dbb�
�� �� ð3Þ

Second stage was dedicated to addressing the combustion process. An optimal search
for the coefficients in a semi-empirical diesel heat release model developed by Pug-
achev was carried out. The proximity of the experimental QM[k] and the calculated
QC[k] heat release characteristics was estimated using the least-squares method. The
objective function e at this stage was determined as follows

efQM ;QC; x1;umax1;umax2g ¼
XN
k¼Du

QM ½k� � QC½k; x1;umax1;umax2�
� �2 ð4Þ

The search for a solution at the identification stages shall be performed until an
improvement in the quality of the solution is observed.

Indicator diagram modeling was performed using a mathematical model described
by Benson and Whitehouse [15].

The semi-empirical Pugachev heat release model used describes a single com-
bustion process with two phases identified: kinetic and diffusion

xðuÞ ¼
ZuB

0

x1
u2
max1

u � exp � u2
B

2u2
max1

� �
þ x2

2u2
max2

u � exp � u2
B

2u2
max2

� �� �
du ð5Þ

where x(u) – is the relative heat release characteristic, x1 – portion of heat released in
the kinetic phase of combustion; x2 – portion of heat released in the diffusion phase of
combustion; uB – combustion period; umax1, umax2 – crankshaft rotation angle value,
reached from the moment the combustion started to achieving maximum heat release
(dx1/dt)max, (dx2/dt)max.
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The calculated characteristic of active heat release is determined by the following
ratio

QCðuÞ ¼ xðuÞ � QACT ð6Þ

In order to simplify the search for a solution at the second stage, it is necessary to
reduce the number of determined model coefficients in the process of identification of
combustion. The combustion period uB does not affect the course of the heat release
process and is assumed to be equal to the crankshaft rotation angle value, reached from
the onset of the visible combustion to the opening of the exhaust valve. When cal-
culating the relative heat release characteristics, we can assume that x1 + x2 = 1. Then,
setting the portion of heat released in the kinetic phase x1, we can calculate the portion
of heat released in the phase of diffusion combustion. Thus, it is necessary to find three
coefficients of the heat release model x1, umax1, umax2 during the identification of the
combustion process.

In order to account for the phase error introduced by the indicator channel, it is
proposed that the heat input in the cycle when simulating combustion processes be
started earlier by DuBS, determined in the process of analysing the measured indicator
diagram according to (1).

The described technique was experimentally tested on a single-cylinder compart-
ment of a medium-speed diesel engine OChN18/22; the main engine parameters are
reflected in Table 1.

The measurement of the internal cylinder pressure was carried out by cooled
piezoelectric sensors of RFT design. Pressure sensors were installed in the combustion
chamber of the engine and on the indicator channel. The Honeywell GT1 Hall Sensor
was used as a top dead center marker. Data from the primary transducers was recorded
synchronously with a sampling frequency of 12 ls.

Table 1. Main parameters of the engine

Crankshaft speed at maximum power,
min−1

750

Stroke Four-stroke
Cylinder diameter, mm 180
Piston stroke, mm 220
Compression ratio 12
Ratio of the crank radius to the length
of the connecting rod

11/60

Fuel supply equipment split type, direct fuel injection, closed-type fuel
injector with hydraulic locking

Type of combustion chamber Hesselman
Indicator channel length 180 mm, diameter 8 mm
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The error in recovery of the indicator diagram by the proposed method was esti-
mated by the following ratio

D ¼ max
PcylðuÞ � PðuÞ

PcylðuÞ
����

���� � 100% ð7Þ

where Pcyl – pressure measured in the combustion chamber.

3 Results and Discussion

A comparison of the data obtained from the measurement results and the identification
results by the proposed method is shown in Fig. 3. Figure 3a shows indicator diagrams
made using various methods. Two of them were made by measuring the pressure in the
cylinder and the indicator channel. The third was made in course of identification by
the proposed method. It can be seen that significant discrepancies between measure-
ments appear at the onset of combustion, as we expected. When measuring through the
indicator channel, the value of the maximum combustion pressure was underestimated,
and the combustion-expansion area shows oscillations that impede the analysis of the
indicator diagram, which is consistent with other studies.
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Fig. 3. Results of the identification of the diesel engine internal cylinder process. а – pressure;
b – heat release characteristic
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The error in measuring pressure through the indicator channel amounted to 10.8%.
Figure 3b shows heat release characteristics that came out during the processing of
indicator diagrams according to (2). There is a phase delay between the heat release
characteristic in the cylinder and the indicator channel. It can also seen that the
oscillations of the curve occur relative to the heat release characteristic that only
describes the process in the cylinder with a phase delay. Therefore, the processes in the
indicator channel do not affect the heat release processes in the cylinder. The heat
release curve made during the identification of the combustion process coincides with
the curve made during the processing of the indicator diagram measured in the engine
cylinder. This means that it can be used in modeling a real indicator diagram. The
maximum relative error in determining the internal cylinder pressure in the
compression-combustion-expansion area by the proposed method was 2.53%.

Thus, the proposed method can be used to restore the indicator diagrams of low-
speed and medium-speed internal combustion engines, measured through the indicator
channel. Further research may be aimed at testing the proposed methodology for its
application to high-speed internal combustion engines. It is necessary to further study
the pressure delays in the compression area in the channel with a different geometry
and at high rates of pressure change.

4 Conclusions

Based on the results of the work, the following conclusions can be made.

1. A technique has been proposed for increasing the accuracy of measuring the
internal cylinder pressure by compensating for distortions introduced by the indi-
cator channel based on the parametric identification of compression and heat release
processes.

2. It has been established that the phase delay in the propagation of a pressure wave in
the indicator channel can be quantified by the results of the analysis of the oscil-
lations of the first-order derivative of pressure excited in the indicator channel
during combustion.

3. An experimental test performed on the OChN18/22 diesel engine compartment
showed that when using the developed method, the error in determining the pres-
sure decreases from 10.8% to 2.5%.
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Abstract. The aim of the work is to increase the operability of AC electric
locomotives during emergency operation of reversible converters. The article
talks about the benefits of electrifying railways with alternating current com-
pared to direct current. The main historical stages of the development of electric
locomotive converters are considered. The role of the reversible converter in the
operation of AC electric locomotives is indicated. In this connection, the
question of diagnosing and improving the efficiency of the reversible converter
is raised. For analysis, a VIP-4000M reversible converter installed on an electric
locomotive VL80R was taken. A typical method for controlling the branches of
the converter in various control zones is described. As a result, the principle of
controlling the branches of the converter in the event of an emergency mode is
proposed. An example of the application of the principle in the construction of
the converter control algorithm in emergency mode is given. Conclusions are
drawn about the possibility of applying the principle to maintain the process of
regulating voltage and rectifying current in emergency mode in order to increase
the efficiency of an electric locomotive.

Keywords: AC electric locomotive � Reversible converter � Emergency mode �
Branch failure � Branch breakdown

1 Introduction

The use of power electronic converters on electric locomotives is due to the choice
of an alternating current system instead of direct current for electrification of railways
[1–3].

DC traction has its advantages: the voltage drop is determined only by the active
resistance of the network, a slight effect on the communication line, the symmetrical
load of the three-phase primary energy supply system. But there are also disadvantages:
a large number of traction substations per unit length, high cost of building a contact
network, high costs of non-ferrous metal, converters are required at traction
substations.

Success in electrification by alternating current was determined by the use of
converters on the electric rolling stock of railways. Despite the disadvantages of
electrification with alternating current: distortion of the shape of the consumed current
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when using static converters, the asymmetry of the phases in the power supply system.
The idea of installing converters on electrically rolling stock had its advantages: the
simplicity of traction substations, the possibility of increasing the voltage of traction
substations to 20–25 kV and increasing the distance between them, reducing the cost of
building substations, the ability to supply non-traction power consumers from contact
network.

Thus, electrification of railways with alternating current turned out to be more
profitable than direct current: capital costs are lower by 15–18%, total losses on train
traction are lower by 5–6%, and the number of traction substations is 2–3 times less. As
a result, the cost of transporting with alternating current is 20% lower than with direct
current.

The first sections electrified with alternating current appeared in some European
countries in the first half of the 20th century; alternating current of a reduced frequency
of 16 2/3 Hz, 15 kV was used to power the traction drive based on a single-phase
collector electric drive. In other countries, alternating current with a frequency of
50 Hz, voltage of 25 kV was used to power the collector DC traction electric motors,
machine converters were used as converters.

In the USSR in 1932, the Technical Commission analyzed several hundred variants
of combinations of current and voltage systems for specific sections of railways. It was
concluded that the most effective is a system consisting of the following objects: a
single-phase alternating current source with a voltage of 20 kV and a frequency of
50 Hz, a rectifier, a direct current traction motor.

In 1938, the OR22-01, the first AC electric locomotive in the USSR, was built on
which twelve-anode mercury rectifiers with mesh control and water cooling were
installed. Tests of the electric locomotive OP22-01 ended with the outbreak of war in
1941, the results were positive. The famous scientist B.N. Tikhmenev made a great
contribution to the creation and testing of this electric locomotive.

They returned to AC electric locomotives in the early 1950s in connection with the
beginning of the fifth five-year plan, according to whose plans mass electrification of
railways was provided.

In 1952, the design of a new AC electric locomotive with ignitrons began at the
Novocherkassk Electric Locomotive Plant. In 1954, the Novocherkassk Electric
Locomotive Plant produced the first 2 electric locomotives (Novocherkassk single-
phase, later - VL61). Only eight ignitrons were installed on the electric locomotive,
four ignitrons in each truck. A pair of ignitrons formed a full-wave rectifier with a
midpoint.

In 1955–1956 The first section of the Moscow-Kursk-Donbass railway Ozherelye -
Pavelets was electrified (25 kV, 50 Hz). Eight electric locomotives of the VL61 series
were operated on it. As converters, metal anode ignitrons were used, which were
switched on in pairs in parallel. It is worth noting that the reliability of ignitrons was
low.

The operation of the VL61 electric locomotives was quite successful. Therefore, the
People’s Commissariat of Railways of the USSR decided to electrify on alternating
current immediately the whole direction of the Trans-Siberian railway, namely:
Mariinsk - Zima, 1222 km long.
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In 1956, serial production of VL60 electric locomotives began at the Novocher-
kassk Electric Locomotive Plant. Two rectifier units were installed on electric loco-
motives, each of which had four ignitrons. Electric locomotives VL60 were produced
by the plant for more than 5 years and became the main type of freight locomotive on
electrified AC lines.

However, ignitrons had certain significant disadvantages:

– when the ignitron body is destroyed, there is a high risk of environmental con-
tamination and poisoning of people and animals;

– devices were needed that monitored the ignitron and turned it off in emergency
operation;

– ignitrons do not tolerate strong shocks, which are often in rail;
– ignitrons are sensitive to temperature conditions;
– losses in ignitrons were rather high in comparison with semiconductor devices.

In 1953, it became possible to obtain high-purity silicon and the formation of large
silicon disks, which served as the impetus for the creation of power semiconductor
electronic devices designed to work with high currents [4]. Based on this technology, a
power uncontrolled semiconductor device - a diode - was created. In 1955, a controlled
semiconductor device was created - a thyristor.

Silicon rectifier allow rectifier installations to operate in a wide temperature range,
have an increased efficiency and require less heat dissipation. In addition, such con-
verters are less sensitive to shaking.

In 1962, the VL62 electric locomotive was launched, on which semiconductor
silicon devices - diodes were first used. A bridge circuit with four arms was used to
rectify the current. Each arm consisted of three parallel branches, eight diodes con-
nected in series in each branch.

Both for lines electrified with direct current and for lines electrified with alternating
current, in addition to six-axle freight electric locomotives, more powerful eight-axle
freight electric locomotives were needed. The development of the project of an eight-
axle freight AC electric locomotive has begun.

In 1962 - 1963 Novocherkassk Electric Locomotive Plant produces eight-axis AC
electric locomotives VL80 with ignitrons and an electric locomotive VL80k with sil-
icon converters.

The advantages of using semiconductors were obvious: thyristors were significantly
more compact compared to ignitrons; did not require liquid cooling; did not require
heating after parking; were safer for humans.

In addition, before the advent of semiconductor converters on electric locomotives,
less effective rheostatic braking was used. During rheostatic braking, the kinetic energy
of the moving composition passes into the thermal energy released by special rheostats,
due to this, braking occurs.

There was another method of braking - regenerative braking. During regenerative
braking, the kinetic energy of a moving train passes into electrical energy and returns
back to the contact network. Regenerative braking is based on the property of
reversibility of electric machines - the engine can operate in generator mode (and vice
versa).
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In 1968, the Novocherkassk Electric Locomotive Plant manufactures an experi-
mental electric locomotive with regenerative braking VL80-r, which will later become
the prototype of modern domestic AC electric locomotives. On the electric locomotive,
thyristor-based converters were used. Due to this, the voltage on the traction electric
motors was regulated smoothly, which improved the traction properties of the electric
locomotive. During regenerative braking, the current generated by traction motors was
converted to alternating current and returned back to the network.

When introducing electric locomotives with semiconductor reversible converters,
there were problems in their maintenance, which are based on the use of electronic
equipment. For this reason, a new approach was needed in the diagnosis and main-
tenance of converters.

AC locomotives occupy a large place in the process of rail transportation on
Russian roads, especially freight. Their reliable operation and efficiency determine the
quality of the transportation process. As mentioned earlier, the reversible converter is
an important component of an alternating current electric locomotive, which passes
almost all the power consumed from the mains supply through itself. Any change in the
technical condition of the reversible converter can lead to a deterioration or
improvement in the operational reliability and performance of the entire electric
locomotive.

For this reason, over the years, much attention has been paid to ensuring the reliable
operation of reversible converters of AC electric locomotives. In particular - the
technical diagnosis of reversible converters of AC electric locomotives.

Despite the fact that semiconductor converters of traction rolling stock are quite
reliable, according to statistics, the share of failures of reversible converters accounts
for up to 15% of failures of all electric equipment of an electric locomotive [5, 6].

A review of literature showed that a large number of works are currently devoted to
the development of technical diagnostic methods and the development of technical
solutions to increase the efficiency of reversible converters of electric rolling stock.
This is most likely due to the following reasons:

– the severe operating conditions of the converters: alternating current and voltage
loads, a wide range of temperature changes, mechanical loads, high humidity,
dustiness;

– significant economic costs for the restoration of the inverter with an inactivity of
electric locomotive;

– particular importance is the reliability of the converter in ensuring traffic safety.

The main malfunctions that occur in reversible converters can be divided into the
following groups:

– malfunctions caused by thyristor failures;
– malfunctions caused by a failure of the pulse generation system;
– malfunctions caused by a failure of the control unit of the reversible converter.

All this can lead to a breakdown of voltage rectification, stopping the electric
locomotive and economic losses. Therefore, to reduce the accident rate and the time of
repair, it is necessary to timely detect the occurring malfunctions.
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The authors of the article suggest using the system of working diagnostics of an
electric locomotive in real time to track the occurring malfunctions. In the event of a
malfunction, the on-board system changes the algorithm for controlling the branches of
the reversible converter, reserving the faulty arm with another free serviceable branch
for a given half-period of the zone.

2 Materials and Methods

The article discusses the operation of the VIP-4000M reversible converter installed on
the VL80R electric locomotive in the current rectification mode in the IV control zone
(Fig. 1).

In such a converter, a three-section bridge circuit with section voltages ΔU, ΔU,
2ΔU with four-zone regulation of the rectified voltage is adopted [7]. In traction mode,
the converter operates as a controlled rectifier. In turn, the control system generates
control pulses supplied to the branches VS1…VS8:

– a0 – unregulated, supplied at the beginning of each half-cycle, with a phase a0
corresponding to the minimum opening angle of the thyristors;

– a0d – delayed relative to unregulated pulses by 300–400 ls, with phase a0d;
– ac – phase controllable ac.

Figure 1 shows: CR - current receiver; TT - traction transformer; a1, 1, 2, x1 -
conclusions of the secondary winding of the TT; RC - reversible converter; VS1….VS8
- thyristor branches of reversible converter; SR - smoothing reactor; TE1, TE2 -
traction engines; EW1, EW2- excitation windings TD.

CR

TT

VS1

VS2

VS3

VS4

VS5

VS6

VS7

VS8

TE1 TE2

SR

EW1 EW2

RC

a1 x11 2

Fig. 1. A simplified power circuit of an AC electric locomotive VL80r as applied to one truck
with two traction motors
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In zone IV, the bridge formed by the branches VS1, VS2, VS3, VS4, VS7, VS8 is
controlled. According to the control algorithm (see Table 1), pulses a0 are applied to
the thyristors of the branches VS7, VS8, a0d to the thyristors of the branches VS3, and
ac to the thyristors of the branches VS1, VS4. Due to the change in the opening phase
of the thyristors of the branches VS1 and VS2, the rectified voltage is regulated.
Toward the end of the zone, the duration of the small bridge formed by the branches
VS3, VS4, VS7, VS8 decreases, and the operating time of the large bridge formed by
the branches VS1, VS2, VS7, VS8 increases. As a result, the rectified voltage varies
from 3/4 to the rated voltage [8, 9].

In emergency operation due to non-acceptance of the load by the branch or
breakdown of the branch, the authors of the article propose to increase the operability
of the reversible converter by applying the new principles of controlling the converter
branches in emergency mode by reserving the faulty converter branch with another
branch that is free and not used during the half-period of the zone.

3 Results

The general principle of constructing a new control algorithm is as follows:

1. In the event of failure of the controllable branch of the converter (branch, the pulses
of which are applied to the thyristors ac) at a certain half-period of the zone, it is
proposed that the control pulses not be applied to the thyristors of this branch, thus
excluding the branch from the control algorithm for this half-period of the zone.

2. In case of failure of the uncontrollable branch of the converter (branch, to the
thyristors of which pulses a0d or pulses a0 are supplied), it is proposed to use
another branch (possibly a different combination of branch) instead of a faulted
branch in this half-period of the zone, so that another bridge with a voltage lower
than the voltage of the full zones, therefore, make a reservation.

Let us consider the application of these principles for constructing the algorithm for
controlling the branches of a reversible converter in emergency modes using the
example of zone IV.

Table 1. The control algorithm of the reversible converter in traction mode

Zone Half-cycle Impulses of control on the branches of the
reversible converter in traction mode
VS1 VS2 VS3 VS4 VS5 VS6 VS7 VS8

1 ← a0 ac
! ac a0, ac

2 ← ac a0d a0
! ac a0d a0

3 ← ac a0d a0
! ac a0d a0

4 ← ac a0d a0
! ac a0d a0
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According to the proposed principles, we will draw up a control algorithm for the
reversible converter in the IV zone (see Table 2) in case of failure on one of the
branches VS1 - VS6. In the event of a failure on the VS7 or VS8 branch, the algorithm
is not applied. This is due to the fact that it is not possible to select such a combination
of serviceable and idle thyristor branches so that the voltage is greater than ¾ of the
rated voltage - the total voltage of zone III.

4 Discussion

In the existing system, the control of the reversible converter of an AC electric loco-
motive on each half-cycle of the voltage regulation zone there are unused branches.

The principle of increasing operability proposed by the authors makes it possible in
emergency mode to restore the operability of a converter by reserving a failed branch
with another free branch in a given half-period of the zone.

The article gives an example of building a new algorithm according to the proposed
principle on the example of zone IV. This allows in emergency mode in case of failure
in the branch:

– VS1 or VS2 – to restore the efficiency of the reversible converter, with a decrease in
the range of smooth regulation of the rectified voltage from 3/4 to 7/8 of the rated
voltage;

– VS3 or VS4 – restore the efficiency of the reversible converter, without changing
the range of smooth regulation of the rectified voltage.

It is worth noting that there is a circuit for a reversible converter with the inclusion
of a diode discharge branch, which increases its performance. In this case, the faulty
branch is backed up by the diode discharge branch, which increases the efficiency in

Table 2. A new control algorithm for the reversible converter in zone IV

Branch failure Half-cycle Impulses of control on the branches of the
reversible converter in traction mode
VS1 VS2 VS3 VS4 VS5 VS6 VS7 VS8

VS1 ← X a0d a0
! ac a0d a0

VS2 ← ac X a0d a0
! a0d a0

VS3 ← ac X a0d a0
! ac a0d a0

VS4 ← ac a0d X a0
! ac a0d a0

VS5 ← ac a0d X a0
! ac a0d a0

VS6 ← ac a0d X a0
! ac a0d a0
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emergency mode. Among the disadvantages of this solution is the need to upgrade the
structural part of the converter [10, 11].

The proposed solution, changing the control algorithm of the reversible converter
of the electric locomotive in emergency mode, can be implemented by changing the
software of the control system of the electric locomotive converter. Application of a
new control algorithm in emergency operation of the converter will allow to support the
rectification process and maintain traction of the electric locomotive during movement.

5 Conclusions

Thus, the study showed that in emergency mode on each zone of the reversible con-
verter there are unused branches. Such free branches can be used to reserve faulty
branches of a reversible converter. The results obtained will help to further improve the
reliability of an alternating current electric locomotive in general and a reversible
converter in particular. In practice, the principles obtained can be implemented in
software on-board automated system for working diagnostics of an AC electric
locomotive.
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Abstract. Sensors using the direct piezoelectric effect are most widely used in
internal combustion engine (ICE) electronic indicating measurement systems.
Usually, the output signal of the sensor (charge on the electrodes of the
piezoelectric element) is converted by the charge amplifiers into voltage pro-
portional to pressure. This paper examines an alternative method, which consists
in analysing a signal obtained using a current-voltage converter, the output of
which is proportional to the first-order derivative of the measured pressure. The
paper proposes new dimensionless criteria defined in the analysis of such a
signal. Criteria can be identified without linking the signal of pressure change
rate to the phase of the cycle (crankshaft rotation angle, piston position, etc.).
Due to the dimensionless properties of the criteria, their use in diagnostic sys-
tems does not require calibration of the primary transducers and the entire
measuring channel. It has been theoretically and experimentally shown that,
using the proposed criteria, it is possible to simply and reliably diagnose the
wear of a cylinder-piston group and deviations in the adjustment of the fuel
injection advance angle. The main results were obtained during mathematical
modeling of the working process of a medium-speed diesel engine and verified
experimentally for two types of engines.

Keywords: Diesel � Diagnostics � Diagnostic criteria � Piezoelectric sensor �
In-cylinder pressure � Leakage � Fuel timing

1 Introduction

The pressure signal in the cylinder of a piston engine contains valuable information
about the course of the working process, which is influenced by many factors,
including the technical condition of the engine. Therefore, the dependence of the
pressure in the cylinder on the crankshaft rotation angle or on the volume of the
cylinder, referred to as the indicator diagram, is widespread in diagnostic systems and
engine settings. First of all, this applies to low-speed and medium-speed diesel engines
of high power: main and auxiliary marine engines [1–3], diesel generators [4–6]. As a
rule, such engines are equipped with an indicator cork, through which a gas pressure
wave in the cylinder is transmitted to the sensor membrane. Historically, even since the
time of the inventor of the first indicator, James Watt, who patented at the beginning of
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the 9th century a method for assessing the efficiency of the steam engine work process,
diagnostic information is extracted from the pressure signal. In addition to the above, a
parameter obtained directly from the pressure signal (maximum combustion pressure,
compression pressure, etc.), or during the analysis of the indicator diagram (mean
indicated pressure, indicated work, etc.) can be considered the criterion for assessing
the technical condition. In some cases, this analysis can take considerable time and is
difficult to fully automate. For example, in method [6], the duration of the parametric
identification step takes several minutes of machine time for each cylinder. At the same
time, successful works, aimed at creating diesel control systems in which the signal
from the pressure sensor is processed in order to extract diagnostic information during
one cycle of a high-speed engine and later to introduce a corrective action in the next
cycle [7], are also known. Of course, in order to achieve such rapid rates of response,
its preferable to use methods where it is possible to implement fast, simple and reliable
algorithms for obtaining diagnostic information.

The signal of the first-order derivative of pressure is a variant of the signal that
meets the stated requirements. This signal can be obtained using piezoelectric pressure
sensors, which are widely used in monitoring and diagnostics systems of internal
combustion engines due to their ability to operate at temperatures of 800 °C and higher
[8]. The output signal of such a sensor is a charge on the electrodes of the piezoelectric
element, which is proportional to the force applied to the element and is usually
converted in the electric circuits of the measuring device into a voltage proportional to
the measured pressure. Another method for measuring alternating pressure is also
known, which consists of using a transducer of a current flowing from the electrodes of
the piezoelectric sensor into a voltage that will be proportional not to pressure, but to its
first-order derivative, i.e. rate of change of pressure. Operating amplifiers (Fig. 1) can
be used in both methods.

OA

OA

PPT

Cylinder Pressure

Cylinder Pressure Derivative

a)

b)

PPT

Fig. 1. Conversion of the output signal: (a) charge amplifier; (b) current-voltage converter; PPT
– piezoelectric pressure transducer; OA - operational amplifier
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Bueno et al. [9, 10] in their works show several advantages of using a current-
voltage converter instead of a charge amplifier, in particular, to obtain the character-
istics of heat release. A known disadvantage of such a converter is the loss of a direct
component of the pressure signal. However, it can be easily compensated by applying
the methods of thermodynamic correction of the indicator diagram, the main provisions
of which can be found in [11–13].

This paper considers a new approach to the analysis of the curve of the rate of
pressure change, the purpose of which was to find diagnostic features that would not
require a signal to be attached to the position of the piston or crankshaft, on the one
hand, and would be tolerant to a change in signal level, on the other hand The latter
requirement is due to the fact that the output signal of the piezoelectric sensor can vary
significantly due to changes in the temperature of the sensitive element and some other
factors. Achieving these requirements will reduce the level of complexity of the
measuring part of the diagnostic system.

2 Cylinder Sealing Criterion

As the cylinder-piston diesel engine group wears out, the leakage of the working fluid
increases, which leads to a decrease in pressure and temperature at the final com-
pression and becomes the reason for the difficulties in starting-up of the diesel engine
and its unstable operation at idle and low power modes. The decrease in cylinder
density can be determined, for example, by the value of the maximum pressure on the
indicator diagram in the engine cylinder with the fuel supply in one cylinder or in the
starter mode turned off. Obviously, a change in the signal of the piezoelectric sensor
due to temperature drift can lead to erroneous conclusions. The solution to the problem,
in our opinion, is to use the relative parameter kseal, which we call the cylinder sealing
criterion.

As in the case of pressure signal analysis, when testing the engine, there is no fuel
combustion in the tested cylinder. The pressure change rate curve p0ðuÞ in this case
takes the form shown by the red line in Fig. 2 with distinct maximum p′max and
minimum p′min.

Theoretically, in the absence of leaks and heat transfer, the absolute values of these
extrema of the p′ curve would be equal. Such a result will be achieved if the process of
compression and expansion in the cylinder of a piston engine is considered isentropic.
Gas leaks lead to the fact that a smaller amount of the working fluid is involved in the
expansion process than it was in the compression process, meaning that the rate of
pressure drop in the expansion section is greater (in absolute value) than the rate of
increase in pressure in the compression section. The indicated regularity can be taken
into account as follows.

kseal ¼ dpminj j � dpmax

dpmax
¼ Dp0ex

dpmax
ð1Þ

where Dp′ex – amplitude difference of extremum points.
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Calculated analysis of the effect of leaks on the value of the criterion was performed
for a 6ChN18/22 medium-speed marine engine using a mathematical model of the
compression-expansion process, the main provisions of which are presented in [14].

During the calculation experiment, the influence of boost parameters and the
average temperature of the walls of the working chamber on the value of the cylinder
sealing criterion was studied along with the net area of conventional leakage holes.
Each of these parameters has its own effect on the value of the kseal criterion. For
instance, an increase in air pressure at the pinp inlet leads to an almost twofold increase
in the mass charge. For example, at an engine shaft speed of n = 350 min−1 the mass
charge increases from 6.44 g to 13.47 g. As a result, the maximum pressure rise rate
increases from 965 bar/s to 1977 bar/s and the absolute values of the minimum pres-
sure rate from −1096 bar/s to −2238 bar/s, i.e. by more than 100% each. In addition,
the value of the kseal criterion decreases from 0.136 to 0.132, which is less than 3%. An
increase in the air temperature at the Tinp inlet from −10 °C to + 80 °C under otherwise
invariant parameters leads to a certain decrease in the mass charge and an increase in
the heat transferred to the cylinder walls. Together, these two factors set the actual
compression process apart from the isentropic one and lead to an increase in the kseal
criterion by 16,7%. With an increase in the wall temperature tw (from 70 to 140 °C),
portion of heat lost in the walls decreases, and the kseal criterion decreases by 1.8%. The
leakage area fleak has the most significant effect. The criterion value for the selected area
range (from 0.05 to 0.35 cm2) changed by a factor of almost 30 (increased by 2790%).
In order to allow a comparative analysis of the influence of each of the considered
parameters (Fig. 3a), the latter were reduced to a dimensionless form.

An experimental check of the revealed patterns was performed on a single-cylinder
compartment of the OChN18/22 diesel engine. An RFT type piezoelectric sensor with
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Fig. 2. Scheme for determining the cylinder sealing criterion
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two series-connected quartz crystals was installed in the cylinder cover of the research
unit with the smallest possible indicator channel. The current-voltage converter was
made on the basis of the AD623ANZ instrumentation amplifier with a front-end on the
BF245A field emission transistor. In order to reduce the influence of the electric
capacitance of the measuring channel, the frame of the transmitter was designed to be
installed directly on the sensor connector without using a cable.

The cylinder cover was designed with a channel to allow the working chamber to
communicate with the environment through washers with various internal diameters,
through which additional leaks of the working medium were created. Washers with
diameters from 1.5 to 4 mm were used in the results presented below.

The signal was recorded using the “DieselLab-001” software and hardware com-
plex in asynchronous recording mode, i.e. without association with the crankshaft
rotation angle. The length of the data block was chosen on the basis of recording of at
least five consecutive engine cycles with a sampling frequency of 125 kHz, which
provided time intervals between adjacent ADC readouts of 8 ls. Data blocks were
recorded twice for each experiment (washer), so that in the future it would be possible
to process 10 - 12 one-cycle diagrams on average for each experiment. Assuming that
the signal output is linearly related to the rate of pressure change, the kseal criterion was
calculated on the basis of the signal amplitudes expressed directly in the ADC
numerical codes. Figure 4 shows the results of processing the experimental data at a
crankshaft speed of 400 min−1.
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Fig. 3. Correlations between changes in the kseal criterion and the studied parameters at
n = 350 min−1 (a) and the effect of the crankshaft revolution (b)
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3 Fuel Timing Advance Criterion

Determining the phase of the start of combustion (point i in Fig. 5) is considered to be
more important in the field of technical diagnostics than determining the phase of the
fuel delivery commencement. And although the deviation of the ignition phase from
the optimal value can be caused by more than just incorrect adjustment of the start of
the fuel injection, nevertheless, eliminating this reason is a necessary condition for the
economical and safe operation of the diesel engine. It is known that the duration of the
ignition delay period depends on the properties of the fuel, temperature and pressure in
the cylinder at the time of the start of the fuel delivery. If the assessment of a diesel
engine is performed under equal conditions, then it can be fair to expect the existence
of an unmistakable relationship between the start of fuel delivery and the start of its
ignition. In practice, equality of conditions can be ensured by maintaining a certain
diesel mode during its testing. In addition, the relationship between the start of injection
and the start of fuel combustion can be established experimentally for various modes of
operation of the power plant.

Two strategies can be proposed to identify deviations of the start of combustion
from the optimum value. The first involves determining the duration of the process in c-
i section (Fig. 5). Since the offset of point c relative to the TDC is small, the duration of
this section can be used to determine the ignition angle relative to the TDC without
using data on the position of the crankshaft. A visible drawback of this strategy is the
difficulty of accurately determining the phase of point c, especially for a noise-
contaminated signal.
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Equivalent nozzle flow area, fleak [cm2]

Fig. 4. The results of the experimental testing at n = 400 min−1
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The second strategy is based on the fact that when the visible ignition angle, the
position of point i also changes, approaching (early combustion) or moving away (late
combustion) to point c. This allows us to propose a dimensionless criterion for fuel
timing advance in the following form

kinj ¼ dp=dtð Þc� dp=dtð Þi
2 dp=dtð Þc

ð2Þ

where (dp/dt)i – are the values of the pressure velocity signal at point i.
With fuel is delivered in advance, the value of criterion (2) decreases. Theoretically,

its minimum value is zero and could be achieved if points c and i coincide, but in
practice it can be eliminated due to the impossibility of autoignition when the fuel is
delivered too early. For similar reasons, the maximum value of the criterion cannot
exceed unity and in practice it will always be less. Since the criterion is dimensionless,
it is not necessary to determine the physical value of the pressure velocity to calculate
it, the calculation according to (2) can be performed based on the data from the signal,
provided the converter is linearly characterized. In this case, calibration of the mea-
suring channel is not required.

To identify the nature of the influence of the fuel injection timing angle (FITA) on
the value of criterion (2), a computational study was performed using mathematical
models [14, 15]. The calculations were performed for a diesel engine 1A-5D49
operating at 50% diesel engine power at a crankshaft speed of n = 610 min−1. The fuel
injection timing angle value varied from 8 to 34° in increments of 2° of crankshaft
rotation. The boost parameters and injection characteristics were kept constant for all
calculations. As an example, Fig. 6 shows graphs of changes in the pressure rate in the
cylinder depending on the crankshaft rotation angle for several fuel injection advance
angles. The graphs additionally display the points involved in the calculation of the
proposed criterion: point c (common for all graphs) and points ij, where the number
j corresponds to the fuel injection advance angle (in degrees). The results of the
analysis of the obtained curves are presented in Fig. 6.

0 20 40 ϕ [oATDC]06- 04- 02- 0 20 40 ϕ [oATDC]06- 04- 02-

c
i

Fig. 5. Signal of the rate of change of pressure in the cylinder of the diesel engine 1A-5D49
(1050 kW mode at 610 min−1)
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The angle of onset of visible combustion shifts in the intended direction, but non-
linearly. This is explained by the fact that when the fuel injection advance angle is
wide, the ignition delay period increases (Fig. 3) due to the relatively low temperature
and air pressure in the cylinder, as a result of which the start of combustion phase does
not experience practically any changes when the advance is large enough. Calculations
showed that combustion does not start earlier than point c for the selected mode at
arbitrarily large advance times, which confirms the thesis stated above.

When ignition starts in the range from 0 to 7.5° to TDC, which corresponds to the
interval of the start of injection from 8 to 18°, the dependence of the proposed criterion
on fuel injection timing angle becomes almost linear (line 4 in Fig. 7), which makes it
possible to implement simple and fast algorithms for determining this parameter for
specified conditions.

When ignition starts in the range from 0 to 7.5° to TDC, which corresponds to the
interval of the start of injection from 8 to 18°, the dependence of the proposed criterion
on fuel injection timing angle becomes almost linear (line 4 in Fig. 7), which makes it
possible to implement simple and fast algorithms for determining this parameter for
specified conditions.

We compared the data of automatic diagnostics performed by the “Magistral”
complex with the results obtained by the described methodology as an experimental
justification for the efficiency of the proposed criterion. The experimental data—
indicator diagrams—was extracted from the database (DB) of the program, after which
it was numerically differentiated. It should be noted that the database of the “Magistral”
program stores diagrams averaged over several tens of cycles with a resolution of 1° of
the crankshaft rotation angle. Therefore, the correct processing of the pressure velocity
curve was not always possible due to distortions in the area of the maximum pressure
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rise rate (in the vicinity of point c). In “Magistral” complex, indicator pressure dia-
grams are compared with a conditional reference diagram, which is considered to be a
diagram of one of the engine cylinders. The purpose of adjustment in this setting is to
fine-tune the processes of all engine cylinders to a selected standard. A special algo-
rithm that takes into account signals from vibration and pressure sensors in the cylinder
is used to determine the fuel injection timing angle. Figure 8 shows all possible cases:
normal, early and late fuel injection in the test cylinder relative to the process in the
reference cylinder.

The fuel timing advance criterion (2) was calculated for each pair of signals of
pressure change rate, and the fuel injection timing angle was calculated based on the
approximation of the linear sector of the curve f (kinj).

uinj ¼ 21; 9� 32; 8 kinj: ð3Þ

It should be noted that coefficients in the equation of the straight line (3) were
obtained from the results of mathematical modelling and, in all probability, should be
refined experimentally. Also, to this date the influence of the speed and load conditions
of the engine on the uinjðkinjÞ curve has not been adequately studied. Despite this, the
agreement of results of the indirect determination of the fuel injection timing angle
from the signal of the first-order pressure derivative with the data of the “Magistral”
hardware-software complex can be considered satisfactory. At the same time, at too
large fuel injection timing angles the quantitative values of the diagnostic symptom
(deviations of the controlled parameter from the reference value) determined by the
“Magistral” complex and by the proposed method significantly diverge. This is a
completely logical result, since the formula (3) in this dependence domain uinjðkinjÞ is
not applicable. A “too early injection of fuel” diagnosis can be proposed for a signal
with kinj lower than 0.02 as an option to solve the problem.
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4 Conclusion

Criteria for cylinder sealing and advance fuel injection were proposed based on cal-
culation and experimental studies. Both criteria are dimensionless coefficients deter-
mined solely by the magnitude of the signal of the first-order pressure derivative at
characteristic points of the curve, which are local extrema of the signal. Thus, neither
measuring the crankshaft rotation angle, nor calibrating the sensor is required in order
to implement diagnostic methods using the proposed criteria. The impact of the engine
shaft speed can be taken into account either during a diagnostic test at a selected
constant speed mode of engine operation, or when using analytical expressions pre-
viously obtained for a given type of engine.
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Abstract. Alternative method of calculation of the projected design of the tank
car for strength and service life is considered. To improve the reliability of
calculations, the results of the strength determination solution are carried out for
different levels of discretization of the studied object and compared with the
available analytical solutions. The resource of the structure is defined for one of
the most loaded units of the welded joint. The estimation of resource indicators
is carried out on the basis of experimental data on the fatigue limit of welded
joints, taking into account the geometry of the node and the method of loading.
In this case it is possible to avoid unreasonably high forecasts of durability of
products. The prediction is improved by taking into account the rate of cyclic
degradation of the material on the basis of original experiments on the degen-
eration of the static deformation diagram with increasing operating time. The
paper presents the results of a numerical experiment to determine the durability
of the tank structure at different rates of degradation of the material properties.
Simulation of a random process of tensioning changes at a dangerous point of
the structure was performed using randomization operation.

Keywords: Tank � Shell � Durability

1 Introduction

The service life of any structure is determined by the degradation processes occurring
in the material of the most loaded elements. The direct functional connection between
the intensity of degeneration of material properties and the stress level is proved
experimentally and presented in many scientific papers. Consequently, the accuracy of
determining the operating loads and stress state of the structure largely determines the
accuracy of the forecast of the load-carrying capacity and residual life of the entire
product.

Currently, in the design of rolling stock structures, computer programs based on the
finite element method are widely used, which allow to choose a rational design scheme
and simulate possible cases of loading of the structure [1, 2].

In this paper, on the example of the boiler design of a tank car with an improved
scheme of support on the frame, the specified fatigue life of one of the structural
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elements is determined. Methods of numerical analysis were used to determine the
stress state of the studied structure. For demonstration of the offered variant of a
technique the resource of one of welded joints of a design is defined.

The design of the boiler of the tank car is a shell of rotation lying on the supports of
the lodgment type. The stress state of the structure is largely determined by the system
of fastening the boiler to the frame (legs and supports). Thus, it is necessary to ade-
quately, mathematically accurately describe the zone of load transfer, i.e. the zone of
local loading of the boiler in the area of the legs and contact interaction with the
supports, which make a significant heterogeneity in the stress-strain state of the
structure.

The general method of calculating the resource of the investigated welded metal
structure includes three interrelated tasks. First, the development of a mathematical
model describing the stress state of the entire structure, and the definition of the most
loaded points of the structure. Secondly, determination of the spectrum of quasi-
stationary loads and determination of the service life for the most loaded points of the
structure by linear summation of damages. In the third problem, the process of
degradation of static properties of the material under unsteady external load is simu-
lated and the specified durability at the same points is determined by an alternative
method.

2 Methods of Solution and Resolving Equations

Two numerical methods, the finite element method and the discrete orthogonalization
method, were chosen to determine the stress state of the tank car boiler structure.
A problem-oriented computer complex is used to implement the finite element method
COSMOS/M [3]. The basic equations and methods of solving thin-walled shell using
the discrete orthogonalization method are presented in the monograph [4]. The results
of solving the problem for different levels of discretization by finite elements of the
studied design for different loading modes and comparison with the available analytical
solutions are presented in [5, 6]. Determination of the spectrum of quasi-stationary
loads and calculation of the service life for the most loaded points of the structure by
linear summation of damages are considered in [6, 7]. Figure 1 shows the design
scheme of the half (due to the symmetry of the structure) of the tank clothing with
support on the frame and the distribution of the Mises stress. The stresses are given for
the case of loading of the structure according to one of the design modes. From the
analysis of the results obtained, the most stressed zones of the structure for different
loading regimes are found.

Since the design of the tank car consists of many elements connected by welding, it
is necessary to determine their fatigue life. It is known that more than 80% of all cases
of operational destruction of elements of welded metal structures occurs as a result of
cyclic loading [8]. Variable magnitude mechanical effects cause irreversible changes in
the material of structural elements, which lead to fatigue failure. Therefore, it is nec-
essary to take into account the degradation of the static properties of the material under
non-stationary external load in determining the durability of the tank car.
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The paper uses both the traditional approach to the fatigue problem based on basis
of the linear hypothesis of damage summation and an alternative approach to calculate
the service life of welded elements of a tank car [9, 10]. In the latter case, the model
includes both new rheological equations of the fatigue process and traditional relations
of the classical theory of fatigue [11].
fatigue curve:

raN ¼ raRKN0; ð1Þ

fatigue limit in asymmetric cycle

rRK ¼ 2r�1

ð1� RÞKþð1þRÞw � rT ; ð2Þ

transition to a complex stress state

rPðNÞ ¼ r�1ðNÞ ¼ r�1; ð3Þ

example of reduced stress

Fig. 1. The stress state of the boiler shell (the dimension of the Mises stress on the pictogram -
kg/sm2)
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rP ¼ ðr21 þ r22 � r1r2Þ0;5; ð4Þ

experimental kinetic curve

SBðrM ; nÞ ¼ SBO � krn
m; ð5Þ

kinetic coefficient

kr ¼ SBO � rM
Nm

; ð6Þ

fatigue and static failure criterion

SBðrN ; NÞ ¼ rM ; ð7Þ

failure criterion under irregular loading

rMK � SB rMðnÞ;
Xk
i

ni

" #
; ð8Þ

cyclically equivalent conditions of material

SBðrM1; n1Þ ¼ SBðrM2; n2Þ; ð9Þ

where N0 – base durability, SB0 – initial tensile strength, rP – led stress, r�1 – limit of
endurance at a symmetric cycle, R – cycle asymmetry coefficient, w – coefficient of
sensitivity of the material to the asymmetry of the cycle, rM – the maximum stress
stationary cycle, m- experimental material constant, ni – number of load cycles per i –
stage, a – kinematic coefficient determining the angle of inclination of the fatigue line
in double logarithmic coordinates, К – effective stress concentration factor, N – cal-
culated number of fatigue curve cycles.

The experimental kinetic curve given for the case of the force approach is con-
structed in fatigue tests of thin-walled samples with different degrees of operating time
[12]. The criterion of failure is the reduction of the ultimate strength to the level of
maximum cycle stress. The transition from one kinetic curve to another when the cycle
stress level changes is determined by the condition of cyclically equivalent states of the
material.

In the monograph [13] cyclic damage xC the model sample was considered from
the standpoint of the structural-phenomenological approach and was estimated by the
relative number of elements of the structure, shattered from fatigue. A formula linking
structural damage to the macroparameter, more precisely, the ultimate strength, is
obtained

SBðrM ; nÞ ¼ ð1� xCÞSB0: ð10Þ
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Considering the last formula together with formulas (1)–(9), in the case of a stationary
loading process, we come to an expression for cyclic damage in the model of Corten-
Dollan [12]

xC ¼ SB0 � rM
SB0

n
NðrMÞ

� �m

: ð11Þ

Damage at the moment of fatigue failure, i.e. at n = N, is not equal to one and is not a
constant of the material. It is determined by the level of destructive stress rM , and the
intensity of damage accumulation depends on the individual properties of the material,
i.e. the index m.

3 The Algorithm for Calculating the Durability of a Random
Stress Spectrum

To demonstrate the method of calculation of the specified resource, consider the
scheme of calculation of a particular structural element for multi-cycle fatigue. The first
stage is the formation of the initial stress spectrum in the design zone of the structure.
This can be done in the presence of recording devices accurately enough, given the
geometric and physical linearity of the system, working in the field of multi-cycle
fatigue. Continuous recording and calculation of stresses allow to avoid the proof of
ergodicity of the random process of stress changes in the calculated zone. In the
illustrative example the randomization operation on the set interval of change of normal
stresses in the area of a leg of fastening of a cover of the boiler to a centre girder will be
used.

The second stage is associated with the use of known data on the material of the
structure. For a welded structure a group of welding assembly in the design zone is
determined and for each stress cycle with a given value rM is the coefficient of
asymmetry R. Then the table value of the base limit of endurance r�1K and the second
formula model (2) calculates the endurance limit rRK taking into account the stress
concentration [14]. Further from the expression of the fatigue curve is the durability
NðrMÞ, which is required to calculate the current value of the tensile strength of the
fifth formula of the model (5). Exponent m it is found experimentally [12], for example,
for cast steels its value is close to two.

The third stage is associated with the transition to a new level of stress, at which the
tensile strength is calculated by the transformed formula of the kinetic curve

SBðrM ; nÞ ¼ SB0 � SB0 � rM
Nm

ðne þ 1Þm ð12Þ

where ne- the equivalent number of cycles in which the new stress level achieves the
same damage that was obtained before the transition. The calculation stops when the
condition is met ri � SBðri�1Þ, and number of cycles i determines the desired durability
at variable stress levels.
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The fourth stage consists in the construction of graphs of damage changes found by
this method (11) and the linear hypothesis of fatigue damage summation

xC ¼
X n

N
¼ 1 ð13Þ

4 Calculation of Durability of a Lath of Fastening
of a Copper to a Backbone Beam

In the above finite element calculation of the tank it is established that the maximum
stress in the place of fastening the bottom of the boiler to the centre girder reaches
90 MPa. According to the classification of welded assemblies by stress concentration
[15], the fastener assembly to the pipe belongs to the ninth group with the limit of
endurance in a symmetrical cycle r�1;K ¼ 30MPa. Performance trials of cars show that
the stresses in the metal structure change randomly. Having no experimental spectrum
of stress changes in the area of the fastening strip, we use the randomization operation
on the interval of maximum stress changes rM 2 ½60; 90�MPa (Fig. 2). We assume that
the average cycle voltage rM ¼ 60MPa ¼ const and the stress change cycle is
symmetrical.

Presented in Fig. 2 a sample of 100 cycles was repeated until the fatigue failure
criterion was met, which is equivalent to the assumption of ergodicity of a random
process.

The material data is supplemented with the value of the initial strength limit
SB0 ¼ 470MPa. The exponent of dependence (4), which determines the rate of
degradation of the strength of the material, is adopted as a parameter in the range of
values [0.5; 6]. The indicator of the fatigue curve for steel A 516-55 (09G2S) a = 3.5
for welded assemblies adopted by Russian State Standard «General rules for the design
of steel structures» SP 53 -102-2004, DEAN, Saint-Petersburg (2007). The choice of
design parameters not according to the certificate of steel, but according to the results of
testing of welded assemblies allows to take into account the behavior of this material in
a particular welded structure.

The kinetic curve formula above (1) was used to calculate the current strength limit,
and the damage formulas (11) and (12) were used for the proposed model and the
hypothesis of linear summation of fatigue damage. According to the results of calcu-
lation of the loading process with a random maximum stress (Fig. 2), using the for-
mulas (1)–(9), (3)–(4) and the data of the numerical example, the graph in Fig. 3.

Depending on the material constant m changing the estimated durability N�, but the
destruction occurs at the maximum or close to the cycle voltage. The maximum
accumulated damage ranges around xCR ¼ 0:81. The previously formulated rule of
intersection of the kinetic curve with the maximum cycle stress in the stress spectrum
preserves the meaning of the fatigue strength criterion of the structure [9].

Taking into account the cyclic degradation gives a conservative estimate of the
durability at random nature of the stress spectrum. Theoretically, only when m ! 1,
when the properties of the material do not change up to failure, the predicted number of
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Fig. 3. Kinetic curves of strength decrease (figures with prime mark) and damage increase with
operating time increase (1-by the linear hypothesis and by the refined technique 2, 3, 4 and 5 at
m = 0.5, m = 1, m = 2 and m = 6)

Fig. 2. Distribution pattern of maximum stress at the interval [60; 90] MPa
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cycles to failure according to the discussed technique and the linear hypothesis are the
same:N� ¼ 9:54 � 106. Specific values of design life N� are shown in Table 1.

Note that with the growth of the numerical value of m, the danger of emergency
overloads at the final stage of cycling decreases.

The prospects of this approach to the problem of fatigue are related to the fact that
there is a fundamental possibility of developing a technique that combines the stages of
origin and development of a fatigue crack. In [16], the above methodology was used to
describe the kinetics of fatigue crack propagation in a thin cast-iron plate with a central
hole. The numerical calculation was carried out within the framework of the described
approach, without involving any hypotheses of the crack theory. Only anomaly of
surface layer properties was taken into account. The qualitative and quantitative cor-
respondence of the calculation to the experiment was established.

5 Conclusions

1. With the use of modern computational methods the dangerous points of the tank
structure were determined.

2. Selection of cyclic tensile strength SB0ðn; rMÞ as representative parameters of the
fatigue process allowed to reflect the kinetics of fatigue damage accumulation in the
calculation of the durability of one of the welded units of the tank.

3. It is of practical importance to assess the residual strength of the fastening unit of
the shell to the spine beam at the final stage of cycling.

4. Intersection rule does not impose restrictions on the type of random process and
does not oppose the criteria of static and cyclic destruction.
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Abstract. Nowadays, more and more attention is paid to the development of
high-speed traffic in Russia and in the whole world. Russia has yet to build a
high-speed specialized highway but high-speed traffic is already being practised
on a number of lines reconstructed at higher speeds. When choosing lines for the
introduction of passenger trains high-speed movement, the problem arises of
determining the feasibility of reconstructing each separate point with track
development for one or another level of maximum speed for passing passenger
trains. Due to the large number of small separate points with track development,
which, as a rule, are practically all “barrier” places, solving this problem requires
a lot of time and money. That is why, at the pre-design stage, it seems appro-
priate to use the methodology for determining indicative capital investments into
the reconstruction of small separate points with track development. Moreover,
depending on the reorganization length, it is possible to determine the maximum
capital investment into the reorganization of such separate points, which will
pay off due to the resulting savings on travel time winning. The authors
investigate the structure of capital investments, which are usually determined
during the reconstruction for high-speed traffic, coming to the conclusion that
some part of them can be “put out of brackets”, meaning that the payback
periods are reduced. The research can be interesting to specialists and scientific
workers, who are involved in justification for the efficiency of increasing the
speed of passenger express trains in railway transport.

Keywords: High-speed passenger traffic � High-speed lines � Reconstructing
separate point � Capital investments � Railway stations

1 Introduction

Improvement of the quality of the services provided, is the most important tool in the
competition of the railway transport for a passenger, in particular by reducing the time
spent on the trip, which can be evidenced by the experience of different countries [1–8].
It can be achieved by using the innovative rolling stock, special high-speed lines
(HSL) as well as the reconstruction of existing railways at higher speeds. These events
can be implemented separately from each other, but the greatest effect on increasing the
speeds of passenger trains can be achieved with their complex application [9].

Nowadays in Russia there are no high-speed specialized highways built especially
for passenger railway traffic with the speeds of more than 250 km/h. Although plans for
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its implementation existed even in the times of the USSR, unfortunately they did not
get proper support from the state.

In the recent history of Russia, it was supposed that the first high-speed line will be
the line St. Petersburg – Moscow, but now on the foreground is the Moscow – Kazan
line for the movement of passenger trains at speeds of up to 400 km/h. According to
the data of the International Union of Railways, the length of high-speed railways in
our country is planned at the level of 762 km [10], which does not allow to go side by
side with the world leaders in this sphere. That is why, researches connected with the
introduction of high-speed passenger traffic are relevant, both from practical and the-
oretical points of view.

2 Materials and Methods

The initial data are the studies which were previously carried out by the authors in the
field of increasing passenger train speeds justification by reconstructing stations at a
number of existing lines, which were supposed to be rebuilt to introduce high-speed
traffic. Small stations on such lines were taken as objects, about which statistical
information on the number of tracks, switches, platforms and etc., was collected and
processed, which allowed applying the developed methodology, based on the typifi-
cation of stations, to determine approximately the required capital investments for their
reconstruction. It should be mentioned that the research was carried out in accordance
with the Methodological recommendations for the economic feasibility of infrastruc-
ture projects on Russian railways.

It is a well-known fact that the construction of the HSL requires huge investments
and needs a larger increase. That is why, one should not forget about the introduction of
high-speed traffic on existing railways by rebuilding their speeds (141–200 km/h).
During the reconstruction of such railways for the introduction of high-speed traffic the
implementation of a large amount of work is required, both on stage and on separate
points. Moreover, a significant part of these works, and, respectively, capital invest-
ments, will be necessary for the reconstruction of small intermediate separate points
with track development (passing points and intermediate stations), since with their
large numbers they usually do not satisfy the requirements of high-speed traffic.

Of high importance is the choice of the rational speed level for passing passenger
trains through each separate point, at the same time it is necessary to measure the
saving in time after the reconstruction of an intermediate station or a passing point, and
the investments needed for this reorganization. Only small separate points that do not
provide the passenger trains parking, fall under the scope of consideration.

Thus, the feasibility of reconstructing a separate point, and the line in whole, for
high-speed movement can be determined by the formula:

XT
t¼0

Rt � at �
XT
t¼0

Kp:P:t� at þ
XT
t¼0

Ct � at ð1Þ
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where Rt is the results got after the reconstruction of a separate point (line), expressed
in the reduction of operating costs, connected with the decrease in the time of passenger
trains movement and the duration of the passengers’ trip; Ct – operating costs for
maintaining a separate item (line) per year; Kp.n.t – capital costs in the reconstruction of
a separate point (line) per year; at – discount coefficient; T – horizon of calculation.

To choose a rational level of the maximum speed of passenger trains passing
through separate points at the pre-design stage, one can use the developed methodol-
ogy, which will quickly allow to determine the estimated capital investments into the
reconstruction of small separate points with track development, depending on the
number of pick-up routes and the type of conversion.

According to the methodology, all separate points, depending on the length of the
conversion and the magnitude of the main paths displacement relatively to the leads,
are divided into five principal types: I – a separate point is moved to a new place, II –
the conversion affects both necks of the station, but the existing station platform is used
to a large extent, III – one of the necks of the station is under reconstruction, IV – the
plan of the main routes does not need any change, and work is performed, not
associated with the restructuring of the path plan; V – passenger devices are situated
between the main tracks, which must be carried out of the space between the main track
sat speeds greater than 140 km/h.

The amount of approximate capital investments for the reconstruction of interme-
diate separate points with track development depends on a number of factors, the most
significant of which are: the number and useful length of pick-up ways, the number of
turnouts on the main and pick-up ways, the existing and planned speed of passenger
trains.

3 Results

The purpose of the research is determination of the maximum capital investment at
which the reconstruction of separate points will be appropriate. As a starting point we
take the following:

– type of conversion – III;
– the initial speed of passenger trains – 100 km/h;
– the maximum speed of a separate point with track development – 200 km/h;
– the number of pick-up routes at separate points – up to 10;
– the number of high-speed passenger trains pairs – from 4 to 10;
– the cost of passenger hours – from 50 to 250 rubles.

The calculation results (in base prices) are presented in diagrams (Fig. 1).
From the diagrams (see Fig. 1) it can be seen that the higher the price of a

passenger-hour is, the more economical it is to reconfigure a separate point – on the
diagrams it is shown by a change in the angle of inclination of the capital investment
curve to the abscissa axis, and it is obvious that with the increase in the number of
high-speed trains this curve becomes more sloping.

The diagrams presented allow us to determine whether it the reconstruction of a
separate point with track development for a specific speed level will be appropriate. For
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Fig. 1. Diagrams of the maximum capital investment from the number of tracks and the number
of high-speed trains with the price of a passenger-hour 50 rubles. (a), 100 rubles. (b), 150 rubles.
(c), 200 rubles. (d), 250 rubles. (e)
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this, the points corresponding to the approximate capital investments obtained by the
methodology must be plotted on the area of the corresponding diagrams: if these points
are situated between the curve of boundary capital costs and the abscissa axis, the
reconstruction will be advisable. The capital investment values that have negative
values are not taken into regard, since they are outside the zone of efficiency of the
conversion of separate points with track development for the conditions under
consideration.

Also, the feasibility of reconstruction is affected by the section of speed limit – the
larger this section is, the more profitable is the conversion of both individual separate
points and the line as a whole. Then follows the schedule of boundary capital
investments at a passenger-hour cost of 100 rubles and with an increase in the length of
the reconstruction site (Fig. 2).

Comparing the results presented in Fig. 1b and Fig. 2, it is possible to make a
conclusion that for the case under consideration, the increase of the speed limit area by
2 times increases the size of the effective maximum capital investment up to 40% –

with minimal track development and more than a few times – with maximum track
development for a different number of high-speed passenger trains. Moreover, the
smaller the expected size of the speed movement is, the greater influence has the length
of the speed limit area on the amount of boundary capital investments.

Studying the question of determining the required capital investments in the
reconstruction of separate points with track development, from our point of view it is
necessary, noting, undoubtedly, large required investments, to highlight the following.
Works with increasing the speeds of passenger train at separate points with track
development can be divided into two groups: dependent on speed and independent
from it.

The first should include those works, without which the introduction of high-speed
traffic is impossible as a matter of principle, for example: changing the plan of the route
of main tracks if there are horizontal curves of insufficient radius; strengthening the
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Fig. 2. The schedule of boundary capital investments at a passenger-hour cost of 100 rubles and
with an increase in the length of the reconstruction site
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track’s upper structure by laying high-speed turnouts, increasing the number of sleepers
per 1 km of track, using reinforced rails, etc.

The second type of work includes those that are not specific for high-speed
movement as their implementation is necessary at the existing level of speed. For
example, the construction of overpasses; fencing the area of the railway station,
passages for passengers at different levels, etc.

At the same time, the following should be meant:

– when replacing the turnouts on the main tracks with special high-speed ones, they
can be put in another place, which allows to take into account their return value;

– on conventional lines, especially with the operation of heavy freight trains, laying
reinforced turnouts, which are necessary for high-speed movement, will reduce the
wear of both turnouts and pairs of wheels of rolling stock;

– the construction of passages at different levels for passengers, fencing the area of a
separate point is also a requirement for ordinary railway lines;

– the construction of overpasses in the places of intersections with highways in cities
can be partially financed by municipalities, as it seriously influences the congestion
of the street road network, as well as traffic safety.
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Fig. 3. Diagrams of dependence of estimated capital investments with various accounting for
expense items: 1 – 140 km/h; 2 – 160 km/h; 3 – 200 km/h
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To illustrate the resulting effect when following the indicated positions, we will con-
sider one of the types of conversion of an intermediate separate point with track
development, approximately determining capital investments for different gradations of
speed and the number of station tracks (Fig. 3).

4 Discussion

The achieved results are of high importance in the issue of substantiating the effec-
tiveness of the required investments to achieve a certain passenger train speed level.
This is especially valuable in conditions where it is necessary relatively quickly, at the
pre-project stage, having an estimated amount of investment, to determine the feasi-
bility of reconstructing small separate points for a particular level of maximum pas-
senger train speed. Moreover, the proposal to exclude the assignment of part of the
reconstruction costs to works related not only to high-speed traffic, is interesting from a
practical point of view.

5 Conclusions

Thus, the efficiency of capital investments, and, consequently, the feasibility of
reconstruction of separate points to the maximum speed level of passenger trains are
influenced by a number of factors. The article highlights the main of them, such as the
price of a passenger-hour, the discount rate, the length of the speed limit section.

It is also offered to take into account in the total volume of capital investments only
the costs directly related to high-speed traffic, which will reduce the payback period of
projects for the conversion of intermediate separate points with track development for
the introduction of high-speed passenger trains movement, and therefore make them
more attractive to investors. The given private example shows that the difference in the
required investments can increase to several times depending on the initial data.

The further authors’ research will be aimed at deeper studies of this question with
the generalization of the results depending on the conversion type, the sizes of the track
development, and also the estimated maximum passenger train speeds levels.
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Abstract. This article provides a comparative analysis of the concepts of a
transport and logistics center and a multimodal transport and logistics center. An
assessment is given of the development of the railway transport infrastructure in
connection with trade and economic cooperation with the countries of the Asia-
Pacific region. An analysis of development stages methodology based on the
dynamic programming method of transport infrastructure objects is carried out
and the possibility of applying this technique to projects of multimodal transport
and logistics centers is revealed. Introduced the term “transport microsystem”,
which is used to consider the objects complex interacting with the transport and
logistics center. The existing development stages methodologies, studied by
Russian scientists, are analyzed. Based on the compared methods, the authors of
the article proposed two approaches to the application of the dynamic pro-
gramming method in the construction and development projects of multimodal
transport and logistics centers. In the first approach, these objects are considered
separately from each other, but taking into account their mutual influence. In the
second approach, the elements of this system are studied in a complex, as part of
one enlarged transport object. For clarity of the analysis of approaches, “time-
state” diagrams were constructed, their functional features are described. The
advantages and disadvantages of these approaches are identified, the conclusion
is drawn on the possibility of their application in complex projects of con-
struction and development of multimodal transport and logistics centers.

Keywords: Logistics � Dynamic programming � Stage development
methodology � Transport and logistics center � Multimodal

1 Introduction

The transport system of Russia is one of the most developed and extensive transport
networks in the world, the basis of which is the transport infrastructure of various types
of transport. At the moment, the urgent task is the creation of transport and logistics
centers, designed to provide various options for the transport of goods in the interaction
of modes of transport. The Transport and Logistics Center (TLC) is a complex of
interconnected and interdependent structures located in transport hubs that provides
comprehensive freight forwarding services to customers, minimizing the cost of
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transporting goods for participants in the transport and logistics process by integrating
their material, information and financial streams. The Multimodal Transport and
Logistics Center (MTLC) is a complex of transport terminals of various types of
transport, united by a common technology of interaction. The main functions imple-
mented by MTLC are measures to manage, control, ensure the safety of material
streams, their information support, as well as search for the most economic favorable
conditions for the interaction of all modes of transport and participants of the transport
and logistics process.

Rail transport, which accounts for about 50% of the total volume of transported
goods, occupies a leading position in the Russian transport system. At the international
level, Russian railways are part of transcontinental transport corridors, providing
international production and trade links. Currently, there is a stable trend in trade and
economic cooperation and an increase in freight traffic to the countries of the Asia-
Pacific region. Based on the analysis of transport infrastructure elements optimal
development studies by foreign and Russian scientists, it was revealed that for the
efficient management of cargo streams, it is necessary to create a network of multi-
modal transport and logistics centers that will provide a comprehensive organization
and interaction of all types of transport infrastructure. Rail transport infrastructure is the
basis for organizing such a network of MTLC.

2 Materials and Methods

The authors of the study propose to make calculations using the development stages
methodology based on the dynamic programming method for complex projects to
optimize the interaction of transport infrastructure elements of different modes of
transport.

The choice of options for the technical condition and technological support of
multimodal transport logistics centers in time can be carried out on the dynamic pro-
gramming method basis.

The choice of options for the technical condition and technological support of
multimodal transport logistics centers in time can be carried out on the basis of the
dynamic programming method. The term “dynamic programming” first appeared in the
mid-50s in the works of R. Bellman. In the early 60s of the twentieth century, works
were published proving the effectiveness of the staged development of railway
infrastructure and formed the fundamental basis of this methodology. Since the mid-
sixties, the ideas of staged development have been applied to optimize construction
projects and modernization of precinct and sorting railway stations, their subsystems,
transport terminals, railway lines, roads and trunk pipelines. These topics are covered in
the works: V. M. Akulinicheva, V. A. Ardashin, A. P. Baturin, A. V. Bykadorov,
I. D. Bulavchenko, S. M. Goncharuk, A. V. Gorinov, P. S. Gruntov, V. G. Dzyuba, Yu.
I. Efimenko, I. T. Kozlova, D. N. Kuklev, A. V., Mineeva, Yu. P. Nayashkov,
N. A. Tuzhilkina. However, at the moment, theoretical studies on the rational stages of
the construction and modernization of infrastructure cannot be considered complete.
There is no single methodology comprehensively applicable to most objects of the
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transport network, in particular, the dynamic programming method has not been
adapted to MTLC projects.

In essence, the development stages methodology implies a sequence of events to
change the technical state and timing of such events that, together with a rational
technology of work, ensures a minimum of total costs. The objective function of this
methodology takes into account all given total costs, including capital investment and
operating costs of infrastructure, throughout the entire modernization period of the
facility.

The objective function of this technique in general is written:

E ¼
Xn

t¼0
Ktat þ

Xn

t¼0
Ctat ! min; ð1Þ

in which, E – total costs; Kt, Ct – respectively, capital investments and operating costs
at the t-th step; at – discounting costs coefficient.

A visual representation of this technique can be presented in the form of a “time-
state” scheme, which marks the path of development of the facility, taking into account
the possibility of developing all freight traffic and the total minimum of all the costs
involved (Fig. 1). In the nodes of this graph, the values of the efficiency criterion, the
sum of the total costs, are indicated, and on the lines connecting the nodes - the
increment of the efficiency criterion at the corresponding optimization steps.
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Fig. 1. The “time-state” diagram
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To determine the possibility of applying the dynamic programming method to the
construction and development projects of MTLC, an analysis of existing methods for
railway transport facilities was carried out.

The authors of the article suggest dividing these methods into two conditional
groups: the first group considers the objects of transport infrastructure in isolation from
each other, in the second group the elements of infrastructure are studied in close
relationship taking into account mutual influence and impact. Comparison of these
approaches is based on two selected methods: the stages of development of railway
stations and junctions by Yu. I. Efimenko and the choice of optimal development of
technical equipment of the railway network by A.P. Baturin.

The application of these methods to MTLCs has limitations related to the specifics
of their functioning. The first group of methods is designed to use the method of
dynamic programming to one object of transport infrastructure and does not take into
account the mutual influence between objects. The second group of methods takes this
mutual influence into account only through the dynamics of changes in cargo and
passenger streams, but does not consider variants of objects work technology at
preservation of the sizes of the given streams and changes of technical equipment of
one of those objects due to their significant distance from each other.

The first group of methods considers railway stations and junctions opposite from
the other infrastructure objects and the optimal criterion for this group takes form:

Eopt
tc ¼ minð

Xtc

t¼0
Ktq

jð Þ
t þ

Xtc

t¼1
Ctq

Cð Þ
t � jrestc q jð Þ

tc ð2Þ

in which, Kt, Ct – investments and operating costs in the year t;
qt – reduction coefficient, taking into account the decrease in the significance of

costs incurred after t years;
tc – cost accumulation period;
jrestC – the sum of all residual values of objects.
It should be mentioned that this method does not consider mutual influence

between different objects.
Thus, it is advisable to use these criteria to select management decisions at indi-

vidual optimization steps of a particular object.
The second group of methods consider railway network as a group of interacting

objects and the optimal criterion for these methods takes form:

E S; T ;X tð Þ; Y tð Þð Þ ¼
Xn

i¼1

X sij j
j¼1

sið Þ
Z tj

tj�1

Ej X tð Þ;Y tð Þð Þdt
eEHt

þ Kj

eEHt

" #
� Fres S;Tð Þ

eEHTp
ð3Þ

in which, Fres S; Tð Þ – reduced residual value of fixed assets for the period Tp;
Ej X tð Þ; Y tð Þð Þ � Ej X tð Þ; Y tð Þð Þ – differential costs (the intensity of changes in

operating costs) at the j-th stage of development of the transport object si;
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Kj – capital investments given during the construction period at the jth stage of
development of the facility si;

S – network development scheme, number of development schemes of network
objects;

T – estimated period of network reconstruction;
(S, T) – network development plan;
X(t) – network passenger traffic plan;
Y(t) – network freight passenger traffic plan.

Correlation between network objects is carried out by taking into account the impact of
the development of network facilities on the organization of cargo and passenger
streams.

Thus, it is advisable to use these criteria to select management decisions at indi-
vidual optimization steps of the entire railway network or a large number of remote
objects.

3 Results

The specifics of multimodal transport and logistics centers provides for their contin-
uous interaction with other objects of transport infrastructure. It includes coordination
of cargo handling amounts, coordination of vehicle maintenance technologies, reduc-
tion of the time for cargoes to be stored in transportation hubs.

Thus, it can be concluded that the close interaction of some elements of transport
infrastructure requires their separation into a particular transport microsystem, in order
to further consider these elements as an indivisible unit. Changes in the technical
equipment or technology of one element of the microsystem can cause variations in
operating costs and technology of the other elements.

In this paper two approaches to the process of applying the method of dynamic
programming for the construction and development of multimodal transport logistics
centers are considered.

They are based on the groups of methods of application of development stages
methodology.

In the first approach, transport infrastructure facilities are considered separately.
For complex projects of development of MTLC, the application of the first approach
has the following limitations of use, namely:

• the need to take into account the development of technical equipment of interacting
objects of transport infrastructure and interaction technology when calculating
operating costs at each stage of development of the MTLC;

• the presence of a “forced” change in the technology of interaction between objects
or the technology of one of the objects during technical or technological changes on
another element of the system;

• the complexity of the calculations when using this technique for the simultaneous
staged development of all elements of a multimodal transport node is caused by a
significant increase in the number of development options for the microsystem.
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Thus, when using the first approach, it is necessary to analyze the work and apply the
existing methods of staged development to all infrastructure facilities of multimodal
transport nodes. Number of options for the staged development, in a simplified form,
can be represented in the form of a scheme for the interaction of a railway station and
MTLC (Fig. 2).

For this scheme, the following notation: station values of the efficiency criterion –

Sz,t,i, multimodal transport and logistics center – Lz,t,i. In which, z – state of the second
object in the system; t – system development step, i – stage of development of the
object; iʹ – stage of development of the object with a change in the total costs. The thick
line between the development vectors of the individual elements shows the “forced”
transition of the object to the next stage.

The objective function in the MTLC-railway station system should take into
account the minimum of total costs at each of the facilities, and the system of
restrictions should combine the work technology and the volume of cargo processing.
The objective function for this system takes the form:

ES ¼ Pn
t¼0 K

S
t a

S
t þ

Pn
t¼0 C

S
t a

S
t ! min

EL ¼ Pn
t¼0 K

L
t a

L
t þ

Pn
t¼0 C

L
t a

L
t ! min

�
; ð4Þ

in which, ES, EL – total costs for the station and the transport and logistics center,
respectively.

Constraint system:

XSL
tð Þ ¼ XL

tð Þ ¼ XLS
tð Þ þXtr

tð Þ
tLpr ¼ Tn

(
; ð5Þ

S1,1,1 S1,2,1

S1,1,2 S1,2,2

S1,3,1 S1,4,1

S1,3,2 S2,4,2 S2,5,2 S2,6,2

L1,1,2 L1,2,2 L1,3,2 L1,4,2

L1,3,2' L2,4,2' L2,5,2' L2,6,2'L1,1,2' L1,2,2' M
TLC

Station

Fig. 2. Fragment of time-state diagrams of the station-logistics center system
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in which, XSL
tð Þ – freight streams developed by the station, arriving at the logistics centre

within the established time period t; XL
tð Þ – freight streams, developed by the logistics

centre within the set time period t; XLS
tð Þ – freight streams developed by the station,

arriving from the logistics center within the set time period t; Xtr
tð Þ – freight streams

developed by modes of transport interacting in MTLC; tLpr – duration of freight traffic
processing by the logistics center; Tn – established standard value of the duration of
freight traffic processing by the logistics center.

This constraint system leads to the need for “forced” transitions of the development
stage. The difficulty lies in the fact that such “forced” transitions affect operating costs
not only for this stage, but also for all subsequent stages of the development of the
system object. Visually for this and for the next stages of development of the facility,
this dependence is shown on the graph of the dependence of operating costs on the
development step of the facility (Fig. 3).

A second disadvantage of this approach is the need to iterate over a substantial
amount of development options microsystems, if the system interacts with a large
number of transport infrastructure, and the construction and development of these
facilities is carried out in many stages.

When analyzing the possibility of using the dynamic programming method in the
construction and development of transport infrastructure facilities as separate elements,
the following results were obtained:

• analysis of the objects of the transport network in cooperation within the framework
of this method creates the need to consider “forced” state transition of objects;

• “forced” transitions complicate the use of the dynamic programming method, as
they contribute to the appearance of changes in the total costs at several stages of
development of an object of a given system;

1

2

t

С

3

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 3 '2 '

Fig. 3. Dependence of operating costs on the development step of the MTLC - railway station
system
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• the use of the dynamic programming method leads to the need to recount a large
number of options, which complicates the use of the methodology for the devel-
opment of transport infrastructure facilities.

The second approach considers objects and applying the dynamic programming
method to them inextricably from each other, as part of one enlarged transport
infrastructure object. This approach has the following features of consideration
requiring detailed study:

• the possibility of developing freight flows with the given technical development of
an enlarged facility in a timely manner;

• the ability to service the required number of rolling stocks of all modes of transport,
taking into account the technology of their interaction;

• detailing the stages of development of each object and highlighting those that are
more likely to affect the operation of the entire system of objects.

This approach involves the use of the objective function for the entire microsystem,
without dividing it into separate objects. In this case, the objective function will take
the form:

ESL ¼
Xn

t¼0
KS
t a

S
t þKL

t a
L
t

� �þ Xn

t¼0
CS
t a

S
t þCL

t a
L
t

� � ! min; ð6Þ

The system of restrictions for the second approach will take the form:

Xenter
tð Þ ¼ Xexit

tð Þ
tLpr ¼ Tn

(
; ð7Þ

in which, Xenter
tð Þ – the incoming freight traffic developed by the enlarged transport object

in a specified period of time t; Xexit
tð Þ – outgoing freight traffic, developed by all modes of

transport in a specified period of time t;
In this case, the time-state diagram will be compiled in the singular for the entire

system, but it will contain a larger number of development stages. This diagram will
take the form shown in Fig. 1, but will have more stages of development of this
enlarged object.

The disadvantages of this approach are:

• difficulty in applying this methodology when the objects of the system belong to
different owners;

• significant increase in the number of stages of the system or the complexity of each
stage, if it is necessary to consider large number of interacting objects;

• the need for a detailed study of each stage of the development of the system, taking
into account the technology of interaction of several modes of transport.
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4 Discussion

Each of the two approaches considered has its own advantages and disadvantages.
The application of the dynamic programming method with the construction of

“time-state” diagrams to the objects of the transport microsystem separately from each
other makes it possible to more accurately analyze the moments of transition of each
object to the next stages of development. At the same time, it is difficult to take into
account the effect of changes in one element of the microsystem on the technical
operation and technology of other elements, and also, there is a variability in the
construction of time-state diagrams.

If we consider all the elements of this transport microsystem inextricably from each
other, then uncertainty is created when accounting for investments in each object of the
transport infrastructure, while the continuity of the interaction technology of all
elements of this system, the integration of their information streams are necessary
conditions for applying this approach.

5 Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to identify the possibility of applying the dynamic
programming method to projects of multimodal transport and logistics centers. In the
course of the study, it was found that the features of the operation of the MTLC, the
tasks assigned to them, require the development of interacting transport infrastructure
objects inextricably from each other. In the work, a model of using a transport
microsystem to simplify the analysis of the development of objects interacting with
MTLC is proposed. The approaches to using the methodology for the staged devel-
opment of objects within a given system have key features in their practical application,
which requires preliminary preparation for choosing one of them.

The existing plans for the development of transport infrastructure provide for the
formation of a transport network without gaps and bottlenecks, elimination of
unevenness in the level of development of transport infrastructure in certain regions of
the country, and the need for the formation of a support network of multimodal
transport and logistics centers significantly increases the burden on federal and regional
transport budgets. Optimization of the development of this network, as well as its
individual elements, should include both the implementation of the required volumes of
cargo processing and the lowest required costs for the construction and operation of the
infrastructure of the MTLC network. To solve this problem, in particular, one should
use the methodology for the development of transport infrastructure facilities. Its
application will allow to fulfill the goals set for the MTLC network with the lowest
economic costs, to combine the technology of interaction between logistics facilities
and transport infrastructure facilities.
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Abstract. The article analyzes the state of transport infrastructure ensuring the
required volume of transportation. The work employs the methods of marketing
and strategic analysis and also the provisions on synthesis of adequate adaptive
mechanisms with identification allowing to make the rational choice on the use
of the infrastructure from a possible set of options, available resources and
shippers needs. The carried-out SWOT analysis defined the risks and possible
effectiveness of use of the single infrastructure of the railroads polygon
regarding further possible additional costs. The transition to the polygon tech-
nology of the train traffic control allows JSC Russian Railways to organize
rhythmic train traffic providing the «gaps» for the whole polygon in a single
section. The adaptation mechanism for the costs variance of the consolidated
liability of the transportation process participants allowing to monitor primary
variances synchronously with the infrastructure works performance and delivery
is offered. The general algorithm of the model of integrative management of the
infrastructure and traction resources is formalized and illustrated on the example
of the railroads polygon. Their interaction is based on the results of integral
estimation which unites a diverse quantity of indicators and estimating factors of
the transportation process. The mathematical support of the cost value formation
is implemented in «Automated system of loading supervision of a production
department». The received results are integrated into «Automated system of
operational work supervision of the integrated centre of the infrastructure con-
trol» and adapted to transformation and effective use of the industry enterprises
capacity.

Keywords: Infrastructure � Rolling stock � Railway polygon � Cargo turnover �
Transportation process � Adaptive mechanism

1 Introduction

The key trends in the geo-economic state, which are directly related to transport and
logistics activities in Russia, determine the need for effective management of traction
resources by organizing a unified technology of transport activities of JSC Russian
Railways, which results in rational use of the transport infrastructure, a commensurate
increase of loading volumes and attraction of investments in the railways. In the current
conditions of dynamism and structural transformations of the Russian transport
industry there are significant changes in the technology of the transport process due to
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the level of infrastructure, traction resources and needs for goods and passengers
delivery.

In the international operational length, the share of domestic railways is about 7%
(more than 85 thousand km), by the cost of production capital funds - 14%, GDP -
4.9%, the world passenger and cargo turnover - 15 and 24%, respectively [1].

At that, the wear of the track infrastructure reaches 55%, of the electric central-
ization systems - 76%, of the automatic blocking system – 55%, of the traction sub-
stations and the catenary system – 54%, of the locomotive fleet – more than 20% [2].
Until 2025, maintenance of a low rate of modernization of the railway infrastructure
having more than 13 thousand km of «bottlenecks» is expected. Elimination of
the «bottlenecks» requires an investment of 1.5 trillion rubles. For this reason, in 2020,
196.2 million tons of cargo will not be transported with entailing the budget contri-
bution losses of 1.3 trillion rubles [2].

Railway transport is pursuing the projected growth of transportations - by 2025 the
increase of cargo turnover is expected by 21% from the level of 2018 [1], according to
its results, by the values of 2017, loading increased by 2.2% to 1289.6 million tons.
(3533.2 thousand tons per day, averagely) (Fig. 1a), the average transportation range
increased by 35 km (1.9%), up to 1835 km, and loaded cargo turnover reached a
historic high of 2596.9 billion tkm (4.2%) (Fig. 1b).

At the same time, the share of railways in the cargo turnover of the country
transport system reached more than 87% with an absolute record in the traffic volumes
to the peak value of the Soviet period in 1988 - cargo turnover increased by 2.5%.
More than 1.157 billion people were involved in the passenger traffic.

The infrastructure of public railway transport (further – infrastructure) repre-
sents «the technological complex including public railway tracks and other construc-
tions, railway stations, power supply facilities, communication networks, signaling,
centralizing and blocking systems, information complexes and traffic control system
and other buildings constructions, devices and equipment providing functioning of this
complex» and excludes the rolling stock, using of which means providing a service to a
carrier by the operator of the rolling stock – «the legal entity or the individual entre-
preneur, possessing the rolling stock… on the right of ownership or another right and
providing the rolling stock to legal entities or individuals…» or the owner of the
infrastructure – «a legal entity or an individual entrepreneur, possessing the infras-
tructure on the right of ownership or another right and providing services of its use on
the basis of a relevant contract» [The Railway Transport Charter of the Russian Fed-
eration: Federal Law of the Russian Federation No. 18-FZ of 10 January 2003]. The
major owner of the railway infrastructure of the Russian Federation is JSC Russian
Railways (85513 km) which exercises centralized supervisory control of the trans-
portation process. The general principles of providing non-discriminatory access of
carriers to the infrastructure are defined in [On approval of regulations of non-
discriminatory access to public railway transport infrastructure (Decree of the
Government of the Russian Federation No. 710 of 25 November 2003)] on the terms of
the public contract of use signed between the carrier and the owner of the infrastructure
[On approval of regulations of providing services in use of public transport infras-
tructure: Decree of the Government of the Russian Federation No. 703 of 20 November
2003].
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Modeling of transport infrastructure operation and organization of the transport
process are represented in the works of B.M. Lapidus, S.M. Rezer, S.N. Kornilov,
V.N. Morozov, A.N. Rahmangulov, etc.; the problems of transport systems develop-
ment and infrastructure formation - in the works of G.V. Veselov, A.P. Abramov,
V.M. Buneev, V.G. Galaburda, etc.; analysis of the number of car fleets and harmo-
nization of the track infrastructure capacity - in the studies of P.A. Kozlov,
A.S. Misharin, N.E. Aksyonenko, O.N. Dunaev, etc.; the economic problems of
locomotive fleet management - in the scientific activity of V.I. Apattsev, A.P. Baturin,
K.A. Berngard, I.N. Shapkin.

The above-mentioned works are of considerable theoretical and practical impor-
tance both for the improvement of infrastructure and traction tools and for the

а)
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Fig. 1. (a) Loading dynamics, million tons; (b) Loaded cargo turnover dynamics [Annual report
of JSC «RZD» 2019 approved by the Government of the Russian Federation (Decree of the
Government of the Russian Federation No. 1393-p of 29 June 2019)]
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organization of railway transportation, and at the same time need to be further
developed with regard to the modern requirements of the infrastructure and rolling
stock.

The uneven distribution of the rolling stock (a half of the total fleet of cargo cars) in
the eastern part of the railway network, which has 39% of the capacity of the stations
track development, has resulted in the practical exhaustion of the track infrastructure
capacity (the average running speed of cargo trains is 50 km/h). Its development
requires the implementation of long-term capital-intensive projects, investments in
which often pay off slowly [3].

Ensuring economic growth rates higher than the global ones, maintaining
macroeconomic stability and introducing modern technologies are difficult to imagine
without solving the problems of rapid modernization of the transport complex, renewal
of the infrastructure and improvement of transport technologies. The priority area of the
development of the production unit of JSC Russian Railways is to replace the regional
principles of transportation control with the planning and organization of the train
traffic at railway polygons (hereinafter referred to as the polygon), which allows to
increase the operation efficiency and clearly distinguish functionalities and responsi-
bilities of functional units.

In 2017 the Eastern Polygon of railroads (further – the Eastern Polygon or the
polygon) (Fig. 2), which united the operation processes of the Krasnoyarsk, Trans-
baikal, East Siberian and Far East railroads, was created. It is the basis for the formation
of the international transport corridors of the Asia-North American Railway. The
general coordination of the train traffic flows at the polygon is carried out by the
centralized traffic control center (further – CTCC), and regulation of the traction
resources is concentrated in the traction resources control centre (further – TRCC).

The cost of the second stage of development of the Eastern Polygon is 464.7 billion
rubles (433.2 billion rubles - the state, 31.5 billion rubles - own funds of JSC Russian
Railways). At the polygon, with the growth of traffic volumes to the level of last year
by 5% in 2018, the repair volume increased by 13.8%, and reconstruction of the track -
by 23.6%. More than a quarter of the repair works (28%) were carried out on the
improvement of the track, the catenary system with a total length of 111.7 km was
reconstructed, 334 facilities were capitally repaired. Automated complexes of the tasks
of dispatching planning and train traffic monitoring are being introduced, as well as
works are being carried out within the framework of planning and operational regu-
lation of the locomotive fleet systems and modeling railway station operation.

The efficiency of each transportation variation at the polygon is estimated by the
method of «accurate analysis of a particular situation» [1], which fully takes into
account the environmental conditions, the criteria of the given task, the existing
demand and the technology of transportation combined with the capacity of the
locomotive traction and infrastructure. The main tools used for selection of an effective
strategy are strategic and marketing analyses, which allow to identify the risks of
transportation, the state of the infrastructure and the possibilities of railway transport in
general. The SWOT analysis is the most common and attractive method.
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2 Methods

The matrix method of marketing analysis – SWOT-analysis – is popular due to its
simplicity, versatility and availability, which allow to form a comprehensive view of
the business process. It implies an analysis and construction of multidimensional
matrices allowing to model situations and the market participants behaviour. The
purpose of this analysis is to identify the strengths and weaknesses of a process, the
opportunities and threats originating from its immediate environment (competitive
environment).

1. Weaknesses - disadvantages;
2. Strengths - advantages;
3. Opportunities – the features of the environment which create advantages in the

market;
4. Threats – factors that potentially worsen the market situation.

While analyzing the market, resources and competitive opportunities, four
additional parameters are investigated:

(A) strategic problems;
(B) effectiveness of the current strategy;
(C) cost competitiveness;
(D) stability of the position compared to the main competitors.

The polygon technology is based on three-level control of the transportation pro-
cess, in which decisions on regulation of the locomotive fleet, allocation of loading
resources and provision of «gaps» on the infrastructure are made in a rigid hierarchy
from the central to regional levels. At that, the regional centers of corporate
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Fig. 2. Development of the Eastern Polygon railway infrastructure at the first stage
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management (further – RCCM) carry out coordination of operational work within the
boundaries of the corresponding railroad on which the control system and the current
maintenance of the infrastructure was left unchanged – by the central and regional
directorates of the infrastructure (further – CID and RID respectively) – being an
unbalanced link.

In order to eliminate possible inconsistency of the actions at different levels in the
polygon technology, it is necessary to improve the management of the infrastructure,
traction resources and car fleet. For this purpose we suggest to create an Integrated
Control Center of the polygon infrastructure (further – ICCPI) which, in the set limits,
will organize the operation and the maintenance of the infrastructure by the structural
units of JSC Russian Railways (path distance (further – TP), pull-cord part (further –
CP), Agency of firm transport service (further – AFTS), operational locomotive depot
(further – LD) and other) (Fig. 3).

In the operation of the polygon, ICCPI interacts with TRCC, CTCC, the direc-
torates: of the traffic control, of the traction, of the power supply; with the territorial
centers of corporate transport services (further – RFTS), their structural units (AFTS
TP, LD and other) and analyzes the efficiency of the infrastructure and locomotives
operation on the basis of the active systems theory by means of integral estimation.

The integral assessment consists of evaluation and ranking units, in which the
estimation results of heterogeneous productive-economic indicators are combined
through convolution matrices - the rank of activity is formed at the intersection of the
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Fig. 3. Model of integrative management of the infrastructure and track resources at the polygon
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line and the column (Fig. 4). This mechanism provides for the assessment reliability or
the indicator rank: at first, the permissible estimation intervals are ranked by experts -
the specialists of the production and economic unit, and then – by experts-competent
railway transport specialists of railway.

The following indicators are distinguished: the main ones (from 1 to 4), which
characterize the execution of planned targets, and the supporting ones (from A to D),
which determine the efficiency of production. The rank of the main and additional
indicator (from I to V) (Table 1) is characterized by the confidence interval and reflects
the quality of the infrastructure and traction operation: the first corresponds to non-
fulfillment of the established plan and a low corporate level of interaction at the
polygon, and the fifth corresponds to implementation of the targets at the linear level of
control:

Xcp � tSffiffiffi
n

p � a� Xcp þ tSffiffiffi
n

p ð1Þ

Where a – the productive-economic indicator;
T – Student’s t-distribution parameter;
Xavg – an average sample value of the required indicator;
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S – the square root of dispersion;ffiffiffi
n

p
– the square root of the total sample.

An expert at each level reviews his own responses only when they fall out of the
confidence interval (1), which contains 90% of all the estimates and allows to identify
the true value of the statistical characteristic.

In calculating of pricing, cost, evaluation of competitiveness and justification for
various transport modifications, this study employs a strategic analysis tool - the Delphi
method of expert assessments. It is applied in logistics to monitor shipment quantities
and is based on experience, intuition and characteristics measurement. Collecting and
summarizing individual assessments of the market situation belonging to various
experts, it becomes possible to obtain a collective opinion that will be sufficiently
reliable. This method is employed in the programming of the «Automated System of
Operation Control of the Integrated Center of the Infrastructure Control».

The polygon control system is analyzed with the help of the above-mentioned
methods and the results obtained through studying the existing condition of transport
infrastructure and efficiency of its use by the carrier are presented.

3 Findings

The main tool used for selection of an effective strategy of the transport technology is
the SWOT analysis, which allows to determine the real assessment of transportation,
condition and capabilities of the infrastructure with the traction resources (Table 2).

The level of threats identified by the SWOT-analysis is not critical, and the existing
risks can be reduced due to effective technologically built interaction among all the
participants of the transport process - JSC Russian Railways, shippers, the state and
other market players (Table 3).

Thus, there is a high potential to use the polygon system of transport process
control on the railway network, allowing to establish international cooperation and
mutually advantageous cooperation of the Russian Federation in the military, economic
and cultural spheres.

Table 1. Formation of the indicator rank

Rank Integral estimation of the
indicator

I 3A 2A 1B 1A
II 4A 3B 2C 2B 1D 1C
III 4B 3C 2D
IV 4C 4C 3D 3D
V 4D
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Table 2. The SWOT-analysis of the polygon traffic control system

Strength
1. Transportation costs reduction
2. Locomotives productivity gains
3. Cargo traffic speedup
4. A single network of terminals and railway
tracks
5. The JSC Russian Railways financial position
with stable staffing
6. The optimum logistic technology of cargo
operations and cargo traffic control
7. Decrease of locomotives single run length
8. Relatively low investments in the polygon
development
9. Availability of the automated systems (the
software)
10. Favorable directions of the traffic flows
11. Absence of competitors in the market

Weaknesses
1. Updating of technical documentation
2. Changing of the train traffic technology
3. Lack of the required practical experience
4. State tariff regulation of the rail transportation
5. Low level of awareness of JSC Russian Railways
employees, counterparties and clients
6. Existence of constantly hampered train traffic sections
7. Severe climatic conditions
8. Additional training of the production staff

Opportunities
1. Provision of state support
2. Significant market potential
3. Large traffic volumes
4. Stabilization of the delivery time
5. Considerable length of cargo transportations
6. Increase of the section speed
7. Increase of the guaranteed haul distances
8. Time factor for the consumers
9. Rapid implementation of the polygon
technology on the railway network

Threats
1. Change of the staff training procedure
2. Inadequate regulatory framework
3. Risks of the train traffic schedule violations
4. Trains and locomotives time spent at technical
stations
5. Significant investments
6. Lack of state support throughout the project
7. Changes of the legislation

Table 3. The SWOT-analysis results interpretation

Strengths Weaknesses

Opportunities Development sector
1. Studying and introduction of the modern
world transportation technologies
2. Development of mutually advantageous
relations with clients
3. Reduction of the transportation cost
4. Reduced number of “dismissed” trains
5. Improvement of the “gaps” provision
technology

What to change sector
1. Implementation of a polygon system on the
railway network
2. Formation of a management system with
clients and staff
3. Solution of the employment problem of JSC
Russian Railways released employees
4. Audit of the existing regulatory documents
5. Development of a polygon management
program

Threats Threat compensation sector
1. Competent trained staff
2. Continuous monitoring of the legislation
3. Observance of the train traffic schedules
4. Modernization of the infrastructure and
rolling stock

Problems sector
1. Development of measures enhancing the
level of service
2. Impromptness at solving urgent tasks in non-
standard situations
3. Development of the industry manufacturing
products for heavy train traffic
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One of the main indicators of the transport process quality is the consumption of
electric energy by train traction taking into account the current state of the infras-
tructure (absence of warnings limiting the predetermined speeds, the traffic capacity,
track weight loads, etc.). Taking into account the practical experience of the Eastern
Polygon in the volumes and distances of cargo transportation in the territory of the
Russian Federation, the application of the polygon transportation control system and
traction rolling stock allows to meet the requirements of the transportation process with
a smaller amount of traction resource due to the rational use of the infrastructure and
increase of the locomotive fleet efficiency.

In order to obtain the target volumes specified by the train traffic standard schedule,
daily, weekly, decadal or monthly planning of locomotives and locomotive crews
operation is based on calculation of the need and establishment of the standards for
maintenance of operated train locomotive fleets taking into account the available
number of locomotive crews [4]. Earlier studies [5, 6] have shown that the method of
optimal network flow [7, 8] is effective, allowing for real-time operational planning of
the transportation process at the polygon. The network flow model of the traction
operation technology in cargo traffic is based on the existing schemes of locomotive
circulation sections L (further – LCS) and maintenance ranges of locomotive crews N
(further – MRLC) (Fig. 5).

Each LCS where locomotives maintenance (T, by service companies) is carried out
is considered as a set of several MRLS where locomotive crews operate from home
station B to turnaround stations A, C, D, E and vice versa according to the train paths
(with a train, a reserve locomotive) or passengers. The Polygon technology allows
TRCC to cover CTCC needs for the traffic flow due to extension of the traction
resources circulation sections. In case of train traffic schedule deviations, a considerable
gain in resource consumption is achieved due to correction of the trajectory in
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Fig. 5. The scheme of locomotive circulation section L1 – L3 in directions N1 – N5
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alternative directions immediately during the trains running. In such cases, ICCPI offers
the most optimal (reserve) options for the use of the infrastructure within an alternate
scheme of the railway facilities current maintenance. In order to avoid possible con-
flicts of interests between economic entities at the «joints» of railways and complete
the track repair campaign, the regional centre of corporate management carries out
technological coordination of transportations in the volume required by the polygon
(Fig. 6).

Applying the Methodology guidelines on requirements generation of cargo traffic
locomotives and indicators of their scheduled operation (TDL-60), approved by
JSC «RZD» 25.06.2014 No. 266, to solve the problem of assignment of locomotives
L characterized with different types of traction to trains P in the reserve directions of
infrastructure N of different specialization, it is necessary to modify the classic version
due to approximation of heterogeneous resources: to have an opportunity to replace an
existing resource with a similar one open back on any of the edges of the previous
resource (<N1, N5 > , > filled L3, open to L2 through <N1, N2, N5> without the train
weight break and changes of the traction type). The application of quasi-classical
rollbacks results in a significant increase in the locomotives performance (fewer
locomotives are assigned to remove a similar number of trains or cargoes) and the
uniformity of loading or repair of the infrastructure.

At the same time, further improvement of the polygon principles of transport
process control, operation and infrastructure of JSC Russian Railways is required. In
turn, the business unit «Railway Transport and Infrastructure» (hereinafter – RTI)
integrates the main production business units engaged in the organization of railway
transport, maintenance and development of the infrastructure and locomotive complex.
The production and financial result of the transportation process depends on the effi-
ciency of their activities and the level of their technological interaction. The problem of
advance prediction and uncertainty of possible trend reversals in the changes of key
performance indicators, which makes long-term economic forecasting difficult, espe-
cially in such a capital-intensive industry as the railway transport, is extremely serious
[9]. Its elimination requires the development of mechanisms ensuring the continuous
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Fig. 6. Assignment of locomotives L1 – L3 to trains P1 – P10 in direction N1 – N5
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production and economic operation of railway polygons. In order to increase the
profitability of transport activities, it is important, along with efficient operational
management, to improve the efficiency of the infrastructure and traction [10] through
continuous monitoring of the direct costs (Fig. 7).

The mechanism of adaptation of the cost variances to the cargo turnover volumes
(further – MA) functions on the basis of fundamental approaches to solution of
problems [11] on adequate adaptive mechanisms synthesis with identification which
allow to exercise control of primary variances synchronously with the infrastructure
operation and transportation.

Primary registration information on the variances amount and cost is fixed by the
primary adaptation mechanism (further – PMA) which collects the data from functional
units, technological sections and workplaces. The production and financial activity of
RTI structural units is controlled by the mechanism of the enterprise costs control
(further – MECC). In each the input data represents the costs, and in PMA of nor-
matives – the received normatives. Comparing them, the assessment of the normatives
changes is conducted. The main objective of the assessment and ranking is formation of
the level of influence of each cost item devoted to adaptation of norms and standards of
production. On the basis of the obtained information on the order and variances, the
priority factors, the key reasons and units, the most influencing costs are defined.
Further, administrative recommendations on adjustment of the normative are developed
and changes are introduced in the regulatory base on the types of activity and
executives.

In PMA of i-resource costs, the assessments and ranks are used for stimulation of
the executive. If the executive uses several resources, then complex assessment is
formed on the basis of all the values of local ranks in MS.
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Fig. 7. The mechanism of adaptation of the transport process participants’ consolidated liability
cost variances
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ð2Þ

where yt – the indicator value;
xt – the normative of assessment;
vðxt; ytÞ – the function of stimulation for the deviations of the indicator values
from the normative;
m – the incentive multiplier;
l – the penalty multiplier, m, l[ 0.

The cost of the infrastructure and traction operation for t-period is identified:

ct ¼
Xn

i¼t

kitPit ð3Þ

where kit – the quantity of i-resource actually consumed by the infrastructure for
t-period;
Pit – i-resource cost;
i – the resource number, i = 1, 2, …, n

Decrease in the cost of transportation process is possible due to the correct solution of a
technological task on the effective organization of traffic volumes, rational loading of
the railway network, rhythmical operation of the polygon, intensive use of technical
means and track development of stations and sections. Presence of the person in each
point assumes inevitable inertness in decision-making, possible errors, and subjectivity
when choosing options of solution for the arisen situations and also complexity and
duration of coordination in the chain of command.

The obtained results of the deviations ranking are used by the production and
administrative units of JSC Russian Railways for operational elimination of over
expenditure (adjustment of the budget, development of additional measures, etc.). The
frequency of control satisfies the requirements of technological process and can be
continuous. Regular deviations of III, IV ranks are transferred through communication
channels to the directorates and centers of JSC Russian Railways, and the primary ones
are controlled synchronously with transportation process and arrive to ICCPI from the
places of their occurrence – structural units – and are fixed by PMA. Deviations of the
loading rhythm of railway stations are presented in «Automated system of loading
supervision of a production department» (further – ASLS) [Certificate of state regis-
tration of the computer program № 209619025 of 09 July 2019] (Fig. 8).
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The program is designed to automatically determine the standard of loading of a
production unit for the reporting day and the progressive total for a month and to
monitor the implementation of the established plan and «gaps» schedule. ASLS allows
to give management recommendations on the loading rhythm taking into account the
close and distant approach of the rolling stock to reach the performance targets of
railway stations in cases of deviation from the reporting loading standard.

Railway transportation has become an area where efficiency is increasingly
dependent on the ability to extract information from complex data sets as well as to
make optimal real-time decisions. Effective information and data management is
therefore vital for the railway, which is a closely interconnected ontological system of
systems where changes in any of its parts can have significant consequences elsewhere.
The results obtained in ASLS are used as the input data to select recommendations on
making management decisions from ACS of ICCPI [Certificate of state registration of
the computer program № 2019612748 of 26 February 2019].

It is developed in the Lazarus programming language and is used for automated
coordination and evaluation of actions on management of the production infrastructure
and traffic of the traction resources by comparing the parameters of the railway track
facilities maintenance to adjacent values (Fig. 9).

«Automated system of loading supervision of a production department» (further – ASLS)
day month year date

Production unit No. 1

Owner of cars Type of rolling stock The plan The fact            Ensuring the composition

Recommendations

Production unit No. 2

JSC Russian
Railways

JSC Russian
Railways

Fig. 8. The interface of ASLS

 
Personnel evaluation Assessment of infrastructure

Stability of technical means

Assessment of production and economic activity

Infrastructure assessment Evaluation of support activities
Worker Production Way Delivery Quality Quantity

Indicators

Fig. 9. The operation interface of ICCPI ACS
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ICCPI AS with the help of MS ranks of production, economic and management
activities of the carrier determines the integral assessment of the transport infrastructure
and the process of providing the cargo delivery service as a whole. This program allows
to consolidate the transportation process KPIs (including retrospective results) at the
polygon by integrating the output data (tabular forms) from the corporate information
environment - industry automated systems used in JSC Russian Railways (ASOUP- 2,
EC ACS FR, ACS MS, ACS MR, SIRIUS, etc.), and visual representing of the
operation of the enterprises servicing the railway infrastructure.

The system operation process is structured as follows:

1. Obtaining the initial data on the railway network, train routes, operational param-
eters and the infrastructure condition.

2. Setting of program operation mode: the order of the infrastructure objects repair
regarding the train traffic schedule.

3. Designing the infrastructure maintenance process at the polygon.
4. Generation of algorithms for solving the set problem.
5. Construction of optimal variants of the polygon operation.
6. Identification of «barriers» and implementation of the established train formation

plan in accordance with the route prioritization.

Most existing automated railway management systems are not equipped with the
necessary dynamic models of rapid response to market fluctuations and are focused
primarily on information services for the operational staff of regional directorates
structural units and management. ICCPI ACS is able to provide almost all enterprises
with operational information and management recommendations through the possi-
bility of interaction with the upper-level management systems. The indicators analyzed
are presented in the form of separate «digital layers» for the main vertically integrated
directorates of the Railway Transport and Infrastructure Unit. According to the results
of the estimated period, each «digital layer» is ranked in the specified range and with
the help of the convolution matrix is located with the adjacent «digital layer» to
determine the integral assessment of the polygon operation.

For full-scale implementation, adaptive development of the ICCPI ACS functioning
model is needed, which will require sufficient financial investments not only in the
system architecture, but also in the main constituents and computer equipment com-
ponents. At the same time, ICCPI ACS is interlinked in technological interaction and
delegation of responsibility - with the train traffic control centers and the infrastructure
content management centers; in planning and loading - with the system of company
transport services; in organization of cars traffic - with clients.

4 Discussion of Results

In the context of increasing costs of energy, materials and production resources, the
transportation process through the infrastructure of the railway network needs to
improve the energy efficiency of technological processes. For this purpose, the industry
has created conditions for uninterrupted operation of the transport corridors, including
the introduction of a new polygon model capable of eliminating or reducing losses
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from the irrational interaction of the structural units of JSC Russian Railways in the use
of the infrastructure and allocation of traction resources.

In the initial stage of the polygon technology application, the key problem in the
development of the transport infrastructure is the search for a balance in the use of
traction, the state of infrastructure and business needs.

The SWOT-analysis revealed the following directions of transport process
development at the polygon:

1. Recharacterization of discharged staff;
2. Audit of transport regulatory documents;
3. Development of new polygon network performance indicators;
4. Introduction of modern technologies to reduce the cost of transport process;
5. Concentration of dispatch personnel in one building;
6. Elimination of artificial barriers in train running (by avoiding «joints»);
7. Concentration of single series of locomotives and spare parts for service depots;
8. Vulnerability of the dispatching control system, in case of military actions;
9. Development of measures to improve the quality of services provided;

10. Integration of logistics development production processes.

However, it is important to understand that each of these areas requires separate
solutions and continuous monitoring.

Under the continuous increase of the purchase price of new locomotives, the high
wear degree of existing traction resources and the limited investments of JSC Russian
Railways, the issue of improving the efficiency of rolling stock operation is particularly
relevant. Despite the fact that the network infrastructure restrictions of track devel-
opment introduce significant limitations on the running speed of cargo traffic, and the
financial congruence of the rolling stock restricts satisfaction of the client’s needs,
innovative systems of transport control using artificial intelligence can expand
the «bottlenecks» . ICCPI will strive to provide such an infrastructure capacity together
with qualitative repair works, which will ensure the maximum income of JSC Russian
Railways and the target passage of trains by existing traction resources.

The productivity of investment measures providing for repair, modernization of
capacities, the infrastructure facilities and trains traction to a larger extent depends on
the efficiency of management, than on the network load. The model of integrative
infrastructure and traction resources management on the polygon meets the require-
ments to reliability of results and has applicational significance when developing
automated systems on railway transport. ICCPI ACS allows to exert automated man-
agement of the production infrastructure of the railways and rolling stock.

Based on the results of the research conducted, it can be concluded that the system
of traction resources energy efficiency management implemented by JSC Russian
Railways, combined with technical and technological readiness of the unified infras-
tructure, taking into account the improvements proposed in the article, will ensure
favorable implementation of polygon communication on the railway network.
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Feedforward Tilt Control on Curves
for Gyroscopically Stabilised Monorail

Vehicles Using Machine Vision
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Abstract. Dynamic stabilisation of gyroscopically stabilised single track
(monorail) vehicles necessitates accurate tilt angle control on transitions
between track sections with different curvature to eliminate or to effectively
damp unwanted sideways swaying of the vehicle caused by flywheel nutation
and by the control lag arising from feedback control loop. In this paper, a
feedforward tilt control method is proposed, which utilises on-the-go running
rail image analysis to predict an oncoming rail curvature change and to generate
an input for the flywheel gimbal servo drive to get the vehicle cant adjusted to
the rail curvature beforehand. This approach will allow such vehicles to be used
in high-speed transportation, where their advantages could be manifested in full.

Keywords: Gyroscopic stabilisation � Single-rail vehicle � Gyro-monorail �
Feedforward control � Tilt control � Machine vision

1 Introduction

Normally, two-wheeled vehicles (bicycles, scooters, etc.) running on flat surfaces
cannot move along a straight line because of precession causing their wheels to follow
a wave-like trajectory. The precession, being a key factor of dynamic equilibrium, is
maintained by two controls: handle bar (or steering wheel) and sideways adjustment of
the centre of mass [1, 2]. Similar vehicles guided by the rail cannot divert from their
track, their wheels lack the degree of freedom to precess, thus, an additional actively
controlled gyroscope (flywheel in a gimbal) is used to maintain precession. The most
famous gyroscopic monorail vehicle was designed by Louis Brennan in early 20th
century [3], who succeeded in attracting enough funds to develop his ideas [4] to an
operating full-scale rail car. However, at that time, such vehicles were discarded as
impractical and unsafe because they were supposed for usage at regular speeds, whilst
their drawbacks will likely to be overridden by their advantages at high speeds
(Table 1).
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Among the issues mentioned in the right column of Table 1, we can mark out the
disturbances being crucial for the safety and riding comfort. The most weighty ones
affecting vehicle stability are:

1. Gravity force tending to topple the vehicle down;
2. Sideways displacement of the centre of mass caused by load imbalance;
3. Crosswind or other extrinsic side impacts;
4. Change in horizontal track curvature.

For a balanced monorail vehicle, which undergoes no toppling forces except
gravity, control action of gimbal servo drive is simple and aims to replenish vehicle’s
potential energy loss by assisting precession at proper moments depending on vehicle’s
tilting angle and angular acceleration [2, 6, 7].

Factors 2 and 3 from the list above both have the same nature – accidental side
force causing corresponding toppling moment. Although monorail vehicle still may be
balanced only with the help of servo drive by adjusting gimbal angle, it appears
impractical because in this case the vehicle would reach its equilibrium tilted, which is
inconvenient (Fig. 1).

Table 1. Features of gyroscopically stabilised single-rail vehicles

Advantages Disadvantages

• Very low rolling friction
• Inherent absence of detrimental hunting
oscillations [5]

• Inherent ability to bank (tilt) on turns so that
lateral forces acting on passengers and wheel
flanges are eliminated

• Reduced track complexity, thus, lower
construction and maintenance costs

• Increased crashworthiness: derailment does
not lead to abrupt toppling or turnover

• Extra energy is consumed to accelerate and
maintain rotation of massive flywheel(s)

• Impossibility to make a consist of
carriages due to mutual interference

• Special props are needed to support the
vehicle when gyro-stabilisation is off

• Difficulties in handling disturbances other
than natural toppling moment

Gimbal
precession

Flywheel 
rotation

Unbalanced
load

Rail

Crosswind

Vertical line though the rail

Fig. 1. Unopposed external force leads to undesirable cant
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Measures to tackle these disturbances incorporate any means to restore initial
balance of the vehicle, namely to shift some counterweight (possibly the gimbal itself)
transversely to set vehicle’s centre of gravity above the rail and render the car body
upright.

Similar tilting effect caused by centripetal force also takes place on curved stretches
of the track. However, unlike previous case, this tilt is favourable because it naturally
eliminates uncomfortable side force on turns and leaves the only component normal to
the vehicle bottom (see Table 1, left column).

An idea arising from these considerations is to timely distinguish causes of tilt in
order to suppress undesirable (from accidental side force) and to maintain desirable
(from curved track) tilt components, which may occur imposed one on another on
curvilinear track sections. In this article, we outline the method to generate inputs for
gimbal and counterweight servo drives based on continuous analysis of the rail image
in front of the vehicle, and on the signals from speed and tilt sensors. This allows for
prediction of forthcoming change in centripetal force directly, which is classified as
feedforward control [8], unlike feedback loops only used in early designs to control
gimbal angle by the signal obtained either from car tilt angle sensor or from gimbal
trunnion angle sensor or both. Such feedbacks are retained in the proposed system as a
proven technology but complemented with machine vision, modified control algorithm
and hardware (to be employed at the embodiment stage).

2 Monorail Vehicle Tilt Predictive Control System Design

In order to be solved, the problem posed in the introduction should be subdivided into
two parts specified below.

2.1 Extracting a Value of Rail Curvature Out of the Image Filmed
in Front of the Vehicle

The processing of this image is illustrated by Fig. 2 and implies:

a) Rail snapshot analysed. b) Rail shape parametrised. c) Actual rail shape obtained.

Rd

a
a

Fig. 2. Tramway rail image processing example
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– Choosing suitable neural network [9] and training it to recognise the rail (Fig. 2a);
– Image vectorisation and interpolation to get the parameterised line representing the

rail shape (Fig. 2b);
– Affine transformation of the line with necessary corrections accounting for view

point, camera aberrations, and current tilt angle to get non-distorted rail shape
(Fig. 2c);

– Calculation of the line curvature at the point of interest (cross marker in Fig. 2c).

2.2 Modified Control System with the Value of Curvature Introduced
into It

It should be noticed that more detailed description of part 2.1 extends beyond the scope
of this article and will be expounded in another publication. Henceforth we shall
assume that the first part of the problem is solved, and approximate value of rail
curvature jd at certain distance d ahead of the vehicle obtained.

Further considerations are related to the control process itself:

– Control objective is to maintain vehicle’s floor horizontally on a rectilinear track
section (zero curvature) and to tilt the vehicle on a curvilinear section by the angle
eliminating sideward force component;

– The distance d to be constantly adjusted with respect to vehicle speed v.
– Sudden disturbances (crosswind, load imbalance, etc.) are detected by their

tilting effect, which is quantitatively expressed through instantaneous tilt angle ht
obtained from the tilt (horizontality) sensor(s);

– Both gimbal and counterweight servo drives must be inverter-fed synchronous
motors to provide high-precision speed and torque control;

– The servo drives must act concurrently in both feedback and feedforward
control loops where gimbal angle hg and counterweight cross travel (transverse
displacement) dc affect the output (target) variable ht;

– Predetermined rail curvature jd is used to anticipate disturbance from cen-
tripetal force and to generate corresponding intentional cant ha in advance;

Control process diagram based on the above listed principles is shown in Fig. 3.
Physically all blue (numbered) blocks may be integrated in one microcontroller or
programmable logic controller (PLC) as relatively simple computational subroutines.
Rail image processing unit requires either specialised image/vision processor with
embedded neural network architecture [10] or general-purpose microcontroller with
sufficient performance and specialised software libraries. Block-wise description of the
diagram is given below.
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2.2.1 Blocks of Gimbal and Counterweight PID Controllers
PID controllers of both balancing servo drives have the standard form of transfer
function:

FðsÞ ¼ Kp þKi
1
s
þKds ð1Þ

Parameters of either PID controller in Fig. 3 depend on vehicle’s inertial properties
(dimensions, centre of gravity, mass distribution) and must be tuned experimentally
provided that:

• Counterweight PID controller must compensate for imbalance by properly posi-
tioned load with respect to vehicle’s central axis. To achieve this, its proportional
gain Kp must be prevailing over the remaining two (integral and derivative, Ki and
Kd) and non-linear, proportional to tan(hin) within operational range, to get the angle
ht converted into linear displacement of counterweight.

• Gimbal PID controller must react on changes of cant rather than on cant itself,
therefore its derivative gain Kd must prevail over Kp and Ki, and must be linear
(angle-to-angle conversion).

Neither of PID controllers should actively utilise its integral gain Ki except for
small values introduced for static error elimination.

Monorail car

Traction 
system 

v

Gimbal

PID controller

θg

vin (speed setpoint)

Curvature 
detection 

point 
remoteness 
adjustment

d

dcCounterweight

PID controller

Anticipated

tilt delay 
calculation

τ

θt
Tilt delay

queue and
timer 

(actual speed)

(measured tilt)
−(input tilt angle) θaθin

(detained
tilt)(tilt angle preset)

+
θt = 0

θa
Rail image
processing 

unit
(curvature 
detection)

Anticipated

tilt angle 
calculation

Rail image data set (with anticipated disturbance encoded) κd

1

1

2

3

5

4

6

Fig. 3. Generalised block diagram of single-rail vehicle stabilisation system
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2.2.2 Block of Anticipated Tilt Angle Calculation
Anticipated tilt ha may be determined from the analysis of forces acting on the monorail
car body on a curve (Fig. 4) in assumption that all side forces are continuously and
timely neutralised by the counterweight feedback loop, i.e. resultant force is composed
only of gravitational and centripetal components:

Fr ¼ Fg þFc: ð2Þ

Hence

ha ¼ arctan
Fc

Fg

� �
¼ arctan

jdv2

g

� �
: ð3Þ

2.2.3 Block of Anticipated Tilt Delay Calculation
The time s to elapse before the point, for which jd was determined, may be found
approximately in assumption of v = const, i.e. the speed would not significantly change
while the vehicle passing the distance d:

s ¼ d
v
� Tproc � Tcw; ð4Þ

where Tproc – processing time needed to get anticipated tilt value ready since the
instance of rail image capture, Tcw – time needed by the counterweight to react on the
change of ha.

2.2.4 Block of Curvature Detection Point Remoteness Adjustment
The last two terms in (4) may be assumed constant, but the first ratio may occur
troublesome at low or zero speed. To mitigate this circumstance, image processing unit
includes adjustment of d in dependence of v.

Centre of gravity

Fc = mκdv2

Fg = mg

θa

Fr

Fig. 4. Diagram of forces acting on the car body
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It would be preferable to get d/v constant that would yield almost constant s and
simpler control, but the value of d is bounded by camera’s field of view (Fig. 5).

For a certain low speed threshold vmin, when d/v becomes very large, feedforward
loop ceases making sense and must be halted with a fixed output ha = 0 at d = dmin

(Fig. 6).
Likewise, if vehicle speed v overruns certain upper bound, point d has to be

confined within rail image margins to retain certainty of the input needed for curvature
detection unit. In case of fixed d = dmax but increased v, the ratio d/v diminishess and
may fall to very small or even negative s in (4) resulting in control failure. Thus,
vehicle speed v must be limited to maximal value vmax allowing for minimal time s
sufficient for timely reaction.

The signals for ha reset and speed limitation of traction drive are not shown on the
diagram in Fig. 3 as related to control robustness rather than to control method.
Subsequently, rail image processing software sets the point of interest ahead by d along
the detected curve.

Note that reverse motion of the monorail vehicle requires switching to opposite
camera facing backwards and working identically.

 

dmin 

dmax 

Fig. 5. Distance d ranging within the scope of the camera

vmin vmax

dmin

dmax

v

d

0

Fig. 6. Non-linear output generated by point d remoteness adjustment unit
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2.2.5 Block of Tilt Delay Queue and Timer
Every instance of tilt angle ha coming from block 2 is associated with the delay s, by
which it is detained before being fed to summator 6. The block calculates timestamps for
each release of ha by adding current time t and the delay s: tstamp = t + s. These pairs
(timestamp and ha) are stored in memory forming a queue (FIFO – first in, first out).

The earliest timestamp is continuously compared with current time (e.g. every few
milliseconds or rarer). The event of tstamp � t triggers retrieval of value ha from
memory and sending it to the summator. Then next timestamp is extracted from memory
and compared with t until coincidence, after which a new corresponding value ha is also
read from memory and supplied to the summator. So the process is continuously
repeated. Every value ha is held at summator’s input until replaced with next value.

Evidently, the “current time” need not to be absolute “human” time. Any local
onboard timer would suffice for reference and sampling.

3 Conclusion

Implementation and improvement of the above described control method for single-rail
vehicles is designed to solve one of the major problems preventing such vehicles from
broader usage – unwanted swaying and improper lean caused by side forces or track
curvature. Microchips specially designed for industrial applications of machine vision
and neural networks are the best candidates to implement the system with the least
labour and cost.

Deeper analysis, rail curvature detection process, and refined calculations
accounting for more factors will be discussed in other papers along with designing a
prototype.
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Abstract. Railway transport is the most important part of the country’s
transport system. Railway transport accounts for about 70% of domestic freight
turnover and almost 60% of passenger traffic. More than 50% of cargo trans-
portation is carried out by electric traction. Train safety devices connected to rail
circuits are subject to constant interference from traction network power supply.
The sources of influence are noise generators and the processes of summing
them from several sources (including resonance in contact network). Interfer-
ence arising in the contact network may appear at the input of the receivers of
SCB devices galvanically or inductively. The article covers technical charac-
teristics of electrified Russian Railways JSC “RZD”, with particular emphasis
given traction AC network of 25 kV, proposed and developed in MATLAB &
Simulink a generalized mathematical model of the contact network, electric
rolling stock and rail network designed to conduct a comprehensive study of
processes resulting from operation of the traction network and interaction
between different physical processes.

Keywords: Rail transport � Electrification � Traction network � Contact
network � Electric rolling stock � Rail network � Simulation � MATLAB &
simulink

1 Introduction

The railway complex is special strategic importance for Russia. It is link of the unified
economic system, ensures stable activity of industrial enterprises, timely delivery of
vital goods to most remote corners of the country and most affordable transport for
citizens.

According 2018, the operational length Railways of Russia for more than 85.5
thousand km, length of electrified lines is approximately 43.7 thousand km. Over 19
thousand km of Railways were electrified by the 3 kV DC system. In recent years,
preference has been given to electrification of lines to more advanced alternating
current systems of 25 kV or 2 � 25 kV of 50 Hz power frequency.

Figure 1 shows a section of the railway length of 40–50 km electrified AC system
25 kV with two traction power substations (TPSS1, TPSS 2), located near stations A
and B. To the power line (transmission line) three-phase alternating current
110/220 kV connected three-phase transformer (TphTr), which lowers the primary
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voltage 110 kV to 10, 25 or 35 kV. Voltage 25 kV is supplied to the bus (phase A, B,
C) supply traction network (STN), voltage 35 or 10 kV - on the power bus adjacent to
the substation area [1].

Uniform loading of phases power supply system is provided by delivery in TN at
station A and section S1 voltage differing in phase from the voltage of TN S2, which is
implemented by connection contact network (CN) of above section and stations to the
different phases of tire 27.5 kV: CN of a section S2 through feeder (F3) and appropriate
switch feeder contact network (SFCN) connected to the bus phase b; CN station A and
section S1 to the bus phase a; rails through rail feeder (RF) to the bus phase c. This
connection makes possible connection of the CN of section S1, station A and current
collector (CC) of moving electric rolling stock (ERS) and impossible connection to CN
station A and section S2 due to joining different phases a and b, which will lead to short
circuit (SC) phases transformer (TphTr), so these areas of CN divided by air gaps
(AG) and neutral insert (NI), which eliminates possibility of even short circuit phases a
and b when passing site ERS. TN at section S2 receives the voltage from TPSS1 and
TPSS2 through TphTr1, TphTr2 connected to the power lines according to special
rules, enabling two-way power ERS and uniform loading phases of power lines.

After supplying voltage to the TN train driver raises CC and switch on switch (SA),
providing AC voltage to the primary winding of step-down traction transformer (TV).
On secondary winding of TV, voltage is converted by rectifier (VD) and through
smoothing reactor (SR) is fed to the traction motors (TM), through which current
begins to flow, driving ERS in motion. On auxiliary power lines from tires of traction
voltage 27.5 kV power get and non-traction consumers, which is implemented by
connection buses of phases a and b through power switch (PSNTC) two wires mounted
on poles, fixed on CN supports from field side. Step-down transformers of consumers
(SDTrC) and rail lines are connected to them on system of TWR (two wires – rail). To
ensure uninterrupted power supply to consumers, a disconnector (QF) is provided in
middle of TWR line, which provides a transition to power from one TN when other is
disconnected.

From transformer of own needs (TrON) through buss (BON) get power to the load
own needs TN (power control circuits, alarms, lighting, heating, motor loads and
other), through a transformer of signalization, centralisation and blocking (TrSCB)
voltage is applied to a high-voltage line (HVL SCB) to supply equipment signalling
and communication, through using low-power step-down transformers (LPSDTr) and
the device is in relay cabinets (RC) are powered traffic lights. Disconnecting switch
(QS) enables to power supply the HVL SCB from any of TN (QS closed) or each half
of his (open QS). Ensuring safety of train traffic and continuous power supply of SCB
devices is achieved by presence of a backup power supply (BUPS), which receives
power through step-down single-phase transformers (SDTr) from TWR line. As a
reverse wire for passage of reverse traction currents (RTC) electro-technical complex of
railway power supply used electrically combined elements: rail line (RL), choke-
transformers (DT), microcline and throttle jumper, butt-traction connectors, and
between line and between rail jumper, suction feeders (SF) traction substations.
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The advantages AC systems with voltage of 25 kV include higher voltage in the
contact network (CN) and simple reduction possibility it by electric locomotive
transformer. Electric locomotive with capacity of 6000 kW at direct current
(DC) consumes from CN current of 2000 A, at an alternating current (AC) – 300 A, so
the DC is more complex and has large number of wires (usually two copper contact
wires with a cross section of 100 mm2 each, a copper carrier cable with a cross section
of 120 mm2 and one or two reinforcing aluminium wires with a cross section of
185 mm2 each), and at alternating current of CN is less complex and consists of one
copper contact wire with a cross section of 100 mm2 and a bimetallic wire carrying
cable Sect. 95 mm2. The design of AC substation compared to DC substation is
simpler due to the absence of rectifying units. The number of substations on lines in the
AC system is less, because they are located at long distances. The disadvantages of AC
system are increased influence on the communication line (CL), since the alternating
current creates an alternating electromagnetic field around the wires. CL passing along
the railway must be executed cabling and not overhead cable, as a direct current, which
leads to the increase in cost of railway electrification. In addition, there are problems
asymmetry of currents and voltages due to the fact that electric locomotives consume
single-phase current, transmission line are three-phase. There is a need for installation
of neutral inserts at each substation, the presence of which increases the probability of
burnout contact wire.

2 Materials and Methods

Figure 2 shows a simplified diagram flow of traction and reverse traction currents by
elements of traction network AC 25 kV.

25 kV
110/220/400 kV

TPSS TL PH

SF
ERS

RL1

RL2

CW
It

It

Irt

Irt/2

Irt/2

CT(1) CT(2) CT(3) CT(4)

Irt/2

Irt/2 Is2

Is2

TF(2)

TR(2)

PS(2) PS(3)TF(1)

TR(1)

Is1

Is1

Is3

Is3

Fig. 2. Scheme of flow currents by elements traction network
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The harmonic components of traction current affect rail circuit (RC) only if there is
sufficiently large difference between RTC in different RL (asymmetry). Passing through
two half-windings CT reverse traction currents (Irt/2) can induce in the secondary
winding CT interfering EMF due to the fact that the primary half-windings are included
counter for them and consonant to the signal currents (Is). In the presence of resistance
asymmetry in RL components of traction current passing through semi-windings may
not be equal, and with a large difference can lead to induction of interfering EMF on the
secondary winding, on track relay (TR) and locomotive coils in presence ERS on the
track section.

The presence of asymmetry of traction current changes resistance of main winding
of the CT, which generally changes the input resistance at ends of RC and adversely
affects main modes of its operation. Asymmetry can be longitudinal (due to breakage of
butt connectors, rail breakage, run of insulating joints, inhomogeneity metal in rails,
inequality of resistance throttle jumpers, etc.) or transverse (due to grounding of contact
supports on right rail, shorting to ground of one RL, the difference of resistance of the
ballast for RL, etc.). A large number of scientific papers have been devoted to study
effect of reverse traction network (RTN) asymmetry, for example [2–7].

Figure 3 shows oscillograms, where pause of code signals automatic locomotive
signalization continuous type action (ALSC) filled AC voltage with frequency of
50 Hz induced on receiving end of RC current asymmetry, while the pulse code signals
are distorted.

3 Modeling

The problem of research in operation devices of a contact network (CN), electric rolling
stock (ERS) and rail network (RN) difficult the experiment in context of multicriteria
nature interference influencing the useful signals and the functioning of equipment of
railway automation and telemechanic not always unambiguous.

A large number of factors affecting operation of traction network devices make it
difficult to identify causes of breakdown or failures, their elimination in real time. To
conduct experiments and establish interdependencies in practice, it is necessary to
simultaneously use special measuring and recording equipment on the way and ERS to
attract a large number of specialists, to create conditions under which breakdown or
failure will be repeated [8–11].

The development of computer technology has created the preconditions for
improving methodology of research work, allowed part of tasks to be assigned to the
software, therefore, to simplify experiments, reduce number of staffs, to ensure the
accumulation and possibility of mathematical processing of information [12, 13].

Therefore, this article proposes a new approach implemented in the form of data
collection and centralized processing: the development of a simulation model of CN,
ERS and RC for a comprehensive study of the processes arising from the operation of
these systems and the interaction of various physical processes.
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The process of modeling AC traction network 25 kV consisted implementation of
model contact network of AC 25 kV; simplified circuit EPS AC type 2ES5K «Ermak»;
model rail network (coded rail circuit 25 Hz, which is powered by a frequency con-
verter FC-50/25 with track relay IMVSH-110, response voltage of which is 3–4.5 V.
Figure 4 shows developed model of AC traction network 25 kV [14–16].

4 Findings from the Research

The mathematical model of traction AC 25 kV allows to conduct experimental
researches on personal computer in laboratory to determine behaviour of various circuit
elements during normal operation and during influence of destabilizing factors (dis-
turbances) to develop and implement in simulation environment of MATLAB &
Simulink of different designs to increase noise immunity and protection of this complex
device, to simulate appearance of possible situations and make a digital processing of
measurement results. Further improvement and development of simulation models’
complex devices of railway automation and telemechanic (RAT), use of modern

Fig. 3. Oscillograms of ALSN signals under the influence of OTT asymmetry
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simulation environments will create a powerful apparatus for studying influence of
interference on normal operation of individual nodes, development of algorithms for
protection of distortion transmitted information, evaluation of noise immunity devices
under influence of various destabilizing factors. In the future, improvement of simu-
lation model, it is advisable to supplement it with blocks that simulate the influence of
destabilizing factors and various disturbances [17].

Fig. 4. Model of CNS, ERS, coded RC
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Abstract. Approaches to the management of maintenance and repair of rolling
stock are now increasingly being developed into management decision support
systems. The given article is directed on studying of innovative technologies on
an example of service maintenance service and repair of a rolling stock. The
model of service maintenance and repair of rolling stock is able to dynamically
optimize management decisions on management of multi-component system
during the whole life cycle. This model is based on monitoring and dynamic
grouping of the operations under consideration. Dynamic grouping includes
short-term information about the use of rolling stock, as well as unexpected
failures of rolling stock. The method of dynamic optimization of service
maintenance and repair uses a priori reliability characteristics to update the
planning of maintenance or repair at the time of making management decisions.
The simulation model will allow to display the system and obtain technical and
economic indicators of efficiency of the service maintenance strategy func-
tioning. The modeling results will allow transport companies to evaluate the
service maintenance and repair strategy, which will influence the management
decision making.

Keywords: Multi-component system � Service maintenance and repair �
Maintenance strategy � Agent-based modeling

1 Introduction

Organization of service maintenance and repair of passenger rolling stock is one of the
most difficult stages in the planning process, and also plays a key role in the economic
costs of transport companies. The organization of maintenance and repair services is
becoming a strategic task in management decision making.

Conventional modelling tools are generally limited in their ability to cover and
analyze multiple levels of decision-making and system configurations. The creation of
a simulation model allows for the creation of an integrated model capable of simulating
information flow scenarios and generating multi-level metrics to provide guidance to
users in the management decision-making process. These solutions will increase
flexibility and productivity by reducing product implementation time.

The scientific support of the maintenance and repair system does not provide a
sufficiently accurate assessment to date. There is no possibility to predict the level of
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readiness of rolling stock at the established limits of financing, the level of passenger
traffic, the intensity of failures [1].

Currently, the tools for planning maintenance and repair of passenger rolling stock
are static [2, 3]. They do not take into account the dynamic information during the life
cycle of the rolling stock. Planning tools are mainly a copy of the maintenance and
repair manual [4, 5]. These activities are planned at fixed intervals or actual rolling
stock mileage.

Service maintenance and repair of passenger rolling stock leads to the evolution and
transformation of strategies from diagnostic to predictive and prescriptive types of
maintenance and R. At the conceptual level, fundamental aspects of the service model
have been developed to predict future events and to draw up optimal plans taking into
account the multimodality and structural heterogeneity of data [1].

The idea of service maintenance and repair is that the system would check and take
into account the information about the wear and tear of rolling stock in the model of
management decision-making. The model determines which maintenance or repair
operations can be extended or postponed.

Implementation of the structure under consideration faces fundamental techno-
logical and non-technological problems in the development and implementation [6–8].
Taking into account the researches under consideration, three main aspects are defined:

1 – correct identification of the functional capabilities of the system;
2 – optimal choice of characteristics in accordance with the technological level of

security of the enterprise;
3 – enterprise’s ability to overcome non-technological problems.

To make effective management decisions in the maintenance and repair of rolling
stock, reliable and timely information is required. For this purpose, the management
decision-making process is based on the use of digital cloud services and web appli-
cations. Digital information management network unites and synchronizes various
service and reliability applications for information collection and processing.

2 Methodology

The study of complex systems requires a virtual, abstract representation of the system
using a simulation model. The model is not created as a copy of a real system, but is
formed with reference to some aspects. This refers to the concept of abstraction and
determines the fact that the model is always adapted to provide answers to specific
tasks, to make managerial decisions. For this reason, the model being developed is a
simplification of reality in order to provide a reasoned basis for understanding the
system in question.

The simulation model is essentially a model that builds a trajectory of changes in
the state of the system. It can be said that the simulation model is a set of rules
according to which the system passes from one state to another. The rules are set with
the help of differential equations and state diagrams. The model output data allow to
analyze the system behavior in the given parameters [9–13].
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Creation of the model is carried out with the use of the apparatus of system
dynamics of simulation modeling. This apparatus includes both discrete-event and
agent-based simulation in AnyLogic environment. System dynamics is a simulation
approach, the methods and tools of which allow you to understand the structure and
dynamics of the projected model. System dynamics assumes a high level of abstraction
and is possible to use for strategic modeling of the system.

Figure 1 shows the general architecture and components of the service and main-
tenance simulation model, which consists of:

– database management parameters;
– analytical modeling tools;
– components of the simulation model;
– toolbar for monitoring and supporting management decision making.

The simulation model is an object-oriented model developed on the basis of hybrid
approach (discrete event modeling) in AnyLogic. The model is able to describe the
characteristics of passenger rolling stock.

The discrete event modeling assumes the representation of the simulated system in
the form of a process, i.e. the sequence of operations performed with the simulation
agents. The model is set graphically in the form of a process diagram, the blocks of
which are separate operations.

Agent-based modeling represents an alternative view on the behavior of the sim-
ulated system. The structure of the agent model can be described not only graphically,
but also with the help of a given scenario. Agent behavior can be defined by different
actions when certain events occur.

In order to select a suitable strategy for maintenance and repair of passenger rolling
stock, it is necessary to take into account non-metric factors (traffic safety, quality of
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Monitoring panel, decision 
support

Correlation 
regulator Gamma analysisProbabilistic 

analysis

Error based on 
analysis

Analytical 
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Accumulator
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Rolling stock data Data on maintenance 
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Fig. 1. General architecture of the simulation model
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passenger service) and metric factors (cost of maintenance and repair, cost of spare
parts, failure rate). Optimal maintenance and repair strategy will determine the balance
between the cost and quality of work performed.

The basis of discrete event modeling is the concept of incoming applications, under
which the rolling stock for maintenance or repair is accepted. The discrete event
modeling assumes representation of the simulated system in the form of a process, i.e.
sequence of operations performed with the modeling agents. The model is set graph-
ically in the form of a process diagram, the blocks of which are separate operations.

Agent-based modeling allows to describe a discrete process system in the form of
several subsystems defined by the agents. Each agent of the model under design
interacts with other agents, thus forming the external environment of the simulation
model. The structure of the agent model can be described not only graphically, but also
with the help of a given scenario.

The modelling agent has autonomous behavior, making decisions in accordance
with a set of restrictions and rules. The behavior of the agent is related to other
interacting agents in the simulation model. The algorithm of the model agents behavior
is described by the graph of passenger rolling stock states [14] in the simulated system
of service maintenance and repair. Thus, the formalization of a discrete system by
simulation agents is presented in Fig. 2.

The system states graph is an oriented graph G = (S, P), in which: nodes S are
states of the agent, arcs P is the probability of events that transfer the agent from one
state to another.
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Fig. 2. Formalization of the discrete system by modeling agents
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In the developed model the agent is considered as a module of system modeling,
controlling the process (Fig. 2). The agent analyses the model over time and receives
feedback from the simulation results. The agent then controls the input of the input data
to set the modeling task when creating the experiment. The structure of the agent
interacts with the modeling process, using the iteration of «agent-boundary-experiment
behaviour» to set the appropriate uncertainties and assumptions accepted in the process
of modeling the system.

In order to change the uncertainty space, the agent chooses a number of experi-
ments generated from the initial model of agent behavior, groups similar model
behavior, showing the results of the behavior of the design model as a whole.

Agent-based modeling provides an alternative view of the behavior of the simulated
system. Agent behavior can be defined by different actions when certain events occur.

The next step of the offered strategy of service maintenance service and repair
consists in the cumulative account in the process of acceptance of administrative
decisions of predictive working capacity of objects and system, and also economic
dependences between components. For this purpose, a two-level process of making
managerial decisions is proposed, both at the system and component levels (Fig. 3).

At the system level of management decision making, the model considers pas-
senger rolling stock before the previous R(Tk + 1; xTk) inspection period. Firstly, all
types of failures that have occurred to the rolling stock during the period of T are taken
into account in the forecast. Then, the serviceability coefficient is compared with the
threshold value R0 (0 < R0 � 1) to start calculations for decision making, where R0 is
the decision variable. If it is necessary to perform maintenance and repair, then further
determination of the algorithm is to find the optimal type of maintenance or repair to
maintain the passenger rolling stock in good working order.

At the component level of management decision making the calculation of the
algorithm is based on the factor of improvement of the group on the basis of the costs
of maintenance and repair. This algorithm allows you to select a specific group. If at the
moment of Tk modeling maintenance or repair will allow to increase the predicted
coefficient of serviceability of the system higher than R0, the system carries out
unscheduled maintenance and repair. Determination of the optimal type consists in the
cost of work for a particular type of rolling stock. Based on a variety of possible
options, a certain type of maintenance and repair.

In order to achieve the optimal value of the target function of the service mainte-
nance and repair model, it is planned to reduce the costs of maintenance and repair
during the entire life cycle of the rolling stock. In order to provide the target function,
the mathematical expression of long-term maintenance and repair costs per unit of time
is implemented in the model.

Actually the basic forecast of cost of life cycle cost of system of service mainte-
nance service and repair is caused by consequences of decision-making accepted at
early stages of designing. Great influence on the efficiency of the system and the cost of
the life cycle has an impact on the failure rate. The developed technique of making
managerial decisions can influence necessary changes in the technical system.
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3 Conclusions

Discrete event simulation by agents is an excellent method for modeling various
production processes of maintenance and repair of passenger rolling stock. Using all
the features of AnyLogic, the simulated situation is displayed in full, reflecting the
behavior of the model and its characteristics. This model is designed to determine the
optimal location of service centers, providing a high availability of rolling stock and
minimal time and material costs for maintenance and repair.

Service centers will provide both maintenance and repair of passenger rolling stock.
The developed model will be used as a basis for the creation of a simulation model for
the assessment of production capacities of passenger car maintenance and repair
enterprises. The model will allow predicting a uniform distribution of rolling stock
across the enterprises for making managerial decisions. For further development of the
model it is planned to work out the optimization model, which will include statistical
data of rolling stock failures. This will allow to study the probability of rolling stock
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idle time in anticipation of repair, as well as the impact on the availability factor and
material costs.

The simulation model will make it possible to assess the material component of the
efficiency of their work. In a short period of time it is possible to assess the changes
introduced, their impact on the system of maintenance and repair, as well as to
determine a rational balance of costs for both repair and maintenance of passenger
rolling stock.
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Abstract. In this paper investigates the influence of high frequency switching
of power transistors of an autonomous voltage inverter on the distortion of the
output quasi-sinusoidal signal. To solve the discovered problem, a modified
autonomous voltage control algorithm is proposed, based on the use of different
pulse-width modulation frequencies in one half cycle. The standard two-level
sinusoidal pulse-width modulation is formed as a result of the intersection of the
modulating sinusoid with the reference sawtooth signal. In classical pulse-width
modulation, the ratio of the frequency of the reference signal to the modulated
frequency is always constant and equal to an integer, i.e., this pulse-width
modulation is synchronous. An algorithmic solution is proposed for the for-
mation of a modified sinusoidal pulse-width modulation, when the frequency of
the reference sawtooth signal during one period of the modulated sinusoid
changes twice from a smaller value to a larger one and vice versa.

Keywords: Induction motor � Three-phase inverter � Pulse-width modulation �
Power losses � Microcontroller � Frequency converter

1 Introduction

Currently, a number of established methods are used to control squirrel-cage induction
motors, which significantly differ in the quality of regulation, cost and complexity of
technical implementation. In modern frequency converters, control systems are built on
controllers that programmatically implement various algorithms [1, 2].

The paper discusses the control modes of an induction motor with short-circuited
rotor frequency methods. As the simplest and most effective, a frequency converter
with a DC link is considered. The paper analyzes the control of an autonomous voltage
inverter by means of pulse-width modulation (PWM). Through such control of the
inverter, a three-phase voltage of a quasi-sinusoidal shape is formed at its output.
Today, two methods for controlling such an inverter are common: a sinusoidal PWM
and a spatially vector PWM. The essence of a sinusoidal PWM is to simultaneously
control at a given carrier frequency all the inverter switches at once so that at the
midpoints of each inverter rack, waves of quasi-sinusoidal output voltage uA, uB, uC
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are formed, shifted by 120 electrical degrees relative to each other [3]. The main
advantage of this type of PWM is the best, in comparison with other control methods of
the autonomous voltage inverter, the harmonic composition of the modulated voltage.
The main disadvantage of a sinusoidal PWM is the underutilization of the DC link
voltage by 14%. The problem of underutilization of the DC link is solved in several
ways [4]. A method based on overmodulation, the essence of which is to increase the
amplitude of the vector for setting the relative voltage above unity. However, in this
case, 5, 7, 9, 13 and other odd harmonics appear in the output voltage of the auton-
omous voltage inverter, distorting the sinusoidality of the smooth component. The
method of pre-modulation of the third harmonic, which consists in adding to the signal
of the task of each phase of the signal zero sequence containing the third harmonic in
the optimal proportion. Harmonics that are multiples of three are zero-sequence har-
monics and are not contained in line voltages.

Based on research in the field of PWM control of the inverter [5–7], a modified
inverter control algorithm was proposed to form a three-phase supply voltage of a
quasi-sinusoidal motor. The algorithm allows reducing losses in the inverter at those
moments when the motor consumes the smallest instantaneous power. Based on the
proposed method for controlling the inverter, a frequency converter with micropro-
cessor control is developed.

2 Materials and Methods

According to the definition of IEC 551-16-30, pulse-width modulation is called pulse
control, in which the width or frequency of the pulses, or both, are modulated within
the period of the fundamental frequency in order to create a certain shape of the output
voltage curve. In previous years, PWM for controlling voltage inverters of AC electric
drives was implemented using analog equipment. Typically, PWM signals are obtained
by comparing the triangular carrier signal and the signal to be modulated. Three-phase
systems require three independent PWM channels: one for each phase. The inputs of
such a device are the specified phase voltage. These voltages are formed on the basis of
the adopted law of frequency control.

Modern control devices for AC electric drives are implemented solely on the basis
of digital control technology. Generating PWM signals is a discrete process, and in this
regard, the use of the analog method of generating PWM signals is not justified. The
integrators and comparators used in analog technology are replaced by digital timers of
microcontrollers. Most of the frequency-controlled electric drives with autonomous
voltage inverter produced today have a PWM implementation in the direction of a
sinusoidal PWM or spatially vector PWM.

The driver is an intermediate link between the control device and power switch and
performs the following functions:

• the formation of unlocking and locking pulses in accordance with the MK com-
mand on the IGBT shutter;

• compliance with the delay time of switching the power transistor in one shoulder;
• determination of current overload;
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• timely shutdown of the power transistor when a short circuit current is detected;
• power voltage control driver.

To open and close an insulated gate bipolar transistor, the driver either performs the
gate charge of the transistor to the release voltage or discharges it to the isolation
voltage.

When switching from one state of the transistor to another in the circuit between the
driver, the resistors in the control circuit and the power switch, a certain power is
allocated, W:

PDRV ¼ Qg � f � DVg; ð1Þ

Where Qg is the gate charge of the transistor, C;
f - switching frequency, Hz;
DVg - voltage swing at the driver output, V.

Another important parameter is the maximum gate control current Iout:max. The
magnitude of this current should be sufficient to control the gate resistance at a selected
voltage swing. The current flowing in the gate circuit does not exceed 70% of the
maximum first-order current Iout:g, A:

Iout:max ¼ 0; 7 � Iout:g ð2Þ

Simplified, the maximum current of the first order is found as, A:

Iout:g ¼ DVg

Rg:miP
ð3Þ

Where Rg:miP is the minimum resistance in the gate circuit of the transistor, Ohm.

Integration time

Shutter charge

Input signal
I, A

t, s

Fig. 1. Curve of the shutter charge
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The value of the gate charge should be given in the reference data on the power
semiconductor element. If there is no such value, it can be calculated from the charge-
charge curve (Fig. 1).

As you can see, the charge curve is very nonlinear, so the charge is obtained by
integrating the driver output current, C:

Qg ¼
Z

Ioutdt ð4Þ

The integration interval is the time from the moment of receipt of the opening pulse
before the output current takes a constant value.

When assessing the quality of electricity, the main indicators are the sinusine-range
form and the symmetry of the currents of a three-phase network. When powered by a
frequency converter, there are no special problems with the symmetry of currents, in
contrast to distortion of their shape.

When operating an electric drive from AIN, to reduce the coefficient of nonlinear
distortion, the modulation frequency is increased, thereby reducing losses in an
induction motor. However, not any increase in the frequency of a discrete signal leads
to a positive effect. Firstly, the disadvantages of this method of suppressing current
ripples include an increase in losses in the inverter for switching transistors. Secondly,
due to these losses, an additional distortion of the current shape [5–7], and voltage also
occurs (Figs. 2 and 3).

Fig. 2. Oscillogram of the beginning of the half-period of modulation of a 50 Hz sine wave with
a PWM frequency of 4 kHz
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We will make a calculation to determine the dependence of the ratio of the
switching time of the inverter switch to the useful pulse duration during the half-cycle.
The calculation was made at a modulation frequency of fpwm = 15000 Hz and at a
switching time of 0.3 ls (the time interval between the supply of a control signal from
the MC to the complete opening of the power switch) and when the voltage of the
nominal frequency is modulated. The number of pulses per half period is determined by
the formula N = fpwm/f1 = 15000/50 = 150. Let us determine the dependence of the
ratio of the switching time of the inverter switch to the useful pulse duration during the
half-cycle for each pulse in the half-cycle according to the formula, %: ton/ti, where ti is
the pulse duration, determined by the sinusoidal law, with ti = Tisin(ip/N). Where i - is
the serial number of the pulse; Ti – period of the impulse. Below is a graph of the
relationship between the switching time of the inverter switch and the pulse duration
during the half-cycle (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3. Oscillogram of the end of the half-cycle of modulation of a 50 Hz sine wave with a
PWM frequency of 10 kHz
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3 Results

A solution to the identified problem is proposed by dividing the half-period of the
modulated sinusoid into sections in which modulation will be carried out with different
frequencies. Namely, sections of a half-period from 0 to 60 and from 120 to 180
electrical degrees will be modulated with a frequency half that of a section of 60–120
electrical degrees.

In addition to reducing the sinusoid distortion by reducing the ratio of switching
time to the useful pulse time, this approach is due to a decrease in power losses for
switching power switches during the smallest instantaneous power consumed by the
engine, i.e., at the beginning and at the end of the half-cycle.

Some modern Ifs have the ability to adjust the PWM frequency, but the modulation
frequency in any case remains constant throughout the work. Therefore, the work also
proposes the implementation of a frequency converter with the proposed algorithm for
controlling the autonomous voltage inverter using modern digital methods.

To coordinate the microcontrollers with power circuits, we use a half-bridge switch
driver – IR2104. It is worth noting that it is classically accepted in three-phase inverters
to use the drivers of the upper and their switch (for example, IR2101). Half-bridge
drivers, as a rule, are used in single-phase power supply networks. In operation, the
half-bridge driver controls the three-phase inverter as follows. The IN input is used to
select the opening of the upper or lower bipolar transistor with an insulated gate,
thereby determining the sign of the applied voltage in the half-period section.
Sine-wave PWM signals come to the SD input. The driver implements hardware “dead
time” – a short delay between opening one switch and closing another [8] in order to
exclude the possibility of simultaneously opening the upper and lower switches and
passing a short circuit current through them.

20
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Fig. 4. Graph of the relationship between the switching time of the inverter switch and the
useful pulse duration during the half-cycle
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Thanks to this approach, the control system becomes more reliable at the hardware
level and at the same time the program code is significantly reduced by reducing the
number of channels generating a pulse-width modulated signal. This solution allows
you to reduce the amount of microprocessor memory used and safely manage IGBTs.

The software for controlling the inverter in the frequency converter was carried out
in a highly integrated software environment designed to develop the MK code of the
ARM architecture – CooCox CoIDE.

The program, as expected, begins with the connection of the necessary libraries
with the command “#include”, after which the file of the connected library is written in
quotation marks. Next, we define global macros for simplified perception of calcula-
tions in the code structure and quick replacement if necessary. “PERIOD” is the period
of one pulse of a sinusoidal PWM signal. “DOUBLE_PERIOD” double period of one
impulse. “F_PWM” is the frequency of the sinusoidal PWM. “F_MIN” – the minimum
modulated frequency of the sinusoidal voltage supplied to the motor. “PI” is the
number of pi rounded to 3.1416. Then we explain the global variables. “I”, “j” “k” are
counters showing the current serial number of PWM pulses. “Adc_value” – value with
ADC, “sine_a [2]”, “sine_b [2]”, “sine_c [2]” – arrays containing two successive
values of pulse duration; “N” is the number of PWM pulses per half-period of mod-
ulated frequency; “N_a”, “n_c” is the number of the pulse from which the half-cycle of
phase B and C of the relative phase A begins; “Flag_a”, “flag_b”, “flag_c” – flags, the
truth of which determines the presence of a signal on ports PB13, PB14 and PB15,
respectively. “Flag_count” – flag for the end of the pulse duration calculation. “S” and
“pulse_number” are counters for the correct operation of the program. The only con-
stant of the real type “d” contains the resolution of the ADC and is necessary for
calculations, its value is 0.011. Next, select the port pin (or several) with the
“GPIO_Pin” command and determine the slope of the front/fall – the voltage rise/fall
rate with the “GPIO_Speed” command with operating options at frequencies 2, 10 and
50 MHz (“GPIO_Speed_2 MHz”, “GPIO_Speed_10 MHz”, “GPIO_Speed_50 MHz”
Respectively). Having set the maximum steepness, we will be able to switch the foot
with a frequency of 50 MHz – but this will increase electromagnetic interference from
sharp fronts. To significantly reduce radio interference, we set the minimum slope with
a frequency of 2 MHz on all legs. To supply rectangular pulses to the IR2104 driver’s
IN input to control the polarity of the voltage supplied to the motor, we configure pins
PB13-PB15 as an output with two states “GPIO_Mode_Out_PP”.

In order for the timer to use its channels as PWM generators supplied to the inverse
input of the IR2104 driver SD, we configure its first three channels (PB6-PB8) as an open
collector output for working with peripherals with two states “GPIO_Mode_AF_PP”.
Interrupt management and processing is performed by the controller of priority vector
interrupts, which is part of the Cortex-M core [9].

In addition to simply setting the priority of interrupts, the control panel implements
the ability to group priorities. Interrupts in a higher priority group can interrupt
interrupt handlers in a lower priority group. Interrupts from the same group, but with
different priorities within the group, cannot interrupt each other. The priority within the
group determines only the order in which the handler is called when both events have
been activated.
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Timers 2, 3, and 4 (TIM1, TIM2, TIM3) MK are general purpose timers, each of
which has four independent channels that can operate in the following modes: signal
capture, comparison, PWM generation, single pulse generation. The project uses the
first three channels of the fourth timer PB6, PB7, PB8 in the PWM generation mode,
each channel is responsible for one of the phases of the modulated sinusoidal PWM.
The PWM generator on the timer operates as follows. The timer is clocked from the
APB1 bus through the frequency divider and starts counting from 0 to “TIM_Period”.
When the timer counts to the “TIM_Pulse” value, the value of the timer channel leg is
inverted. Counting to “TIM_Period”, the timer inverts the channel leg back and starts
counting again. After the timer is initialized, a direct reference to the CCRx comparison
register will be used to change the duty cycle of the timer channel, where x is the
channel number [10]. This is necessary to increase the speed of the program.

Algorithm Description
After clocking the MK core and initializing its periphery, the bits are set into the

registers corresponding to the signs of the half-waves of the phases: for phases A and C –

positive, for phase B – negative. Then a command is issued to start the timer. In the main
cycle, a continuous calculation of the duty cycle of the next pulse is performed according
to a sinusoidal law. In the first program cycles, before the first timer overflow interrupt,
the value of the “adc_value” variable will be zero, because the ADC is polled during the
timer overflow interrupt. In addition, the counter variables of the next PWM pulse are
also incremented during the same interrupt. It follows that in an infinite cycle until the
first interruption on timer overflow, the first pulse of the sinusoidal PWM will be cal-
culated over and over again for the minimum frequency “F_MIN” – 5 Hz. Let us
consider in more detail the main cycle of the program.

In the first line of the cycle, the number of pulses of the PWM signal is calculated
for a half-wave of a sinusoid according to the following formula:

n ¼ F PWM
2 � ðadc valueþ F MINÞ ð5Þ

If we take the zero point of phase A as the initial position of the three-phase
sinusoid, then at this point phase B will be shifted back by a third of the half-period,
and phase C – by two-thirds of the half-period. It follows that it is worth starting the
modulation of the sinusoid of phase B with a pulse whose serial number is equal to one
third of the pulses in a half-period, and two-thirds for phase C.

Thus, in the following two lines, the values of the additional values “n_b” and
“n_c” are calculated, which will be added to the counters of the corresponding phases:
“j” and “k”.

Then follows the condition for the end of a half-period by comparing the counter
and the total number of pulses per half-period. If the counter value is exceeded, and in
the case of phases B and C, the values “n_b + j” and “n_c + k”, respectively, of the
number of pulses, the half-cycle is updated by zeroing the counter of phase A “I = 0”
and assigning the following values to phase counters B and C: “j = –n_b” and “k = –n
_c”, respectively, for the transition from “n_b + j > n” “n_c + k > n” to “n_b + j = 0”
and “n_c + k = 0”. Also, after updating the half-cycle, a flag is set (“flag_a”, “flag_b”
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or “flag_c”), which is a condition for switching the port C leg of the corresponding
phase (PB13, PB14, PB15).

We divide the section of the half-wave of the phase A sinusoid into 3 equal sections
of 60 electrical degrees. From the proposed method for modifying the sinusoidal PWM,
it follows that in Sect. 1 it is necessary to provide modulation of the output voltage
with half the frequency for phases A and C, and with a normal frequency for phase B.
In Sect. 2, modulation with half the frequency is necessary for phases B and C, and
with a normal frequency for phase B. In Sect. 3, modulation with half the frequency is
necessary for phases A and B, and with a normal frequency for phase C.

As can be seen from Fig. 5, the sequence of phases that require PWM generation
with a normal frequency is a cycle whose period is the half-period of a modulated sine
wave. First B, then A, then C.

The timer clocks all its channels at a single frequency, i.e. you cannot get the
simultaneous operation of two channels of the same timer with different frequencies.
The solution to this problem – halving the frequency – will be done by combining the
periods of two adjacent pulses.

The next step in the cycle is to calculate the pulse width of a sinusoidal PWM if the
value of the counter “pulse_number” is less than one.

A B C

1 3 21 32

Fig. 5. Division of a three-phase sinusoid into sections
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The calculation of the pulse duration of half the frequency is carried out as follows.

(1) The pulse duration is calculated with a double period (for example, phase A):

sine a½0� ¼ DOUBLE PERIOD � sin i � PI
n

� �
; ð6Þ

where the sine argument is the product of the serial number of the current pulse “i” and
the ratio of the half-cycle to the number of pulses “PI/n”, which determines how much
of the half-cycle is occupied by one pulse.

(2) If the pulse duration is longer than the pulse period, then the duration of the first
pulse is equal to its period, and the duration of the second is the remainder of the
division of the calculated duration by the period.

(3) If the pulse duration is less than the pulse period, then the duration of the first is
equal to the calculated value, and the duration of the second pulse is zero.

Further, the calculation of pulses of normal frequency applies the formula (for
example, phase A):

sine a½0� ¼ PERIOD � sin i � PI
n

� �
ð7Þ

Such calculations are presented in the functions “Third_1”, “Third_2” and “Third_3”
for the first, second and third sections, respectively. After the calculation, the flag of
completion of the calculation “flag_count” is set, and pulse counters are also incre-
mented. Next, the counter “pulse_number” is assigned a value of one to enable
updating the pulse duration in the interrupt handler.

The function of the interrupt handler for overflowing the timer “void
TIM4_IRQHandler ()” begins with the reset of the interrupt bit to be able to interrupt
again at the next overflow, and the ADC is polled to the variable “adc_value”.

Then, the condition for setting the flag of each phase is checked; if the condition is
met, the ODR register bit of the corresponding leg is inverted and the flag is reset to
zero.

Then, in turn, in the register of each timer channel: CCR1-CCR3, the value of the
pulse width of the sinusoidal PWM calculated from the infinite loop is contained in the
first element of the arrays “sine_a (b, c) [2]”. The next timer overflow is expected and
the next pulse duration from the second elements of the arrays is entered.

Thus, in the main cycle, the duration of two consecutive pulses is calculated, and
during the interruption, the calculated duration is entered in the CCRx comparison
register.
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4 Discussion

The possibilities of using modern electric drives continue to expand constantly due to
advances in related fields of science and technology: electrical engineering and elec-
trical engineering, electronics and computer engineering, automation and mechanics. It
is expected that the transition from an unregulated electric drive to a controlled one in
technologies where this is required can save up to 25–30% of electricity. In one of the
technologies - in water-air supply - the transition to a controlled electric drive, as
experience has shown, saves about 50% of electricity, up to 25% of water and up to
10% of heat.

Three-phase asynchronous motor with a squirrel-cage rotor is the most common
type of electric machine, it is equipped with all modern pumps, compressors and fans,
and many other electric drives. Such a widespread use of the electric motor is due to its
low cost, high reliability and low operating costs. The main disadvantage of asyn-
chronous electric motors is the difficulty of regulating their speed by traditional
methods (by changing the supply voltage, introducing additional resistances into the
winding circuit). Controlling an asynchronous electric motor in frequency mode until
recently was a big problem, although the theory of frequency regulation was developed
back in the thirties. The development of a frequency-controlled electric drive was
constrained by the high cost of frequency converters. Now the situation has changed
radically: perfect and affordable electronic frequency converters have appeared on the
wide market. The system “frequency converter – asynchronous motor with squirrel-
cage rotor” will become the main technical solution for the mass controlled electric
drive in the coming years.

First of all, a structural diagram of the frequency converter was built. Further,
basing on theoretical information and experience, power elements and control elements
were calculated and selected. The next step was to create a circuit diagram of the
frequency converter. The final stage of the work was devoted to the development and
debugging of microcontroller software that provides control of an autonomous voltage
inverter. The result of the work is a functioning frequency converter with a modified
inverter PWM control algorithm.

5 Conclusions

Frequency converters are an integral part of a modern adjustable electric drive. The
control algorithm of the autonomous inverter in the frequency converter directly affects
the quality of the output voltage, and, accordingly, the loss in the motor due to voltage
non-sinusoidality. The importance of proper control of an autonomous inverter deter-
mines the loss in the inverter itself.

The work revealed the problem of distortion of the sinusoidality of the output
voltage due to high-speed switching of the inverter power switches and proposed a way
to solve this problem. The authors propose an algorithm for controlling an autonomous
voltage inverter, which will reduce the distortion of the shape of the output voltage, and
will also help to reduce the loss of switching power switches at times when the motor
consumes the lowest instantaneous power, i.e. at the beginning and end of a half-period
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of sinusoidal voltage. In the future, a detailed comparison of the inverter control
algorithms is required by comparing the root-mean-square losses in the inverter and the
motor.
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Abstract. The article provides a brief overview of a number of promising
proposals aimed at improving the technology of regenerative braking of modern
domestic AC motor vehicle rolling stock in terms of reliability and energy
efficiency. Regenerative braking has become widespread especially in railway
transport, it provides the maximum speed of trains on the site due to adjusting
braking in automatic mode, significantly reduces the longitudinal-dynamic
forces in the train, reduces the wear of wheel sets and brake pads, increases the
safety of train movements. However, the application of regenerative braking on
electromotive requires solving a number of problems, two main ones can be
distinguished - low power factor of rectifier-inverter converters and low oper-
ability in case of emergency operation. The article discusses existing tech-
nologies aimed at eliminating these problems, and also presents a set of
technical solutions aimed at improving the energy efficiency and operational
reliability of modern domestic AC car rolling stock. The proposed technical
solutions can be implemented both during factory repairs as part of modern-
ization and in the manufacture of new electric trains.

Keywords: Regenerative braking � Converting equipment � Rectifier-inverter
converter � Rectifier installation of excitation � Control algorithm � Switching �
Power factor � Reliability � Emergency process

One of the tendencies of development of the Russian economy is a growing need for
energy resources. To fulfill that requirement, along with increasing electric energy pro-
duction output, higher energy efficiency is also being pursued, especially in energy-
demanding fields such as heavy industry, construction, transport and communication [1–3].

The necessity for introducing energy saving technologies into the railway transport
industry is proclaimed by all base development programs adopted by the Russian
Railways, including the company’s Energy strategy as well as the Strategy of scientific
and technical development, set to be relevant until 2030 and 2025 respectively.

In this context, special credit can be given to the widespread application of
regenerative braking technology. First introduced on domestic railways in late 1970s,
energy regeneration still maintains its progressive potential by saving up to 20% of the
energy spent on traction on certain railway track sections with steep profile. However,
using the full potential within the regenerative braking can be achieved only after
certain downsides inhibiting the technology are overpassed.
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One of the main disadvantages of regenerative braking is its low power factor in
thyristor-based rolling stock, which includes domestic electric multiple units (EMUs).
This factor does not exceed 0.71 for energy regeneration, which suggests low energy
efficiency in general. High consumption of reactive power by EMUs, which results
from low power factor, consequently distorts the voltage sinewave in the overhead line
and lowers energy quality of the entire grid. As a result, modern domestic EMUs do not
meet the requirements for energy parameters determined by the relevant national
standards.

Additionally, the unpractical energy consumption by EMUs leads to increased
fares, which in turn hinders population mobility and decreases competitiveness of the
railway transport.

Low power factor of EMUs is almost entirely attributable to their power circuit,
namely the obsolescence of their main, thyristor-based reversible power converters
(RPCs), as well as thyristor-based rectifying excitation devices (REDs) used for
regenerative braking mode. Thus, further energy efficiency increase in this field is
strongly dependent on modernizing these RPCs and REDs.

The invention and widespread introduction of reliable power IGBTs has opened an
opportunity to upgrade the semiconductor base of RPCs and REDs without changing
overall mass and size parameters. Other advantages of IGBTs, including their mini-
mization of stray inductances, high stability towards du/dt changes, low and
temperature-nondependent residual currents etc., also greatly facilitate power equip-
ment working conditions.

A complete modernization of thyristor-based RPCs and REDs with modern, fully
controllable transistor semiconductor devices is suggested by the authors. The main
circuit of the suggested RPC consists of the same 8-arm bridge arrangement with an
inclusion of an additional 9th discharge arm, while prospected RED is based on a full-
wave diode rectifier with a series transistor arm, Fig. 1. Such a schematic solution
allows to introduce a controllable diode bridge for maintaining and regulating exci-
tation currents of traction motors working in regenerative braking mode. For RPC,
protective RC snubbers are also included in parallel with each section of the power
transformer’s secondary winding [4–7].

In order to organize transistor-based RPCs and REDs, special control algorithms
were also developed. To-day, this technical solution has been successfully tested in
mathematical simulation environment and on an experimental stand.

As demonstrated by conducted research, total power factor of an EMU with pro-
posed converters during regenerative braking increased up to 0.99. The amount of
electric energy returned into the grid by a single driving carriage of an EMU increased
by 28.95%, while relative pulsation coefficient diminished by 25.24% as opposed to an
EMU with type equipment. Moreover, average values of the voltage supplied to the
RPC have risen by 23.52% due to lower losses on converter arm commutation.

Analysis of the obtained results allowed to confirm that the introduction of power
transistors into RPCs and REDs in place of thyristors, supplemented by new control
algorithms, compensates the phase shift between grid current and voltage sinewaves
created by inductances. As a result, the reactive power previously generated within the
circuit is practically neutralized, which means higher power factor for the transistor-
based EMU.
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Another advantage of a transistor converter concerns reliability of regenerative
braking mode itself. Discarding thyristors and their specific control algorithm allows to
eliminate the risk of a catastrophic failure event known as the “invertor turnover”,
which ensures reliability and safety of energy regeneration.

While a full-scale modernization of converters may be more expedient for new
EMU series (such as EP3D), an alternative technical solution, due to its economical
feasibility and simplicity, may be more suitable for implementation on currently
operational EMUs (like the ED9E series) that apply type, thyristor-based RPCs and
REDs. The solution in question implies implementing a discharge arm that shunts the
rectified sub-circuit of the EMU, Fig. 2.

The discharge arm is composed of a power diode VD1 and a fully controllable
IGBT VT1 in series, which the arm as a whole connected between the cathode and
anode busbars of the converter. Switching the arm on and off through control impulses
transmitted to the IGBT at certain moments within each half-wave of gird voltage
allows to achieve a discharge circuit that accelerates thyristor arm commutation [8–10].

Application of this shunting discharge arm allows to optimize and accelerate
commutation processes in RPC thyristor arms, which leads to a decrease in the phase
shift between current and voltage sinewaves. Consequently, reactive power decreases
and power factor reaches the value of 0.9 for the 4th voltage regulation zone.

Along with increasing energy efficiency of regenerative braking, the problem of
ensuring reliable and fail-safe operation of power RPCs remains equally urgent [12–14].
As the analysis of EMU electric equipment failures suggests, the majority of power

50 Hz 25 kV AC

RED - 1

RED - 2
RPC

С1

SR1

SR2

SR3

SR4

SR5

SR6

Fig. 1. Basic electric scheme of an EMU power circuit with proposed transistor-based reversible
power converter (RPC) and rectifying excitation devices (REDs)
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circuit breakages occurs due to damage of sensible electronic parts and control system
failures. Most of these breakages lead to an omission of control impulses sent to con-
verters’ thyristor arms, which in turn triggers circuit protection and causes regenerative
braking to shut down. Losing braking effect of even a single driving carriage within an
EMU creates additional longitudinal dynamic forces that can lead to derailment. Such
unreliability of regenerative braking cannot be tolerated, as it is supposed to serve as a
reserve braking system in case of the pneumatic brake system failure.

The following description presents the mechanism of a short circuit current event
inside an EMU power circuit during regenerative braking and on the 4th zone of voltage
regulation. Figure 3 provides an example, where a control impulse meant for the VS2
thyristor arm is omitted.

Omission of a control impulse meant for the VS2 thyristor arm leads to an absence
of the larger commutation sub-circuit i′k and locks another thyristor arm, VS8, in its
conducting state. After the smaller sub-circuit ends its commutation i′′k, a short circuit
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event occurs as the current now flows through the positive outlets of generators G1-G4,
blocks of ballast resistors (BRs), then open thyristor arms VS8-VS7 in series,
smoothing reactors L1-L2 and finally the negative outlets of G1-G4. In such a circuitry
the secondary winding of the power transformer that serves as an energy consumer is
absent, thus leading to a dramatic increase in current.

To protect power circuits from short circuit events and overcurrents, the existing
protection system used on ED9E and EP3D EMU series applies circuitry demagneti-
zation. This protection system is presented in Fig. 4 and works as follows: a signal
from the T1 sensor is applied to the block of protective contactor control. As a short
circuit event occurs, it leads to armature current rising above 650 A, and so the block
transmits an impulse for brief power supply of the demagnetizing winding KZT1,
which in turn leads to a decrease in flux of holding coils inside the magnetic circuit that
holds the contactors’ anchor. Consequently, the contactor switches off. Because the
main contacts of KZT1 are shunted with a resistor R12, during their breaking the
resistor experiences a voltage drop due to the armature current of traction motors. Due
to polarity of this current, a protective thyristor VS5 inside the RED thyristor block
fires. This creates a circuit for the demagnetizing current to flow through the filed coils
(FC) of traction motors FC1-FC2, directed inversely to the excitation current. The
described operation results in rapid decrease in the armature current.

At the same time, contacts of the KZT1 contactor remove the control signal from
the control system supply block, leading to an end in control impulse formation for
RPC and REDs thyristors.

The main advantage of the presented protection system is the presence of a
demagnetizing circuit and its ability for intensive decrease of overcurrents, leading to a
sufficient rise in power circuit reliability. The crucial disadvantage, however, is that the
firing of the protection system shuts down regenerative braking mode of an EMU,
effectively eliminating its braking effect.

Most of the earlier inventions aimed to increase durability and reliability of RPCs in
regenerative braking mode are based on introducing additional elements and equipment
into EMU designs, which entails vehicles further complication and price rise. Thanks to
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the universal application of microprocessor-based control systems on modern domestic
EMUs, many of the reliability issues can now be solved by simple revisions of
software.

In order to protect RPCs and the entire power circuit from catastrophic failures
caused by control impulse omissions, the authors suggest supplementing the type
working algorithm of an RPC control block with following subsystems: a control
impulse omission block, that determines the omission event by checking commutation
duration Uc by the c = c′ + c′′ equation, where the total commutation c consists of
commutation in the larger sub-circuit c′ and commutation in the smaller sub-circuit c′′;
and a current rising rate control block, detecting an absence of one of the sub-circuits
by the amount of current increase [11–15].

The obtained data allows to determine the failed thyristor arm of the converter, so
the system can then substitute it with another arm in accordance with the control
algorithm, i.e. in Fig. 5 the failed thyristor arm VS2 is substituted by the arm VS4.

1 Conclusions

The paper has described multiple means for elimination of the regenerative braking
many disadvantages, achieved by modernizing electric multiple unit power circuits
with transistor-based converters and new control algorithms. The suggested technical
solutions are verified by mathematical modelling and experimental research.

A power circuit packed with fully controllable semiconductor devices allows to
increase power factor to 0.99 and the amount of electric energy returned into the grid
by 28.95%, while decreasing relative pulsation coefficient by 25.24% and increasing
the average values of voltage supplied to the RPC by 23.52%.

Another suggested method of power factor increase implies only a single diode-
transistor arm to be introduced into the power circuit, which shunts the rectified sub-
circuit. Application of this technology is most expedient for currently operational
EMUs (such as ED9E series) with thyristor RPCs due to its economical feasibility and
simplicity. As the results of mathematical modeling demonstrate, the power factor
reaches as high as 0.9 with this simple solution.
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Along with increasing energy efficiency of regenerative braking, the problem of
ensuring reliable and fail-safe operation of power RPCs remains equally urgent. The
presented method for RPC reliability increase is based on revisioning type software and
its signals and does not require additional equipment, allowing to substitute failed
thyristor arms with other arms and maintain uninterrupted regenerative braking, thus
ensuring safety for the entire vehicle.
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Abstract. The goal of the work is to development of a synchronous-replicated
model for the assessment of the technical state of a locomotive as a techno-
logical system. When performing the work, method of systems analysis, com-
puter and mathematical modelling, artificial intelligence, and mathematical
analysis were used. As a result of the research we have obtained a mathematical
synchronous-replicated model for the assessment of the technical state of a
locomotive based on multilayer neuron forecasting network. The model devel-
oped can be used in systems for monitoring, controlling and diagnosing the
technical state of the locomotive fleet. This model possesses such novel specific
features as low sampling period between quizzing of monitoring facilities,
versatility, adaptability and operability. This suggested model resolves a range
of tasks set forth in the Concept for the development of the OJSC Russian
Railways connected with the implementation of an actual system for repairs and
maintenance according to the current condition of locomotives as well as the
digitalization of the advanced fields of the company.

Keywords: Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm � Computer modelling �
Diagnostic system � Locomotive fleet � Monitoring data � Neural network

1 Introduction

The technical state of the locomotive fleet is one of the most important constituents of
the transportation process. Monitoring, control, diagnosing and genesis of the technical
state of locomotives is accomplished by a complex of automated systems for technical
diagnosis (ASTD) which currently functions within the frameworks of the automated
system for the locomotive fleet reliability management (ASLFRM). However, despite
the application of a system approach to maintaining reliability parameters of the
locomotive equipment components, the number of sudden failures increases with every
year.
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2 System Analysis of the Existing Complex for Assessment
of the Technical State of the Locomotive Fleet

The problem of increase in the number of sudden failures of rail transport is not only
directly linked with the technical state of the rolling stock but also with the technology
of detecting pre-failure conditions. At present, the process of analysis is based upon the
application of an asynchronous-replicated data-base, such as the integrated system for
technical monitoring of the locomotive fleet (ISTMLF). As stationary systems for
monitoring, controlling, diagnosing and forecasting prevail in the Russian rail trans-
port, the process of detecting incidents is governed by a considerable sampling period.
When the latter increases, the risk of emergency repairs rises.

The predominant use of stationary systems is caused by the complexity and identity
of diagnosing approaches and methodologies. Thus, with existing mathematical
models, the application of vibro-acoustic diagnosis to bearing assemblies and speed
transformers as a component of vehicle-mounted (continuous) diagnosis systems is
impossible. The reason for this is that the output parameter in this kind of diagnosis is
vibro-acoustic acceleration that is subject to significant noise impact during the loco-
motive operation.

The prevalence of stationary diagnostic systems over vehicle-mounted systems is
also determined by the working conditions of certain equipment components. The wear
of engine piston rings and cylinder bushing is diagnosed during the engine rig test as
installation of pressure gauges in the combustion chamber is irrational due to the
aggressive medium of monitoring.

The existing vehicle-mounted diagnostic systems have imperfect mathematical
models that in general perform control functions and automated analytical post-
processing of data when the locomotive is disposed at depot. Thus, information about
excess temperature in the diesel exhaust manifold is transferred by means of a
removable storage device (microprocessor system for control, regulation and diagnosis)
and is processed upon the arrival of the diesel locomotive at the depot. Or? The data on
the overheating of axle equipment and engine-anchor bearings (EAB) in the onboard
temperature checkout subsystem (OBTCSS) is also transferred upon the arrival of
locomotive at the depot. The presented principles of data transfer show the high level of
discontinuity in accomplishing diagnostic works, which causes unscheduled repairs.

Based on the description above, the key flaw of the existing planned preventive
system for maintenance, repairs and diagnosis is the high period of discontinuity
connected with the employment of stationary diagnosis systems as a result of case-to-
case approaches of the diagnosis models, and therefore the assessment of the technical
state of the locomotives.
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3 Formation of a Continuous System for the Assessment
of the Technical Condition of the Locomotive Fleet Based
upon the Application of Artificial Intelligence Theory

The development of a universal mathematical model for continuous assessment of the
technical state of the locomotives requires employment of an adaptable theory that
would be able to interpret and formalize the diverse processes connected with the
specific features of the work of locomotive units. These processes are different by
nature and possess different properties. Neuron networks of the theory of artificial
intelligence have gained wide popularity among the scientific community due to their
adaptability to different branches of knowledge [1]. They possess properties for reso-
lution of various practical problems: they realize a universal apparatus of approxima-
tion corresponding to multidimensional arrays of information; they have a learning
algorithm and adapt to changing conditions; and they can synthesize gained knowl-
edge. On this basis they are referred to as? the systems of artificial intelligence.

“Neuron networks”, a branch of the theory of artificial intelligence, is an inter-
disciplinary area of knowledge that covers bio-cybernetics, electronics, applied math-
ematics, statistics, automatics and medicine. Artificial neuron networks are interpreted
by the process that takes place in the neuron system of living organisms aimed at the
development of new technological solutions [2–4].

In general terms the neuron, as the most important network element, has the for-
malized structure of a biological nerve cell. The generalized structure that includes the
basis for the majority of the neuron mathematical models belongs to the McCulloch-
Pitts model [5] presented in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. McCulloch-Pitts neuron (perceptron) model
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According to Fig. 1 xNj are the input signals of the N-th number and the j-th
teaching stage – within the systems for the assessment of the technical state registered
values of external impacts or the environmental conditions; w0j is the input polarization
unit impulse (threshold value); and uj is the output signal of summarizer:

uj ¼
XN
1

wNj � xNj þw0j; ð1Þ

wNj are the weight coefficients of the summarizer inputs; they steer the activation
function:

yjðujÞ ¼
1; u� 0

0; u\0

(
: ð2Þ

During the teaching process of the neuron network, this function registers the
correspondence of input xNj and output (within the technical state assessment system –

diagnostic) yj parameters against the teaching sampling. The purpose of the activation
function is to determine the grade of membership between the received value of an
input network parameter and the output parameter of the teaching sampling using a
concrete membership function (linear, sigmoid and others) [6, 7] which is aimed at
obtaining a conclusion on the further changes in the output parameter obtained by
means of the neuron network.

The mathematical model of a neuron is a function that calculates its value based on
several input parameters xNj conveyed. Each value of input parameter xNj is associated
with a weight coefficient wNj, which forms the output parameter yj.

The neuron network teaching process resolves itself into selecting weight coeffi-
cients wNj for corresponding input parameters xNj to form equations that will result in
the correspondence of the teaching sampling on each N-th and j-th output parameter yj;
the output signal of yi is determined by the function of the weighted sum of the product
of the weights and the values of the input parameters xNj:

yj ¼ f
XNj

1

wNj � xNj þw0j

 !
ð3Þ

Practically, the process of teaching the neural network consists in supplying an
input signal on the hidden layer of perceptron. After the output signal is received,
training error is calculated which is minimized by means of changing weight coeffi-
cients. Then the network teaching is directed according to the formula

Dyj ¼ yj � a; ð4Þ
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where a is the output parameter, obtained from the teaching sampling (experimental or
monitoring data); and changing of weight coefficient is reduced to the formula

DwNj ¼ kj � Dyj þ a � ðwNj � wNj�1Þ; ð5Þ

where kj is the minimization pace;
a is the torque coefficient that takes the value within the interval [0, 1].
According to (3) input signals of parameter xNj are summed up with consideration

of the weights wNj in the summarizer, while further on the resultant value is compared
to the sampling specified in the training. If the resultant value complies with the value
specified by the training sample, then the equation is recorded. Otherwise, the equation
is perceived as insufficiently precise or erroneous within the frameworks of approxi-
mation and the correction of weights is required. The weights are changed and the
process recurs. After the training is completed, it results in a neural network – a system
of equations built on the basis of the input values xNj and the output values yi on the
whole training sampling with a certain regression.

Based upon the presented mathematical description of the perceptron, the task of the
neural network training is reduced to the minimization of error function (formula (4)).

One of the major algorithms for the minimization of the training error function in
the theory of neural networks is the steepest descents algorithm. The steepest descents
algorithm is based upon determining the minimum value of the function under con-
sideration [8]. The algorithm is accomplished by finding derivatives of the training
error function for each perceptron of its weights:

rf ðwNjÞ ¼ Dyj þ a ! a ¼ @ðw0j þ x1 � w1j þ x2 � w2j þ xN � wNjÞ
@wNj

ð6Þ

and substitution of arbitrary values of the point of search direction wN0 into differen-
tiated function to calculate the values of the gradient vector for this point.

Based upon the values obtained, the breakpoint of the function minimization is
checked:

rf ðwNjÞ
�� ��\e: ð7Þ

where e is the limit of the function minimization which is accepted based upon the
target error.

After the value of the assumed function f(wN0) in the accepted setting out point wN0

is calculated, a step along the negative gradient direction aimed at the determining the
value of function in the new point is performed:

wN1 ¼ wN0 � kj rf wN0ð Þ ð8Þ

Further on, the cycle recurs, beginning with the substitution of values into the
differentiated function in a new point until the condition (7) is fulfiled.

Along with the steepest descents algorithm, the Gauss–Newton method [9] is
another famous strategy of function optimization. This method consists of the search
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for minimum error of the network target value by differentiating functions analogously
to (6) and determining the value of the latter in the starting point. In this case the
optimization is calculated as the difference between the current value of the weight in
the point under consideration and the ratio of the value of the initial function to the
differentiated one:

wNj1 ¼ wN0 � f ðwN0Þ
rf ðwN0Þ ; ð9Þ

Calculation is accomplished by means of sequential subtraction from the initial
starting point to find the subsequent point; the set of weights in the differentiated
functions under consideration take the form of the Jacobian matrix:

JðwÞ ¼

@f1
@w11

@f1
@w21

. . . @f1
@wn

@f2
@w12

@f2
@w22

. . . @f2
@wn

. . . . . . . . . . . .
@fj
@w1j

@fj
@w2j

. . .
@fj
@w3j

2
66664

3
77775
; ð10Þ

where fj is the error function of the j-stage of the network training.
After these operations, the cycle recurs until the sought minimization of the net-

work error function is achieved.
A combined method for function optimization is the Levenberg–Marquardt strategy

[10]. This strategy implies the alternate use of the above described algorithms
depending on the efficiency of network training. Gradient and approximate Hessian
matrix G(w) (second-order matrix of differentiated functions of the network errors, i.e.
transposed product of the Jacobian matrix employed in the Newton iteration method) is
determined as:

rf wNj
� � ¼ J wð Þ½ �T �fj wð Þ; ð11Þ

where T is the sign of the matrix transposition.

G wð Þ ¼ J wð Þ½ �T �J wð Þþ l; ð12Þ

where l is the regularization factor, that determines the method for optimization of the
network error function (the steepest descents method or the Gauss–Newton method).

The Levenberg–Marquardt optimization strategy consists of the following: at the
initial stage of the network training, when the actual values of weights wNj differ from
the optimized values (the values of errors Δyj are considerable), the value of the
regularization factor l exceeding the value of the Hessian matrix is accepted. In this
case the Hessian is actually substituted with the regularization factor l, and the
direction of minimization is selected with the steepest descents method according to the
formulas (6, 7, 8). As the error values Δyj decrease, the parameter l decreases until the
fidelity coefficient q reaches the value of unity (q � 1):
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q ¼ Dyj � Dyj�1

½DwNj�T � rf ðwNjÞþ 0; 5 � ½DwNj�T � GðwNjÞ � DwNj
: ð13Þ

At that the value of parameter l is determined in accordance with the classical
Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm:

– if Δyj-1(lj-1/r) � Δyj, then lj = lj-1/r;
– if Δyj-1(lj-1/r) > Δyj and Δyj-1(lj-1) < Δyj then lj = lj-1;
– if Δyj-1(lj-1/r) > Δyj and Δyj-1(lj-1) > Δyj, then value l is increased m times

simultaneously accepting lj = lj-1∙r
m, where r is the value reduction factor of the

regularization factor l.

If value q � 1, then approximation of the target function has a high degree of
coincidence with true values which proves the realization of the optimal solution. In
this case, the regularization factor l can be omitted (l = 0), the process of determining
Hessian is reduced to direct first order approximation, and the Levenberg–Marquardt
algorithm reduces itself to the Gauss–Newton method (9, 10).

The described process of function minimization is a formalized model of the neuron
network teaching and can be used in systems for controlling, diagnosing, forecasting,
machine operating and other spheres. The advantages of this model are universality and
the adaptability of the approximation functions with diverse data of the teaching
samplings.

4 Model of a Forecasting Neural Network Based System
for the Assessment of the Technical State

Let us consider the process of the development of a system for assessment of the
technical state by the example of axle caps of the locomotive wheel-motor block (WMB).
This assessment system is based on the neural network for forecasting output parameters.
Temperature yTaxle cap is the output parameter of the axle cap that allows for the maxi-
mum adequate assessment of the technical state. The most significant influencing vari-
ables are the ambient temperature (air) xTa and the velocity of motion xVd.

Figure 2 presents monitoring data that shows the dependency of changes in the
temperature of the axle cap bearing brass upon the locomotive velocity (and its
derivative on time–acceleration, correspondingly) and the ambient air temperature.
Network training is accomplished in accordance with the data presented.

Free-forward neural networks with one-way links from input to output layers are
used for resolving the tasks of forecasting and approximating non-linear functions.

Teaching of the neural network was performed in the package Neural Network
Training of the program Matlab. A unidirectional multilayered neural network with
one hidden layer having activation functions – sigmoid and linear correspondingly – is
used as a learning network. The Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm [9] is used as a
learning function. For the further assessment of the quality of performance of the
extrapolation task by the neural network, the network training is accomplished with
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regard to the monitoring data presented in Fig. 2, namely on the time interval t: 0–
780 min. Assessment of the quality of performance of the extrapolation task is
accomplished within the time interval t: 780–1020 min correspondingly.

Based on the experimental samplings of network training we have determined the
optimal number of perceptrons is 56 and the number of iterations – 215000. The
correlation coefficient under the given parameters is R = 0.98484, and the coefficient of
determination is R2 = 0.97 correspondingly. The program code of sequential operations
for training a network in the Matlab environment looks as follows:

>>P = {Input layer} «Input data of training sampling – Vd ;V 0
d ¼ @V@

@t , Ta»
>>C = {Target (output) layer} «Output data of training sampling – Taxle capr,
Taxle capd»

0 60 120 180 240 300 360 420 480 540 600 660 720 780 840 900 9601020 t, min
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Taxle capr

Vd

Taxle capd

Fig. 2. Monitoring data in complex form, where: Vd is the velocity of the locomotive motion,
kmph; Taxle capd is the defective axle cap temperature, °C; Taxle capr is the temperature of an axle
cap with no defects, °C; Ta – the ambient temperature (air), °C; and t – the locomotive travel
time, min
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>>net = newff([minmax(P)], [56 2], {‘tansig’ ‘purelin’}, ‘trainlm’); «Creation of
unidirectional multilayered network with two hidden layers with sigmoid and linear
activation functions»
>>net.trainParam.epochs = 215000; «Number of training iterations»
>>net.trainParam.goal = 0; «Condition of network training interruption on the
deviation from target values (output layer) of training sampling»
>>net = train(net, P, C); «Network training on input and output layer»

The model of neural network for forecasting and assessment of the technical state
of the locomotive axle cap is presented in Fig. 3:

Figures 4, 5 and the Table 1 present the results of the neural network training.
Let us model the output parameter of the network based upon the training sampling

under consideration (Fig. 6):
The obtained approximation function for change in diagnosis parameter Taxle capd

(Taxle capr) = Net(Vd, Vdˈ, Ta) describes real Taxle capd (Taxle capr) = f(Vd, Vdˈ, Ta). There
are also noise effects caused by the changing input parameters (specifically, velocity).
In order to suppress these noises a filter is used. It excludes those values of the
diagnostic parameter that exceed the maximum fixed in the sampling under consid-
eration and at a current point in time and equate them to the previous value.

If
@yj
@t

[
@amaxðminÞ

@t
; then yj ¼ yj�1; ð14Þ

___

w0j

Hidden layer

Sigmoid 
activation 
function

Linear 
activation 
function

∂Vd

∂t

wVdjVd

wTaj

Ta

uNjm

w0jm

1

(1)

w0jm
(1)

wNjm
(1)

wNjm
(1)

yNj

Taxle capd
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∑ wNj∙xNj

+w0j

n=56

1

n=1
∑ wNjm∙uNjm

+w0jm

n=1
∑ wNjm∙uNjm
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w ∂Vd___
∂t j

(1) (1)

(1) (1)

1
1+e-β∙uj

Fig. 3. Model of the forecasting neural network and the assessment of the technical state of the
locomotive axle cap, where n is the number of the neurons in a layer, (1) is the ordinal number of
a hidden layer; and wTaj, wVdj, w

@Vd
@t j are the weight coefficients of the output parameters of air

temperature, motion velocity and acceleration correspondingly
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Fig. 4. Results of training of the neural network for forecasting output parameters
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Fig. 5. Distribution of the output parameter of the trained network from the output parameter of
training sampling characterized by correlation coefficient
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Figure 7 presents the results of the function approximation Taxle capd (Taxle capr) = f
(Vd, Vdˈ, Ta) by the neural network Net applying a filter smoother for intensity of
changing the diagnostic parameter (14):

In the model under consideration, deviations characterized by the coefficient of
determination do not exceed the threshold value: for the axle cap bearing brass, the
defective temperature is 80 °C, and the temperature of the axle cap must not exceed
ambient air temperature by more than 45 °C. The trained neural network allows us to
forecast the values of the diagnosis parameters depending on the input data within the
frameworks of the approximate sampling. The technical state is assessed by means of
building the function of refusal membership based on the comparison of the forecasted
and the actual values of the diagnosis parameter.

Table 1. Results of training neural network Net

Characteristic Value

Number of network training iterations (epochs) (Epoch) 215000
Minimal mean square deviation between the output parameter of the trained
network and the output parameter of the training sampling rm (Performance)

0.000738

Minimal gradient value r f(wNj) = a−Δyj (Gradient) 0.0000791
Correlation coefficient R 0.98484
Coefficient of determination R2 0.96991

Taxle capd, °С / Taxle capr, °С / Net(Vd, Vd Ta) ≈ Taxle capd, °С / Net(Vd, Vd Ta) ≈ Taxle capr , °С

t, min
Taxle capd Net(Vd, Vd Ta)≈ Taxle capd

Taxle capr Net(Vd, Vd Ta)≈Taxle capr

600 660 720540024 084360081 042 003120600
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

780

Fig. 6. Results of the approximation of function Taxle capd (Taxle capr) = f(Vd, Vdˈ, Ta) by the
neural network Net
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In addition to the performed approximation task, the extrapolation accuracy is the
major indicator of the quality of the network training. Within the frameworks of the
task under consideration, extrapolation implies forecasting of the diagnosis parameter
based upon the input data beyond the limits of training sampling, i.e. on the basis of
unknown input data that were not used during the network training.

Let us model a neural network on the input layer without preliminary training in
accordance with the monitoring data (Fig. 2) and obtain an extrapolated function of the
neural network:

According to Figs. 7 and 8, a trained neural network is capable of accomplishing
both approximation and extrapolation tasks as the functions obtained have a high
determination coefficient R2 ! 1. These properties allow us to conduct integrated
control with consideration to changes in related parameters, to forecast changes in the
diagnostic parameter and to accomplish indicative assessment of the technical state of
the unit under consideration.

Based on the research conducted we can conclude that employment of neural
networks in the systems for control, diagnosis and technical state assessment envisages
further development. Thus, as compared with the existing control systems, neural
networks are capable of controlling not only against the output parameter but also
taking into account the impacts from various factors (input parameters). Unlike the
existing forecasting systems, neural networks are based upon a sufficiently universal
mathematical model. In addition, an outstanding feature of neural networks is their
adaptability, confirmed by the accomplishment of the extrapolation tasks.

Taxle capd, °С / Taxle capr, °С / Net(Vd, Vd Ta) ≈ Taxle capd, °С / Net(Vd, Vd Ta) ≈ Taxle capr , °С

t, min
Taxle capd Net(Vd, Vd Ta)≈ Taxle capd

Taxle capr Net(Vd, Vd Ta)≈Taxle capr

600 660 720540024 084360081 042 003120600
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

780

Fig. 7. Results of the function approximation Taxle capd (Taxle capr) = f(Vd, Vdˈ, Ta) by the neural
network Net applying a filter for intensity of changing the diagnostic parameter
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5 Working Algorithm of the Forecasting Neural Network
Based Systems for the Locomotive Fleet Technical State
Assessment

The properties of the neural networks described above allow us to develop the fol-
lowing working algorithm for the locomotive fleet technical state assessment system
(Fig. 9):

The work of the algorithm consists in the employment of sniffers for continuous
monitoring of input and output parameters of a technical system. The trained neural
network accepts input signals from the monitoring facilities and calculates the output
parameters. Comparing the calculated values of the output parameters with the actual
values, the model assessment of the technical state is accomplished. In addition, fail-
ures are diagnosed on the previously received (trained) defective neural networks of
specific failures and control is accomplished on the limiting value of the output
parameter acr, that is determined by the requirements to a technical system, component
or element. If the actual value of the output parameter is higher or lower than the
limiting value acr, the failure is apparent and requires immediate elimination, i.e.
unscheduled repair. On the contrary, if the value of the actual output parameter lies on
the boundary between the limiting and the reference value, then stationary diagnosis
works aimed at confirmation of the neural network reply are required; in the case of
error the network is retrained depending on the condition. If diagnostic works detect
defects, the defected network yjd is trained on the corresponding fact, in case of
erroneous detection of failure by the neural network, the latter is retrained to gain the
intermediate state. In case of finding a failure confirmed by the diagnosis works, the

 

960900840780
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Taxle capd, °С / Taxle capr, °С / Net(Vd, Vd Ta) ≈ Taxle capd, °С / Net(Vd, Vd Ta) ≈ Taxle capr , °С

Taxle capd Net(Vd, Vd Ta)≈ Taxle capd

Taxle capr Net(Vd, Vd Ta)≈Taxle capr

Fig. 8. Results of extrapolation of function Taxle capd (Taxle capr) = f(Vd, Vdˈ, Ta) by the neural
network Net Net applying a filter for intensity of changing the diagnostic parameter
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network is trained on the defect parameters if there are any for the purposes of complete
digitization of the diagnostic nomenclature of components, parts, elements and systems
of locomotive fleet.

Start

Network training for 
specific defects and failures 

and training of reference 
network

Monitoring of input and 
output data if a specific unit

yj>(<)a
yjd=a

Yes No

Diagnostic works during 
routine maintenance

a>(<)acr

Yes

Unscheduled repair

Failure? 

No

Yes

Analysis of the values of the 
parameters of failures and 

entering them into the output 
layer of training sampling for 
modernization of a network

No

End

Fig. 9. Working algorithm of the neural network based system for the technical state assessment
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6 Conclusion

We have presented a set of problems realized within the frameworks of the system for
controlling the reliability of the locomotive fleet, as currently this system includes
complexes that record failures and their reasons; and record the parameters of defects.
Such complexes are:

– A System for controlling locomotive complexes ASUT;
– A complex automated system for recording and handling failures of technical means

and their reliability analysis CASART.

In addition to that, a considerable number of continuous on-board means for
monitoring both input and output parameters of locomotive work, that are also required
to form neural system for the technical state assessment function of the locomotive fleet
within the frameworks of the United system for monitoring the technical state of
traction rolling stock - Automated systems for technical diagnosis.

The model presented for the technical state assessment of the locomotive fleet is a
link between the terminal advanced monitoring, controlling and diagnosing systems
and the information systems that form the resulting data for decision-making. The
advantages of the model presented are as follows:

– universality regarding output parameters;
– adaptability;
– low period of discretization;
– efficient organization of routine maintenance.
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Abstract. The paper presents an analysis of the failures of components of the
mechanical part of 2ES6 Sinara main electric locomotives in operation at the
West Siberian Railway operating domain. The causes and consequences of
failures of the most vulnerable components are determined. The task is to
determine the level of dynamic loading in the “bogie – rod - traction electric
motor” subsystem to reduce the dynamic effects in the “locomotive - track”
system. The urgency of the problem of increased dynamic loading of compo-
nents of the mechanical part is proved, and a mathematical model of vertical
oscillations of traction rolling stock is formed on the basis of the second-order
Lagrange equation in the form of a system of equations that allows assessing the
load of components in operation. The spectral density of random perturbations
was chosen—an approximation of random perturbations using the spectral
density of the track roughness of Professor A. I. Belyaev. Using a computer,
values were calculated, and graphs of the amplitude-frequency characteristics of
vertical displacements, maximum accelerations of the body, bogie, traction
electric motor and wheelset of the considered conditional uniaxial electric
locomotive were built. A comparative analysis of the calculation results and
empirical data is carried out. The task is to change the existing design of the
suspension system of the traction electric motor of the electric locomotive under
consideration and to analyze the oscillations of its components in further studies.

Keywords: Traction rolling stock � Wheel-motor block � Mathematical
model � Design diagram � Dynamic loading � Vertical oscillations � Galloping of
the traction electric motor

1 Introduction

The total number of unscheduled repairs of the mechanical equipment of 2ES6 Sinara
electric locomotives assigned to the locomotive fleet of the TChE-2 Omsk amounted to
1139 cases for four years from 2015 to 2018. The distribution of failures among the
components of the mechanical part is shown in Fig. 1.

The analysis of failures of the components of the mechanical part (see Fig. 1)
showed that a significant proportion of them belongs to the components of the loco-
motive wheel-motor block. The axial support suspension of the traction electric motor
causes an increased force interaction of the non-sprung mass with the upper track
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structure, which leads to an increase in the dynamic loading of the locomotive [1]. The
“locomotive - track” system is a complex oscillatory circuit, on the dynamic interaction
of the subsystems of which, in particular, “unresolved mass is the upper structure of the
track”, the wear process of the entire system depends [2, 3]. Determination of the level
of dynamic loading in the “bogie-rod-traction electric motor” subsystem is an urgent
task due to the need to reduce dynamic forces in the system [4–6].

The main reasons for the failure of the mechanical equipment of 2ES6 Sinara
electric locomotives for 2015–2018 are related to the failure of the gear casing (339
cases, 29.8%), wheelset tyres (317 cases, 27.8%), and rods for suspension of traction
electric motors to the bogie frame (71 cases, 7%) [7]. For comparison, we note that in
2013-2015, failure of the traction engine suspension rod amounted to 127 cases, which
is 31.1% of the total number of failures of the mechanical parts. It is worth noting that
the main reasons for the failure of the rods of traction electric motors of 2ES6 Sinara
electric locomotives remain the same:

– extruding the rubber seal over the end of the rod in the lower head;
– damage to the hinge blocks due to chipping of the polyurethane element of the

suspension rod;
– presence of atypical fastening of rods (washer-grover);
– damage to the hinge block due to the expansion of the rubber element of the clutch

of the suspension rod.

The decrease in rod failures (71 cases for 2015–2018 versus 127 in 2013–2015) is
due to the fact that changes have been made in the next version of the operational
documentation for the electric locomotive. The manufacturer stated the need for a
complete replacement of rods every 300 thousand km of mileage and with each change
of the wheel-motor block (regardless of mileage).

From this it follows that the failure-free operation of rods is not guaranteed even
with mileage of less than 300 thousand km. A solution to the problem was found only
by a more frequent replacement of rods, which leads to an increase in material costs for

Fig. 1. Failures of the components of the mechanical part of 2ES6 Sinara electric locomotives
for 2015–2018
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the supply of new components, and the complexity of component maintenance
increases. Since 2014, the manufacturer has replaced the rubber hinge blocks with
polyurethane ones [8]. However, a decrease in failures was not observed in this regard,
since the rubber hinged blocks that were used initially had greater operational reliability
due to the better elasticity of the material. It should be noted that all these measures are
only a struggle with the consequences, while the root cause of failure of the rods is an
increased level of dynamic interaction between the bogie and the traction electric
motor.

2 Materials and Methods

To study the dynamic loading of suspension of a traction electric motor, it is necessary
to formulate a mathematical model of oscillations of the 2ES6 Sinara locomotive, the
cars of which are symmetrical in the longitudinal vertical and horizontal planes, which
allows considering these oscillations independently of each other, considering them to
be unbound [9]. To study the vertical oscillations of the wheel-motor block, it is
enough to use the conditional uniaxial model of the locomotive.

In the theory of oscillations of railway cars, it is customary to represent the loco-
motive and the track as a single mechanical system in which the track model can be
selected by the researcher. The simplest of all known track models is an absolutely
rigid foundation, the main advantage of which is a significant simplification of the
study, since such a statement of the problem reduces the number of degrees of freedom
and, as a result, reduces the number of differential equations necessary for modeling the
system. But the presence of high-performance computers, as well as special mathe-
matical programs, makes it possible to solve higher-order differential equations within
the framework of an engineering error, and allows the use of a more detailed track
model, which takes into account the inertial and elastic-dissipative properties inherent
in the real track.

In the formation of a mathematical model of the interaction of the locomotive and
the track, an important component is the choice of the spectral density of random
disturbances. The spectral density that best meets these conditions is the approximation
of random perturbations proposed by Professor A. I. Belyaev, which will be used in
studies of vertical oscillations of locomotives [9].

In order to simplify the calculations, let’s accept a number of assumptions that
allow us not to take into account certain parameters and displacements of bodies
(Fig. 2):

1. the body, bogie, wheel-motor block and wheelsets are absolutely solid bodies, since
their rigidity is many times greater than the rigidity of elastic coupling;

2. the continuous motion of wheelsets on rails is considered;
3. the track model is discrete [10, 11];
4. the locomotive moves at a constant speed [12].

The following notations are made in the design scheme:
zb - generalized coordinate of the body bouncing; zbog. - generalized coordinate of

the bogie bouncing; zws - generalized coordinate of the wheelset bouncing; zm -
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generalized coordinate of the traction motor bouncing; zp - moving the reduced mass of
the path (track); um - angles of rotation of the traction motor relative to the axis of the
wheelset; Jm - moment of inertia of the traction motor; mb - body mass per one
wheelset; mbog. - mass of the compressed parts of the bogie per one wheelset; mws -
mass of the wheelset; mm - mass of the traction motor; mp - reduced mass of the path
(track); cb - rigidity of the central suspension stage; ca - rigidity of the axle box
suspension; cl - rigidity of the leash (rod); cp - reduced rigidity of the path (track); bb -
coefficient of viscous friction of the central suspension stage; ba - coefficient of viscous
friction of the axle box suspension; bl - coefficient of viscous friction in the rubber-
metal elements of the leash (rod); bp - reduced coefficient of viscous friction of the path
(track); η - random function of the unevenness of the rail under the wheelset; xr -
angular rotation speed of the reed.

The hypothesis of continuous motion of the wheel along the rail allows applying
the second-order Lagrange equations to form a mathematical model of the system
under consideration. Conditions (1) allow establishing a relationship between the
movement of the reduced mass of the track and bouncing of the wheelset. Conditions
(2) establish the relationship between bouncing a wheelset and a traction motor.
Condition (3) follows from the fact that the wheelset rotates around its own axis and

Fig. 2. The design scheme of the conditional uniaxial electric locomotive 2ES6
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makes bouncing, this leads to the fact that the rotation speed of the reed of the traction
motor will depend on the speed of the locomotive, gear ratio, diameter of the wheelset,
and galloping of the traction motor:

zp ¼ zws � g ;
_zp ¼ _zws � _g :

�
ð1Þ

zm ¼ zws � l/m ;
_zm ¼ _zws � l _/m:

�
ð2Þ

xr ¼ 2V
Dtig

� ig þ 1
ig

_/m: ð3Þ

The mathematical model of vertical oscillations of the considered system is based
on the second-order Lagrange equations:

d
dt

@T
@ _qi

� �
� @T
@qi

þ @P
@qi

þ @F
@ _qi

¼ Qi; ði ¼ 1. . .4Þ; ð4Þ

where T - kinetic energy of a mechanical system; P - potential energy of a mechanical
system; F - scattering function of a mechanical system; Qi - generalized force; qi-
generalized coordinate; _qi - generalized speed.

The kinetic energy of the system is the sum of the kinetic energies of the movement
of the body, bogie, wheelset, frame of the traction electric motor, and the reduced mass
of the path, as well as the rotation of the reed of the traction motor around its own axis.
Taking into account the bonds superimposed on the mechanical system, we will have
the following expression:

T ¼ 1
2
mb _z

2
b þ

1
2
mbog _z

2
bog þ

1
2
mws � _z2ws þ

1
2
mm � _z2ws � mm � _zws � l � _/m þ 1

2
mm � l2 � _/2

m þ 1
2
Jm _/ 2

m

þ 1
2
mp � _z2ws � mp � _zws � _gþ 1

2
mp � _g2 þ 1

2
Jr

2V
Dtig

� �2

�Jr
2V
Dtig

� ig þ 1
ig

_/m þ 1
2
Jr

ig þ 1
ig

_/m

� �2

;

ð5Þ

where Jr – moment of inertia of the reed; V – longitudinal speed of the train; Dt -
wheelset tread diameter; ig - gear ratio of a large gear.

To determine the potential energy of the system in elastic couplings and the dis-
sipative function, we denote and define the deflections and deflection rates:

– body suspension stage: Db ¼ zb � zbog; _Db ¼ _zb � _zbog;

– axle box springs: Da ¼ zbog � zws; _Da ¼ _zbog � _zws;

– leash (rod): Dl ¼ zbog � zws þðlþ dÞ/m; _Dl ¼ _zbog � _zws þðlþ dÞ � _/m;

– upper structure of the path (track): Dp ¼ zws � g; _Dp ¼ _zws � _g.
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Potential energy of the system:

P ¼ 1
2
cb � z2b � cb � zb � zbog þ 1

2
cb � z2bog þ

1
2
ca � z2bog � ca � zws � zbog þ 1

2
ca � z2ws

þ 1
2
cl � z2bog þ

1
2
cl � z2ws þ

1
2
cl � ðlþ dÞ2 � /2

m þ cl � ðlþ dÞ � /m � zbog

� cl � zbog � zws � cl � zwsðlþ dÞ � /m þ 1
2
cp � z2ws � cp � zws � gþ 1

2
cp � g2:

ð6Þ

Dissipative function of the system:

F ¼ 1
2
bb � _z2b � bb � _zb � _zbog þ

1
2
bb � _z2bog þ

1
2
ba � _z2bog � ba � _zws � _zbog þ

1
2
ba � _z2ws

þ 1
2
bl � _z2bog þ

1
2
bl � _z2ws þ

1
2
bl � ðlþ dÞ2 � _/2

m þ bl � ðlþ dÞ � _/m � _zbog

� bl � _zbog � _zws � bl � _zwsðlþ dÞ � _/m þ 1
2
bp � _z2ws � bp � _zws � _gþ

1
2
bp � _g2:

ð7Þ

Let’s substitute (5), (6) and (7) into the second-order Lagrange Eq. (4), taking the
corresponding derivatives with respect to the selected four generalized coordinates. We
obtain the system of equations, which is presented below:

mb � €zb þ bbð_zb � _zbogÞþ cbðzb � zbogÞ ¼ 0;
mbog � €zbog þ bbð_zbog � _zbÞþ bað_zbog � _zwsÞþ blð_zbog þ _/mðlþ dÞ � _zwsÞ
þ cbðzbog � zbÞþ caðzbog � zwsÞþ clðzbog þ/mðlþ dÞ � zwsÞ ¼ 0;

mml2 þ Jm þ Jrððig þ 1Þ=igÞ2
h i

� €/m � mml � €zws þ bl ðlþ dÞ2 _/m þðlþ dÞ_zbog � ðlþ dÞ_zws
h i

þ cl ðlþ dÞ2/m þðlþ dÞzbog � ðlþ dÞzws
h i

¼ 0

ðmws þmm þmpÞ€zws � mm � l � €/m þ bað_zws � _zbogÞþ blð_zws � _zbog � ðlþ dÞ _/mÞþ bp _zws
þ caðzws � zbogÞþ clðzws � zbpg � ðlþ dÞ/mÞþ cpzws ¼ mp � €gþ bp _gþ cpg:

8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð8Þ

In the resulting system, the first equation describes the oscillations of the body
bouncing, the second describes the bouncing of the bogie, the next two describe the
galloping of the traction motor and the bouncing of the wheelset, respectively. To
determine the transfer functions, it is necessary to convert the system according to
Laplace:

mb � s2 þ bb � sþ cbð Þ � ZbðsÞ � bbsþ cbð Þ � ZbogðsÞ ¼ 0;

� bbsþ cbð Þ � ZbðsÞþ mbogs2 þ bbsþ basþ bl � sþ cb þ ca þ cl
� � � ZbogðsÞ

þ blðlþ dÞ � sþ clðlþ dÞð Þ � /mðsÞ � basþ bl � sþ ca þ clð Þ � ZwsðsÞ ¼ 0;

blðlþ dÞ � sþ clðlþ dÞð Þ � ZbogðsÞþ ð mml2 þ Jm þ Jrððig þ 1Þ=igÞ2
h i

� s2 þ blðlþ dÞ2s
þ clðlþ dÞ2Þ � /mðsÞ � mm � l � s2 þ blðlþ dÞ � sþ clðlþ dÞð Þ � ZwsðsÞ ¼ 0;

� basþ blsþ ca þ clð Þ � ZbogðsÞ � mm � l � s2 þ blðlþ dÞ � sþ clðlþ dÞð Þ � /mðsÞ
þ ððmws þmm þmpÞ � s2 þ basþ bl � sþ bpsþ ca þ cl þ cpÞ � ZwsðsÞ ¼ mps2þ bpsþ cp

� � � HðsÞ:

8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð9Þ
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We transform system (9) into a matrix form, which is more descriptive, and obtain
the following matrices:

1. the main matrix of the system, consisting of coefficients with generalized
coordinates:

A
!ðsÞ ¼

mb � s2
þ bb � sþ cb

� bbsþ cbð Þ 0 0

� bbsþ cbð Þ
mbogs2 þ bbs

þ bbsþ bl � s
þ cb þ ca þ cl

blðlþ dÞ � s
þ clðlþ dÞ � basþ bl � s

þ ca þ cl

� �

0
blðlþ dÞ � s
þ clðlþ dÞ

mml2þ Jm
þ Jrððig þ 1Þ=igÞ2

" #
� s2 þ

blðlþ dÞ2s
þ clðlþ dÞ2

�
mm � l � s2
þ blðlþ dÞ � s
þ clðlþ dÞ

0
B@

1
CA

0 � basþ bls

þ ca þ cl

� �
�

mm � l � s2
þ blðlþ dÞ � s
þ clðlþ dÞ

0
B@

1
CA

ððmws þmm þmpÞ � s2
þ basþ bl � sþ bps

þ caþ cl þ cpÞ

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
ð10Þ

2. matrix vector of unknown generalized coordinates:

~ZðsÞ ¼

ZbðsÞ
ZbogðsÞ
/mðsÞ
ZwsðsÞ

0
BBB@

1
CCCA� ð11Þ

Let’s multiply the matrix A
!ðsÞ by the vector Z

!ðsÞ. The system can be represented
as follows:

A
!ðsÞ � Z!ðsÞ ¼ B

!ðsÞ; ð12Þ

where B
!ðsÞ ¼

0
0
0

mp � s2 þ bp � sþ cp
� �

HðsÞ

0
BB@

1
CCA – vector matrix consisting of elements

located on the right side of the system.
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Let’s introduce the vector of transfer functions of generalized coordinates:

~WðsÞ ¼
~ZðsÞ
~HðsÞ ¼

~WZbðsÞ
~WZbogðsÞ
~W/m

ðsÞ
~WZwsðsÞ

0
BB@

1
CCA ð13Þ

3 Results

The transfer function is determined by the Cramer’s formulas. Below are graphs of the
frequency response of the body, bogie, TEM galloping, and wheelset bouncing
(Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6).

Fig. 3. Frequency response of body oscillations

Fig. 4. Frequency response of bogie oscillations
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For statistical studies of random oscillations of a locomotive, that frequency
response is important, which is a module of the frequency transfer function [12].
Frequency response depends on the inertial and elastic-dissipative parameters of the
railway train. The frequency response graphs show resonance maxima: for vertical
movements of the body - x = 10 s-1; bogie - 20 s-1; TEM galloping - 85 s-1, and
wheelset bouncing - 65 s-1. It should be noted that there is a mutual influence of the
oscillations of the locomotive components, for example, the resonant peak of the body
at a frequency of 10 s-1 can be clearly seen on all other frequency responses, similarly,
on the frequency response of bogie movements, there are peaks from the resonant
frequency of the wheelset 65 s-1.

After determining the frequency response of the locomotive components, using the
spectral density of the track roughness proposed by Professor A. I. Belyaev, we cal-
culate the spectral density of the vertical accelerations of the components, their stan-
dard and maximum deviations, the graphs of which are presented in Fig. 7.

Fig. 5. Frequency response of traction electric motor galloping

Fig. 6. Frequency response of wheelset bouncing
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4 Discussion

To verify the reliability of theoretical studies and the adequacy of the obtained
mathematical model, it is necessary to conduct a comparative analysis of the calcu-
lation results and empirical data. The experimental data are the results of vibration tests
obtained by NIKTI LLC on 2ES10 Granit electric locomotives in the Belovo loco-
motive depot of the West Siberian Railway [13]. Vibration tests were carried out on
electric locomotives with serial numbers No. 095 and No. 090. The need for testing
was caused by increased vibrations in the body of these locomotives. In order to
identify the causes of vibration, four experimental trips were conducted for various
types of operation (in single unit operation and with freight trains), various modes of
the train driving (traction, slowing and braking), and various types of track structure
(wooden and reinforced concrete sleepers). The obtained test results have a wide range
for these locomotives. The cars of 2ES10 Granit and 2ES6 Sinara electric locomotives
are unified, with the exception of the type of traction electric motors and a large gear
[14, 15]. The results of theoretical calculations and experimental data are summarized
in Table 1.

Based on a comparative analysis, it can be said that the considered mathematical
model of oscillations of the 2ES6 Sinara electric locomotive is adequate and will allow
determining the dynamic loading of the locomotive for the entire range of operating
speeds. In further studies, it is proposed to make constructive changes to the system
“truck - rod - traction electric motor” in order to reduce the dynamic loading of this
subsystem, and, as a result, reduce the number of failures of the mechanical parts.

Fig. 7. Maximum acceleration of locomotive components
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Abstract. The dynamics of a nonlinear mechanical system with a rigid cubic
force characteristic for vibration protection of a human operator is studied.
A numerical modeling of a system similar to the Duffing equation for kinematic
excitation is performed. To analyze the results, an improved method of spectral
analysis based on the representation of the correlation function on a small time
interval by a square polynomial was used. It has been established that in the pre-
resonance and resonance regions, the general solution should consist of three
components of the 1/3-order subharmonic, the fundamental harmonic and the
third harmonic. In the resonance zone, only the 1/3-order subharmonic and the
fundamental harmonic are important. The numerically constructed module of
the transfer function of the system in absolute motion indicates the possibility of
an amplitude jump, which is demonstrated in laboratory experiments. The most
sensitive parameter is the acceleration of the object protected from vibration.
Therefore, at the spectral power of the displacement acceleration, in addition to
the main harmonic, the third harmonic is also distinguishable. When studying
even simple nonlinear mechanical systems, it is necessary to use both approx-
imate analytical and numerical methods, but in combination with spectral
analysis.

Keywords: Mechanical system � Stiff cubic force characteristic � Duffing
equation � Approximate analytical methods � Mathematical modeling � Spectral
density (power) � Subharmonics

1 Introduction

Increasing the productivity of various transport and technological vehicles entails an
increase in the level of vibrational effects on a human operator (driver of a heavy truck,
locomotive driver, machine operator, etc.). It is known that one of the most effective
ways of vibration protection for a human operator is the creation of systems based on
the application of the principle of compensation of external disturbances [1]. The
design scheme of such a system is shown in Fig. 1.
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The following notation is introduced in this figure: m – the mass of the protected
object, C – the stiffness of the main elastic element, b – the viscous friction coefficient
of the system, q – the movement of the load, η – the kinematic external excitation,
Q(d) = a1d + a3d

3
– power characteristic of the compensating device, d = z–η – sus-

pension deflection. Thus, the dynamics of this system is described by the Duffing
equation.

It is well known that, under certain conditions, subharmonics appear in the solution
of a nonlinear equation of Duffing type. These are components whose frequency is an
integer number of times less than the frequency of an external disturbance. In the
system described by the Duffing equation, it is easier to experimentally obtain a sub-
harmonic whose frequency is equal to one third of the frequency of the action. Sub-
harmonics of other orders can also be obtained experimentally, and their appearance is
predicted as a result of a theoretical study [2–4]. So, the experiment shows that the
starting conditions are of great importance in order to obtain a subharmonic resonance
in the system. At the same time, the amplitude and frequency of the external excitation
must be within certain specified limits, and the system itself must satisfy certain initial
conditions. Due to such a strong dependence on the initial conditions, it is obvious that
subharmonic oscillations are related to what is usually understood as transient pro-
cesses in a linear oscillatory system.

The oscillatory system, whether it is linear or nonlinear, can be made to make
oscillations with the help of some initial impulse. Since energy losses exist in any
physical system, any oscillations caused by the pulse will decay sooner or later. In a
nonlinear system, the oscillations are non-sinusoidal and contain higher points, i.e.
components whose frequency is an integer number of times greater than the funda-
mental frequency. It seems possible, under certain conditions, to maintain steady
oscillations of the system by supplying energy at the frequency of one of these har-
monics. Moreover, since the frequency of external influence is an integer number of
times greater than the fundamental frequency of oscillations of the system, this fre-
quency is subharmonic with respect to the frequency of external excitation. These are
the conditions for the appearance of subharmonic oscillations. We will carry out
numerical modeling of a nonlinear mechanical system in combination with spectral

Fig. 1. The design scheme of the system for vibration protection of a human operator
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analysis. So, let’s write the differential equation of a single-degree mechanical system
with a rigid cubic force characteristic under kinematic excitation in the Cauchy form,
which is most suitable for numerical integration of systems of differential equations:

_X1 ¼ X2;

_X2 ¼ x2g0 sinxt � 2nX2 � k20 1þ hX2
1

� �
X1:

(
ð1Þ

To avoid a differential equation with variable coefficients, it is written in the
deflections for the main elastic suspension element. It is quite simple to switch to
absolute coordinates by adding to the result obtained by a numerical method the value
of the external disturbance at a given time. The numerical integration of system (1) was
carried out using the Runge–Kutta method written in the Mathcad system with the
addition of the right sides of differential equations in the resulting list, because the
standard function of this software package does not have this property.

2 Results

Figure 2 shows the absolute value of the system transfer function module (to get this
picture even more ideal, it is necessary to use a smaller frequency step; in this case, 37
points were used to construct the transfer function module).

In the presented figure, the magnitude of the transfer function module was plotted
along the ordinate axis, and the frequency of external excitation along the abscissa axis.
It clearly shows a jump in the amplitude of oscillations of the system from the upper
branch of the frequency response to the lower one. The middle branch of the frequency
response, which is almost not implemented by numerical methods due to instability, is
also exist. The presence of viscous friction, as is known, rounds the left and middle

Fig. 2. The transfer function module of the system for vibration protection of a human operator
in absolute measurement (frequency response)
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branches and creates a point at which the derivative of the oscillation amplitude with
respect to the disturbance frequency is equal to infinity. Indeed, the transfer function
module instantly changed from 11.015 to 1.8118, i.e. six times. Further, the system
moves along the lower branch of the transfer function, asymptotically approaching the
zero value. Figures 3 and 4 show the relative and absolute displacements of the pro-
tected object - the human operator’s seat (locomotive driver).

Let’s make a remark on the used concept of resonance, since for nonlinear systems,
it does not mean that the frequency of the external disturbance coincides with the
natural frequency of the system. For a nonlinear system, the concept of resonance

Fig. 3. Relative displacement of the object of vibration protection, mm, at resonance,
x � 3.2519 rad/s

Fig. 4. Absolute displacement of the human operator’s seat, mm, at resonance,
x � 3.2519 rad/s
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indicates the equality of the work of friction forces and disturbing forces. But in this
unprincipled case, the authors had in mind the classic concept.

At first, it seems that they occur at the same frequency, but the spectral analysis
performed below will show that the solution consists of three components: the main, 1/3-
order subharmonics and the third harmonic. In Figs. 5 and 6, the results on the relative
and absolute accelerations of the human operator’s seat at resonance are presented.

Figures 4 and 5 are slightly different from each other. But it is almost impossible to
see the difference.

Fig. 5. Relative acceleration of the human operator’s seat, in fractions of g, at a resonance
x � 3.2519 rad/s

Fig. 6. Absolute acceleration of the human operator’s seat, in fractions of g, at a resonance
x � 3.2519 rad/s
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Therefore, the authors developed a spectral analysis algorithmusing theFilonmethod,
which consists in the fact that the correlation function was approximated over small time
intervals by a polynomial of the second degree, although the degree of the polynomial can
be taken higher. Therefore, the accuracy of calculating the spectral density is now
determined by the accuracy of the representation of the correlation function, because the
corresponding integrals are now calculated exactly, since they are tabular. Figure 7 shows
the spectral power of the displacement and acceleration of a human operator’s seat in
absolute motion only. The relative motion of the studied mechanical system was not
subjected to spectral analysis. At the same time, displacements and accelerations were
plotted along the axes of ordinates, and frequency - on the abscissa axis.

Fig. 7. The spectral power of displacement and acceleration of the protected object — the
human operator’s seat in absolute motion: (a) - displacement of the seat and (b) - acceleration of
the seat at resonance (x = 3.251914 rad/s), (c) - displacement of the seat and (d) - acceleration of
the seat in the pre-resonance zone (x = 0.4 rad/s), (e) - displacement of the seat and (f) -
acceleration of the seat in the resonance zone (x = 4 rad/s), (g) - displacement of the seat and (h)
- acceleration of the seat in the above-resonance zone
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3 Conclusions

The analysis of the results of mathematical modeling of the behavior of a nonlinear
mechanical system with a rigid cubic force characteristic presented in this figure leads
to the following conclusions:

– in the pre-resonance and resonance zones, the solution consists of a subharmonic,
fundamental oscillation and a third harmonic: at the disturbance frequency
x = 3.2519 rad/s, there are still components with frequencies of 3.58 and 10.73 and
amplitudes of 0.4638 and 0, 03075 m/s2; at the disturbance frequency x = 0.4
rad/s, we obtain components with frequencies of 0.44 and 1.32 and quite close
amplitudes - 0.0078098 and 0.00124957 m/s2; at a disturbance frequency x = 4
rad/s, frequencies of 4.4 and 13.2 with amplitudes of 1.2 and 0.18944 m/s2 are
detected;

Fig. 7. (continued)
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– in the resonance zone at x = 10 rad/s, there is still a component with a frequency of
11 and an amplitude of 0.092385 m/s2;

– it is impossible to find the subharmonic component and the third harmonic on the
spectral power of displacements of the object protected from vibration against the
noise generated due to the fact that the analyzed implementations, although they
had 172718 points, are nevertheless finite, but these components are clearly
detected in the analysis of accelerations of the human-operator’s seat.

It should also be noted that the amplitude of the third harmonic compared with the
fundamental one is 6.25 times smaller in the resonance zone, 15.084 times smaller in
the resonance zone at x = 3.251914 rad/s, and 6.334 times less in the resonance zone
at x = 4 rad/s. In the above-resonance zone, the third harmonic is not detected.

Thus, in a detailed study of nonlinear mechanical systems, even simple ones, it is
necessary to use both approximate analytical and numerical methods in combination
with spectral analysis.
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Abstract. A theoretical model for calculating the locomotive cooling system is
presented, which allows determining the parameters of heat exchangers taking
into account their technical condition. The interrelation of hydraulic, thermal
and aerodynamic characteristics of the locomotive cooling system is studied.
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1 Introduction

The effective operation of diesel locomotives largely depends on the quality of the
cooling system, which must provide the necessary heat removal, stability of the coolant
temperature, prevent deterioration of the quality of the working process in the cylinders
of a diesel engine, decrease or increase in the coolant temperature to critical values,
overheating of parts of the cylinder-piston group of a diesel engine, increase in power
consumption for the refrigerator fan drive, etc. [1–3].

The solution to the problem of assessing the technical condition of heat exchangers
of diesel locomotives can be obtained by building a mathematical model of the cooling
system, which is a tool for analyzing the influence of operational factors considered
during experimental studies on its performance and the selection of informative control
parameters. The problems of mathematical modeling of heat transfer processes in a
cooling system can be solved using methods of numerical modeling, the basic equa-
tions of heat balance, heat transfer, aerodynamics and hydraulics. The equations of
aerodynamics and hydraulics are related to the equations of heat transfer, so they must
be solved together. The work of [4–6] and several other authors are devoted to the
studies of the parameters of the cooling system of diesel locomotives in operation.

This paper presents a theoretical model for calculating the cooling system of a
diesel locomotive, which allows determining the parameters of heat exchangers taking
into account their technical condition. The interrelation of hydraulic, thermal and
aerodynamic characteristics of the locomotive cooling system is investigated. In the
future, it is planned to study all modes of operation of a diesel locomotive with various
technical conditions of heat exchangers and diagnostic parameters to assess the effi-
ciency of the cooling system.
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2 Materials and Methods

The modeling of the operation of heat exchangers of a diesel locomotive (radiator
sections, a water-oil heat exchanger, a charge air cooler) should be started with a
hydraulic calculation of the cooling system, since the network resistance in the cir-
culation circuits, which is overcome by the pump, determines the flow of coolant,
which affects the heat transfer rate and heat transfer coefficients of heat exchangers.

The method developed at the Department “Locomotives” of the Omsk State
Transport University [7] allows determining the actual coolant flow rate required when
performing heat calculation of a locomotive cooling system. In the calculations, it is
assumed that there is no water flow through the fuel heater and inter-circuit bypass. The
head and rate specification of a water pump with a sufficient degree of reliability is
presented in the form of a polynomial of the third degree [1, 10, 11]:

Hi ¼ a � V3
i þ b � V2

i þ c � Vi þ d ð1Þ

where i – locomotive cooling circuit number;

a, b, c, d – regression coefficients;
V – water flow rate, m3/s.

The regression coefficients used for a variable water flow rate V in Eq. (1) are
shown in Table 1.

In general, the characteristics of the network of cooling circuits can be represented
as follows [4, 5, 8]:

H1;2 ¼ ðRnk þ Z�n
1;2 � nc1 � Vn�2

1;2 Þ � V2
1;2 ð2Þ

where nk – reduced coefficient of hydraulic resistance of the k-th network element;

Z1,2 – the number of parallel connected sections of the i-th circuit;
nr1 – reduced coefficient of hydraulic resistance of a section, MPa�s2/m6;
n – an exponent.

As a result, we obtain a system of equations defining the condition for the joint
work “pump - hydraulic network” [1, 5, 12]:

Table 1. The results of approximating the characteristics of water pumps

Characteristics of a
water pump

Regression coefficients

First circuit Second circuit
a b c d a b c d

According to technical
specifications

764.57 −279.79 7.433 0.422 87.54 −270.01 5.863 0.380

According to
experimental data

−912.20 −143.73 4.740 0.453 2484.80 −424.29 8.087 0.357
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Hi ¼ ðRnkconst þ Z�n
i � nr1 � Vn�2

i Þ � V2
i ð3Þ

Hi ¼ a � V3
i þ b � V2

i þ c � Vi þ d ð4Þ

The relative coefficient of hydraulic resistance of a section is determined by the
expression [4, 5]:

fr1 ¼ f1l � xn�1;78 ð5Þ

where f1l – relative coefficient of hydraulic resistance at a water speed of 1 m/s.
The values of the relative resistance coefficients for sections with varying degrees

of contamination of its water cavity are given in Table 2.

The relationship between the exponent and the relative coefficient of resistance is
approximated by the expression [9]:

n ¼ 1; 812þ 0; 1649 � ln f1l � 6; 119 � 10�2 � ðln f1lÞ2 ð6Þ

The calculation procedure is as follows. Initial values of the water flow along the
circuits and the relative coefficient of hydraulic resistance from Table 2 for a given
degree of contamination are set. By the expression (6), the value of the exponent n is
found, and according to the given f1l and calculated n, the relative coefficient of
hydraulic resistance fr1 is determined by (5). Next, the system of Eqs. (3), (4) is solved
with respect to a given flow rate. The obtained value of V1,2 is compared with the set
at the initial stage. When the discrepancy between the values is greater than the
specified accuracy, the calculation is repeated at new flow rates.

An objective assessment of the degree of contamination of the heat transfer surfaces
of the section, both on the air and water sides, is the heat transfer intensity, i.e. the value
of the heat transfer coefficient under given operating conditions.

As is known, during operation under the influence of operational factors, a sig-
nificant decrease in the heat transfer coefficient is observed. This decrease occurs for
two reasons. The first one is the increase in thermal resistance to heat transfer from the
walls of the tubes and cooling plates to the air due to contaminating deposits and a
violation of the contact between tubes and plates. The second one is a decrease in the
velocity of water in the tubes (a decrease in the heat transfer coefficient from water to
the tube wall) and air in the intertubular space (a decrease in the heat transfer coefficient

Table 2. The values of the relative coefficients of hydraulic resistance ðf1lÞ for sections with
different technical conditions of the water cavity, depending on the degree of contamination of
the section ðeÞ.

e 20 30 40 50 60 70 75

f1l 0.858 0.933 1.024 1.14 1.302 1.573 1.941
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from the tube walls and cooling plates to the air). The total thermal resistance of
contaminating deposits is determined by the ratio of Kern [10]:

Rc ¼ Rcmax � 1� expð�bc � sÞ½ � ð7Þ

where Rcmax – asymptotic (at maximum thickness of deposits) thermal resistance of
contamination, m2�K/W;
bc – experimental coefficient depending on the speed, temperature of the coolant,
material and geometry of the heat transfer surface;
s – time, hours.

The next stage of modeling is to solve a system of linearized algebraic equations [9,
10]. When compiling systems of equations, it is necessary to observe the basic rule:
none of the equations contained in the system should be obtained from a combination
of any others.

Based on the basic equations of heat balance, heat transfer and a series of trans-
formations, the following systems of equations were obtained (using 2TE10M diesel
locomotive as an example):

for the first circuit:

t11 � t12 ¼ Qw

Ww1
ð8Þ

eb
0
1

eb
0
1 � 1

� t012 �
1

eb
0
1 � 1

� t11 ¼ s0 ð9Þ

eb
00
1

eb
00
1 � 1

� t12 � 1

eb
00
1 � 1

� t012 ¼ s0 ð10Þ

s001 �
W 0

w1

W 0
01

� t11 þ W 0
w1

W 0
01

� t012 ¼ s0 ð11Þ

s0001 �
W 00

w1

W 00
01

� t012 þ
W 00

w1

W 00
01

� t12 ¼ s0 ð12Þ

for the second circuit:

t21 � t22 ¼ QCA þQO

Ww2
ð13Þ

eb
0
2l

eb
0
2l � 1

� t023 �
1

eb
0
2l � 1

� t21 ¼ s0 ð14Þ

eb
00
2l

eb
00
2l � 1

� t23 � 1

eb
00
2l � 1

� t023 ¼ s0 ð15Þ
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eb
0
2r

eb
0
2r � 1

� t022 �
1

eb
0
2r � 1

� t21 ¼ s0 ð16Þ

eb
00
2r

eb
00
2r � 1

� t22 � 1

eb
00
2r � 1

� t022 ¼ s0 ð17Þ

s002l �
W 0

w2l

W 0
02l

� t21 þ W 0
w2l

W 0
02l

� t023 ¼ s0 ð18Þ

s0002l �
W 00

w2l

W 00
02l

� t023 þ
W 00

w2l

W 00
02l

� t23 ¼ s0 ð19Þ

s002r �
W 0

w2r

W 0
02r

� t21 þ W 0
w2r

W 0
02r

� t022 ¼ s0 ð20Þ

s0002r �
W 00

w2r

W 00
02r

� t022 þ
W 00

w2r

W 00
02r

� t22 ¼ s0 ð21Þ

t2w � t22 ¼ QCA

Ww2
ð22Þ

where b j
is ¼ W j

0is

W j
wis

� 1� hð Þ, h ¼ 1
em, m ¼ Zi�k j

is�F j

W j
0is

;

W j
0is;W

j
wis – water equivalents by air and water;

QW, QO, QCA – diesel heat dissipation into water, oil, heat removal from charge air,
kW;
i – the cooling circuit number;
j – a group of sections (′ - upper group of sections,″ - lower group of sections);
s – a group of sections for the second circuit (l - on the left side of the chamber,
r - on the right side of the chamber);
s0 – ambient temperature, °C;
s j0is – air temperature after passing through a group of sections, °C;
ti – water temperature, °C, (second digit of the index: 1 - at the entrance to the group
of sections; 2 - at the exit from the group of sections of the first circuit; 3 - at the exit
from the group of sections of the second circuit);
k j
is – heat transfer coefficient, W/(m2�K).
Equations (8), (13), (22) represent the heat balance in water; (11), (12), (18)–(21) -

the heat balance in the air. Dependencies (9), (10), (14)–(17) are based on the balance
of heat transfer from water to air through the cooling surface in groups of sections.

The obtained systems of equations are nonlinear due to the dependence on
unknown temperature values: the thermophysical characteristics of the coolants and the
heat transfer coefficient of the sections. During the calculation, nonlinearities in the
indicated parameters are corrected according to the coolants’ temperature actually
obtained in the previous iterative cycle. The purpose of the next stage of the calculation
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is to verify the reliability of the choice of the mass velocity of the air flow Uair for a
particular condition of the air side of the section and, therefore, the correspondence of
the results of hydraulic and thermal calculations to the joint operation of the diesel
engine and the cooling system [5]. When performing the aerodynamic calculation of a
cooling device, first of all, it is necessary to take into account external contamination of
the heat exchange surface, which is subject to all the radiator sections of the diesel
locomotive without exception. The relative coefficient of aerodynamic resistance of the
section f2l at a mass air speed of 1 kg/(m2�s), the values of which for water-air sections
with various degrees of contamination of its air side are given in Table 3, are taken as
an objective indicator of the degree of contamination of the external heat transfer
surface of the section, characterizing the degree of decrease in air velocity in the
intratubular space.

The first stage of aerodynamic calculation is the determination of the peripheral
speed of the ends of the fan blades by the known frequency of rotation of the fan wheel
and the mass air flow rate at its predetermined mass speed at the refrigerator front and
the geometric characteristics of the sections.

Table 3. The values of the relative coefficient of resistance of the section and the formulas for
determining the aerodynamic resistance of sections with different technical conditions of the air
side

Conditional
section status
number

Coefficient
f2l

Formula for
determining
DPr2

Characteristic of the condition and
method of contamination of the air side of
the section

1 0.92 11:833 � U1:6
2 The initial (clean) state of the air side of

the new section
2 1.00 12:852 � U1:6

2 Section limiting resistance according to
Russian State Standard GOST 20556-75

3 1.001 12:865 � U1:63
2 The first degree of contamination of the

new section (oiling of the air side)
4 1.010 12:981 � U1:66

2 The second degree of contamination of
the new section (spraying 0.5 kg of sand)

5 1.021 13:120 � U1:70
2 The third degree of contamination of the

new section (additional spraying of
0.5 kg of sand)

6 1.029 13:231 � U1:85
2 The third degree of contamination of the

new section and crushing of 30% of the
plates

7 1.558 20:024 � U1:90
2 Section in operational condition after

flushing the air side

Note: U2 – average air speed along the height of the front of the locomotive refrigerator chamber.
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The aerodynamic resistance of the sections is calculated from the accepted value of
the relative coefficient of aerodynamic resistance of the studied operational state of the
section and mass air velocity.

DPr2 ¼ 12; 852f2lU
0;15 thð115�f2l�117;64Þþ 1;75
2 ð23Þ

Next, we calculate the static pressure of the fan, the density of the air in the
chamber, the volumetric flow rate and the axial velocity of the air at the exit of the fan,
the dynamic and total pressure of the fan. Using the calculated values of the flow and
pressure coefficients, we calculate the values of the dimensionless flow and pressure
values.

Hf ¼ Ht

qch � t2
ð24Þ

where t ¼ pDf nf
60 – peripheral speed of the outer edges of the blades of the fan wheel,

m/s.

V ¼ Vair

Ff � t ð25Þ

where Ff ¼ p�D2
f

4 – fan wheel area by outer diameter, m2.
If the discrepancy between the values is greater than the specified accuracy, the

calculation is repeated with the new value of the mass air velocity.
The result of the above aerodynamic calculation is to determine the power spent on

the fan drive at different levels of contamination of the water-air sections.
The power consumed by the refrigerator fan is determined by the formula:

Nf ¼ Vair � Ht

gf
ð26Þ

Thus, modeling the operational conditions of the radiator sections, it is possible to
determine the increase in power to the fan drive.

3 Results

The modeling algorithm contains the main stages of the calculation: hydraulic calcu-
lation, heat transfer conduction calculation, aerodynamic calculation [5].

The calculation results of the locomotive cooling system with increasing hydraulic
resistance of the radiators are presented in Fig. 1.
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The results of modeling the temperature parameters of the cooling system at
nominal conditions with different technical conditions of the radiator sections are
presented in Fig. 2.

1 - initial state of sections; 2 – contamination degree of sections 20%; 3 - contami-
nation degree of sections 40%; 4 - contamination degree of sections 60%

Fig. 1. The results of the hydraulic calculation of the cooling system of a 2TE10M diesel
locomotive
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4 Discussion

From Fig. 1 it follows that an increase in the hydraulic resistance of the sections shifts
the point of joint work “pump-network” to a zone of lower costs, a decrease in which
causes a decrease in the speed of water in the tubes of the sections and, as a result, a
decrease in the coefficient of heat transfer from water to the tube wall.

The analysis of the presented dependencies in Fig. 2 shows that at a certain moment
of operation, there may be a limit on the realized capacity of the diesel generator unit.
In addition, from Fig. 2 it can be seen that the degree of water cooling is reduced by
2–4 °C.

Fig. 2. The effect of increasing the degree of contamination of refrigerator sections on the
performance indicators of the cooling system
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5 Conclusions

1. As a result of theoretical studies:

– a mathematical model has been developed that allows the calculation of the
thermal characteristics of the radiator sections and the cooling system of the
diesel locomotive as a whole for various values of contamination indicators;

– data were obtained that allowed proceeding to the calculation of temperature
fields on the surface of heat exchangers and the development of new models for
the diagnosis of their technical condition.

2. The reliability of the modeling results is confirmed by experimental data obtained in
the Karasuk operational locomotive depot of Russian Railways JSC when testing
five 2TE10M diesel locomotives under various initial conditions.
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Abstract. The paper describes the method that allows indirect determination of
the main characteristics of the process of fuel combustion in the cylinder of a
locomotive diesel engine. The method is based on the use of a mathematical
model of the working cycle and a model of the equilibrium composition of
diesel exhaust gases. Using the method makes it possible to obtain data on the
actual condition of locomotive power plants on the basis of an array of data
quickly recorded by on-board systems during operation.

Keywords: Diesel locomotive � Diesel engine � Mathematical modeling �
Control of the exhaust gases composition � In-place assessment of the technical
condition

1 Introduction

For railway transport, issues related to the development of methods for assessing the
technical condition of traction rolling stock are becoming increasingly important.
Among the methods developed by many authors, the most interesting are those that do
not require large time expenditures and the decommissioning of locomotives.

Nowadays, an increasing number of locomotives on domestic railways are equip-
ped with microprocessor based on-board systems designed primarily to control the fuel
level in the fuel tank and normalize fuel consumption for train and shunting operations.
However, in addition to monitoring the fuel level in the diesel engine’s fuel tank,
locomotive on-board systems are equipped with many sensors that record in real time
the values of physical quantities characterizing the status of various components and
assemblies of the diesel locomotive, as well as devices that make it possible to record
readings. This opens up the possibility of accumulating large amounts of data on the
condition of the locomotive fleet and makes it possible to widely apply methods for the
rapid determination of the technical condition of locomotive units using appropriate
software.

In this regard, the development of algorithms to assess the technical condition of
locomotives on the basis of the analysis of data arrays recorded by locomotive on-
board systems can be called an important area of scientific research.

The locomotive diesel engine is a complex unit that requires constant monitoring.
However, the complexity of the processes occurring in the cylinders of diesel engines
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significantly complicates the process of timely detection of malfunctions. However, the
development and widespread use of mathematical models opens up new possibilities in
monitoring the condition of the locomotive fleet.

2 Experimental Section

The main indicator determining the efficiency of the locomotive is the quality of the
processes of compression, combustion and expansion of the working fluid in the diesel
cylinder. It is possible to determine the nature of the course of these processes both on
the basis of experimental data and indirectly from the calculation of thermodynamic
parameters, such as pressure and temperature. By comparing the current values of
pressure and temperature in the engine cylinder with standard values, it is possible to
determine the technical condition without decommissioning the locomotive.

Nevertheless, for modeling the operation of a diesel engine at the current operating
mode, it is necessary to have a sufficient set of parameters characterizing the course of
thermodynamic processes. Moreover, not all parameters can be measured in operation
without interruption of the locomotive operation.

For the use in the identification of diesel engine operating modes, a mathematical
model of the working process of a locomotive diesel engine was developed, which is
based on the equations:

volume balance [1]:

dp ¼ kpg
Vu

@SV þ @BV þ @MV þ @QV � @Vð Þ ð1Þ

where dp – change in gas pressure in the cylinder, MPa;
k – adiabatic coefficient;
pg – current pressure in the cylinder, MPa;
Vu – current cylinder volume, m3;
∂SV – volume change as a result of gas entering the cylinder, m3;
∂BV – volume change as a result of gas discharge from the cylinder, m3;
∂MV – volume change as a result of a change in the number of molecules, m3;
∂QV – volume change as a result of external heat supply to gases, m3;
∂V – volume change as a result of the piston movement, m3;

equations of two-phase heat release of Pugachev [2, 3]:

dx
du

¼ x1
u2
1
ue

� u2

2u2
1 þ x2

u2
2
ue

� u2

2u2
2 ; ð2Þ

where x1 – proportion of heat released in the first phase;
x2 – proportion of heat released in the second phase;
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u1 – duration from the start of combustion to the moment of maximum heat release
rate in the first phase, s;
u2 – duration from the start of combustion to the moment of maximum heat release
rate in the second phase, s;

equation of the heat transfer in a diesel cylinder [4]:

dQu
o ¼ aR Tg � Tst

� �
Fst

du
6nd

; ð3Þ

where aR – total averaged over the surface coefficient of heat transfer from the
working fluid to the cylinder walls, W/(m2�K);
Tg – temperature of the working fluid, K;
Tst – surface temperature of the combustion chamber, K;
Fst – heat exchange surface area, m2;
du/6nd – heat transfer time, s;

the formula for the heat transfer coefficient obtained by G. Woschni, refined and
transformed by Hohenberg [5]:

aR ¼ 130V�0:06
u T�0:4

g p0:8g cm þ 1:4½ �0:8; ð4Þ

where Vu – current volume of a cylinder, m3;
pg – current pressure in a cylinder, bar;
Tg – temperature of the working fluid, K;
cm – average speed of the piston, m/s.

A mathematical model of the engine’s working cycle makes it possible to obtain
data arrays characterizing the change in the pressure and temperature of the gases in the
diesel cylinder for each moment of time during the compression, combustion, and
expansion processes, as well as the coefficient of performance, fuel consumption, and
average effective pressure. The algorithm implemented in the presented model is shown
in Fig. 1 [6].

However, for the successful use of modeling in assessing the condition of a
locomotive in operation, it is necessary to have a large array of initial data, without
which an accurate assessment of the course of the working cycles in the cylinder is
impossible (Fig. 2). Besides, the registration of all necessary operation parameters of
the engine in operation is often difficult or requires the installation of new measuring
instruments.

To obtain additional information about the course of the fuel combustion process,
an attempt was made to use data on the equilibrium composition of exhaust gases, for
which a mathematical model was developed.
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Input physical constants, 
initial values of Working 

fluids, combustion 
chamber geometric 

parameters and Operating 
mode values 

po, To, γg, α, ξ, R, ε, S, D, nd, pк
...

Estimation pressure and 
temperature of working fluids at 

the beginning of compression 
process
Pa, Ta, va

Calculation of geometric 
data arrays 

F = f(φ), ψ = f(φ), σ  = f(φ), V = f(φ)

Compression process simulating

p = f(φ), T = f(φ), (φa<φ<φc)

Calculating of ignition delay 
period  

φvi, φi

1

Combustion process 
simulating

p = f(φ), T = f(φ), (φс<φ<φz)

Extension process 
simulating

p = f(φ), T = f(φ), (φz<φ<φb)

Diesel performance 
value calculating

ηi, bi, pi, ηе, be, pe

pz – pz1  < ε

1/dx2 - dx F  < Δ

True

Change
x1, φ1, φ2

be – be1  < ε

False

True

False

End

Change
 initial value be

1

Fig. 1. Algorithm for calculating the working process of a diesel engine
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The purpose of the simulation was to analyze the effect of maximum combustion
pressure and cyclic fuel supply on the composition of exhaust gases. The model is
based on the equations of material balance and takes into account eleven elements in
the composition of the exhaust gases [7, 8]:

aP PO þPO2 þPOH þPH2O þPNO þPCO þPCO2ð Þ ¼ a PCO þPCO2ð Þ;
bP PN þPN2 þPNOð Þ ¼ PO þPO2 þPOH þPH2O þPNO þPCO þPCO2;

cP PH þPH2 þPOH þPH2Oð Þ ¼ PCO þPCO2;
P ¼ PO þPO2 þPH þPH2 þPOH þPH2O þPN þPN2 þPNO þPCO þPCO2;

8>><
>>:

ð5Þ

where ap, bp, cp – equilibrium coefficients depending on the elemental composition
of the fuel;
a – total coefficient of excess air;
P – total pressure of the gas mixture;
Pi – partial pressure of the i-th element of the combustion products.

The presented system (5) is solved for the entire combustion line using the pressure
and temperature values known from the calculation of the working cycle, taking into
account the heat release characteristic [9]:

mi uð Þ ¼
XuZ

j¼u0

mij pj; Tj
� �

dxj; ð6Þ

where mi – change in mass of the i-th element of the gas mixture at the j-th moment
of time;
mij – mass of the i-th element of the gas mixture at the time of combustion,
corresponding to the j-th angle of rotation of the crankshaft;
pj – pressure of gases in the diesel cylinder at the j-th moment of the combustion
process;
Tj – temperature of gases in the diesel cylinder at the j-th moment of the combustion
process;
dxj – proportion of burnt fuel in the diesel cylinder at the j-th moment of the
combustion process.

Diesel working 
cycle model

Рk, Tk РГ=f(φ)

ТГ=f(φ)

dx=f(φ)

be, pe, ηe

Рo, To

Рz

Ne

nd

Fig. 2. Scheme of work of a mathematical model of the locomotive diesel working cycle
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The mathematical model of the equilibrium composition of the combustion prod-
ucts, structurally presented as a black box, is shown in Fig. 3. The calculation algo-
rithm used in the model is shown in Fig. 4.

The main part of the input parameters required for the use in the presented models
can be obtained using locomotive on-board systems, which are actively developing and
are increasingly being used on diesel locomotives.

An exception and the greatest difficulty here are such parameters as the effective diesel
power andmaximumcombustion pressure, the cyclic fuel supply and the lead angle offuel
supply. It is proposed that the first two parameters should be determined using a mathe-
matical model based on data on the composition of exhaust gases of the diesel engine.
Obviously, using indirect methods, it is difficult to obtain absolutely exact values of these
parameters, which depend on many factors caused by the course of internal cylinder
processes. Therefore, the algorithm for determining the effective diesel power and the
maximum combustion pressure should allow obtaining approximate values with suffi-
cient accuracy to determine the technical condition of the diesel locomotive.

3 Results and Discussion Section

Figure 5 shows the content of carbon dioxide (Fig. 5a) and nitrogen oxides (Fig. 5b) in
the exhaust gases of a 1-PD4D diesel engine at nominal operating conditions for
various values of effective power Ne and maximum combustion pressure pz.

The algorithm for identifying the parameters of the working process is implemented
by comparing the data recorded on the diesel locomotive and the data obtained during
modeling data on the content of combustion products in the composition of diesel gases
at several most likely operation modes [10].

The data characterizing the composition of the gases is a function that depends on
the operating mode of the locomotive diesel engine:

u ¼ f ðNei;PzjÞ; ð7Þ

Exhaust gases
formation rate

model

РГ=f(φ)

ТГ=f(φ)

dx=f(φ)

φ
CO2

φ
CO

φ
NOx

Fig. 3. Scheme of work of a mathematical model for determining the composition of exhaust
gases
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Input physical 
constants and initial 

values

Diesel working cycle simulating
P, T, V

Dissociation constants 
calculating 

k3, k6, k7, k8, k9, k14, k15

Matrix elements 
calculation

a11, a12, a13, a14, a15, a16, b1….

System of linear equations solving regarding partial 
pressures of exhaust gases

Calculation of exhaust gases mass
 mCO, mOH, mNO, ..., mH, mN, mO

Σpi – P  < ε

True

Update partial 
pressure values   

pi0 = pi1

False

Cycle for i
from 0 up to φz

End
cycle

Output results

mNO = f(φ), mCO = f(φ)...

Fig. 4. Algorithm for determining the composition of exhaust gases of the diesel engine
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where i, j – position number of the parameter in the array of typical values for a given
position of the driver’s controller:

Nemin;Pzmin½ � Nesr;Pzmin½ � Nemax;Pzmin½ �
Nemin;Pzsr½ � Nesr;Pzsr½ � Nemax;Pzsr½ �
Nemin;Pzmax½ � Nesr;Pzmax½ � Nemax;Pzmax½ �

0
@

1
A ð8Þ

where Nei – the minimum, average and maximum value of the effective diesel power
encountered in operation at a certain position of the locomotive driver’s controller;

Pzj – the minimum, average and maximum value of the maximum combustion
pressure encountered in operation at a certain position of the locomotive driver’s
controller.

In the composition of the exhaust gases, it seems most appropriate to consider the
volume proportion of nitrogen oxides NOx, since its dependence on the temperature of
the gases in the diesel cylinder and environmental parameters is easy to record in
operation.

To solve the identification problem in accordance with the algorithm, for each pair
of Ne and Pz values presented in matrix (8), the pressure and temperature are calculated
during fuel combustion, obtaining the corresponding data for the entire range of pos-
sible changes in the operation parameters:

P11 uð Þ; T11 uð Þ; dx11 uð Þ½ � P12 uð Þ;T12 uð Þ; dx12 uð Þ½ � P13 uð Þ; T13 uð Þ; dx13 uð Þ½ �
P21 uð Þ; T21 uð Þ; dx21 uð Þ½ � P22 uð Þ;T22 uð Þ; dx22 uð Þ½ � P23 uð Þ; T23 uð Þ; dx23 uð Þ½ �
P31 uð Þ; T31 uð Þ; dx31 uð Þ½ � P32 uð Þ;T32 uð Þ; dx32 uð Þ½ � P33 uð Þ; T33 uð Þ; dx33 uð Þ½ �

0
@

1
A

ð9Þ

where Pij – an array of values of the pressure in the cylinder during the combustion
process in the corresponding operating mode;

Fig. 5. Volume proportion of carbon dioxide (a) and nitrogen oxides (b) in the exhaust gases of
a diesel engine at different values of the effective power and maximum combustion pressure
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Tij – an array of values of the temperature in the cylinder during the combustion
process in the corresponding operating mode;

dxij – an array of values of the rate of fuel combustion in the cylinder in the
corresponding operating mode.

For each data set from matrix (9), the value of the volume proportion of NOx is
calculated:

uNOx

� �
11 uNOx

� �
12 uNOx

� �
13

uNOx

� �
21 uNOx

� �
22 uNOx

� �
23

uNOx

� �
31 uNOx

� �
32 uNOx

� �
33

0
B@

1
CA; ð10Þ

where [uNOx]ij – the volume proportion of NOx in the composition of the combustion
products corresponds to the i-th effective diesel power and the j-th combustion
pressure.

The choice of the desired pair of values of Ne and Pz is made on the condition that
the values of the volume proportion of nitrogen oxides are close:

uNOx

� �
ij� uNOx

� �
el

���
��� ! min: ð11Þ

Below are the results of identification of the operating modes of TEM18DM diesel
locomotives and an assessment of their efficiency. As the initial data, the results of
measuring the composition of the exhaust gases at the environmental control station
and the data of the on-board system were used (Table 1). The tests were carried out
under various weather conditions at the rated operating mode of the power plant.

Table 1. Recorded parameters of diesel locomotives

Diesel locomotive no. Pa, kPa Ta, K nd, min−1 Ng, kW Pk, MPa uNOx, ppm

1 100 298 745 718 0.146 1125
2 100 286 746 735 0.151 1000
3 101 265 748 761 0.162 970
4 102 258 751 749 0.152 822
5 99 262 749 747 0.158 1063

Table 2. Arrays of values obtained during the implementation of the identification algorithm

Modes for modeling [Pz, MPa; Ne, kW] Calculated values of
nitrogen oxides NOx, ppm

Ne min Ne sr Ne max Ne min Ne sr Ne max

Pz min [7.8; 855] [7.8; 874] [7.8; 892] Pz min 999 1003 1006
Pz sr [8.0; 855] [8.0; 874] [8.0; 892] Pz sr 1046 1051 1054
Pz max [8.2; 855] [8.2; 874] [8.2; 892] Pz max 1113 1118 1120
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Table 2 presents the arrays of values obtained using the described algorithm, which
are calculated for the diesel locomotive No. 5 from Table 1.

The proportion of NOx in the composition of the combustion products is 1063 ppm
(Table 1) and is closer to the value of 1054 ppm (Table 2) corresponding to the mode
Ne = 892 kW and Pz = 8.0 MPa. This mode is used to determine the technical con-
dition of the diesel engine.

The developed algorithm allows the identification of data on the course of in-
cylinder processes, the determination of the values of Ne and Pz according to the known
equilibrium composition of the fuel combustion products. This will expand the capa-
bilities of monitoring the condition of diesel locomotives and complement the func-
tionality of on-board systems of locomotives.

4 Conclusions

Based on the use of mathematical modeling, the algorithm is designed to facilitate the
identification of the operating processes of locomotive diesel engines in operation,
which expands the possibilities for an operational assessment of their technical
condition.

Further research in this area is aimed at developing an algorithm for diagnosing
locomotive diesel engines using the presented identification method.
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Abstract. During the operation of a locomotive diesel engine, gradual wear of
parts of the cylinder-piston group and the slider and crank mechanism occurs.
Periodic in-place assessment of the degree of wear of parts allows determining
their operability. The difficulty lies in assessing, based on the analysis of current
values of wear debris concentration, the amount of metal worn from parts, since
external factors influence the process of concentration formation. The paper
presents a mathematical model of the formation of the metal volume worn from
rubbing parts of a diesel in engine oil.

Keywords: Diesel � Engine oil � Wear of details � Spectral analysis �
Diagnostics � Reliability � In-place assessment of a technical condition

1 Introduction

In all types of autonomous rolling stock, diesel engine is one of the least reliable
components of a diesel locomotive, which accounts for more than 40% of failures and
unplanned repairs. About half of the diesel engine malfunctions are associated with the
consequences of the wear of parts of the cylinder-piston group and the slider and crank
mechanism. Improving the reliability of diesel engine operation by preventing failures
during operation is an urgent task at the present stage. One of the ways to increase
reliability is to use diagnostic methods and tools that can significantly increase relia-
bility, eliminate unplanned repairs, protect the diesel engine from negative conse-
quences, and, accordingly, reduce operating costs [1, 2].

A diagnostic method based on the use of the results of spectral analysis of engine
oil is considered one of the most effective methods of in-place assessment of the current
technical condition of diesel parts during operation. Spectral analysis of engine oil
allows assessing the amount of metal entered the engine oil as a result of mechanical
wear of the rubbing parts. During the operation of a diesel engine in the lubricant, the
concentration of wear debris increases, the value of which characterizes the degree of
wear of parts [3, 4]. For an in-place assessment of the degree of wear of parts according
to the concentration of wear debris, it is necessary to take into account a number of
features:
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– during the operation of a diesel engine, redistribution of wear debris occurs in
engine oil, therefore only a part of them forms the current (measured) value of
concentration;

– such factors as burn-out loss, leakages, oil change affect the volume of engine oil in
the system;

– materials of different groups of parts partially contain the same chemical elements,
for example, iron is contained in cylinder liners, compression rings, piston pins, etc.

2 Materials and Methods

In order to carry out a qualitative assessment of the technical condition of diesel engine
parts on the basis of the results of spectral analysis of engine oil, it is necessary to carry
out theoretical studies and develop a mathematical model of the process of formation of
wear debris concentration in engine oil.

It is necessary to take into account that during the operation of the diesel engine, the
mass transfer of wear debris occurs in the oil system (Fig. 1) [5].

Particles of metal detached from the surface of the parts during friction get into the
engine oil, circulating through the system. The concentration of chemical elements in
engine oil is defined as the ratio of the number of elements currently contained in
engine oil in grams to the volume of engine oil in tons.

The total amount of the chemical element entered the oil system as a result of wear
of parts for the considered interval is calculated by the formula, g:

G(c)

G(bu)

G(ch)

G(f)

G(dep)

Q(top)

G(c) - intake of wear debris in engine oil; G(bu) - removal of wear debris with burn-
out loss or oil leak; G(ch) - loss with oil change; G(f) - deposition in the filtration sys-
tem; G(dep) - deposition of metal on the walls of the crankcase and pipeline. 

Fig. 1. Mass transfer scheme in a diesel crankcase
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G ¼ GðcÞ þGðbuÞ þGðchÞ þGðfÞ þGðdepÞ ð1Þ
The concentration of metal in the engine oil at the time of control is determined

as, g:

GðcÞ = KN QN � q LN � LN�1ð Þð Þ ð2Þ

where K - metal concentration at the time of control is determined, g/t:
N - periodic concentration control number;
Q - oil volume in the diesel system, t;
q - the intensity of oil removal from the system, t/thousand km;
LN � LN�1 - locomotive mileage between control points, thousand km

Calculation of the amount of metal lost during burn-out loss and oil leaks, at
intervals of topping up oil, g:

GðbuÞ = KN � q LN � LN�1ð Þ
QN � QðtopÞ � QN ð3Þ

where QðtopÞ - the amount of oil topping in the system, t.
The amount of metal lost with the change of oil, g,

Gch ¼
XN
j¼1

KNð Þ� QN � qDL � QN � QðtopÞ

QN

� �
ð4Þ

where ( )
av
iК - values of average concentration for the periods between control points,

g/t.
The amount of metal deposited on the walls of the crankcase and the pipeline can

only be established empirically. Based on the results of the study, we take the amount
of deposition equal to 5% of the total volume of metal worn from parts.

The amount of metal retained by the filters, g,

Gf ¼ kf �
XN
i¼1

KNð Þ � ðQ0 � QðtopÞÞ
Q0

ð5Þ

where G0
f - the amount of metal retained by the filters during the period between

controls, g;
kf - engine oil cleaning ratios.

The studies of the fractional composition of particles of wear debris in waste oil
showed that the bulk of the particles (up to 80%) has a size of up to 10 microns, while
the ability to clean with filters: 20–25 microns - for digital filter; 30–35 microns - for
fine filter; from 100 lm - for deep bed filter [6, 7].

Using formulas 1–5 allows determining the amount of wear debris received from
diesel parts for the period between control points. To improve the accuracy of the
assessment, it is necessary to take into account the dynamics of the concentration of
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impurities between the control points, which depends on such factors as the period and
the number of topping up of engine oil between the concentration control points [8].

The rate of change in engine oil contamination, g/t thousand km:

a ¼ Knþ 1 � Kn

Liþ 1 � Li
ð6Þ

where Knþ 1 – measured value of oil concentration with impurities at the moment of
control n+1, g/t;
Kn – measured value of oil concentration with impurities at the moment of control
n, g/t;
Li – operating time for the previous control step, thousand km;
Liþ 1 – operating time for the next control step, thousand km

The concentration after topping up oil:

ki ¼ k
0
iþ 1 þ a Liþ 1 � Lið Þ ð7Þ

where k
0
iþ 1 – concentration value before engine oil is topped up.

The value of the concentration of impurities in the oil to before topping up:

k
0
i ¼ ki �

Q0 � QðtÞ
i

Q0
ð8Þ

where Q0 – the maximum amount of oil in the system, t;

QðtÞ
i – amount of oil topped up, t.

To solve the genesis problem, to calculate the intermediate values of the concen-
tration of wear debris in engine oil at the moments of topping up, a system of equations
that is solved by an iterative method is proposed:

k0 ¼ 0

k
0
1 ¼ k0þ aDL1ð Þ � Q�QðtÞ

1
Q

k
0
2 ¼ k0þ aDL1ð Þ � Q�QðtÞ

1
Q þ k

0
1 þ aDL1

� � � Q�QðtÞ
2

Q

: : : : :

k
0
i ¼ k0 þ aDL1ð Þ � Q�QðtÞ

1
Q þ k

0
1 þ aDL1

� � � Q�QðtÞ
2

Q : : : : : k
0
i�1 þ aDLi�1

� � � Q�QðtÞ
i�1

Q

: : : : :

k
0
j ¼ k0 þ aDL1ð Þ � Q�QðtÞ

1
Q þ k

0
1 þ aDL1

� � � Q�QðtÞ
2

Q : : : : : k
0
i�1 þ aDLi�1

� � � Q�QðtÞ
i�1

Q : : : : : k
0
iþ j�1 þ aDLiþ j�1

� �
� Q�QðtÞ

iþ j�1

Q

��������������������

��������������������

ð9Þ
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where k1,2,…,i,…j – concentration of wear debris in engine oil at the time of control, g/t;
Q – amount of oil un the system, kg;
Qt

1;2;...;i;...j – amount of topped up oil, kg;
^L ¼ Li � Li�1 – operating time of the diesel between topping up oil.

Thus, knowing the amount of toppings and the period of engine oil change, it is
possible to restore the process of changing the concentration of wear debris in diesel
engine oil by control points according to formula 9.

The algorithm for calculating the restoration of oil concentration values by wear
debris at all points of topping is presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The algorithm for calculating the restoration of the values of wear debris concentration,
according to the points of topping up oil
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As an example, the dynamics of wear debris concentration in diesel engine oil is
presented (Fig. 3). It should be noted that when solving the system of equations, the
assumption was made that the intensity of the intake of wear debris into the engine oil
remains constant over the design interval.

To separate the volumes of metal in oil by groups of chemical elements, a model of
the process of formation was performed in the MatLab Simulink software [9, 10].

The volume of metal worn from the i-th part at Lo operating time is expressed as,
mm3:

Vi ¼ f ðIiÞ � Lo ð10Þ

When parts wear out, all particles of wear get into the oil. Then, the total volume of
elements worn from parts is expressed as, mm3:

VLp ¼
Xn
i¼1

Vi ð11Þ

where n - the number of parts in the system.
The amount of j-th element is determined as, g:

Mj ¼ qjVLpsj ð12Þ

where sj - the percentage of the j-th type of chemical element in the i-th type of parts.
Figure 4 shows a fragment of the system for calculating the amount of metal worn

from a cylinder liner, using an example of a diesel engine of D49 type, by the groups of
chemical elements, which is implemented in the MatLab Simulink software and
hardware environment.

Fig. 3. Dynamics of wear debris concentration in diesel engine oil
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The described model allows calculating the process of formation of metal volumes
in diesel engine oil, depending on the wear rate, one or more groups of parts.

3 Results

Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8 show the surfaces obtained by modeling the formation of metal
volumes in engine oil in the absence of intense wear, i.e. during normal stable operation
of the diesel engine. The graphs show the intake of chemical elements into the oil,
depending on the operating time (running hours) of the controlled parts.

Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8 show the names of
the

Fig. 4. Calculation of the amount of metal worn from cylinder liners by the groups of chemical
elements

Fig. 5. Distribution of (Fe) iron Fig. 6. Distribution of (Cu) copper
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deta-
ils: 1

-

oil scraper rings; 2 - main bearing; 3 - bronze liner of a knuckle pin; 4 - piston skirt; 5 -
bronze liner of the piston insert; 6 - knuckle pin; 7 - crank bearing; 8 - crank pin; 9 -
main pin; 10 - compression rings; 11 - piston head; 12 - piston pin; 13 - cylinder liner.

4 Discussion

Diesel engine oil is a valuable source of information about its current technical con-
dition. The values of wear debris concentration in engine oil make it possible to assess
the degree of wear of its parts. The reliability of the diagnostic results is significantly
affected by the accuracy of the assessment of the amount of metal wear from the
controlled parts. The paper proposes a refined model for calculating the volume of
metal worn from parts by groups of chemical elements. The continuation of the study is
aimed at improving the in-place method for assessing the technical condition of diesel
parts according to the results of monitoring the concentration of wear debris in engine
oil.

5 Conclusions

The proposed model for calculating the amount of metal worn from diesel parts allows,
based on intermediate concentration values, to assess the rate of metal intake into the
engine oil during operation and to assess the amount of wear at the time of control.

Fig. 7. Distribution of (Al) aluminum Fig. 8. Distribution of (Si) silicon
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Abstract. The paper studies electromechanical oscillations in the traction
electric motor system. The relative movement of the anchor and the frame of the
traction electric motor in the coordinate system, which is rigidly connected to
the frame, has been modeled. The level of anchor vibration acceleration has
been assessed as well as dynamic additives of eccentricity and the degree of
radial load on the anchor bearing. The calculated kinematic schemes of the
anchor’s spatial oscillations take into account technological parameters of the
locomotive drive system and the internal design parameters of the traction
electric motor. Influence of centrifugal moment and gyroscopic forces on the
dynamic behavior of the anchor of the traction electric motor was assessed.

Keywords: Traction electric motor � Locomotive drive dynamics �
Electromechanical oscillations � Anchor vibration acceleration � Frame � Anchor
bearing � Wheel-motor block � Gearbox � Centrifugal moments � Gyroscopic
forces

1 Introduction

The operation of traction electric motors (TEM) takes place under the conditions of
continuously changing non-stationary modes. Dynamic behavior of TEM elements is
formed by its own electromechanical parameters, as well as the parameters that
determine the dynamics of the locomotive in general.

The electric locomotive’s traction engine is the centerpiece of a complex elec-
tromechanical system that ensures the normal functioning of rolling stock in various
operating conditions [1–3]. Mathematical modeling of such a system as a single whole
(based on the generalized equations of Lagrange-Maxwell) leads to systems of non-
linear differential equations of large dimensions relative to heterogeneous generalized
coordinates. Detailed analysis of such systems, even with a small number of param-
eters, becomes almost impossible.

Theoretical study of dynamics of rolling stock [4] shows that it is possible to
present a single mathematical system as a set of computational models connected by
kinetic and elastic-dissipative relations. That allows performing mathematical
description in the most beneficial coordinate system for each separate occurrence with
the help of the best-suited modeling principles.
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Performance of TEM is largely determined by the operating conditions of motor-
anchor bearings and changes in the air gap under the main poles. Therefore, it is
necessary to consider the relative oscillations of the anchor and the traction engine
stator in the wheel-motor block system.

2 Materials and Methods

The anchor of the traction engine is connected with the rest of the wheel-motor block
mainly through motor- anchor bearings, through the gearbox gears and through the
forces of the magnetic field in the air gap under the main poles.

Radial elastic forces Fb and the forces of rolling friction Mb occur in the supports
of the bearing. We can accept the following with the sufficient accuracy [5]

Fb ¼ Cb dbj j3=2; Mb ¼ fFb; ð1Þ

where db – elastic deformation of bearing material; Cb – coefficient of material rigidity;
f – coefficient of roiling friction.

The presence of the air gap (eb) can be taken into account with the following
function:

Fb ¼ Cb

2
1þ sign dbj j � ebð Þð Þ db � ebsigndbð Þ

3=2 ð2Þ

The occurrence of shock effects is possible in this situation. However, the anchor’s
axis neck is mostly pressed against the inner ring of the bearing. Therefore, while
calculating most modes of operation of TEM (except for the passage of rail connection
joints), it is possible to accept elastic characteristic Fb from the expression (1). The air
gap (eb) value should be used for calculations of sufficient number of load receiving
rollers and determination of the highest loaded roller.

The drive gearbox experiences elastic forces of FR and moments of MR under the
influence of forces from the wheel pair and the rotating moment of the TEM anchor.
They can be described as:

FR ¼ CRd
3=2
R ; MR1 ¼ rg1FR; MR2 ¼ rg2FR; ð3Þ

where dR – elastic deformation of the gear teeth; rg1, rg2 – the radii of the leading and
driven gears, respectively; CR – contact rigidity coefficient.

Free movement of gear teeth within the gap (eR) may occur during the operation
mode switch of the motor. As a result, force characteristics during operation mode
switches can be defined as:

FR ¼ CR

2
1þ sign dRj j � eRð Þð Þ dR � eRsigndRð Þ

3=2 ð4Þ
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Formulas (3) and (4) allow estimating the maximum force generated by the wheel-
motor block gearbox. Since elastic deformations of dp depend on the dynamic com-
ponents of the speeds of the anchor and wheelset, the dynamics of the anchor must be
considered in conjunction with the progressive movement of the wheelset.

The operation of the traction motor anchor is significantly influenced by the
heterogeneity of the radial forces of the magnetic field in the air gap [6]. The air gap
transforms in the plane of the perpendicular axis of the anchor and its length along the
main poles and the anchor in the process of dynamic oscillations. These transforma-
tions are dependent of the values of technological eccentricity (e0) caused by assembly
imperfections and dynamic eccentricity (ed) that is caused by the shift of center of
gravity of anchor in relation to the frame symmetry. The intensity of magnetic
attraction Pat correlated to anchor length value can be presented with empirical equation
[7]:

ð5Þ

where e – total eccentricity; Кtm – a constant coefficient for the chosen type of motor.
The radial forces of the magnetic field are distributed along the line on the surface

of the anchor, the points of which lie in the smallest distance to the surface of the stator
in sections perpendicular to the axis of the motor.

In addition, the change in the air gap under the main poles leads to heterogeneity of
the magnetic flow, which in turn has a significant impact on the conditions of the
commutation of TEM [8].

Since the anchor has significant mass that leads to high angular velocity of rotation,
it is necessary to take into account the gyroscopic forces acting on the supporting
bearings of the anchor [9]. The effect of these forces may manifest in the presence of
anchor eccentricity and gaps in bearings, as well as in curved sections of the path.

The gyroscopic moment is defined by the following equation:

�Mgir
0 ¼ Ja �xa � �x1 ð6Þ

where �x1 - angular velocity of anchor precession (the speed with which the anchor
rotates around its center of gravity); Ja - anchor inertia moment; �xa - angular anchor
velocity.

In order to assess the factors that determine the work of the TEM anchor, it is
necessary to know the law of its position change in relation to other nodes. We need to
define the equations of the spatial oscillations of the anchor [10].

To calculate mathematical models, we will use the calculated kinetic schemes
shown in the picture as well as Lagrange’s equations of the second kind

d
dt

@L

@qi
�

 !
� @L
@qi

þ @PS

@qi
� ¼ Qi
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where L = T − Ep; T, Ep, PS, Qi - respectively are: kinetic energy, potential energy,
scattering function and generalized force and moment corresponding to the generalized
coordinate qi (Fig. 1).

The axes of coordinates were chosen as follows:

– OУ axis is compatible with the stator axis (axis, that goes through the centers of
anchor bearings);

– OX axis and OZ axis were placed in a perpendicular plane that goes through one of
the centers of gravity of the anchor.

Simultaneously we choose the right system of coordinates, and the angles of the
turn, speed of rotation and moments will be considered positive if they are directed
counterclockwise.

We choose the following to be the generalized coordinates:
Za, Xa, Ya - vertical- and longitudinal movements of the anchor axis; ha, ua, wa -

dynamic components of the anchor axis rotation around the OX, OY, OZ, respectively.
Then we find expressions of kinetic (T), potential (Ep) energies and scattering

function PS through generalized coordinates:

T ¼ 1
2ma �V2

0 þ 1
2

RRR
ðmÞ

x2r2 � �x � �rð Þ2
h i

dm

¼ 1
2ma _X2

a þ _Z2
a

� �þ 1
2 JaX h

� 2
a þ JaY u

� 2
a þ JaZ w

� 2
a �2JXZ h

�
a w

�
a

� �
:

ð7Þ

Moments of inertia relative to the selected axes are:

а)                b) 

ℓа=
2ℓ

Fig. 1. Analytic model of spatial oscillations of TEM anchor
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JaY ¼ ma
R2
a

2
þ e20

� �

JaX ¼ ma
R2
a

4
þ ‘2

12

� �
þ e20 cos

2 u

� �

JaZ ¼ ma
R2
a

4
þ ‘2

12

� �
þ e20 sin

2 u

� �

where u - angle of anchor rotation around its axis.
Centrifugal moments JYZ and JYX equal 0, and JXZ is calculated with a triple integral

JXZ ¼ RRR
ðVÞ

c zx dX dy dz

¼ c
RRR
V

q cos aþ e0 sin uð Þ q sin aþ e0 cos uð Þ q da dq dy

¼ c pR2
a‘
2 e20 sin 2u ¼ ma

2 e20 sin 2u:

ð8Þ

Kinetic energy

T ¼ 1
2ma _x2a þ _z2a þ R2

a
4 þ ‘2

12

� 	
þ e20 cos

2 u
n o

_h2a

h

þ R2
a
4 þ ‘2

12

� 	
þ e20 sin

2 u
n o

_w2
a � 2e20 sin 2u _w _h

i
:

ð9Þ

This equation includes u - TEM anchor rotation. Its oscillations ua ¼ xat can be
neglected. Thus, this angle is a variable parameter and will change according to the
operation modes of TEM.

The potential energy of the system is determined by elastic forces in motor-anchor
bearings [11, 12] and gearbox, and radial forces of the magnetic field

Ep ¼
Zdbleft

0

Fbleft ddbleft þ
Zdbright

0

Fbright ddbright þ
ZdRleft

0

FRleft ddRleft þ
ZdRright

0

FRright ddRright þEpB:

We find dependencies from the movement db, dR and e from generalized
coordinates.

Elastic deformation of bearings of the right and left supports:

dbleft ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
za �lR sin hað Þ2 þ xa þ lR sinwað Þ2

q

dbright ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
za þ lR sin hað Þ2 þ xa �lR sinwað Þ2

q ð10Þ

where lR – distance between the centers of motor-anchor bearings.
Elastic pressing of the gearbox gears:
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dRrightðleftÞ ¼ rg1uþ rg2upw

Eccentricity of the center of gravity of the anchor section, perpendicular to the axis
of the engine and detached from the beginning of coordinates at a distance of y:

eleft ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðe0 cosu þ za �y sin haÞ2 þðe0 sinu þ xa þ y sinwaÞ2

q
; ð�‘\y\0Þ

eright ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðe0 cosu þ za þ y sin haÞ2 þðe0 sinu þ xa �y sinwaÞ2

q
: ð0\y\‘Þ

Angles wa and ha are small values, so we can assume that sinwa � wa, sin ha � ha.
Thus, neglecting the small values of the second order, we get the following expressions
for deformations:

dbleft ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2a þ z2a �2lRðza ha � ha waÞ

p

dbright ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2a þ z2a þ 2lRðza ha � ha waÞ

p

eleft ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z2a þ x2a þ e20 þ 2 e0ðza cosu þ xa sinuÞ � 2y ½haðza þ e0 cosuÞ � waðxa þ e0 sinuÞ�

p

eright ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z2a þ x2a þ e20 þ 2 e0ðza cosu þ xa sinuÞþ 2y ½haðza þ e0 cosuÞ � waðxa þ e0 sinuÞ�

p

ð11Þ

The radial force of the FB magnetic field will be represented by an integral to the
length of the anchor

Potential energy of the radial forces of the magnetic field

ð12Þ

If we change the order of integration, we get:

EpB ¼ �Ktm 2Ra
dgir

R0
�‘

e2left
2 dyþ R‘

0

e2right
2 dy

" #

¼ � 2‘Ktm 2Ra
2�dgir f x2a þ z2a þ e20 þ 2e0 za cosu þ xa sinuð Þ

þ ½ haðza þ e0 cosuÞ � waðxa þ e0 sinuÞ � ‘g:

ð13Þ

The loss of the energy of vibration of the traction engine will occur mainly due to
internal friction forces in the materials of the anchor bearings and gear teeth, as well as
due to the friction forces in the bearings [13, 14].

The function of energy scattering of elastic deformations is:
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PS ¼
Zd
�
bleft

0

bb d
�
bleft d d

�
bleft þ

Zd
�
bright

0

bb d
�
bright d d

�
bright þ 2

Zd
�
R

0

bg d
�
R d d

�
R ð14Þ

where bb and bg – damping coefficients of bearing and gears materials.

Deformation velocities , d
�
PP and d

�
p can be presented through the velocities of

generalized coordinates:

ð15Þ

The forces of friction and slip are included in the equation as generalized forces and
moments [15].

Let’s find the expressions of derivatives in the Lagrange equation:

(a) Coordinate Xa

ð16Þ

(b) Coordinate Za

ð17Þ
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(c) Coordinate ha

ð18Þ

(d) Coordinate Wa

ð19Þ
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(e) Coordinate u

@L
@ u

� ¼ ma
R2

a
2 þ e20

� �
u
� ¼ ma

R2
a

2 þ e20

� �
u
�
a þ xa

� 	

d
dt

@L
@ u

�

 !
¼ ma

R2
a

2 þ e20

� �
u
�� ¼ ma

R2
a

2 þ e20

� �
u
��
a

� @L
@ u ¼ � @T

@ u þ @P
@ u

ð20Þ

Let’s find derivatives @T
@u and @P

@ u:

ð21Þ

These generalized moments are: gyroscopic moments of rotation around OX and
OZ axes, moment of forces in the anchor bearing while rotating around OY axis, and
the rotating moment of the linkage:

ð22Þ
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If we include found equations into Lagrange equation, we get:

Thus, we have a system of five nonlinear differential equations, which is a math-
ematical model of the dynamics of the traction motor anchor.

3 Results

The Eq. (23) model relative movement of the anchor and the frame of the traction
electric motor in the coordinate system, which is rigidly connected to the frame. That
model allows assessing the level of anchor vibration acceleration, dynamic additives of
eccentricity, and the degree of radial load on the anchor bearing.

The calculated kinematic schemes of the anchor’s spatial oscillations also take into
account technological parameters of the locomotive drive system and the internal
design parameters of the traction electric motor. Influence of centrifugal moment and
gyroscopic forces on the dynamic behavior of the anchor of the traction electric motor
was also assessed.
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Abstract. The paper presents the results of numerous laboratory experiments
aimed at establishing a relationship between mechanical bending and thermo-
EMF of steel samples used for the manufacture of units and parts of rolling
stock. The mechanism of the occurrence of permanent deformation is studied.
The effect of the loading form of the samples on the value of thermo-EMF
recorded experimentally is shown. It has been suggested that it is possible to
control the elastic properties of rolling stock elements through the value of
thermo-EMF.

Keywords: Electrical and physical methods � Pre-defect state � Rolling stock �
Residual life � Specific coefficient of thermo-EMF

1 Introduction

The problem of determining the residual life of complex technical systems, which
include railway transport, due to the lack of understanding of the physical processes
associated with the characteristics of the occurrence of fatigue and corrosion phe-
nomena that affect aging and destruction of metals, is quite relevant. The methods
currently used (ultrasonic, magnetic particle, etc.) are not aimed at establishing the
causes of defects, but are focused on identifying defects of various origins that have
already arisen. These methods do not take into account structural changes in metals that
occur both during their natural aging and when exposed to mechanical and thermal
loads that occur during operation.

Recently, computer methods have been developed for the needs of the railway, both
for monitoring the maximum permissible (critical) geometric dimensions during the
train ride, and for detecting cracks of various origins.

In Russia, as part of the Digital Railway, an Integrated Post for Automated
Receiving and Diagnostics of Rolling Stock was developed, which includes the fol-
lowing subsystems: set of technical monitoring tools; complex of technical measure-
ments; WILD; Technovisor and others. Their implementation required significant
financial costs, but did not significantly affect the improvement of railway safety.

It can be said that the diagnostic system at maintenance points and during repair in
the railway depot does not take into account structural changes in the steels from which
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the most critical components of the rolling stock are made (automatic coupler, rail, side
frame, etc.), caused by operational factors [1].

A similar situation is observed abroad, in Western Europe and the USA. For
example, in Finland, the system for monitoring the vertical forces of the interaction of
wheels with rails is designed to check the condition of the wheels and prevent defects
that could affect the safety of movement: sliders, holes, asymmetric wheels, etc., which
can cause damage to the rail and/or cars. In the United States and other countries,
computer vision technology is used, which is based on monitoring the design of cars.
This system allows determining and controlling the position of the friction wedges, the
presence or absence of brake pads, the height difference of the axial beams of the
automatic coupler and much more [2, 3]. In the Netherlands, the Quo Vadis system for
weighing rolling stock in motion is widespread [4].

At the same time, the theory of kinetic strength developed by S.N. Zhurkov
explained the reasons for the natural aging of metals based on thermodynamic ideas
about the structure of the crystal lattice and its defects. So, for example, it was shown
that the destruction process consists of elementary fluctuations in the breaking of
interatomic bonds, caused primarily by the thermal motion of atoms located in the
nodes and interstitial sites of the lattice. According to this theory, the destruction
process should be considered as a process in which atoms, as a result of thermal
fluctuations, overcome the energy barrier U0 and transfer to another most favorable
energy state with lower energy. It should be noted that external mechanical stress can
lower the energy barrier and thereby create a condition for the most frequent
transitions:

s ¼ s0 exp
U0 � cr

kT

� �
ð1Þ

where s - time between two successive fluctuations, s0 - period of natural thermal
vibrations of atoms, usually *10−13 s, c - structural or volume factor, r - external
mechanical stress, k - Boltzmann constant, T - absolute temperature.

It can be argued that such transitions lead to a loss of the strength properties of
metals. Since the application of rigorous theoretical calculations to the description of
this situation is very difficult for objective reasons, in recent years, semi-empirical
relationships between the physical parameters of substances and structural friability,
which qualitatively characterizes the energy of interatomic interaction, have begun to
appear in the scientific literature [5]. The physical meaning of friability is similar to
entropy: the stronger the interatomic bonds, the stronger the effect of pulling or
retention of atoms in the crystal structure, which corresponds to a decrease in both
friability and entropy [6].

Based on the foregoing, the aim of the study was formulated: to establish a rela-
tionship between structural changes in metals under the action of mechanical stresses
with any physical structurally sensitive characteristic and create a theoretical and
experimental justification for diagnosing pre-defect states of real metal products in
order to increase the reliability of estimating the residual life.

Indirect confirmation of structural changes caused by operational factors are the
results presented in [7], in which the author analyzed the destruction of more than 300
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parts of automatic couplers. As a result, it was found that the “process of degradation”
or embrittlement is associated with a change in its hardness: during operation, the
hardness of the parts under study increased.

An additional confirmation of this assumption is the results presented in [8]. The
object of study in which was the reaction column of one of the petrochemical plants. In
particular, it was noted that under the influence of operational factors, a change in the
structure and mechanical properties of the material occurs (embrittlement). It was also
noted that these changes occur not only under the influence of alternating but also static
loads. A change (loss) in the ductility of the materials from which the most nodes and
details of rolling stock are made leads to the appearance of stress concentration zones.
It is in these zones that the probability of product destruction is high, therefore, the task
of determining the degree of loss of ductility and the detection of these zones is very
important.

In the scientific literature, the metal magnetic memory method [9] based on the
Villari effect discovered in 1865 is widely represented. In Russia, this method is
included in the list of basic non-destructive testing methods that are recommended for
use in hazardous industrial facilities. At the same time, studies carried out using this
method relate, as a rule, to boiler rooms and steam pipes, and do not yet have practical
results for rail transport. As a structurally sensitive physical characteristic, the specific
coefficient of thermo-EMF a of materials, of which the most critical components and
parts of the rolling stock were made, was selected.

As is well known, the physical mechanism of the occurrence of thermo-EMF in
metals is based on three main sources: the bulk component of the EMF, the contact
component of the EMF, and the phonon drag of electrons.

The volume component of the EMF depends on the presence of a temperature
gradient in the conductor. The presence of a temperature gradient causes a pressure
drop of the electron gas, to balance which an appropriate electric field must arise. The
intensity of this field is determined by the EMF, which is called the volume component.
The contact component of the EMF depends on a change in the position of the Fermi
level caused by the heating of the metal. If we compose an electric circuit of two
different metals, then a contact potential difference arises on the two junctions, which is
caused by the difference in the Fermi levels. It is identical in magnitude and opposite in
sign if the junctions are at the same temperatures. If the junctions will be at different
temperatures, the Fermi levels are shifted, and the contact component of the EMF
arises.

The effect of phonon drag of electrons becomes noticeable at sufficiently low
cryogenic temperatures. The theoretical concepts of thermoelectricity from the day of
discovery to the present can be lined up: Seebeck theory (thermomagnetic effect);
Oersted’s theory (thermoelectricity); Kelvin thermodynamic theory; theory of electron
gas; quantum theory of thermoelectricity; theory of quasi-thermodynamic irreversible
processes.

In the scientific literature, the application of this phenomenon is represented quite
widely and varied.

For example, thermo-EMF is used for the study steels with a large margin of
ductility [10] and for non-destructive assessment of the aging effects [11].
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Thermocouples can be used at very high temperatures to study the chemical compo-
sition, etc. [12–15].

The control over the change in the structure of welded joints and the microstructure
of the Al – Mn – Cu alloy using thermo-EMF was described in [16, 17]. The effect of
elastic deformation on thermo-EMF was considered in [18] using wire stretching as an
example.

In [19, 20], the thermoelectric method is used in a wider range of tensile defor-
mations without failure. In particular, it was noted that stretching to plastic deformation
leads to a decrease in thermo-EMF.

In our previous work [21], the relationship between the specific coefficient of
thermo-EMF (including) of steel samples a, which were subjected to bending with a
frequency of 50 Hz, was studied. The number of vibrations was 2–3 million, and the
amplitude of mechanical loading did not exceed 1% from the limit of elasticity.

In this work, the authors continue to study pre-defect states, aimed at establishing a
relationship between structural changes in steels caused by operational factors and
structurally sensitive physical characteristics.

The magnitude of loading was significantly increased until the onset of noticeable
plastic deformation. In addition, two types of loading were used: a smooth and inter-
mittent (variable) change in the applied force.

2 Materials and Methods

The general principle of all measurements presented in our work was as follows: we
used two thermocouples, one of which, with a known specific coefficient of thermo-
EMF, controlled the temperature difference at certain points of the sample, and in the
other thermocouple, the studied sample was one of its conductors, subject to
mechanical deformation.

Figure 1 shows the shape of the samples used. The test samples were made in the
form of a rectangular parallelepiped of steel used for the manufacture of automatic
couplings (sample No. 1), rails (sample No. 2) and steel 45 (sample No. 3).

The test samples at one end are rigidly fixed in the fixing device (part d), and loads
of different weights were suspended from the free end. Under the influence of the
weight of the load F, the free end deflected by Δ (Fig. 2).

c
d b 

a

Fig. 1. Shape and designation of the sample: c - length of the sample, b - width of the sample, a
- height of the sample, d - clamping area of the sample in the fixing device
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Within the limits of elastic deformation, the mechanical stress r in the sample was
calculated by the formula:

r ¼ 6FL
a2b

ð2Þ

where r - the mechanical stress (Pa), F - the magnitude of the applied force (N), L - the
arm of the force (m), a - the height of the sample, b - the width of the sample. The
calculated value of the maximum mechanical stress was 450 MPa.

Figures 3 and 4 show a typical time dependence of the applied force to the free end
of the sample in two cases.

The choice of the type of loading was determined by the peculiarities of the
operating conditions of particularly critical parts of freight cars. During operation,
molded parts such as a side frame, bolsters, axle box, wheelset, coupler, etc. perceive
significant static and dynamic loads (from the weight of the car and load, from shock

Fig. 2. Scheme of the experiment: L - the arm of the applied force F, Δ - the deflection, I - the
indicating gage.

Fig. 3. Time dependence of the applied force in the first form of loading.
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when passing rail joints, change in traction when moving or collisions of cars, the
impact of torque when fitting into curves). It should be noted that the main part of the
dynamic vertical loads is cyclical. This was the reason for the choice of the loading
mode of the samples.

Figure 5 shows the diagram of stresses in the samples under elastic bending.

It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the upper part of the test sample is subject to
stretching, and the lower - to compression. Moreover, in the sample, the mechanical
stress is zero along the X axis.

Carrying out the experiment, the readings on the indicator were recorded twice: in
the first case, according to the first form of loading, with and without load. In the
second case, according to the second form of loading, the readings on the indicator
were recorded once when a new load was added. Before each cycle of the experiment,
zero value was set on the displacement indicator. The maximum value of the applied

Fig. 4. Time dependence of the applied force in the second form of loading.

Fig. 5. Diagram of stresses in samples under elastic bending.
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force was determined by the onset of plastic deformation of the fixed sample, i.e. in
such a situation, when it was impossible to record a stable value of the displacement D.
All measurements were carried out at room temperature.

Using the ARGON-5SF emission spectrometer, a spectral analysis of the samples
was previously carried out in the research laboratory of OmSTU. The results of spectral
analysis for one of the chemical elements are shown in Table 1.

Figure 6 shows an electrical diagram of a laboratory setup for measuring the
specific coefficient of thermo-EMF. A heating ring was attached to the free end of the
test sample mounted in a massive frame acting as a cooler, to which heat from the
heater was transferred through a flexible copper bus.

Using the clamping contacts, a copper-constantan thermocouple was attached to the
lower face of the test sample, the specific thermo-EMF coefficient of which was known:

Table 1. Results of preliminary chemical analysis of used samples.

Sample no. Sample Mass fraction of carbon, C (%)

1 Auto coupler 0.215
2 Rail 0.761
3 Steel 45 0.271

Fig. 6. Circuit diagram of the laboratory setup for measuring the specific coefficient of thermo-
EMF.
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aT = 41.2 lV/deg. To prevent a short circuit between the ends of the thermocouple
through a metal sample, a Beryllium oxide (BeO) plate was placed between one of the
ends and the sample. Beryllium oxide is a good dielectric at room temperature and has
a fairly high thermal conductivity. The readings of the lower thermocouple were
recorded using a microvoltmeter - lV2.

One of the ends of the upper thermocouple, one of the conductors of which was the
studied sample, was connected to the upper face of the test sample through silver point
contacts made of the same material and through a key K at room temperature. The other
end of the thermocouple consisted of a fixed end of the test sample and a conductor
having reliable electrical contact with it.

The presence of two contact pads on the upper face of the sample suggested the
study of the effect of voltage in the sample on the specific thermal-EMF coefficient.

The readings of the upper thermocouple were recorded using another microvolt-
meter—µV1. Switch K made it possible to connect the upper thermocouple to the test
sample at two points: in the first case, the hot contact of the upper thermocouple was
located on the upper face of the test sample at a distance L1, and in the second case, at a
distance L2 from the cooler (see Fig. 6).

The sample was heated until the temperature difference between the contacts of the
lower thermocouple reached 12–14 °C, and the readings of the lV2 microvoltmeter
became stable. Thus, the temperature gradient in the studied sample was a priori
considered linear. Knowing the readings of a lV2 microvoltmeter, the specific coef-
ficient of thermo-EMF of a copper-constantan thermocouple aT taking into account the

Table 2. List of measuring instruments and testing equipment

n/n Name Type Limit of
measurement

Scale
interval

Accuracy
class

1 Microvolt
Nano-Ammeter

F 136 5 mV 0.1 mV 1.5

2 Microvolt
Nano-Ammeter

F 136 500 lV 10 lV 1.5

3 Microvolt
Nano-Ammeter

F 136 250 lV 10 lV 1.5

4 Microvolt
Nano-Ammeter

F 136 100 lV 2 lV 1.5

5 Microvolt
Nano-Ammeter

F 136 50 lV 1 lV 1.5

6 Microvolt
Nano-Ammeter

F 136 10 lV 0.2 lV 1.5

7 Ammeter M 109 10 A 0.1 A 0.5
8 Ammeter M 109 1 A 0.01 A 0.5
9 Micrometer – 5 cm 0.01 mm –

10 Dial gauge – 1 cm 0.01 mm –
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linearity of the temperature gradient, the temperature difference was determined
between the cooler and the upper contact located at a distance of L1 or L2. Based on
this temperature difference and the readings of the microvoltmeter µV1, the specific
coefficient of thermo-EMF of the test sample a1 or a2 was determined:

a1 ¼ aT L2 � L1ð Þ
L1

� U1

eT
ð3Þ

a2 ¼ aT L2 � L1ð Þ
L2

� U2

eT
ð4Þ

where aT - the specific coefficient of thermo-EMF of the copper-constantan thermo-
couple, U1 and U2 - the readings of the microvoltmeter µV1 at two positions of the
switch K, eT - the EMF of the lower thermocouple, determined by the readings of the
microvoltmeter µV2, L1 and L2 - the parameters of the laboratory setup.

Thus, the laboratory setup made it possible to determine the specific coefficient of
thermo-EMF of the material from which the test sample was made in two cases: a1-
according to the readings of the microvoltmeter lV1 connected to the sample through
pin 1 in switch K, and a2 - according to the readings of the microvoltmeter lV1

connected to the sample through pin 2 in switch K.
The list of measuring instruments and certified test equipment is given in Table 2.
The relative measurement error of a1 and a2 did not exceed 17% and 5%,

respectively.

3 Results

In total, more than one hundred and fifty cycles of measurements were carried out and,
in the aggregate of all experiments, the following conclusions were made.

1. For all samples No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3 under loading in the first form (see
Fig. 3), the mismatch of the dependence of the deflection magnitude of the sample on
the applied force (stress) was characteristic during an increase and decrease in load.
Figure 7 shows the dependence of the magnitude of the deflection in the forward and
reverse directions for sample No. 1. Under small loads (see Fig. 7a), the dependences
of the deflection in the forward and reverse directions almost coincide, which corre-
sponds to a linear dependence or feasibility of Hooke’s law. As the load increases and
the transition to the region of plastic deformation occurs, the mismatch of the depen-
dence of the deflection of the sample on the applied force in the forward and reverse
directions increases (see Fig. 7b, c, and d).

Of particular interest is the appearance of residual deformation Δresidue in the same
sample, shown in Fig. 8. The sample was not removed from the setup, the indicator
readings were recorded relative to the initial position. It can be seen from Fig. 8a that
with linear deformation of the sample, in the zone of Hooke’s law fulfillment, residual
deformation was practically not observed. As the applied force increases (stress
increases), the value of the residual deformation becomes significant (see Fig. 8b, c,
and d).
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Similar values of the residual deformation were characteristic of all samples except
sample No. 2.

Analyzing the graphs shown in Fig. 8, it is clearly seen that the change in the
residual deformation Δresidue increases with increasing mechanical stress. So, for
example, from Fig. 8b it can be seen that the change in the permanent deformation
begins at about 160 MPa. From Fig. 8c and d it can be seen that the same values are
already approximately 240 and 320 MPa, respectively.

Figure 9 shows the dependence of the deflection Δ and the residual deformation
Δresidue for sample No. 2.

If for sample No. 1 the maximum value of residual deformation was approximately
500 lm (see Fig. 8d), then for sample No. 2 this value was approximately 9 lm (see
Fig. 9b). This difference is explained by the higher hardness of rail steel due to the high
carbon fraction in this sample: 0.761% versus 0.215% (see Table 1). The mass fraction
of carbon in steel is nonlinearly related to the deflection Δ. For example, an increase in

Fig. 7. The dependence of the magnitude of the deflection Δ in the forward and reverse
directions for sample No. 1.
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the percentage of carbon by about three times leads to the fact that the deflection Δ
decreases by about ten times: at a stress of 400 MPa, the deflection for sample No. 1 is
approximately 2000 lm (see Fig. 7d), and for sample No. 2, at the same stress, 200 lm
(see Fig. 9a).

2. Figure 10 shows the average values of the specific coefficient of thermo-EMF a
of the samples used in the experiment. It is noteworthy that the highest value
a = 17.4 lV/K corresponds to sample No. 1, which was previously subjected to
substantial elastoplastic deformation. It should be noted that according to the data given
in [21], the value of the specific coefficient of thermo-EMF for this sample was
approximately 5 lV/K. A significant change in the specific coefficient of thermo-EMF
(more than three times) occurred after the sample was subjected to significant elasto-
plastic deformation.

In sample No. 2, in which there is almost no residual deformation, the smallest
value of the specific coefficient of thermo-EMF is a = 10.6 lV/K. The average value
of a was calculated as the arithmetic mean between a1 and a2 calculated by formulas
(3) and (4).

Fig. 8. The value and dynamics of changes in residual deformation Δresidue for sample No. 1.
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3. A change in the nature of the load (see Figs. 3 and 4) affected the scatter of the
values of a1 and a2 with increasing and decreasing loading for almost all samples.
Under loading in the first form, the largest experimental scatter of the values of a1 and
a2 is characteristic. Figure 11 shows a typical example of a change in a1 and a2 for
sample No. 3. Trends in changes of a1 and a2 are the same. The insignificant dif-
ference between a1 and a2 is connected, from our point of view, with the fact that the
temperature boundary in the sample at the clamping point (relative to which the dis-
tance to the contacts was calculated) is not an ideal plane.

Fig. 9. The dependence of the magnitude of the deflection Δ and residual deformation Δresidue

for sample No. 2.

Fig. 10. Average values and dynamics of changes in the specific coefficient of thermo-EMF of
various samples.
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Under loading in the second form (see Fig. 4), the scatter became much smaller for
all samples. Figure 12 shows a typical example of a change in a1 and a2 for sample
No. 2. This sample is characterized by the most significant alignment of a1 and a2 with
a change in the form of loading.

4 Discussion

Based on the foregoing, we can draw the following conclusions:

1. The residual deformation and residual stresses increase the specific coefficient of
thermo-EMF of the operated parts.

2. The dynamics of changes in the specific coefficient of thermo-EMF of parts subject
to varying loads and parts subject to static loads is different. Under the conditions of
the experiment, during deformation of the samples, tension appears above and
compression below, which can lead to two different mechanisms of influence on the
thermo-EMF of the sample as a whole.

3. The loss of elastic properties of nodes and parts of the rolling stock is associated
with a violation of the operating mode. Therefore, it is possible to control the
change in thermo-EMF to determine the moment of loss of the elastic properties of

Fig. 11. Sample No. 3. Loading in the first form. The nature of the changes in a1 and a2.

Fig. 12. Sample No. 2. Loading in the second form. The nature of the changes in a1 and a2.
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the part without involving additional mechanical loads, which are currently used to
monitor the state of the side frames of cars.

4. As a result of the studies, it was found that structural changes are associated with a
change in the elastic properties of the studied materials. Consequently, there is a
fundamental possibility of establishing a connection between the operation mode of
parts and their residual life.

5. For the practical use of the results, there is a wide possibility of using certified
precision instruments, which can significantly increase the reliability of determining
the residual life of the studied objects.

5 Conclusions

The authors express their sincere gratitude to the associate professor of the Department
of Technology of Transport Engineering and Rolling Stock Repair, OMSU, PhD in
Engineering, Dmitry Valerievich Muravyov, for the help in conducting a chemical
analysis of the materials under study.
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Abstract. The paper provides an assessment of the results of research con-
ducted by the team of MADI on the results of international competitions for fuel
efficiency - Shell Eco-Marathon. They take place on sections of city streets in
Rotterdam, the Netherlands, and in London, England. These competitions
involve vehicles with power plants operating on both traditional energy sources,
such as gasoline and diesel fuel, and alternative ones - hydrogen, solar energy,
biofuels, and electricity. The race car developed by the students of MADI uses
petrol with an octane rating of 95 as fuel. In their studies, they assessed the
energy efficiency of the car depending on its mass, aerodynamic properties,
rolling resistance, tire pressure, road conditions, driving conditions, etc. The
dependences of the change in the fuel consumption of the car on the mass,
overall dimensions, tire pressure, as well as the effect of tire pressure on the
vehicle’s overrun were obtained. Data for determination of the optimal driving
modes on the track in London, England was obtained. For further study of
influence degree of the power plant systems, chassis, and also maintenance
supplies, additional studies are needed.

Keywords: Shell Eco-Marathon � Fuel consumption � Mass � Tire pressure �
Competition � Aerodynamics � Overrun � Vehicle � Race car � Driving modes

1 Introduction

Nowadays, considerable attention is paid to improving energy efficiency and reducing
the harmful effects of vehicles on the environment [1]. To this end, Shell, one of the
leaders in the oil and gas industry, organized an international student competition -
Shell Eco-Marathon, participants of which compete to achieve maximum fuel effi-
ciency in the vehicles developed by them (Fig. 1) [2]. More than 200 teams from 26
countries take part in it. Shell Eco-Marathon competitions have been held for more than
30 years [3].

As energy sources, both traditional gasoline and diesel fuel are used as well as
alternative ones - hydrogen, solar energy, biofuel, electric power [3].

The students who created their race cars compete on the tracks, which are sections
of city roads blocked for other vehicles (Fig. 2) [4].
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To improve fuel efficiency, students optimize the performance of all systems of
their cars.

2 Materials and Methods

During the development of the vehicle, the engineers of MADI team had a task to
create a car with a low aerodynamic drag coefficient, which, during the calculation,
turned out to be equal to 0.12 (Fig. 3). The team made studies of changes in fuel
consumption depending on the geometric dimensions of the car and its shape. For
example, an increase in the vehicle’s width by 10 cm increases fuel consumption by
4.2%.

Fig. 1. Race car for Shell Eco-Marathon.

Fig. 2. Racing track in London, England.
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The graphical dependence of an increase in fuel consumption depending on the
aerodynamic drag coefficient Cx, obtained for the race car of the MADI team during
the study, is presented in Fig. 4.

The designed car has a mass of 40 kg, while an increase in its mass leads to a nearly
linear increase in fuel consumption (Fig. 5).

Fig. 3. Graphic display of the aerodynamic drag of the MADI car.
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Fig. 4. The dependence of fuel consumption on the aerodynamic drag coefficient for the car of
the MADI team.
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The lightest car in competition weighs 23.5 kg, while the team takes 7th place in its
category, and the winning team has a vehicle weighting 27 kg (Fig. 6) [5].

Specially for Shell Eco-Marathon, Michelin developed 45/75R16 tires with a low
rolling resistance coefficient (Fig. 7) [6]. These tires have a maximum speed limit of
70 km/h, a maximum load limit of 100 kg, and a maximum pressure limit of 0.7 MPa.

During the test runs on the track of Shell Eco-Marathon, the team ofMADI conducted
studies on the degree of influence of tire pressure on fuel consumption. For this, raceswith
tire pressure of 0.35 MPa and 0.75 MPa were carried out, while other parameters did not
change. The result is shown in Fig. 8. Similarly, the dependence of the car overrun from a
speed of 40 km/h was obtained depending on the tire pressure (Fig. 9).
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Fig. 5. The dependence of fuel consumption on the car’s mass.
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After changing the track in 2016, the driving conditions changed: the number of
turns increased by 44%, the elevation difference increased from 3 to 8 m. This caused a
significant deterioration in fuel economy for most of the participants (Table 1).

To obtain data on driving modes, a device was installed on the car for recording
data with the possibility of recording coordinates using the GPS Starlane Athon XS
signal.

Fig. 7. 45/75R16 Michelin tire for Shell Eco-Marathon.
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Fig. 8. The mileage of the MADI team car on 1 l of fuel on the track of Shell Eco-Marathon,
depending on tire pressure.
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Table 1. Comparison of the results of Shell Eco-Marathon on the tracks in Rotterdam and
London in the category of petrol prototypes

No Team name Country Results on the tracks,
km

Change,
%

Rotterdam London

1 TED France 2308 2300 −0.36
2 Remmi-Team Finland 1972 1685 −16.99
3 Association Marathon

Shell IUT Aix en Provence
France 1509 1709 11.68

4 Proto Insa Club France 1165 1020 −14.26
5 Team ENSTA Bretagne France 760 858 11.50
6 Hanseatic Racing Organisation Germany 664 750 11.44
7 Iron Warriors Poland 640 471 −36.05
8 LTAM Luxemburg 593 479 −23.64
9 High-Efficiency-Karlsruhe Germany 564 466 −17.4
10 Zenith France 412 282 −46.31
11 SjF TUKE Slovakia 354 406 12.68
12 ESAF-Mec Portugal 353 394 10.30
13 ENIM LEADERS Morocco 240 92 −161.3
14 SCB-MADI Russia 231 193 −19.57
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3 Results

As a result, the characteristics of the car’s motion on the track were obtained: speed and
time of driving along the track, longitudinal and transverse accelerations, engine
crankshaft speed, etc. It was established that the car moved 42% of the time with the
engine running (Fig. 10). Since the most economical is the mode of acceleration to a
given speed and subsequent free running with the engine turned off, the question arises
about the optimal moment of starting and shutting down the engine. It is significantly
affected by gradients of slope on descents and ascents, as well as the number of turns
and their characteristics. At competitions in Rotterdam and London, the moment of
turning on the engine was chosen by the pilot subjectively.

The studies conducted by MADI during the test races of the car allowed estab-
lishing the dependence of energy efficiency of the vehicle on:

• aerodynamic characteristics;
• mass characteristics;
• total rolling resistance of wheels;
• driving modes;
• driving conditions.

Fig. 10. Graphic display of data on engine starting, superimposed on the coordinates of the track
in London (dashed line - engine running, solid – free running).
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4 Conclusions

To analyze the degree of influence of various parameters and systems of the power
plant, chassis, and maintenance supplies on energy efficiency of Shell Eco-Marathon
race cars, additional studies are needed, which is the subject of further research.
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Abstract. The railway is one of the key factors in the sustainable development
of modern society. To improve its competitiveness against other modes of
transport, it is necessary to constantly improve it and use innovative technical
solutions and technologies. We consider the use of specific information tech-
nology, namely Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology. The RFID
technology is used in various systems, but in this paper, we use the RFID device
for monitoring the freight wagons. The RFID systems provide automated
tracking of rail vehicles via RFID tags, readers and integrated middleware, and
thus enable wagons and locomotive identification and location information
available for further analysis and tracking. We present the two-phase model for
optimizing the RFID locations on Serbian railways for monitoring and col-
lecting the data from freight trains. In the first phase we use the FUCOM-
TOPSIS model for determining the macro location on the railway network, and
in the second phase we use the fuzzy logic model for determining the micro-
location of the RFID device on the rail line.

Keywords: RFID � Railway � Location problem � FUCOM-TOPSIS � Fuzzy
logic

1 Introduction

Bad state of infrastructure and outdated work technologies have led to trains having
incredibly long delays, which can sometimes be described in days. In addition, due to
the lack of planned activities for the use of wagon resources, a large number of wagons
remain in intermediate stations for a very long time or have large movement of empty
wagons, which is a great loss. This loss is reflected in a decrease in the efficiency and
reliability of the system, which further leads to a reduction in the number of users. If we
also take into account the fact that the majority of the wagons that operate on the
Serbian railways are owned by other railway administrations (leased and private
wagons), the loss is also reflected in the cost of unnecessary wagon layover.

Therefore, the use of technologies for collecting data about wagon location is
needed to reduce the above losses and increase the level of competitiveness through
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greater automation of work in marshaling yards, at border crossings, and in interme-
diate stations. The advantage of RFID technology, as data collection technology, is its
ability to capture data in a very simple way, without requiring traffic interruption or the
construction of special infrastructure facilities. There is a lot of papers based on the
implementation of RFID technology on the railway system [1]. Unfortunately, there
isn’t a practical implementation of this technology on Serbian railways. Only one case
that shows the practical usage of RFID in the railway system is the pilot project
presented in [2].

Many authors deal with location problems [3] and railway yard layout designing
using different approaches and techniques [4, 5]. There is a large number of location
problems are solved using multi-criteria decision-making methods. Unlike conven-
tional methods and techniques of operational research, these methods do not provide
“objectively the best” solution. These methods are based on mathematical algorithms
that are developed to help decision-makers in choosing the most suitable variant.
Methods for multi-criteria decision-making models are basically divided into methods
for determining the weights of coefficients such as presented in [6], and methods for
determining the best possible solution in a complex multi-criteria environment [7, 8].
More recently, multi-criteria decision-making techniques are combined with other
techniques like fuzzy set theory, grey numbers or rough set theory [9, 10]. An example
of usage of this hybrid method like fuzzy-PROMETHEE method for wayside train
monitoring at Serbian railways is presented in [11], or selecting the location of the
hospital is presented in [12].

On the other hand, fuzzy logic is not a very common technique for determining
location problems. A usage of fuzzy set theory in solving the location problems is
presented in [13].

The paper is organized as follows. After the introductions in Sect. 1, a brief
overview of the FUCOM and TOPSIS method and the theory of fuzzy sets is given in
Sect. 2. Section 3 presents the problem formulation and finding the best location of the
RFID device on the macro and micro levels. The final Sect. 4 presents conclusions.

2 Methods

The problem is observed from two aspects, so it is necessary to create two models. This
chapter provides a brief overview of used methods, two multi-criteria decision-making
methods, the FUCOM method for determining weight coefficients of criteria and the
TOPSIS method which gives us the final result of the first model. Also in this chapter,
the theory of fuzzy sets is presented, which shows where to locate an RFID device.

2.1 FUCOM Method

Full Consistency Method is a method for determining weight coefficients of criteria
[14]. FUCOM provides the ability to validate the model by calculating the error value
for the obtained weight vectors by determining the DFC. Mathematical computation of
this method is presented through steps as following:
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Step 1. Criteria ranking based on a predefined set of evaluation criteria.

The ranking is performed according to the significance of the criteria, it starts from
the criterion that is expected to have the greatest impact, i.e. the highest value of the
weight coefficient up to the criteria with the least significance. If there is two or
more criterion with the same significance than the “equal” sign is placed instead “>”
between these criteria.

Step 2. In the second step, a comparison of the ranking criteria is carried out and the
comparative priority of evaluation criteria is determined uk= kþ 1ð Þ k ¼ 1; 2; . . .n,
where k represents the rank of the criteria). The comparative priority of the eval-
uation criteria uk= kþ 1ð Þ is an advantage of the criterion of the Cj kð Þ rank compared to
the criterion of the Cj kþ 1ð Þ rank. Thus, the vectors of the comparative priorities of
the evaluation criteria are obtained, as in the expression (1):

U ¼ u1=2;u2=3; . . .;uk= kþ 1ð Þ
� �

ð1Þ

where uk= kþ 1ð Þ represents the significance (priority) that the criterion of the Cj kð Þ
rank has compared to the criterion of the Cj kþ 1ð Þ rank.

Step 3. In the third step, the final values of the weight coefficients of the evaluation
criteria w1;w2; . . .;wnð ÞT are calculated. The final values of the weight coefficients
should satisfy the two conditions:

that the ratio of the weight coefficients is equal to the comparative priority among
the observed criteria (uk= kþ 1ð Þ) defined in Step 2, i.e. that the following condition is
met:

xk

xkþ 1
¼ u k

kþ 1
ð2Þ

In addition to the condition (2), the final values of the weight coefficients should satisfy
the condition of mathematical transitivity. Thus, yet another condition that the final
values of the weight coefficients of the evaluation criteria need to meet is obtained,
namely:

xk

xkþ 2
¼ uk= kþ 1ð Þ � u kþ 1ð Þ= kþ 2ð Þ ð3Þ

Based on the defined settings, the final model for determining the final values of the
weight coefficients of the evaluation criteria can be defined.

Minv
xk

xkþ 1
� uk= kþ 1ð Þ

�
�
�

�
�
�� v

xk
xkþ 2

� uk= kþ 1ð Þ � u kþ 1ð Þ= kþ 2ð Þ
�
�
�

�
�
�� v

Pn
j¼1 xj ¼ 1;xj � 0; 8j

ð4Þ
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By solving model (4), the final values of the evaluation criteria w1;w2; . . .;wnð ÞT and
degree of DFC ðvÞ are generated.

2.2 TOPSIS Method

The TOPSIS method is a method which compares alternatives based on their distance
from positive and negative ideal solution. Characteristic for this method is calculation
the weighted normalized decision matrix and formulation the positive and negative
ideal solution. Also, this method is based on the concept that the chosen alternative
should have the shortest distance from the positive ideal solution and the longest
distance from the negative ideal solution. The theoretical background of this method
was presented in [15].

Mathematical computation of this method are well known and it is presented
through several steps as following: Step 1. Creating the initial decision matrix X. Step
2. Normalization of the elements of the initial decision matrix X. Step 3. Calculation of
the weighted matrix elements V. Step 4. Creation a positive ideal and negative ideal
solution. Step 5. Calculate the distance (Euclid distance) of each alternative from a
positive ideal and negative ideal solution.

Sþ
i ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Xn

j¼1
vij � vþj

� �2
r

ð5Þ

S�i ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Xn

j¼1
vij � v�j

� �2
r

ð6Þ

where: vij is weighted performance of ith alternative in relation to jth criteria, vþj is a
positive ideal solution, v�j is negative ideal solution, Sþ

i is alternative distance from
positive ideal solution, and S�i is an alternative distance from a negative ideal solution.

Step 6. Calculation the relative closeness of alternatives to an ideal solution. The
relative closeness is calculated as the quotient of alternative distance from negative
ideal solution and sum of the alternative distance from positive and negative solution.
This parameter is in the range 0–1.

Ci ¼ S�i
S�i þ Sþ

i
0�Ci � 1 ð7Þ

Step 7. Rank the alternatives. Alternatives are ranked in descending order of Ci. The
greater the value of Ci, the higher is the priority of the alternative. If Ci is 0, then the
alternative is a negative ideal solution, and if Ci is 1, the alternative is a positive ideal
solution.

2.3 Fuzzy Sets Theory

Standard Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) consists of four elements: fuzzification, fuzzy
rules, conclusion, and defuzzification. [16]. There are two basic FIS types: Mamdani
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and Takagi-Sugeno. Mamdani’s approach, which is used in this paper, is characterized
by the fact that the final exit from all fuzzy rules is fuzzy set selected with a minimum
strength of rules. The output from the Mamdani type is a fuzzy set, which requires the
aggregation process in the defuzzification process. Takagi-Sugeno is very similar to
Mamdani, there is the same approach in the fuzzification of the input variable. The
main difference is observed in the type of output function, which in the case of the
Sugeno model, only appears as a linear function or constant [17].

This rule can be represented as follow:

If x1 is A and x2 is B then y ¼ f xð Þ ð8Þ

where A and B are fuzzy sets in premise, y ¼ f xð Þ is a faded function in the sequel.
Usually, f xð Þ is a polynomial of constant, but there can be any other function that
adequately describes the system output in the fuzzy domain defined by the premise of
the rule. The output of each rule yi, is hampered by the strength of the rule wi, which
represents the degree of satisfaction of the premising part of the rule, also known as the
degree of fulfillment.

For example, for one “and rule” the strength of the rule is:

wi ¼ AndMethod lA x1ð Þ; lB x2ð Þð Þ ð9Þ

where lA x1ð Þ and lB x2ð Þ are membership functions for x1 and x2, respectively. The
final output of the system can be calculated as follow:

KI ¼
PN

i¼1 wi � yi
PN

i¼1 wi
ð10Þ

3 Problem Formulation

The observed problem consist in selecting the most suitable location for RFID device
for monitoring railway wagons on Serbian Railways. To determine the exact location
for the RFID device, we solve two models, one for macro and one for micro-location
using methods described in Sect. 2.

In order for the whole system to function, first, it is necessary to equip all railway
wagons with appropriate RFID tags and ensure that the whole system has all the
necessary elements [18]. The biggest problem that arises is the equipping of rail
wagons with tags. This is very important because all wagons must be equipped
according to current standards and protocols, so that there is no difference, and that the
same system can be used everywhere, i.e. in all countries through which wagons pass.

Each tag should contain information about the wagon identification number, which
collects data about wagon series, subseries, technical data (maximum length over
buffers, load area, capacity, speed and etc.) as well as information about wagon
ownership, whether they can traffic in international traffic or not. Using the electronic
consignment note, it is possible to determine the exact information about the sender and
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the consignee, freight type and mass, as well as transport routing. Therefore, with the
information collected in this way, the train, wagon or goods contained in the wagon can
be easily identified throughout the entire transport process.

3.1 FUCOM-TOPSIS Model

As a potential location for this RFID device, railway organizational units for transport
operations were used. Total numbers of alternatives are 11, although Serbian railway
network is divided into twelve organizational units: Požarevac, Lapovo, Niš, Zaječar,
Kraljevo, Užice, Pančevo, Zrenjanin, Novi Sad, Subotica, and Ruma. Belgrade railway
section was not taken into consideration, because we assume that this section already
have RFID monitoring device.

Through analysis of the volume of traffic on the Serbian railway network, it is clear
that the majority of wagons cross the border crossings. Basing on this analysis and
through discussion with railway experts, the first assumption is that RFID devices
should be installed at each border crossing (Dimitrovgrad, Subotica, Šid, Ristovac,
Vršac, and Prijepolje teretna).

In addition, it implies the installation of the RFID monitoring device in the area of
the Belgrade railway junction, more precisely in the marshalling yard “Belgrade mar-
shalling yard - Makiš”, so, for this reason, Belgrade was not taken into consideration.

Considering all the input variables and the assumptions given, it is necessary to
create two models. For the first model, the macro location model, we use the FUCOM-
TOPSIS method for determining which organizational unit we can locate the RFID
device. The second model represents a fuzzy logic model for determining the exact part
of the railway line where to locate the RFID device.

We defined four main criteria:

– C1 - the volume of transport (wagons/year) - this criterion is expressed by the
number of wagons passing the train lines in the organizational unit. The total
number of wagons includes all freight wagons, in domestic and international traffic,
i.e. loading, unloading, and transit.

– C2 - participation of main train lines (number of lines) - this criterion is defined
through a number of main and regional lines and train line categories in each
organizational unit.

– C3 - number of international freight trains (number of trains/day) - this criterion is
defined as a number of regular and optional international freight trains that can
operate each day.

– C4 - number of domestic freight trains (number of trains/day) - this criterion is
defined as a number of regular and optional domestic freight trains that can operate
each day.

Each of the criteria needs to be maximized, which is logical, because by increasing
the volume of transport, the number of trains and the number of stripes served by the
section, it has a greater need for this system as more wagons will move in the area of
that section.
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Criteria for comparison and selecting the best alternative are described in the
previous section and their values are shown in Table 1.

Determining the weight coefficients of the criteria is one of the most delicate tasks
that can significantly affect on decision-making process and the final rank of the
alternatives, so special attention is paid to the determination of weight coefficients. In
this paper, weight coefficients are determined by FUCOM method, and final results are
presented in Table 2.

Based on previously defined input parameters and criteria weighting, the results of
TOPSIS method shows where to locate RFID device. The complete ranking of alter-
natives using the TOPSIS method is shown in Table 3.

Table 1. Initial decision making matrix.

Alternative C1 C2 C3 C4

Požarevac 63891 1 55 35
Lapovo 23562 3 71 60
Niš 34799 4 74 44
Zaječar 58602 1 3 28
Kraljevo 25845 1 10 30
Užice 27952 1 29 22
Subotica 12381 1 82 46
Novi Sad 23675 1 76 64
Zrenjanin 11312 1 16 26
Pančevo 43849 2 38 27
Ruma 30398 2 62 33

Table 2. Values of weight coefficients.

C1 C2 C3 C4

wi 0,332 0,167 0,255 0,246

Table 3. Ranking lists.

Alternative C Rank Alternative C Rank

Požarevac 0,6170 2 Subotica 0,4153 8
Lapovo 0,5341 3 Novi Sad 0,4921 4
Niš 0,6218 1 Zrenjanin 0,0880 11
Zaječar 0,4660 6 Pančevo 0,4705 5
Kraljevo 0,1997 10 Ruma 0,4527 7
Užice 0,2607 9
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Solving the model as the most suitable alternative, the alternative A3 (Niš) was
obtained. Alternative A1 is second best, and alternatives A5 and A9 are worst. The
model was also tested in the case of 12 alternatives when in addition to the existing
eleven organizational units, the Belgrade organizational unit was included. In that case,
the alternative Niš was the second choice immediately after Belgrade in both methods.

Obtaining a final solution using a multi-criteria analysis method is not a sufficient
indicator that this alternative is the most appropriate. In addition, it is necessary to
examine how the obtained solution changes depending on the change of the weight
coefficients of the criteria. Changes in the final ranking of alternatives in the MABAC
method is shown in Table 4.

Total number of different scenarios in the sensitivity analysis is 5 (S1–S5). Sce-
narios S1 to S5 shows the changes in ranking of alternatives when only one criterion is
prioritized and all other weights of criteria are the same (for example S1 - criterion C1
has a value 0,7 and all the others have equal values 0, 1). Scenario S5 means that all
criteria have uniform weights, and scenario S0 is one with real weight coefficients
obtained by FUCOM method.

As we can see from Table 4 there is relative stability of obtained results on changes
in weighting criteria. Alternative A3 is the best solution in 4 of 5 scenarios (83%) and in
one scenario this solution is in second place. Alternatives A5, A6 and A9 are mostly in
the last three places so that alternatives are not be considered as a potential solution.
Ranking of the other alternatives is more dependent on changes in values of the weight
coefficients.

The stability of the obtained results is also tested through other MCDM methods:
EDAS, ARAS, COPRAS, WASPAS, and MABAC. All the input values and weighted
coefficients are the same for all used methods, and comparison is shown in Fig. 1.

Based on Fig. 1 we can see that there is a very small difference between results for
all methods. Alternative A3 is the best solution for all six methods, which is an
adequate verification of the proposed model, an RFID device should be located in
operational unit Niš.

3.2 Fuzzy Set Theory Model

Each organizational unit on Serbian railways is divided into sections and it covers more
than one railway line. The borders stations of railway lines in the organizational unit

Table 4. Alternatives ranking for different weight criteria scenarios.

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 A11

S1 1 7 4 2 9 6 10 8 11 3 5
S2 5 2 1 8 10 9 7 6 11 4 3
S3 6 2 1 10 11 8 3 4 9 7 5
S4 5 3 1 7 8 11 4 2 10 9 6
S5 3 2 1 8 10 9 7 4 11 6 5
S0 2 3 1 6 10 9 8 4 11 5 7
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Niš, as the best solution obtained through the macro location model, are Dimitrovgrad,
Preševo and Kosanicka Rača. The model did not take into account the part of the
railway line to Lapovo, because a very small part of this line is under the jurisdiction of
the organizational unit of Niš.

The fuzzy set theory model represents micro-location model, which has four input
variables and one output variable. All input and output variables are defined by tri-
angular and trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. The input variables in the model are:

• x1 - condition of railway line (points) - input variable which is described as “bad”,
“good” and “excellent” section. This variable depends on many parameters like
condition of superstructure, condition of substructure, number, and condition of
railway objects, tunnels, number of restricted speed, maximum speed on the line,
minimum radius of curvature, incline, and track maintenance.

• x2 - number of loaded and unloaded wagons (wagons/day) - input variable
described as: “very low”, “low”, “medium”, “high” and “very high”.

• x3 - average number of wagons (wagons/day) - input variable described as “small”
and “large”.

• x4 - distance from the border station (km) - this input variable is described with
three fuzzy numbers: “low”, “medium” and “high”. Because of the assumption that
there are already installed RFID devices on border stations, sections more distant
from the border are the better solution.

The input variables of the fuzzy model for determining micro-location are shown in
Table 5.

After defining the input variables, the output variable called railway section (y) is
defined. The output variable is represented through three fuzzy numbers “bad”, “good”

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

MABAC EDAS ARAS COPRAS WASPAS TOPSIS

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6

A7 A8 A9 A10 A11

Fig. 1. Alternatives ranking by tested MCDM methods
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and “excellent”, and takes a value from the range of 0 to 10. The lowest rating indicates
that it is the worst, and the highest rating indicates that it is the best section for the
location of an RFID device. The output variable provides the location for the RFID
device to be installed, based on all values of the input variables. The division domain
for all input variables and the corresponding membership functions are shown in
Fig. 2.

Table 5. Input variables.

Railway line Railway section x1 x2 x3 x4
NIŠ - DIMGRAD NIŠ - Niška Banja Bad Very low Large Medium

Niška Banja - Dolac Bad Medium Large Low

Dolac - Bela Palanka Bad Very low Large Low
Bela Palanka - Pirot Bad Very high Large Low
Pirot - DIMITROVGRAD Good Very low Large Low

NIŠ - PREŠEVO NIŠ - Doljevac Good High Large High
Doljevac - Pečenjevce Excellent Very low Large Medium

Pečenjevce - Leskovac Good High Large Medium
Leskovac - Vladičin Han Bad Very low Large Medium
Vladičin Han - Vranje Bad Medium Large Low

Vranje - PREŠEVO Bad Low Large Low
NIŠ - KOSANIČKA
RAČA

NIŠ - Doljevac Good Very low Small Medium

Doljevac - Žitorađa Bad Very low Small Medium
Žitorađa - Prokuplje Bad Very low Small Medium
Prokuplje - Kuršumlija Bad Very low Small High

Kuršumlija - KOSANIČKA
RAČA

Good Very low Small High

Fig. 2. Membership functions for input and output variables.
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After determining all the values and the corresponding membership functions,
fuzzy rules database are defined. Since RFID still does not have its application on
Serbian Railways, the rules are defined based on the author’s experience and knowl-
edge, as well as in consultation with employees of Serbian railways. The total number
of rules in the model is 90. All rules are the same importance, with a value of 1.
Defining the rules is as follows:

R1: IF (condition of railway line is “bad”) and (number of loaded and unloaded
wagons is “very small”) and (average number of wagons is “small”) and (distance from
the border station is “short”) THEN (railway section is “bad”).

The model was tested for known values, obtained by the organizational unit Niš.
The most suitable location is the railway section Niš - Doljevac, which takes a value of
7.62 and belongs to the membership function “excellent”. This value was obtained for
the following input values: the condition of railway line is “satisfactory” (value 1.5),
the average number of wagons per section during 2018 was 8.21 trains per day, the
section distance from the border station was 157 km, and the number of loaded and
unloaded wagons per section is 116 wagons annually.

After determining all the values and the corresponding membership functions,
fuzzy rules database are defined. Since RFID still does not have its application on
Serbian Railways, the rules are defined based on the author’s experience and knowl-
edge, as well as in consultation with employees of Serbian railways. The total number
of rules in the model is 90. All rules are the same importance, with a value of 1.
Defining the rules is as follows:

R1: IF (condition of railway line is “bad”) and (number of loaded and unloaded
wagons is “very small”) and (average number of wagons is “small”) and (distance from
the border station is “short”) THEN (railway section is “bad”).

The model was tested for known values, obtained by the organizational unit Niš.
The most suitable location is the railway section Niš - Doljevac, which takes a value of
7.62 and belongs to the membership function “excellent”. This value was obtained for
the following input values: the condition of railway line is “satisfactory” (value 1.5),
the average number of wagons per section during 2018 was 8.21 trains per day, the
section distance from the border station was 157 km, and the number of loaded and
unloaded wagons per section is 116 wagons annually.

4 Conclusions

Consideration of the entire transport chain is extremely important in order to improve
the existing supply and to make the rail system more competitive and attractive. The
technologies of automatic marking and identification of products and other segments in
the work process have become an integral part of modern business information systems
of a large number of companies.

The results obtained from both models answer the question of where to locate the
RFID device. However, this is only a small contribution to the implementation of such
a rail system. First of all, it is necessary to include other services in order to make full
use of the system, to facilitate operation and to achieve greater automation of the
system. The introduction of such a system would lead to a better allocation of vehicular
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resources, and with appropriate interaction with other systems, it would be very easy to
automate the whole system to such an extent that the necessary paperwork accompa-
nying the train and records is automatically filled out, above all the ranking lists, and
bill of lading.

Statistics obtained through the use of this technology can show the highest values
for idling a wagon, that is, it could have the effect of increasing the bandwidth of the
line and identifying the problematic points where the wagon is most likely to stay on its
transport route. This can have the effect of reducing the waiting time of the wagon,
reducing the cost and affecting the timetable and improving and adapting it to users.

Further directions of development are reflected first and foremost in a more detailed
analysis of all the data that was needed to build the model. Specifically, it is necessary
to analyze the condition of the line in more detail, expand the analysis of the parameter
of the number of trains, in order to fully determine the number of trains operating on
the line (optional and regular) and to examine the cost-effectiveness of such a system.

The introduction of the RFID system will result in simpler procedures at border
crossings, will facilitate the work in marshalling yards as well as in the intermediate
stations, but will also facilitate the tracking of shipments as loading and unloading of
all wagons and types of trains throughout the railway network.
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Abstract. In this article, some hardware and system conditions for formation of
the automatic tracking system in two-channel onboard structures class are
considered. For that, common spatial target tracking task is separated into two
subtasks (by means of reasonable decomposition): autonomous flights in hori-
zontal and vertical axis from which last case is selected in this work. Using
features of quadcopter flight in vertical axis, procedure of differential equations
during its formulation is realized. Also structure of feedback actuator func-
tioning in one plane is developed in its work representation. Methods of func-
tioning matching of onboard feedback actuator and aircraft vehicle control
structures be means of combined control two-channel structures using are
suggested. For studying of methods of increasing of onboard automatic tracking
system dynamic accuracy of class under consideration, mathematical model of
such complex system is created and approved. In experimental imitation mode,
possibilities of automatic tracking system dynamic accuracy improvement are
verified.

Keywords: Automatic tracking � Feedback actuator � Optical direction finder �
Quadcopter � Complex technical system � Decomposition � Correction of
structure � Dynamic accuracy

1 Introduction

At the moment, field of technical aircraft tasks expands; its hardware solution is based
on unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) using. Among them, tasks required of tracking for
movable targets with high indexes of dynamic accuracy play important role in terms of
functioning. Solution of such tasks is based on modern control methods of UAV and
using of light helicopter type aircrafts – quadcopters (QC), particularly. While solution
of technical tasks of rapid maneuvers targets tracking, complex problems of defining of
QC flight control corresponded with the same target tracking modes of onboard
equipment are appeared. These problems are repeatedly investigated in technical
sources [1–4]. In this work, well-known methods of QC flight control synthesis are
considered [5–8], attending problems of structures in developing automatic tracking
systems (ATS) under consideration.

As one of the particular cases, type of ATS made on base of feedback actuator with
optical device (tracking error measurer) placed on QC is considered in this paper. It is
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demonstrated that among positive characteristic of such ATSs possibility of transition
to potentially perspective two-channel structures for dynamic accuracy increasing in
structural aspect is present in case of fulfillment of certain technical conditions.

In practice task of ATS dynamics research is appeared. Such research implements
via onboard optical device (OOD) which placed on QC.

2 Research Methods

It is rational to consider QC movements only in vertical axis for research of movable
targets tracking dynamic errors formation. This condition does not decrease value of
received results and allows to carry out such experiments with more simple equipment
at the same time.

Flight control system (FCS) implements quadcopter position control, and optical
load feedback actuator (OL FA) controls OOD observing line. Figure 1a shows
kinematics of formation of input signals and disturbances, functional block diagram of
ATS control is depicted in Fig. 1b.

Figure 1 has following designations: Rr and RQC are radius vectors of target and
quadcopter attitudes, respectively; ua

r is angle of target sight, ua
OL is angle of OL

rotation, h is error between these two angles; SRR and SRu are signal regenerators of
R̂r and ûr, respectively; KE is kinematic element of formation of ua

r .
ATS is complex technical spatial control system which consists of two subsystems –

FCS and OL FA. Thus, during systems design it is advisable to consider the task of
lower hierarchy level, namely task of one of two tracking plane dynamics research. For
this, kinematics of angle ua

r formation is represented while motion in OSXSYSZS axes

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of tracking mission: (a) kinematics of bodies mutual
arrangement in tracking mission, (b) generalized functional block diagram of ATS
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wherefore mass centers of quadcopter and target are displaced to BC and r points
(Fig. 1). In this case, flat version of quadcopter with half mass will be named «bicopter».

According to the mission of bicopter plane flight [10], forces applied to bicopter are
depicted in Fig. 2. Figure 2 has following designations of plane axes: OSXSYSZS,
O1XgYg, O1XVYV, O1X1Y1 are start, ground, aerodynamic and body axes, respectively.
Besides, O1 point is bicopter mass center. Also Fa and Fb are aerodynamic and drag
forces, respectively; 0BC and hBC are tilt angles of bicopter thrust force vectors FT and
its airspeed VBC in ground axes which is parallel to start axes, respectively.

According to D’Alembert’s principle one can write differential equation in aero-
dynamic axes:

mBC _VBC ¼ FT cos a�mBCg cos hBC �Fb;
mBCVBC

_hBC ¼ FT sin a�mBCg sin hBC �Fa:

�
ð1Þ

Fig. 2. Scheme of forces applied to bicopter
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Equation of bicopter rotational motion around fictitious axis OZ0 is formulated
according to D’Alembert’s principle as well:

IBC
d _0BC
dt

¼ F1 �F2ð ÞrBC þMa þMb; ð2Þ

where rBC is bicopter radius of gyration; Ma and Mb are aerodynamic and air bicopter
torques which depend on angle of attack a ¼ 0BC � hBC , its velocity _a, bicopter air-
speed VBC and air density nonlinearly.

Equations (1) and (2) are nonlinear and its direct solution is complicated problem.
It is advisable to use linearization methods of differential equations or simplified

practical method of linearization on the first stages of systems design of control systems
where plane representation of quadcopter spatial flight is employed.

For this, all aerodynamics effects applied to bicopter set to zero
Fa ¼ Fb ¼ Ma ¼ Mb ¼ 0, and also assume that bicopter flight corresponds to level
flight condition FT cos 0BC � mBCg. If bicopter flight along OSXS and OSYS axis is
considered autonomous, then while moving along OSXS axis hBC ¼ 90� and this angle
one can consider constant, thus, _hBC ¼ 0; while moving along OSYS axis hBC and this
angle one can consider constant as well ð _hBC ¼ 0Þ.

Therefore, Eqs. (1) and (2) are formulated as:

mBC _VBC ¼ FT cos 90� � 0BCð Þ ¼ FT sin0BC ¼ Fx
T ;

mBC _VBC ¼ FT cos 0BC �mBCg;
IBC

d _0BC
dt ¼ F1 �F2ð ÞrBC:

8<
: ð3Þ

We will add kinematics conditions to system of differential equations (3) with afore-
mentioned assumptions:

xBC ¼ xBC 0ð Þþ R
Vx
BCdt;

yBC ¼ yBC 0ð Þþ R
Vy
BCdt:

�
ð4Þ

Fig. 3. Structural scheme of bicopter FCS
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Based on [11], structural scheme of bicopter FCS one can represent as shown in Fig. 3
where SVA is stable velocity actuator; LC is load controller; Mload is external moment
applied to the bicopter; RBC ¼ xBCx0S þ yBCy0S.

Figure 4 shows scheme of design relationships of OL rotation center, OL mass
center and bicopter mass center, relative position of which determines the structure and
parameters of equations of ATS load. We will introduce following designations: Ox1y1
is basis of OL initial position (axes are parallel to body axes) and Ox2y2 is basis after
OL rotation to the uBC

OL angle, respectively; rvr is distance between quadcopter mass
center and OL rotation center; rm is distance between OL rotation and mass centers.

Absolute angular motion of bicopter will be defined by instantaneous angular
velocity xBC ¼ _0BC and infinitesimal rotation angle d0BC. Relative angular motion of
OL will be defined by instantaneous relative velocity _uBC

OL and infinitesimal relative
rotation angle duBC

OL.

One can write relationships for absolute and relative angular velocities of bicopter
and OL and also for absolute and relative infinitesimal rotation angles:

xa
OL ¼ xBC þ _uBC

OL ¼ xBC þxBC
OL;

dua
OL ¼ d0BC þ duBC

OL:

Fig. 4. Scheme of design relationships between solid bodies rotation and mass centers
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We will use Lagrange equation of the second kind relatively independent velocity
xBC

OL ¼ _uBC
OL and independent angle duBC

OL for formulation differential equations of
motion of mechanical subsystem (load for OL FA):

d
dt

@L
@xBC

OL

� �
¼ @L

@uBC
OL

; ð5Þ

where L ¼ TOL þUOL is Lagrange function; TOL and UOL are kinetic energy and
potential function of the system, respectively.

Kinetic energy of this system can be written as

TOL ¼ 1
2
mOLV

2
O þ 1

2
J xa

OL

� �2 þmOLVOVOm ; ð6Þ

where VO ¼ xBC � rvr; VOm ¼ xBC þxBC
OL

� � � rm; Om is OL mass center.
Potential function of this system can be written as

UOL ¼
Z

dAOL; ð7Þ

where dAOL ¼ Mdv � duBC
OL is infinitesimal work of active forces (torques) of the system.

It is worth to notice that kinetic energy (6) do not depends on infinitesimal rotation
angles and potential function (7) do not depends on instantaneous angular velocities.
Therefore, formula (5) can be written as:

d
dt

@TOL
@xBC

OL

� �
¼ @UOL

@uBC
OL

: ð8Þ

Considering relations for kinetic energy (6) and potential function (7) Eq. (8) can be
formulated as:

J
dxBC

OL

dt
þ J�OL

dxBC

dt
¼ Mdv; ð9Þ

where Mdv is torque of ATS actuator motor; J�OL ¼ mOL � rvr � rm þ JOL;
JOL ¼ Jdvq2 þ Jzer; Jdv and Jzer are moments of inertia of motor and deflected optical
element, respectively; q is gear ratio.

Structural scheme of OL FA incorporating to ATS subsystem is shown in Fig. 5
where Wpel is transfer function of optical bearing finder; Wreg is transfer function of
OL FA controller; Wum is transfer function of actuator amplifier; Wem

dv is transfer
function of electromagnetic subsystem of motor; Wcor is transfer function of feedback
compensator; Wgd is transfer function of gyroscopic sensor; Wdu is transfer function of
angular position transducer.
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Accept hypothesis that tracking of ground target moving horizontally with constant
velocity VT is implemented. In that case, OL FA input signal (equation for KE block in
Fig. 1b) can be described by

ua
r ¼ arctg

xr 0ð ÞþVrt� xBC
yBC

� �
:

Further, we assume that operation of onboard ATS devices implements on y0BC height
on the assumption of tactical task condition. Coordinates of R̂T vector in SRR block
correspond to relation (considering introduced condition yT ¼ 0):

x̂r ¼ x̂BC þ ŷBCtg ûBC
OL þ ĥ

� �
ð10Þ

Signals for formula (10) are measured by angular position transducer ûBC
OL

� �
, optical

bearing finder ðĥÞ and GLONASS sensor (x̂BC and ŷBC).
Therefore, ATS can be described by presence of cross couplings: from OL FA to

FCS along motor load response torque Mload ¼ �Mdv signal, from FCS to OL FA
along input signal ua

r xBC; yBCð Þ, and disturbance 0BC.

3 Results

Main performance criterion of ATS (quality indicator) is tracking error h value of
which is criterion of accomplishment efficiency of functional mission of specific aircraft
complex. Presence in ATS structure of above-mentioned cross couplings leads to h
increasing, thus, one of the useful methods of dynamic accuracy rising is different
structural methods to parry such couplings.

Fig. 5. Structural scheme of OL FA
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We will employ structure, which corresponds to combined control principles. It is
necessary to regenerate signal for implementation of this structure:

ûa
r ¼ ûa

OL þ ĥ: ð11Þ

In this case, the structure including blocks and connections which are depicted by
dashed lines in Fig. 1b is appeared (signal ûa

r regenerator SRu makes Eq. (11)).
Signals values for Eq. (9) are measured by gyroscopic sensor ðûa

OLÞ and optical bearing
finder ðĥÞ.

Figures 6 and 7 show plot of error h changing for the structure showing in Fig. 1b
not including blocks and connections which are depicted by dashed lines; besides, FCS
load is described by Eqs. (3) and (4), and OL FA load is described by Eq. (9). Also,
Figs. 6 and 7 show plot of error h for above-suggested structural compensation ATS
structure.

ATS initial structure settling time is 0.4 s, error h oscillation amplitude in steady
state is 1.72 arcmin. ATS compensated structure settling time is 0.37 s, error h
oscillation amplitude in steady state is 0.86 arcmin.

Fig. 6. Error signal plot of ATS (in the interval 0 � 1 s)
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4 Discussion

Structure of plane ATS suggested in this paper allows to carry out comparative
researches of this system dynamics in accordance with error h value criterion on this
level.

Suggested ATS structure creation method in one plane allows to introduce various
real factors of ATS devices production and consideration of disturbances.

Mathematical modelling verifies improvement possibility of dynamic accuracy of
ATS considered type.
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Abstract. Aim of this research is to assess the influence of the wave gear with
rolling bodies (further WGRB) design parameters on the kinematic error. In the
research, method of estimating kinematic error using MSC.ADAMS, conver-
gence of which is shown by the results of the experiment, was used. The article
suggests possible actions to reduce the kinematic error without significant
increase in the cost of production; affection of design parameters of WGRB parts
to the kinematic error is analyzed; influence of WGRB parts dimension devia-
tions on the kinematic error is defined. According to the results of the research,
the following conclusions can be made: methodology for determining the
kinematic error of WGRB parts depending on deviations of the size and shape of
the parts working surfaces is obtained and verified; static component of the
kinematic error is inversely proportional to the wave former diameter;
smoothness of the gear increases with increase in the number of rolling bodies;
tightening tolerance on the diameter of the rolling body leads to significant
decrease in the magnitude of the static component kinematic error; 3 angular
minutes value of the kinematic error of the WGRB is obtained in the manu-
facture of working surfaces of parts with 6 tolerance grade.

Keywords: Wave gear with rolling bodies � MSC.ADAMS � Kinematic error

1 Introduction

Research of the design parameters influence of the WGRB on the kinematic error is
carried out in the framework of assessing the practical significance of methods for
calculating the kinematic error of the WGRB (similar tasks were studied in [1–9] for
other mechanisms with clearances).

Previously, the authors considered the following methods for calculating the kine-
matic error of WGRB, as well as their advantages and disadvantages are considered:

(1) method for simulating the kinematic error of WGRB in a Siemens NX CAD
system;

(2) method for simulating the kinematic error of WGRB in the MSC.ADAMS CAE
system (for details on working in MSC.ADAMS with reference to this task, see
[10, 11]);

(3) analytical method for determining the kinematic error of the WGRB.
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At the moment, there are no researches that would allow to estimate the value of
kinematic error at the stage of design documentation development for WGRB
depending on the selected parameters of WGRB (number of rolling bodies, main
dimensions of gear, etc.).

2 Research Methods

The research of the WGRB design parameters influence on the kinematic error is
carried out with the method of simulating the functioning of WGRB in MSC.ADAMS.

To confirm that the method of simulating of WGRB functioning in MSC.ADAMS
is reliable, computational calculations and experimental work are carried out.

For the experimental determination of the WGRB kinematic error, the “Diakin-3”
kinematomer, which consists of two high-precision angle sensors (encoders) with
information acquisition and processing system, is used. Encoders are connected using
clutches to the drive and driven shafts of the WGRB and uniform rotation of the drive
shaft is implemented, first in one direction and then in the opposite direction, so that the
driven shaft made at least one full turn in both directions. Based on discrepancy
between the angles of rotation of the drive and driven shafts, kinematic error is plotted.
Figure 1 shows the graphs of kinematic errors that are obtained from the results of
experimental work and via MSC.ADAMS.

Analyzing the kinematic error graphs obtained during experimental work and via
modeling in MSC.ADAMS allows to determine that the static component differs by no
more than 8%, the harmonic component (associated with the speed of wave former
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Fig. 1. Graphs of kinematic errors obtained from the results of the experimental work and with
via MSC.ADAMS
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rotation) differs by no more than 20%. From this, it follows that for the problem of
tolerances selection in order to ensure the required accuracy of the gear, the simulation
method of the WGRB in the MSC.ADAMS provides a sufficient degree of convergence.

3 Results

In order to assess how the design parameters of the WGRB affect on the kinematic
error, electronic models of the product (hereafter, the EMP) of the WGRB have been
developed with six different sets of design parameters (hereafter referred to as types).
Table 1 shows the nominal WGRB parameters for these types.

For each of the design types in accordance with Table 1 MSC.ADAMS model is
prepared. To investigate the influence of the WGRB design parameters on the kine-
matic error of gear, three series of computational experiments are carried out.

The first series of computational experiments is aimed to determining the minimum
possible value of the static component of the WGRB kinematic error when selecting
tolerances of with 6 tolerance grade for the following deviations: deviation by the
diameter of the rolling body, deviation by the diameter of the wave former, deviation
by the size of the separator hole diameter, inaccuracy of rigid wheel manufacturing.
According to this computational experiment, it was determined that fifth-type design
has a minimum static component of the WGRB kinematic error with deviations of 6
tolerance grade (about 0.048°, which corresponds to 3 angular minutes, the kinematic
error graph is shown in Fig. 2). For comparison, Fig. 3 also shows the graph of the
kinematic error of the WGRB for the first-type design according to 6 tolerance grades.
The magnitude of the static component for this type of design is 0.108° (6.48 angular
minutes).

Modeling showed that without significant increase in the cost of part production for
the WGRB (the machine park existing at the machine-building enterprises allows to
produce parts of tolerance grade 6 with acceptable cost) it is possible to achieve
kinematic error of the WGRB not more than 3 angular minutes by the static compo-
nent. Simulations also showed that with increase in the number of rolling bodies, the

Table 1. Design parameters of WGRB

Design parameters Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 Type 5 Type 6

Diameter of rolling body, mm 10 20 10 10 20 20
Type of rolling body Roller Roller Roller Roller Roller Roller
Diameter of wave former, mm 52 104 110 84 220 168
Size of hole in separator, mm 10 20 10 10 20 20
Eccentricity, mm 2 4 2 2 4 4
Number of rolling bodies 9 9 18 14 18 14
The number of the rigid wheel periods 10 10 19 15 19 15
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Fig. 2. The graph of the kinematic error for the fifth-type design according to 6 tolerance grade
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Fig. 3. Graphs of the kinematic error for the first- and fifth-type design according to 6 tolerance
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high-frequency component decreases (it is shown for example in Fig. 3 for types 1 and
5: for type 1, the number of rolling bodies is 9, for type 5 the number of rolling bodies
is 18).

In the second series of computational experiments for type 1, deviations of 6
tolerance grade are introduced for the following elements: separator hole size (devia-
tion equals to 0.009 mm), wave former diameter (deviation equals to 0.019 mm),
rolling body diameter (deviation equals to 0.009 mm).

Further, the above-mentioned deviations are introduced into all remaining types of
WGRB designs in order to determine the influence of the gear design parameters on the
value of WGRB kinematic error.

Figure 4 shows that the value of the wave former diameter influences on the static
component significantly: with increase in the diameter of the wave former the mag-
nitude of the kinematic error decreases. Also Fig. 4 shows that the diameter of the
rolling bodies does not significantly affect on the magnitude of WGRB kinematic error:
with increase in the diameter of the rolling body by 2 times (type 2 and type 3) with
practically unchanged diameter of the wave former, kinematic error on the static
component has a slight change. This means that the larger the diameter of the wave
former, the smaller the kinematic error on the static component can be achieved. The
allowable size of gear limits the diameter of the wave former. It is also obvious that
with increase of rolling bodies number the high-frequency component of the kinematic
error decreases (the smoothness of the transmission increases).

Figure 4 shows graphs of the kinematic error for various types of WGRB designs.
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Fig. 4. Graphs of kinematic error for various types of designs
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In the third series of computational experiments, second-type design is simulated
with the following deviations: the inaccuracy of rigid wheel manufacturing (in the
direction of increasing kinematic error) is 0.024 mm (which corresponds to 6 tolerance
grade), the deviation for the size of hole in separator is 0.021 mm (which corresponds
to 7 tolerance grade), the deviation by the value of the diameter of the rolling bodies is
equal to 0.021 mm (which corresponds to 7 tolerance grade), the deviation by the value
of the diameter of the wave former is equal to 0.035 mm (which corresponds to 7
tolerance grade). Call the tolerance set No. 0. Figure 5 shows a graph of the kinematic
error for given set of tolerances.

The next goal is pursued in the simulation: tightening of which tolerance will
maximally reduce the value of the static component of kinematic error. The reduction
of inaccuracies in the production of a rigid wheel by 0.012 mm is taken as a base, thus
the inaccuracy of rigid wheel manufacturing is 0.012 mm (which corresponds to 4
tolerance grade). Such tightening of the tolerance will lead to significant complication
of the manufacturing process of a rigid wheel, as well as increase in the cost of
manufacturing a rigid wheel and controlling the made dimensions. The remaining sets
of tolerances also have tightening on one of the types of tolerances on the value of
0.012 mm.

Table 2 shows the following sets of tolerances (for each set, tightening the toler-
ance is carried out only for one size): set of tolerances No. 1 (tightening the tolerance
on the size of the separator hole), set of tolerances No. 2 (tightening the tolerance for
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Fig. 5. Graphs of kinematic error for tolerance set No. 0
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inaccurate manufacturing of the rigid wheel), set of tolerances No. 3 (tightening the
tolerance on the diameter of the wave former), set of tolerances No. 4 (tightening the
tolerance on the diameter of the rolling bodies).

Figure 6 shows the graphs for different sets of tolerances. Figure 6 shows that the
least preferred solution is to select the tolerance set No. 1 (tightening the tolerance on
the size of the separator hole): with insignificant reduction in the kinematic error, the
cost of manufacturing of the separator will increase by several times.

Using set of tolerances No. 2 or No. 3 is also impractical due to slight decrease in
kinematic error with increase in the cost of production of the gear (in the case of
tightening the tolerance for the manufacture of rigid wheel, the production of rigid
wheel with the specified tolerance is almost impossible). The most preferable solution
is set of tolerances No. 4: using standard rollers of class I accuracy significantly reduces
the kinematic error (compared to other sets of tolerances) without significantly
increasing the cost of the production process.

Table 2. Tolerance set description

Tolerance set
No. 0 No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4

Tolerance value for inaccuracies in the
manufacture of a rigid wheel

0,024 0,024 0,012b 0,024 0,024

Tolerance value on the size of the
separator hole

0,021 0,009a 0,021 0,021 0,021

Tolerance value for wave diameter 0,035 0,035 0,035 0,023c 0,035
Tolerance value for rolling bodies
diameter

0,021 0,021 0,021 0,021 0,009d

Comments:
afor a separator, tightening the tolerance to 0.009 mm corresponds to 5 tolerance grade, this will
lead to significant increase in the cost of manufacturing the separator;
bfor a rigid wheel, tightening the tolerance to 0.012 mm corresponds to 4 tolerance grade,
making a rigid wheel with such parameters is either not possible with the existing technological
base, or will increase the cost of manufacturing the rigid wheel by orders of magnitude;
cfor a wave former, tightening of the tolerance to 0.023 mm corresponds to 6 tolerance grade,
this will lead to insignificant (possibly not changing the cost) increase in the cost of
manufacturing of the wave former;
dfor rolling bodies, tightening the tolerance to 0.009 mm corresponds to the choice of I class of
accuracy rolling bodies, the use of standard rolling bodies will not significantly increase the cost
of manufacturing of the gear.
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4 Discussion

The given method of determining the kinematic error of WGRB depending on devi-
ations of the dimensions and shape of the working surfaces of its parts is verified by
experiment with acceptable accuracy. According to the results of the research, the
following conclusions can be made:

– there is an opportunity to manufacture a WGRB with deviations in details of 6
tolerance grade, the kinematic error of which in the static component will not
exceed 3 angular minutes;

– with an increase wave former diameter, the kinematic error in the static component
decreases significantly: for example, with an increase in the wave former diameter
by 4 times, the static component of the kinematic error also decreases by 4 times;

– with increase in the number of rolling bodies increases the smoothness of the gear;
– tightening of the tolerance for the diameter of the rolling bodies leads to significant

decrease in the kinematic error of the WGRB in terms of the static component.

These conclusions can be used by designers as recommendations when designing
gears based on WGRB in order to obtain the required kinematic error. This article
considers the limited set of deviations, and therefore in future researches it is planned to
carry out a research of other types of deviations by the magnitude of the kinematic
error.
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Fig. 6. Graphs of the kinematic error of the WGRB for different sets of tolerances.
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Abstract. The article deals questions of the behavior of various materials of
construction of the permanent way and engineering structures under high-
frequency vibration exposure, which occurs during high-speed movement of the
carriages, possible changes in the microstructure rail steel in the field gigacycles
loadings. Some traditional materials when exposed to a large number of cycles
of load application (108–1010) are destroyed by voltages that were previously
considered acceptable. In the modern normative documents is considered basic,
if the material is able to withstand 107 cycles of loading, the level of the relevant
stress is the fatigue limit of the material, the material itself is not destroyed by
the increasing number of cycles. Nonetheless, the results of current research
demonstrate the values of fatigue limits gigacycles loadings, as well as the
emergence of new failure mechanisms under high-frequency effects. High fre-
quency dynamic load can occur not only under the action of external loads
corresponding frequency, but the imposition of harmonics of different fre-
quencies, for example, under the action of vibration from the moving crew,
temperature or vibration of the elements of the railway track, and artificial
structures that are traversed by this path. The impact gigacycle load and study
the obtained results allow modeling the life cycle of rails by skipping the
required train load and to build a forecast of the behaviour of whips in different
areas when skipping to 1000 million gross tons.

Keywords: High-frequency vibration exposure � Changes
in the microstructure � Rail steel � Gigacycles loadings � Fatigue limit �
Modeling the life cycle of rails

1 Introduction

The development of modern transport systems is characterized by the increased speeds
of vehicles, this trend is evident for the railroads. Optimization of railway operations
connected with the increase in the load on the wheelset axles, increase in the number of
cars, which in General leads to intensification of use of transport infrastructure,
including such item as a rail-sleeper grid. A pressing issue is the condition of occur-
rence of the limit state design and its individual elements. An important role in this
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formulation is played by mechanical properties of materials, even well-studied, but
used in the new loading conditions. Insufficiently studied is the question of the
behavior of various materials of construction of the permanent way and engineering
structures under high-frequency vibration exposure, which occurs during high-speed
movement of the carriages. Little-studied possible changes in the microstructure rail
steel in the field gigacycles loadings.

Gigacycle phenomenon of fatigue of structural materials, including steel aroused
scientific interest a few decades ago [1, 2], but these earlier studies were more theo-
retical. Currently, in connection with increasing the speed of repetition of crews and, in
General, more intensive use of linear transportation facilities, such studies are
becoming more practical. Many researchers have noted that some traditional materials
when exposed to a large number of cycles of load application (108–1010) are destroyed
by voltages that were previously considered acceptable [3]. In the modern normative
documents is considered basic, if the material is able to withstand 107 cycles of
loading, the level of the relevant stress is the fatigue limit of the material, the material
itself is not destroyed by the increasing number of cycles [4–6]. Nonetheless, the results
of current research [1–4] demonstrate the values of fatigue limits gigacycles loadings,
as well as the emergence of new failure mechanisms under high-frequency effects.
High frequency dynamic load can occur not only under the action of external loads
corresponding frequency [7–10], but the imposition of harmonics of different fre-
quencies, for example, under the action of vibration from the moving crew, temperature
or vibration of the elements of the railway track, and artificial structures that are
traversed by this path (Fig. 1(a)).

The impact gigacycle load and study the obtained results allow modeling the life
cycle of rails by skipping the required train load and to build a forecast of the behaviour
of whips in different areas when skipping to 1000 million gross tons. In terms of
laboratory facilities Moscow State University of Transport and Far Eastern Federal
University, this might take a few weeks instead of several years in landfill conditions.

2 Research Technique and Results

Statistics of detected rail defects shows that the most significant are the operational
defects originating from the impact of rolling stock on the rail and manifested in the
form of peeling, chipping metal head rail and fractures, due to a lack of contact fatigue
strength of the metal (Fig. 2). In pic. 2. and provided the code defect 30G.1 in the new
NTD is it a defect 30.1 – longitudinal cracks in the head, and pic. 2.b – defect code 21.2
– transverse fatigue crack in the head in the form of a light or dark spot, arising from
internal or external longitudinal cracks formed due to lack of contact fatigue strength of
metals, and led to the failure of the rail after missing the warranty of the tonnage out of
the joint. However, the causes of such defects and, especially, methods of their
detection at early stages, do not seem to be fully studied, as previously were not
considered high-frequency components of the loading and behavior of materials ele-
ments of paths when gigacycles influences.
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To study the effect of high frequency impacts was taken a fragment through-
hardened rail with a welded seam. Samples from different zones of welded rail were
investigated by the method of atomic-emission analysis to determine elemental com-
position. The results of the analysis are shown in Table 1.

Thus, as in the case of domestic rail steels, roughly correspond to compositions of
spring steels and steels for wear-resistant castings. Typical of such steels structure
contains about 100% pearlite. Consider two sample RSM-ZS and the RSM-OM cut
from different zones of the initial segment of the rail. In the course of sample RSM-3C
microscopes to get a Fig. 3.

This sample has a pearlite structure. The typical size of pearlite colonies – 50…
100 mkm. In addition, the sample has considerable porosity, characteristic pore size of
about 10 mkm. The microhardness of the sample (Table 2) is quite uniform, corre-
sponds to troostite.

a) b) c)

Fig. 1. (a) Metal railway bridge across the river at the site of the Privolzhskaya railway;
(b) Defects of rails: defect code 30G.1; (c) Defects of rails: defect code 21.2.

Table 1. Results of the elemental analysis of the welded rail, mass %.

Item Base metal The weld metal

C 0.7334…0.7628 0.7698…1.0643 (average value 0.8570)
Mn 0.8237…0.8387 0.7107…0.8105
Si 0.2964…0.3330 0.6843…0.9038
Cr 0.0697…0.0856 0.1128…0.1203
Mo 0.0031…0.0074 0.0246…0.0277
W 0.0010…0.0022 0.0020…0.0069
Ti 0.0035…0.0052 0.0010…0.0037
V 0.0354…0.0377 0.1433…0.1609
Ni 0.0685…0.0900 0.0580…0.0879
Cu 0.1175…0.1343 0.0558…0.0750
S 0.0100…0.0126 0.0059…0.0151
P 0.0123…0.0138 0.0143…0.0177

About the brand −70G or
75G

About the brand 80GSL, increased content of
vanadium
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Examining a sample of the RSM-OM, we get the following data, presented in
Fig. 3 and in Table 3.

a) b)

Fig. 2. Sample RSM-3C: (a) an increase of 100x, (b) an increase 500x.

a) b)  

Fig. 3. Sample RSM-OM: (a) an increase of 100x, (b) an increase 500x.

Table 2. Microhardness of the sample RSM-3C.

Center 100 mkm 200 mkm 300 mkm 400 mkm 500 mkm 600 mkm 700 mkm 800 mkm 900 mkm 1000 mkm Shank

427 460 435 407 407 378 458 412 471 491 457 497

385 397 430 402 460 427 509 448 429 389 427 440

478 370 429 471 395 445 464 432 424 380 415 478

480 415 406 421 437 440 424 419 422 395 400 389

482 362 446 406 433 396 413 376 405 380 425 440
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The sample has a pearlite structure with a characteristic size of colonies 30…
50 mkm. Slightly porous, characteristic pore size less than 5 mkm. The microhardness
of the sample is uniform, corresponds to the sorbitol or troostite.

Primary structure analysis can be done and the determination of microhardness can
draw the following conclusions: loading the welding zone of the rail with the amplitude
of the voltage ra = 370 MPa on the basis of 1.16 � 109 cycles didnt lead to occurrence
of fatigue cracks or other structural changes. However, to ensure that this mode of
loading for welded joints of rails is safe, it is necessary to study a larger number of
samples.

If we consider the work of the rail under the influence of mounted wheels, we can
say that the main areas of concentration alternating stresses are concentrated along the
rail head at a depth of from 3 to 14 mm from the tread surface. It is this part of the track
design often experiences a high frequency of exposure, which may be significantly
intensified in the presence of defects in the wheels (weld-on deposit, slid flat, etc.). In
the presence of defects of mounted wheels changes the nature of the interaction
between wheel and rail, and the Hertz contact model (1), generally fair to small speeds
of movement, must be replaced with other dependencies, linking the strength of the
interaction, the local deformation of the materials of the contacting bodies, move with
connection do not see into account of wave and oscillatory processes, e.g., viscoelastic
model with an exponential kernel of relaxation (2) or a viscoelastic model with frac-
tional derivatives of Riemann-Liouville (3):

P ¼ ka3=2; ð1Þ

P tð Þ ¼ E1 a� wð Þ � E1

s1

Z t

0
ð _a� _wÞe�t�t1

s1 dt0; ð2Þ

Pþ syDyP ¼ E1s
yDy a� wð Þ; DyP ¼ d

dt

Z t

0

p t � t0ð Þ
~A 1� yð Þt0y dt

0; ð3Þ

here a - local wrinkling of the material of rail and wheel, k is a coefficient determined
by the geometry of the contacting bodies and the elastic characteristics of the material,
E1 is the modulus of elasticity of the region of interaction between mounted wheels and
rail, w – move the bottom edge of the rail, r1 – Poisson’s ratio for mounted wheels [2,
8], s1 ¼ n1=E1, s1 is the relaxation time in the case of the viscoelastic model, η1 –

coefficient of viscous resistance, c (0 < c � 1) – parameter fragmentation. In the
presence of defects on the tread surface of mounted wheels is not only a change in the

Table 3. The microhardness of the sample RSM-OM.

Center 100 mkm 200 mkm 300 mkm 400 mkm 500 mkm 600 mkm 700 mkm 800 mkm 900 mkm 1000 mkm Shank

346 343 355 380 368 359 354 342 332 355 341 384

366 362 348 371 385 365 355 361 362 372 356 372

372 350 375 375 360 365 359 357 350 360 350 373

331 348 353 370 368 361 359 340 347 341 370 365

376 371 359 357 351 346 339 338 358 357 351 361
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solution of the contact problem and stress distribution near the region of interaction of
wheel and rail, but changes the whole picture of the wave processes in the assembled
rails and sleepers, which can lead to an increase in the intensity fluctuations and
gigacycle loads on the individual elements of the permanent way. One of the objectives
of the present work is to study the influence of high frequency vibration
(f = 20000 Hz) on the structure of low-carbon steel in low-cycle and gigacycle fields
with amplitudes in excess of and equal to the tensile strength. As a model of low-
carbon steel was chosen as the steel St3sp (GOST 535-88). After high-frequency
loading of the samples was investigated and their microstructure and microhardness in
the axial section.

For fabrication of specimens (Fig. 4) used steel St3sp (GOST 535-88) in the form
of a rod with a diameter of 12 mm. Fatigue tests samples were performed on the
ultrasonic testing machine USF-2000 (Shimadzu, Japan) with a frequency of 20 kHz.

In Fig. 4 the center of the spigot shaft corresponds approximately to the left side of
the picture, the area of the spigot shaft – 0–300 mkm from the center; the transition
zone of 300–600 mkm from the center; the “unmodified” area – more than 600 mkm
from the center.

For conducting metallographic studies of the samples were cut the middle part with
a length of 27 ± 1 mm (subject to maximum loads) and bush in acrylic resin. The
pressing was performed on press machine MECAPRESS 3 (Presi, France) at a tem-
perature of 150 °C. Then successively polished on abrasive paper, grit from P180 to
P1200, and polished on diamond suspension with a particle size of 9 mkm to 1 mkm.
Processing was performed in such a way that the result obtained in the axial section
closest to the axis of the specimen. Grinding and polishing were performed on grinding
and polishing machines MECATECH 234 (Presi, France) using modes and consum-
ables recommended by the manufacturer.

Fig. 4. Sample for high frequency testing.
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After polishing the samples were washed under running water, then distilled water,
then removal of fat with 50% isopropyl alcohol. Then the samples were pickling 4%
solution of nitric acid in isoamyl alcohol, washed with distilled water and dried with a
cotton swab. Optical metallographic examination was carried out on EclipseMA200
inverted-stage microscope (Nikon, Japan) at magnifications 50�, 100�, 200�, 500�
and 1000�.

Afterwards the samples were investigated by scanning electron microscope Carl-
ZeissUltra+. After the study of the microstructure was measured by microhardness
testing of the samples on the microhardness tester HMV-G-FA-D (Shimadzu, Japan).
In this work were investigated two samples selected from the test series with different
stress amplitudes in a symmetrical cycle of loading.

Sample No. 1 was tested at an amplitude loading of 690 MPa, number of cycles to
the exit of the resonance N = 1,5 � 104. After the test, the sample was observed with a
spigot shaft with a diameter 0.1 mm smaller than the original, and on the spigot shaft
and the contiguous zone (out of a total width of 8 mm) observed color of a tint, mostly
purple and blue. This indicates that, despite the continuous cooling of the compressed
air in the process of loading, this area was heated up to 280–300 °C [5].

Sample No. 2 was tested at an amplitude of 390 MPa, and after 2.0159 � 109

loading cycles it imploded and didn’t even have visible signs of deformation.
For the study the microstructures of the samples after the destruction of the high

frequency gigacycle load applied optical and electron microscopy. At the beginning we
present the results of photographing by means of an optical microscope image thus
obtained can be processed using modern software systems control and monitoring for
the presence of certain structures, defects and inclusions.

On Fig. 5a shows the microstructure of sample No. 1 after the test (increase of
100x), obtained using optical microscopy. The left side of picture corresponds to the
neck, right side – section near the end of the sample. This picture illustrates very well
the processes of change in the steel structure that occurs when an increase in peak
stresses under high-frequency load. Conditionally it can be divided into three zones:

1. the area on the right edge of the picture corresponds to the section with the largest
area, that is having a smaller load. In this zone, the structure meets St3sp (GOST
535-88) (conditionally – «unchanged structure»);

2. in the middle of the ferrite grain is mostly still retain their shape (although it starts
crushing), pearlite noticeable changes occur. In particular, changes the color of the
pearlite colonies after etching (conventionally, «the intermediate zone»);

a) b) c)) d)

Fig. 5. Microstructure of sample №1 (optical microscopy) after the test: (a) 100x;
(b) «unchanged structure» 1000x; (c) «the intermediate zone» 1000x; (d) the «neck» 1000x.
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3. the left part of picture corresponds to the thinnest part of the specimen experiencing
the maximum load and deformed with a necking. In this zone there is an intensive
crushing of the ferrite grains, as well as further changes in the structure of pearlite
and expansion of pearlite colonies at the expense of neighboring ferrite grains
(suspended – «neck»).

The structure of these three zones with increasing 1000x (optical microscopy) is
shown in Fig. 5b, c, d.

In Fig. 6a shows the microstructure of sample No. 2 after the test (increase of
100x), obtained using optical microscopy. Shooting location corresponds exactly to the
geometric center of the working part of the specimen, i.e. the place where was sup-
posed to form the neck.

As you can see from this picture, corresponds to the structure of the steel St3sp
(GOST 535-88), the impact loading is not observed. It should be noted that peak stress
when testing this sample approximately matches the tensile strength of St3sp when
tested according to standard procedures, was therefore carried out a targeted search for
structural changes across the longitudinal section of the specimen. Despite this, any
significant changes (which could be unambiguously fix optical microscopy) could not
be found. In Fig. 6b shows the microstructure of sample No. 2 at the same point when
you zoom 1000x.

a) b)

Fig. 6. The microstructure of sample No. 2 (optical microscopy) after the test: (a) 100x;
(b) 1000x.

a)  b)   c) 

Fig. 7. Microstructure of specimen No. 1 (electron microscopy) in the area of «original
structure» by increasing: (a) 500x; (b) 5000x; (C) 20000x.
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The capabilities of modern electron microscopy give much greater opportunity to
present the microstructure of the material, as in Fig. 7a, b, c shows photographs of the
microstructure of sample №1, is made approximately 2 mm from the cervical (in the
area of «original structure») at magnifications of 500x, 5000x and 20000x. The pho-
tograph with magnification of 500x (Fig. 8a) allows to assess the structure of this point
in general: the characteristic grain size of ferrite is 15-30 microns, pearlite is about 25%
of the total area of the image. Image at higher magnifications (Fig. 7b, c) allow to
estimate the structure of the pearlite at this point: crystals of cementite constituent of
pearlite, have a form of plates with a typical thickness of 0.2–0.3 mkm and a length of
1–5 mkm.

In Fig. 8a, b, c shows photographs of the microstructure of sample No. 1 in the
intermediate zone at magnifications of 1000x, 5000x and 20000x.

As can be seen from Fig. 8a, b, c in the «intermediate zone», the following changes
occur: (1) there is fragmentation of the plates of cementite included in the pearlite;
(2) the field of pearlite increases due to the field of ferrite; (3) decreasing the charac-
teristic size of grains of ferrite.

In the cervical area (Fig. 9a, b) observed the same changes as in the «intermediate
zone», but to the maximum extent. Thus, the characteristic grain size of ferrite in the
cervix 5–15 microns (2–2.5 times less than in the unmodified zone) and the pearlite is
about 50–60% of the area of the image.

b) a) c) 

Fig. 8. The microstructure of sample No. 1 in the «twilight zone» by increasing: (a) 1000x;
(b) 5000x; (c) 20000x.

a) b) 

Fig. 9. The microstructure of sample No. 1 in the area of the cervix by increasing: (a) 5000x;
(b) 20000x.
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In Fig. 10a, b shows the microstructure of sample No. 2 at the thinnest part (where
presumably had formed the neck) at magnifications of 1000x, 5000x and 20000x.

As can be seen from Fig. 10a, b microstructure of sample No. 2 is subjected to the
most significant stresses that are almost similar to the microstructure of sample No. 1 in
the «unmodified» area and does not have any changes, similar to those observed in the
spigot shaft and the intermediate zone of sample No. 1.

3 Discussion of the Results

On the basis of the conducted researches and obtained results we can draw the fol-
lowing conclusions.

1. With increasing amplitude of stress changes in the structure of rail steel begins with
perlite. Likely, the first is the chattering of cementite as the most fragile phase. Then
the shattered crystals of cementite shift to the area initially occupied by free ferrite,
also the crushing of grains of ferrite. The nature of the changes in the perlite visible
in particular on Figs. 5b, 6b, 7b;

2. Compared to the microhardness of pearlite at 1100 mkm from the center of the
spigot shaft, the microhardness of pearlite in the zone of the spigot shaft is higher in
2.5–3 times, in the transition zone – about 2 times. To emphasise the high
microhardness of pearlite in the zone of the spigot shaft, can be compared with
hardness values of steel U8, having in the annealed condition is purely a pearlite
structure. Standard steel has a hardness of HRC 58–59 (which roughly corresponds
to the HV 710–740 [6]) after quenching and tempering at 200–220 °C [7] or after
isothermal annealing at 250 °C [8], i.e. such values roughly correspond to the
hardness of the martensite tempering or upper limit for bainite.

a) b) 

Fig. 10. The microstructure of sample No. 2 in place of the alleged spigot shaft with increasing:
(a) 5000x; (b) 20000x.
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3. At the distance of 600–900 mkm from the center of the spigot shaft microhardness
commensurate with the transitional zone, increasing the image of a section of the
sample to 1000� shows that the structure is similar to that observed at 1100 mkm
from the center of the spigot shaft. This phenomenon needs additional study.

4. Microhardness of ferrite in all areas about the same and is in the range of 200–
230 HV.

5. Loading St3sp with an amplitude of 390 MPa and a frequency of 20 kHz on the
basis of 2 � 109 cycles does not cause fatigue damage and even changes in the
microstructure, that shows the dependence of fatigue characteristics of materials on
the frequency of loading.

6. In general, the method employed allows to investigate changes in metal elements
subject to action of high-frequency gigacycle load and can be used when selecting
materials for different designs of high-speed transport systems.

7. The study gigacycle dynamic effects on the rail will allow you to build a prediction
model of its state for the entire life cycle up to pass 1 billion tons gross train load.
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Abstract. The aim of the study is to develop a system of indicators for a
comprehensive assessment of transport and storage systems in general and
individual logistics facilities. The main object of evaluation is terminal and
warehouse infrastructure of railways. The complexity of the assessment consists
in determining the number and location of the nodes of the terminal network,
their composition, development stage and functionality. The assessment con-
siders the state of the flow processes of technological and economic origin, as
well as the impact of the multiplicative effect. The Logistic rationing system
uses the methods of logistics, economics, planning the operational work of
railway transport. In addition, it integrates the transport, logistics and economic
indicators of transport and storage systems, it reflects the logistic work in the
terminal warehouse cargo service, which was not previously considered in the
statistics of railway transport. Within the framework of the new applied
methodology - terminalistics - a system of indicators has been proposed for
rationing the activity of the terminal and warehouse infrastructure facilities. This
system was automated in the software developed by the authors, which made it
possible to formulate several functional dependencies. The results of this study
can be applied by railway companies in assessing the current operational status
of the terminal and warehouse infrastructure; in the rational design of the ter-
minal network and in planning the work of rail transport in general.

Keywords: Logistics � Transport and storage system � Rationing system

1 Introduction

The logistics infrastructure of the region is the basis of its successful development. The
ability of regional enterprises to integrate into market relations, both nationally and
internationally, depends on the state of the terminal and warehouse network. The
importance of the development of logistics infrastructure and its ability to influence the
integration of regions into the system of world economic relations is noted in the
authors’ early works [1, 2]. The size of logistical costs directly depends on the state of
the logistics infrastructure. The reduction in logistics costs has a direct impact on the
expansion of interregional cooperation [3] and increases the competitiveness of the
state in the international arena [4].
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Today, not less than 5 thousand logistic entities (LE) of various types work on the
Russian railways network. Their share in the “portfolio” of Russian Railways’ business
is more than 20%. Despite the wide range of terminal services provided, the activities
of these objects are not systematically regulated and normalized, which complicates the
control of the logistics chain. Obviously, it is necessary to solve a number of diverse
tasks on integrated design, audit and regulation of their activities.

The complexity of this approach is related to the multidimensional nature of the LE
as a complex transport and storage system (TSS), their multifunctional role in the
logistics chain and the variety of types and formats of doing business [5].

Analysis of the literature showed the following. Basically, the objects of the ter-
minal and warehouse infrastructure are not considered as transport and storage systems,
but only in certain aspects/perspectives - as transport hubs, warehouse distribution
systems [6] or complex logistics management systems [7].

At the same time, the tasks of design, integration with global transport systems and
corridors [8], economic and spatial development, etc. are solved separately. It remains
an opened question to develop an integrated assessment methodology for the TSS. This
problem can be solved within the framework of an integrated applied methodology for
the comprehensive assessment of logistics facilities of all formats. A comprehensive
assessment of the logistics infrastructure at the national level was carried out by
researchers from various countries. An assessment of the logistics infrastructure of
Vietnam is presented. Markovitz et al. in their works they assessed the logistics
infrastructure of Hungary and other countries of the European Union. The aim of the
study is to develop a system of indicators for the comprehensive assessment of
transport and storage systems in general and individual logistics facilities in particular,
which are part of the terminal and warehouse infrastructure of railways, in the
framework of the new applied methodology - terminalistics. The scientific novelty of
our work consists in isolating an independent interdisciplinary section from logistics
and in developing a system of indicators for the logistic rationing of the parameters of
the transport and storage systems.

2 Research Methods

Before proceeding to the description of the methodology for comprehensive assessment
of railway TSS, let us introduce several terms.

A new interdisciplinary methodology for the integrated study and evaluation of
transport and storage systems will be called terminalistics. One of its applied tools is
the system of logistic rationing of the terminal and warehouse infrastructure. This
methodology is designed to link the organization of transportation with the work of its
facilities (warehouses, cargo terminals and other LEs) by applying the methods and
tools of transport, economic and logistics sciences. The complexity of the assessment
consists in determining the number and location of the nodes of the terminal network,
their composition, development stage and functionality, considering the flow processes
of technological and economic origin, as well as the impact of multiplicative effect.

Logistics considers as a subject of study all types of flows in the delivery chain,
regardless of their origin. Terminalistics, being its independent direction, limits the
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subject of study only to flows that are generated and transformed in the logistics
infrastructure. Terminalistics as a methodology is close to the foreign teachings of
transport geography and supply chain management. However, it is not limited only to
the configuration of transport and logistics systems from the standpoint of logistics and
geography and is aimed at solving a complex of tasks in terms of designing and
evaluating different TSS using transport, economic and logistical theories.

Logistics entities as a type of TSS physically provide transport and customer ser-
vice and are geographically concentrated in one area. The authors introduce a new
concept – the Logistic rationing system (LRS). This is a new system of indicators for
assessing the key parameters of the functioning and development of the terminal
warehouse infrastructure of railway transport. The well-known parameters of the TSS
characterize only the quality of design solutions and technology of cargo processing
and are often only economic (accounting for operating or investment costs, etc.) or
technical (interior zoning, calculation of cargo fronts, etc.) indicators. Therefore, they
do not reflect the interests of all participants in the delivery system (customers,
warehouse tenants) and do not assess the size of the added value of goods, the location
of the LE, the complexity of the service, the efficiency of logistic work, etc. LRS differs
from the well-known rationing system of operational indicators by its complexity and
customer-oriented approach to the assessment of the TSS logistics activity. Using the
proposed indicators, it is possible to plan, consider, monitor, analyze and evaluate the
activities of the TSS for the purposes of both operational management (for the owner or
operator of LE) and entrepreneurship (for the customer of the customer or the cargo
owner). In Russia, the issue of conducting a comprehensive assessment of transport and
storage systems as the basis of the logistics infrastructure has not been fully studied.
This is largely due to the underdevelopment of the domestic logistics infrastructure and
the shortage of high-quality Class A warehouse space (according to the international
classification of the Кnightfrank company). The Logistic rationing system uses the
methods of logistics, economics, planning the operational work of railway transport. In
addition, it integrates the transport, logistics and economic indicators of the functioning
of the TSS, it reflects the logistics work in the terminal and warehouse service, which
was not previously considered in the statistics of railway transport. For example, LRS
allows to evaluate the work of LE and TSS from the standpoint of their economic
efficiency, structure, complexity of logistics operations with a unit of cargo (and,
accordingly, the increase in the cost of added value for the end customer).

3 Research Results

The calculating device LRS as the mathematical software of terminology includes 85
indicators, 41 of them are copyrighted. Figure 1 shows the composition of the LRS as a
system of indicators, which can be grouped by 8 key features.

Let us consider some of them as a tool for recording the peculiarities of logistic
activity in the operational work of railway terminal and warehouse infrastructure
facilities.

Logistics work, QLW, shows the number of single logistic operations performed by
LE per ton of cargo per unit of time (ton operations/day). Unlike the well-known
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overload factor, it covers cargo operations not only during the overload process, but
also during its entire stay in the TSS, including value- added operations.

This allows the client to conclude whether the given LE corresponds to the com-
plexity of the service for the specifics of its cargo. At the same time, both for the client
and for the owner of the LE, this indicator is useful in order to calculate the full logistic
cycle, which affects the delivery time of the cargo and its price for the final buyer.
Logistics performance speed, VLP, is the ratio of the magnitude of the logistic work to
the total duration of the logistic cargo handling at the LE. According to this indicator,
the client-customer can estimate how productively LE performs the complex of ser-
vices with a certain load. For the owner of the LE indicator is useful because it reflects
the current operational performance of a typical set of services.

It can be increased by improving the technology of cargo handling and ware-
housing of cargo at the LE. The higher its value, the more services can be implemented
per unit of time, and the more profitable is the logistics work of the LE.

The key customer-oriented indicator - the coefficient of logistic work, RLWi - is an
integrated indicator by which the client can determine whether his LE is satisfied with
the time and money costs, as well as the ability to provide the necessary amount of
logistic service. As part of this indicator there is a dislocation factor, reflecting the
convenience of its geographical location relative to transport corridors and large
transport hubs. In addition, the coefficient of logistic work considers changes in the
value added of the cargo during its terminal processing.

The higher is the RLWi value, the more successful is its deployment, and the higher
is the speed of the logistics work and the complexity of LE’s service.

Logis c ra oning system 
(LRS) as a system 

of parameters

BY THE NATURE:
- QUANTITATIVE
- QUALITATIVE

BY THE METHOD OF
ACCOUNTING:

- RATED
- DESIGNED
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Fig. 1. The composition of LRS indicators
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Logistic utility coefficient, LOG, characterizes the ability of LE independently and
fully implement complex logistic services for cargo. It shows the ratio of the total value
of goods processed at LE to the change in their added value, considering the number of
logistic operations performed per unit of cargo.

Figure 2 shows the graphical dependence of the value of the logistic utility factor
(LOG) on the useful storage area of LE (the number of pallets, Qp).

The indicator is proposed to be normalized according to planned indicators for
loading and unloading. In this case, the higher is its value, the more efficient is the
logistics work of the LE. It reflects the increase in the added value of the cargo and the
number of operations with it, which LE can perform on its own.

The indicator of the complexity of transport technology services for an individual
client at LE, Clx, characterizes the logistic independence of this object. It represents the
volume of services performed by in-house LE, as well as the assortment of elementary
logistic operations included in the standard package of its services.

Unlike the well-known logistic chain signaling ratio, it estimates not the number of
retail chains, but the number of co-contractors of the logistics service, considering the
autonomy of each. Clx also allows the owner of the LE to assess the controllability of
the logistics chain, which is built through this LE. Obviously, the higher is the value of
the indicator, the more complex transport and logistics services for the cargo will be
received by each client at the LE. The index of provision with the region’s logistics
infrastructure, INF, reflects the availability of the terminal and warehouse infrastructure
in this economic and geographical region. The higher is its value, the closer the LEs are
to the key customers and the greater is the number of available to customers in a
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Fig. 2. Graphical dependence of the value of the logistic utility factor (LOG) on the useful
storage area (Qp)
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particular section of the terminal network. The logistic rating of a section of the railway
network, R, is measured in points. In its qualitative form, this indicator reflects the
density and congestion of the supporting terminal network throughout the entire range
of railways (thousand rubles per unit of cargo per year). In quantitative form, it
characterizes the equipment of the railway landfill with cargo handling capacities
considering the availability of logistics infrastructure (the number of high-quality
logistics facilities per kilometer of railways). High-quality LEs are considered as
possessing class A, A+ storage facilities according to the international classification.

Figure 3 shows the graphical dependence of the value of the potential number of
LEs (NLE, in units) on the logistic rating of a section of the railway network, R.

The higher is the value of the indicator, the higher is the availability of high-quality
logistics services to customers of a given economic and geographic area and,
accordingly, the more efficiently the supporting terminal network operates in this area
or landfill.

4 Results and Discussion

The peculiarity of the author’s indicators is their integration: each of them, to a certain
extent, considers a whole complex of economic, technical, and operational parameters,
reflecting both the current operational state of the LE and its functionality for the
customer.

Thus, LRS synthesizes tools for assessing customer focus and complexity and
relates them to the technical standards of operational work of railway transport (from
system-wide parameters to specific features of the railway terminal network).
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Fig. 3. Graphical dependence of the value of the potential number of LEs (NLE) on the logistic
rating of a section of the railway network (R)
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The authors have developed a computer program that implements the proposed
system for estimating TSS according to LRS indicators in the C# programming
environment for practical testing of the calculation procedures.

Let’s consider the composition of the program. The working interface of this
software product contains tabs. These are the “Author’s Indicators”, “Visualization”,
“Map” and “Methodological Support”. In the tab “Author’s Indicators” the user enters
into the empty fields the values of known source data. At the same time there is an
opportunity to make a sample of the necessary indicators (for individual indicators and
for their groups) in accordance with the objectives of a comprehensive assessment.
After clicking the “Calculate” button, the program provides the calculation results in a
pop-up window, and allows you to upload the results to an MS Excel file and build
graphical dependencies of the indicators. The “Help” button brings up a context menu
on which the user can get detailed methodological instructions on LRS and instructions
for working with the program.

In addition, it is possible to detail the calculation to individual transport sections or
nodes that are part of the terminal network. By filling in the empty fields with relevant
data, the user receives an express assessment of the work of the LE on integrated
groups of indicators. It is possible to autocomplete fields according to the data entered
earlier in the “Author’s indicators” tab. According to the results of calculations, the
program can visually present the results in the form of graphs, charts and dependencies,
the type and ratio of which is determined by the user in the “Visualization” tab.

In the “Map” tab there is the possibility of forming an interactive map of the
location and state of the terminal network with a specified degree of detail. The map is
necessary for visualizing the control and accounting of the activities of the terminal and
warehouse infrastructure. With the help of LRS indicators, the map displays the current
state of each LE for individual sections of the vehicle.

In the future, it will be necessary to integrate the proposed software with network-
wide technologies, as well as to clarify and supplement the system with new indicators.
The theoretical results of the study are the characterization and composition of the LRS
as a tool in the theory and methodology of terminalistics. The main theoretical results
also include approbation of the proposed system for assessing and rationing TSS
activities in the author’s software product, which automates decision-making on all
indicators. It can be assumed that the practical results of this study can be used by
railway companies in solving the following applied problems:

• identification of the type and condition of LE with regard to the design, type of
storage, size, technical equipment, etc.;

• customer focus of LE activities;
• integrated assessment of terminal warehouse infrastructure of railways;
• LE design;
• rail transport planning.

The result of a comprehensive assessment will be the identification of bottlenecks
in the logistics infrastructure and the identification of areas for its further development.
Modern world requires a progress in transport technologies and qualitative logistics are
a necessary condition for investors to operate efficiently. The development of logistics
creates conditions for increasing trade volumes, reducing the total costs of local
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producers, and increasing the region’s export potential. Transport and logistics services
facilitate international trade and play an important role in the growth and development
of the local economy. Foreign researchers acknowledged that infrastructures are
important in the development of national logistics systems. The assessment method-
ology proposed by the authors can be the basis for identifying opportunities for
improving the logistics of goods flows at the level of interregional and international
trade.
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Abstract. The paper presents the main approaches and principles of planning
and managing service promotion, as well as organizing effective production
processes for maintaining cars in a safe and sound technical condition. The
article presents a mathematical model for forecasting the supply and demand of
services for servicing automobiles with justification of the required production
capacities and another mathematical model for estimating the incoming flows to
service enterprises, taking into account the intensity of operation of automobiles
and their reliability, which varies over time, allowing optimization of the nec-
essary production resources for the functioning of existing as well as emerging
service enterprises. The conducted studies allow us to formulate and solve the
problems of ensuring the possibility of assessing the optimal levels of prof-
itability of the promoted projects for the development of service enterprises at
specified time lags, considering market conditions and possible risks.

Keywords: Technical operation of ground vehicles � Promotion of auto
service � Auto service life cycle � Forecasting supply and demand

1 Introduction

In recent years, there has been a growth in the vehicle fleet in the Russian Federation,
including passenger vehicles. It was determined by the positive dynamics of population
welfare, an increase in consumer properties of the vehicles, convenient conditions of
supply, purchase, use of the vehicles, and a number of other factors. At the same time,
attention should be paid to the growth in the promotion of premium-class vehicles
equipped with high-tech systems to ensure traffic safety, comfort, autonomous vehicle
(AV) control systems, as well as hybrids and electric cars, cars using alternative energy
sources, etc. Forecast estimates of innovations (Fig. 1) in the field of road transport
show a potential growth in the volume of the market for such vehicles.

In these conditions, it is important to solve problems aimed at promoting auto
services in the framework of improving the functioning of production and techno-
logical systems of enterprises of automotive industry in the areas of their business
activity.
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2 Research Methods

Analysis of research in the field of economic development theory [1] shows the con-
vergence of prospects for the creation and promotion of high-tech vehicles (see Fig. 1)
and the cyclical nature of technological structures (5th and 6th cycles) according to the
Schumpeter – Kondratieff wave theory (Fig. 2), reflecting the growth of economic
activity in the short and long term due to innovative approaches in the field of auto-
motive engineering.

Nowadays, there is already a development of promising areas and new technologies
focused on the creation and promotion of vehicles of a new generation, equipped with

Fig. 1. Forecast of the market dynamics of innovations in the field of road transport

Fig. 2. Schumpeter-Kondratieff’s innovative-cyclical theory of economic development
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automated autonomous control systems (AACS) [2] (according to the Action Plan - the
“road map” of “Autonet” National Technology Initiative, Appendix No. 1 to the
minutes of the meeting of the Presidium of the Presidential Council for Economic
Modernization and Innovative Development of the Russian Federation), which implies
a reduction in the cost of production and the life cycle of such cars (Fig. 3).

The studies carried out at the department of “Operation of road transport and car
service” of Moscow Automobile and Road Construction State Technical University
(MADI) allowed predicting the growth of sales of passenger cars after 2016 and
confirm the resulting model for predicting sales in the retrospective period [3–5] (see
Fig. 4). In this figure, Qt is the trend in sales, and Qu

tc and Ql
tc are its upper and lower

confidence limits for a given probability c.

Fig. 3. Predictive assessment of changes in production costs and the life cycle of the promotion
of the vehicle with AACS

Fig. 4. Modeling of sales volumes Qt, Q
h
tc , Q

l
tc using the time lag t
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The functioning of an auto service company (ASC) in a market economy prede-
termines the need to obtain objective and reliable information that, in the process of
solving problems of development and improvement of production and commercial
activities, allows:

– gaining competitive advantages in the auto repair service market; reducing financial
risks and hazards for the image of ASC;

– determining consumer relations; following the external environment;
– assessing production activities in the field of ensuring the performance of vehicles;
– increasing the credibility of advertising;
– receiving support in decisions;
– strengthening intuition;
– improving efficiency, etc.

At the same time, it is necessary to develop and adopt a system of measures to
influence the market, consumer demand, taking into account the available material
resources and prospects for profit.

In accordance with the requirements of ensuring the quality of services (products),
which are based on the Russian State Standards ISO of 9000 and 9004 series, the place
of marketing in the system of production or provision of services (including auto
services) can be generally presented in the form of the scheme shown in Fig. 5.

Sources of marketing information are: market for services; internal production
environment; external macro environment associated with the production and sales of
services.

Fig. 5. Place of marketing in the system of production – circulation
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Marketing analysis, encompassing the entire production and economic activity of
the enterprise, should ultimately lead to the advancement of new ideas and goals, the
development and assessment of ways to achieve them, the relevant strategic directions
of development, and the management’s decision on their implementation. The scheme
of planning and management of marketing research is presented in Fig. 6. The basis of
marketing planning should be information about the resources of ASC, actions and
intentions of competitors, the development of the situation in the auto repair service
market [3, 4].

Fig. 6. The general scheme of marketing research aimed at the management and promotion of
services
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As objects of situational analysis, the following should be indicated: market for
services; types of services of their consumers and competitors; pricing policy; the
system of formation of demand and sales promotion of services; advertising. At the
same time, it is necessary to take into account the availability of financial and other
resources of the enterprise, to clearly define the stages of the “life cycle” [5], where
each type of service is located in the considered segments of the auto repair service
market (Fig. 7). This figure shows the market periods of promotion of services using
the time lag T, for which there is a change over time of the scope of promoted services
Q and profit PR.

At varying prices of auto services P(Q) = var, depending on their scope Q, total TR
and average AR revenue, as well as the increase in income MR* from changes in the
scope of services and price, and the marginal income MR from promoting services are
determined from the following equations:

TR Qð Þ ¼ P Qð Þ � Q ð1Þ

Fig. 7. Schematic representation of the life cycle of services
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AR ¼ TR Qð Þ
Q

¼ P Qð Þ ð2Þ

MR� ¼ dP Qð Þ
dQ

� Q ð3Þ

MR ¼ d P Qð Þ � Q½ �
dQ

¼ dP Qð Þ
dQ

� QþAR Qð Þ ð4Þ

In Fig. 7, Amax;A�
max;Bmax;Cmax;Dmax are the maximum values of MR, MR*, AR,

TR, and PR, respectively, for the considered stages of the market period (life cycle) of
the provision of auto repair services, and the ranges Ap, Bp, Cp, Dp - rational period
intervals ensuring the achievement of the largest MR, MR*, AR, TR, and PR.

Promotion of auto repair services should include market segmentation by identi-
fying homogeneous groups of potential consumers, followed by the formation of
appropriate types of service offers for them. At the same time, when assessing the
performance of ASE, it is necessary to analyze its competitiveness. The study of the
market and competitors is of particular importance in conditions of rapid expansion of
the range of services, high profitability, and should be directed to those areas that are
the subject of an analysis of ASE own potential. An analysis of competition in the
market is carried out within the framework of the general system of collecting and
processing information that operates at the enterprise. Identifying the strengths and
weaknesses of competitors’ activities and formulating directions and ways to counter
them is the final result of a marketing research of market competition, which con-
centrates the result of an analysis of all aspects of production, finance, and strategies of
competing auto service enterprises.

In the process of conducting research, principles and approaches were developed
[6] that are aimed at:

– an assessment of the supply and demand of auto repair services and their
forecasting;

– working out the principles and approaches of promoting the marked services;
– development of methods for organizing high-performance production processes of

auto repair service and optimization of the necessary resources for the effective
functioning of auto repair shops and their network;

– development and practical implementation of methods for optimizing the need for
spare parts for the dealer network of auto repair shops in the areas of its business
activity, which is reflected in general form in Fig. 8.

As part of the marketing research, issues addressed to solving the problems of
forecasting the promotion of auto repair services are considered, taking into account the
structure and interrelation of external (Y) and internal (X) factors and their subfactors
{Yia}, {Xjb}, shown in general form in Fig. 9 [2].

In general form, the interrelation of external (Y) and internal (X) factors of the
environment (with the corresponding sets of their subfactors {y1t}….{y6r}, {y1v}….
{y6w}), affecting the promotion of auto repair services (Z) when forecasting supply and
demand, is shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 8. The relationship of marketing with the requirement of unification of vehicle elements,
working out the system of supply of spare parts, and optimization of production processes and
resources of auto repair shops

Fig. 9. The influence of factors of external and internal environment on forecasting the
promotion of auto repair services

Fig. 10. Diagram of the relationship of factors of external and internal environment, affecting
the promotion of auto repair services
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For example, factor X6 (production) acting as an internal factor includes many
subfactors: X61 (modern technological equipment), X62 (flexibility of production
processes), X63 (quality of production planning and management), X64 (production
technology), etc. It has a direct impact with a certain degree of significance (weight) on
the promotion of auto repair services. Dealing with the interrelationships between
internal and external factors allows a targeted approach to solving the problems of
forecasting the demand and supply of auto repair services (both for existing and newly
created auto repair shops with an assessment of their potential production capacities
and necessary production resources) in the area of business activity of auto service
systems.

When solving this task, it is necessary to take into account the parameters char-
acterizing: the prospects for population change and the dynamics of saturation of the
area with passenger cars at the current moment and for the forecast time period; the
dynamics of changes in the share of owners using auto repair services; probabilistic
distribution of cars serviced at auto repair shops (by model); operational reliability of
vehicles and modes of their maintenance; the intensity of car operation, the level of
supplying the demand for auto services; the pace of development of operating auto
repair shops in the area of business activity in the short and medium term, taking into
account fluctuations in the economic situation on the time lags under consideration, etc.

The procedure of analyzing and forecasting the demand yt for auto repair services is
based on the use of logistic dependencies and methods of harmonic analysis, taking
into account the dynamics and intensity of yt changes in the past (in the range of the
retrospective period from t0 to tp), the state at the current moment ti, and indicators of
population saturation by cars in the future up to the achievement of maximum future
demand Mp (see Fig. 11).

At the same time, assessment and forecasting of the supply of services by the
network of operating auto repair shops (trend MB as a function of variable sets MB ¼
f Myk
� �

; ackf g; kf gj1
� �

and its possible fluctuations within the upper and lower confi-
dence limits). The array Myk is the satisfied demand for the k-th auto repair shop from
the considered network, and ack is a forecast for an increase in the satisfied demand also
for the k-th auto repair shop.

In order to determine whether it is necessary to carry out development or con-
struction and commissioning of a service enterprise (or a group of auto repair shops for
their network) in a given business area, it is necessary to assess the expected gap Δ by
the time ti between the required scope of services yti and the one that can be provided
by the existing network of service enterprises after its modernization MB(ti). At the
same time, the additional demand for services Mad in the area at the time of com-
missioning the designed auto repair shop is defined as the difference y�MBð Þ at the
time ti. At the current time tp (end of the retrospective period), identifying the array of
scope of offers NB

k for auto repair services in the existing auto repair shops in the area
under consideration allows, given the forecast of an increase in meeting the demand
ack, predicting the growth of NB

k at the time of launching a new auto repair shop (or
their network) and assessing the patterns of distribution of f(NB

k ) with the identification
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of their upper �NB
u and lower �NB

l tolerant boundaries for a given probability c. The
received information, taking into account a preliminary assessment of the production
capacity limit NB

max (excluding possible risks in the competition between the network of
operating and newly established auto repair shops), creates conditions for an informed

decision on the accepted value of the scope and the supply of services ~N
B
for the newly

created auto repair shop and determining the conditional number of fixed cars Nc for it
(taking into account the arrays of annual mileages LA and usage Lj in cases of handling
when using the j-th level of production organization, as well as the share of the car b
using the services of auto repair shops) (see. Figure 12).

3 Research Results

The implementation of the aforementioned stages will allow a target approach to the
optimization of the necessary production resources in organizing the maintenance and
repair of vehicles at auto repair shops, the procedure of which is generally reflected in
Fig. 13.

Fig. 11. The mechanism of demand forecasting and service promotion
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Depending on the levels of production organization Xj (used technologies,
equipment, qualification of personnel, management systems for maintenance and repair
of cars, etc.. [6]), modeling and formation of arrays of average complexity of servicing
the applications�tj for combinations of factors Xj and identification of average (realized)
complexity of servicing the applications �t can be done. This will make it possible to
assess, through the correction parameter Kj, the change in production capacity Mj,
which in turn takes into account the duration of production during the day TD, the
number of maintenance personnel R at the maintenance and repair workplaces, and the
number of these workplaces Nwp. It should be borne in mind that the production
capacity Mj is influenced by incoming flows of requirements to the auto repair shop Noj

(ΔL) in the mileage range of cars ΔL, depending on the average daily ‘ad vehicle
mileage (characterizing the intensity of operation), the conditional number of cars Nc

assigned to the created auto repair shop, and the values of the leading functions of the
flow of failures (circulations) of the car Xj DLð Þ on the mileage ΔL when using a given
level of production organization Xj, etc. The obtained results allow approaching the
assessment of the reliability of service workplaces Pj and the production units (system)
as a whole Pcj (i.e. the probabilities of fulfilling the specified scope of work tdj for the
assigned directive time TD with the availability of production resources Mj). In this
case, the indicator Pcj is modeled for the range of workplaces Nwp from their minimum

Nmin
wp to the maximum Nmax

wp values (taking into account possible combinations C
Nmin

wp

Nwp
of

the performance level of service workplaces, determined by the reliability of the pro-
cess equipment and the intensity of its recovery, the turnover of workers, and other
factors).

Fig. 12. The procedure for assessing the allowable limit of the flow of applications NB
max at the

created service station
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Fig. 13. The procedure for optimizing the necessary production resources in the organization of
maintenance and repair of vehicles at auto repair shops
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The modeling results and the obtaining of the indicators Yt, MB(ti), which char-
acterize the demand for services and their supply by the network of auto repair shops,
make it possible to identify the conditional number of cars Nc and the car flow

parameters ~N
B
at the created auto repair shop, to assess the indicators �tj, Kj, Mj,

Xj DLð Þ, Noj DLð Þ, and Pcj, and implement on their basis the modeling and optimization
of maintenance and repair of vehicles (taking into account the specified level of its
organization Xj). As the final result, this optimization will provide an opportunity to
obtain estimates of optimal levels of income Dj, expenses Sj, and profitability Zj of
projects being promoted at the time lag TL, taking into account cost of standard hour
Csh, tax deductions H and an array of refinancing rates, inflation expectations and risks
CTj (see Fig. 13).
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Abstract. The mathematical model for the movement process of compact
vibrocleaver for compacted snow, which provides mechanized cleaning of
sidewalks and roads from snow-ice formations, is presented. The device uses
high-frequency impact of the cutting tool, which is called vibrocutting. The
interaction of the cutting tool is considered within the time interval: first the
introduction into the destructible medium, then the cleavage of the snow, a sharp
decrease in load, the return of the blade to its original position. The model that
takes into account the inertial forces, the interaction resistance of the cutting tool
in the form of a triangular impulse function. It is adopted that the maximum
value of the driving force is limited by the adhesion of the driving wheels to the
movement surface. It is assumed that the component forces of operating process
are determined by the values of the inertial forces, the driving forces and the
forces of impulse interaction between the cutting tool and compacted snow. The
variability depends on the interaction force of the cutting tool with compacted
snow. The capacity distribution of the vibrocleaver operating process according
to the maximum values of the interaction forces between the cutting tool and
snow creates correlation between the engine power and the power to overcome
inertia forces. Also, it makes it possible to determine the engine power taking
into account restrictions on the adhesion condition of the driving wheels and the
movement surface.

Keywords: Compacted snow � Vibrocleaver � Mechanized cleaning of
sidewalks and roads � Vibrocutting

1 Introduction

The problem of compacted snow on roads, sidewalks and other transport facilities is of
great importance for the climatic conditions of the Russian Federation. Finding ways to
improve the efficiency and performance of snow removers remains an urgent task. In
order to solve this problem, experts of many countries on the winter road maintenance
and transport facilities have conducted significant studies, which are presented in the
materials of the Second International Symposium on fighting snow and ice slicks in
Hanover, New Hampshire, U.S., in 1978, as well as described in detail [1–10].
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2 Methods

In most works, the greatest attention is paid to the implementation experience, the
search for new chemical reagents and the norms of their distribution [11, 12, 13].

The difficulties of winter cleaning are primarily related to the metamorphism of
snow, i.e. ability to change its properties under the influence of climatic conditions
(temperature, humidity) as well as the movement of paving facilities and pedestrians.
Work on cleaning roads and sidewalks should be carried out in the shortest possible
time, under the influence of wheels of transport, movement of pedestrians and tem-
perature fluctuations. The snow on the roadway is quickly compacted, and then it turns
into a snow-ice run-up or ice. The strength of compacted snow is 17–33 times higher
than the strength of sand snow.

The most rational snow cleaning technology in heavy traffic conditions is the
complex use of mechanization tools and chemical materials, solutions of which are
characterized by low eutectic temperatures. At the same time, the presence of reagents
in the snow retains its loose state and prevents compaction, therefore it is easily raked
and swept away from the road by plow-brush snow removers [2]. At the same time, the
recommendations on the use of sand-salt mixtures with the addition of sodium and
calcium chlorides are given. The effectiveness of such mixtures is limited by −19 °C,
−20 °C air temperature. At lower temperatures, a layer of compacted snow so far can
be removed only mechanically with the help of knife tools of graders, bulldozers, front
loaders, single-bucket hydraulic excavators with significant energy costs. For the first
time, the reduction of energy costs during the destruction of high-strength rocks under
vibration exposure was established in 1934 by G.I. Pokrovsky and his staff [4].
A.N. Zelenin found that giving the direction to additional vibrations of the cutting tool,
coinciding with the direction of cutting the soil at low cutting speeds, allows decreasing
the pulling force by 3–4 times compared to the cutting force of this soil with a non-
vibrating cutting tool [4]. D. Kumabe in his researches also confirms the effect of
reducing cutting forces during vibration cutting of metals.

Vibrocleavers for compacted snow and ice using high-frequency pulsed knife
oscillations were developed and successfully tested at Pacific National University.

Further studies have shown that the selection of rational vibrocleaver parameters
depends on specifying the ratio of the operating forces and capacities of the working
process. The aim of the research is to develop a mathematical movement process model
of the vibrocleaver for compacted snow and to determine the ratios of the operating
forces and capacities of the working process on the basis of a numerical solution.

3 Results

The workflow of the compacted snow vibrocleaver, intended to destroy the snow-ice
formations on the sidewalks in a mechanized way, can be characterized by a pulsed
loading mode. The cutting force depends on the following parameters of the snow layer
being cut: density, depth and width of the cut, cutting angle, and air temperature. In
addition, the cutting force increases at the beginning of the interaction process between
the knife blade and snow, and then drastically decreases when the snow particles are
chipped, which is common for the destruction of brittle solid media. New design of
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small-size vibrocleaver for compacted snow compactor has been developed for
experimental research. It can become a commercial prototype based on pneumatic-
wheel machines. The power cultivator engine capacity is 2.95 kW, the rotational speed
is 3000 rpm. It is adopted that the drive power of the hydro-pulse mechanism is 2 kW,
0.95 kW for the travel mechanism.

The motion equation of the vibrocleaver is as follows

m€x ¼ Pdv � PðtÞ � Pf ð1Þ

where m is the mass of the vibrocleaver; Pdv is driving force; PðtÞ - force of resistance
to cutting, Pf - force of resistance to rolling of wheels.

Driving force is determined by the characteristic of the internal combustion engine

Pdv ¼ Me � itr � gtr
rc

ð2Þ

where Me is the engine torque, Nm; itr - transmission ratio; gtr - transmission efficiency;
rc - power radius of the drive wheels, m

A mathematical model of the movement of compact compacting vibratory snow
with the assumption of limited driving force.

The driving force is determined for linearized torque characteristic of the internal
combustion engine, taking into account the power outlet for the hydraulic drive.

The maximum value of the driving force is determined from the condition of the
realized engine power on the forward movement:

Pmax
dv ¼ 100 � Ne

Vmin
ð3Þ

where Ne is the engine power realized on the forward movement of the vibrocleaver.
Wheel rolling resistance

Pf ¼ m � g � f ð4Þ

where f is rolling resistance coefficient, f = 0.03–0.05.
Driving force is limited by surface traction

Pdv �m � g � u ð5Þ

where u is the adhesion coefficient, u = 0.75–0.85.
Engine power will be as follows

Ndv ¼ m � g � u � V
1000 � gtr

ð6Þ

where V is the movement speed of the vibrocleaver, V is assumed as 0.5 Vmax; Vmax -
maximum movement speed, Vmax = 1.0 m/s; gtr - transmission efficiency, gtr = 0.85–
0.9.
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The pulsed cutting force P(t) is decomposed into a Fourier series with seven
decomposition members in order to study the motion process of the vibrocleaver.

PðtÞ ¼ P0 a0 þ
X7
i¼1

ai cosði � x � tÞþ bi sinði � x � tÞð Þ
" #

ð7Þ

where P0 is the maximum cutting force; a0, ai, bi are the decomposition coefficients of
a Fourier series:

a0 ¼ 0:25, a1 ¼ �0:203, a2 ¼ 1:49 � 10�4, a3 ¼ �0:023, a4 ¼ 1:49 � 10�4,
a5 ¼ �8:25 � 10�3, a6 ¼ 1:49 � 10�4, a7 ¼ �4:28 � 10�3, b1 ¼ 0:318, b2 ¼ �0:159,
b3 ¼ 0:106, b4 ¼ �0:08, b5 ¼ 0:064, b6 ¼ �0:053, b7 ¼ 0:045.

The cutting forces with the values Po = 435 N, 567 N, 700 N are presented in
Fig. 1.

The driving force can be determined using the static characteristic:

Pdv ¼ Vn � Vð Þ � tgb ð8Þ

where V is the current movement speed value of the vibrocleaver;
b - the inclination angle of the driving force characteristic.

tgb ¼ Pmax
dv

Vn � Vmin
ð9Þ

where Vn is the nominal speed movement value, Vn takes the value of 1.0 m/s; Vmin is
the minimal steady movement speed, Vmin = 0,5 m/s.

The nominal movement speed is determined using the following equation:

Vn ¼ p � D � ne
itr � 30 ð10Þ

Fig. 1. Realization of cutting forces considering expansion in a Fourier series
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where D is the outer diameter of the driving wheels; ne – the nominal rotational speed
value of the internal combustion engine, ne ¼ 3000 rpm; itr – gear ratio of trans-
mission drive of leading wheels, itr ¼ 69.

The Eq. (1) can be exposed in the following form:

m � dV
dt

¼ ðVn � VÞ
Vn � Vmin

� Pmax
dv � PðtÞ � Pf : ð11Þ

After the transformations, the Eq. (1) takes the following form:

dV
dt

¼ A� B � V � 1
m
PðtÞ ð12Þ

where A ¼ Vn�Pmax
dv

Vn�Vminð Þ�m � Pf

m ; B ¼ Pmax
dv

Vn�Vminð Þ�m.
The movement process power of the vibrocleaver is determined using the Eq. (11):

Nj ¼ Ndv � Np � Nf ð13Þ

where Nj ¼ m dV
dt � V

1000 is the power to overcome the forces of inertia; Np ¼ PðtÞ�V
1000 is the

power to overcome the forces of resistance to cutting compacted snow; Nf ¼ Pf �V
1000 -

movement power of the vibrocleaver for compacted snow.
The numerical solution of Eq. (13) was obtained for x frequencies in the range

from 100 to 314 rad/s and efforts P0 ranging from 435 N to 1500 N in the MATLAB
software suite (Fig. 2).

The results of calculating the movement speed are presented in Fig. 3

Fig. 2. Equation set diagram of a mathematical model of the vibrocleaver motion process
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The implementation of the obtained scheme was carried out in following stages: the
movement beginning of the vibrocleaver for compacted snow (Fig. 3) and the steady
operation mode.

In order to determine the parameters more accurately, the steady state motion is
limited by time from 0.37 s to 0.48 s.

The engine power of the initial and steady state operation is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. The results of calculating the speed with frequency x ¼ 100 rad/s

Fig. 4. The engine power diagram of the vibrocleaver for compacted snow x ¼ 100 rad/s,
PðtÞ ¼ 1500 N
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According to the graphs (Fig. 3), the vibrocleaver speed is characterized by
acceleration at the initial stage and steady acceleration with fluctuations determined by
the frequency and force value of the resistance to cutting of compacted snow. The
engine power in the acceleration mode reaches a value of 0.29 kW, and in steady state
the average power is 0.241 kW with a swing of 0.041 kW (Fig. 4, 6).

In the steady state mode of the vibrocleaver, an inertia force Pj arises when the
speed decreases. It is determined by the mass and acceleration (deceleration) of motion,
which adds up to the driving force and helps to overcome the resistance force PðtÞ
according to the force balance condition

Pdv þPj ¼ PðtÞ ð14Þ

After the cleavage of the compacted snow particle is completed, the force PðtÞ
sharply decreases and it is necessary to restore the nominal movement speed; as a
result, the driving force is expended to overcome the inertia forces.

The driving force is limited by the adhesion conditions of the drive wheels with the
road coating and for the coefficient of adhesion between the metal wheel and metal lugs
u ¼ 0:75 is Pu ¼ 525 N, which ensures movement in the marginal conditions
(Fig. 5) without slipping.

Fig. 5. Dependency network of the driving force Pdv, inertial force Pj and cutting resistance
force PðtÞ in steady state for x ¼ 100 rad/s, PðtÞmax ¼ 1500 N
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After investigating the power ratio Ndv, Nj, Nc it can be stated that in this case the
condition of power balance is maintained (Fig. 6).

Ndv þNj ¼ Nc ð15Þ

It can be observed while investigating the power ratio (Fig. 6), that the power to
overcome the inertia forces complements the engine power in the deceleration mode.
When the compacted snow breaks, PðtÞ tends to zero, i.e. the load on the cutting tool is
absent and then the engine power is realized for acceleration of the vibrocleaver for
compacted snow.

The calculations were made for the frequency range x from 100 rad/s to 314 rad/s
and from 435 N to 1500 N, which preserved the obtained parameter ratios with their
stabilization with an increase in the oscillation frequency.

The received power and characteristics of the engine provide a steady motion mode
for the vibrocleaver of compacted snow.
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Abstract. This article presents the results of the study of joint work of electro-
hydraulic actuator with combined speed control of the output link and electro-
hydraulic servovalve actuator, obtained using the method of mathematical
modeling. It is shown that at joint work of the above mentioned heterogeneous
electro-hydraulic actuators in a mode of summation of efforts on a uniform
control surface, on the output links of actuators there is a force fighting that
negatively affects a resource of a design and the quality of regulation of actu-
ators at the area of a low input control signals. The article presents the results of
mathematical modeling of the system of force equalization (FES) that was
developed by the authors and shows the possibility of significant reduction of
mutual power load in the actuators when including the above-mentioned force
equalization system in the control loop. As the base of data to mathematical
model were used a real characteristics of actuators.

Keywords: Actuator � Electro-Hydraulic � Force fight

1 Introduction

At the moment, the term «more electric aircraft» is increasingly often used in modern
technical publications [1–4]. This term is understood as an aircraft in which one or
more centralized hydraulic systems are replaced by power electrical systems. From the
point of view of the executive part of the control system, such trend leads to the need to
develop and implement new types of actuators capable of carrying out their own power
supply from the power supply system of the aircraft, while possessing high static,
dynamic and energy characteristics, as well as the required level of dependability and
safety.

Among the existing electrohydraulic actuators used or planned for use on board of
«more electric aircraft», the following main types can be identified:

1. Electro-Hydrostatic Actuator – EHA [1].
2. Electro-Hydraulic actuators with combined speed regulation – EHA-CSR [4, 5].
3. Electrical-Backup Hydraulic Actuator – EBHA [6, 7].

As the review ofmodern civil aircrafts complex control system design shows [1, 8, 9],
the world’s leading aircraft manufacturers consider the variants of installation of several
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heterogeneous electro-hydraulic actuators on one control surface (including the main
control surfaces). In addition, on the existing passenger aircraft AirbusA-380 actuators of
the main control surfaces are dissimilar both in power supply and in the method of
regulating the speed of the output link of the actuators [2, 6, 10]. So, for example, rudder
sections are deflected by EBHA actuators [7, 11], EHA and EBHA are installed on the
elevators, ailerons or MFSpoilers.

The above-mentioned trend shows that the implementation of modern aircraft
complex control systems designs already considers the potential for the organization of
joint work of dissimilar electro-hydraulic actuators on a single control surface. It means
that the question of research of joint work and determination of ways to decrease
actuator force fighting is relevant and demanded.

2 Research Methods

As objects of research the authors of the work have chosen electrohydraulic actuator
with combined speed regulation (hereinafter referred to as EHSA-CSR) as the most
promising, according to the authors [5, 12, 13], type of electrohydraulic actuators with
electric power supply, and throttle speed regulation actuator as the most frequently used
type of steering actuators on board of the existing manned aircraft. The above-
mentioned actuators are dissimilar by type of power supply.

Research of joint work was carried out by method of mathematical modeling: the
mathematical model of an electrohydraulic actuator with the combined regulation of
speed [4, 12] which general structure is resulted in Fig. 1, and mathematical model of a
typical electrohydraulic actuator with throttle regulation of speed which structure is
resulted in Fig. 2 have been developed in MATLAB Simulink.

In the research of joint work, it was assumed that the actuators would be installed
on the same control surface and would have the same or similar (not more than 10% of
the difference) nominal idling speed and braking forces, as well as the stroke of the
piston rod. In addition, to achieve the goals of the research, the authors consider the
worst case of the operation of steering actuators, in which their output links are rigidly

Fig. 1. Structure of mathematical model of electrohydraulic actuator with combined speed
regulation. Designations: HA – hydraulic accumulator, LEM – linear electric motor
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connected to each other (rod to rod). With such connection force fighting does not
decrease at the expense of final rigidness of knots of fastening of EHSA to control
surface and twisting of a power beam that will allow to define the maximum size of
force fighting and to develop the most effective force-fight equalization system
(FES) [2, 14].

Figure 3 shows the mathematical model of joint work of the considered actuators at
rigid connection of their output links with each other.

Fig. 2. Structure of mathematical model of electrohydraulic actuator with throttle speed control.
Designation: EHSV – electrohydraulic servo valve

Fig. 3. Structure of mathematical model of joint work of electro-hydraulic steering actuator with
throttle control of speed and with combined speed regulation.
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3 Results

In the process of movement of EHSA rods it is impossible to provide identity of speeds
of movement, because of what at working off of actuators of the harmonic or other
control signal without introduction of FES to a control loop there is a considerable
force fighting on output links of actuators, registered by pressure difference sensors in
chambers of each hydraulic cylinder. Force fighting can also occur in a static state, e.g.
in the case of a zero-position offset of the feedback sensors of each actuator.

To equalize actuator force fighting authors have designed the FES in each of
actuators and research of performance with various schemes of its inclusion in a control
loop of actuators has been carried out:

• “active - passive”, where the passive is the EHSA and the active is EHSA-CSR.
Correction in this case is realized only in the EHSA;

• “active – passive”, where the passive is the EHSA-CSR and the active is EHA.
Correction in this case is realized only in the EHSA-CSR;

• FES is realized in both actuators.

An example of FES implementation in the actuator control loop with throttle speed
control is shown in Fig. 4. Figure 5 shows the value of force fighting of the actuators
during the development of various variants of FES, including the limitation of the
maximum value of correction for the stroke of the rod. It is also worth noting that in the
course of the study it was assumed that the object of application of the drives under
consideration is the steering surface of the non-agile aircraft, and therefore, the actu-
ators do not require high dynamic capabilities, and the control frequencies for the
harmonic control signal were frequencies up to 3 … 5 Hz.

Fig. 4. Implementation of the force equalization system on the example of the EHSA control
algorithm. In figure following designations are entered: Ucom – control signal, Y – position of
actuator rod, dPact1 – pressure drop in a hydraulic cylinder of EHSA, dPact2 – pressure drop in a
hydraulic cylinder of EHSA-CSR, Kos – feedback coefficient of EHSA, Kegu – error signal gain,
KdP – gain of disagreement by pressure, SwdP – a sign of inclusion of correction by pressure,
Uehsv – actuator’s electrohydraulic amplifier control signal, LPF – Low-pass filter
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Figure 6 shows the force fighting in the researched actuators with the selected FES
settings for the three selected cases: FES enables only for EHSA-CSR, FES enables
only for EHSA and FES enables in two actuators at once. As it can be seen from the
figure, the force equalization system decreases the force fighting in the actuators from
4600 daN to 400 … 900 daN, which shows its effectiveness.
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Fig. 5. Force fighting of the actuators under consideration in various implementation types of
the forces equalization system and development of the harmonic control signal by actuators
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Fig. 6. Force fighting (FF) of the actuators under consideration at the selected schemes of FF
mitigation during the control of harmonic signal by actuators
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It is worth mentioning that the authors do not give the development of step input
signals by the actuators in the article due to the limitation on the volume of publication.
Nevertheless, the above-mentioned cases were considered, and the maximum value of
force fighting of actuators for a short time could make up to 2700 … 3500 daN (at the
moments of EHSA interconnections), and in the steady-state mode was not more than
600 daN at once in two EHSA.

4 Discussion

As a result of the conducted research it has been established that force fighting appears
while work of dissimilar electro-hydraulic steering actuators on a uniform control
surface.

With the purpose of reduction of force fighting and correction of output charac-
teristics of actuators FES being a part of EHSA control algorithm has been designed,
and following cases are considered:

• “active - passive”, where the passive is the EHSA and the active is EHA-CSR.
Correction in this case is realized only in the EHSA;

• “active - passive”, where the passive is the EHSA-CSR and the active is EHA.
Correction in this case is realized only in the EHSA-CSR;

• FES is realized in both actuators.

The results show:

• The reduction of the actuators force fighting is possible by means of controls
without any modification of the actuator design (it was assumed that the design
already includes pressure sensors in the hydraulic cylinder);

• In an “active - passive”, where the passive is the EHSA and the active is EHA-CSR
force fighting dropped to 16% of maximum power of each actuator;

• In an “active - passive”, where the passive is the EHSA-CSR and the active is EHA
force fighting dropped to 21% of maximum power of each actuator;

• When correcting two actuators at once, the force fighting was reduced to 10% of the
maximum force developed by each of the actuators.

The above suggests that it is more rational to make a two-wheel actuator levelling
system or, if this is not technically possible, to build an “active - passive” structure
where EHSA is passive (because of the better dynamic characteristics) and EHSA –

CSR is active.
It is worth mentioning that in the research conducted there are no cases of actuators

performing under loading, however, as the experience of authors shows, force fighting
of actuators decreases with growth of the external loading influencing on EHSA
through object of control.
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Abstract. The probabilistic approach for assessing the railway operation safety
was proposed in order to evaluate the possibility and frequency of adverse
events occurring when trains move on turnouts. Norms and tolerances in the
“rail track - wheel track” system are interconnected. Based on this relationship,
an analysis for the adverse events likelihood is made for cases when wheelsets
having flanges with various wear values are passing through pointworks.

Keywords: Wheel track � Rail track � Wheel flange wear � Safety criteria �
Probabilities of adverse events � Design norms of pointwork geometry

1 Introduction

Norms and tolerances in the system of geometric dimensions “rail track - wheel track”
are interconnected. Proposals for changing the regulatory framework regarding
geometry of the rail track and the rolling stock truck, in particular the rejection
dimensions of the minimum thickness of the rail wheel flanges, should be based on
analyzing the rolling stock safety along the track and pointworks. Arbitrary interference
in this dimension system can lead to a threat to the safety of the rolling stock passage
through pointworks and to large material losses.

Specific events may occur during the passage of wheelsets with different wheel
track parameters through the pointworks, including adverse traffic safety conditions.

The thickness of the rail wheel flanges has a great influence on the safe passage
through the switch blades by the rolling stock. When the wheels climb the bent out
switch blade, disorders of the rail track occur, the switch blade do not adhere to the
point rail. In the case when such occur frequently, bends and even kinks in the con-
necting rods, which directly threaten the safety of the pointwork can appear.

Safe railway operation along the crosspiece junction of ordinary pointworks is
provided only if the following events are excluded:

– hits of the wheels and the “idle” guard rail to the throat;
– hits of the wheels and the catching parts (mouths) of guard rails and counter rails;
– wheel bumps at the tip of the core;
– thrust of the wheelset with a guard rail and a counter rail.
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In order to fulfill these requirements, the required gauge and groove widths in the
crosspiece are established based on analysis of the most unfavorable combinations of
wheel pairs and gauge sizes in the crosspiece, taking into account their possible
repeatability and accepted tolerances for these sizes.

2 Research Methods

It is impossible to consider all the movement features of the rolling stock on the
pointworks within the framework of one article. As an example, the conditions for the
passage of a pair of wheels through a cross-piece assembly are considered.

Figure 1 shows a diagram of the cross-head assembly of a single ordinary
pointwork.

Using the notation of Fig. 1, let us compose a system of relations ensuring the
fulfillment of the safety conditions listed above.

dcr þ dcr þ qþDð Þ\S�tt
dcr þ dcr þ qþDð Þ\S�tg1
dc þ dc þ qþDð Þ\S� tc1

qþ 2Dþ dcð Þ\ S� tk0ð Þ ¼ T
qþ 2D\ S�tc0�tg0

� � ¼ E

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð1Þ

Fig. 1. A geometric diagram of the cross-head assembly of a single ordinary pointwork
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where S is the gauge width in the cross-head;

T is the distance between the counter rail and the core of the cross-head;
E is the distance between the counter rail and the guard rail of the cross-head;
dcr and dc – the flange thickness of the wheelset from the side of the counter rail and
cross-head, respectively;
q – wheelset mounting;
D is the gap between the vertical and the back side of the carriage wheel flange at
the measurement level (D = 1 mm);
tt, tg0, tg1 – gutters for cross-heads in the throat, middle part of the guardrail and at
the entrance to its bent part, respectively;
tc0 and tc1 – gutters in the counter rail in its middle part and at the entrance to the
bent part, respectively;
dcr and dc are the gaps between the wheel flange and the rail of the cross-head, and
the wheel flange and the guardrail of the cross-head, respectively.

Fulfilling the system (1) requirements guarantees the safety of movement through
the crosspiece switch unit. Given the size of the wheelset, the dimensions of the track
and gutters on the cross can be calculated, or vice versa, having the dimensions of the
cross-head assembly, the possible proposals for changing the sizes of the wheelsets can
be determined.

The simplest method of analysis is the limit combination method. In order to
perform calculations using this method, it is necessary to add the following relations to
the system of relations (1)

dmax
cr ¼ dmax

j ¼ ½d]max

dmin
cr ¼ dmin

j ¼ ½d]min

Smax ¼ ½S]max þ Sg

Smin ¼ ½S]min

qmax ¼ ½q�max

qmin ¼ q½ �min�qg

dmax ¼ Smax� qmin þ 2 d½ �min
� �

dmin ¼ 0

8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð2Þ

The system of relations (1) + (2) is complete and allows solving the problem of
determining the nominal values and tolerances in the “wheel – rail track” system.

In particular, after simple transformations it is possible to obtain relations for the
normalized sizes of the gutters in the cross-head assembly:

tmin
t ¼ tmin

c0 ¼ tmin
g0 [ S½ �max þ Sgð Þ� q½ �min�qg

� �
� d½ �min

E max\ q½ �min�qg

Tmin [ q½ �max þ d½ �max

tc1 þ tg1
� �max [ S½ �max� q½ �min þ qg

� �

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð3Þ
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This method is used in several countries even today. It was used on Russian railways
until the mid-60s of the last century. Considering all the clarity and simplicity of this
method, it guarantees only “theoretical” safety of moving through the cross-head
assembly. Taking into account the operating practice specifics of Russian railways
showed that the ratios (1 + 2) contain contradictions that make this system incom-
patible, and make the calculations using the limit combinations method conditional.

For example, mass measurements of wheelsets, repeatedly performed by the
“Strelochnoe xozyajstvo” laboratory of VNIIZhT in 1964–2002, have convincingly
proved that there are practically no cases when both flanges are of the smallest size on
one wheel pair.

Thus, according to the results of measurements taken in 2002, for wheelsets where
the flange thickness of one wheel was 25 mm, the average flange thickness of the
second wheel was 31.0 mm, and for wheelsets where the flange thickness of one wheel
was 23 mm, it was 30.6 mm, respectively. The high correlation level between the
presence of “thin” flanges and uneven wear of the ridges of one wheelset can be noted.
Depending on (d1 − d2) = f (d1 + d2), the correlation coefficient is 0.76 and higher.

These data allow concluding that the uneven wear of the flanges of one wheel pair
is associated either with the design flaws of the carriage trolleys or with the poor
condition of the carriage of the carriages in operation.

Understanding this led to a number of indications made by the Ministry of Rail-
ways of Russia in the 90s of the last century. According to the indications, it was
proposed to turn around the wheelset relative to the truck in order to increase the
resource of wheelsets, when one of the wheel flanges reached the maximum wear.

The most important factor requiring the search for other approaches to standard-
izing dimensions in the “wheel pair – rail track” system is that in practice of operation
on the roads of our country, the actual dimensions of both wheelsets and rail track go
beyond the limits established by regulatory documents. So, according to measurements
in 2002, six wheels from each thousand measured wheelsets had a flange thickness less
than the minimal (25 mm), and the minimum flange thickness detected was 22.8 mm.
The situation is similar with the rail gauge on pointworks. In these conditions, focusing
on assessments of “theoretical” safety does not allow us to assess the actual possi-
bilities of adverse events in operational practice.

In order to assess the practical (actual) traffic safety, a probabilistic approach was
proposed to assess the possibility and frequency of adverse events that occur when trains
move on pointworks. The main idea of this approach is that the norms of dimensions and
tolerances in the “wheel pair – rail track” system should be so the probability of dangerous
cases is less than one time during the pointwork period of operation (as a rule, it is a
lifespan) with actual combinations of sizes taking place on a road network.

The authorship in the development of this method belongs to the “Strelochnoe
xozyajstvo” VNIIZhT laboratory. In 1960, Ph.D. G.I. Ivashchenko published the first
research on this issue. In the future, the development of methods based on a proba-
bilistic approach was carried out by Ph.D. L.G. Krysanov, he developed the method of
probabilistic compositions and the author of this article (developed the method of
conditional probabilities) [1]. Based on these methods, the norms of the pointwork
geometric parameters of 1520 mm gauge and the current standards, enshrined in the
regulatory documents of the Ministry of Railways of the Russian Federation, and then
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JSC Russian Railways, were formed. Several decades of operational work have con-
firmed the correctness of the developed methods.

The main method that is practically used at present is the “conditional probability
method” developed in the “Strelochnoe xozyajstvo” laboratory in the 90s of the last
century [2]. One of the distinguishing features of the method is the consideration of the
correlation between the parameters included in the relations (1.a + 1.b) when analyzing
the probability of the considered event. Thus, elastic changes in the gauge and gutter
widths are considered as a function of their initial values. And the flange thickness of
the second wheel in the wheelset is considered as a function of the distance between the
heel rims at the level of measuring the gauge and flange thickness of the first wheel.

The method also takes into account the actual forms of the working surfaces of the
wheels and the pointwork elements, as well as a number of other features.

The technique of using the method is as follows. Initially, according to the actual
distributions of the gauge and wheel pair parameters, the distribution of the positions of
the latter in the rail track is determined, taking into account the distribution of its
possible positions when entering the pointwork. Then, according to the initial param-
eters of the track and gutters, the probability and places of the wheel running on the
pointwork elements are determined.

Such calculations are carried out for each of the possible (occurring in operation)
combinations of rail gauge parameters. Based on the calculation results, the probability
density distributions of the studied events are built and the probabilities of the phe-
nomena under consideration are calculated by integrating these dependencies within the
given limits.

Since the present article deals with the permissible values of the minimum thickness
of the wheel flanges, the calculations for wheelsets having a minimum flange thickness
of 25 mm (current standard) and 23 mm (one of the proposed options) are carried out.

The complete set of data regarding distributions of rail gauge parameters on
pointworks and wheel pair parameters should be based on large-scale measurements
(not less than 5,000 wheelsets and at least 150 pointworks). Due to the fact that studies
have not been carried out in the required volumes for a quarter of a century and there
are no data for a full review, the problem can be solved for a more individual case:

– the calculation is performed for a cross-head unit, in which the gauge and gutter
dimensions are at the limit of current standards, that is, [S]max = 1523 mm;
[tк1]

min = 62 mm; [tг]
min = 61 mm;

– the second flange size of the wheelset is adopted according to the regression
dependences obtained in the 2000s after the limited measurement results (500 units)
of the wheelsets.

With values close to 23–25 mm, the regression equation for determining the flange
thickness of the second wheel pair takes the following form according to the mea-
surements made in 2002:

dcp2 ¼ 0:204 dcp1 þ 25:910 ð4Þ
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– the minimum distance between the flanges of the wheels at the level of measuring
the gauge width, based on previously obtained qmin = 1435.5 mm;

– the distribution of the elastic deformations of the track and wheelsets is considered
normal (which practically coincides with the distributions obtained from the tests).

The largest total clearance of the wheelset in the rail track

dmax ¼ Smax þ DSdinð Þ� Q � D qdinð Þ; ð5Þ

After substituting the necessary data in (5) and analyzing the obtained values for all
possible combinations, the distribution of the wheel pair clearances in the rail track of
the cross-head is obtained. The thickness of one of the flanges is 25 and 23 mm (the
flange thickness of the second wheel is determined according to the following
correlation)

dmax
25mm ¼[ M d25mmð Þ ¼ 30:12mm; r d25mmð Þ ¼ 1:36mm; ð6Þ

dmax
23mm ¼[ M d23mmð Þ ¼ 32:51mm; r d23mmð Þ ¼ 1:37mm; ð7Þ

where M and r are the average value and standard deviation of the distributions,
respectively.

If the wheel pair is not pressed against one of the track rails, then dmax is the total
gap between the wheel set and the rail track. According to the data (5), the probabilities
of the total clearance for wheelsets with one 25 and 23 mm wheel flange are
determined.

The calculation results are presented in Table 1.

According to the data in the table, it can be seen that the greatest probability of a
total clearance for wheels with a flange thickness of 25 mm reaches 0.45 with a total
clearance of 29–31 mm, and reaches 0.51 for wheels with a flange thickness of 23 mm,
with a total clearance of 31–33 mm.

Table 1. The probability of the total clearance values on the cross-head assembly

Clearance dmax,

mm
Flange thickness
25 mm

Flange thickness
23 mm

nϬ P(dmax) nϬ P(dmax)

23 −4.5 0.000005 −6.26 –

23–25 −3.03 0.001223 −4.79 0.0000006
25–27 −1.84 0.031661 −3.32 0.000045
27–29 −0.09 0.43106 −1.85 0.031707
29–31 +1.38 0.453092 −0.38 0.319816
31–33 +2.85 0.081007 +1.09 0.51017
33–35 +4.32 0.002183 +2.56 0.132623
35–37 +5.79 0.000005 +4.03 0.005232
37–39 – – +5.5 0.000003
>39 – 0 – 0
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It is possible to obtain the probability distribution of the flange position of one
wheel in the rut (one-sided clearance) [2] by using the values of the total clearance in
the rut. Then, the composition of the distributions of the one-side clearance and flange
thickness can be calculated, as well as the probability of the position of the back of the
flange running onto the cross piece (for example, counter rail).

The calculation data of the probability distribution for the position of the wheels
with a ridge thickness of 23 and 25 mm are shown in Table 2.

The climbing of the wheel on the catching part (mouth) of the counter-rail and on
the idle guard rail up to the throat will occur, if the total flange thickness and one-sided
clearance in the rut exceeds the groove size in the throat and the mouth of the counter-
rail.

Given that the minimum size of the groove at the entrance to the bent part of the
counter rail at the present time is 62 mm, the position probability of the rear rim part of
the running wheel at which P (dcr + dcr) ˃ 62 mm is unacceptable.

According to the calculation results, it is obtained that for wheels with a flange
thickness of 25.0 mm, the probability of violating this ratio is P25 = 0.00819. For
wheels with a flange thickness of 23.0 mm, this probability is P23 = 0.04184.

Table 2. The probability distribution of the wheel position in the rut

Clearance, mm Wheel flange thickness

d = 25 mm d = 23 mm
(d + d2), mm Probability (d + d2), mm Probability

P (d + d2)

0–2,5 31–33.5 0.16965779 30.6–33.1 0.16057094
2.51–5.0 33.5–36.0 0.09002034 33.1–35.6 0.083515024
5.01–7.5 36.1–38.5 0.06485213 35.61–38.1 0.061795832
7.51–10.0 38.51–41.0 0.05920676 38.11–40.6 0.053495528
10.01–12.5 41.01–43.5 0.06263181 40.61–43.1 0.058314712
12.51–15.0 43.51–46.0 0.05951140 43.11–45.6 0.053495972
15.01–17.5 46.01–48.5 0.06035550 45.61–48.1 0.059871588
17.51–20.0 48.51–51.0 0.06235826 48.11–50.6 0.057601172
20.1–22.5 51.1–53.5 0.06037101 50.61–53.1 0.058597696
22.51–25.0 53.51–56.0 0.06950821 53.11–55.6 0.054131966
25.01–27.5 56.01–58.5 0.11452278 55.61–58.1 0.071048410
27.51–30.0 58.51–61.0 0.11356360 58.11–60.6 0.114929960
30.0–32.5 61.01–63.5 0.01313576 60.61–63.1 0.092603430
32.51–35.0 63.51–66.0 0.00305620 63.11–65.6 0.019090630
35.01–37.5 66.01–68.5 0.0000001 65.61–68.1 0.00052359
37.51–40.0 68.61–71.0 0 68.11–70.6 0
R 1.0 1.0
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Thus, when wheels with a flange thickness of 23.0 mm are allowed for imple-
mentation, the probability of wheel hits with the catching part of the counter-rail
increases by more than 5 times.

When designing the pointworks both in Russia and in world practice, one of the
factors determining the structural speed of a pointwork is the transfer of kinetic energy
by the rolling stock wheels to the reverse gear elements when the wheels hit and climb
on them. The parameter associated with the loss of kinetic energy, W, is determined by
the following formula

W ¼ V � sin b; ð8Þ

where V is the design speed;
b is the angle of deviation (climbing) on the switch blade, counter-rail, guardrail,

etc., under which the wheel climbs onto the pointwork element.
When the wheels run onto the catching part of the counter rail, the parameter W,

which characterizes the transfer of energy from the wheels to the counter rail, increases.
It increases in proportion to the sine of the angle, at which the corresponding counter
rail part deviates from the line parallel to the active face of the cross rail.

The correlation for the transmission energy parameter of the wheels impact to the
counter rail can be obtained by substituting the corresponding angles (see Fig. 1) in (8)
and by taking the relation for the case of a collision into a mouth and climbing onto
designated counter rail part

W1

W2
¼ sin cc1

sin cc2
ð4Þ

and movement speeds through the pointwork

V2 ¼ V1 � sin cj 1=sin cj 2ð Þ: ð10Þ

For the P65 pointwork type, grade 1/11, the increase in exposure will be about 6 times.
Therefore, in order to maintain the level of impact on the pointwork incorporated in the
design, the transferring speed for the underframe, which wheelsets climb onto the
catching parts of the cross, must be reduced by the same amount.

An increase in the likelihood of such effects by more than 5 times will have an
extremely negative impact on the strength of the pointwork elements and the stability
of the rail gauge parameters on it.

The proper use of relation (6) in the design of railroad pointworks has been proven
by many decades of the operation of railways in different countries and on various
pointwork designs. Nevertheless, the question of the permissible rail and wheel track
dimensions arises regularly.

In 1994, a direct experiment was conducted to determine the effect of differences in
wheel and rail gauge dimensions on the passage of underframes through turnouts and
operational possibility testing of reducing the rejection size of worn wheel flanges for
Russian railways.
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An experiment was carried out on the VNIIZhT experimental ring in order to
determine the effect of differences in wheel and rail track sizes on the passage of
underframes through pointworks.

For this purpose, a test train was formed using the VL-80 locomotive and 12 cars
(Fig. 2). The test train included carriages with an unworn undercarriage, loaded to 25–
27 t/axle. The thicknesses of the flanges were the same (new wheel profile). The wheel
track parameters of the carriage wheelsets varied due to the different mountings of the
wheels over a wide range, from 1422 mm to 1450 mm. On 10 carriages, the mounting
of the wheelsets of each carriage was the same, and on two it was mixed. Thus, the total
static clearance of the wheel pair in the rail track (excluding elastic deformations)
varied from 4 mm to 32 mm. The test train traveled through a pointwork at speeds of
up to 70 km/h.

The pointwork included counter-rail units with counter rails made of the special
RK65 profile. On the pointwork, the stresses in the counter rail and in the counter-rail
bolts in the place where the wheels climbed onto the counter rail were recorded.

The test results are represented by a copy of the stress oscillogram at the most
loaded point of the counter rail (see Fig. 2). As can be seen from the oscillograms,
wheel pairs with a gap in the rail track of 22–32 mm had minor effects on the counter
rail (up to 70 MPa), with an allowable 330 MPa. This is due to the fact that the wheels
of such wheelsets climb onto the counter rail within its bent part, where it is provided
by the pointwork design. Wheel pairs having a small clearance in the rail track pass the

Fig. 2. Oscillogram of stresses in the most loaded section of the counter rail during the passage
of wheelsets with different clearance values in the rail track
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counter-rail assembly, climbing onto (hitting) the catching part of it. The impact of
these wheelsets on the counter rail is quite significant [3, 4]. Stresses in the counter rail
from their influence reach 410 MPa, which significantly exceeds the permissible value.
The data on the effect on counter-rail bolts have similar patterns, where the stresses
from the wheels in the wheelsets with a large gap in the rail track are up to 1.5 times
higher than the permissible ones. (It should be noted that for counter-rail assemblies
made of the RK65 special profile, a break of two counter-rail bolts in a row threatens
safety and requires movement stop.)

3 Results of the Research

In general, according to the test results, it was found that wheels of wheelsets with a
minimum clearance in the rail track cause over-stresses in the counter rail by an average
of 22%, and in counter-rail bolts by an average of 15%. The number of such wheelsets
having an increased effect on the counter-rail assembly is 18% more than of wheelsets
having a gap of 22–32 mm.

The Ministry of Railways of Russia gave temporary permission to operate such
wheelsets for the purpose of operational testing the possibility of using wheelsets with a
23 mm thickness of one of the flanges in 1994. The operating results were as follows.

Fig. 3. Wheel passing the switch blade edge with a worn point rail
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According to official data provided by 10 roads, the number of breaks of counter-
rail bolts increased by 10–50% during the validity period of the 23 mm minimum
thickness standard for wheel flanges. The costs of replacing the elements of the
counter-rail units and adjusting the parameters of the rail gauge at the pointworks
increased by 10–20%. Deviations of the rail track and reverse gears on the pointworks
also increased.

The change in the standard for the minimum wheel flange thickness on the
pointworks operated in curved sections of the track had an extremely negative effect.
According to the Sverdlovsk Railway, the cost of their maintenance increased by an
average of 39%, and a speed limit had to be introduced for 76 pointworks.

Thus, the test results and trial operation fully confirm the above-mentioned theo-
retical analysis.

Studies show that the greater the wear of the wheel flange, the greater is the angle of
its inclination. At large flange inclination angles, it becomes possible to roll the wheel
onto the switch blade in the area of its edge [5]. Figure 3 shows a diagram of the wheel
passing through the switch blade edge.

The condition for safe passage of the switch blade edge by the wheel is determined
by its position relative to the point rail. As the flange and point rail wear out, the
conditions for safe passage of the switch blade edge by the wheel deteriorate. With the
greatest allowable wear of the point rail and the largest allowable gap between the point
rail and the switch blade, the wheel will not climb onto the switch blade, if the
inclination of the flange generatrix corresponds to qr � 6.5 mm (see Fig. 3).

qr ¼ AB þ AK ¼ 4:2 þ 8 = tg 73:650
� � ¼ 4:2 þ 2:3 ¼ 6:5mm ð11Þ

In the operation practice of European railways, the safety of wheels passing the
switch blade edge is provided by monitoring the relative position of the switch blade -
point rail and monitoring the parameter qr on the wheels of the rolling stock.

Monitoring the relative position of the switch blade and point rail using a special
template (KOR template) was introduced on Russian railways in the mid-90s and is
now considered mandatory. If the requirements of the KOR template are not fulfilled,
track workers should grind the switch blade, which ensures the necessary position of its
operating surface.

The control of the inclination of flange generatrix according to the parameter qr is
considered mandatory on European railways, however, on Russian railways it is carried
out only for locomotive wheels. One of the reasons for this is that the control mea-
surements of the wheelsets, carried out in 2002, showed that even with the 25 mm
thickness of the flanges, some of the wheels have the shape of flanges that violate the qr
requirement. These wheelsets should be sent to the turning regardless of the minimum
permissible thickness of the flanges, which will require additional costs.

Thus, after the introduction of requirements according to the KOR template and the
refusal to put the requirements on qr into effect, the security requirements for the
passage of carriages through the pointwork are completely transferred to the workers of
the track facilities. However, such a one-sided approach, does not fully ensure com-
pliance with security requirements as can be seen from the analysis.
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Particularly unfavorable is the passage of the switch blade edge by the wheels with
sharp flanges (Fig. 4). Therefore, controlling the development of the sharp flanges
should be mandatory.

According to the results of studies carried out in 80–90s of the last century, sig-
nificant work was done to improve the structural strength of the main pointwork
assemblies in order to improve traffic safety. In particular, a transition was made in
mass constructions of turnouts, from counter-rail units based on special profiles of the
Republic of Kazakhstan to counter-rail units based on the “angle of the counter rail SP-
850”. Unfortunately, this allowed changing the situation for the better only for a while.
Since the beginning of the 2000s, the outages rate of elements of counter-rail units
began to increase again. The number of defects that cannot be eliminated along the way
by the linear workers has increased. The railways are forced to order the supply of
spare parts, “repair kits of counter-rail assemblies”. So in 2017, according to the track
management of JSC Russian Railways, about 5,000 of such repair kits were purchased
for operation needs.

Elements of counter-rail units fail due to the increased impact of rolling stock on
them. One of the reasons for this, possibly, is a change in the state of the running gear
of carriages.

As previously noted, with an increase in the flange wear, the inclination of its
generatrix increases. Therefore, the issue of reducing the rejection size of the thickness
of the wheel flanges requires serious research. The actual distribution of the sizes of the
wheel pairs and the rail track in operation should be taken into account, as well as the
patterns of their change during wear process.

70

25

4,0

13
2

>70
q=6,5

Stock rail
with side wear 6 mm

Fig. 4. Wheel with a sharp flange climbing onto a switch blade
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4 Conclusions

1. The introduction of changes to the “wheel pair – rail track” dimension system
should be based on an analysis of the actual condition of the wheel pairs and rail
track parameters on the pointworks. In particular, the following steps are necessary
in order to determine the possibility of changing the rejection size of the minimum
thickness:

– to carry out mass measurements of wheelsets and pointworks in operation;
– to process the obtained data and identify the dependencies between different

combinations of sizes, including determining the correlation between the flange
thickness and the inclination angle of its generatrix;

– to revise the methodology for calculating the probability of occurrence of dangerous
events when passing the pointworks by wheelsets, taking into account modern
modeling tools and accumulated knowledge;

– to perform dynamic strength tests in order to determine the dependence of stresses
and strains of pointwork elements when passing by wheelsets with different flange
thicknesses and inclination angles;

– to identify the possibilities for changing in the “wheelset – rail track” dimension
system, taking into account the strength and reliability of pointworks.

2. Simultaneously with conducting these works, a new methodology for calculating
adverse events occurring when passing the pointworks by wheelsets should be
developed, taking into account the accumulated knowledge and capabilities of
modern computing facilities.
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Abstract. The article discusses four different options for entering the guide
wheels to the guard rail bends: when driving along a straight path of railroad
switches with a straight or curved frog, the rolling stock has a free arrangement
in a track; the flanges of its wheelsets either fall into the guard rail gutter without
hitting the bends, or run into the bend at any point in it; when moving against
the direction and along the direction when leaving the frog curve of the same
direction with the railroad switch curve, the front axle of each bogie runs along
the outer wheel flange onto the outer rail; the rear axle, depending on the
insertion mode, is either pressed against the inner rail, or occupies an inter-
mediate position, or pressed against the outer rail; in case of a directly move-
ment from a straight path to a curved frog, the rolling stock is in a track in a free
position and a impact is possible either in the working face of the core, or in the
guard track bend; when directly entering the railroad switch with a curve, the
reverse railroad switch impact with the front axles of the rolling stocks or bogies
will occur in the check rails, the wheels of the rear axles can hit the bends of the
guard rails. In all variants of the impact on the bends of guard rails when moving
on the side track, they are determined by the number of strokes, the mass
participating in the impact, the angle of impact, as well as the amount of
transverse displacement of the rolling stock when hitting a guard rail, charac-
terizing the work extinguished by the guard rail, and the smoothness of
movement in the frog zone, methods calculating the determination of the length
of the straight bends of the guard rails with straight frogs, determining the length
of the rectilinear bends of the guard rails with curved frogs, determining the
length of the curved bends to guard rails having a constant angle of inclination
to the roadway with curvilinear frogs. Guard rails of the sideways of railroad
switches take significantly greater impacts than guard rails of the forward
direction. The only way to reduce the impact on these bends is to reduce the
impact angles and collisions. For railroad switches with curved frogs, as well as
for railroad switches with straight grogs with a railroad switch curve extending
to the guard rails zone, it is best to use guard rails with curved bends that have
the smallest length and provide the most secure entry to the bend.

Keywords: Railroad switch � Guard rail � Bend � Frog � Lateral direction �
Angle of impact � Rolling stock lateral displacement � Variants of entrance
schemes
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1 Introduction

As it is known, the interaction of the rolling stock and the guard rails of the lateral
direction of the railroad switch in the horizontal plane determines their work and size.

An analysis of the entrance schemes of rolling stocks when moving along the
lateral direction of railroad switches (with rectilinear and curvilinear frogs) suggests
that there are four different options for entrance the steering wheels to the guard rail
bends.

In all cases, the impact on the bends of guard rails when moving on a side track is
determined by the number of impacts, the mass participating in the impact, the angle of
impact, as well as the lateral displacement of the rolling stock when hitting a guard rail,
characterizing the work extinguished by the guard rail and the smoothness of move-
ment in the frog zone [1].

2 Materials and Methods

V a r i a n t 1. When moving along a direct path of railroad switches with a straight or
curved frog (Fig. 1, position 1), the rolling stock has a free arrangement in a track; the
flanges of its wheelsets either fall into the guard rail gutter without hitting the bends, or
run into the bend at any point [2]. In the first case, there will not be any changes in the
rolling stock’s movement, in the second case, the wheelset will begin to be shifted by
the guard rail bend across the path until the flange enters the guard rail gutter. The
magnitude of this lateral displacement is relatively small and, depending on the location
of the collision with the bend, can range from 0 to 20–23 mm.

When determining the impact forces arising in this case, it is necessary to take into
account the gaps in the running gear of the rolling stock, due to which the masses of the
wheelset, bogie, and then the body participate in the impact in series. If the dis-
placement of the wheelset caused by the collision with the guard rail bend is less than
the transverse run-ups in the axle box, then the body mass will not take part in the
impact at all [3].

The angles of the bend offsets of the counter rails in this case are assumed to be
equal to the permissible angle of impact into the wit, so that the bumps in the counter
rail will not be stronger than the impacts in the rail point.

V a r i a n t 2. When moving against the direction and along the direction when
exiting the frog curve in the same direction with the railroad switch curve (Fig. 1,
positions III and IV), the front axle of each bogie runs along the outer wheel flange onto
the outer rail; depending on the entrance mode, the rear axle is either pressed against the
inner rail (static forced entrance), or occupies an intermediate position (static free
entrance), or pressed against the outer rail (dynamic entrance). In all these cases, under
the action of centrifugal forces, all the run-ups and clearances in the incidence running
gear of the rolling stock turn out to be selected (used), and when hitting a guard rail
bend, the entire mass of the rolling stock participates in the impact [4].

For approximate comparisons, it can be assumed that when moving along a straight
path, only the mass of the bogie with wheelsets is involved in the impact; when moving
on the side path to the mass of each bogie is added half the mass of the body. For
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comparison, let’s take a sixty-ton four-axle car with a weight of 4.65 tons of bogies, a
body weight of 15.0 tons and an average load of 30 tons. Then, when driving along a
straight path, a mass of 4.65 tons will participate in the impact, and 27 tons along the
lateral track; that is, six times as large [5].

When moving along a lateral path, the incidence angle on the guard rail bend also
changes. This happens because the straight section of the path between the end of the
railroad switch curve and the beginning of the guard rail is usually assigned less than
the rigid base of the rolling stock. At the same time, the rolling stock meeting with the
guard rail bend occurs at an angle greater than the calculated one by the value of the
angle of incidence on the guide rail Dc (Fig. 2).

When considering the entry conditions for the guard rail of lateral track, one should
distinguish between the angle of impact in the guard rail and the angle of incidence on
it. When approaching the guard rail along a curve, the rolling stock is in a state of
steady curvilinear movement with a certain constant angle of incidence on the outer rail
Dc. Hitting a bend causes an additional dynamic effect - an impact, characterized by the
difference in the angles of the collision of the bend and the incidence on the outer rail,
equal to the angle between the track rail and the bend of the guard rail at the point of
approach w.

After the impact, the rolling stock’s direction is made by guard rail, the incidence
angle on the bend of which will be equal to the sum of the angles of impact in the guard
rail and the incidence on the track rail before the bend meeting.

Thus, the angle Dc will not affect the dynamics when meeting with a bend, but the
impact on the guard rails at the same time increases due to an increase in the directing

Fig. 1. Possible schemes of the approach of the wheel to the bends of the guard rails.
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forces directly proportional to the angle of incidence. In other words, the magnitude of
the additional dynamic forces depends on the angle of the bend offset c, and the
magnitude of the guiding forces depends on the sum of the angles of the bend offset c
and the angle of incidence on the guide rail Dc.

The angle Dc depends only on the radius of the curve, track gauge, speed and rigid
base of the rolling stock and does not depend on the form of the guard rail bend.

The ratios of these values determine how the rolling stock entrance into the curve:
statically or dynamically, which affects the method for determining the angle Dc [6].

Regardless of the type of entrance in determining the angle Dc, two cases are
possible: with curved frogs (as well as with straight frogs in the case when a impact to
the guard rail bend occurs before the beginning of the straight part of the frog), the
additional collision angle Dc will be equal to the angle of the bogie incidence in the
curve u; with rectilinear frogs, when the impact to the guard rail bend occurs after the
part of the bogie enters the frog straight line, the angle Dc can be defined as the angle of
incidence of the bogie in the curve u, reduced by a certain amount Du, depending on
the length a of the straight part paths in front of the point of impact in the bend (see
Fig. 2). Due to the small value of the angle Dc, the size a is assumed equal to the outer
and inner paths.

In the first case, the angle of incidence in the curve u with a static entrance is
determined by the known radius of the railroad switch curve R, the distance to the
instantaneous center of rotation x and the ridge incidence k:

Fig. 2. The design scheme for determining additional impact angles and lengths of bends with
straight frogs.
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/ ¼ arcsin
xþ k
R

The value of x is determined by conventional methods.
With dynamic entrance:

/ ¼ arcsin
Lþ 2k
2R

In the second case, with a static entrance, the initial angle u is determined in the same
way as in the first. To determine the angle Du, we will consider the incident angle as a
composite formed by the rotation of the rolling stock with respect to the direct path due
to the gap in the track (angle e) and the curvature of the path in front of the frog
(angle w) (see Fig. 2).

The value of the angle e, depending on the ratios of the radius of the curve, track
width and speed, can vary from e = 0 (with dynamic entrance) to e ¼ arcsin DS

L (with
static forced entrance). If, when exiting the curve, the track width and speed are
constant, then it can be considered unchanged.

Therefore, when determining the angle Du, we will be interested in the angle w,
which varies depending on the magnitude of the straight part of the path in front of the
point of impact in the bend a:

when the rolling stock moves in a curve

w ¼ arcsin
Dr

Lþ k

where

Dr ffi ðLþ kÞ2
2R

when entering the straight line at the moment of impact in the bend (see Fig. 2)

w1 ¼ arcsin
Dr1
Lþ k

Dr1 ffi ðLþ k� aÞ2
2R

Here a is the distance from the front axle at the moment of impact in the bend to the
end of the curve; in calculations, it must be used as much as possible, that is, equal to
the distance from the end of the curve to the offset of the guard rail (section Cof), since
the direct insert is obtained in this case minimal.
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Since it was established above that the magnitude of the angle Du depends only on
a change in the angle w, it can be found:

D/ ¼ w� w1 ¼ arcsin
ðLþ kÞ2
2RðLþ kÞ � arcsin

ðLþ k� aÞ2
2RðLþ kÞ

Given the small magnitude of the considered angles, it can be written:

D/ ¼ arcsin
ðLþ kÞ2 � ðLþ kÞ2 þ 2ðLþ kÞa� a2

2RðLþ kÞ ¼ arcsin
a
R
� a2

2RðLþ kÞ
� �

Additional incidence angle

Dc ¼ /� D/ ¼ arcsin
x
R
� arcsin

a
R
� a2

2RðLþ kÞ
� �

ffi arcsin
x� aþ a2

2ðLþ kÞ
R

With dynamic entrance DS = 0, then:

Dc ¼ w1 ¼ arcsin
Dr1
Lþ k

¼ arcsin
Lþ k
2R

� a
R
þ a2

2RðLþ kÞ
� �

In this case, the value of the additional entrance angles will be minimal.
The additional impact angles will take maximum values at the extreme skew of the

rolling stock in the rail track when the value of DS will be maximum.
In this case, the angle Dc is defined as the sum of the rolling stock rotation angles

formed due to the gap in the track (angle e) and the curvature of the path in front of the
frog (angle w). According to the scheme (Fig. 2) it can be found:

e ¼ arctg
DS
L

w ¼ arctg
Dr
L

Knowing the value of the direct insertion in front of the mathematical edge of the frog
core d, the length of the straight part of the guard rail in front of it c, the length of the
bend l and the flange incidence k, the value Dr can be found by the expression:

Dr ¼ ðL� aÞ2
2R

¼ ðL� ðd � c� l� kÞÞ2
2R

Finally maximum additional angle of impact

Dc ¼ eþw ¼ arctg
DS
L

þ arcth
Dr
L

ffi arctg
DSþDr

L
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According to the formulas obtained, additional impact angles are calculated that
take place in existing railroad switches of different brands. The minimum values of Dc
obtained during dynamic entrance are shown in Table 1. The maximum values (for the
maximum skew of the rolling stock) are shown in Table 3. Table 2 shows the values of
Dc for the most probable static speed at existing speeds on the lateral entrance path.

Table 1. Angles of impact in the guard rail during dynamic entrance of rolling stock.

Railroad
switch
brand

Offset bend
angle

Bend
length
l, mm

Radius of
the railroad
switch
curve R,
mm

a,
mm

x,
mm

Additional
incidence
angle Dc

Actual
collision
angle on
the bend
u

The increase in the
actual collision angle
compared to the
offset angle, %

1/22 0°27′30″ 3000 1440000 – – 0° 4′10″ 0°31′40″ 15

1/18 0 34 33 2400 960000 – – 0 6 16 0 40 39 18
1/11 0 53 32 1400 297000 1387 – 0 7 22 1 00 54 14
1/9 1 17 09 980 180000 907 – 0 18 20 1 35 29 21

1/7 1 50 03 687 115432 425 – 0 40 16 2 30 19 36
1/5 2 00 34 627 54802 539 – 1 42 08 3 42 42 85

Table 2. Angles of impact in the guard rail with a static entrance of rolling stock.

Railroad
switch
brand

Offset bend
angle

Bend
length
l, mm

Radius of
the railroad
switch
curve R,
mm

a,
mm

x,
mm

Additional
incidence
angle Dc

Actual
collision
angle on
the bend
u

The increase in the
actual collision
angle compared to
the offset angle, %

1/22 0°27′30″ 3000 1440000 – 3500 0° 8′22″ 0°35′52″ 30
1/18 0 34 33 2400 960000 – 3500 0 12 32 0 46 55 37

1/11 0 53 32 1400 297000 1387 3500 0 27 38 1 21 10 51
1/9 1 17 09 980 180000 907 3084 0 43 56 2 1 05 57
1/7 1 50 03 687 115432 425 2607 0 5 46 1 55 49 60

1/5 2 00 34 627 54802 539 2157 1 44 6 3 44 40 87

Table 3. Angles of impact in the guard rail at the extreme skew of the rolling stock.

Railroad
switch
brand

Offset bend
angle

Bend
length
l, mm

Radius of
the railroad
switch
curve R,
mm

a,
mm

x,
mm

Additional
incidence
angle Dc

Actual
collision
angle on
the bend
u

The increase in the
actual collision angle
compared to the
offset angle, %

1/22 0°27′30″ 3000 1440000 – – 0° 29′44″ 0°57′14″ 108
1/18 0 34 33 2400 960000 – – 0 31 50 0 6 13 93

1/11 0 53 32 1400 297000 1387 – 0 32 55 1 26 27 62
1/9 1 17 09 980 180000 907 – 0 43 55 2 1 4 57
1/7 1 50 03 687 115432 425 – 0 5 48 2 55 51 60

1/5 2 00 34 627 54802 539 – 1 44 4 3 44 38 87
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When calculating in all cases, DS = 26 mm was taken as the average value
observed in practice, L = 3500 for the bogie of a promising mass rolling stock (six-axle
gondola car) and k = 0.

Comparison of the average and maximum actual angles of collision to the bend
(data from Tables 2 and 3) reveals the equality of their values for railroad switches of
grades 1/5–1/9, calculated by different methods. This happens because the calculated
rolling stock with these types of railroad switches entrances into the railroad switch
curve forcibly (x < L) and always occupies an extremely distorted position in their
railroad switch curves.

For high-speed railroad switches of grades 1/18 and 1/22, the obtained values of the
incidence angles are somewhat overestimated. Bends designed rectilinear become
curvilinear, since they are located in the zone of the railroad switch curve.

However, it is difficult to practically bend the track rail together with the guard rail
when laying the railroad switch, and therefore in the zone of the guard rail the radius of
the railroad switch curve will be larger than the design, and the incidence angles will be
larger than the calculated ones.

When moving to a lateral path, not only the angles increase, but also the number of
impacts to the bend and the work paid off by it with each impact. According to G.I.
Ivashchenko, when driving along a direct path, a guard track bends impacts 46% of the
axles, and the average shift of these axes across the path DCax

av is 3.4 mm.
When driving on a lateral track under conditions of static entrance (t < 50 km/h),

each front axle of all the bogies impacts into the bend, i.e. 50% of the axles; their
average shift across the path can also be determined on the basis of G.I. Ivashchenko’s
data on the measurement of wheelsets and track width. According to these data, the
average size of the blind nozzle can be taken 1440 mm, the average track width in the
area of the frog - 1524 mm. The average flange thickness based on full-scale mea-
surement of 1617 wheelsets at the Chelyabinsk Metallurgical Plant was set at
29.88 mm.

With these data, the average value of the transverse shift will be:

DCax
av ¼ 1524� 29; 88� 1440� 44 ¼ 10:1 mm

(44 - the size of the guard rail gutter).
With a dynamic entrance, all axes will impact (100%) into the bend, since when

approaching the guard rail, all wheelsets will be pressed against the outer rail. The
average value of the lateral shift will remain the same as with the static entrance.

The obtained ratios of the rolling stock masses participating in the impacts, the
number of impacts, the values of the incidence angles and the lateral displacements
allow us to tentatively compare the impacts on the guard rail bends when driving along
straight and lateral tracks with equal speeds. It was determined above that when driving
on a lateral track under conditions of static incidence, the impact is carried out by six
times the mass, the incidence angle on the bend (Tables 2 and 3) is 30–87% more, the
number of impacts on the bend is 50–46% more and the magnitude lateral shift is 2.97
times greater [7].
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With dynamic entrance, the increase in the angle of incidence on the bend (Table 1)
will be from 15 to 85% of the estimated angle of impact, and the number of axes
impacting to the bend will double (100%).

These comparisons suggest that lateral path guard rails experience significantly
greater effects than direct-path guard rails.

V a r i a n t 3. When the direct movement from a straight path to a curved frog (in
position V, Fig. 1), the rolling stock is made a free position is in a track in and a impact
is possible either in the working face of the core or in the guard track bend [8]. The
largest shock-dynamic impacts will be realized upon impacts in the guard rail bend. In
this case, the incidence and impact angles are equal to each other and exceed the angle
of the bend offset by the angle n, the value of which depends on the radius of the frog
curve, the distance from the tail of the frog to the inflection point of the guard rail and
the shape of the bend (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. The design scheme for determining additional angles of impact and lengths of straight
bends with curved frogs.
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With a direct bend, the angle of impact (collision) does not depend on the place of
impact in the bend and is equal to the sum of the angles of the bend offset and the
central angle n.

n ¼ arctg
h
R

where h is the distance from the inflection point of the guard rail to the end of the frog;
R is the radius of the track rail in the zone of the frog.
Calculations show that for the current railroad switches, the angle n is about 20% of

the angle c.

With a curvilinear bend, the angle of impact (collision), depending on the location of
collision, can be in the range from nþ c� n1 to nþ c (Fig. 4), here n ¼ arctg l

R. Thus,
when approaching the location of the impact to the inflection point, the angle of impact
increases, the change is equal to the value of the central angle contracting bend n1.

However, when calculating the bends, one can proceed from the condition:

nþ c� n1 � cmax;

where cmax is the maximum permissible angle of impact.

Fig. 4. The design scheme for determining the length of curved bends with curved frogs.
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This is explained by the fact that when collision a bends, the rolling stock or the
bogie can be skewed due to the angle between the rail and wheel track DS by an angle
(Fig. 3).

e ¼ arctg
DS
L

;

where L is the rigid base of the bogie or rolling stock.

The values of e calculated for some mass types of rolling stock are shown in Table 4.
in the calculations is usually larger than the change in the angle n1 (n1 � 0°20′); at In
the calculation, DS is taken equal to 26 mm.

Despite the significant value of the angle e, it was never taken into account in the
calculations of railroad switches. In the case under consideration, the angle e will also
vary depending on the location of the impact in the bend, but inversely with the law of
change in the collision angle, decreasing from the value of e at the socket to zero as the
point of impact moves from the beginning of the guard rail (in the bend area, the impact
can only occur when the crest is pressed to the inner edge (see Fig. 3), that is, in the
case when e = 0. The magnitude of the change in the angle e not taken into account
increasing the angle n1, the angle e decreases and the total value of the angle of impact
remains less than angle e, therefore, when calculating it is possible not to take into
account the angle n1.

V a r i a n t 4. When the direct entrance to the railroad switch from a curve opposite
the railroad switch curve (position VI, Fig. 1), the front axles of the rolling stocks or
bogies will impact on the check rails; the wheels of the rear axles can impact in the
bends of the guard rails [9]. At the same time, the angle of impact in the bends of the
guard rails will be less than the offset angle due to the curvature of the path before the
bend and the skew of the rolling stock when moving along the curve. Such conditions
for the passage of guard rails are the best in comparison with previous cases.

If the radii of the frog and the railroad switch curves are equal, the magnitude of the
decrease in the angle of impact in the bend of the guard rail will be equal to the value of
the additional angle of impact in the second variant.

From the considered cases of guard rails passing, it can be seen that the second
option is the most difficult in all indicators (Fig. 1, positions III and IV), and the third
case in terms of the angle of impact for the combination of a curved frog and guard rails
with straight bends (Fig. 1 position V). However, in the third case, the impact force
decreases due to the sequence of participation in the impact of the masses of the
wheelset, bogie and body, so it is impossible to say that the impact on the bends in this

Table 4. The angle of rotation of the rolling stock bogies due to the gap in the track.

Four-axle freight car
L = 1800 mm

Passenger railway car
L = 2700 mm

Six-axle freight car
L = 3050 mm L = 3500 mm

0°49′39″ 0°33′05″ 0°29′18″ 0°25′32″
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case is greater than in the second. The true value of the impacts on the bends can only
be determined empirically. Consider methods for calculating bends for both cases.

1. Determination of the lengths of straight bends of guard rails with straight frogs
Reducing the impact of rolling stocks on the guard rails of the lateral track in

railroad switches with straight frogs and straight bends can be achieved only by
reducing the angle of the bend offset (increasing its length).

For example, for existing 1/7 railroad switches of the type P50 R = 115 432,
l = 687 mm, s = 594, d = 1706, l1 = 1°50′03″. If you extend the bend to
l1 = 1100 mm, then for L = 3500 and k = 0 we get: al = d-c-l1, = 1706-594-
1100 = 12 mm; x = 2607 (see Table 1) and according to the formula derived above:

Dc1 ¼ arcsin
x� aþ a

2L

R
¼ arcsin 0:02248076 ¼ 1 �1701800 ¼ 1:28153�;

c1 ¼ arcsin
Cof � C

l
¼ arcsin 0:02090909 ¼ 1 �1105200 ¼ 1:1978�;

c1 þDc ¼ 1 �1701800 þ 1 �1105200 ¼ 2�2901000:

Moreover, despite an increase in Dc (for comparison, see Table 1), guiding forces
decrease by 1.18 times, and dynamic forces - by 2.34 times.

By choosing the length of the bend in this way, it is possible to achieve the desired
reduction in the impact on the lateral path counter rail.

2. Determination of the length of the straight bends of the guard rails with curved
frogs

For the second option, the largest value of the angle of impact will be with a static
entrance. For this condition, the calculation is given (see Fig. 3).

The length of the bend, taking into account the small angle, can be defined as the
length of the arc:

l ¼ Rn1;

where R is the radius of the curve in the zone of the frog;
n1 is the angle between the radii of the railroad switch curve drawn through the

beginning and end of the bend, radians.
To find this angle, we compose the projection on the perpendicular to the bend axis

X - X:

R cosðw0 � n1Þ � R cosw0 ¼ Cof � C;

where Cof is the size of the offset of the counter rail;
C is the size of the guard rail gutter;
w0 is the angle between the track rail and the guard rail at the offset.

When assigning the angle w0, it should be borne in mind that when approaching the
guard rail the rolling stock is in a state of steady curvilinear motion. Collision on the
bend causes an additional dynamic effect, characterized by the difference between the
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angles of the collision on the bend and the incidence on the outer rail, equal to the angle
between the track rail and the bend of the guard rail w [10].

Therefore, the angle w0 should be assigned from the condition of limiting the
magnitude of the additional dynamic impact, and in all cases it should not exceed the
permissible angle of impact in the bend of the guard rail of the direct path.

To solve the resulting transcendental equation, we expand the cosine in a series,
and, discarding all terms to a degree higher than the second, we obtain:

cosðw0 � n1Þ ¼ 1� ðw0 � n1Þ2
2

; cosw0 ¼ 1� w2
0

2

After transformations

n21R
2

� nRw0 þ Cof � C
� � ¼ 0

where from

n1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Rw0ð Þ2�2R Cof � C

� �q
R

Bend length:

l ¼ Rn1 ¼ Rw0 �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Rw0ð Þ2�2R Cof � C

� �q

Using this formula, we plotted the dependence of the length of the direct bend on the
radius of the railroad switch curve (Fig. 5, line 1). The calculations were performed at
w0 = 1°20′00″ and Cof - C = 20 mm. The length of the direct bend with a constant
value of w0 depends on the radius of the railroad switch curve and the frog.

In a railroad switch with a curved frog and straight bends of guard rails, the
maximum angle of incidence to the bend will take place at the end of the bend. When
collision a bend at a point closer to the gutter, the collision angle will decrease by the
amount of rotation of the rolling stock relative to the bend due to its movement along
the railroad switch curve; in total, this angle can change by n1. If you set the maximum
angle of impact into the bend w0 and reduce the radius of the railroad switch curve, the
length of the bend will increase and, ultimately, a further decrease in the radius will be
impossible, since the track rail will not be able to approach the bend at a distance of the
width of the gutter C.

I � lmax ¼ 1719; II � lmax ¼ 2119

In Fig. 6 line 3 shows the position of the track rail with a minimum radius of the
railroad switch curve. The value of this radius can be determined from the equation
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obtained by the projection of the elements of the railroad switch curve on the direction
of the radius R3

Rmin � Rmin cosw0 ¼ Cof � C

where

Rmin ¼ Cof � C
1� cosw0

Maximum bend length will be:

lmax ¼ ðRmin þCÞ sinw0

In this case, the angle w0 = n1
The values of Rmin and lmax can also be determined from the equation:

2
0 0( ) 2 ( )гl R R R C Cψ ψ= ± − −

Fig. 5. The graph of the dependence of the length of the direct bend on the radius of the railroad
switch curve at w0 ¼ 1�2000000.
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As the radius decreases, the radical expression decreases. Equating it to zero, you can
find the value of the minimum radius:

Rminw0ð Þ2�2RminðCof � CÞ ¼ 0

where

Rmin ¼
2 Cof � C
� �

w2
0

Maximum length of direct bend:

lmax ¼ Rminw0

When calculating the bend for the third option, we set the condition that the angle
of impact in the bend should not exceed the maximum accepted for the calculated
railroad switch, i.e. nþ c� cmax (Fig. 3); then it can be written:

cmax � arctg
Cof þDr � C

l

Fig. 6. Scheme for changing the length of the direct bend when changing the radius of the curve
(w0 = const).
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Dr ¼ lþ gð Þ2
2R

Cof � C ¼ DC

where l is the length of the bend;
g is the distance from the bend end of the guard rail to the end of the frog;

cmax ¼ arctg
DCþ ðlþ gÞ2

2R

l
¼ arctg

DC2Rþðlþ gÞ2
2Rl

or

tgcmax2Rl ¼ 2DCRþðlþ gÞ2;
l2 þ 2lðg� RtgcmaxÞþ 2DCRþ g2 ¼ 0

where from

l ¼ �ðg� RtgcmaxÞ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðg� RtgcmaxÞ2 � ð2DCRþ g2Þ:

q

Here, as in the previous case, the length of the bend depends on the radius of the
railroad switch curve, therefore, in the same way, the minimum radius can be found at
which a direct bend can be installed.

Equate the root expression to zero:

g� RtgðcminÞ½ 	2� 2DCRþ g2
� � ¼ 0

where

Rmin ¼ 2ðgtgcmax þDCÞ
tg2cmax

The maximum length of the direct bend in this case:

lmax ¼ �ðg� RmintgcmaxÞ ¼ Rmintgcmax � g

The angle of guard rail inflection:

c ¼ cmax � n;

where

n ¼ arctg
lþ g
R
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The graph of the dependence of the length of the direct bend on the radius of the
railroa bends, the length of the latter should be increased in comparison with the length
of d switch curve for this case is shown in Fig. 5 line II. It can be seen from the graph
that, under the conditions of preserving the given value of the angle of impact during
the direct entrance from a straight lateral path to a curved frog with straight the bends
obtained for the second variant of the entrance to the guard rail [11].

The given graphs shown also that the use of direct bends of guard rails for curved
frogs is limited by the fact that they cannot be used with small radii of the railroad
switch curves, as well as with a large length that depends on the radii of the railroad
switch curve and the frog.

3. Determination of the length of the curved bends of the guard rails having a
constant angle of inclination to the track rails with curved frogs

If you create a bend having the same inclination to the track rail at any point, then
its length will not depend on the radius of the curve. Such a bend is a curved bend,
curved along the radius of the frog curve. The angle of inclination of this bend to the
track rail w is the angle of impact in the bend.

To calculate the length of the bend, we take the radii of the railroad switch and frog
curves, as well as the radius of the bend equal to infinity, and the angle between the
bend and the track rail is equal to the calculated angle of impact in the lateral path bend
(see Fig. 4) [12]. Then bend length:

l ¼ Cof � C
sinw

The angle of inflection of the guard rail c will also be equal to the angle w. When the
track rail is curved and bent to the radius of the railroad switch curve, the angle w
characterizing the dynamics of the entrance to the bend does not change, which allows
determining the length of the bend regardless of the radius of the curve.

For example, we define the length of the branch at w = 1°20′00″ and Cof - C = 20
mm:

l ¼ Cof � C
sinw

¼ 20
0:02327105

¼ 859 mm

The length of such bend will be significantly less than the length of the straight bend
defined for any radius of the railroad switch curve at the same angle of impact w (see
Fig. 5).

Curved bends are already practically used in railroad switch of brands 1/22 and
1/18, where the railroad switch curve enters the grog zone and, when properly laid, the
bends are curved along with the track rails.

3 Conclusions

1. Guard rails of the lateral paths of railroad switches take significantly greater impacts
than guard rails of the forward direction.
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2. The only way to reduce the impact on these bends is to reduce impact and collision
angles.

3. For railroad switches with curved frogs, as well as for railroad switches with straight
frogs with a railroad switches curve extending to the guard rails zone, it is best to
use guard rails with curved bends that have the smallest length and provide the most
secure entrance to the bend.
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Abstract. Systematization of techniques to form armature magnetic induction
base vector sets for two-phase brushless direct current (DC) motor with four-
sectional winding is proposed. Each set is defined by section connection scheme
and phase energizing technique; it has an influence on motor stall torque. The
armature equivalent circuit is coordinated and considered on a complex plane, the
motor’s phases are directed along its axis. The techniques are grouped by par-
ticipation of the phases, by sections within one phase, in the base vector forming
process during an intercom mutation interval. A terminology is introduced which
allows to consider base vector forming techniques from unified positions for n-
phase brushless DC machines applied on perspective vehicles. A name for each
set is proposed and a mathematical description is obtained. Amplitude values of
the vectors at different connection schemes, at different energizing techniques
within one scheme, are obtained and collated one another. With the help of the
proposed systematization the quantity of possible base vector sets at a certain
connection scheme is derived, their graphical representation diagrams are built.
Based on the obtained results, vector forming techniques characterized by dif-
ferent power efficiency are discovered. Recommendations for drive developers to
use a certain technique are given.

Keywords: Two-phase brushless DC motor � Brushless DC motor control �
Phase winding sections � Phase commutation � Phase connection scheme

1 Introduction

Nowadays vehicles using electrical power to feed tractive and auxiliary drives are
increasingly more shared. To convert electrical power from electrical into mechanical
form electric motors are used. To use an electric motor on vehicles it is needed to
provide a high power efficiency with keeping of load capability. Usability of a motor in
an electric drive to implement required moving law is determined by its static char-
acteristics, they depend but constructive parameters also on phase connection scheme,
commutation and impulse control method [1, 2].
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In this paper a two-phase brushless DC motor (BLDC) with four-sectional winding
is considered. Its two phase windings are allocated on 90 electrical degrees, each of
them is divided into two sections. To determine possibility to use a motor of considered
type data about its static and energy characteristics at a certain phase commutation
method is needed.

At the initial state of researching physical processes in two-phase BLDC and
obtaining its static characteristics following problems appear:

(1) Existing of four sections causes variety of connection schemes which in part gives
amount of additional commutation techniques.

(2) Considering the motor on the phase level does not enable to determine stall torque
beforehand in the case when more than one section exist in one phase.

Attempts to systemize and compare two-phase motor control methods are being
made by researchers. In their works physical processes are being investigated and static
characteristics are given. However, traditionally, the meanings of phase and winding
section are distinguished fuzzily, consideration of one section as a basic calculation unit
is absent, that does not enable to determine the quantity of possible motor control
techniques and the view of its characteristics at each of them.

In papers [3, 4] physical processes are investigated and an efficient impulse control
method is proposed, however a dividing of the phases into sections is absent, that
makes difficult the transferring into speed-torque characteristics end their analysis.

In paper [5] only one armature magnetic induction vector set forming technique is
given: combined at the radial winding connection scheme with common point (by the
proposed systematization), and nothing is said about existing of other base vector set
forming techniques. In paper [6] a two-phase BLDC motor is investigated and the
dividing of the phase windings into sections is given. However there a special problem
is solved: efficiency increasing by passive elements (voltage booster chokes), alter-
native connection schemes and energizing switching sequences are not considered.
Thus, nowadays a system approach where one winding section is used as a basic
calculation unit to consider base vector set forming techniques, and also an analysis of
their influence on speed-torque characteristics, is absent.

To implement each technique, it is needed to create its mathematical description and,
on its base, to determine power amplifier’s switching element commutation functions
(control functions). Such a work was carried out for three-phase machines in [7].

The proposed systematization represents a progress of the sectional approach
proposed by the authors in [8, 9] and covers armature induction base vector set forming
techniques on machine’s electrical period at absence of the back-EMF. Only basic
cases are considered, without the pulse control. The systematization is based on rep-
resentation of the machine’s armature in a rectangle coordinate system with allocation
of the phases along its axis and on the calculation of each phase’s contribution into
creation of the moving torque, and within one phase—contribution of each section.

With help of the proposed systematization the quantity of possible sets at a certain
connection scheme is determined. Amplitude values of the vectors are obtained and
collated one another at different connection schemes and within one scheme—at dif-
ferent energizing techniques. Based on the obtained results recommendations for drive
developers to apply a certain technique are given.
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2 Systematization

2.1 Terms and Definitions

By the systematization of the techniques it has been required to extend the term base
used at the current time to work with brushless electric machines. The following term
definitions are proposed:

• section—a part of the armature winding giving a magnetic induction vector with
certain direction and having own leads for connection to external circuitries;

• reference sectional vector—armature magnetic induction vector formed by one
section when it is energized by the full power supply voltage and the back-EMF is
absent;

• sectional vector—armature magnetic induction vector formed by one section at
conditions different from the previous item;

• base vector—armature magnetic induction vector acting during an intercommuta-
tion interval, it is the result of the summation of section vectors acting on this
interval;

• phase—circuitry unit consisting of the sections which are forming collinear
armature magnetic induction vectors;

• section connection scheme—a variant of electrical section connection one with
another.

2.2 Systematization Principles

The systematization is based on enumeration of all possible section connection
schemes, determination of all possible energizing techniques at each of the scheme and
calculation of base vectors in a rectangle coordinate system (as which a complex plane
is used). In the Fig. 1 the equivalent circuit diagram of the armature winding composed
in [8, 9] is shown. It is allocated on a complex plane, its real axis is directed to the
Right along the line C – A, the imaginary—to the Up, along the line D – B. Due to the
perpendicularity of the phases a complex plane exists whose axis are collinear with the
motor’s phases. In this case, absolute values of sectional vectors’ projections on cor-
responding axis are equal to one, on perpendicular axis—to zero. It enables to consider
direction cosines of the section vectors as equal to one without necessity to write them
explicitly; and the sectional vectors belonging to different phases—as independent one
on another.

On the diagram the following designations are used: A – D—points for connection
to the power supply unit;

a – h—leads of the sections; Lab – Lgh, Rab – Rgh, Eab – Egh—correspondingly the
inductance, ohmic resistance and back-EMF of each section.

As the positive counting direction and the forward direction of the motor’s rotor the
counter-clockwise direction is selected. The leads of the sections and the points for
connection to the power supply unit are also directed counter-clockwise.
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Fig. 1. Equivalent scheme of the armature winding of the two-phase BLDC motor

By the composing of the equivalent circuit diagram the following assumptions are
made:

1. Resistances and inductances of all sections are equal.
2. The back-EMF values of the sections in each phase are sign-opposite.
3. The mutual inductance between phases is neglected.

In the Fig. 2 the section connection schematic diagrams are shown: with uncon-
nected sections (a); serial (b); parallel (c); closed: the same scheme is shown in the
coordinate view keeping the sections’ allocation (d) and looking as a square (e); radial
schemes: “star” with neutral point which is not connected (f) and with common point
connected either to the supply bus or to the ground (g). The introduced designation and
sections’ position on the complex plane are kept on the diagrams; thanks to this, it is
simple to determine the participation of each section in the vector forming along a
certain axis at a certain connection scheme.

The phase energizing technique does not depend on the section connection scheme.
At any of them the sections, therefore, the sectional vectors are allocated along the axes
of the complex plane, that enables to accept the reference sectional vector as the basic
calculation unit and to calculate any base vector as a sum of sectional ones. So, by
quantity of the acting sections amplitude and direction of a base vector can be
immediately determined.

The phase energizing technique does not depend on the section connection scheme.
At any of them the sections, therefore, the sectional vectors are allocated along the axes
of the complex plane, that enables to accept the reference sectional vector as the basic
calculation unit and to calculate any base vector as a sum of sectional ones. So, by
quantity of the acting sections amplitude and direction of a base vector can be
immediately determined. At all of the connection schemes there are two possible
energizing techniques which are different by phases in which the sections taking part in
the magnetic field vector forming during an intercommutation interval are allocated:

“Separate” (the separate energizing)—the sections allocated only in one phase take
part (collinear);

“Joint” (the joint energizing)—sections belonging to both phases take part simul-
taneously (perpendicular).
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There exists a possibility to apply the separate and joint energizing techniques in
adjacent intercommutation intervals alternately during the full electrical period. Such
an energizing technique became in this paper the name “Combined” (the combined
energizing)—base vector sets formed by combined techniques are alternating. At each
section connection scheme there are own combined techniques depending on the
quantity of active or passive sections in each phase.

At the closed or the radial scheme with neutral point the techniques take place in
which either one section is not connected or it is connected to the same power supply
bus through both leads, and also when two sections belonging to one phase are con-
nected oppositely. In such cases additional energizing techniques appear:
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Fig. 2. Section connection schemes
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“With passive section in one phase”—one lead of a section is not connected
directly to any power supply bus, the vector formed by this section is equal to zero, this
section does not participate in the moving torque creation.

“With opposite energizing of sections in one phase”—the magnetic induction
vectors of one phase’s sections are directed opposite one to other, and all the phase
does not participate in the resulting base vector creation.

A mathematical expression for each of the sets is obtained. It consists of the
description of a vector in the first quarter and its rotating by an angle divisible by p=2.
In the first quarter the vector is calculated as a sum of sectional vectors participating in
the base vector forming taking into consideration the sign of the back-EMF according
the equivalent circuit (Fig. 1) and the direction of the complex plane axis. For example,
the section allocated on the Left has negative back-EMF but the axis direction also is
negative, thus the vector directed into the Right formed by this section has the positive
sign. Analogically the sign of the vector formed by the section directed into the Down
is determined. To implement the rotating, the coefficient k showing the quantity of the
turnings and by it determining number of the quarter is introduced.

The names of the base vector forming techniques and the amplitudes of corre-
sponding vectors are shown in the TABLE where the following designations are used:
Vk—base vector set resulted in by a certain forming, k—number of an intercommu-
tation interval, k ¼ 1; 4; p ¼ �1; 1f g—coefficient by the power index determining
whether in the nominator or the denominator of a fraction is its base (Table 1).

Table 1. Base vector forming techniques and their amplitude values.

Number Name Mathematical expression of
a base vector set

1. Scheme with unconnected sections
1.1 Separate with passive section in a phase Vk ¼ ei k�1ð Þp2½ �
1.2 Joint with passive section in each phase Vk ¼

ffiffiffi

2
p � ei p

4þ k�1ð Þp2½ �
1.3 Combined 1.1 and 1.2
2. Parallel connection of sections in each phase
2.1 Separate Vk ¼ 2 � ei k�1ð Þp2½ �
2.2 Joint Vk ¼

ffiffiffi

2
p � ei p

4þ k�1ð Þp2½ �
2.3 Combined 2.1 and 2.2
3. Serial connection of sections in each phase
3.1 Separate Vk ¼ ei k�1ð Þp2½ �
3.2 Joint Vk ¼

ffiffiffi

2
p � ei p

4þ k�1ð Þp2½ �
3.3 Combined 3.1 and 3.2

(continued)
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It is seen from the Table that when there is a passive section or a phase, the
description of such set is more complex, the absolute value of the vector becomes a
view of in irrational fraction and the argument—values which are different from ones
divisible by p=4. The cause is that the base vector consists in an unequal quantity of
sectional vectors in different phases. The full vector set picture at each forming tech-
nique is shown in a graphical representation in the Fig. 3. Each picture (a–f) contains
all totality of the sets in all the quarters and corresponds to one whole item of the
Table without dividing into sub-items.

Table 1. (continued)

Number Name Mathematical expression of
a base vector set

4. Radial connection with common point (connected either to the supply bus or to the ground)
4.1 Separate with passive section in a phase Vk ¼ ei k�1ð Þp2½ �
4.2 Joint with passive section in each phase Vk ¼

ffiffiffi

2
p � ei p

4þ k�1ð Þp2½ �
4.3 Combined 4.1 and 4.2
5. Radial with neutral point (not connected)
5.1 Separate Vk ¼ ei k�1ð Þp2½ �
5.2 Joint Vk ¼

ffiffiffi

2
p � ei p

4þ k�1ð Þp2½ �
5.3 Combined 5.1 and 5.2
5.4 Joint with opposite energizing of sections in each

phase
Vk ¼ ei k�1ð Þp2½ �

5.5 Joint with passive section in one phase Vk ¼
ffiffiffiffi

10
p
3 � ei k�1ð Þp2þ arctg 3pð Þ½ �

5.6 Joint with passive section in each phase Vk ¼ 1
ffiffi

2
p � ei p

4þ k�1ð Þp2½ �
5.7 Joint with opposite energizing of sections in one

phase and passive section in the other phase
Vk ¼ 2

3 e
i k�1ð Þp2½ �

Combined 5.6 and 5.7
6. Closed section connection
6.1 Separate
6.2 Joint Vk ¼

ffiffiffi

2
p � ei p

4þ k�1ð Þp2½ �
6.3 Combined 6.1 and 6.2
6.4 Joint with opposite energizing of sections in one

phase
Vk ¼ 4

3 � ei k�1ð Þp2½ �

6.5 Joint with passive section in one phase Vk ¼
ffiffiffiffi

10
p
2 � ei k�1ð Þp2þ arctg 3pð Þ½ �

6.6 Joint with passive section in each phase Vk ¼
ffiffiffi

2
p � ei p

4þ k�1ð Þp2½ �
6.7 Combined 6.4 and 6.6
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It is seen from the Fig. 3 that there are equal base vector sets at different connection
schemes. However, as the sets were obtained at different schemes, the complexity of
their energizing’s implementation will be other.

As among of the sets there are ones obtained at the opposite section vector direction
in one phase, a current takes place which does not contribute into the moving torque,
thus a useless power consumption increases. At the radial and close connection
schemes there are more sets than at the other ones. Base vectors allocated at angles
different from p=4 are seen. The result of the presence of such vectors is an unevenness
of the moving torque distribution on the circle (increased torque ripple) and therefore
an unevenness of the rotating speed at load torque values near to the stall torque.

3 Conclusions

1. A systematization of base vector set forming based on section connection schemes
and phase energizing techniques is proposed which enables to bring a sole set of
vectors whose amplitude corresponds to the stall torque of the BLDC motor into
accordance with each technique.

a) with unconnected 
sections (item 1)

b) at parallel connection 
of sections in each phase

(item 2)

c) at serial connection 
of sections in each phase 

(item 3)

d) at radial connection 
with common point (item

4)

e) at radial with neutral 
point (item 5)

f) at closed section 
connection (item 6)
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2. The term base used at the current time to work with brushless electric machines is
extended taking in consideration the influence of the sections on physical processes
in the BLDC motor.

3. Names to each base vector forming technique are given.
4. Amplitude values of base vectors having an influence on the stall torque are

determined.
5. At different connection schemes the obtaining of equal base vector sets is possible,

differencing by implementation complexity of a certain energizing technique.
6. At some techniques sections belonging to one phase are energized oppositely that

causes an increasing of common consumed current but gives no increasing of
torque, thus such techniques are not recommended to be used in drives.
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Abstract. The approaching section of a conventional ballast path to a ballast
free path poses a potential hazard for several reasons: the path section on a
bridge or in a tunnel represents a kind of support or barrier for the longitudinal
movement of tracks; no transverse movements of the tracks; the transition
section usually has an increased degradation of the ballast layer. These factors
significantly reduce the resistance of the rail track panel to shear across the axis
of the path in the transition section. To predict the stability of a continuous
welded rail on the transition sections, the following dependencies were calcu-
lated using the finite element method: the dependence of the critical temperature
of the path on the number of sagging sleepers that have lost their grip to the
ballast; the dependence of the critical temperature of the path on the percentage
of weakening the pressure of the rail foot to the base; the dependence of the
maximum transverse displacements to achieve a temperature close to the critical
one, on the length of additional stiffening elements inside the track (additional
rails).

Keywords: Transport � Transition sections � Welded rail

1 Introduction

The most problematic places for all experimental structures are transition sections
between the ballast free path and the path on the ballast [1–3]. Subsidence in these
places reach 40 mm and require periodic straightening work by tamping the sleepers
with a rectifying-tamping-straightening machine [4]. With such subsidence, sagging of
the sleepers take place, i.e. loss of grip rail foot to the ballast. This phenomenon
significantly reduces the stability of the continuous welded rail. The problem of tran-
sition sections was also solved by a number of foreign experts [5–9].

A continuous welded rail on a ballast free base seems to be quite stable, since the
rail track panel does not have the possibility of transverse movement. The rails are
attached to the under-rail base, which is not able to move in the transverse or longi-
tudinal direction. The same situation is observed on the approaches to a ballast free
path for high-speed traffic. The approach of the usual path on the ballast to the ballast
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free path presents a potential hazard for several reasons. First, the section of ballast free
path is a stop or barrier for the longitudinal movement of the rails, since there are no
longitudinal movements of the sleepers in the ballast and the rails are more reliably
fixed in the rail fastening assemblies. Thus, an elevated level of longitudinal stresses is
created in front of the section of a ballast free path, which are not able to be redis-
tributed along the rail. This situation is most dangerous when additional compressive
stresses create a braking train on the way to the ballast free path. Secondly, there are no
transverse movements of the rails. In the case of a usual rail track panel, the path has
the ability to shift outward of the curved section of the path, thus producing a “self-
discharge” of thermal stresses, and the rails on a ballast free base have no such pos-
sibility. Thirdly, the transitional section usually has an increased degradation of the
ballast layer due to differences in the rigidity of the concrete and gravel base. There is
always a subsidence on the first 3–5 sleepers and, as a consequence, sagging of the
sleepers. These factors significantly reduce the resistance of the rail track panel to shear
across the axis of the path.

2 Research Methods

One of the ways to increase the stability of the continuous welded rail in transition
sections is to place additional rails inside the track [2]. This, firstly, increases the
resistance to transverse movement, and, secondly, provides a smooth change in the
rigidity of the base, which reduces the frustration of the ballast in this section.

Additional rails inside the track on the experimental transition sections were applied
during testing on the Experimental ring of JSC VNIIZhT Art. Shcherbinka on designs
Rheda 2000, LVT, NBT (Alstom). It should be noted that the use of typical domestic
shuttle sleepers for the transitional sections of LVT and NBT for these purposes was an
irrational constructive solution, since the under-rail sites do not coincide in level with a
ballast free path and fastening threaded rods do not securely fasten the rail foot to the
sleeper. It remains an open question about the length of these additional rails, so that in
addition to a smooth change in the rigidity of the path, they ensure an increase in the
stability of the continuous welded rail on the transition sections. To determine the
required length of additional rails, the following approach is proposed. To ensure the
safety of train traffic in transition sections, it is necessary to determine the extent to
which the condition of the path at the transition section can be relaxed so that there is
no danger of throwing off the continuous welded rail. In addition, it is necessary to
calculate how the length of additional elements inside the track in the form of a shuttle
from a corner or additional rail affects the stability of the path. Figure 1 shows the
scheme for calculating the stability of the continuous welded rail in the transition
section.

To predict the stability of the continuous welded rail on the transitional sections by
the finite element method, the following dependencies are calculated:

– the dependence of the critical temperature of the path on the number of sagging
sleepers that have lost their grip to the ballast;

Stability of the Continuous Welded Rail on Transition Sections 649
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– the dependence of the critical temperature of the path on the percentage of weak-
ening the pressure of the rail foot to the base;

– the dependence of the maximum transverse displacements to achieve a temperature
close to the critical, on the length of the additional stiffening elements inside the
track (additional rails).

The system of equations interlinking the critical longitudinal force, the magnitude
of the irregularity and the length of the irregularity, has been proposed by Doctor of
Technical Science Professor Kogan A. Ya and looks like:

ð1Þ

Fig. 1. Scheme for calculating the stability of the continuous welded rail on the transition
section
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where

B and b – the coefficients in the approximation function of the resistance of the
sleeper to transverse displacements f1(y) = B∙arctg(y/b);
M, r and q – the coefficients of the approximating function of the resistance to
rotation of the rails relative to the sleeper, depending on the angle of rotation of the
rail f2(y) = qy′ + M∙arctg(y′/r);
R – the radius of the curve;
E – the elastic modulus of rail steel;
Jz
o
– the moment of inertia of the rail relative to the main vertical axis;

Cб – the amplitude of the household irregularity, equal to the sum of the amplitudes
of the unstressed Co and the stressed C irregularities;
NK – critical longitudinal force in the rail;
x – the frequency of the irregularity corresponding to the length of the irregularity
L = 2/x;
Knot of a rail fastening on the ballast free path – Vossloh W-30;
Knot of rail fastening on the ballast path – RCS 65-S;
Rail type – R65;
Sleeper pattern – 1840.

The modeling proceeded from the following considerations: on approaches to a
ballast free path there will be a subsidence, therefore, there will be sagging sleepers,
therefore, resistance to shear on the base of the sleepers will be lost, but resistance to
the ends of the sleepers and torsion at the fastening points will remain. At the same
time, from the additional vertical oscillations at the site of the subsidence, a weakening
of the pressure of the rail foot to the sleeper will be observed.

In other words, for the transition section, it is necessary to determine how three
factors influence the critical longitudinal force: the length of the section with sagging
sleepers, the tightening of the terminals, the length of the additional rails inside the
track.

The model described in [10] was adopted as the model of stability of the continuous
welded rail.

Figure 2 shows the layout of the additional rails inside the track.

Fig. 2. Layout of additional rails inside the track
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The solution of these problems is carried out in the environment of finite element
modeling [11]. As a baseline, a 200-meter-long section of the rail track is presented,
one half of which is located on the ballast free structure of the path, the other on
crushed-stone ballast.

3 The Results of the Study

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the critical temperature on the number of sagging
sleepers.

The plot of the critical temperature versus the number of sagging sleepers shows
that the critical temperature decreases sharply with an increase in the number of sag-
ging sleepers from 0 to 10. The abrupt decrease in the critical temperature in the region
of 8–9 sagging sleepers is explained by the fact that the form of buckling coincides
with the initial curvature of the rail track panel due to different transverse and longi-
tudinal resistance of the ballast layer. Figure 4 shows the calculated approximating
dependence of the reduction of the longitudinal force, resulting in the release of the
reduction of the pressing force of the rail to the sleeper in the fastening unit in the range
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from standard to 0 in the length of the transition section equal to 15 m. The decrease in
the maximum permissible temperature rise is no more than 20%, which indicates a
relatively insignificant effect of this parameter on the stability of the path within the
transition section.

Figure 5 shows the dependence of the maximum transverse displacements within
the transition section upon reaching a temperature close to the critical one (in this case,
this temperature is 230°) versus the length of two additional rails inside the track.

The calculations show a decrease in the maximum transverse displacements with an
increase in the length of the additional rails to 10 m. A further increase in the length of
the rails inside the track does not lead to an increase in the stability of the continuous
welded rail within the transition section from a ballast free to ballast structure.

Thus, the optimal length of additional rails under the conditions for the current
content of the ballast layer and intermediate rail fasteners is the length of 9–11 m. The
results of the calculations are confirmed by the results of tests on the Experimental ring
of JSC VNIIZhT Art. Shcherbinka in the period 2014–2018 [12]. During this period, a
tonnage of 1.1 billion tons of gross has been missed.
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Abstract. Increasing the processing capacity and lowering the operating costs
of the humps are associated with improving the track filling quality of the hump
yard. The track filling quality depends on the curvature of the profile. To analyze
the profile deviation, it is proposed to use the concavity coefficient, which is the
ratio of the cross-sectional area of the actual profile to the normative profile
values. For the study, the developed simulation model of track filling of the
hump yard was used, based on calculating the movement speed of the cut and
taking into account the possibility of unhooking the cut after stopping, the error
of the speed control devices operation of the uncoupling cut on the way and the
retarder operation, the possibility of starting the train cars when the next cut
collides with them. Studies have shown that the concavity coefficient can be
used as a numerical criterion in assessing the deviation of the profile from the
normative values. There is a dependence between the concavity coefficient and
the quality indicators of the track filling. The obtained results can be used to
assess the effectiveness of the track profile alignment.

Keywords: Hump yard � Simulating � Profile concavity coefficient � Sorting
yard � Hump � Occupancy quality � Reverse movement

1 Introduction

One of the most important elements of transport infrastructure is hump yards and
humps [1–6]. The sorting capacity of the hump and its operating costs depend on many
factors, one of which is the hump yard. The profile of the hump yard changes during
operation [7–10]. This leads to a decrease in the quality of track fillings, an increase in
the probability of the window formation and the collision of the cuts with an excess of
the collide velocity [10]. This reduces the processing capacity of the hump yard
complex and leads to monetary costs due to the train cars damage. Therefore, profile
alignment of the hump yard tracks [7–10] is necessary. The alignment of the slope
profile is associated with large economic and time costs; therefore, the validity of this
event is required.
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The current methodology for calculating the track profile alignment efficiency of
the hump yard [11] does not take into account such factors as the structure of the traffic
flow, the cut flow, destination power, current track slopes and others. In this connec-
tion, the calculations obtained by this method may be inaccurate. Therefore, one of the
priorities is the development of new ways of the profile alignment effectiveness
assessment. The purpose of this article is to study the possibility of using the concavity
coefficient in analyzing the track filling quality of the hump yard.

2 Research Methodology

In articles [12–15], it is proposed to use the concavity coefficient to analyze the descent
part profile of the hump. In general, this is a characteristic of the hill profile, which
depends on the values of the slopes and its individual elements, determined by the
formula:

l ¼ 1� P
Pmax

ð1Þ

where P - the area of the longitudinal section of the hump with a certain profile;
Pmax - the maximum possible area of the longitudinal section of the hump (with a

uniform slope from the top of the hill to the calculated point).
The use of this coefficient for analyzing the profile of the descent part is difficult,

since the comparison is made not with the normative values, but with the maximum
possible area of the longitudinal section of the hill. Due to the fact that the profile of the
descent part of the hump is not homogeneous (consists of a large number of slopes of
different size and length due to the minimum rolling time from the hump of the hill),
the best rolling performance was achieved with a concavity coefficient of 0.5–0.6.

Hump yard according to the normative should consist of a slope of one magnitude,
therefore the deviation of the actual profile from the normative affects the change in the
concavity coefficient. Figure 1 shows an example of the actual and normative profile of
the hump yard track.
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According to Fig. 1, it can be concluded that when applying formula (1) in the
hump yard, the concavity coefficient characterizes the deviation of the profile from the
normative value. Knowing the height of the marks and the distance between them,
formula 1 can be written in the form:

l ¼ 1�
Pn�1

i¼1
ðhi þ hiþ 1Þ � li

ðh1 þ hnormÞ � ly ð2Þ

where hi; hiþ 1 - the height at the beginning and end of the i-th section; li - the length of
the i-th section; h1 - the height of the track beginning of the hump yard, m; hnorm - the
normative height of the slope end of the hump yard, m; n- the number of sections, pc; ly
- the normative length of the track slope, m.

This article discusses the dependence of the quality parameters of the hump yard
track filling on the concavity coefficient for the case when the rail head levels changes
on the 1000-m-long track at 450 m of the rail, while the heights of the beginning and
end of the descent remain unchanged. In this case, formula (2) takes the form:

l ¼ 1� h1 þ 2 � h2 þ h3
ðh1 þ h3Þ � 2 ð3Þ

The concavity coefficient can take both negative and positive values. Positive
values mean that the profile subsided during operation. Negative values of this coef-
ficient can take when profile swelling. Profile swelling is common in the spring-autumn
period, when groundwater freezes through the ballast section.

For the study, a simulation model of track filling was used [16, 17]. This model
takes into account the possibility of starting the cut after a stop, the error in the
operation of devices for controlling the speed of cut release on the way and the retarder
operation, the possibility of starting the train cars when the next cut collides with them.
The structure of the train car flow and cut flow was specified by a random distribution.
The outdoor temperature, wind speed and direction were set for the Novosibirsk region,
taking into account the correction for the track axis. The track was considered within
the park brake position, to the insulating joints at the track end, the profile shoot was
taken every 50 m. Normative values correspond to [18, 19].

The object of the study is the track of the hump yard. The subject of the research is
the influence of the track profile on the filling quality.

3 The Results of the Study

The track filling quality of the hump yard is characterized by two factors:

• minimizing “windows”;
• collide of the cuts with permissible speed.
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Increasing the slope of the track sections leads to an increase in the speed of cut
movement in these sections. According to [19], the number of damaged train cars can
be calculated using the average speed of cut collisions. Figure 2 shows the dependence
of the average speed of cut collision on the concavity coefficient.

From Fig. 2 it can be concluded that the average speed of cut collision depends on
the profile concavity coefficient. The greater this coefficient, the higher the average
speed of cut collision, and, consequently, the greater the number of damaged train cars.
Figure 3 shows the dependence of the damaged train car number on the profile con-
cavity coefficient calculated by [19].

According to Fig. 3, we can conclude that an increase in the concavity coefficient
leads to an increase in damage to the train cars, and, consequently, to a decrease in the
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safety of the dissolution of the train cars. From this we can conclude that a reduction in
the concavity coefficient will lead to a decrease in operating costs in the event of
damage to the goods.

Figures 2 and 3 show that traffic safety is inversely related to the profile concavity
coefficient.

The second important parameter characterizing the track filling quality is the size of
the windows. One way of estimating the size of the windows between cuts is to use the
track filling ratio. In general terms, this coefficient shows the application of the useful
length of the hump yard track, and the higher it is, the smaller the size of the windows
between the cuts. To assess the track filling quality, we used the average coefficient of
the track filling quality, obtained after all dissolutions. The dependence of the track
filling quality on the profile concavity coefficient is shown in Fig. 4.

According to Fig. 4, we can conclude that with a decrease in the concavity coef-
ficient, the quality coefficient of the track filling also decreases. According to the
normative, this coefficient should be in the range of 0.8–1 [20, 21]. Therefore, with a
zero concavity coefficient, the quality coefficient of the track filling is within the
normative values.

Also, in Fig. 4, we can conclude that the subsidence of the profile will not lead to
an increase in the quality coefficient of the track filling. After analyzing Figs. 2, 3 and
4, we can conclude that the subsidence of the profile will lead to a deterioration in the
track filling quality, since the average collision speed will increase, which will lead to a
decrease in traffic safety.

At negative values of the concavity coefficient, the quality coefficient decreases
sharply, which means that a decrease in the slope value leads to an increase in the
windows between the cuts.

From Fig. 4 it can be assumed that the average number of backups necessary for
the accumulation of one train composition also depends on the concavity coefficient.
This dependence is shown in Fig. 5.
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In Fig. 5, we can conclude that there is also an inverse dependence between the
concavity coefficient and the average number of backups. With positive values of the
concavity coefficient, the decrease in the number of backups occurs at a low speed. The
difference between the number of backups necessary for the accumulation of one train
composition, with concavity coefficients 0 and 0.18, is only 0.29. At negative values,
an increase in the coefficient leads to a sharp decrease in the number of backups.

4 Conclusions

The article presents a new way to assess the profile deviation from the normative value.
For this purpose, the concavity coefficient is used, which shows the ratio of the cross-
sectional area of the hump yard track profile to the normative sectional area.

As an example, the dependence of the track filling quality on the concavity coef-
ficient for the track is considered. For this, a change in the rail head level in the middle
of the slope was investigated. It was revealed that the deviation of the concavity
coefficient from zero to a higher side (profile backup) leads to a sharp increase in
damaged train cars, and the quality coefficient of track filling and the average amount
of backups grow slightly, not exceeding 10%. When the coefficient decreases from
zero, there is a sharp decrease in the average speed of cut collides, the average filling
quality coefficient, and as a consequence, the increase in the average number of
backups necessary for the accumulation of one train composition.

The obtained results allow us to conclude that with an increase in the profile
concavity coefficient to zero, the track filling quality increases, a further increase in the
coefficient will lead to a decrease in the track filling quality. The concavity coefficient
can be used as one of the tools in assessing the alignment effectiveness of the hump
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yard track profile. The backup of the profile leads to an increase in the concavity
coefficient, the alignment of the profile will lead to increased traffic safety.
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Abstract. The purpose of this study is to determine the effect of the radial
clearance on the load between the rolling elements in the bearing of the loco-
motive traction motor. A method has been developed for calculating the dis-
tribution of the load between the rolling elements of a roller bearing of a traction
motor, which makes it possible to take into account the radial clearance in the
bearing, as well as the radial movement of the inner ring relative to the outer
ring. To determine the load perceived by the most loaded roller, it was proposed
to solve the equilibrium equation for the inner ring of the bearing using the
method of simple iterations. The implementation of the method was carried out
in the Matlab software package. Using the proposed technique, the load dis-
tribution between the bearing rollers in the locomotive traction motor was cal-
culated. To determine the load acting on the bearing, the Sarga – Sabic section
was selected at the Sverdlovsk railroad test site, which has a complex rail track
profile with large slopes. Analysis of the results showed that with an increase in
the radial clearance of the bearing, the load on the most loaded roller increases.

Keywords: Load distribution � Roller bearing � Locomotive traction engine

1 Introduction

In bearing units of electric locomotives, roller bearings are used. During operation, the
bearings of the traction motors in the radial direction act force, which consists of
constant and variable, as well as dynamic loads.

The constant load is determined by the weight of the traction motor, the variable
load depends on the tractive effort and the force of magnetic attraction. The dynamic
components of the load depend on the vertical and horizontal (along the axis of the
path) accelerations of the traction motor, on the imbalance of the armature, on the
inaccuracy of manufacture, gear wear and angular accelerations of the locomotive’s
wheel pair relative to the armature. Motor-anchor bearings of traction motors fail
several times faster than the estimated service life [1, 2]. Premature failure of bearings
occurs due to fatigue damage to the rolling elements or raceways of the inner or outer
ring. At present, in the generally accepted methods of calculating the durability of
traction motor bearings, the resource is determined without taking into account the load
distribution between the rolling elements and without taking into account the radial
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clearance. When considering a bearing as a system to which a radial load is applied, the
inner ring of the bearing and the finite number of rolling elements on which it rests is a
statically indefinable system. This is explained by the fact that even with commonly
accepted assumptions, it is not easy to establish a connection between the external load
and the elastic displacements. For the first time, the problem of load distribution
between rolling elements in a rolling bearing was solved by Shtriebek [3]. The decision
made a number of assumptions:

– there is no radial clearance in the bearing;
– only contact deformations are taken into account.

Based on the solution of the problem, he proposed a formula for determining the
load on the most loaded rolling body:

Pmax ¼ K � Qr

z
ð1Þ

where Pmax is the load perceived by the most loaded rolling body, N; z – the number of
rollers in the bearing, pcs; Qr – radial load acting on the bearing, N.

As noted above, formula (1) is valid only for a bearing with zero clearance. In
practical calculations, the effect of the radial gap is usually taken into account through
the correction factor K by changing it from 4.06 to 5 [4, 5].

Conducted in [6, 7], studies have shown that the adoption of the coefficient K in the
interval from 4.06 to 5 is not always permissible. Coefficient values can be taken only
for some specific radial clearances. This is due to the change in the gap after its
installation and the temperature difference between the elements of the bearing.

The purpose of this study is to determine the effect of the radial clearance on the
load between the rolling elements in the bearing of the traction motor. The scientific
novelty of the work is to develop a method for calculating the distribution of the load
between the rolling elements in a roller bearing, taking into account the radial
clearance.

2 Method of Calculation of Load Distribution in Roller
Bearing

The effects of the radial clearance on the load distribution between the rolling elements
of the bearing can be taken into account through the condition of the balance of forces
for the inner ring. For a roller bearing (Fig. 1) under load Qr, we write the condition of
the balance of forces [6]:

Qr ¼
Xw¼�wl

w¼0

Pw � cosw ð2Þ

where Pw is the load acting on the roller in position w, N; w is the angular distance
between the rollers, °.
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Expression (2) can be written in integral form:

QrðeÞ ¼ z � Pmax � 1
2p

Zþwl

�wl

1� 1
2e

ð1þ coswÞ
� �1:11

cosw dw ð3Þ

or

Qr ¼ z � Pmax � JrðeÞ; ð4Þ

where Pmax is the load perceived by the most loaded roller, N; z – the number of rollers
in the bearing, pcs; Jr(e) – radial load integral; e – load distribution coefficient.

The load on the most loaded roller is defined as:

Pmax ¼ Kn � ðdr � 1
2
� GrÞ1:11; ð5Þ

where dr – movement of the inner ring relative to the outer in the radial direction, mm;
Gr – radial clearance, mm; Kn is the coefficient characterizing the curvature of the
contacting parts of the bearing at the points of contact and the elastic properties of the
material, N/mm1.11.

For a roller bearing, the Kn coefficient is determined by the following formula:

Kn ¼ 1

1
Kl

� �1=1:11
þ 1

Kl

� �1=1:11

2
64

3
75
1:11

ð6Þ

Kl ¼ 7:86 � 104l8=9 ð7Þ

where l is the working length of the roller, mm.
The load distribution coefficient is as follows:
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Fig. 1. Load distribution pattern between bearing rollers.
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e ¼ 1
2

1� Gr

2dr

� �
ð8Þ

Analyzing the components of the expression (8) shows that in the load distribution
coefficient depends on the radial clearance.

Taking into account all the components of formula (4), we write the equilibrium
condition in the following form:

Qr ¼ z � Kn � ðdr � 1
2
� GrÞ1:11 � JrðeÞ ð9Þ

The main task of the calculation is to determine the distribution of the radial load
between the rollers at different values of the radial gap, therefore the constituent for-
mulas (9), such as Qr, z, Kn and Gr are known, then we represent the formula (9) with
respect to the known components:

Qr

z � Kn
¼ ðdr � 1

2
� GrÞ1:11 � JrðeÞ ð10Þ

From the expression (8) we define the displacement of the inner ring relative to the
outer in the radial direction:

dr ¼ Gr

4 � ð0:5� eÞ ð11Þ

The angle of the loading zone is determined by the expression:

wl ¼ arccosð1� 2 � eÞ ð12Þ

Since Qr, z, K and Gr are known, in formulas (10) and (11) we introduce the
following notation:

1
2
� Gr ¼ A;

Gr

4
¼ B and

Qr

z � Kn
¼ S

Taking into account the above notation, the equilibrium equation and the formula
(11) will take the form:

S ¼ ðdr � AÞ1:11 � JrðeÞ
dr ¼ B

ð0:5�eÞ

(
ð13Þ

The equations can be solved using the two methods “trial and error method” or
“iteration method”. The use of the “trial and error method” is limited and is used to
solve problems of medium complexity (more than 20–30 trial and error) and it is
almost impossible to solve complex problems (more than 1000 trial and error).
Therefore, to solve the system of Eq. (13), we apply the method of simple iterations.
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The essence of the method lies in the sequential search for the root of the equation with
a given accuracy [7, 8]. Equation (13) includes the load distribution coefficient e,
which, based on research, is taken from the interval from 0 to 10 [9–12]. The value of S
can be both fractional and integer, so the calculation specifies the required accuracy,
which determines the number of iterations. In practical calculations of bearings, the
value of S is equal to a fractional value and the number of iterations will be immea-
surably large, which will require significant computing power from the electronic
computer. Therefore, it is necessary to limit the number of iterations by sequentially
approximating the root. The calculation algorithm is described as follows:

1. input the source data to find the value of e, namely A, B, S, the required accuracy,
and the known emax and emin;

2. calculating the value of dr at a given accuracy;
3. determining the interval e and checking the condition S = (dr – A)1.11∙Jr(e) with one

decimal place. If the condition is satisfied, then the new value of emax and emin is
accepted, in which the desired value of e is located. Thus, the process will continue
as long as S = (dr – A)1.11∙Jr(e);

4. the conclusion of the result.

To find the load perceived by the most loaded roller, we write the equilibrium
equation for the inner ring in the following form:

Pmax ¼ Qr

z � JrðeÞ ð14Þ

We find the load on the roller in the position пoлoжeнии (Fig. 1) by the formula:

Pw ¼ Pmax 1� 1
2e

ð1� coswÞ
� �1:11

ð15Þ

3 Research Result

We apply the developed method of calculating the load distribution between rolling
elements to a real locomotive bearing. As a test object, a 42330ЛM bearing was
selected, which is installed in traction motors of VL11K electric locomotives. The size
of the radial clearance was taken in accordance with the instruction from 0.1 mm to
0.29 mm. The magnitude of the load acting on the bearings was determined by the
method described in [13]. To determine the mode of operation of the engine, the Sarga
– Sabik experimental section was chosen, which has a complex rail track profile with
high slope slopes at the Sverdlovsk railway test site.

The given Eq. (13) was solved by an iterative method implemented in the Matlab
software package. Based on the results of calculations, for each radial clearance value,
the load perceived by the most loaded bearing roller was determined (Fig. 2).

The dependence (Fig. 2) shows that with an increase in the radial clearance, the
load on the roller increases. This can be explained by the fact that with increasing radial
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clearance, the load zone wl decreases (see Fig. 2). The calculations showed that the
radial load acting on the bearing is perceived only with 3 rollers (see Fig. 1).

In Fig. 3 shows the dependences of the load distribution between the bearing rollers
and the radial clearance of the bearing.
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the load perceived by the most loaded bearing roller at different values of
the radial clearance.
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Analysis of the results showed that with an increase in the radial clearance of the
bearing, the load on the most loaded roller increases.

4 Conclusions

Thus, a methodology, an algorithm and a computer program for calculating the load
distribution in a roller bearing with regard to the radial clearance have been developed.
By the described method, the calculation of the roller bearing of the traction motor, for
an electric locomotive operated on the Sarga – Sabic section having a mountain track
profile, was made. As a result of the calculations, it was found that with an increase in
the radial clearance, the load on the third roller increases. The load acting on the
bearing is distributed along an arc limited by an angle equal to wl = 54° with a
minimum radial clearance and wl = 39° at the maximum, while the load is perceived
only with 3 rollers.
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Abstract. The article discusses ways to improve the ultrasonic method
developed in USURT together with NPO Introtest JSC to monitor the depth of
surface hardening of parts of the mechanical part of locomotives. The non-
destructive ultrasound method is developed as an alternative to costly destruc-
tive methods. The essence of the method is considered on the example of a
spring suspension roller, one of the dynamically loaded surface-hardened parts
of the mechanical part of a locomotive. The processes occurring in the system
“piezoelectric transducer - object of control”, energy losses accompanying these
processes, as well as the process of reflection and transmission of the ultrasonic
wave at the border “prism - object of control” are considered. The results of
experimental studies on the installation of “Etalon”, as well as the results of
measuring the absorption coefficient for a prism made of various materials. The
energy transparency coefficients for the “prism - spring suspension roller”
border are calculated. The best material is chosen for the prism of a piezoelectric
transducer - crystalline polystyrene.

Keywords: Non-destructive method of controlling � Ultrasonic method �
Transport � Locomotive

1 Introduction

The issues of increasing the operational reliability of the parts of the mechanical part of
locomotives are highly topical today. High competition in the transport sector dictates
the updated standards of speed of transportation and reliability in the operation of
rolling stock. At the same time, the diagnostic parameters of one of the most
dynamically loaded surface hardened parts of the mechanical part are not controlled or
controlled by outdated destructive methods. These methods are expensive, have
insufficient efficiency and require considerable time, do not provide control of every
detail of the party. To solve this problem, we have developed a non-destructive
ultrasonic method for monitoring the depth of the heat-strengthened profile of surface-
hardened parts of the mechanical part of locomotives [1]. Consider the essence of the
method on the example of the control roller spring suspension TEM2U.35.30.102-01.
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Roller spring suspension of the locomotive is the object of control (OK). An ultrasonic
wave is introduced into the roller, which propagates in a fine-grained, hardened layer
without scattering. At that moment, when the wave reaches the transition zone, where
the grain size begins to increase, the ultrasonic beam is scattered at the grain bound-
aries. The depth of the hardened layer is determined by the time of arrival of the
scattered ultrasonic wave back to the piezoelectric transducer.

2 Methods of Increasing the Ratio «Signal/Noise»

The amplitude of the scattering wave closely approaches the maximum sensitivity of
the detector of the flaw detector, so the useful scattering signal may not be resolved
with electrical and structural noise on the A-scan. To increase the signal-to-noise ratio,
it is necessary: to apply the methods of signal correction and hardware signal correction
[2]; reduce the loss of ultrasonic energy in the system “piezoelectric transducer - object
of control” (“probe-OK”).

Let us consider the processes occurring in the PEP – OK system and the energy
losses accompanying these processes. Ultrasonic energy is radiated by a piezoplate into
a prism. A longitudinal ultrasonic wave arises in the prism. The wave propagates up to
the border of the prism - a thin layer of contact liquid - metal, partially attenuated.
Further, at the boundary of the energy reflected back into the prism, and the rest of the
ultrasonic energy goes into the layer of contact fluid and then into the object of control.
Therefore, in order for the maximum amount of energy transferred from the converter
to “OK”, the following conditions must be met:

1. the attenuation of the ultrasonic wave in the prism should be minimal;
2. the energy transparency coefficient at the “prism – contact liquid – metal” boundary

should be maximum.

This can be achieved by selecting the optimal material for the prism of the ultra-
sonic sensor. The weakening of the ultrasonic wave occurs due to the divergence of the
beam, as well as due to the attenuation of the wave in the propagation medium.

The divergence of the beam has a strong negative effect on the amplitude of the
signals only at a distance x, greater than the Fresnel zone x > N, which is defined as:

N ¼ d2

4 � k ð1Þ

where d is the diameter of the piezoplates, k is the wavelength in the prism.
For the frequency f = 15 MHz and d = 6 mm [3], we obtain for plexiglas

N = 50 mm. What more path ultrasonic waves in the prism. That is, x < N, the wave
propagating within the Fresnel zone, therefore, the wave is flat. Thus, the divergence of
the ultrasonic wave can be neglected.

The attenuation of the ultrasonic wave in the medium is described by the attenu-
ation coefficient d, it shows at what distance x from the emitter the initial acoustic
pressure p0 will weaken e times [4]:
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p ¼ p0 � e�dx ð2Þ

The attenuation coefficient of ultrasound d consists of two components:

d ¼ dp þ dr; ð3Þ

where dp is the absorption coefficient, dr is the scattering coefficient.
As a material for a prism, various plastics are mainly used; they have a micro-

heterophase structure, that is, formed by particles and aggregations of the microdis-
persed phase, distributed in a homogeneous dispersion medium. Even for sufficiently
high frequencies, the condition is satisfied:

k\\Dn ð4Þ

where Dn is the average particle size of the microdispersed phase.
For plexiglas, Dn = 0.1–2.5 µm [4], which is three orders of magnitude less than

the wavelength of 15 MHz. Thus, the effect of dispersion in a prism can also be
neglected. Absorption is the direct conversion of ultrasonic energy to heat. In our case,
the main contribution to attenuation is the absorption of ultrasonic energy by the
medium. Determine how much of the ultrasonic energy gets from the prism to the test
object. In Fig. 1 schematically shows the process of reflection and transmission of an
ultrasonic wave at the “prism - object of control” border.

A linearly polarized wave (Lpad) falls on the interface between the media. Further,
part of the wave is reflected from the surface, transforming in this case into a reflected
linearly polarized wave (Lotr) and a transversely polarized wave (Totr). The remaining
energy passes through the boundary, transforming into a transversely polarized trans-
mitted wave (Tpr). A linearly polarized wave in the control object (Lpr) is not excited,
since the Lpad wave falls between the first and second critical angles.

Fig. 1. Diagram of a linearly polarized wave incident on the boundary of two media.
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In our case, the angle of refraction c1 is defined [5] and is 45°. The angles h and c
are determined from the Sneliuss ratio (11). Characteristics of elastic media, prism and
object of control: q and q1 - density of media; k, ϰ, k1, ϰ1 are wavenumbers of
longitudinal and transverse waves; c, b, c1, b1 are the velocities of the longitudinal and
transverse waves, respectively. Then the coefficient of transparency by energy Elt (or
the ratio of transformation by energy) for a transversely polarized wave in the roller of
spring suspension Tpr is defined as [6, 7]:

Elt ¼ q1 � tgh
q � tgc1

� Wltj j2 ð5Þ

where Wlt is the amplitude transparency coefficient.
The constituents of formula (5) are defined as:

Wlt ¼ x21
Dn2

� A2 þ a1B1

b1

� �
ð6Þ

D ¼ A2
1 þ b � A

2
2

a
þ a1

b1
� B2

1 þ b � B
2
2

a

� �
þm � a1

a
þ b1

b

� �
� x41

4 � n
� �

ð7Þ

A1 ¼ n2 � m � q1
n
; A2 ¼ n2 � q� m � q1

� � � 1
b

ð8Þ

B1 ¼ n2 - m
� � � b1

n
; B2 ¼ n2 � q

n
� m ð9Þ

m ¼ q1
q
; n ¼ b

b1

� �
ð10Þ

n ¼ k sin h ¼ k1 sin h1 ¼ x sin c ¼ x1 sin c1 ð11Þ

a ¼ k cos h; a1 ¼ k1 cos h1 ð12Þ

b ¼ x cos c; b1 ¼ x1 cos c1 ð13Þ

q ¼ x cos 2c
2 sin c

ð14Þ

q1 ¼
x1 cos 2c1
2 sin c1

ð15Þ

3 The Results of Experimental Studies

Experimental studies were conducted on the installation “Etalon” (Fig. 2).
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The sample was placed in an immersion bath and the relative amplitude drop
between the first and second bottom signals was measured. A schematic diagram of the
measurements is shown in Fig. 3.

The probe and specimen of thickness r are placed in an immersion water bath. The
piezoelectric transducer emits an ultrasonic wave into the immersion medium [8, 9].
Having reached the control object, the wave is partially reflected from the front surface
of the OC and gets back to the probe (surface signal), partially penetrates the OC.
Further, the wave propagates in the OK and reaching the bottom surface is reflected
from it. Having reached the front surface, the ultrasonic wave partially passes through it
into the immersion medium and then onto the probe (first bottom signal, AI), is
partially reflected from it and moves to the bottom surface [10]. Then again there is a
reflection from the bottom surface and the second bottom signal AII falls on the probe.
The absorption coefficient (attenuation) is calculated by the formula:

Fig. 2. Installation for determining the attenuation coefficient “Etalon”.

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of measuring the absorption coefficient.
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d ¼ AI � AII

2 � r ð16Þ

The a-scan of the bottom signals is presented in Fig. 4.

The following plastics were used as samples: crystalline polystyrene, plexiglas,
plexiglass plexiglas, polyacetal, ED-20 [11]. The results are presented in Table 1.

For samples made of polyacetal and ED-20, the absorption coefficient was not
determined, since it was not possible to measure the second bottom signal, due to the
large attenuation in these materials. The minimum value of the absorption coefficient of
0.324 dB/mm corresponds to crystalline polystyrene [12, 13]. As for the energy
transparency coefficient, the maximum value of 26.7% corresponds to polyacetal
[14, 15]. The minimum value of 20.6% characterizes polystyrene [16, 17]. In this case,
due to the small difference in the transparency coefficient and a significant difference in
the absorption coefficient, it is preferable to use polystyrene as the probe prism.

Fig. 4. A-scan bottom signal in the sample.

Table 1. Measurement results of absorption and transparency coefficients for various materials.

Material Absorption coefficient, d, dB/mm Energy transparency coefficient, Elt, %

polystyrene 0.324 20.6
plexiglass 1.411 22.6
plexiglass 1.253 21.6
polyacetal – 26.7
ED-20 – 24.5
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4 Conclusions

As a result of the study, the best material for the prism of the piezoelectric transducer
was determined. The results of measuring the attenuation coefficients of ultrasound and
the transparency coefficients in energy for various materials of the probe are presented.
The minimum attenuation d = 0.324 dB/mm at a frequency of 15 MHz is observed in
crystalline polystyrene, the same sample corresponds to the minimum coefficient of
transparency Elt = 20.6%. Due to the insignificant difference between the coefficients of
transparency (maximum 26.7%) and a significant difference in attenuation, crystalline
polystyrene was chosen as the best material of the probe.

In the future, it is necessary to carry out a computer simulation of the scattering
process, to estimate the scattering intensity of the ultrasonic wave from the hardness
gradient in the transition zone.
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Abstract. The paper shows that today a worker can be considered as an
integral part of the “human-machine” system in case of using modern diagnostic
equipment. Therefore, in order to ensure the effectiveness of diagnosing vehicle
systems, it is necessary to use engineering psychology methods at the stage of
equipment design. Traditionally, the description of “human-machine” systems
functioning is implemented in the form of an algorithm. Thereat, coefficients of
stereotyped and logical complexity act as the criteria of the algorithm rationality.
However, at the design stage, it is necessary to estimate the parameters at the
preliminary stages, when the algorithm is not finally formulated; therefore, the
situation of lack of initial data occurs. The paper considers the possibility of
using the fuzzy logic apparatus to overcome this problem. The data determined
with implementation of real diagnostic algorithms are used as initial data. The
authors elaborated models for estimating the parameters of logical complexity
and stereotype that give an error of no more than 10%. Based on fuzzy logic, the
model was created that enables formulating recommendations for ensuring a
given level of compatibility of the elements of the “human-machine” system
when designing diagnostic equipment of transport enterprises.

Keywords: Design � Equipment of transportation enterprises � Fuzzy logic

1 Introduction

The widespread introduction of mechanization and automation facilities substantially
changes the structure of personnel activity. The transport industry is no exception. In
particular, it is worth mentioning that the informational and psychological stress on
operators of diagnostic equipment is continuously increasing. The reason is that
functions associated with decision-making and information processing lie with a
human. Thus, he or she can be considered as an operator within the framework of a
“human-machine” system. This circumstance requires consideration of not only
physiological, but also psychological aspects of labor. Moreover, the last ones are even
more significant due to the reduction of physical component of labor.
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Traditionally, engineering psychology uses a number of indicators that characterize
the efficiency of the “human-machine” systems [2, 3]. The most significant ones are
speed, reliability, timeliness of decision-making and safety [2, 3]. The reliability and
safety of a system depend on the number of errors made by an operator, while the speed
performance and timeliness depend on the speed and quality of information processing
[2, 3]. Thus, a human is the most problematic element in terms of ensuring the
effectiveness of systems regarding the class under consideration. Consequently, when
designing diagnostic equipment, it is necessary to create such psychological conditions
for a human operator that would ensure the minimum number of errors and the most
efficient processing of information. The algorithmic description of operator’s activity is
typically used in engineering psychology [2, 3]. In addition, a numerical assessment of
the intensity of labor is possible using the following criteria [2–4]:

1. Stereotype coefficient:

Z ¼ 1
N

Xn
i¼1

m2
0i

mi
ð1Þ

where N is the total number of operators of the algorithm; n is the number of groups of
members of the algorithm; m is the number of operators in a group; m0i is the number
of elementary operators in a group (actions that do not imply a choice).

2. The coefficient of logical complexity:

L ¼ 1
N

Xn
j¼1

m2
lj

mj
ð2Þ

where mlj is the number of logical conditions in a group.
However, the use of expressions 1 and 2 when evaluating the parameters of

algorithms during the process of designing equipment is impossible because the
algorithm has not yet been formulated in its final form.

Objective: to develop solutions that will enable optimizing the algorithms for
diagnosing transport systems at the equipment design stage.

The tasks include the development of a model for evaluating the indicators of
logical complexity and stereotype under conditions when the algorithm is not formu-
lated in its final form, as well as elaboration of solutions enabling determination of
directions for optimizing algorithms for ensuring the required level of compatibility of
the elements of the “human-machine” system.

2 Research Methods

As mentioned above, the main problem in completing the task is the uncertainty of data
that is necessary for estimating the parameters of algorithms characterizing the com-
patibility of elements of “human-machine” system. Analysis of sources [1, 5] shows
that the use of fuzzy logic is the effective way out of this situation, since on the one
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hand, it enables operating with such categories as “not quite”, “approximately”, etc.,
and on the other hand, there is an opportunity of conversion of quality indicators into
quantitative parameters through defuzzification [1, 5].

Fuzzy logic operates with sets. Most often, the set is defined as the characteristic
function [1, 5], which indicates that the element x belongs to the set A:

lA ¼ 0; x 2 A
1; x 62 A

�
ð3Þ

Fuzzy sets are a generalization of ordinary sets, whereby the characteristic function
can take any value within the interval [0, 1]. In terms of fuzzy logic, the characteristic
function is called the membership function, while its lA values refer to the degree of
element’s belonging to a fuzzy set. There are various membership functions. The most
widely used ones are triangular, trapezoidal and Gaussian membership functions. The
parameters of the algorithms for the process of diagnosing car systems [4] were used as
initial data for tuning the model. The example of the fragment of a car is given in
Table 1.

Table 1. Functional diagnostics of power supply system of carburetor engine (fragment)

Algorithm actions Type of action

Visual inspection

1. Check the presence of fuel in the tank, the absence of fuel leakage, etc. Stereotyped
2. Pump up gasoline with the fuel pump Stereotyped
3. Check fuel level Stereotyped
4. Warm the engine Stereotyped
5. Determine the performance of a system by external signs Logical
Functional diagnostics of the power supply system by cyclic fuel consumption
1. Place the vehicle on test set K-453 Stereotyped
2. Wire up devices to a vehicle Stereotyped
3. Adjust the exhaust gas analyzer Logical
4. Set a stopwatch of flow monitor to 0 Stereotyped
5. Set the tachometer measurement range of switching device to 1500 Stereotyped
6. Start the engine Stereotyped
7. Set the desired crankshaft speed Stereotyped
8. Measure fuel consumption Stereotyped
9. Determine cyclic fuel consumption Logical

Functional diagnostics of power system on the test set with roller dynamometer

1. Switch the measurement limit switching device of the tachometer to 7500 Stereotyped
2. Turn on the test set Stereotyped
3. Get car up on roller dynamometers Stereotyped
4. Load the car by pressing the “below” button Logical
5. Read the tachometer Stereotyped
6. Turn off the test set Stereotyped
7. Calculate the average effective engine pressure Logical
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Indicators of logical complexity and stereotype for this algorithm equal: L ¼ 0:07;
Z ¼ 0:59:

3 Result of Research

Analysis of expressions (1) and (2) leads to the conclusion that it is advisable to choose
number of algorithm operators and the relative density of stereotypic actions (logical
conditions) as input variables for elaborating a model of estimation of algorithm
parameters based on fuzzy logic. Therefore, the structure of the model for assessing the
stereotype coefficient is (Fig. 1):

Triangular terms are used as membership functions [1, 5]. The Mamdani function,
which binds input and output parameters, is set by a system of rules like this:

1. When N = “small” and m/m0 = “small”, then Z = 0.5;
2. When N = “average” and m/m0 = “small”, then Z = 0.05;
3. When N = “large” and m/m0 = “small”, then Z = 0.05;
4. When N = “average” and m/m0 = “average”, then Z = 0.5;
5. When N = “large” and m/m0 = “average”, then Z = 0.05;
6. When N = “small” and m/m0 = “large”, then Z = 0.95;
7. When N = “average” and m/m0 = “large”, then Z = 0.5;
8. When N = “large” and m/m0 = “large”, then Z = 0.05.

In this case, the criterion values of indicator Z are determined based on the analysis
of typical diagnostic algorithms. The model for estimating the coefficient of logical
complexity has the similar structure and elaboration principles. The use of models
enabled obtaining functions that connect the values of the coefficients Z and L with
input parameters.

The average inaccuracy in determining the coefficients:

DZ ¼ Zmod � Ztheor
Zmod

� 100% ¼ 0:861� 0:83
0:861

� 100% ¼ 4%

DL ¼ Lmod � Ltheor
Lmod

� 100% ¼ 0:06� 0:04
0:06

� 100% ¼ 3%

Fig. 1. The structure of assessment model of the stereotype coefficient
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4 Discussion

As was shown above, the use of fuzzy logic effectively solves the problem of esti-
mating the parameters of the algorithm at the equipment design stage, but by them-
selves these values do not allow achieving the goal of optimization of the algorithms
set by the condition of providing the required level of compatibility of the elements of
the human-machine system. It is necessary to formulate specific recommendations on
how to change the algorithm, and to do this also in the conditions of insufficient amount
of initial data. This means that the optimization of the algorithms should also be carried
out using functions of fuzzy logic. The function is defined by the following rule system
(Figs. 2 and 3):

1. If the variable Z and the variable L lie within acceptable limits, then the function f
(Z, L) takes the value “all parameters are normal”;

Fig. 2. The function to estimate coefficient Z

Fig. 3. The function to estimate coefficient L
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2. If the variable Z is outside the bounds of the permissible values, and the variable L
lies within the permissible limits, then the function f (Z, L) takes the value “ex-
cessive stereotype”;

3. If the variable Z does not go beyond the bounds of permissible values, and the
variable L goes beyond the tolerance limits, the function f (Z, L) takes the value
“excessive logical complexity”;

4. If both variables are out of acceptable limits, then the function f (Z, L) takes the
value “both parameters exceed the norm”.

The appearance of the function is shown in Fig. 4.

Based on the analysis performed, the data on the parameters of logical complexity
and stereotypedness can be divided into 6 zones, depending on the excess of the
optimal values (see Table 2 and Fig. 5).

Fig. 4. The function to evaluate the parameters of the algorithm

Table 2. Data on values of coefficients of logical complexity and stereotype

L Z Z = 0…0.25 Z = 0.25…0.85 Z = 0.85…1

L = 0…0.2 Area 1 0.51 � f(Z, L) � 0.53 Area 2 0.48 � f(Z,L) � 0.51 Area 3 0.53 � f(Z, L) � 0.56

L = 0.2…1 Area 4 f(Z, L) � 0.62 Area 5 0.56 � f(Z, L) � 0.62 Area 6 f(Z, L) � 0.48

Fig. 5. Coefficient value assorting
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5 Conclusions

The following recommendations on the development of algorithms for activities of
operators of technological equipment for road transportation enterprises can be for-
mulated depending on finding coefficient values in following particular areas:

1. Area 1 - in this case, an increase in values of the stereotype coefficient is required.
This can be achieved by automating the intermediate stages of information pro-
cessing, thus the chains of stereotypical actions will be longer;

2. Area 2 - in this case, the parameters correspond to optimal ones, the algorithm does
not need to be processed;

3. Area 3 - in this case, excessively long chains of stereotypical actions take place,
therefore it is necessary to automate their implementation;

4. In area 4, there is a simultaneous excess of the permissible values of the logical
complexity coefficient and an insufficient stereotype coefficient value, therefore it is
necessary to automate the processing of information and change the structure of the
algorithm so that the chains of logical actions are shortened and the stereotypical
ones are lengthened;

5. In area 5, there is an excess of the values of the logical complexity coefficient in
case of the normal stereotype coefficient, so it is necessary to automate the pro-
cessing of information in order to shorten the sequence of logical actions;

6. In area 6, values of the coefficients of logical complexity and stereotype are
exceeded; therefore, it is necessary to automate both information processing and
stereotyped actions.

Thus, the models obtained enable estimating the parameters of the algorithms under
conditions of a high degree of uncertainty in the source data and determining the
directions for optimizing the algorithm in order to ensure the required level of com-
patibility of the elements of the human-machine system. For effective practical
implementation, it is advisable to combine these models and integrate them into a
common expert system, which allows evaluating the parameters of the algorithms at the
design stage of diagnostic equipment of transport complex enterprises. Thereat these
models will be used as a logical unit of this system [6].
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Abstract. Currently widely used methods for determining the stopping dis-
tance of railway rolling stock have a number of drawbacks that affect the
accuracy of the calculation results. The aim of the study is to develop a cal-
culation method that allows to take into account the main parameters of the
process of unsteady braking (the speed of propagation of the brake wave; feature
of the brake cylinder filling diagram; brake mode; the initial speed at which the
calculation of the actual stopping distance begins). The methods used in the
work allowed us to obtain equations for calculating the specified parameters of
the nonstationary mode of the brakes. The results of computer simulation of the
stopping distance of the train are presented and the analysis of the parameters
obtained using various methods for calculating the stopping distance is carried
out. The values of the stopping distance of the train, preparation of brakes and
the actual stopping distance are determined. Comparison of the calculation
results for the proposed method was performed using computer simulation and
the method of integrating the equation of motion over the speed intervals. The
proposed method allows more accurate calculations of the stopping distance of
railway rolling stock.

Keywords: Unsteady process of deceleration � Railway rolling stock �
Nonstationary mode

1 Introduction

Safety of the transportation process is one of the main tasks of the railway industry. The
solution of this task is based on the improvement of the whole complex of technical
devices and measures aimed at preventing and preventing dangerous situations [1]. The
main means of ensuring the safety of trains is the brakes of railway rolling stock.
Brakes are a system of technical devices aimed at creating controlled forces of resis-
tance to the movement of a train in order to stop it, reduce speed or maintain it at a
constant level [2, 3].

One of the main indicators of traffic safety and braking efficiency is the path
traveled in the process of braking rolling stock. Currently, the most common method of
calculating the stopping distance for speed intervals. The basis of this method is the
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conditional splitting of the stopping distance into two parts: preparatory (characterizes
unsteady braking) and real (steady braking), calculations are performed at speed
intervals, while the specific braking force and resistance to movement are conditionally
considered constant and equal for the average speed in a given interval [4–6]. This
method has a number of significant drawbacks, for example, the method gives low
accuracy at speeds of up to 40 km/h and on descents of more than 20. If the compo-
sition stops before the brake cylinders are completely filled, the calculation using this
method will lead to an erroneous (overestimated) value of the stopping distance [7–10].
In addition, the method used does not take into account the change in the speed of
movement when preparing the automatic brakes for action, and when calculating the
way the brakes act, the initial speed is substituted before braking. Also, the presence of
an initial pressure jump in the brake cylinder, the time of propagation of the brake
wave, and the length of the train [11, 12] are not taken into account.

The aim of the study is to assess the parameters in the unsteady process of
deceleration of railway rolling stock. The scientific novelty of the work is to develop a
method for calculating the stopping distance, which allows to take into account the
main parameters of the braking process, the speed of propagation of the braking wave;
feature of the brake cylinder filling chart; brake mode; the initial speed with which the
calculation of the steady process of braking begins.

2 Choice of Calculation Methodology

The current rules for braking calculations conditionally divide the process of gradually
increasing braking force in a train into two conditional sections: the complete absence
of braking force at the beginning of the braking process and the instantaneous action of
the braking force of the train. But the purpose of the calculations is to find the stopping
distance during unsteady braking process [13, 14].

In Fig. 1 shows the growth pattern of the specific braking force of the train but
during the preparation of the automatic brakes for action, which, according to the
classifier prof. B.L. Karvatsky, characterized by three preparatory and one steady-state
phase of inhibition:

I is the time tv from the beginning of the automatic braking actuation to the
appearance of pressure in the brake cylinder of the tail car;

II – the time from the beginning of the operation of the brake of the last car to the
complete braking of the head car;

III – the time from the complete braking of the head car to the full braking of the
tail car;

IV – this phase corresponds to the movement of a completely inhibited train.
In general, the movement of rolling stock when braking, according to the second

law of Newton, is determined by the expression:

M � a ¼ BT þWO; ð1Þ

where M is the mass of the composition, kg; a – acceleration, m/s2; Bт – the brake force
of the train, N; Wo –resistance to movement, N.
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After mathematical transformations, the movement of the train under the action of
the specific braking force at the site can be represented by the formula:

a ¼ ðbT þwOÞg; ð2Þ

where bт, wo – respectively, specific braking force and specific resistance to train
movement, N/kN; g – ravitational acceleration, m/s2.

When the train is moving along the slope, the expression (2) takes the form:

a ¼ ðbT þwO � iCÞg; ð3Þ

where ic is the rectified slope of the path, ‰;
Then the initial speed Vn, at which the train goes into phase IV of steady braking

(see Fig. 1), will be determined by the formula:

Vn ¼ V0 � 3:6aðtc þ tvÞ; ð4Þ

where tc, tv – respectively, the time of filling the brake cylinder and the time of
propagation of the brake wave in the train, s.; a is the average acceleration proportional
to the average specific increasing brake force of the train, m/s2.

The average effective acceleration value is calculated by the formula:

a ¼ bp þwo � ic
� �

g; ð5Þ

where bp is the average specific braking force during the preparation of the automatic
brakes, N/kN.

The value of the braking force is using the proposed method based on the well-
known expression, for example, for composite pads:

I II III IV

1
2

b

t

b

t t
t

0b

sk

v
c v

3

Fig. 1. Chart of increase of the specific braking force in the train: 1 – specific braking force of
the head car; 2 – specific braking force of the tail car; 3 – average specific braking force.
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Bt ¼ 0; 44mK
0; 1K þ 20
0; 4K þ 20

V þ 150
2V þ 150

� �
; ð6Þ

where m – the number of brake pads on the car with pressing K.
The first of the factors of formula (6) determines the braking force of the car in the

static state B0 ¼ 0; 44mK 0:1K þ 20
0:4K þ 20 and the second factor determines the speed function

f ðVÞ ¼ V þ 100
5V þ 100. Then the braking force of the composition, with the same brake pads,

can be expressed by the formula:

B ¼
X

B0 � f ðVÞ: ð7Þ

It is convenient to calculate the brake force of a train for various types of braking -
shoe, disc, electric brake, etc. Then the average specific braking force during the
preparation of the automatic brakes for action is determined (according to Fig. 1) by the
formula:

bp ¼ 0:5ðb0 þ bskÞ � f ðVÞ: ð8Þ

The value of the specific braking force is presented for one car, and this value, if
auto mode is present, can apply to the whole train, because the purpose of auto mode is
to ensure the constancy of the calculated braking coefficient.

In this case, the preparation of the brakes will be equal to:

Sp ¼ 0:28V0 tc þ tvð Þ � 0:5aðtc þ tvÞ2: ð9Þ

Or after transformation

Sp ¼ 0:28V0 tc þ tvð Þ � 0:005
B0 þBsk

Q
� f ðVÞþw0 � ic

� �
� tc þ tvð Þ2: ð10Þ

The speed at which the braking process in the train goes into the steady-state
braking phase and from which the calculation of the actual stopping distance begins by
the method of summation over the speed intervals is determined by the expression:

Vn ¼ V0 � 0:018
B0 þBsk

Q
� f ðVÞþw0 � ic

� �
� tc þ tvð Þ: ð11Þ

Calculation of stopping distance Sd is performed by the method of numerical
integration from the initial speed Vn to a full stop according to the recommended
formula:

Sd ¼
X 16:7Vn

b0 � f ðVÞþw0 � icð Þ: ð12Þ
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The calculations start from the initial speed, which is determined when calculating
the preparatory path, and continue at a specified interval ΔV = 2 km/h until the train
stops (V = 0). For this, an algorithm should be compiled and, possibly, an auxiliary
table of values of the velocity function f(Vn) with an interval of velocity values ΔV =
2 km/h.

3 Calculation of the Parameters of the Braking Process

To verify the expressions obtained in the program “Universal Mechanism” (UM), a
train model was compiled and computer modeling of the braking process was per-
formed. Characteristics of the model are presented in Fig. 2.

When simulating the train braking process with an initial speed of 80 km/h and to a
full stop, dependences of the force of K pads on the wheel [15], the braking force of Bт

on the deceleration time are recorded (Figs. 3 and 4).

The following parameters of the braking process were obtained: the time of
propagation of the brake wave tv = 4 s (modern air distributors No 483 of the cargo

The composition of the freight train:
 - type - 8-axle semitrailers;
 - quantity - 80 cars;
 - car weight - 880 kN;
 - type BP - freight (service number 483);
 - BP mode - loaded;
 - type of pads - composite.

Path parameters:
 - type - butt;
 - bias - 0  (ground);

Locomotive parameters:
 - series - VL80s;
 - quantity - 2 sections;
 - section weight - 942 kN;
 - type BP - freight (service number 483);
 - BP mode - loaded;
 - type of pads - cast iron.

‰ 

Fig. 2. The parameters of the computer model of the train.
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Fig. 3. The dependence of the force pressing the pads on the wheel from the braking time:
1 – for the head car; 2 – for the tail car; 3 – for the average car in the composition.
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type realize the speed of propagation of the brake wave vv = 300 m/s and above), the
time of filling the brake cylinder from zero to the maximum pressure tc = 16 s, time
from the moment of turning the handle of the driver’s crane to a full stop of the train
ttorm = 42 s.

Also in Figs. 5 and 6 shows the graphs of the change in speed, and the stopping
distance from the braking time, obtained by computer simulation.

From Fig. 5 that under the given braking conditions, the speed with which the
calculation of the actual stopping distance begins is Vn = 54 km/h.

In the end, with the initial conditions used and the characteristics of the braking
system, the stopping distance of the train was determined by computer simulation,

t, sec

1

3

2

Вт,
N

Fig. 4. Dependence of the braking force on the braking time: 1 – for the head car; 2 – for the tail
car; 3 – for the average car in the composition.

t, sec

V,
m/s

tp td

t torm

Vn

Fig. 5. Schedule of changes in speed during braking.
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which amounted to Sт = 576 m. In this case, the preparation path of the brakes Sp =
400 m, and the actual stopping distance is Sd = 176 m.

Under similar initial conditions and parameters of the brake system, the calculation
of the braking distance of a train was carried out using the method of integrating the
equation of motion over the speed intervals (the method of calculation used), as well as
the proposed method of calculation. For convenience of analysis, the calculation results
are summarized in Table 1.

4 Conclusions

As a result of the research, a calculation method was proposed that allows one to
establish parameters for an unsteady inhibition process. In general, this method will
allow more accurate calculations of the stopping distance of railway rolling stock,
taking into account the following train characteristics:

t, sec
tp

Sт,
m

td
ttorm

S p
S d

Fig. 6. The graph of braking distance from the braking time.

Table 1. The results of the calculation of the length of the braking path.

Options Calculation methods
Computer
modelling

Proposed
method

Calculation of
stopping distance for
speed intervals

The speed at which the braking
processes in the train go into the fourth
phase of braking Vn, km/h

54 58 –

Preparatory braking distance Sp, m 400 384 266
Actual braking path Sd, m 176 205 258
General stopping distance Sт, m 576 589 524
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– the length of the rolling stock;
– speed of propagation of the brake wave;
– feature of the indicator diagram of the brake cylinder and brake mode;
– the initial speed with which the calculation of the valid braking put begins.
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Abstract. Implementing various methods in order to forecast the fault-free
state of reinforced concrete contact-line supports is currently a necessary con-
dition for ensuring the safety of train traffic. Such a need arose due to the
presence of supports with extended service life in operation, along with the
absence of load reduction and without any kind of redundancy. The method for
predicting the fault-free state of the contact-line supports is exposed in the
article. The exploitation problem, according to which it is rather difficult to
reveal the failure system of the considered object under the influence of many
factors, needs to be solved. The probability of finding the supports of the
contact-line in a certain state is expressed through their statistical properties,
based on the change in the carrying capacity. The way to predict the operational
status of contact-line supports is developed. Predicted values of carrying
capacity reduction below the permissible value allow determining the targeted
measures in order to exclude traffic accidents. The developed method based on
statistical data allows thoroughly describing the reduction rate of the carrying
capacity throughout the life cycle, while excluding distortion of indicators
caused by environmental factors.

Keywords: Support � Contact-line � Life cycle � Service life � Railway
transport

1 Introduction

The problem of operating contact-line supports with extended service life is not a
random correlation, but only the consequence of mass electrification. The complexity
of conducting diagnostic tests leads to various mistakes in the diagnosis when
describing the operational status. Lack of redundancy complicates ensuring the safety
of rolling stock. It is quite difficult to identify the failure system of the contact-line
supports. Moreover, in spite of the fact that the influence of various factors, such as
changes in atmospheric conditions, technogenic effects, and temperature effects on
reinforced concrete contact-line supports is well studied, it is still random. This leads to
an increase in instrumental errors of parameters determining the technical state. Using
probabilistic approaches in conjunction with statistically accumulated information, it is
possible to describe the processes of changing the technical characteristics of reinforced
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concrete contact-line supports. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the destructive
processes leading to the destruction of concrete in more detail.

It is difficult to select parameters that will fully describe the destruction processes of
the supports when predicting the health of the reinforced concrete contact-line supports.
For example, such parameter as the resistance of the contact-line support, which allows
determining the magnitude of current leakage and the electrical corrosion rate of metal
reinforcement makes it impossible to predict the health of reinforced concrete support
after several years. The reason is that the actual current leakage flow becomes more
complicated due to the saturation of concrete with moisture [1].

It was decided to consider the load-bearing capacity in more detail after analyzing
the parameters of the contact-line support, which are monitored by diagnostic devices.
The load bearing capacity of the contact-line support is defined as strength with respect
to the applied load. It can be concluded that such a parameter does not depend on
environmental factors, but describes its technical condition. During operation, the load
bearing capacity of the supports does not increase. Thus, it is possible to adopt that
there is a gradual failure during the process of changing the bearing capacity of the
contact-line supports throughout the service life, like one of a non-recoverable object.
The tests of reinforced concrete contact-line supports at the site of the Sverdlovsk
railway were conducted. Electrocorrosionaly hazardous supports are considered in
more detail, due to the concern that the load bearing capacity reduction of such sup-
ports will proceed more intensively. It has been obtained that the minimum transfer
interval of the load bearing capacity from a higher value to a lower one in the selected
operation area occurs no more than once every six months [2, 3].

The table for determining the load bearing capacity according to the indications of
the UK-1401 device (Table 1) is used based on Appendix 3 [3]. It can be seen that the
indicator P2 increases, which characterizes the decrease in the bearing capacity of the
supports in relation to the normative moment. Considering the fact that reinforced
concrete supports, despite all their shortcomings, are reliable component of the contact
network, and the decrease in performance is slow (can reach 70 years), then the results
of measurements of electrocorrosive supports are accepted for the experiment. This
choice is caused by the fact that, with a long declared life cycle of the contact network
supports, the selected observation interval will not allow obtaining significant dynamics
of the process of reducing the bearing capacity under consideration. The influence of
additional destructive effects on the supports leads to an acceleration of the process of
accumulation of internal damage due to the influence of electrical corrosion.

Table 1. Load bearing capacity of supports depending on the P2 indicator

P2 indicator
1.1 1.15 1.2 1.25 1.3 1.35 1.4 1.45

The multiplicity with respect to
the specified torque of supports

1.6 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.1 1 0.9

Load bearing capacity ratio
according to state

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
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The value of multiplicity with respect to the specified torque determines the
intervals between the contact-line supports. Let us take the determined boundaries of
the intervals as the boundaries of the measured load bearing capacity, according to
which it is possible to quantify the distribution of contact-line supports in the selected
area in the first and second half of the year.

It can be seen from the histogram that the load bearing capacity of the considered
supports changed in the second half of the year in comparison with the first half.
Accordingly, the number of hits in the intervals was redistributed (Fig. 1).

2 Materials and Methods

Accepting the assumption that the supports under study in the selected section of the
railway are in the same operating conditions, it becomes possible to establish common
boundaries of the bearing capacity corresponding to each specific condition. A decrease
in the bearing capacity with respect to the normative moment below 1.0 will corre-
spond to the state of failure of the support or significantly increase the likelihood of
such an event, and therefore, is unacceptable. In this regard, a column is added to
Table 3 that reflects the failure state of the support of the contact network or the “0”
state. The indicator P2, having a value of 1.1 or less, characterizes the greatest ability of
the support to perceive the applied loads. As a result, the supports, having the indicator
P2 equal to 1.1 or less, have the least probability of rejection of the applied loads, and it
indicates a good “7” state of the support. States “1–6” will characterize the transition of
the support from serviceable to the state of failure; accordingly, they can be assessed as
pre-failure [2].

Unrecoverable objects are characterized by a gradual transition from a healthy state
to a failure state, overcoming the boundaries of all pre-failure states. The intensity of
the transition to each subsequent state e0–e6 reflects a gradual failure caused by the
accumulation of damage in the structure of the support. In turn, sharp transitions from a
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Fig. 1. The distribution histogram of the measurements obtained for the bearing capacity
boundaries for the first and second halves of the year.
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fault-free and any pre-failure state to a failure state characterize a sudden failure, and
the speed of such transitions is expressed in the failure rate k0–k6.

Accumulated damage in concrete allows concluding that the reinforced concrete
support can be considered an unrecoverable object.

The determination of the observation interval plays an important role in solving the
problem of forecasting the technical condition. Taking the intervals too long, frequent
sudden transitions appear between the fault-free state and the states of pre-failure. In
this case, an additional variable will participate in solving the system of equations of
the described process, which will also complicate the calculation process.

If the observation interval is taken too small, then the failure will manifest itself in
the form of a gradual decrease in the bearing capacity index, and the compiled model
will not take into account sudden failures.

During the tests, it was determined that measurements performed once a quarter are
optimal for the studied area of operation. Taking into account the accepted assumptions
and designations, for the supports in the considered operation area, a graph of the
process of changing the bearing capacity is compiled (Fig. 2):

Values of e0–e6 characterizing gradual failure reflect a gradual decrease in the load
bearing capacity with the transition from the operating condition to each subsequent
pre-failure condition until the values fall below the normative value (let us condi-
tionally call this state a failure). Values of k0–k6 characterize a sharp transition from a
healthy and pre-failure conditions to failure.

After composing a system of equations in order to define the support in each of the
conditions:

1 5432

7

0 6
ε0 ε1 ε2 ε3 ε4 ε5

ε6+λ6

λ0 λ1 λ2 λ3 λ4 λ5

Fig. 2. State and transition graph for reinforced concrete contact-line support
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dP0 tð Þ
dt ¼ � e0 þ k0ð ÞP0 tð Þ

dP1 tð Þ
dt ¼ e0P0 tð Þ � e1 þ k1ð ÞP1 tð Þ

dP2 tð Þ
dt ¼ e1P1 tð Þ � e2 þ k2ð ÞP2 tð Þ

dP3 tð Þ
dt ¼ e2P2 tð Þ � e3 þ k3ð ÞP3 tð Þ

dP4 tð Þ
dt ¼ e3P3 tð Þ � e4 þ k4ð ÞP4 tð Þ

dP5 tð Þ
dt ¼ e4P4 tð Þ � e5 þ k5ð ÞP5 tð Þ

dP6 tð Þ
dt ¼ e5P5 tð Þ � e6 þ k6ð ÞP6 tð Þ

dP7 tð Þ
dt ¼ k0P0 tð Þþ k1P1 tð Þþ k2P2 tð Þþ k3P3 tð Þþ k4P4 tð Þþ k5P5 tð Þþ e6 þ k6ð ÞP6 tð Þ

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð1Þ

Given the initial conditions: for t0 = 0, P0 = 1, we obtain the probability of the system
being in the state P0(t):

P0 0ð Þ ¼ e�K0t ð2Þ

Substituting solution (20) into the second equation of system (19), we determine the
probability of finding the support in the following state P1(t):

P1 tð Þ ¼ e0
Z1 � Z0

e�Z0t þ e0
Z0 � Z1

e�Z1t ð3Þ

Then, in general terms, the probability of finding a contact network support in each of
the states has the form:

Pn tð Þ ¼ e0 � . . . � en�1

Z1 � Z0ð Þ � . . . � Zn�1 � Z0ð Þ � e
�Z0tð Þ þ e0 � . . . � en�1

Z0 � Znð Þ � . . . � Zn�1 � Znð Þ � e
�Zntð Þ

ð4Þ

where coefficients Zi is determined by the formula:

Zi ¼ ei þ ki ð5Þ

where i = 1, 2, 3…n - states of reinforced concrete support.
Over a three-year time interval, the values of gradual and sudden failures for each

state are determined, after which the probabilities of finding the contact network
supports in each of the pre-failure states are calculated. Excluding the probability of the
support being in a state of failure, i.e. in the seventh state, the values of the reliability
function are determined:

F tð Þ ¼ P0 tð ÞþP1 tð ÞþP2 tð ÞþP3 tð ÞþP4 tð ÞþP5 tð ÞþP6 tð Þ ð6Þ

The obtained mathematical model allows describing the process of reducing the
bearing capacity of the contact network support and determine the remaining service
life.
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Figure 3 visually depicts the process of reducing the reliability F(t) of the rein-
forced concrete supports of the contact network during operation in the studied area.

Since the supports in the selected area were already in operation and were highly
susceptible to electrical corrosion, the dynamics of reducing the reliability of the
supports in the area is most pronounced. Thus, Fig. 3 reflects the time scale of the
service life of the contact network support. Based on local operating conditions,
knowing the elapsed service life of the support and using the presented model, it is
possible to determine the remaining service life [4].

According to the results of the obtained values, the dependence of the redistribution
of the bearing capacity of the contact network supports from the region of the fault-free
state to the region of the fault state was established.

It is possible to compose matrices according to the measurement results, where the
values of bearing capacities obtained in the first half of the year characterize the
previous state and ones obtained in the second half of the year characterize the next
state.

Transition probability is the conditional probability of such an event in which the
system moves from the previous state (b) to the subsequent state (c). The probability of
transition from state (b) to state (c) is determined by the formula (7):

pbcðsÞ ¼ nbcðsÞ
nbðs� 1Þ ; ð7Þ

where nbc(s) is the number of contact-line supports, which are in state (b) at the time
(s − 1) and in state (c) at times s, nb(s − 1) is the number of contact-line supports
observed in state (b) in moment (s −1).
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Fig. 3. The process of reducing the reliability of concrete contact supports during operation
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3 Results

Let us compose the matrix of transition probabilities and a vivid transition of the load
bearing capacity of the contact-line supports in the first and second halves of the year
(Table 2). The transition probability matrix of change in the load bearing capacity in
decimal fractions is composed (Table 3).

The transition probability matrix P = {pbc} characterizes the probability of the
transition from the current state to the next state, while the sum of the values of the
probabilities of transitions from one state to another should be equal to one, and the
process at time moment n is in state (c). The value of Pn can be obtained using formula
(8):

Pn ¼ Pn
1; ð8Þ

where Pn – transition probability matrix in n steps;
P1 – transition probability matrix in one step.
To obtain the predicted value of the bearing capacity of the support for the third

quarter of 2013, we raise the resulting matrix to the second degree.
In Table 3, the transition probabilities are rounded to two decimal places, so that

their sum in the line equals one. The building of transition probability matrices con-
firms the stationarity of the process of reducing the bearing capacity of the supports of
the contact network and the determination of the timing for reaching the limit values.
When comparing the predicted values with the experimental values of the bearing
capacity, the error did not exceed 3%.

According to the analyze of the resulting transition probability matrix, it can be
concluded that the bearing capacity of the support does not transfer to the previous
state;

Table 2. Matrix of quantitative redistribution of contact-line supports in the first and second
halves of the year

Number of interval Subsequent condition
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Previous condition 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.1 1 0.9
1.6 11 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.5 0 10 2 0 0 0 0 0
1.4 0 0 16 3 0 0 0 0
1.3 0 0 0 10 3 0 0 0
1.2 0 0 0 0 6 2 0 0
1.1 0 0 0 0 0 6 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 2
0.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
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4 Discussion

The results of calculating the transition probability matrices confirm the possibility of
predicting the further technical condition of the reinforced concrete supports of the
contact network, thereby identifying a failure system that depends only on the technical
condition of the supports without additional mechanical impact on them. In other
words, the process of failure of the supports of the contact network can be visually
represented in the form of two functions that change in time (Fig. 4).

Figure 4 visually represents the process of reducing the strength under constant
load, at the time point when the strength value is greater than the load, the graphs do
not overlap. If at the initial moment of time the distribution of the values of the strength
function of the contact network supports in the section is higher than the load function,
then this characterizes the normal operation in the operation area and the absence of
disturbance in the movement of trains [5, 6]. The intersection of the function graphs

Table 3. The transition probability matrix of the load bearing capacity of the contact-line
supports from the first half of the year to the second

Previous condition Subsequent condition
1.6 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.1 1 0.9

1.6 0.85 0.15 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.5 0 0.83 0.17 0 0 0 0 0
1.4 0 0 0.84 0.16 0 0 0 0
1.3 0 0 0 0.77 0.23 0 0 0
1.2 0 0 0 0 0.75 0.25 0 0
1.1 0 0 0 0 0 0.86 0.14 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.85 0.15
0.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.00

fT(t)
fL(t)

0 t

fT3(t)

fT1(t)

fT2(t)

fL(t)fL(t) fL(t)

Fig. 4. Failure model of the contact-line support at constant load.
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indicates the appearance of supports whose bearing capacity is lower than the per-
missible value, which increases the likelihood of failure in the operation area due to the
inability to sustain the load applied to it. Over time, the bearing capacity of the support
decreases due to the accumulation of microdamage in the protective layer of concrete
and a decrease in the strength of metal reinforcement. This is evidenced by the increase
in the area under intersecting graphs of functions.

5 Conclusions

When checking the possibility of forecasting on the basis of changes in the bearing
capacity of reinforced concrete supports of the contact network, on the basis of
experimental data obtained during field measurements, it was found that a decrease in
the carrying capacity characterizes the wear of the contact network support as an object
of operation.

Using Markov chains to simulate the process of changing the bearing capacity, it
became possible to describe the process of failure of the contact network supports and
depict the process of changing reliability, determining the probabilities of finding the
contact network supports in each of the states at a certain point in time.

Since a large number of supports in the study area has been in operation for more
than 35 years, it can be said from the calculation results that to eliminate their failure, it
is necessary to carry out work on replacing the supports or reconstructing the site with
replacing the supports within five years, since the probability of catching the supports
in working condition is greatly reduced.

Applying the developed methodology and mathematical model in practice, it
becomes possible to identify the failure system of reinforced concrete supports as an
object that directly affects the safety of the transportation process. The process of
assessing the remaining service life of the contact network supports to which a constant
load is applied during operation is also simplified. Due to this, in the future, specialists
will be able to assess the need to extend the service life or replace the contact network
support.
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Abstract. Based on the application of a single impulse, a mathematical model
has been developed for the movement of a car along the entire length of the
descent part of the hump. The description of the dynamics of the car rolling from
the hump, including sections of brake positions, in a generalized form was made
for the first time. The change in the instantaneous speed of movement along the
entire length of the descent part of the hump is presented in the form of a step
function graph for the first time. The proposed model of a generalized mathe-
matical notation of an instantaneous change in the speed of a car rolling down
the descent part of the hump has a practical significance. This model allows
calculating instantaneous values of the speeds of movement of the car from the
top of the hump to the design point in a continuous mode, which makes it
possible to accelerate the process of building graphs of changes in accelerations,
speeds, and time of car’s movement. The resulting model allows quickly ana-
lyzing the mode of shunting cars from the humps, the combination of power of
brake positions and improve the accuracy of determining the permissible
velocity of impact of cars in the sorting yards. This paper is the most important
step for solving a promising task of designing an automated system for calcu-
lating the dynamic characteristics of a car in a hump yard.

Keywords: Railway � Station � Marshalling hump � Wagon � Heaviside
discontinuous functions

1 Introduction

A series of publications are devoted to the problem of calculating and designing the
profile of humps, for example [1–11, 12, 13]. The existing method of calculating the
humps [4] is based on the use of the concept of “power of brake positions - hbr or brake
tools hbrt”. The speed of movement of the car on all sections of the hump, including
brake positions, is determined in [1–6, 9] by the formula v ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2g0h
p

(where g0- the
acceleration of a freely falling body taking into account the inertia of rotating parts,
h = hh - the height of the fall, and for sections of brake positions: h = hbr - the power of
braking positions) (see p. 186 in [1]), applicable only for ideal constraint [14]. Thus,
the fallacy of determining the energy height of the hump hh is the use of the concept of
an ideal constraint that is incompatible by the physical meaning to solving the prob-
lems of the humps, on which the constraints are in fact non-ideal.
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In [13], it was noted that in [2, 3], the same method was used to determine the
energy height of the hump hh. They made the assumption that at any point on the
inclined plane, the energy of a rolling body of mass M is equal to the sum of the
potential Ep and the kinetic energy Ec. It is assumed that this energy is spent on the
work of the forces of resistance to the motion Ar, i.e. Ec + Ep = Ar (see p. 8 in [2] and
formula (6) in [3]). From here determine the energy height of the hump hh. However,
this approach is contrary to the law of energy conservation [14]. As can be seen from
studies [1–5, 8], nowadays, the design of the energy height of the hump hh is performed
using the concept of “power of brake positions hbr or brake tools hbrt”. The power of
brake positions hbr is chosen according to the method [4], in which the free-fall velocity
of bodies is used v ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2g0h
p

, although h = hbr is the height of the braking zone of the
brake section of the hump, which is an unknown value and should be determined.

In [10], in order to take real account of the operational conditions of the humps, it is
recommended to use the parameters of specific resistances to the movement w, which
reflect the generalized characteristics of the modern car fleet and the hump yards.
Taking into account this factor, formula (2) is given in [10], which, according to the
authors of the paper [10], has a developed universal form:

v2f ¼ v2in þ 2g0ði� wÞ10�3 � l� 2g0hb: ð1Þ

Where
vf = ve – final or estimated speed of the car in the corresponding section of the

hump, depending on the normalized value [vav] (see Table 4.7 in [4]), m/s;
vin = vor – initial speed or speed of rolling the car from the top of the hump,

depending on the power of the hump (see Table 4.6 in [4]), m/s;
g0 – acceleration of a freely falling body, taking into account the inertia of rotating

parts, m/s2;
i – slope of the studied section of the track, ‰;
w – specific resistance to the movement of the car in the studied sections of the

track, kgf/t;
l – length of the studied section of the track, m;
hb – height of a zone of braking of a brake section of a hump, m
However, as the results of studies showed in [9, 12], formula (1) contains a number

of inaccuracies and gross errors in its components. Although in [10], it is noted without
substantiated evidence supported by calculations that formulas (1) and (2) in [10] can be
used on any sections of the humps with a slope i, taking into account the presence of
certain values of specific resistance to movement w and power of braking positions hbr
(i.e. heights of sections of brake positions) (see the first paragraph of the last column on
page 36 in [10]). In the opinion of the authors of the paper [10], the calculations of the
humps, which simulate the conditions of movement of the designed runners with dif-
ferent running properties, are performed from this expression (see the first paragraph of
the last column on page 36 in [10]). Also, in [10], it is indicated that “… any new
proposed designed models for the movement of cars” should be compared with formulas
(1) and (2) in [10] (see the second paragraph of the last column on page 36 in [10]).
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Let us reveal some of the disadvantages of the formula (1). So, for example, it, as
noted in [11], contains two completely disparate mathematical expressions describing
the movement of a car in various parts of the hump, where the minuend values are valid
for non-ideal constraints, and the subtrahend - for an ideal plane (constraint). Such an
approach, as noted in [11], contradicts the elementary principles for solving engi-
neering problems of theoretical mechanics: first, in order to simplify, it is necessary to
solve the problem either for an ideal constraint (of course, not taking into account the
inertia of rotating masses in the sections of brake positions, since when hump retarders
are triggered, there is no rolling, but pure sliding of the wheelset), which is of no
scientific and practical value; secondly, or for a non-ideal constraint, which is of
scientific and practical interest.

Otherwise, the fallacy of the mathematical notation of formula (1) (see formula (2)
in [10]) is that it cannot be given a universal form, “mechanically” combining the
minuend and the subtrahend.

Thus, it was revealed that the question of exact mathematical modeling of the
movement of a car on the descent part of the humps is still relevant.

Objective:

describe the speed of movement of the car at each section of the descent part of the
hump, using the principles of classical mechanics;
get a generalized model of the speed of movement of the car at the estimated point
of the hump, which allows speeding up the process of building graphs of the change
of the kinematic characteristics of the car’s movement;
present in the form of a graph of the step function the change in the instantaneous
speed of movement of the car along the entire length of the descent part of the
hump.

2 Research Methods

Research methods are based on the basic law of the dynamics of a point with a non-
ideal constraint (d’Almbert principle) [15] and include the following stages:

– at the first stage, the acceleration of the car’s movement in all sections of the profile
of the hump as the most important kinematic parameter of the car’s movement, the
magnitude of which directly determines the other movement parameters (time,
speed and path of the studied sections), determined on the basis of the d’Alembert
principle [6, 7, 11, 13–15], assuming that all active (gravitational force of a car with
a load) and reactive (friction, resistance to the wind, resistance to movement from
curves and switches, etc.) forces as forces in fractions of the gravitational force of
the car with a load are computable values;

– at the second stage, the speed of movement of the car in each section of the hump
profile [4] was found using well-known physics formulas [7, 11, 13] based on the
fact that the entering speeds of the car for each section and the acceleration of
movement in these sections are known;
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– at the third stage, at the edges of the sections of the hump, the formulas of the
instantaneous speed of movement of the car are interconnected by the method of
matching (“stitching”), which is known in mechanics [13, 15–17];

– at the fourth stage, the change in the instantaneous speed of movement on
the descent part of the hump is presented in the form of a step function graph
[16, 18, 19];

– at the fifth stage, a generalized mathematical notation of the change in the instan-
taneous speed of a car rolling down the discharge section of the hump is presented
in a compact form [16, 18, 19].

3 Research Results

The formulas of the instantaneous speeds of the car on each section of the hump,
according to the simplified method adopted in [6, 7, 11, 13, 17], are written in the form
convenient for their calculation. At the same time, these formulas of the instantaneous
speed of movement of the car at the edges of the sections can be interconnected by the
matching method known in mechanics.

So, for example, let us present the formulas of the speed of the car for each i section
of the hump (where i = 1,…,9 are the numbers of the sections of the hump) in the form:

– for the first high-speed section of the hump

v2f1 ¼ v2in þ a1t1 � ½vav2f �; ð2Þ

– for the second high-speed section of the hump to the switch

v2f2 ¼ v2f1 þ a2t2 � ½vav2S�; ð3Þ

– for the second high-speed section of the hump after the switch

v2f2S ¼ v2f2 þ a2St2S � ½vav1br�; ð4Þ

– for the section of the first brake position

v21br ¼ v22f � a1brt1br � ½vav4�; ð5Þ

– for the intermediate section of the hump to the switch

v2f4 ¼ v21br þ a4t4 � ½vav4S�; ð6Þ

– for the intermediate section of the hump after the switch

v2f4S ¼ v2f4 þ a4St4S � ½vav2br�; ð7Þ
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– for the section of the second brake position

v22br ¼ v2f4S � a2brt2br � ½vav6�; ð8Þ

– for the switching area of the hump to the first switch

v2f6 ¼ v22br þ a6t6 � ½vav6S1�; ð9Þ

– for the switching area of the hump after the first switch

v2f6S1 ¼ v2f6 þ aav6S1t6S1 � ½vav6S2�; ð10Þ

– for the switching area of the hump to the second switch

v2f6S2 ¼ v2f6S1 þ a6S2t6S2 � ½vav6S3�; ð11Þ

– for the switching area of the hump to the third switch

v2f6S3 ¼ v2f6S2 þ a6S3t6S3 � ½vav3br�; ð12Þ

– for the first section of the marshalling yard track

v2f7 ¼ v2f6S3 þ a7t7 � ½vav3br�; ð13Þ

– for the section of the third brake position

v2f3br ¼ v2f7 � a3brt3br � ½vav9�; ð14Þ

– for the second section of the marshalling yard track

v2f9 ¼ v2f3br þ a9t9 � ½vavEP�: ð15Þ

where
vin = vor – as in the formula (1), the initial speed or speed of rolling the car from the

top of the hump, depending on the power of the hump (see Table 4.6 in [4]), m/s;
vei – the estimated (or instantaneous) speed of the car in the corresponding i section

of the hump, m/s;
ai – the acceleration of the car’s movement in the corresponding i section of the

hump, calculated value [7, 11, 13, 17] (see, for example, formula (10) in [6] for the
high-speed sections of the hump, for sections of brake positions - (6) in [11]), m/s;

ti– the time of movement of the car in the corresponding i section of the hump,
calculated in the high-speed sections of the hump according to the formula of ele-
mentary physics (see formula (11) in [7], and in sections of brake positions - according
to formula (11) in [11]), s;
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[vi] – permissible entering speed of the car to the studied section of the hump (see
Table 4.7 in [4]), m/s.

Note that in (2)–(4), (6), (7), (9)–(13), (15) the acceleration of the car ai is cal-
culated by the formula (10) in [7], and in (5), (6), and (14) - according to the formula
(6) in [11], while according to the methodology of works [1–5, 8, 10], there is even no
mention of this.

The existing method for calculating humps (see formula (2) in [10]) and method
proposed by the authors [7, 11, 13, 17] have distinctive features. Each of them, nat-
urally, has some assumptions, as it is usually in mathematics and mechanics.

Instead of formulas (2)–(15), let us present a generalized view of the mathematical
model of the simplified method of the authors’ hump calculations [7, 11, 13], con-
sidering that the first, second, and third sections of brake positions (1BP, 2BP, and
3BP), for example, can be divided into three conditional sections (the zone of the car’s
wheelbase entrance (WB), the braking zone of the car (BZ) up to the stop, and the
remaining section (AB) after braking, corresponding to the brake position of the car
retarder), and representing the movement of the car along the descent of the hump in
the form of a Heaviside unit impulse (and/or jump) f(t) or r0(t) [16, 18, 19].

It should be borne in mind that the task of determining the time tbr and the path lbr
of braking in the braking zone of the car (BZ) until it stops (vbr = 0) was solved in [11]
for the first time.

Considering that the car can be braked, firstly, directly when, for example, the front
wheelset enters brake positions and/or, secondly, when the wheelset of the front car-
riage enters brake positions, the braking zone can also consist of two sections - the
car’s braking zone (BZ) (vbr = const) up to the stop (vbr = 0) and the remaining section
(AB) after braking (vAB = const).

In addition, in the first and second brake positions (1BP and 2BP), where, as a rule,
two car retarders are installed, the braking zone can consist of five sections (car
wheelbase entry area (WB) (vWB = const), zone of the first braking of the car (1BZ)
(v1br = const) up to the stop (vbr = 0), and the remaining Section (1AB) after braking
(v1AB = const), the zone of the second braking of the car (2BZ) (v2br = const.) up to the
stop (v2br = 0), and the remaining Section (2AB) after braking (v2AB = const). Also,
the braking zone may consist of four sections - zones of the first braking (1BZ)
(v1br = const) up to the stop (v1br = 0) and the remaining Section (1AB) after braking
(v1AB = const), the area of the second braking of the car (2BZ) (v2br = const.) up to the
stop (v2br = 0), and the remaining area (2AB) after braking (v2AB = const).

In sections of the third braking position (3BP), in which one car retarder is usually
installed, the braking zone can consist of two sections: the car braking zone
(BZ) (v3BP = const) up to the stop (v3BP = 0) and the remaining section (AB) after
braking (vAB = const).

The change in the instantaneous speed of movement along the entire length of the
descent part of the hump can be represented as a graph of the step function. The graph
of the unit impulse f(t) in the form of a step function can be represented as an example
in Fig. 1.
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In Fig. 1 as well as in Table 1, Fig. 1–3 in [13], the following is denoted:

TH – top of the hump;
CTH – top of the hump, represented by the unit impulse f(s0);
SS1 and SS2 – the first and second speed sections of the hump, represented by unit
impulses f(s1) and f(s2);
1BP, 2BP, and 3BP – the first, second, and third brake positions of the hump,
represented by unit impulses f(s4) – f(s6), f(s9) – f(s11), f(s16), and f(s17);
INT – intermediate section of the hump, represented by unit impulses f(s8) and f(s9);
SZ – switching zone of the hump, represented by unit impulses f(s13) – f(s15);
MT1 and MT2 – the first and second sections of the marshalling yard track, rep-
resented by unit impulses f(s16) and f(s19);
S – separation switches represented by unit impulses f(s3) and f(s7);
S1, S2, and S3 – the first, second, and third switches represented by unit impulses f
(s12), f(s13), and f(s14);
WB – sections of accounting for the length of the car’s wheelbase, represented by
unit impulses f(s4) and f(s9);
BZ – car’s braking zones represented by unit impulses f(s5), f(s10), and f(s17);
AB – remaining parts of the braking positions, represented by unit impulses f(s6), f
(s11) and f(s18), and corresponding to the braking position of the car retarder;
EP – estimated point represented by the unit impulse f(s19), with the exception of t -
time of the car’s movement; sj - fixed numbers (j = 1,…, 19 - numbers of sections
of the track profile of the hump)

Fig. 1. Graph of the step function representing the change in acceleration and speed of
movement along the entire length of the descent part of the hump
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Besides, the dash-dotted lines in the zones of direct braking (BZ) of the car in the
brake positions (1BP, 2BP, and 3BP) correspond to the uniformly decelerated motion
of the car (with acceleration |a1br| = – a1br = – a5 < 0, |a10br| = – a2br = – a10 < 0,
and |a17br| = – a3br = – a17 < 0) and with full use of the power of brake positions, when
it is necessary to achieve a complete stop of the car, i.e. in cases when v1br = v2br =
v3br = 0, and solid lines - to a partial braking of the car when the car moves with
acceleration |a1br| = a5 < 0, |a10br| = a10 < 0, and |a17br| = a17 < 0 and with the speed
v1br = v1BZ = const > 0, v2br = v2BZ = const > 0, and v3br = v5BZ = const > 0.

In this case, we use the fact that the unit impulse (and/or jump) f(t) [18] can be
considered as the difference between two unit and/or discontinuous Heaviside functions
[13, 18, 19]:

r0 tð Þ and r0 t�sð Þ; i:e: f tð Þ ¼ r0 tð Þ�r0 t�sð Þ;

and s = s1, s = s2 > s1; s = s3 > s2,….., s = s19 > s18.
Also, we will keep in mind that when t < 0: f(t) = 0 - the origin of coordinates;
in the time interval 0 � t � s1: f(t) = f(s0) – top of the hump (TH);
in the time interval s1 � t � s2: f(t) = f(s1) – first speed section (SS1);
in the time interval s2 � t � s3: f(t) = f(s2) – second speed section (SS2);
in the time interval s2 � t � s3: f(t) = f(s3) – separation switch (S), …;
in the time interval s5 � t � s6: f(t) = f(s5) – braking zone of the first brake

position (1BP), ….;
in the time interval s8 � t � s9: f(t) = f(s8) – intermediate section (INT), ….;
in the time interval s10 � t � s11: f(t) = f(s10) – braking zone of the second brake

position (2BP), ….;
in the time interval s17 � t � s18: f(t) = f(s17) – braking zone of the third brake

position (3BP);
in the time interval s18 � t � s19: f(t) = f(s18) – remaining section (AB) of the

third brake position (3BP);
in the time interval s19 � t � s20: f(t) = f(s19) – second section of the marshalling

yard track
and when t > s20: f(t) = 0 – estimated point (EP).
In addition, we note that unit impulses импyльcы f(s0), f(s1), …., f(s4), f(s6), ….,

f(s9), f(s11), f(s16), f(s18), and f(s19) characterize the uniformly accelerated motion of the
car with acceleration ak > 0 (where k = 0, 1,…, 4, 6,…, 9, 11,…, 16, 18, and 19), at
which it is accelerated in time intervals s0 = 0 � t � s1, s1 � t � s2, …, s3 �
t � s4, s6 � t � s7, …, s9 � t � s10, s11 � t � s12, …, s16 � t � s17,
s18 � t � s19, and s19 � t � s20.

Unit impulses f(s5), f(s10), and f(s17) characterize the uniformly decelerated motion
of the car with acceleration |aj| < 0 (where j = 5, 10, and 17), at which it is braked in
the time interval s5 � t � s6, s10 � t � s11, and s17 � t � s18.

Below we show the mathematical notations of the instantaneous speed of the car in
the most characteristic sections of the descent part of the humps.

Let’s assume that, for example, the speed of car rolling vin(t) = f(t) before the time
moment t = 0 was equal to zero (vin(t) = f(t) = 0), and then, in the time interval
s0 = 0 � t � s1, it took the value vin(t) = f(t) = const, and, starting from the moment
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t = s1, the car starts its motion uniformly accelerated with acceleration a1 > 0, picking
up speed vSS1 = const > 0 (see the initial part of Fig. 1).

Mathematically, this can be written in the following form [13, 16, 18, 19]:

vinðtÞ ¼ f ðtÞ ¼
0

f ðtÞ ¼
f ðs1Þ ¼ vSS1

f ðs0Þ ¼ vin ¼ const
when
when
when

t ¼ s0 ¼ 0;
s0 ¼ 0� t�

t[ s1:
s1;

8
<

: ð16Þ

Let us give a mathematical notation of the change in the instantaneous speed of the
car vSS1 in the first speed section (SS1) of the hump (see Fig. 1). The car enters this
section with the initial speed vin = const, and then, in the time interval (s1, s2), it takes
the value f(t) = f(s1) = vSS1 = const > 0, moving uniformly accelerated with acceler-
ation a2 > 0, and, starting from the moment t = s2, the car continues its movement
equally accelerated with acceleration a3 > 0, picking up speed vS = const > 0. In this
case, the mathematical notation has the following form [13, 16, 18, 19]:

vfSS1ðtÞ ¼ f ðtÞ ¼
f ðs1Þ ¼ vin
f ðtÞ ¼

f ðs2Þ ¼ vS
f ðs1Þ ¼ vSS1 ¼ const

when
when
when

t\s1;
s1 � t�
t[ s2:

s2;

8
<

: ð17Þ

Let us describe the change in the instantaneous speed of the car using the example
of the first brake position (1BP), bearing in mind that this section consists of three
zones: the wheelbase zone of the car (WB), the braking zone (BZ), and the remaining
section after braking (AB) (see 1BP section in Fig. 1).

The speed of the car entrance to WB ven4WB is equal to the speed of exit from the
section of the separation switch (S) vexS = const > 0, and in the time interval s4 �
t � s5, the car moves uniformly accelerated with acceleration a4 > 0 and speed f(t) = f
(s4) = v4WB = const > 0.

Further, a car retarder is switched on for braking a car that moves with an initial
speed f(t) = f(s5) = vin1br = vin5WB = const > 0, after which it moves uniformly
decelerated with acceleration a1br = a5 = const < 0 (where |a5| = – a5) and with the
speed f(t) = f(s5) = v1br = v5BZ = const > 0 if the full power of the car retarder was not
used, otherwise, the equality v5 = v5BZ = 0 should be observed.

In Fig. 1, the case when the condition v5br = v5BZ = const > 0 is met is shown by a
linearly decreasing solid line, and the case when the equality v5br = v5BZ = 0 is
observed is represented by a linearly increasing dash-dotted line.

Further, the car moves along the remaining length of the section after braking
(AB) (see Sect. 1BP in Fig. 1).

The speed of the car entrance to the AB ven6AB is equal to the speed of its exit from
the BZ, i.e. ven6AB = vexBZ = const > 0, and in the time interval s6 � t � s7, the car
moves uniformly accelerated with acceleration a6 = const > 0 and speed f(t) = f
(s6) = v6AB = const > 0.
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In these cases, the mathematical notation of the instantaneous speeds of the car is as
follows:

– when the car moves in the section equal to the wheelbase of the car (WB)

vfWBðtÞ ¼ f ðtÞ ¼
f ðs4Þ ¼ vS
f ðtÞ ¼

f ðs5Þ ¼ v1br
f ðs4Þ ¼ const

when
when
when

t\s4;
s4 ¼ 0� t�

t[ s5;
s5;

8
<

: ð18Þ

– when the car is braked (BZ) in the case of incomplete use of the power of the brake
positions (is represented by a solid line in Fig. 1)

vf1brðtÞ ¼ f ðtÞ ¼
f ðs5Þ ¼ vWB

f ðtÞ ¼
f ðs6Þ ¼ v6

f ðs5Þ ¼ v1br ¼ const
when
when
when

t\s5;
s5 � t�
t[ s6;

s6;

8
<

: ð19Þ

– when braking the car (BZ) in case of full use of the power of the brake positions (it
is represented by the dash-dotted line in Fig. 1)

vf1brðtÞ ¼ f ðtÞ ¼
f ðs5Þ ¼ vWB

f ðtÞ ¼
f ðs6Þ ¼ v6

f ðs5Þ ¼ 0
when
when
when

t\s5;
s5 � t�
t[ s6;

s6;

8
<

: ð20Þ

– when the car moves along the remaining length of the brake positions (AB)

vfABðtÞ ¼ f ðtÞ ¼
f ðs6Þ ¼ v6
f ðtÞ ¼

f ðs7Þ ¼ vS
f ðs6Þ ¼ const

when
when
when

t\s6;
s6 � t�
t[ s7:

s7;

8
<

: ð21Þ

Similarly, it is possible to write down the instantaneous speed of movement of the
car in other sections of the hump.

Let us also describe the change in the instantaneous speed of the car along the
second section of the marshalling yard track (MT2) (see the last section of Fig. 1). The
speed of the car entrance to this section of the hump is equal to the exit speed from the
AB section of the third brake position (3BP) v3AB = ven19 = const > 0, in case if the
full power of the car retarder was not used, otherwise, the entrance speed of the car
would be ven19 = 0.

In Fig. 1, cases in which the conditions ven19 = v3AB = const > 0 and ven19 =
v3AB = 0 are met are shown by linearly increasing solid lines and dash-dotted lines,
respectively.

In the time interval s19 � t � s20, the car moves uniformly accelerated with
acceleration a20 > 0 and with speed cкopocтью f(t) = f(s19) = vMT2 = const > 0, and,
starting from the moment t = s20, it stops its movement after estimated point (EP).

A generalized mathematical notation of the simplified method of the authors’ hump
calculations [8, 12, 14], corresponding, in a particular case, to the graph of impulse
functions in Fig. 1, which characterizes the change in the instantaneous speed of rolling
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(and in the deceleration sections - sliding speed) of the car along the descent part of the
hump v(t), unlike the unsuccessfully and incorrectly presented expanded universal form
of formula (2) in [10], we present in the form of a graph of a step function [16, 18, 19]:

v2f ¼ v2inðr0ðtÞ � r0ðt � s0ÞÞþ a1t1SS1ðr0ðtÞ � r0ðt � s0 � s1ÞÞ
þ a2SS2t2SS2ðr0ðtÞ � r0ðt � s0 � s1 � s2ÞÞ
þ a3St3Sðr0ðtÞ � r0ðt � s0 � s1 � s2 � s3ÞÞ
þ a4t4ðr0ðtÞ � r0ðt � s0 � s1 � s2 � s3 � s4ÞÞ
� a1brt1brðr0ðtÞ � r0ðt � s0 � s1 � s2 � s3 � s4 � s5ÞÞ
þ a6t6ðr0ðtÞ � r0ðt � s0 � s1 � s2 � s3 � s4 � s5 � s6ÞÞ
þ a7St7Sðr0ðtÞ � r0ðt � s0 � s1 � s2 � s3 � s4 � s5 � s6 � s7ÞÞ
þ a8t8ðr0ðtÞ � r0ðt � s0 � s1 � s2 � s3 � s4 � s5 � s6
� s7 � s8ÞÞþ a9t9ðr0ðtÞ � r0ðt � s0 � s1 � s2 � s3 � s4
� s5 � s6 � s7 � s8 � s9ÞÞ � a2brt2brðr0ðtÞ � r0ðt � s1 � s2 � s3
� s4 � s5 � s6 � s7 � s8 � s9 � s10ÞÞþ a11t11ðr0ðtÞ � r0ðt
� s1 � s2 ��s3 � s4 � s5 � s6 � s7 � s8 � s9 � s10 � s11ÞÞ
þ a12S1t12S1ðr0ðtÞ � r0ðt � s1 � s2 � s3 � s4 � s5 � s6
� s7 � s8 � s9 � s10 � s11 � s12ÞÞþ a13S2t13S2ðr0ðtÞ � r0ðt � s1
� s2 � s3 � s4 � s5 � s6 � s7 � s8 � s9 � s10 � s11 � s12 � s13ÞÞ
þ a14S3t14S3ðr0ðtÞ � r0ðt � s1 � s2 � s3 � s4 � s5 � s6 � s7 � s8
� s9 � s10 � s11 � s12 � s13 � s14ÞÞþ a15t15ðr0ðtÞ � r0ðt � s1
� s2 � s3 � s4 � s5 � s6 � s7 � s8 � s9 � s10 � s11 � s12 � s13
� s14 � s15ÞÞþ a16t16ðr0ðtÞ � r0ðt � s1 � s2 � s3 � s4
� s5 � s6 � s7 � s8 � s9 � s10 � s11 � s12 � s13 � s14 � s15 � s16ÞÞ
� a3brt3brðr0ðtÞ � r0ðt � s1 � s2 � s3 � s4 � s5 � s6 � s7 � s8
� s9 � s10 � s11 � s12 � s13 � s14 � s15 � s16 � s17Þ
þ a18t18ðr0ðtÞ � r0ðt � s1 � s2 � s3 � s4 � s5 � s6 � s7 � s8
� s9 � s10 � s11 � s12 � s13 � s14 � s15 � s16 � s17 � s18ÞÞ
þ a19t19ðr0ðtÞ � r0ðt � s1 � s2 � s3 � s4 � s5 � s6 � s7 � s8
� s9 � s10 � s11 � s12 � s13 � s14 � s15 � s16 � s17 � s18 � s19ÞÞ:

ð22Þ

and/or let us present a generalized mathematical notation of the change in the instan-
taneous speed of a car rolling down the descent part of the hump in a more compact
form [18, 19]:
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v2f ¼ v2inf ðs0Þþ a1t1SS1f ðs1Þþ a2SS2t2SS2f ðs2Þþ a3St3Sf ðs3Þ
þ a4t4f ðs4Þ � a1brt1brf ðs5Þþ a6t6f ðs6Þþ a7St7Sf ðs7Þ
þ a8t8f ðs8Þþ a9t9f ðs9Þ � a2brt2brf ðs10Þþ a11t11f ðs11Þ
þ a12S1t12S1f ðs12Þþ a13S2t13S2f ðs13Þþ a14S3t14S3f ðs14Þ
þ a15t15f ðs15Þþ a16t16f ðs16Þ � a3brt3brf ðs17Þþ a19t19f ðs18Þ:

ð23Þ

It should be noted that the mathematical notation of the instantaneous speeds of the
car (22) and/or (23) corresponds to the case when the car is moving relative to the top
of the hump (TH) uniformly accelerated with the set speed of rolling (vin = const > 0,
for example, vin = 0.8, …, 1.7 m/s, depending on the hump capacity (see Table 4.6 in
[4]).

In this case, the time interval Δs0 = s1 − s0 is very small and can be considered
almost equal to zero (see Fig. 1). The case is also considered when the car moves
uniformly decelerated (vbrk = const � 0) in the i sections of brake positions (1BP,
2BP, and 3BP) with the turned on car retarder in the braking zones.

Here, the time intervals Δs8 = s9 − s8, Δs10 = s11 − s10, and Δs17 = s18 − s17 are
very small (for example, from 1 to 3 s) and can be considered almost equal to zero,
since for a negligibly small period of time, the loaded car picks up speed vbri = const
and also quickly stops to vbri = 0, continuing to pick up speed viAB = const in the
remaining sections (AB) of the brake positions (see Fig. 1).

On the other speed sections of the hump (SS1, SS2, S, WB, AB, INT, BZ, MT1,
and MT2), the calculated runner moves uniformly accelerated with average speeds
vavi = const not exceeding the established average speeds of the car [vav] depending on
the hump capacity (see Table 4.7 in [4]) for a sufficiently noticeable period of time, for
example, Δs2 = s3 – s2 > > 1 s.

Also note that in the mathematical notation of the instantaneous speeds of the car
(23), as well as in formulas (2)–(4), (6), (7), (9)–(13), (15), the acceleration of the car
ak, according to the d’Alembert principle, is calculated by formula (10) in [7].

The time of movement of the car ti is found according to the formula of elementary
physics (see formula (11) in [7]) from the dependence ti = f(v0i, |ai|, li) (where li is the
length of the section under study) in the i-th section of the descent part of the hump,
except parts of the brake position. Usually, in the zones of braking, the full power of
the brake positions is used, ensuring full stop of the car. Therefore, the time of
movement tbri and the path of braking lbri of the braked car are found from the condition
that the braking speed is zero, i.e. vbri = 0 (see formulas (10) and (11) in [11]).

As can be seen, the mathematical notation (22) and/or (23) of the instantaneous
speeds of a car of the simplified method of the authors’ hump calculations [7, 11, 13],
presented in a generalized form, has a significant difference from the expanded uni-
versal form of formula (2) in [10], which has significant inaccuracies.
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4 Discussion

Thus, on the basis of the conducted studies, we especially note the following results:

1. The formulas for the instantaneous speeds of the car for each section of the hump
yard are presented in a convenient form for practical use.

2. The change in the speed of movement of the car on the entire profile of the descent
part of the hump is presented in the form of a step function graph.

3. Using Heaviside unit functions in a compact, simplified form, a generalized
mathematical notation of the change in the instantaneous speeds of the car rolling
down the descent part of the hump is presented.

The presented paper summarizes the results of previously published papers (see, for
example, [7, 11, 13]).

The proposed model of a generalized mathematical notation of an instantaneous
change in the speed of a car rolling down the descent part of the hump enriches the
theory of rolling a car along the descent part of the hump. This model is of practical
importance, since it allows calculating instantaneous values of speeds of the car’s
movement from the top of the hump to the estimated point in a continuous mode,
allowing us to speed up the process of plotting the graph of changes in accelerations,
speeds, and time of car’s movement (see, for example, [17]). The presented model
allows quickly analyzing the mode of rolling cars from the humps, the combination of
capacity of brake positions, and improving the accuracy of determining the permissible
rates of collision of cars in the hump yards. This paper is the most important step for
solving a promising task of designing an automated system for calculating the dynamic
characteristics of a car in the hump yard.
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Abstract. The paper presents issues related to the use of unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAV) to monitor natural forest resources and to estimate the post-fire
surfaces located in forests, as an example of hard-to-reach areas for classic
surveying surveys. The use of drones as a tool for geodetic measurements is
becoming more and more popular, however, processing data acquired in this
way requires proper analysis. The article proposes a procedure for processing
images provided by drones to estimate the effects of natural disasters and
exemplifies it with experimental data obtained in a forest area located in western
Poland (Europe). The presented methodology concerned the automatic identi-
fication of post-fire areas in natural forest resources and verification of the
results by comparison with the results of classical geodetic tachymetric mea-
surements. The results prove the usefulness of images acquired by UAVs for
identifying and determining the size of areas struck by natural disasters. At the
same time, data from UAVs can be a reference base for geodetic measurements
and a database for institutions managing endangered areas.

Keywords: Engineering photogrammetry � Unmanned aerial vehicle � Natural
resource monitoring

1 Introduction

The use of unmanned aerial vehicles (drones, gyroplanes) for geodetic surveys began in
the first years of the 21st century. At that time, they were primarily a source of spatial
images. At present, unmanned aerial vehicles are used to provide both images and
spatial data with adequate accuracy. The use of drones for measuring and monitoring
spatial phenomena reduces the time of measurements and increases the possibility of
visualizing phenomena in comparison to traditional measurement methods. Moreover,
unmanned aerial vehicles can be used to perform measurements in difficult conditions
and to measure highly detailed objects.
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At present, drones are more and more frequently used in geodesy and spatial
planning for work carried out by contractors and design companies as well as for
statutory tasks of state and local government institutions. The latter use images pro-
vided by drones for: creating orthophotomaps with an accuracy of 2–3 cm for
implementation of statutory tasks and construction of numerical terrain models (an
accuracy of about 5 cm) [1], monitoring coastal zones (including, for example, tracking
construction activities, checking the condition of erosion protection and determining
the condition of the sea ecosystem) [2], checking the technical condition of
hydrotechnical equipment and structures (e.g. flood embankments), updating infor-
mation on agricultural and forest areas [3–6], checking property tax declarations and
determining road traffic intensity [7].

In the safety assessment of various objects, it is necessary to properly combine
measuring techniques, calculations and experiments. Technical assessment and mod-
eling of the object’s behavior allow for a more comprehensive analysis [8–10]. In the
land surveying drones are also used to perform measurements for updating databases of
large-scale maps, to provide information for other thematic databases [11, 12], as a
source of auxiliary information for property evaluation, to create maps for design
purposes and to construct numerical terrain models and numerical models of water
reservoir and watercourse beds.

In construction and spatial planning low-altitude photogrammetric images provided
by drones are used for monitoring during the construction and operation of engineering
structures, making records of hard-to-reach surfaces and cubic objects, e.g. for making
records of roofs (including asbestos roofs), cooling towers, tower buildings, dumps,
storage sites and landfills [13] as well as for records of natural objects, caves and
protected areas. They provide information used in the process of sustainable planning
and spatial management in such areas [14, 15]. The images are also used for com-
prehensive monitoring and precise assessment of the general character and shape of
landslides and areas affected by such phenomena, making records of areas and objects
of cultural and architectural heritage, recording the dendrological status of parks or
forest areas, creating orthomaps and models for open cast mines, which use them to
obtain useful information for monitoring the status of the deposits, storage piles of bulk
materials as well as for volume measurements.

The purpose of the paper is to present the possibility of using unmanned aerial
vehicles as a tool aiding classical geodetic measurements in areas where measurements
are difficult to perform.. An example of this problem are identified post-fire and fire
areas. It is possible to use UAV, remote sensing and image processing in fire moni-
toring and detection systems as well as in tactical firefighting operations [16]. Yuan,
Liu, Zhang [17] proposed to use remote sensing images recorded by the camera on
board an unmanned aircraft and fuzzy logic to detect and classify smoke in forest areas.
Wardihani et al. [18] has developed a real-time forest fire monitoring system using
UAV equipped with five sensors: temperature, infrared, barometer, GPS and inertia
measurement sensor. The platform they use can detect surface temperatures from a
height of 20 m, and send data to the server to be displayed on the fire information
system website. The results obtained by them also show that the coordinates of the
reference points are characterized by an average error of about 1 m from the actual
coordinates of the fire. Ma et al. [19], who used an unmanned aircraft to receive
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images, also had interesting results, but complemented the procedure for a new image
filtering algorithm, based on principal component analysis (PCA) and the low-rank
matrix recovery (LRMR) method, allowing early and effective smoke detection. This
approach is particularly important due to the fact that smoke appears earlier than the
flames. This allows earlier identification of fireplaces. The authors [20, 21] point out
that the presented solution using UAV has enormous potential and it is worth con-
tinuing work on its development. At the same time, they emphasize that by comparing
the results with classic methods, the proposed systems using UAV introduce a more
accurate fire detection indicator and a smaller false detection rate.

In our work, we present issues related to the identification of hard to reach areas,
where the fire was extinguished, in correlation with land surveying solution, in order to
determine its extent and estimate losses. As a case study, an area located in western
Poland (Europe) was analysed, where the work to be done included geodetic and
photogrammetric measurements with the use of drones. It was also emphasized that
experience in piloting a drone and knowledge of the process of generating and pro-
cessing the acquired information were necessary to create high resolution spatial
images. The paper concludes with a short discussion of the use of UAVs as a tool for
collecting data in hard-to-reach areas and suggests directions for further research.

2 Methods

Photogrammetric methods are used to recognize and determine the location of objects
that are directly registered in aerial photographs, and in the case of UAVs, which are
used in this study, low-altitude aerial photographs. In most cases, the final result is a
numerical map describing the spatial location of objects in a particular area in 2D or 3D
[22]. The basic factors that determine the accuracy of the final product are [23, 24]:
errors in the identification of points in the area, the scale and quality of photogram-
metric images, the precision of the instrument, the method of data processing and
correction of systematic errors.

The popularity of unmanned aerial vehicles as a tool used in land surveying has
increased significantly over the last decade. Software and hardware also provide an
increasing number of applications and technologies. In land surveying, we often
encounter problems related to situational and altitude measurements in difficult and
inaccessible terrain, andmeasurements in natural disaster zones (e.g. in post-fire areas) are
also dangerous to perform and time-consuming. A good solution is to use low-altitude
photogrammetric images. Certainly, the use of modern technologies requires proper
planning and data processing so that the results are accurate enough to deal with the
complexity of the problem. Considering the need to obtain a ± 10 cm accuracy of
measurements performed with the use of unmanned aerial vehicles while estimating the
surface of post-fire areas, a diagram of work to be done has been prepared and shown in
Fig. 1.
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Based on available technology and a constructed research platform (Fig. 2,
Table 1) consisting of a Matrice 200 DJI drone and an X4S video camera, a case study
was prepared and researched to show that the technology based on low-altitude pho-
togrammetry meets the accuracy requirements and can be used as a tool to identify
post-fire areas. The study was conducted in a test (pilot) area, located in the Forest
Administration District of Przytok (Europe, Poland), which was struck by fire in 2018.
This Forest Administration District is interested in using low-altitude photogrammetry
for estimating areas struck by fire and post-fire damage in forests.

Fig. 1. A block diagram of the measurement procedure for the post-fire areas with the use of a
prototype device

Fig. 2. The Matrice 200 DJI drone and the X4S camera [picture provided by the producers]
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The data obtained from the research platform were processed using a modern,
commercial Pix4D programme for processing photogrammetric data. A wide range of
internal modules makes it possible to fully automatically combine both terrestrial and
aerial photos and to fully position images with the use of georeference modules. Pix4D
software makes it possible to obtain: clouds of points, numerical models of terrain
cover, filtered numerical terrain models and aerial orthophotomaps. Pix4D software can
use data provided by the drone, computer visualizations, image analysis, and machine
training to analyse existing situations on objects and to make decisions.

The approach to measurements based on the use of unmanned aerial vehicles was
verified by performing classic geodetic measurements (tachometric measurements and
GNSS measurements). The tachometric measurements were performed with a Trimble
S7 total station, which combines scanning, imaging and measuring in one device, and
its use in the research made it possible to verify the results obtained with the use of
drones. The measurement data obtained with the use of the Trimble S7 total station
were processed with the use of CAD Trimble Business Center (TBC) geodetic soft-
ware. As part of the research work, GNSS measurements were performed using a
Trimble R2 receiver to determine the horizontal coordinates and the height of the
reference points. A Trimble R2 receiver tracks a number of GNSS satellite constella-
tions and auxiliary systems. Being inherently equipped with a Trimble Maxwell ™ 6
chip with 220 channels, it provides the highest precision and positioning accuracy. The
receiver ensures the highest accuracy in real time thanks to the flexibility of the
selection of correction sources - from traditional RTK and VRS networks to Trim-
ble RTX ™ services, which provide access to updates via satellite and through the
internet.

Table 1. Abridged technical characteristics of the drone and the camera [data provided by the
producers]

UAV Camera

Matrice 200 DJI X4S

Dimensions 887 � 880 � 378 mm Lens F/2.8-11, 8.8 mm (equivalent of
35 mm: 24 mm format)

Flight
duration

38 min. Photo
resolution

3:2, 5472 � 3648
4:3, 4864 � 3648
16:9, 5472 � 3078

Max. signal
range

7 km (3.5 km in EU) Matrix CMOS, 1″

Max. climb
rate

5 m/s Weight 253 g

Max. take-
off weight

6.14 kg Gimbal
control
range

Tilt +30° do −90°; Pan: ±320°

Battery TB50 - LiPo 4280
mAh
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3 Case Study

The chapter presents a detailed case study based on photogrammetric images obtained
to confirm and demonstrate the practicality of methods for recording, processing and
identifying post-fire areas in forests with the use of UAVs. The following subchapters
present a description of the whole experiment and analytical process.

3.1 Estimating Fire Damage in Forest Areas

Estimating the amount of fire damage in forests is very difficult but necessary to assess,
for example, the economic effectiveness of expenses on fire prevention and fire-fighting.
Information about the amount of damage should be passed on to the public and this
applies in particular to the lost non-economic functions of the forest. The formal basis
for estimating losses resulting from premature felling (loss) of trees is the act on the
protection of agricultural and forest land [25]. The methodology for estimating fire
damage in forests in Poland is specified in the Ordinance by the Minister of the Envi-
ronment on single compensation for premature felling of trees [26]. The method pre-
sented in this ordinance does not take into account losses resulting from the reduction of
non-economic forest functions, losses occurring on the rims offire zone or losses caused
by greenhouse gas emissions and the reduction of the carbon dioxide absorption area.

Poland is regarded as an area of medium fire risk, for example during 12 years at
the turn of the 20th and 21st centuries 44.5 million tons of CO2 were emitted into the
atmosphere as a result of fire. Moreover, approximately 492 thousand tons of carbon
monoxide was emitted as well as 188 thousand tons of solid and liquid particles
(fumes), 47 thousand tons of hydrocarbons and about 9 thousand tons of nitrogen
oxides. The calculated average value of 1 ha of forest in Poland is approximately
€8300. The value of forests in the areas struck by fire only in 2005 and 2006 amounted
to €60 million and €61 million, respectively. The amount of direct losses was estimated
at €13.4 million and €9.3 million, which was 23% and 15% respectively of the forest
value. Moreover, the amount of losses caused by fire in undeveloped areas in those
years was estimated at €13.2 million and €5.4 million [27]. All these factors indicate
that there is a need to create a method for identifying post-fire areas, which will make it
possible to estimate losses with minimum human involvement. The approach based on
the use of UAVs described in this paper may be such a method.

3.2 Research in the Pilot Area

The test area was located in western Poland (Fig. 3). In 2018 the pilot area was struck by
fire, which spread over an area of 0.86 ha. The location of the test area in a forest may
cause difficulties in performing geodetic measurements (trees, covered horizon, no
geodetic network and firebreaks). Foresters performing measurements in a classical way
may be in danger, and in some cases there may be a threat to human health and life. This
type of location and the existing threat determines the accuracy of identification of the
area, its size and the location of control points, the use of drones is also preferable. In
order to verify the data provided by UAVs, classical geodetic measurements were
performed using a Trimble S7 total station and a GNNS Trimble R2 receiver.
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In order to correctly acquire photogrammetric data and process it properly, the
following actions were taken:

• photogrammetric missions were planned with regard to the UAV range, data related
to the size of the matrix and lens parameters, the desired size of the field pixel
(5 cm) and longitudinal coverage (75%) and transverse coverage (65%);

• a photogrammetric network was established (photo-points) - 12 points within the
pilot area; the network has been signaled in a way allowing its unambiguous
identification in the area and in the photographs and measured with GPS
technology;

• a photogrammetric flight was made using a research platform;
• in the next step, using Pix4D software, the photogrammetric data obtained with the

UAV application was analyzed and computer visualizations were made.

Based on the photogrammetric data, a numerical land cover model was created, the
location of the post-fire area was identified and the size of the post-fire area was
calculated (Fig. 4), which can be used to estimate the loss of trees in the pilot area.

Fig. 3. The location of the test area struck by fire
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Based on the research, the size of the pilot area was estimated, which, depending on
the estimation method, was: measurements with the use of UAVs −0.6915 ha,
tachometric measurements −0.6988 ha and measurements carried out by foresters
−0.6500 ha. It can be seen that the results obtained with classical geodetic methods and
the ones obtained with the use of drones are similar, which means that the measure-
ments were performed correctly. At the same time, it should be noted that these results
are much more accurate than the results of the measurement performed by the foresters.
Moreover, the values of plane coordinates and the height of points on the surface of the
post-fire area obtained with classical methods and with the use of UAVs were analysed.
Maximum differences i.e. the point location error was ±0.23 m, and ±0.46 m for
height. These are completely satisfactory accuracy in the identification of forest
emergency areas and several times greater than those obtained by foresters using
traditional methods used in the economy and forest management [27]. The mean square
error was also determined according to the formula [28]

RMSE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn

i¼1 v
2
i

n

r
ð1Þ

where v – the difference between the coordinates obtained from geodetic measurements
and the coordinates obtained from aerial images, n – the number of control points
located in the pilot area. For the horizontal location of points this error was: RMSEP

= ±0.09 m, and for the vertical location it was: RMSEH = ±0,14 m.
A detailed distribution of the values of the point location errors, height errors and

errors at selected control points is shown in the diagrams in Fig. 5. Figure 6 shows a
numerical model of the land surface obtained from the research and the height errors in
the area under analysis.

Fig. 4. A fly-by plan, a numerical model of the land cover and calculation of the size of the post-
fire area based on photogrammetric images
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4 Discussion

Currently available photogrammetric and remote sensing techniques provide very high
resolution data, which are a source of valuable information about the development of
areas, changes occurring in them and ongoing investments. They are also a source of
data that would be difficult to obtain due to the specificity of the area (e.g. landslide
areas, open-cast mines, coastal areas) or factors directly affecting human life and health

a)
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b)

³0,03 0,04-0,07 0,08-0,11 0,12-0,15 ≤0,16 [m]
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c) 

Fig. 5. The values of the point location errors (a), the height errors (b) and the errors at selected
points (c)

Fig. 6. A numerical terrain model and the height error in the area under analysis
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(e.g. post-fire areas, floodplains) [29, 30]. The emergence of new photogrammetric
technologies for acquiring low-altitude aerial images has made photogrammetric
methods useful in more and more studies, and the proportion between the scale of
studies and the scale of aerial images is gradually changing. This means that pho-
togrammetric methods using drones are becoming more and more attractive econom-
ically. Moreover, digital cameras, which are used, have better and better geometric and
radiometric characteristics and they are available to a wide range of potential users,
including land surveyors.

Low-altitude photogrammetry makes it possible to perform measurements in small
areas with local problems. The photogrammetric technology has been used in geodetic
applications for a long time but the invention of drones provides a lot of new possi-
bilities. Drones, while taking photos in the visible spectrum, have simplified both the
way of recording and processing images [23]: flights can be planned anywhere and at
any time, they can be repeated a number of times, and image resolution depends only
on the flight altitude and distance to the target. Certainly, this approach also has its
drawbacks, which include: limited flight duration and thus a limited size of the area that
can be measured, bad weather conditions (in particular rain, strong winds, fog) and
dense vegetation reduce the ability to identify terrain details. It is also worth paying
attention to the complexity of legal provisions related to the use of drones, which are
different in different countries in Europe and in the world.

It should also be noted that the use of unmanned aerial vehicles equipped with
appropriate sensors is also applicable to the detection of fires, especially in areas where
traditional fire monitoring and detection techniques are not very effective [31]. Yuan
et al. [31] indicate the high potential of using UAV to identify inflammatory points in
forests, which results in limiting the number of false alarms. However, there are
researchers [32] who point to the need to analyse the real economic efficiency of drone
application, which in various field cases is variable. Laszlo et al. [32] emphasize that
fundamentally wrong is the approach that uses new products or procedures for mar-
keting purposes, while overestimating their capabilities.

The approach to measurements that makes use of unmanned aerial vehicles in fire
struck areas, as described in this paper, has been verified with classic geodetic mea-
surements. The results prove that this technology is useful and possible to use for
modelling the terrain surface and changes occurring in the test area. The research has
also confirmed the usefulness of photogrammetric methods for automatic identification
of fire areas and for determining their size without the need for participation of mea-
suring teams and foresters. As a result of the research a training programme for drone
operators was prepared, which included the use of drones for land surveying. The
research also resulted in an application for a patent on a method for identifying post-fire
areas in forests with the use of photogrammetric data and a proposal of a new and
useful idea for construction and arrangement of the components of a platform for
acquiring low-altitude photogrammetric images.
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5 Conclusions and Future Works

The research has shown that there is a high potential for the use of drones in geodetic
work and in sustainable forest management, especially for determining the size of forest
areas struck by fire. With extended flight duration, the use of additional sensors and
such advantages as manoeuvrability and the possibility of planning a flight route
adapted to local problems, drones are becoming an economical and reliable solution for
identifying areas struck by fire in forests. For this reason, drones can seriously compete
with other classical systems. Taking into account the continuous development of both
measurement techniques and computational methods, further research is planned on the
use of drones for identifying floodplains [33] and areas threatened by landslides [34,
35]. The research will focus on determining the size of affected areas and attempts to
estimate material losses and the risk of occurrence and extent of unfavourable and
dangerous phenomena.

Because the presented research confirmed the competitiveness of classical mea-
surement techniques in areas that are difficult to measure, future work will also focus on
improving the results of site identification by using artificial intelligence methods. One
such method that can be potentially effective will be the use of the support vector
machines (SVM) and the use of Kalman filters for image analysis and methods for
optimizing tasks using the Pareto principles [36]. Particularly, the SVM technique
seems to be very much used to identify fire areas or sources of fire. A certain problem,
which we will have to pay attention to, will be the use of classifiers in real time, due to
the need for high computing power and the cost of the investment.

Considering the rapid development of technologies and measurement methods
using low-level photogrammetry, in the next few years we will be able to obtain even
higher accuracy in identifying points and areas in areas that are difficult to access [37].
In fact, due to the rapid technological progress and miniaturized components, a wider
spectrum of sensors, including multispectral, hyperspectral measurement systems based
on UAV will become more and more available to both the geodesy and construction
industry, local government organizations and organizations dealing with environmental
protection and monitoring.
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Abstract. Higher frequency single cable power supply equipment was devel-
oped. Resonance based power supply equipment may be utilized for streetlights
with HPS and LED lighting systems. Resonant light systems may variate the
power delivery thus controlling luminance power. Usage of resonant single
cable power supply systems may reduce the consumption of nonferrous mate-
rials for production, decrease capital investment costs, rule out the possibility of
line short-circuit and increase the reliability of lighting systems for residential
and production buildings, as well as lighting of stations, transfer lines, pedes-
trian crossings, towns, roads and pathways. Test results of using a resonant
single cable power supply for induction heating of rail turnout switch in difficult
winter climate conditions are provided in the article. A resonant single cable
system was used in an experiment to power the induction rail heaters at the
turnover switch. Measurements of electrical and temperature parameters of the
induction heating system were carried out. The benefits of resonant induction
heating system over a tubular heating element (THE) system were also
compared.

Keywords: Resonant single cable system � Frequency converter � Resonant
circuit � Induction heating � Fuko currents � Heating � Tubular heating element
(THE)

1 Introduction

Revolutionary advances in electrical engineering of power supply electronics as well as
in digital and analogue control systems lead to development of a resonant single cable
higher frequency power supply system and development of induction heating that is
witnessed in conducting mediums due to excitement of electrical currents of higher
frequency with an electromagnetic field [1–3]. Starting from 1992, FGBNU VIESH
(FGBNU FNAZ VIM since 2016) has been developing higher frequency resonant
power supply system over single cable or air [1–4] based on the concepts proposed by
inventor Tesla [5–8].

Scientist of VIESH have a long history of collaboration with railroad professionals.
VIESH specialists participated in such works as: “Development of methodic of
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detection of asymmetry of currents and voltages and its influence on primary electric
power supply devices and local users” (1956–1959), “Theoretical basis for choosing of
efficient primary and traction energy electric power supply” (1957–1958), “Research of
power and voltage and their influence on the primary power supply in locomotives with
ionic converter. Development of methods for harmonics decrease and their negative
influence on power supply and non-traction users” (1957–1959). In 2012
FBNU VIESH in collaboration with JSC “VNIIJT” and with involvement of JSC
“RZD” Technical Policy Department, JSC “RZD” Central Infrastructure Department of
electrification and power supply and “Promavtomatika” LTD carried out research and
testing of 3 kVt resonant single cable power supply system.

Implementation of such system in the development of railway infrastructure may
have great significance. As this system is an alternative to conventional systems it may
be applied as a reserve power supply system; as part of a lighting system; as an
electrical distribution system for low power users (CCTV cameras, traffic lights,
automatic systems); as a rail turnout induction heating system; etc.

Resonant electrical higher frequency single cable or airline power supply systems
consist of frequency converter device, electrical power line, and a backwards converter
for voltage conversion to nominal values for end user requirements.

The operating principle of a resonant power supply system is based on the use of
two power converters working in higher frequency of 5…15 kHz and a single cable
with a voltage of 1…10 kV in resonant mode. The transferring converter is resonant,
and it sets the operating frequency while the receiving converter is a broadband low-
ering one. At the same time a second cable is used as Ground, otherwise two con-
ducting containers C3, C4 (large enough to transfer electrical power) are attached to
converter coils and may be used as condenser armatures if there is dielectric ground
between transferring and receiving parts.

Resonant transferring converter is comprised of a resonant contour C2L1 (Fig. 1)
and increasing/lowering armature L2 [1]. Since the receiving converter doesn’t affect
the resonant frequency of power supply system they may be included in the system in
any quantity, unless its overall power is lower than that of a transferring converter.

The main blocks of resonant converter are power keys K1, K2, control unit CU and
a resonant transformer comprised of container C2 and armatures L1 and L2 (Fig. 1).
The resonant frequency is generally defined by parameters of the elements C2L1 as

Fig. 1. Structural schematics of resonant power transfer system
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well as cable capacity that is added through transformer Tp1 to the lowering condenser
C2 and thus lowers C2L1 contour’s own resonant frequency.

Power transfer in a resonant system occurs with a higher voltage and higher fre-
quency in resonant mode. Higher voltage allows lower losses through power transfer
and higher frequency allows electrical equipment to be smaller in size [9].

A transferring converter with a resonant contour is installed in the start of a power
line. Using reactive power, it can “pull” the electricity to the power supply cable.
Automated systems work with controlled resonance so voltage in the system gets
stabilized and is not influenced by input voltage or frequency.

A receiving converter with a broadband transformer is installed at the end of the
line so it transforms all the electricity, as well as harmonics, to the electric power of a
secondary armature. An invertor with a standard output voltage of 230 V or 400 V is
installed at the output.

In such a system electricity is converted once at the input and then converted
second time in the output with a total power loss of 10–12%.

The most efficient single cable power supply system is a higher frequency resonant
system (HFRS) among all the single cable power supply systems.

2 Results of the Study

Lightning System. Resonant electrical lighting system consists of: power generator (1),
invertor (2), resonant transformer (3, 4), electrical cable (6) and LED lights (8). The
invertor is controlled frequency converter connected either to resonant transformer or a
series resonant contour which output is connected to the resonant power supply cable.

Stationary power supply lines or autonomous power generators working on local or
renewable fuels may be used as power generators.

A resonant lighting system operates as follows: a voltage from the line or any other
power generator (2–600 V) (1) is fed to the invertor (2), than it is converted to high
frequency voltage and fed to the resonant Tesla transformer (4), the transformer con-
sists of input (3) and output (5) containers and it outputs high voltage with high
frequency to the resonant cable (6). The second output of the transformer is connected
to the Ground through a condenser (7). Lights are connected in parallel with one output
to the high-voltage cable and the other to the ground (8) [10].

Electromagnetic power in the form of electrical currents and voltage moves
from the output with high potential though the lights to the natural container with a

Fig. 2. Scheme of a luminescent lamp lighting system
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lower potential. The difference in potentials makes the current go through the bulbs
emitting light.

A lighting system with resonant single cable mode is used for lighting of spacious
rooms, interiors of various buildings, train stations, railway stops, exhibition areas,
train cars as well as civil, industrial, sport, railway agricultural buildings and areas,
remote streets and railway stations.

The use of a single cable as a wave transfer medium for transferring of electro-
magnetic energy with high frequency is based on the ability of an open-circuit line to
induct electrical charges on the surface of the conducting material thus allowing for
power transfer.

Traditional street lighting system (Fig. 3.) is comprised of: 3-phase high-voltage
electrical line (1) with 6…10 kV voltage; a number of transforming substations (2) 6…
10/0,4 kV; 2..3 km low-voltage electrical power lines; gas-discharge lamps with
throttle powering. Throttle powering usually has cosu of 0,4…0,55 which leads to
higher consumption of power from transformers and power lines which in turn requires
cables with bigger area coils and installation of individual compensators of reactive
power.

In that case 6 power cables (3 high-voltage, 3 low-voltage) should be installed in
parallel to the lighting line, not counting the Neutral and Ground lines.

A resonant street lighting system (Fig. 2.) consists of one transforming substation
6…10/0,4…0,6 (1), frequency converter (2), resonance transformer (4), single cable
line (6) and lights (7) with reverse transformers.

The voltage of the power source fed to the voltage transformer is transformed into
voltage of higher frequency and then fed to the single cable line. Lights are connected
to the line. Lights may be luminescent or LED.

As an example, a standard power lighting line with 20 kV power and length of
6 km requires:

– 3-phase power line with 6…10 kV voltage and 3 km length, with minimal coil area
of 70 mm2 � 3 (min 35 mm2 for branching 6…10 kV lines);

– transforming substation 6–10/0,4, 25 kV of power (cosu = 0,9);
– two 3-phase low-voltage power lines with 0,4 kV, length of 3000 m, coil area of

150 mm2 � 3, with voltage losses up to 8%;

Fig. 3. Conventional street lighting system
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– Lights with throttle power (0,9 kg of copper each) and compensators of reactive
power;

– HPS or Mercury-discharge lamps.
– A resonant lighting power line with 20 kV of power and 6 km length requires:
– 6–10/0.4–0.66 transformer, 25 kV power (cosu = 0,9 and transformation efficiency

of 0,9);
– 20 kV frequency convertor;
– resonant transformer (10 kg of copper);
– single cable 6 km power line with coil area of 6 mm2;
– Lights with reverse convertors and electronic ballast (0,12 kg of copper),
– LED or compact luminescent lamps.

Rail turnout heating system. Snowfall and changes in temperatures may provoke
ice forming on rails thus affecting the rail switching [11]. To mitigate this effect, snow
may be cleaned of by hand, or using cold or hot air blow-machines or using Tubular
Heating Elements to melt it off. It is well known that induction heating is more efficient
than heating using tubular heating elements.

Figure 5 illustrates the schematics of turnout heating devices connected to a single
cable power line [12].

The device (Fig. 4) works as follows: voltage from the power line is increased by
generator 1 up to the level of 1–100 kHz; than the voltage is fed to the resonant
increasing transformer 2, where it is increased through container 3. Resonant increasing
transformer outputs the voltage to the single cable power supply line 4 with inductors 6
connected to it in parallel with resulting operational voltage that equals to the output
voltage of the increasing transformer 2. Inductors 9 are installed on the heated rail with
or without a gap. Automatic control is maintained by an external envrionment sensor
that signals the frequency convertor to turn on.

Fig. 4. 1 – Higher frequency generator, 2 – resonant increasing transformer, 3 - container, 4 –

single cable power line, 6 - inductors, 7 - ground, 8 - ground, 9 – heated rail, 10 – external
environment sensor.
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A principal scheme of an turnout induction heating device in which inductors are
installed in parallel to the single cable power supply line through a lowering trans-
former is given in Fig. 5.

The device (Fig. 5) operates as follows: voltage from the power line is increased by
generator 1 up to the level of 1–100 kHz; than the voltage is fed to the resonant
increasing transformer 2, where it is icreased through container 3. Resonant increasing
transfomer outputs the voltage to the single cable power supply line 4 with a lowering
transformer 5 with inductors 6 installed at the output armature of the transformer. The
output voltage of the lowering transfomer equals to the operating voltage of the
inductors installed with or without a gap at the heated rail. Automatic control is
maintained by an external envrioment sensor that signals the frequency convertor to
turn on. Inductors are made with ferrite or metall cores encased in insulating coils.

Power efficiency is maintained by induction heating and automated control, that
turns the heating only when needed.

Power required for operation may is about 100–500 V/m, with the rail warming up
to 30–100 °C.

Laboratory testing supported the possibility and effectives of induction heating
using higher frequency single cable resonant power supply systems. Induction heating
is possible in metall due to the excitation of electrical currents with alternating mag-
netic fields. During induction heating only the conducting material heats and not the
heating element. 86% of all of the power is generated at the outer layer which is called
“penetration depth” which helps save electricty. Active and reactive energy is used in
resonace.

Main technical features of the innovative railway turnout induction heating system
based on a higher frequency single cable resonant power supply system:

– Power voltage of a transfering converter – 380 V, 50 Hz;
– Output power of a transfering converter – 6-20 kV;
– Volatge in the power supply cable – less than 1 kV;
– Size of transfering converter – 500 � 400 � 350 mm;
– Cable length between transfering converter and point of heating - less than 1500 m;

Fig. 5. 1 – Higher frequency generator, 2 – resonant increasing transformer, 3 - container, 4 –

single cable power supply line, 5 – lowering transformer, 6 - inductors, 7 - ground, 8 - ground, 9
– heated rail, 10 – external environment sensor.
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– Relative power of rail heating – 500 V/m;
– Rail heating temperature – at 50 °C;

3 Conclusions

1. Single cable power supply systems operating in higher frequency are more effective
than lines with one ground cable operating at a constant current and alternating
current of industrial frequency.

2. Power transfer with a resonant power supply was experimentally proven.
3. Use of a cable with a single thin core allows for a decreased in use of nonferrous

metals and overall capital operating costs of an electrical distribution system.
4. Resonant lighting system may be well used in economical lighting of buildings as

well as stations, parts of the roads and pathways.
5. Resonant systems will allow significant decrease in the cost of heating of rail

turnout systems as well as increase in the reliability of heating systems due to direct
induction heating.
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Abstract. The present work is aimed at developing a method for estimating the
optimal insensitivity parameters of the automatic speed control systems. When
operating vehicles, unsteady loads applied on the engine are perceptible, which
leads to the decrease in power and efficiency of the engine also reasoned by the
existence of dead zone of the speed control system. Reducing the degree of
insensitivity of the regulator positively influences the characteristics of regula-
tory processes, yet the significant reduction causes a decrease in the stability of
the system. There is a problem of assessing the need to respond not only to
external influences, but also to intra-cycle changes in internal combustion
engines, leading to a change in rotational speed. In case of using modern
microprocessor systems, the discreteness of receiving and processing initial
information greatly influences the regulatory process. In order to optimize the
insensitivity rate of regulators, it is proposed to estimate the allowable reduction
of the dead zone until self-induced vibrations and resonance phenomena occur.
An expression for determining the frequency of self-induced vibrations in
control systems causing resonance is defined. The implementation of the pro-
posed method will improve the efficiency of operation and increase the service
life of transport-and-technological machines.

Keywords: Internal combustion engine � Speed controller � Insensitivity rate

1 Introduction

Rolling stock of railway transport is operated under conditions of continuously
changing load on engine due to constant changes in the track grading and speed. The
constant change in load characterizes not only land transport and technological
machines, but also ship power plants. The fluctuations of the angular velocity caused
by change in the moment of resistance of the external load are summed with the
oscillations arising due to the cyclical nature of the internal combustion engine’s
working process. As a result, the operation of an engine under unsteady modes leads to
a decrease in its power and efficiency. Firstly, the filling ratio of engine cylinders, the
indicator efficiency and the excess air ratio are reduced. Secondly, in case of using
diesel engines equipped with all-frequency speed controllers as a power source, phase
shifts occur between the output and input coordinates of the control system [1].
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These phase shifts consist in the lag of the rotational speed in phase from the
change in the moment of resistance and, accordingly, in the lag of the engine torque
from the movement of the executive body of the change in fuel supply. The movement
of the fuel control body begins with a certain shift in time when the resistance moment
changes due to the presence of the regulator’s dead zone. Consequently, the beginning
of the change in the effective torque of the engine in relation to the beginning of the
change in the moment of resistance occurs with a delay that is in some cases a
significant value. These factors lead to an incomplete use of power and increase in the
specific fuel consumption of a power plant.

The size of the dead zone of an automatic control system is influenced by frictional
and backlash forces in kinematic pairs of mechanical elements of regulators, gaps in
contacts of electrical control systems, the viscosity of working fluid in hydraulic control
systems, the settings of electronic control systems and a plenty of other reasons. The
engine itself is also an element of dead time between the moment of fuel flash in the
cylinder and the production of net torque. The duration of dead time is determined,
among other things, by the angular velocity of a crankshaft and a number of cylinders
[2]. It is obvious that reducing the insensitivity rate of the controller positively affects
the dynamic and static characteristics of regulatory processes due to the decrease in the
amplitude and period of self-oscillations in the system. At the same time, the significant
insensitivity rate reduction leads to the probability of arising of high-frequency oscil-
lations and self-oscillations that cause the decrease in stability of control system. For
each particular regulation object under given boundary conditions, there is the only
duration of the transition process determined by speed of the regulation system that
implies the minimal fuel consumption of a power plant [3].

Therefore, in order to improve the efficiency of vehicle operation, it is necessary to
optimize the insensitivity parameters of speed controllers and develop measures to
implement an additional effect on the controlled value depending on the value of the
derivative of the input signal [4]. In modern conditions, the management of fuel supply
and speed control is carried out by microprocessor devices, the main advantage of
which is the possibility of implementing complex control laws. However, in such
control systems, there is also a delay in the receiving and processing of control signal,
which significantly affects the quality of control. At the same time, the noises of
electronic devices of various origins that occur during operation introduce some signs
of randomness into the control process and inconsistency in the operation of the system
links. Moreover, in this case, one of the major problems is the problem of assessing the
need for the automatic speed control system’s responding not only to external influ-
ences, but also to cyclic changes in the angular velocity of a crankshaft, caused, for
example, by ignition of fuel in the engine cylinders. The accuracy of regulation
depends on the frequency and way of processing the initial information on the current
value of rotation speed.

One of the modern types of control of fuel supply processes in automatic speed
control systems is the process of controlling the position of the fuel pump rail via pulse-
width modulation (PWM). The signal generated by the PWM controller is a discrete
sequence of rectangular pulses characterized by amplitude, frequency, and duration of
the signal. Figures 1 and 2 show the processes of regulating the rotational speed of the
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crankshaft n for a time t during a load shedding transition process and when the engine
is running in stationary mode.

In order to implement all capabilities of such systems, it is necessary to ensure
optimal discretization in signal processing, which determines the accuracy of restoring
the original analog signal on the rotational speed value at a specific point in time. The
shorter the sampling interval, the more accurate the measurement process is, however,
the complexity and cost of the recording equipment increase significantly. Digital
signal processing methods fully allow evaluating the technical condition and interac-
tion of individual elements of complex mechanical systems [6]. However, since they
are based on restoration of a continuous function from its discrete values, the problem
of objectivity and timeliness of obtaining information arises in case of using electronic
control systems.

According to one of the interpretations of the Kotelnikov theorem, random signal
u tð Þ with an oscillation spectrum limited by a certain frequency value FB can be fully
restored only by following sample values with a time interval determined by the
following expression:

Dt ¼ 1
2FB

ð1Þ

Fig. 1. The process of regulating the rotational speed of a diesel engine equipped with a PWM
speed controller in the transition process of load shedding
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Proceeding from the above, the wrong conclusion can be made that any harmonic
signal with frequency FB can be represented as a sequence of indications with fre-
quency corresponding to obtaining two measurements of the signal for a period.
However, it is impossible even theoretically to restore the original harmonic signals by
two indications over a period. Therefore, in practice the restoration of signals with a
wide range of oscillations even with the use of Fourier transform algorithms is a
difficult task, becoming almost unmanageable in case when the maximum frequency in
the signal exceeds half the sampling frequency.

Solving the problem of actually objective signal processing is possible when using
the Hilbert transform, the physical meaning of which is to rotate the initial phases of all
components of the spectrum of the initial signal s tð Þ by the same angle �0; 5p. This
turn equals to the arising of a common factor exp �ip=2ð Þ. Instrumental processing of
discrete signals using a phase shifter could help solve the problem of optimizing the
degree of insensitivity of the regulator, but the use of this method is hard to implement
in mass production and operation of vehicles. Consequently, there is a need for
methods to optimize parameters of control systems, that would not depend on the
discretization of control signals, if possible.

Fig. 2. The process of regulating the speed of diesel engine equipped with PWM speed
controller, when working in steady state mode
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2 Research Methods

To solve the problem of optimizing the value of the insensitivity rate of rotational speed
controllers, it is necessary to determine the criteria for ensuring the highest efficiency of
the regulatory system, which means adaptation to achieving the set goal. In this case, it
seems preferable to use multiplicative criteria for which the objective function takes the
following form, where the plus sign implies restrictions that require the maximum
increase of the function, and the minus sign means restrictions that require mini-
mization of the function:

f ðxÞ ¼

Qg
j¼1

yþj ðxÞ
Qm

i¼jþ 1
y�i ðxÞ

ð2Þ

In this case, as a positive limitation, one can take a response that provides the
required gain of the system, that is, the ratio of the amplitude of oscillations of the
controlled parameter u and the amplitude of the disturbing action f ðtÞ ¼ A sinxt.

As proved by studies in the field of theory of oscillations and vibration insulation of
heat engines [8, 9], friction forces do not significantly affect the amplitudes of nonlinear
oscillations, therefore, for example, when analyzing the characteristics of control
systems with mechanical speed controllers, friction forces in the controller mechanism
and in the rack drive The fuel pump can be neglected. This is all the more likely in the
case of microprocessor-based automatic control systems where there are no mechanical
moving parts and friction units.

However, it should be noted that external influences on the regulator and the fuel
supply control unit of a diesel internal combustion engine contain several harmonic and
possibly subharmonic components of a complex spectral composition. With such
polyharmonic excitation, the zones of instability increase substantially as the individual
elements of the system move. Therefore, as negative constraints in expression (2),
which describes the essence of the multiplicative criterion, one can use friction forces
that are still objectively present in the regulator. If the rotational speed is controlled by
electronic systems, which, like mechanical devices, have their own oscillation fre-
quency, then the control signal lag can be represented as an analogue of the friction
force. Thus, as a criterion for optimizing the magnitude of the degree of insensitivity of
the regulatory system, it is proposed to use the permissible degree of reduction of the
dead zone until the moment of possible self-oscillation and resonance phenomena
occurs. The effect of minimizing value eP on the behavior of speed control systems is
currently not well understood. Based on the well-known theoretical principles of the
theory of mechanical oscillations, we present the mechanism of the fuel supply control
body of a power plant in the form of an elastic oscillatory system with a natural
frequency of oscillations consisting of a regulator with its own conventional stiffness
Cr and a drive of the executive control body of the fuel supply with mass m and
stiffness cd. Hardness in this case should be considered an analogue of the level of
resistance to movement of the controls of the fuel supply due to the presence of internal
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friction, that is, an analogue of the degree of insensitivity. If, in order to simplify the
calculations, we assume the law of the steady-state motion of the mechanism of the fuel
supply control organ linear, then we can assume that it is sinusoidal in nature:

f ðtÞ ¼ Z0 � sinxt ð3Þ

Where z –oscillation amplitude of the fuel supply control drive; x –circular
oscillation speed.

3 Results of the Research

Differentiating the law of change of the disturbing force on the coordinate of dis-
placement z, we obtain the following expression to describe the oscillatory process of
the rail of the high-pressure fuel pump:

m€zþðCd � CrÞ � z ¼ Z0 sinxt ð4Þ

Introduce the designation of natural oscillations of the vibrating object:

m ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Cd � Cr

m

r
ð5Þ

Then the expression (4) takes the following form:

€zþ m2z ¼ Z0
m

sinxt ð6Þ

Using known methods for solving such equations, the following expression is
obtained for the amplitude of the steady state of forced oscillations:

z ¼ Z0
Cd � Cr

� 1
1� x2=m2

ð7Þ

The natural oscillations of a vibrating object can be represented as:

m2 ¼ Cd � Cr

m
¼ m2dð1�

Cr

Cd
Þ ð8Þ

where m2
d
–natural oscillations of the fuel control drive.

Taking into account the expression (8), the amplitude of the forced oscillations of
the drive of the fuel control body without friction forces will be determined as follows:

z ¼ Z0

Cd
� 1

1� Cr
Cd

� 1

1� x2

m2d

� �
� 1� Cr

Cd

h i� � ð9Þ
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In this expression, the multiplier Z0
Cd

is the movement caused by the maximum
perturbing force, when it is applied statically, while the other two factors determine the
dynamic effect of this force. Their absolute values can be considered the dynamic
coefficient of the system:

Kg ¼ z
Z0

¼ 1

1� Cr
Cd

� �
� x2

m2n

ð10Þ

Figure 3 shows the change in the dynamic coefficient Kg depending on the circular
oscillation frequency x for different values of the conditional stiffness coefficient of the
Crcontroller. When Cr= 0, (when conditional elasticity is absent (resistance to move-
ment of the regulator)), the forced oscillations in the system are similar to the oscil-
lations of the load on the spring. If the ratio Cr=Cd reaches1, the natural oscillation
frequency decreases, leading to a shift of the amplitude-frequency characteristic of the
oscillations to the left along the axis of the abscissas and, consequently to a decrease in
the range of those frequency values x at which Kgi1. When the frequency of the
perturbing force approaches the frequency of free oscillations of the system, then the
value of the dynamic coefficient rapidly increases.

The value of the dynamic coefficient Kg reaches its maximum under the following
conditions:

x
md

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� Cr

Cd

r
ð11Þ

The minimum values of x, at which Kg values are less than 1, always lie in the
super-resonance area, or in other words in the area where resonance is no longer
possible. These values are smaller, when the total system stiffness CR ¼ Cd � Cr gets

Fig. 3. Influence of conditional stiffness of the regulator on the value of the dynamic coefficient
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smaller values. When the system has zero stiffness, jCdj ¼ jCrj, then Eq. (10) takes the
following form:

Kg ¼ m2d
x2 ð12Þ

The obtained expressions show that when the condition jCd j ¼ jCrj is met, the
system does not have a natural frequency of oscillation, and the resonant peak is
located on the ordinate axis. Therefore, in this case oscillations always occur in the
super-resonance area.

Now suppose that in the oscillatory system considered above there are forces of dry
friction. In this case, the expression (4) looks as follows:

m€zþ 2fsCsign€zþðCd � CrÞz ¼ Z0 sinxt ð13Þ

Where f – sliding friction coefficient; s – contact surface area.
Equation (15) is the usual equation of forced vibrations with dry friction and allows

determining the values of amplitude Z0 and phase shiftu:

z ¼ Z0
Cd � Cr

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 4�2frCr

p�Z0

q
1� mx2

Cd�Cr

ð14Þ

tgu ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p�Z0

4�2frCr

� �2
�2

r sign 1� mx2

Cd � Cr

� �
ð15Þ

Using expression (14) and introducing the concept of relative friction coefficient
c ¼ 2fs

Z0
, the expression is obtained for determining the amplitude of oscillations in the

control system, taking into account the presence of friction forces:

z ¼ Z0 �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 16

p2 c
2 � Cr

Cd

� �2
� m2d

x2

� �2
r

m2d
x2 1� Cr

Cd

� �
� 1

ð16Þ

The dynamic coefficient in this case equals to:

Kg ¼ z
Z0

¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 16

p2 c
2 � Cr

Cd

� �2
� m2d

x2

� �2
r

m2d
x2 1� Cr

Cd

� �
� 1

ð17Þ

When f = 0, then the expression for determination of Kg will take the form:
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Kg ¼ 1
m2d
x2 1� Cr

Cd

� �
� 1

ð18Þ

Comparing expressions (18) and (10), it can be concluded that they are identical,
but having the difference consisting in the referring of Eq. (18) to a different base
value. This expression takes into account the change in the amplitude of the perturbing
force with a change in frequency. As the ratio Cr=Cd approaches 1, the amplitude-
frequency characteristic of the control system shifts towards smaller values of x, thus
the resonance zone expands. In addition, at the initial values of frequency of the
perturbing force, a transition through resonance occurs, but only minor amplitudes of
oscillations develop, since there is not enough energy available to significantly shake
the system. If the conventional values of the controller stiffness and drive rigidity are
equal in values, then the dynamic coefficient equals 1 and there are no resonance
phenomena in the system. At the same time, the oscillations remain constant
throughout the entire frequency range and will not exceed the amplitude values of Z0.

Analysis of the curves presented in Fig. 4 and characterizing the expression (18) for
different values of x, Cr=Cd and f, shows that friction forces corresponding to the
presence of a dead zone in a controller reduces the resonant peaks of oscillations and
allows the system to remain in a “locked” state when a certain frequency of resonant
oscillations is reached.

Non-stop self-oscillations begin with a frequency, called the breakaway frequency
(the beginning of the resonance), and is determined by the formula:

x ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4
p
c
Cr

Cd
m2d

r
ð19Þ

Therefore, the limiting value of the relative coefficient of friction is the value
determined by the expression:

c ¼ x2pCd

4Crm2d
ð20Þ

4 Discussion

The results of calculations and theoretical studies show that for the stability of a control
system and the absence of resonant oscillations, the resistance to movement of the
regulator’s mechanisms or, in other words, the conventional stiffness of the control
action should be more than or equal to the conditional movement stiffness of the fuel
delivery control (regulatory action). In particular, it is shown that self-oscillations in
such systems leading to resonance phenomena, begin with a frequency determined by

the formula x ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð4=pÞ�c � ðCp

�
CnÞ � m2n

q
. The analysis of frequency characteristics

allows optimizing or changing the sensitivity parameters of automatic control systems,
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which, in case of using digital control systems, is preferable compared to control of the
sampling processes of monitored values.

In case of applying the proposed method of estimating the appropriate parameters
of insensitivity during the design and adjustment of the controllers, the opportunity
arises to apply of the most reasonable response to a change in rotational speed during
the movement of vehicles and the performance of technological operations. As a result,
operational efficiency can be significantly increased and the service life of transport and
technological machines can be extended.
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Abstract. The article presents the results of mathematical modeling of the
process of air discharge from the hermetic transport pipeline (tunnel) during
vehicle movement. In order to organize the effective operation of high-speed
vacuum transport system of pipe type, it is required to pump air from the internal
cavity of the conveying structure, taking into account the dynamics of the air
environment when rolling stock moves. The intensity of the exhaust air should
be adjusted taking into account the actual speed of the vehicle and its actual
location on a particular stretch of track. Air is diverted by means of compressor
units through the ducts installed in the transport case. The characteristics of the
air vent system depend on the number, configuration and location of the air
ducts, and the nominal capacity of the compressors. To regulate the process of
air discharge, it is necessary to assign the operating parameters of each com-
pressor unit during the entire transport cycle. For the construction of mathe-
matical models of the air pumping process, the continuity equation from the
theory of gas dynamics is used. On the basis of the developed models, numerical
experiments were conducted in the process of air discharge, which allowed
establishing the nature of changes in the load on the elements of the air exhaust
system in the process of the vehicle moving through the tunnel.

Keywords: High-speed transport systems � Vacuum pipeline � Mathematical
modeling � Gas dynamics � Air discharge � Pressure � Speed

1 Introduction

Currently, the development of high-speed tunnel and pipe-type transport systems for
the carriage of goods and passengers at a speed of more than one thousand kilometers
per hour is underway. The most famous projects in this area are created on the basis of
airless (vacuum) transport systems (VTS) with airtight transport lines (evacuated tube
transport), which are able to create competition for existing types of transport, first of
all, rail, road and aviation [1].
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Researchers draw attention to a number of advantages of the VTS, which these
systems have in comparison with other types of transport: high vehicle speed at rela-
tively low operating costs, low levels of noise and pollution, a high degree of safety of
the transport process and protection of the objects being transported. However, the
researchers note that the VTS will not be able to completely replace any type of
transport, but will complement them, as currently existing types of public transport
complement each other. The greatest effect from the operation of vacuum transport
systems can be obtained when they are integrated with urban transit systems, in par-
ticular, the metro, suburban trains [2–5].

The basis of the VTS is the transport pipeline (tunnel), which is isolated from the
external environment, which consists of the body and the transport route used to move
the rolling stock, as a rule, the train. Air is pumped out of the pipeline through separate
exhaust ducts using compressor systems. Air ducts are tightly attached to the pipeline
along the perimeter of the through holes in its case. Air is pumped out of the transport
pipeline both before the start of the movement of the vehicle and in the process of
moving the train. The limits of pressure reduction are established by constructive
features of the VTS. The first prototypes of the VTS appeared more than a hundred
years ago. For example, the Russian scientist Boris Weinberg and the American
engineer Robert H. Goddard independently proposed to organize the movement of the
vehicle at high speed inside the pipe, from which air should be evacuated [6–8]. During
the twentieth century, conceptual approaches to the design of military-technical
cooperation developed rapidly. Various modifications of the structures of the transport
pipeline were proposed, innovative power plants for the drive of the vehicle were
adapted. For example, the American inventor Daryl Oster patented a combined con-
struction of several vacuum pipelines, along which the vehicle should move in opposite
directions [4, 5]. Modern models of VTS are divided into two main structural types,
depending on the degree of air pressure reduction in the internal cavity of the transport
pipeline. First, systems with a deep vacuum (hard vacuum), inside which the pressure
drops less than 1 Pa. Secondly, systems with forevacuum (vorvakuum), in which the
pressure drops below 100 Pa. According to many experts, the most promising are
forevacuum-transport systems, since the costs of their creation and operation are sig-
nificantly lower compared with the required capital investments in deep-vacuum
transport systems, and the differences between the two types of data transport systems
are not significant in terms of technical and operational performance.

To create a forevacuum inside the pipelines, stationary compressor installations are
used. Given the considerable length of the structures, it is advisable to place such
installations both at the places of the beginning and end of the movement of rolling
stock, as well as along the way. The number and performance of operating compressor
installations should be sufficient to reduce the air pressure in the internal cavity of the
pipeline. As the train progresses, the compressor units may turn off. In connection with
the change in the number of active pumping devices, it is an urgent task to organize the
regulation of the power of operation of compressor units, depending on their location
relative to the moving vehicle, in order to ensure the necessary air pressure. The
analysis of domestic and foreign scientific works shows that insufficient attention is
paid to this issue in scientific research [8].
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2 Methods

For the arrangement of the discharge systems and regulation of the process of their
work, it is necessary to determine a number of parameters, including the minimum
capacity values of the pumping compressor units and their number. To solve this
problem, the dependences of the change in the intensity of air evacuation (flow rate w)
on the train speed in individual sections of the transport pipeline should be known,
taking into account possible changes in speed patterns. Since the establishment of
appropriate dependencies experimentally is very problematic, in the framework of this
study, an attempt was made to develop mathematical models of the process of pumping
air from the transport pipeline when the vehicle is moving.

The movement of a vehicle in an isolated transport pipeline is a rather complicated
physical process. When mathematical modeling of the parameters of the process of
pumping air out of the pipeline during vehicle movement, mathematical physics,
hydrodynamic equations for compressible media, etc. were used. Calculation systems
were used to solve the equations for cylindrical coordinate systems [2].

At this stage of the study, taking into account the complexity of the simulated
system, the limited working prototypes of the VTS and experimental data on the results
of their testing, preliminary estimates of the allowable operating modes of the equip-
ment (compressor units) were made using a simplified mathematical model. Figure 1
shows a schematic depiction of the movement direction of the vehicle along the Ox axis
at a speed v (m/s) and pumping out air with an intensity w (cubic m/s).

The aggregate (potential) performance of the exhaust system We is determined
taking into account the nominal capacity of the compressor units included in its
composition we (cubic m/s) and their number ne:

We ¼ we � ne; cubicm=s: ð1Þ

where ne – the total number of components of the exhaust system (ducts), units.
The actual capacity of the Wa of the exhaust system is determined by taking into

account the number of active (working) air ducts na and the actual power of the
compressor units wa:

Fig. 1. Driving directions of the vehicle and pumping air
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Wa ¼ wa � na; cubicm=s: ð2Þ

Moreover, the actual capacity of the compressor units wa can be set below the
nominal value of we in order to regulate the intensity of the air exhaust depending on
the current speed of the rolling stock v [1, 8].

At the moment the train starts moving, the number of active components na is equal
to their total number in the design of the transport pipeline: na = ne. However, as the
vehicle moves through the high-speed section, the number of active components may
decrease (na ! 0), and the exhaust units left “behind” the rolling stock become “in-
active”, i.e. are transferred to the non-operating mode. In this case, the balance of the
components is maintained: ne = na + nu. The total number of components of the exhaust
system is not permanent and is determined by the design features of the VTS. According
to the locations of the components of the exhaust system, the entire track of the pipeline
with a length L is divided into the i-th number of segments Li (i ¼ 1; . . .ne).

To simulate the process of pumping air used the continuity equation:

@q
@t

þr � q~vð Þ ¼ 0

where q – density, ~v – speed (vector value), t – time, r – the operator “nabla” here
denotes the divergence, div q~vð Þ,

or in Euler variables (see, for example, [7]):

dq
dt

þ q div�v ¼ 0 ð3Þ

In the first approximation, for conditions of balanced volumes of air pumped out of
the transport pipeline and moved by a moving vehicle, we consider the medium
incompressible, q = const. With this assumption, we get:

div~v ¼ 0 ð4Þ

Let us determine the actual pumping rate (flow rate) of air wa by one duct as a
function of train speed v (scalar value) along the transport pipeline. This dependence is
obtained from equality (4) on the basis of the balance between the air injected by the
train and the flow rate through the exhaust ducts. On the one hand, for the air trans-
ported by the vehicle, the condition is met:

dVj j ¼ �V 0dt ¼ v � S dt ð5Þ

at dV\0;

where dV – volume change before the train for an infinitely small period of time dt; S –

is the cross-sectional area of the vehicle (taking into account the accepted assumption
that the tunnel configuration does not affect the dynamics of air movement), square m.
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On the other hand, for the air pumped out by the compressor unit the following
condition is met:

dVj j ¼ wa � na dt ð6Þ

Equating (5) and (6) we get:

wa ¼ �V 0

na
¼ v � S

na
ð7Þ

Expression (7) characterizes the wa dependence on the train speed, its geometrical
parameters, as well as the number of air ducts. Accordingly, for different traffic modes
and design features of the tunnel, the characteristics of the flow rate wa will differ
significantly. We illustrate possible variants of the dependence wa for v = const. The
flow function (7) takes the following form:

wa ¼ wðnaÞ ¼ v � S½ � 1
na

ð8Þ

We translate the calculations in dimensionless values. We introduce the variable
conditional speed:

t ¼ v=vmax ð9Þ

and denote:

D ¼ vmax � S
ne

ð10Þ

where mma – maximum vehicle speed in the tunnel, m/s.
Then the expression (7) is rewritten as follows:

wa ¼ wðnaÞ ¼ v � S
ne � nu

¼ t � vmax � S
neð1� zÞ ¼ D � t � 1

1� z
¼ D1 � 1

1� z
ð11Þ

at z ¼ nu=ne; 0\ z\ 1; 0� t� 1:

Variable D1 = D∙t introduced to simplify the notation, since D∙t = const.
Expression (11) shows that the consumption of wa should increase as the train

moves through the tunnel to the limit values (wa ! wmax), since the number of active
exhaust ducts before the train will decrease (na ! 0). Under these conditions, it is
important to take into account the possible increase in the load on the operation of the
compressors (especially if their performance is limited). It is possible to reduce the load
by increasing the total number of ducts ne and (or) by limiting the speed of the vehicle
v � vmax in the respective sections of the track.
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To characterize the change in the intensity of the diversion wa depending on the
length of the section Li along which the train moves, we will rewrite the function (7) as
follows:

wa ¼ wðnÞ ¼ D � t 1
1� n

¼ D1
1

1� n
ð12Þ

at 0� Li � L; �v ¼ const; n ¼ Li=L; 0� n� 1; i ¼ 1; . . .n;

where Li – the current coordinate of the location of the rolling stock, if we assume that
the train moves in the tunnel from the point with the coordinate L0 = 0 to the point
with the coordinate Ln = L; n – conditional “dimensionless” coordinate of the location
of the train on the i-th section of the tunnel.

Coordinate n specifies the movement of the train in the tunnel in relative coordi-
nates from the starting point n = 0 to the final one with coordinate n = 1.

According to (12), with n ! 1, the flow rate is wa ! ∞. Figure 2 shows the
dependence of the intensity of the exhaust air wa on the distance traveled by the train n
at a constant speed v = const.

At the same time, in practice, as a rule, the train slows down the speed as it gets
closer to the end point. Therefore, the actual intensity of the exhaust air can also be
reduced. Therefore, it is proposed to break the path of the transport pipeline into
characteristic traffic sections with different speed modes, for example, initial (accel-
eration) – [0, n1), intermediate (speed) – [n1, n2), final (deceleration) – [n2, 1].

Therefore, we can assume that in the initial and final segments v 6¼ const, in the
intermediate segment v = const, and v � vmax. We also assume that the velocity v in
the initial and final segments is a function of the coordinate n. Let us consider how the

Fig. 2. The dynamics of the flow wa at v = const.
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intensity of the exhaust air wav will change on characteristic sections of the path L. For
example, take the speed v(n) as a linear function: v = Ax + B:

vðnÞ ¼
An; 0� n\n1;

C ¼ An1 ¼ const; n1 � n\n2;
�A1nþB1; n2 � n� 1:

8
<

:
ð13Þ

Then the consumption wa will be determined as follows:

wa ¼
D A�n

1�n ¼ DA 1
1�n � 1

� �
; 0� n\n1;

D AL1
1�n ¼ D C

1�n ; n1 � n\n2;

D �A1�nþB1
1�n ¼ DA1 1þ B1=A1�1

1�n

� �
; n2 � n� 1:

8
>>><

>>>:

ð14Þ

According to expression (14), the flow rate wa approaches a constant value
DA1(w ! DA1) at B1/A1 ! 1. This dependence is explained by the dynamics of the
speed mode v(n) in the area of slow motion. The flow diagram wa in various sections n
for the linear function of velocity v(n) is shown in Fig. 3.

According to expression (14), the flow rate wa approaches a constant value DA1

(w ! DA1) at B1/A1 ! 1. This dependence is explained by the dynamics of the speed
mode v(n) in the area of slow motion. The flow diagram wa in various sections n for the
linear function of speed v(n) is shown in Fig. 3.

Similar models of the process of air discharge can be constructed for nonlinear
speed functions v(n), for example.

Fig. 3. The dynamics of the flow rate wa taking into account the change in v(n) on characteristic
sections
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vðnÞ ¼ AeBðn�CÞk ð15Þ
atB[ 0;

or:

vðnÞ ¼ Ank þBnþC ð16Þ

at A[ 0;

where A, B, C, k – dimensionless parameters of the model.

3 Results

On the basis of such dependencies, it is possible to simulate the operating conditions of
the exhaust systems, which makes it possible to determine the technical requirements
for equipment used in the VTS, in particular, with regard to the nominal capacity of the
compressor units, the number and location of the air ducts, their cross-section con-
figuration, etc. For example, a study was made of the dynamics of the flow ratewa with
an increase in the number of ducts ne. According to (10), an increase in ne. leads to a
decrease in D1. Moreover, D1 = 1 is taken for the initial number of ducts ne. In Fig. 4
shows the variation in the flow rate wa for different values of D1. The simulation results
allowed to establish the nature of the change in air flow for a wide range of values of ne.
The obtained data is recommended to use when determining the requirements for the
nominal performance of compressor installations, at which the target value of the speed
of the rolling stock is achieved.

Fig. 4. The dependence of the flow rate wa on D1 with increasing ne.
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4 Conclusion

The mathematical models developed by the authors, using the example of basic model
functions of speed, characterize in a generalized form the dynamics of various modes of
the “track-vehicle-duct” system operation and allow one to obtain simplified (prelim-
inary) estimates for organizing control of this system. According to the simulation
results, the nature of the dependence of the intensity of air flow on the speeds of rolling
stock movement was revealed. On the basis of the established dependencies, recom-
mendations can be made for limiting the speed limit for certain sections of the route,
taking into account the limiting pumping capacities of the compressor units.

The results of the study presented in this article are not exhaustive and do not cover
the whole range of problems associated with ensuring the effective operation of high-
speed vacuum transport systems of the pipe type that have significant prospects for use
for the carriage of goods and passengers. However, the authors believe that the research
results presented in the article will make a definite contribution to the development of
the theory and practice of organizing such transport systems and mathematical mod-
eling of the parameters of their work. In the future, it is planned to expand the scope
and nature of researches in this area, it will be necessary to improve the accuracy of
mathematical models of the air pumping process, to develop a software package for
carrying out numerical experiments to calculate pressure fields and the velocity of air
masses under conditions of forced convection.
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Abstract. Reducing the risk of occupational diseases of workers is one of the
main industrial sanitation tasks. The priority task is to reduce the vibration of a
hand-held pneumatic tool. Hardness compensation of the basic elastic element
of a pneumatic hammer is one of the effective ways to reduce the handling
vibrations. The article dwells upon the results of theoretical studies. The loading
diagrams presented for the handle and the case of the air-distribution percussive
mechanism of a pneumatic riveter. The calculation of elastic forces and dissi-
pative forces acting on the handle is exposed. A kinematic diagram of the
interaction between the compensating device spring coil and the inner surface of
the hammer handle and the convex ellipsoid surface of the intermediate link is
shown. The differential equation of hammer handle oscillations was obtained on
the basis of the conducted research.

Keywords: Hardness compensation � Vibrating insulation � Oscillations �
Riveter

1 Introduction

The negative effect of vibration on the human body is a well-known fact, which has
been repeatedly proved by doctors and confirmed by the presence of occupational
diseases among workers who come into contact with a vibrating tool every day [1]. In
order to limit the harmful vibration effects from hand tools, a variety of vibrating
insulation designs for the pneumatic hammer handle have been developed. Work on
improving the vibration-proof tool is actively being carried out to this day [2]. Earlier, a
team of scientists from the Siberian State University of Water Transport developed a
vibrating insulation mechanism with ball hardness correction of the basic elastic ele-
ment, which showed good vibrating insulation properties. This design had one major
drawback, the clamping of the balls between the convex ellipsoid surface of the
vibrating insulation device and the hammer handle resulted in large surface stresses
with deformation in the contact zone of the ball and the convex ellipsoid surface with
subsequent cracks in the intermediate link. In order to avoid this drawback, it was
proposed to replace hard balls with an elastic spring. This measure allowed the surface
stresses to be reduced due to the greater number of contacts of the compensating device
(coils of the coil spring) with the inner surface of the handle and the intermediate link
convex ellipsoid surface. The scope of the research is to reduce the oscillations of the
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pneumatic riveter handle by introducing a device with zero-hardness into the design of
the air spring vibrating insulator system. Compensating the hardness of the basic elastic
element is necessary in order to limit the vibration impact on the operator through the
palmar hand surfaces.

2 Theoretical Information

2.1 Flow Diagram of the Air Spring Vibrating Insulation System
of Riveter

The flow diagram (Fig. 1) is a passive vibrating insulation system with one degree of
freedom. Here the position of the object (handle 5 with mass m) in relation to the base
(intermediate link 1) is determined by the relative coordinate U. The coordinate origin
is selected in the position of static equilibrium.

The following forces acting on a handle of mass m are showed in Fig. 1:

P – pressing force;
F1 – the elastic force of the basic elastic element;
F2 – the elastic force of the compensating element;
Fd – dissipative force;
f(t) – motion law of the body;
R – radius of the roller profile;
b – the distance between the coordinate origin of a convex ellipsoidal surface and
the Rradius center;
a – the distance between the coordinate origin and the radius center;

Fig. 1. The flow diagram of the vibrating insulation air spring system of a riveter 1 –

intermediate link, 2– limit stop of the compensating element, 3 – convex ellipsoid surface, 4 –

compensating element (coil spring), 5 – handle, 6 – basic elastic element, 7 – shock absorber
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x2s – the static position of the spring coil on the ellipsoidal surface relative to the
coordinate origin

Let us consider the change in the forces acting on the handle of mass m in relative
motion.

The elastic force F1 of the conical coil spring, taking into account the hardness cs
and the coordinate Ust corresponding to the preliminary static tension of the spring, is
obtained using the following equation:

F1 ¼ cs UþUstð Þ: ð1Þ

Let us determine the correlation between the elastic force of the compensating
device F2 and a convex ellipsoid surface for a system, in which the ordinate axis passes
through the vertex of the ellipsoid surface.

The elastic force of the compensating device F2, depending on its position on the
roller (Fig. 1), is determined by the elastic force of the spring coil N and the a
inclination angle of the tangent to the ellipsoid surface at the contact point of the spring
coil as follows:

F2 ¼ N tan a; ð2Þ

taking into account that

tan a ¼ dy1
dx1

ð3Þ

Since the elastic force N is proportional to the displacement y1, then

N ¼ y1
k
; ð4Þ

where k is the coil hardness of the transversely loaded cylindrical spring.
Expression (2) takes the following form:

F2 ¼ y1
k
dy1
dx1

ð5Þ

Taking into account that the profile of a convex ellipsoidal surface is formed by a
radius and described by the circle equation, the following can be obtained:

y1 þ bð Þ2 þ x21 ¼ R2; ð6Þ

from (6) the following is obtained:

y1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2 � x21

q
� b; ð7Þ
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tan a ¼ dy1
dx1

¼ � x1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2 � x21

p ð8Þ

After substituting expressions (7), (8) into (6), we obtain:

F2 ¼ bx1

kR
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� x21

R2

q � x1
k
: ð9Þ

2.2 Kinematics of Coil Spring and Ellipsoidal Surface

In order to express the force F2 through the coordinate of the relative motion U, let us
consider the interaction kinematic of the spring coil with the profile roller and the
hammer handle (Fig. 2).For this purpose, the projections ratio of relative speeds of
points 2 and 0 on the x-axis is determined, i.e.

V2x

V02x
¼ V2x � V1x

V02x
ð10Þ

where V2x is the projection of relative speed of point 2 on the x-axis with respect to the
speed of point 1,

V02x – the projection of the relative point 0 (the center of the ball) on the x-axis with
respect to point 1,
V2x – velocity projection of point 2 on the x- axis,

Fig. 2. Kinematic interaction diagram of the coil spring with a roller and the inner surface of the
handle.
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V1x – thevelocity projection of point 1 on the x-axis. According to the geometric
relations, it can be noted that

b ¼ a
2
: ð11Þ

Then

V2x ¼ V2 cos
a
2
; ð12Þ

V2 – the velocity of point 2

V2 ¼ ax2; ð13Þ

a – the shortest distance from point 2 to point 1.
x2 – the angular velocity of spring rotation relative to point 1

Considering that

a ¼ 2r cos b ¼ 2r cos
a
2

ð14Þ

then after substituting the values (13), (14) into expression (12), the following can be
obtained:

V2x ¼ 2rx2 cos2
a
2
: ð15Þ

Let us determine V1x

V1x ¼ V1 cos b: ð16Þ

Since the velocity of point 1

V1 ¼ x1a ¼ x12r cos b ¼ 2rx1 cos
a
2
; ð17Þ

x1 – the angular rotation velocity of the coil spring relative to point 2

Substituting the value (17) into (16), one can get

V1x ¼ 2rx1 cos2
a
2
: ð18Þ
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Now let us define V02x

V02x ¼ r x1 cos a� x2ð Þ ð19Þ

Substituting the values (15), (18), (19) into (10), after the transformations one can
obtain

V2x

V02x
¼ 2 cos2 a

2 x2 � x1ð Þ
x1 cos a� x2

ð20Þ

V2x

V02x
¼ 2

tan2 a
2 � 1

ð21Þ

Taking into account the largest angle a� 8�, it can be noted that up to the third sign

V2x

V02x
¼ 2

From here it can be noticed that the coordinate of the point where the spring coil
contacts with the ellipsoid surface is two times less than the relative movement
coordinate of the handle. Considering that the new coordinate origin is at point 0
(Fig. 2), one can get

x1 ¼ a
2
þ x2st � a ð22Þ

The law of change of the friction force Fd will be derived from the assumption of its
proportionality to the coil spring elastic force N (Fig. 1), therefore

Fd ¼ k0N ð23Þ

k0 – coefficient of rolling friction.
The elastic force of the coil spring N is proportional to displacement y1, therefore

N ¼ y1
k

ð24Þ

where 1
k is a proportionality coefficient or elasticity coefficient of the coil spring

Defining y1 from (6), the following can be obtained:

y1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2 � x21

q
� b: ð25Þ

Substituting the value of expressions (24), (25) into the expression for Fd (23), we
obtain
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Fd ¼ k0
k

R

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� x21

R2

r
� b

 !
ð26Þ

It is a reminder that

x1 ¼ a
2
þ x2st � a:

2.3 Derivation of the Motion Equation

According to the Newton’s second law, the equation of motion for an isolated handle
with mass m can be composed for the passive system in relative coordinates u. In this
case, the schematic diagram (Fig. 1) is used (Fig. 3).

Therefore

m €uþ f tð Þð Þ ¼ P� F1 � 2F2 � 2Fd : ð27Þ

Transforming (20) to the standard equation form of forced oscillations, it can be
noted

m€uþ 2Fdsign _uþF1 þ 2F2 � P ¼ �m€f tð Þ: ð28Þ

Substituting the values F1, F2, FTp in (27), the nonlinear differential equation of
forced oscillations is obtained

Fig. 3. Interaction diagram of a spring coil and an ellipsoidal surface.
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m€uþ 2
k0
k

R

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� x21

R2

r
� b

 !
sign _uþ c UþUstð Þþ 2

bx1

kR
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� x21

R2

q � x1
k

0
B@

1
CA� P ¼ �m€f tð Þ:

ð29Þ

Adopting the motion law of the base as sinusoidal, i.e.

f tð Þ ¼ z0 sinxt: ð30Þ

In view of (30), the right-hand side of Eq. (29) takes the following form

�m€f tð Þ ¼ mz0x2 sinxt: ð31Þ

Here the amplitude of the driving force: mz0x2 ¼ Q0

�m€f tð Þ ¼ Q0 sinxt: ð32Þ

2.4 Transforming the Motion Equation of the Handle in Order to Solve
the Problem

It can be noted that the expression x21
R2 in Eq. (29) is small compared to 1. Considering

further calculation, it can be seen that

x21
R2 \ 0:01;

Therefore, the Eq. (29) is transformed into the following form

€uþ 2k0R
b
kR

� 1
k

� �
sign _uþ ck þ ccð Þ UþUstð Þþ 2

b
kR

� 1
k

� �
U
2
þ x2st � a

� �
� P ¼ Q0 sinxt:

ð33Þ

It can be noted that the expression b
kR � 1

k is the hardness ck of the compensating
device with x1 ¼ 0. This is proved by differentiating the law of changing the force F2

(9) by x1. After transforming Eq. (33), considering that

b
kR

� 1
k
¼ ck; ð34Þ

It can be obtained

muþ uckþ cc� 2k0Rc1signuþ ccUStþ 2ckx2st � a� P ¼ Q0 sin xt: ð35Þ
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Denoting

ccUst þ 2ck x2st � að Þ � P ¼ L; ð36Þ

and introducing the new variable

U1 ¼ Uþ L
ck þ cc

; ð37Þ

_U1 ¼ _U ð38Þ
€U1 ¼ €U; ð39Þ

It can be obtained

m€U1 þ ck þ ccð ÞU1 þ �2k0Rc1ð Þsign _u ¼ Q0 sinxt: ð40Þ

Equation (40) is a standard equation with dry friction in relative displacement. The
solution of such kind of equation by the harmonic balance method for amplitude and
phase shift is exposed in [4, 5] by linearizing the equation by replacing dry friction with
internal one.

For the amplitude A1 of forced oscillations in the relative displacement and for the
phase shift u [5, 6], the following formulas are given:

A1 ¼ �P
k

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 4F=pPð Þ2

q

1� x2

p2
; ð41Þ

tan u ¼ � 4F
pP

� 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 4F=pPð Þ2

q : ð42Þ

For Eqs. (40), symbols (41), (42) have the following meaning:

P ¼ mz0x
2; ð43Þ

k ¼ ck þ cc; ð44Þ

p2 ¼ ck þ cc
m

; ð45Þ

F ¼ �2k0Rck: ð46Þ

The solution of the forced vibrations equation with dry friction for amplitude A1

and phase shift u is written in the following form:
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A1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A2
0 � 4a=pð Þ2

q

1� x2

p2

���
���

ð47Þ

tan u ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pP0
4R0

� �2
�1

r ; ð48Þ

Applied to Eq. (40), the symbols of formulas (47), (48) have the following
meaning:

A0 ¼ Q0

ck þ cc
¼ mz0x2

ck þ cc
; ð49Þ

a ¼ �2k0Rc1
ck þ cc

ð50Þ

p2 ¼ ck þ cc
m

; ð51Þ

R0 ¼ �2k0Rc1: ð52Þ

After transforming Eqs. (41), (42) considering (43), (44), (45), (46) and Eqs. (47),
(48) considering (49), (50), (51), (52), the expression for A1, u is obtained:

A1 ¼
z0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� �8k0Rck

pmz0x2

� �2r

ck þ cc
x2m � 1

ð53Þ

tan u ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pmz0x2

�8k0Rck

� �2
�1

r sign 1� x2m
ck þ cc

� �
: ð54Þ

Passing from the new variable U1 to the old variable U and using expressions (36),
(37), the following can be obtained for the amplitude A in relative displacement

A ¼
z0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� �8k0Rck

pmz0x2

� �2r

ck þ cc
x2m � 1

þ �ccUst þ 2ck x2st � að Þ � P
ck þ cc

����
���� ð55Þ

In order to eliminate the pressing force P, the following can be obtained from the
equilibrium conditions, using the diagram (Fig. 1) and expression (9)
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x1 ¼ x2st � a

ccUst þ 2F2 ¼ ccUst þ 2
b x2st � að Þ

k
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2 � x2st � að Þ2

q � x2st � a
k

�������

�������
ð56Þ

Substituting the value of P from (56) into (55), after transformation the following is
obtained

A ¼
z0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� �8k0Rck

pmz0x2

� �2r

ck þ cc
x2m � 1

þ
x2st � að Þ 1� bffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

R2� x2st�að Þ2
p

� �
2
k þ 2ck

� 	

ck þ cc
ð57Þ

In the expression (57) for the amplitude A of the forced oscillations in the handle in
relative displacement, the left part of the sum represents the dynamic deflection, and the
right part represents the static deflection.

3 Obtained Results

In order to confirm theoretical studies, oscillation measurements of the IP-4009 ham-
mer handle were carried out. Measurement of vibration accelerations was carried out
using a VSHV-003-M2 device. The results are presented in Tables 1 and 2.

After analyzing the data given in Tables 1 and 2, it can be noted that the vibration
of the handle was reduced to 2 dB as a result of applying the kinematic model of the
above-mentioned vibrating insulation mechanism. The working air pressure in the
pneumatic system P = 6.0 atm compared to the vibrating insulation mechanism
without a hardness compensator.

Table 1. Vibration acceleration value depending on the air pressure in the pneumatic system
(before installing the compensating element)

P, atm 6.0 5.5 5.0 4.5 4.0 3.5 3.0

a, m/s2 2.5 2.3 2.2 1.8 1.6 0.8 0.5
La,dB 128 127 127 125 124 118 114

Table 2. Vibration acceleration value depending on the air pressure in the pneumatic system
(after installing the compensating element)

P, atm 6.0 5.5 5.0 4.5 4.0 3.5 3.0

a, m/s2 2.0 1.8 1.7 1.4 1.2 0.6 0.4
La,dB 126 125 125 123 122 116 112
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4 Conclusions

1. It is possible to achieve arbitrarily small, even zero hardness of the vibrating
insulation mechanism by adjusting the parameters of the compensating device.

2. The introduction of a compensating device into the vibrating insulation air spring
system design of the pneumatic hammer does not change the external dimensions of
the hammer and does not affect the weight change.

3. The frequency of blows and the energy of a single blow of a pneumatic hammer do
not change after the introduction of the compensating element into the vibrating
insulation air spring system design of the pneumatic hammer.
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Abstract. Peculiarities of operation of traction and non-traction, power
thyristor converters consist, first of all, in the need of using sufficiently large
setting parameters of switching equipment to obtain acceptable performance
indicators, for example, permissible levels of current ripples in the load and in
the power source, and the absence of interfering effects on communication lines
and systems ensure the safety of train traffic. In any case, a reduction in current
and voltage ripple is required. In this case, we consider the use of chokes with a
common magnetic core, which allows us to change the picture of the appearance
of ripples in the output current and to obtain controllability of this process. This
work for multiphase systems was performed for the first time and shows the
reality of the direction of development of multiphase systems, up to and
including obtaining a smooth component with pulsed selection of power, which
is very important for transmission over large powers.

Keywords: Thyristor pulse converter � Electric rolling stock � Bridge circuit �
Separating choke � Multi-phase converter

1 Introduction

The implementation of high loads on the electric rolling stock of direct current with
thyristor-pulse voltage regulation with existing types of power valves is possible in two
ways: using a single converter with several branches of thyristors working in parallel or
using multiphase converters operating on a common load with one branch of thyristors
in each phase.

The parallel operation of the thyristors of the converter places high demands on the
control system and requires the use of special measures to ensure a uniform division of
the currents between the valves connected in parallel. In addition, the low frequency at
the input filter and at the load with such a circuit solution significantly affects the
dimensions of the input filter and the smoothing reactor.
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When using multiphase converters, it is possible to increase the frequency at the
input filter and to reduce the current ripple in the common load circuit, as well as
eliminate the parallel connection of the converter power thyristors [1]. The high fre-
quency of the converter operation is achieved due to the alternate operation of the
phases of the pulse-width converter, which is equal to

fi ¼ n f

Where

n – the number of phases of the converter;
f – operating frequency of the inverter thyristors

In Fig. 1, a simplified diagram of a six-phase thyristor-pulse converter using a
bridge circuit [2] is shown. To ensure the uniform operation of the phases and to
simplify control of the converter thyristors, it is necessary to alternately open the
thyristors of the phases in a certain order, for example, first all the even phases of the
converter T2, T4, T6, and then the odd phases T1, T3, T5. Such a solution when using
a bridge circuit of a thyristor-pulse converter allows recharging the switching capacitor
without any difficulty.

To ensure normal operation of the converter phases when operating on a common
load, it is imperative to use split reactors L1 – L6 designed to smooth the current ripple
in the load circuit, to separate the cathodes of the thyristors of the converter phases, to
prevent the converter from disrupting and to perform the voltage divider (Fig. 1).

Given that the consideration of such a structure and the analysis of electromagnetic
processes is performed for the first time, it is advisable to dwell on the characteristic
features of the course of electromagnetic processes at various stages of the converter
operation.

Fig. 1. Simplified six-phase converter circuit.
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Depending on the inductance of the separating choke and the inductance of the load
circuit, as well as the switching frequency of the thyristors, several operating modes of
the converter phases are possible [3]:

1. intermittent current mode;
2. boundary mode;
3. continuous current mode.

The most characteristic are the 1st and 3rd modes. The mode of continuous phase
currents occurs when the repetition period of the voltage pulses is smaller than the
electromagnetic constant of the phase circuit.

Especially unfavorable is the mode of intermittent currents, since when this mode
occurs, there is a danger of overloading the power thyristors into the inverter phase that
is being put into operation.

When multi-phase thyristor-pulse converters are in operation, two characteristic
points of operation of converters should be distinguished:

0\ti\T 0;

T 0\ti\Tf ;

where

Tf – period of voltage phase pulses;
ti – pulse duration;
T 0 – pulse repetition period at the load

T 0 ¼ Tf
n

The most unfavorable condition for the operation of chokes is their operation at
ti\T 0. [5] In this case, the separating choke of the switched-on phase takes over the
maximum voltage in amplitude UL (Fig. 2), which is equal to

UL ¼ U0 1� 1
n

� �
ð1Þ

where

U0 – power supply voltage; while the load is perceived

Ui ¼ Urd � UL

where

Urd – voltage on the reverse diode

As the pulse duration of the output phase voltage ti increases further, and when the
last value of ti\T 0 is reached, voltage is applied to the adjacent phases of the converter
(Fig. 3), i.e. at the same time two phases of the converter will be switched on.
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As can be seen from Figs. 2, 3 with pulse duration ti\T 0 the impulse voltage is
applied to the load with amplitude

Un ¼ U0

n
; ð2Þ

and if ti\T 0 - pulsating voltage with the amplitude of the variable component is also
equal to (2).

When the pulse voltage of an output voltage reaches a value multiple to the period
of following pulses on the load, i.e. at ti ¼ T 0; 2T

0
; . . . nT

0
the amplitude value of the

voltage on the load will be equal to the corresponding average value, i.e.

Uav ¼ Un; 2Un; . . .nUn

in this case, the ripple of voltage and load current will theoretically be equal to zero.
The voltage on the load reaches a value equal to the supply voltage at

ti ¼ Tf ¼ nT
0

As the number of simultaneously operating phases increases, the separating choke
of the switched on phase perceives a decreasing voltage in the amplitude UL (Fig. 3),
while the load increases accordingly, due to the fact that the separating chokes
simultaneously play the role of voltage dividers.

Fig. 2. Diagram of voltages and currents in the converter at ti\ T.
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Let’s analyze the work of a multi-phase converter (Fig. 1) at ti\T 0 (Fig. 2). In this
case, only one phase of the converter is turned on, in the remaining dividing chokes the
current is maintained, decreasing exponentially.

Since the instantaneous values of the currents in all dividing chokes of the non-
switched phases are different, the inductance of the chokes L2 � L6, taking into con-
sideration that they are with steel, have different meanings. In the continuous current
mode, these values differ within the accepted current ripple in the choke.

To simplify the reasoning, we assume the inductance of chokes is constant and the
same. As can be seen from the simplified scheme of Fig. 4a, the inductors of the non-
working phases are interconnected in parallel due to the fact that a current through the
reverse diodes is supported by electromagnetic energy accumulated at the moment of
impulse. According to the assumption made above, we simplify the replacement
scheme. In Fig. 4b the following notation is used:

L1 – inductance of the separating chokes of working phases;
L

0
2 – inductance of chokes of non-operating phases, if we take the inductance of one

separating choke equal to L, then taking into account the above and conditionally
assuming that one phase is turned on, we can write:

Fig. 3. Diagram of voltages and currents in the converter at .
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1
L02

¼ 1
L2

þ 1
L3

þ . . .þ 1
L6

i.e.

L
0
2 ¼

1
n� k

L L1 ¼ L
n� 1

where

n – total number of converter phases;
k – the number of simultaneously included phases.

We will analyze the electromagnetic processes, for which we compose a system of
differential equations for the time intervals corresponding to the state of the converter
phases. In doing so, we accept the following assumptions:

1. valves have an ideal characteristic;
2. the voltage at the converter input is perfectly smooth;
3. during one half-period the anti-electromotive force of the engine is constant;
4. the resistance of the separating chokes is zero.

Fig. 4. (a) Instantaneous six-phase converter with single phase operation. (b) The substitution
circuit corresponding to (a).
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Let’s make system of the differential equations according to the equivalent circuit
of Fig. 4b.

ð3Þ

where

i1 – current in the separating choke of the included phase;
i2 – current in the equivalent choke of non-operating phases;
id – load circuit current;
L1 – inductance of the choke of the switching-on phase;
L02 – equivalent inductance of the choke of non-working phases;
Ld – load circuit inductance;
Ed – electromotive force of the engine;
U0 – power supply voltage.

By solving a system of differential Eq. (3) regarding currents i1 and i2, we have:

i1 ¼ U0
b1

x1L1 1þ c1ð Þ e�
x1
b1
t þ x1

b1
t � 1

� �
þ I10 e

�x1
b1
t

þ 1þ c3ð ÞU0 � Ed½ � b1c1
L1 1þ c1ð Þ þ

I10 � c1I20
1þ c1

� �
1� e�

x1
b1
t

� � ð4Þ

i2 ¼ I20e
�x1

b1
t � U0

b1
L1x1 1þ c1ð Þ e�

x1
b1
t þ x1

b1
t � 1

� �

þ �c2U0 � Edð Þ b1
L1 1þ c1ð Þ þ

c1I20 � I10
1þ c1

� 	
1� e�

x1
b1
t

� � ð5Þ

where the designations are taken:

c1 ¼
L02
L1

c2 ¼
Ld
L1

c3 ¼
Ld
L02
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c1; c2; c3 – proportionality coefficients;

x1 ¼
1þ 1

c1

� �
1þ c2 þ c3

b1 ¼ L1
rd
– time constant

For continuous current mode in phases is correct that:

I10 0ð Þ ¼ i2 Tf�tið Þ
I20 0ð Þ ¼ i1 tið Þ

(
ð6Þ

where

fi – period of the open state of the thyristor phase;
Tf – pulse repetition period of one phase converter

To find expressions for currents I10 and I20, we solve together the Eqs. 4–6. As the
I10 ¼ Imin, I20 ¼ Imax, then

Imin ¼
U0 u� 1

1þ c1
B e�

x1
b1
Tf e

x1
b1
ti � 1

� �
� c1 Cþ Tf


 �h
2L1 1þ c1 � e�

x1
b1

Tf�tið Þ�h
� e�

x1
b1
ti � 1

� �
� D

i
� Ed 1� e�

x1
b1

Tf�tið Þ � c1
1þ c1

Nþ Zð Þ
h i

þ c1e
�x1

b1
ti
�i

ð7Þ

Imax ¼
U0 Fþ 1

1þ c1
B e�

x1
b1
ti � e�

x1
b1
Tf

� �
þC e�

x1
b1

Tf�tið Þ�h
2L1 1þ c1 � e�

x1
b1

Tf�tið Þ� �h
�1Þ � u� þEd b1c1 e�

x1
b1
ti � 1

� �
þ 1

1þ c1
K þ Zð Þ

h i
þ c1e

�x1
b1
ti
�i

where the following notations are used

A ¼ x1

b1
� c2

� �
1� e�

x1
b1

Tf�tið Þ� �
� T � tið Þ

B ¼ b1
1
x1

� c1 � c1c3 � c2 þ
c1
x1

� �
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C ¼ c2 � b1x1 � b1c1c3 � i

N ¼ b1 � 1ð Þe�
x1
b1
T 1� e

x1
b1
ti

� �

F ¼ b1
1
x1

� c1 1þ c3ð Þ
� 	

e�
x1
b1
ti � 1

� �
þ ti

K ¼ c1 b1 � 1ð Þ e�
x1
b1
ti � e

x1
b1
T

� �

u ¼ T � tið Þ c1e
�x1

b1
ti þ 1

� �

Z ¼ 1þ b1c1ð Þ e�
x1
b1
ti � 1

� �

Ripple current in the phase inductors can be determined according to (7) as

DI ¼ Imax þ Imin

2 Conclusions

To improve the performance of traction converters, first of all, to reduce the size of the
input and output filters, to reduce the ripple of currents in the load and in the input filter,
it is advisable to use multi-phase traction converters with throttles on the common
magnetic core.

When the output voltage of the phase voltage reaches a value that is multiple to the
pulse repetition period on the load in multiphase converters with a common magnetic
circuit, the voltage ripples and currents in the load circuit are zero, which stimulates an
increase in the number of phases of the traction converter to implement the specified
multiphase converter [6].

These studies for multiphase (in this case, six-phase) pulsed systems using sepa-
rating chokes on a common magnetic core are performed for the first time, and the
results confirm the feasibility of using such system design principles at high drive
powers and achieving output current ripples power selection with the possibility of
using them for transmission over long distances with a smooth pulsation component.

The use of the considered features of building multiphase pulse systems makes it
possible to ensure the absence of voltage and current ripples on the input filter and on
the load in the case of the use of multiphase converter power thyristors, whose turn-on
time is equal to the turn-off time of the thyristors, which is currently real and stimulates,
in addition, applications in converters of solid semiconductor structures. The latter is
implemented using digital control systems that provide a clear division of the time
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intervals developed by the authors for the implementation of any adaptation control
methods. The use of multiphase converters with separator throttles on a common
magnetic drive in a traction drive will reduce losses in traction motors, reduce the effect
of harmonics on traffic safety systems operating in a wide range of 50 Hz–555 Hz, and
improve the operating modes of the contact network.
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Abstract. Two methods of monitoring longitudinal mechanical stresses in rails
by ultrasonic scanning using the acoustoelastic effect have been developed.
According to the first method, stresses in a rail are monitored through temporal
parameters of ultrasonic waves measured in an unloaded rail piece and in a
loaded rail of a continuous welded rail track. This is done using two 18° angle
beam piezoelectric transducers arranged in a pitch-catch configuration of rail
scanning. This way, longitudinal and transverse waves are both excited simul-
taneously in the rail. Transducer acoustic axes lie in the same plane and face
each other over the rail length. Upon reaching the back surface of the rail base,
ultrasonic waves reflect from it and transform. The temporal parameters
obtained from the reflected longitudinal and transverse waves as well as the
waves transformed as a result of reflecting from the rail back surface were used
to determine the longitudinal stresses. It was found that the measurement errors
for the longitudinal mechanical stresses in the first method of monitoring is 2…
6% on average. The second method for monitoring longitudinal stresses deter-
mines mechanical stresses more accurately as its measurement results are less
influenced by rail height. The acoustoelastic coefficient of the transformed
waves, kLT, has been determined experimentally. The methods of monitoring
longitudinal stresses in rails by ultrasonic scanning using the acoustoelastic
effect have been verified by measurements with a multichannel microprocessor
strain-gauge system MMTS-64.01.

Keywords: Rail � Continuous welded rail track � Ultrasound �
Acoustoelasticity � Mechanical stresses

1 Introduction

A railway track is a complex engineering structure that is constantly experiencing
various stressing factors. Under the effect of environment, the impact of rolling stock,
upon recovery and maintenance works, the rails laid into a track develop longitudinal,
bending, and internal stresses. The rails experience vibration, exposure to aggressive
media and mechanical loads, and, as a result, develop stresses, structural defects, and
fatigue defects that are detrimental to their strength properties and lead to failure [1]. To
ensure rail traffic safety, a continuous track monitoring must be organized to uncover
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regions with high stress levels. Over straight track runs the rails develop mostly lon-
gitudinal stresses due to environmental temperatures. In a continuous welded rail track
an exposure to temperature produces longitudinal compression stresses (upon rail
heating above the stress-free temperature) and tensile stresses, if the temperature goes
below the stress-free temperature. An increased temperature generates a compressive
force reaching 600–1,000 kN, which is capable of inducing track buckling. Upon
temperature decrease, the tensile forces reach 1,200–1,700 kN, causing cracking and
failure of rail welds.

Along with temperature-induced stresses that are accounted for in track designs,
additional “off-design” stresses also arise due to other reasons: rail creepage, working
loads from rolling stock, loosening of ballast section during works without subsequent
sufficient punning, deformations caused by repair works, and other factors. All this
(together with the existing residual stresses in rail welds and adjacent zones) can lead to
formation and development of defects that, if not discovered in due time, can result in
rail breakage. The purpose of this work is to develop methods for monitoring longi-
tudinal stresses in rails using the acoustoelastic effect.

2 Research Methods

Rail stresses can be determined using various non-destructive testing (NDT) methods,
with the most common being ultrasonic scanning (US). Recent studies examined the
use of the acoustoelastic effect for this purpose [1–4]. Acoustoelastic stress monitoring
is based on measuring the properties of elastic waves propagating in strain-elastic
medium. The main information bearing parameters are the dependences of elastic wave
velocity, amplitude, and frequency on mechanical stress.

At the stress-free temperature, there are no compressive or tensile stresses in the
rail, i.e. the longitudinal force is zero. The relation between the stress-free temperature
and the longitudinal stresses in the rail is calculated by the following expression [1]:

rT ¼ a � E � DT � 2:5 � DT ð1Þ

where rT is the stress in the rail caused by tensile thermal forces arising at rail
temperatures below its stress-free level, MPa; a is the linear expansion coefficient of
rail steel (a = 0.0000118 deg−1); E is the elastic modulus of rail steel; DT is the
difference between the temperature at which the stress is being determined and the
stress-free temperature for the rail on its sleepers, °C

DT ¼ Tr�Tz; ð2Þ

where Tr is the rail temperature at which the longitudinal stress is being determined,
°C; Tz is the stress-free temperature for the rail on its sleepers, °C.

Rail stress monitoring by ultrasonic scanning can use different wave types. It is well
known that elastic wave propagation velocity is affected by the temperature of a
material under study. The elastic wave propagation velocities are determined by elastic
moduli, which in turn depend on temperature. The maximum thermal stress [r] for
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thermostrengthened rails permissible in a continuous welded rail track with traffic loads
and the required rail safety factor taken into account can be found from the following
expression:

r½ � �rT þ kn � rk; ð3Þ

where kn is the safety factor; rk are the stresses at the edges of the rail base due to
bending and torque from the load exerted by rolling stock wheels, MPa.

The safety factor kn for first service life rails and for used rails that underwent
diagnostics and recovery in shop conditions or profile grinding on the way is kn = 1.3.

To simplify the procedure of rail stress diagnostics by ultrasonic scanning using the
acoustoelastic effect, an additional unloaded piece of an R65 rail placed on a rail cart
was employed. The internal mechanical stresses in rails in a functioning fragment of a
railway track and in its unloaded counterpart were measured by mounted emitting
piezoelectric transducers (PET). Then ultrasonic pulses of longitudinal and transverse
waves were introduced into the loaded rail and its unloaded counterpart at an entry
angle of 18°. The receiving transducers received the transmitted signals; their transition
times were measured and used to calculate the internal mechanical stresses. The
transition times of the waves in loaded and unloaded rails were determined from
measurements. Additionally, the transverse waves transformed from the longitudinal
waves incident at the rail under study and the longitudinal waves transformed from the
transverse waves incident at the object under study were also received. The stress was
determined from the change in the transition time of the transmitted waves using the
following expression [8]:

r ¼ DsL � DsLT
bTsT cos aT

ð4Þ

where bT is the acoustic coefficient for a transversal wave in a loaded rail; sT is the
delay time for a transversal wave in a loaded rail; DsL is the change in delay time for
longitudinal waves in loaded and unloaded rails; DsLT is the change in delay time for
longitudinal waves transformed into transversal waves in loaded and unloaded rails; aT
is the entry angle for transversal waves in loaded rail.

3 Research Results

Figure 1 shows the scheme of sounding in an ultrasonic method for determination of
internal mechanical stresses in a rail, where 1 is the rail; 2 is the emitting transducer
(GE); 3 is the receiving transducer (GR); H is rail height. Figure 2 shows scope traces
of the probing signal 1, the signal from the longitudinal wave 2, the signal from the
longitudinal wave transformed into the transverse wave 3, and the transverse wave
signal 4. Figure 3 shows the graph of stress distribution obtained with a certified
multichannel microprocessor strain-gauge system MMSS-64.01 (type approval cer-
tificate RU.C.34.007.A No. 44412, registration number No. 21760-01) of accuracy
class 0.2 [5]. When a uniaxial strained state of the rail is created in a hydraulic loading
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unit, the stress field is oriented along the object [6]. Figure 1 shows the entry angles of
ultrasonic oscillations for the longitudinal aL and transverse aT waves. Point A marks
the entry point of ultrasonic oscillations for the longitudinal and transverse waves.
Point B corresponds to exiting ultrasonic signals for waves transmitted through the rail.
At points C, D, ultrasonic waves reflect and transform.

Fig. 1. Scheme of sounding in the ultrasonic method for determination of internal mechanical
stresses in the rail.
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Fig. 2. Scope traces of the probing and received ultrasonic signal.
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In Fig. 1, L, T, LTR, TTR mark the directions of the displacement vectors for
oscillations of the reflected longitudinal, transverse (L,T), transformed longitudinal LTR
and transformed transverse TTR waves. By sending pulses of longitudinal and trans-
verse ultrasonic waves into an unloaded rail at point A at angles aL and aT and
receiving them at point B, transition times sL0,sT0,sLT0 = sTL0 sL0 ; sT0 ; sLT0 ¼ sTL0 of
longitudinal, transverse, longitudinal transformed in the rail into transverse and
transverse transformed in the rail into longitudinal waves were measured.

When studying a loaded rail and its unloaded counterpart with the receiving
transducer 3 (Fig. 1), transformed transverse waves TTR from longitudinal waves
incident at the rail L and transformed longitudinal waves LTR from transverse waves
incident at the rail T were additionally received. Transition times for longitudinal sL0
and transverse sT0 waves, transition times for transformed transverse waves from
longitudinal waves incident at the rail sLT0 and transformed longitudinal waves from
transverse waves incident at the rail sTL0 in an unloaded rail counterpart were
measured.

Then the emitting transducer 2 and receiving transducer 3 were mounted on a rail
laid into a track, scanning with the receiving transducer 3 and finding the maximum
amplitude from the transmitted pulse of longitudinal wave transformed into transverse
wave LT. Pulse amplitudes of the longitudinal L (pulse 2 in Fig. 2) and transverse
T (pulse 4 in Fig. 2) waves were registered on the scope trace, and the delay times of
the longitudinal sL, transverse sT and transformed into transverse sLT waves in the
loaded rail were determined. Knowing the delay times sL, sT, sLT in the loaded rail and
its unloaded counterpart, the changes in the delay times DsL, DsT, DsLT were deter-
mined, and afterwards the stress r was calculated from Eq. (3).
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Fig. 3. Graph of time dependence of the distribution of measured and calculated stresses in a
rail.
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The internal mechanical stresses in an R65 rail were measured with type PKS-12
certified resistance strain gauges with resistance R = 120 X, base l = 12 mm, strain
gauge factor К = 2.12 (Certificate RU.C.28.007.A № 30935, state register entry
No. 37343-08). The gauges were glued to rail head, web, and base. Prior to monitoring
the rail under study, the transition times for ultrasonic signals in an unloaded rail
counterpart sL0,sT0,sLT0 = sTL0 were determined (Fig. 1). Scanning the surface of the
unloaded rail counterpart with the receiving transducer 3, the maximum amplitude of
the transmitted pulse of the longitudinal wave transformed into transverse wave LT
were registered with a TDS-2014 scope. Pulse amplitudes of the longitudinal L and
transverse T waves, delay times of the longitudinal sL0, transverse sT0 waves, and delay
times of longitudinal waves transformed into transverse waves sLT0 were registered on
the scope trace (Fig. 2).

After that the emitting transducer 2 and receiving transducer 3 were mounted on a
rail laid into a railway track (Fig. 1), and amplitudes of the longitudinal L and trans-
verse T waves were registered on the scope trace, and the delay times of the longitu-
dinal sL, transverse sT waves and the delay time of the longitudinal wave transformed
into a transverse wave sLT in the loaded rail were determined. Then the changes in these
delay times DsL, DsT, DsLT were determined as DsL= sL – sL0; DsT = sT – sT0;
DsLT= sLT – sLT0. The acoustoelastic coefficient for transverse wave is known and is
bT = 7.2 TPa−1. Entry angle of the transverse wave was determined from the sine law:

aT ¼ arcsin
CT sin aL

CL

� �
¼ 9:7�

Using the known velocity of longitudinal wave CL in steel, equal to 5,910 m/s, the
velocity of transverse wave CT, equal to 3,230 m/s, and the entry angle of longitudinal
wave aL= 18°, the internal stress is calculated from Eq. (3). Thus, calculated values of
internal mechanical stresses in loaded rail rA and the values measured with a strain-
gauge system MMSS-64.01 rS are listed in Table 1.

As seen in Table 1, the error of stress measurement and calculation is 2…6% on
average, which is acceptable for practical testing. The results of stress measurement
with a microprocessor strain-gauge system MMSS-64.01 rS are shown in Fig. 3 as a
stepwise dependence r(t). The points show the calculated stress values rA, which were
obtained from the temporal parameters of ultrasonic waves measured with a TDS-2014
scope. The suggested method has the advantage of a lower cost of monitoring, as it
uses standard production transducers with wave entry angle 18°. This allows measuring
stresses in rails laid into a track over their entire length.

Table 1. Measurement errors for mechanical stresses determined with acoustoelastic technique.

Loading number 1 2 3 4 5 6

Error, %
rS�rAj j
rS

� 100%
13.74 5.92 2.69 0.2 1.22 2.08
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A method for improving the accuracy of determination of the mechanical stresses
due to lower influence of rail height on the measurement results has also been
developed. The pulses transmitted through the rail were received with one normal beam
twin transducer probe and three angle beam receiving transducers placed at distances
S1, S2, and S3 from the emitting transducer, given by the following expressions:

S1 ¼ 2H tg aT ð5Þ

S2 ¼ H tg aT þ tg aLð Þ ð6Þ

S3 ¼ 2H tg aL ð7Þ

where aL, aT are the entry angles of the longitudinal and transverse waves of the
emitting angle beam transducer.

The transition times for these waves were measured in a loaded rail and in its
unloaded counterpart, and the stress r was determined from equation [9]:

r ¼
sT3�sT1
sLT2

� sT03�sT01
sLT02

kLT2
ð8Þ

where sT01, sT1 are the propagation times of the transverse wave signal from the
emitting transducer to the first receiving transducer for the loaded rail and its unloaded
counterpart, ns; sT03, sT3 are the propagation times of the transverse wave signal from
the emitting transducer to the third receiving transducer for the unloaded counterpart
and the loaded rail, ns; sLT02, sLT2 are the propagation times of the transformed wave
signal from the emitting transducer to the second receiving transducer for the unloaded
counterpart and the loaded rail, ns; kLT2 is the acoustoelastic coefficient of the trans-
formed waves from the emitting transducer to the second receiving transducer, MPa−1.

Rail height H was determined as:

H ¼ CLdirsLdir
2

where CLdir is the velocity of longitudinal ultrasonic wave in the rail under the normal
beam twin transducer probe, m/s; sLdir is the propagation time of longitudinal ultrasonic
wave in the rail, ns.

Figure 4 shows the scheme of sounding that comprises: GK is the emitting and
receiving the longitudinal (Ldir) ultrasonic wave normal beam twin transducer probe
(P112-2.5-12); GE is the emitting the longitudinal (Lang) and transverse (T) ultrasonic
waves angle beam transducer with wave entry angle 18° (P121-2.5-18-002); GR1, GR2,
GR3 are the receiving the ultrasonic waves angle beam transducers with entry angle 18°
(P121-2.5-18-002).
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Transducers GR1, GR2, GR3 were mounted at points A, B, C at distances S1, S2, S3
from the emitting transducer GE. The wave entry angle aL of the longitudinal wave of
the transducer GE is known, while the wave entry angle of the transverse wave in s
loaded rail is constant and can be found from the following equation:

aT ¼ arcsin 0:55 sin aLð Þ ¼ const:

The distances S1, S2, S3 were found from expressions (4), (5), (6) to determine the
locations for the best reception of signals from transverse (T), transformed (LT) and
longitudinal (Lang) waves both in loaded and in unloaded rails kept in the same tem-
perature environment. At point A, the arrival times of longitudinal (L), transverse
(T) and transformed (LT) waves (sL1, sT1, sLT1) were measured. Similar measurements
were also performed at points B and C to determine times sL2, sT2, sLT2, sL3, sT3, sLT3.

As rail height H changed, the twin transducer probe GK registered a change in the
propagation time of longitudinal wave sLlong, and the distances between the emitting
GE and receiving transducers GR1, GR2, GR3 changed by DS1, DS2, DS3. Rail height
H was determined from the measured propagation time of longitudinal wave sLdir of the
normal beam twin transducer probe Gk at a given propagation velocity of longitudinal
ultrasonic wave. At each reception point A, B, and C, the arrival times of transverse and
transformed waves sT1, sLT2 and sT3 for the loaded rail under study and sT01, sLT02 and
sT03 for its unloaded counterpart were measured. The internal mechanical stresses r in
a rail were calculated from Eq. (7). The acoustoelastic coefficient of transformed waves
kLT2 had been preliminary determined experimentally.

The internal mechanical stresses r in a thermostrengthened rail R65 with a height
of 180 mm were determined experimentally. Simultaneously, the stresses rS were
measured with a certified strain-gauge system MMSS-64.01. To measure the stresses in
the rail under study, type PKS-12 strain gauges were glued along the applied load in the
middle of rail web at both sides.

S3

S2

S1
GK

GE
GR1 GR2 GR3

O A B C

D E

L d
ir Hσ

αT

αL

T

T

Ttrans

LtransLang

Lang

Fig. 4. Scheme of sounding for determining internal mechanical stresses in a rail.
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The distances S1, S2 and S3 were calculated from Eqs. (4), (5), (6). The velocity of
longitudinal ultrasonic wave (CLdir) for the normal beam twin transducer probe GK is
5.910 m/s; the propagation time of longitudinal wave sLdir was measured with a TDS-
2014 scope. The distances S1, S2 and S3 from the emitting transducer GE to the
receiving transducers GR1, GR2, GR3 were calculated to be 61 mm, 89 mm, 117 mm. At
each reception point A, B, and C of the receiving transducers the arrival times for
signals of transverse (sT1, sT3) and transformed (sLT2) waves for the loaded rail under
study and sT01, sT03, sLT02 for its unloaded counterpart were measured with a TDS-
2014 scope. The acoustoelastic coefficient kLT2 of the transformed waves from the
emitting transducer to the second receiving transducer GR2 located at point B was
determined experimentally and found to be 0.0000114 MPa−1. The measured temporal
parameters of ultrasonic waves at different load steps in the hydraulic loading unit were
inserted in Eq. (7), and stress values rA were calculated.

The relative error between stresses rS measured with a strain-gauge system MMSS-
64.01 and the calculated stresses rA was determined. The results of calculations are
shown in Table 2.

The calculated stresses in a R65 rail obtained using the suggested method were
experimentally confirmed using a certified strain-gauge system MMSS-64.01. The
relative error in the determination of stresses did not exceed 2%, which is acceptable
for industrial testing at a railway track.

4 Discussion

1. Using the acoustoelastic effect, longitudinal mechanical stresses developed in the
rails of a railway track under the effect of environmental exposure, the impact of
rolling stock, upon recovery and maintenance works were measured. The stresses
were calculated using the acoustoelastic effect from the measured temporal

Table 2. Measured and calculated mechanical stresses.

Calculated data Rail load step number
0 1 2 3 4 5

sT01, mcs 113.767
sT1, mcs 113.767 113.776 113.784 113.793 113.801 113.809
sT03, mcs 123.546
sT3, mcs 123.546 123.545 123.543 123.541 123.538 123.535
sLT02, mcs 89.754
sLT2, mcs 89.754 89.760 89.764 89.768 89.773 89.778
kLT2, MPa−1 −0.0000114
rA, MPa 0.00 10.41 20.61 31.78 43.06 54.34
rS, MPa 0.00 10.22 20.93 32.12 43.60 55.13
Error
rS�rAj j
rS

� 100%
0 1.9 1.5 1.0 1.2 1.4
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parameters of ultrasound. The suggested method of determining longitudinal
stresses in the rails of a continuous welded rail track provided monitoring for the
entire rail cross-section and length.

2. The developed method of ultrasonic monitoring using longitudinal (L) and trans-
formed (LT) waves transmitting through an unloaded control rail piece and through
a rail under study laid into an operated track, which are kept in identical temperature
environments, reduces the measurement error in the determination of longitudinal
stresses.

3. A method of improving the accuracy of the mechanical stresses determination by
reducing the influence of rail height on the measurement results has been devel-
oped. Rail height was determined using an additional normal beam longitudinal
wave piezoelectric transducer, which improved the accuracy of the receiving angle
beam piezoelectric transducer relative to the emitting one and the accuracy of
determination of the temporal parameters of ultrasonic waves. By measuring the
height of the rail under study, the errors due to rail wear and its grinding were
excluded.

4. The results of ultrasonic measurements of longitudinal stresses in rails using the
acoustoelastic effect are confirmed by strain-gauge measurements, the relative error
between the measurements is 2…6% on average, which is acceptable for practical
testing.
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Abstract. The processes of heat exchange in an internal combustion engine
serve as indicators of its good technical condition and efficient operation. The
processes of heat exchange and the calorific intensity of engine parts affect the
engine reliability and operating life as well as its operating cycle efficiency. The
mean effective and mean indicated cycle pressure are the universal criteria of
calorific intensity, as a load increase results in an increase in the temperature of
the cylinder-piston group. The engine indicator diagram is the most common
and efficient way to obtain the required and reliable information on the operating
cycle—the process of air-fuel mixture combustion. A thermodynamic analysis
of the diagram will allow obtaining more detailed information, which promotes
more accurate conclusions with respect to the operating cycle and the technical
condition of the engine and its parts. To this end, a simplified method for
calculating the amount of heat released during fuel combustion is considered.
The method involves presenting the heat release as a sum of heat transferred to
gas and heat transferred to the walls of the combustion chamber. This paper
provides calculations of heat for each of these processes. Several models for
calculating the heat transfer coefficient are presented, and possible errors
and inaccuracies of the result obtained using the suggested method are
outlined.

Keywords: Internal combustion engine � Cylinder-piston group � Calorific
intensity � Heat exchange

1 Introduction

In a working engine, an oil film is formed between the working parts (e.g., the cylinder-
piston group) in the combustion chamber. The oil film in the combustion chamber
prevents friction between the interacting parts, performing a lubricating function, and
contributes to working surfaces cooling. Its thermal resistance is directly proportional
to film layer thickness. One of the most efficient ways to reduce oil consumption is
maintaining the engine in good technical condition, which decreases oil losses for
evaporation and burning. Oil burning in cylinders results in the formation of soot
particles, which in turn leads to certain undesirable consequences [1]. Soot formation
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has a detrimental effect on the heat exchange process in the engine by increasing the
proportion of radiative heat exchange, as it is fair to say that heated soot particles are
one of the main radiators in the engine cylinder [1]. This problem, i.e. the presence of
soot in the cylinder, results in an increased oil surface layer, which affects its cooling
properties, and can also promote local overheating in the cylinder due to enhanced
radiative heat exchange.

Note that oil hydrodynamics in the gap between the piston and cylinder liner plays
an important role in the flow of oil into the engine combustion chamber. Figure 1
shows the oil flow diagram [2]:

The flow of oil along the trajectory shown in Fig. 1 can be explained by the limited
length of the channel between the piston head and cylinder liner; hence, the end
portions of this volume form liquid turnover zones. At the piston wall, the oil flows
with velocity equal to piston velocity. At the wall of the cylinder liner, the oil is
stationary (due to the sticking effect). In the lower part of the gap, the compression ring
reverts the direction of oil flow to the top.

As already mentioned above, the oil performs two important functions: lubricating
and cooling. However, the volume of oil entering the combustion chamber should not
exceed permissible levels. The flow of oil into the engine combustion chamber is
known to occur mostly when the piston is in the top dead center (TDC). By examining
Fig. 1, it can be concluded that in a properly functioning engine, it is necessary that, in
the middle of a piston stroke, the oil level in the gap does not reach the piston edge. In
this case, splashes of oil will be deposited on the walls and then get into the main oil
bulk [2].

Fig. 1. Oil flow in the gap between the piston and cylinder liner: 1—piston, 2—cylinder wall,
3—piston ring, tn—piston velocity.
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2 Research Methods

It is important to track the technical condition of the engine in time, in order to avoid
the occurrence of failures and breakdowns and to prevent the growth of the flow of
failures during periods that are not included in the timing of the scheduled maintenance
and repairs [3].

One of the key factors of a proper and efficient engine operation and its good
technical condition are heat exchange processes in the cylinder.

In evaluating the technical condition of the cylinder-piston group of an internal
combustion engine, the processes of heat exchange in the engine and the calorific
intensity of its parts have a huge influence on the engine’s reliability and operating life,
as well as its operating cycle efficiency. However, due to the technical difficulties in the
determination of the thermal state of engine parts, it is necessary to determine either the
heat flux to the part or the temperature of the part under study and its oscillations [4].

To study the thermal stresses of the parts of the cylinder-piston group, the authors
of the study [4], Sinitsyn and Nechaev, use “indirect criteria” of calorific intensity that
reflect certain parameters of the thermal state of the object. Such criteria should nat-
urally be similar for the parts of similar engines. Some examples of such criteria are:
mean effective pressure Peð Þ or mean indicated pressure Pið Þ, excess air coefficient a,
hourly fuel consumption GTð Þ at constant rpm, temperature of exhaust gases for each
cylinder. In the opinion of the authors of the studies [4, 5], the mean effective pressure
or mean indicated pressure are the most universal criteria, as a load increase results in
an increase in the temperature of the parts of the cylinder-piston group. “One general
conclusion can be drawn: in a wide range of variations of Pe (Pi), the temperatures of
such parts as piston, cylinder head (lid), valves, cylinder liner follow dependences that
are close to linear [4]”. The dependence of temperature (T) on the mean effective
pressure Peð Þ can be presented by the following equation:

T ¼ aþ b � Pe: ð1Þ

The process of combustion, distribution, and transfer of energy and heat in the
combustion chamber plays a significant role in the consideration of the issue of calorific
intensity of the engine. Furthermore, combustion is a key process that has a decisive
influence on the engine characteristics (power, torque, specific fuel consumption), as
well as on the engine impact on the environment, i.e. the composition of exhaust gases
and noise properties.

Note that one of the most common methods used to obtain the required information
about the engine operating cycle is recording cylinder pressure, in other words, the
engine indicator diagram. The information obtained in the course of recording cylinder
pressure can provide data on the progress of fuel combustion, peak pressure and its
position relative to the crankshaft position, pressure in the bottom and top dead centers
at different strokes of the cycle. A thermodynamic analysis of the diagram can provide
more detailed information on the operating cycle when certain calculations are per-
formed, such as: heat losses and gas exchange losses, combustion rate of fuel-air
mixture, etc.
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The authors of the study [5] give the following solution for calculating the heat
released during combustion:

According to the first law of thermodynamics for an open system,

dQ ¼ dUþ pdV ð2Þ

where dQ is the amount of heat entering or leaving the system, dU is the change in the
internal energy of the system, pdV is the mechanical work exerted on the piston.

Heat dQ can be presented as consisting of the following elements: heat released
during the combustion of the fuel-air mixture dQf, heat transferred to the walls of the
combustion chamber dQw, and heat taken from the system as a result of flow of mass
over the boundaries Shidmi, where hi and mi are the heat content (enthalpy) and mass
fluxes, respectively. Thus, heat can be expressed as:

dQ ¼ dQf � dQw þ
X
i

hidmi ð3Þ

If the change in internal energy is presented as

dU ¼ d(mu) ¼ mduþ udm ð4Þ

and Eqs. 3 and 4 are substituted into Eq. 2, we arrive at the following representation of
heat released from the combustion of the fuel-air mixture:

dUþ pdV ¼ dQf � dQw þ
X
i

hidmi

dQf ¼ mduþ pdVþ udmþ dQw �
X
i

hidmi ð5Þ

If the abovementioned conditions are considered specifically in relation to the
internal combustion engine, then, taking into account the fact that the fuel in the ICE is
injected in the cylinder closer to the end of the compression stroke, we may write the
following:

dm ¼ dmf � dmcr;
X
i

hidmi ¼ hfdmf � hdmcr ð6Þ

where dmcr are the mass fluxes of the slit region.
The heat value of the injected fuel is significantly higher than its enthalpy, hf=> 0,

hence, the latter may be neglected. Substituting the data from Eqs. (6) into (5), we
obtain:

dQf ¼ mduþ pdVþ udmf � udmcr þ dQw þ hdmcr

dQf ¼ mduþ pdVþ udmf þ hdmcr � udmcr þ dQw ð7Þ
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Let us express Eq. (7) in crank angles:

dQf

da
¼ m

du
da

þ p
dV
da

þ u
dmf

da
þðh� uÞ dmcr

da
þ dQw

da
ð8Þ

For further calculation, we need to present the ideal gas law in differential form:

pV ¼ mRT

1
p
dp
da

þ 1
V
dV
da

¼ 1
m
dm
da

þ 1
R
dR
da

þ 1
T
dT
da

ð9Þ

The thermodynamic properties of the gas cylinder are functions of pressure, tem-
perature, and gas composition. Let us express it as an equation and present it in
differential form:

u ¼ uðp;T; kÞ;R ¼ Rðp;T; kÞ
du
da

¼ du
dp

dp
da

þ du
dT

dT
da

þ du
dk

dk
da

;
dR
da

¼ dR
dp

dp
da

þ dR
dT

dT
da

þ dR
dk

dk
da

ð10Þ

After substituting Eqs. (9) and (10) into Eq. (8), Eq. (8) can be solved numerically,
and the rate of heat release during combustion can be estimated.

Note that the method described above, which leads to Eq. (8) and allows us to
calculate the rate of heat release during combustion together with Eqs. (9) and (10),
which describe gas properties, calls for solving a rather complex equation that will
furthermore produce a somewhat approximate result due to certain simplifications and
assumptions (e.g., gas temperature and composition are assumed to be uniform, etc.).

3 Solutions

To overcome the technical difficulties in calculations, the authors of the study [6]
consider a simplified method for calculating the heat released during combustion.

A method to determine the heat released from combustion using the engine indi-
cator diagram is described in detail in the study [6]. The engine indicator diagram is a
series of pressure values recorded as a function of the crank angle. These values can
also be transformed into “pressure-volume” data.

As gas state changes, heat from the combustion of mixture dQf is released between
two consecutive points 1 and 2. Neglecting the effect of slit flux, this heat can be
written as the sum of heat transferred to gas dQn and heat transferred to the walls of the
combustion chamber dQw:

DQf ¼ DQn þDQw ð11Þ

Let us consider both heat transfer processes separately [6].
First, let us consider the case of heat transfer to gas.
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Figure 2 shows a p-a diagram that illustrates the change in gas state from point 1 to
point 3. The process consists essentially of two phases: during the first phase, an
adiabatic expansion (or compression) from point 1 to point 2 takes place, the process
involves changes in volume (from V1 to V2) and does not involve heat transfer to gas.
During the second phase, the heat released into gas during combustion is transferred at
a constant volume (V2 = const) and the gas passes from point 2 to point 3.

The process parameters required for calculation can be obtained using the gener-
alized equation for a polytropic process [7]:

P2Vn
3 ¼ P1Vn

1 ð12Þ

where n is the polytropic exponent.
As this process is an adiabatic expansion (or compression), we may write

n ¼ k;

k ¼ cp
cv

substituting this equality into Eq. (12), we obtain:

P2 ¼ P1ðV1

V3
Þk ð13Þ

where k is the adiabatic exponent.

Fig. 2. Diagram showing the change in gas state from point 1 to point 3.
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The temperature can be determined in the beginning and in the end of the process
using the following equations:

T1 ¼ P1V1

mR
;T3 ¼ P3V3

mR
;

T2 ¼ P2V3

mR
¼ P1Vk

1V
1�k
3

mR

DQn ¼ DQj31¼ mcvðT3 � T2Þ ¼ cv
R
V3ðP3 � P2Þ ð14Þ

Finally, after substituting Eqs. (13) into (14), we obtain the dependence for
determining the amount of heat released during combustion and transferred to gas
between points 1 and 3:

DQn ¼
cv
R
V3ðP3 � P1ðV1

V3
ÞkÞ ð15Þ

Now let us consider the case of heat transfer to the walls.
In this case, the predominant heat transfer is made via convection. This can be

expressed with the following equation:

dQw

dt
¼ kwFwðT � TwÞ ð16Þ

where kw is the heat transfer coefficient averaged over the entire surface of the combustion
chamber,Fw is the surface area of the combustion chamber, Tw is the average temperature
of the wall surface of the combustion chamber, and T is the average gas temperature.

The heat transfer coefficient can be found from the following equation:

kw ¼ 1
1
a1
þ d

k þ 1
a2

ð17Þ

where a1, a2 are the heat transfer coefficients of hot and cold heat transfer agents, d is
the wall thickness, k is the thermal conductivity coefficient (dk is taken as the intrinsic
thermal resistance for wall thermal conductivity).

The temperature and heat transfer to the walls surrounding the combustion chamber
are considered separately depending on specific parts, as for each surface the temperature
and heat transfer may vary significantly. These parts may be, for example, a piston head, a
cylinder head or a liner, etc. As a consequence, the heat transfer coefficient is most often
taken as the average over the entire surface of the combustion chamber.

dQw

dt
¼ kw

X
i

FwiðT � TwiÞ ð18Þ
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From Eq. (18) it follows that the amount of heat transferred between points 1 and 2
can be calculated as:

DQw ¼ ðkw
X
i

FwiðT � TwiÞÞDt ¼ ðkw
X
i

FwiðT � TwiÞÞDa6n ð19Þ

where Da is the angle increment and n is the engine rpm rate.

4 Concluding Remarks

To calculate the heat transfer coefficient of internal combustion engines, several so-
called a-equations suggested by different researchers may be applied. Some of them are
given below:

G. Hohenberg’s model

aw ¼ 0; 013V�0;06P0;8T�0;4ðcm þ 1; 4Þ0;8;

R. Z. Kavtaradze’s model

aw ¼ bffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ds

p ½C1 þC2
Hu � Dx

CpðT � TwÞ�;

G. Woschni’s model

aw ¼ 130
ðP � 10�5Þ0;8 � x0;8

T0;53 � D0;2 ;

W. Annand’s model

In the case studied, it would be appropriate to use G. Hohenberg’s formula, which
is believed to be the most common and convenient:

aw ¼ 0; 013V�0;06P0;8T�0;4ðcm þ 1; 4Þ0;8 ð20Þ

Where V is the cylinder volume, P is pressure, T is temperature, cm is average
piston velocity.

Note that the heat value computed taking into account the heat transfer coefficient
calculated using Hohenberg’s formula will only be approximate. Its accuracy depends
on many factors, the major ones being: insufficient experimental data for the applied
model to calculate the heat transfer coefficient and the inability to generalize this model
to include all engine types, the inability to accurately determine the temperature of the
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combustion chamber walls. These and other reasons result in calculation errors, which
in turn lead to an inaccurate final result.

Furthermore, the overall result can also be affected by other factors, such as
inaccurate pressure readings, erroneous or imprecise synchronization of pressure to
engine crank angle, estimate of residual gas mass. As has already been mentioned, the
model adopted to calculate the heat transfer coefficient can also be selected incorrectly,
without due account of the individual properties of a specific engine, and the employed
model should not be taken as a universal one for all engine types and categories. The
accuracy of measurement results can be improved by using a PC and specialized
software to exclude inconsistencies and errors when taking readings and performing
calculations.
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Abstract. At the Experimental ring of JSC “VNIIZHT” at Shcherbinka station,
the comparative tests of four types of ballastless structures of the LVT track
(Russian Railways, Russia), FFB (MaxBögl, Germany), NBT (Alstom. France),
EBS (Tines, Poland) had been completed. The tonnage passed through the
experimental section of four structures amounted to 600 million tons gross. The
tests allowed confirming the operability of the ballastless track for the conditions
of the Russian Railways, identifying the features of the current content of each
of the structures and giving recommendations for their improvement. The paper
analyzes the intensity of ballastless subsidence under the train load. Tests have
shown that ballastless track can be used not only for a speed and a high-speed
traffic, but also for combined and cargo traffic. Significant risks are that the
ballastless track is more demanding for adhering to the construction technology,
the composition of concrete mixtures and the quality of the preparation of the
foundation.

Keywords: Ballastless track � Strength � Subsidence � Drawdown � Tests �
Transition sections � Current content

1 Introduction

The solution to the problem of mastering the growing volume of cargo and passenger
traffic in the absence of reserves of carrying and passing capacity in a number of
sections and entire directions necessitates the search for new designs of the track and
turnouts, providing increased weight, length and speed of trains, as well as minimizing
time for all types of railway works.

In modern operating conditions, with increasing the axial load, weight and length of
trains, one of the main problems is the deformability of the track. The use of a
ballastless track can be one of the options for increasing the stability of the track.

The world has experience of operating the high-speed traffic on ballast and bal-
lastless track superstructures [1, 2], however, the percentage of newly erected lines is
significantly shifted towards the ballastless track [3–6]. The question of the appropri-
ateness of the widespread use of track and turnouts on a ballastless basis for the
conditions of the Russian Railways, including for cargo traffic, remains open.
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Tests in the Research Institute of Railway Transport (JSC “VNIIZHT”) at the
Experimental Ring at Shcherbinka Station of four types of ballastless track became one
of the main stages in the study of the possibility of using such a design for the
conditions of the Russian railways. The aim of the study is to determine the conditions
for the use of ballastless structure to increase the efficiency of the transportation process
by reducing the cost of maintaining the track.

Track construction with minimal technical maintenance costs is required. It is
needed to determine the conditions under which it is possible and advisable to use a
ballastless structure to reduce the deformability and maintenance costs of the track and,
as a result, to increase the efficiency of transportation.

2 Research Methods

The aim of research is achieved using the following methods:

– by generalization and analysis of domestic and foreign experience in the devel-
opment and operation of ballast and ballastless track structures;

– by mathematical modeling of stresses and deflections of ballastless track under a
train load;

– by experimental measurements of ballastless draft during prolonged exposure to
train load;

– by full-scale experimental studies of the stress-strain state and operational reliability
of the ballastless track (structures Rheda, LVT, MaxBögl, Tines, Alstom), including
the use of the Doppler shift effect in fiber-optic diagnostic systems;

– by expert assessment of the influence of a large number of parameters on the
behavior of complex systems using the ballastless example;

– by development of a model for the transition from full-scale tests on the Experi-
mental Ring to predicting the reliability of a ballastless structure on a current line;

– calculation of the duration and cost of the life cycle of a ballastless track in various
application conditions, taking into account the existing risks.

This paper discusses the question of the intensity of vertical setting of experimental
sections of ballastless track structures under a train load on the Experimental Ring.

The length of each of the four ballastless structures was 75 m (without transition
sections). The length of the entire experimental plot is 500 m.

For all four structures, the subgrade was constructed according to one technology,
on the entire front of work 500 m, by one contractor on the existing section of the
second ring road. After the excavation of natural soil, two specially prepared layers of
7 m wide were laid with a slope on top in cross section of 0.04.

The first layer, 50 cm thick, is chemically reinforced soil by mixing with
polyphilizers (freeze-dried soil). The average value of the deformation modulus along
the second branch of loading, taking into account the reprocessing of the soil, is
146 MPa. Design values of the deformation modulus of reinforced soil should be at
least 80 MPa. The obtained data of static and dynamic tests of the deformation
modulus of freeze-dried soil correlate well with each other. The second layer, 70 cm
thick, is crushed stone-sand-gravel mix TU 5711-284-01124323-2012. The average
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value of the deformation modulus along the second branch of loading is 181.7 MPa
with a design value of at least 120 MPa.

Tests of the experimental section with four ballastless structures were carried out in
accordance with the Program and methodology approved by the “Russian Railways”
OJSC. Tests of four types of ballastless construction tracks (Tines, ALSTOM, Max-
Bogl, LVT) were carried out on the straight section of the second ring track of the
Experimental Ring of VNIIZhT JSC, Shcherbinka Station in the period from December
3, 2014 to October 20, 2016. The tonnage passed through at the experimental plots
amounted to 606.7 million tons gross. The tonnage was provided by a train consisting
of an electric locomotive VL80 and 85 gondola cars with a load of 23.5 tons per axle.
The speed was 70 km/h. The daily operating time of the tonnage was 1.0… 1.2 million
tons gross.

3 Results of the Research

Consideration of strength as the first limiting state of the railway track and turnouts
structures by calculation and experimentally showed that for given operating conditions
there is no excess of the maximum permissible values [7, 8, 9, 12, 13]. According to the
first limiting state, the values of deflections and stresses experimentally obtained at the
Experimental Ring at Shcherbinka station during heavy traffic with a load of 235 kN
per axis for all types of ballastless track is approximately two times lower than critical
values, which allowed us to conclude that freight traffic is one of the application areas
[10, 11].

The second limiting state, deformability, was investigated in the process of resource
tests at the Experimental Ring at Shcherbinka station in the amount of 600 million tons
gross of passed cargo for four types of LVT ballastless track (RZHDStroi, Russia), FFB
(MaxBögl, Germany), NBT (Alstom, France), EBS (Tines, Poland).

Subsidence of the Tines design, depending on the missed tonnage, is characterized
by an average value from −0.5 to 2.4 mm, while the standard deviation (MSD) ranges
from 0.9 to 5.7. In the transitional sections, the average subsidence is from −13 to
5 mm, the standard deviation is from 0.5 to 12. In general, the slab subsidence is
uniform by 2 mm. The greatest value of subsidence up to 5 mm is observed in places
of a fixed “splash” from under the concrete bearing slab.

In the Alstom structure, the average subsidence from the passed tonnage is from
−2.5 to 11.7 with a standard deviation of 0.7 to 2.9. In transitional sections, the average
value is from −19.7 to 3.5 mm, the standard deviation is from 0.7 to 11.5. Compared
with the initial position of the slab, it has a fairly uniform subsidence of 18 mm along
the entire length of the plot.

MaxBögl ballastless track has an average subsidence value from −2.5 to 5.5 mm,
standard deviation from 0.9 to 4.6. Transitional sections have an average subsidence
value from −19.7 to 10 mm with a standard deviation from 1.2 to 11.5. Compared with
the initial position of the slab, the subsidence is 10 mm generally, with the exception of
the latter 20 m along the direction of movement, where the subsidence reaches 16 mm.

The LVT structure has an average subsidence of 0.5 to 1.8 mm with a standard
deviation of 0.9 to 3.7. Transitional sections are characterized by an average value of
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subsidence from −15.8 to 3.8 mm, standard deviation from 1.4 to 9.3. Compared to the
initial position of the slab, the subsidence is uneven from 2 to 10 mm, possibly this is
due to the different type of blocks in different parts of the structure.

These values indicate a significant scatter in the average subsidence indicators and
their standard deviations, indicating significant structural features and their influence on
the ballastless track behavior. It should be noted that the Alstom and MaxBögl slab
structures of the track have a more uniform subsidence of the entire section by 16–
18 mm, and the Tines and LVT block structures have uneven subsidence along the
length of the slab, but by a significantly smaller amount. It is quite difficult to assess the
subsidence of transitional sections, since they are periodically straightened and
knocked out by a VLR machine and electric tampers. The amount of lifting reaches
40 mm. There were no significant differences in the size and number of taps on various
structures.

Table 1 presents the average values of subsidence and standard deviation in areas
of ballastless structures at the different tonnage.

Figure 1 shows the dependences of subsidences of the middle part of the slab of
ballastless track structures in comparison with the ballast track subsidence.

Dependences of the subsidences of ballastless structures in Fig. 1 are approximated
by the functions given in Table 2. The subsidence of the track on the ballast is
approximated by a logarithmic function with 0.9686 reliability of approximation. The
subsidence of four types of ballastless track is approximated by linear functions with
approximation reliability from 0.8162 to 0.9723.

From the diagrams in Fig. 1 it can be seen that the subsidence of all types of
ballastless track is significantly lower than the subsidence of the ballast track. Per-
missible draft values of 15 mm exceeded for Alstom and MaxBögl structures.

Table 3 presents the values of subsidence values and the mean square deviation of
subsidence at the ballastless sections in comparison with ballast ones.

The lowest subsidence values are demonstrated by the Tines and LVT structures.
Subsidence of Tines after passing the 600 million tons gross is 3.3 times less than for
the ballast track. Subsidence of LVT is 4.7 times less.

Significantly higher subsidence values are observed for Alstom and MaxBögl
structures. Subsidence of Alstom after passing the 600 million tons gross is only 1.3
times less than for the ballast track, and MaxBögl is 2.1 times less.

The greatest non-uniformity of subsidence is observed for the Tines (MSD = 5.79)
and Alstom (MSD = 6.12) structures with a maximum value of subsidence of not more
than 14 and 35 mm, respectively. The maximum standard deviation is observed for
subsidence measurements performed with a pass of 300 million tons gross.

The MSD value for the ballast track is 3.6 with a maximum subsidence value not
exceeding 45 mm. The maximum standard deviation is observed for subsidence
measurements performed with a pass of 300 million tons gross. This tonnage was
skipped across all structures in December 2015.

The subsidence intensity rate shows that for ballastless structures, stabilization
occurred after passing the 300 million tons gross.

The maximum subsidence intensity is observed in the Alstom structure, it is
0.1179 mm/mln. tons gross and is observed at a tonnage of 200 million tons gross. For
Tines, the highest intensity is 0.0247 mm/mln. tons gross and is observed at a tonnage
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of 300 million tons gross. For LVT, the highest intensity is 0.0187 mm/mln. tons gross
and is observed at a tonnage of 200 million tons gross. For MaxBögl, the intensity
indicator is the smallest and amounts to 0.1 mm/mln. tons gross, is observed at a
tonnage of 300mln. tons gross.

Testing of the subgrade during the operation of experimental ballastless track
structures was carried out using a fiber-optic signaling system for the state of infras-
tructure facilities. This system was installed together with the CJSC Laser Solutions
company during the construction of pilot plots. The system is designed to track the
movement of subgrade layers, which is especially critical for ballastless track structure.

Fig. 1. Dependence of subsidence on the tonnage passed through.

Table 2. Approximating functions of subsidences from the tonnage passed through.

Structure
name

Tonnage passed through,
mln. t gross

Approximating function Approximation
reliability R2

Ballast
track

750 y = 8,3563ln(x) – 11.074 R2 = 0.9686

Tines 750 y = 0.0107x + 1.1263 R2 = 0.8528
Alstom 750 y = 0.039x + 1.202 R2 = 0.8682
MaxBögl 750 y = 0.0262x + 0.4283 R2 = 0.8638
LVT 750 y = 0.0088x + 1.0593 R2 = 0.9828
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The fiber-optic system for signaling the state of infrastructure facilities consists of
linear and hardware-software parts. The linear part, in turn, consists of two subsystems.
The first is deformational, designed to monitor the movement of the subgrade. The
second is auxiliary, designed to connect sensors to the analyzer and to compensate the
temperature effects. The principles of the system operation are based on the diagnostics
of the state of the fiber-optic sensor by measuring the distribution of temperature and
deformation along its entire length. The DITEST STA-R analyzer, which is a pulsed
optical reflectometer that measures the signal of stimulated Brillouin scattering from
each point of the optical fiber of the sensor, is the key instrument of the hardware and
software parts of the system. Analysis of the stimulated Brillouin scattering signal,
depending on the type of the sensor connected, allows you to measure the distribution
of temperature or voltage along the entire length of the sensor.

At the pilot plot of the Experimental Ring, a system with limited functionality was
installed (only fiber-optic sensors), the analyzer and the server were not installed at the
plot, but will be connected during periodic measurements after passage of every
100 mln. tons gross. The movement of the subgrade in the vertical plane caused by
subsidence of the soil is recorded by longitudinal sensors due to the horizontal com-
ponent, that is, the longitudinal extension of one or another part of the sensor signals
the vertical movement of the soil layer. Vertical movements must be controlled at three
levels: concrete, protective layers, subgrade. The topmost concrete layer is controlled
by the geodesic surveying devices. To control the lower layers, two layers of fiber optic
cable were laid (Fig. 2). The first layer was laid under a freeze-dried layer, the second -
under a layer of crushed stone-sand-gravel mix.

In the horizontal plane, two layers of optical fiber are laid under the rails. The cross-
coupling for connecting the recording equipment is installed at a distance of 2–5 m
from the axis of the track.

The configuration of the sensors in the subgrade is a key factor that allows mea-
surements and interpretation of parameters with a given accuracy. Two longitudinal
deformation sensors and two temperature sensors were installed at the experimental
site. Anchors are installed on the longitudinal deformation sensors with a step of 2 m,
which transmit the longitudinal displacement of the soil to the sensor.

We consider the vertical subsidence of ballastless structures at three levels:
according to the level of the upper concrete slab, under the crushed stone-sand-gravel
mix and under the freeze-dried soil layer.

Table 3. Values of subsidence and mean square deviation of subsidence.

Structure
name

Tonnage passed through,
mln. t gross

Approximating function Approximation
reliability R2

Ballast
track

750 y = 8,3563ln(x) – 11.074 R2 = 0.9686

Tines 750 y = 0.0107x + 1.1263 R2 = 0.8528
Alstom 750 y = 0.039x + 1.202 R2 = 0.8682
MaxBögl 750 y = 0.0262x + 0.4283 R2 = 0.8638
LVT 750 y = 0.0088x + 1.0593 R2 = 0.9828
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Plots on concrete bearing slabs behave quite stably and have a uniform vertical
subsidence of up to 13 mm. The difference on the left and right rail thread does not
exceed 2 mm. The sections of variable rigidity and the track on the gravel have more
intense subsidence up to 40 mm and require periodic straightening by tamping with the
straightening and leveling machine. The tamping is carried out approximately once
every three months. Subsidence at the level of the joint between the crushed stone-
sand-gravel mix layer and the layer of freeze-dried soil is controlled by the upper layer
of the fiber-optic diagnostic system Subsidence is fairly uniform and does not have a
pronounced character relative to the location of concrete load-bearing slabs or sections
of variable stiffness. In magnitude, they range from 0 to 2 mm.

Subsidence under a layer of freeze-dried soil is monitored using the bottom layer of
a fiber-optic diagnostic system. At this level, the subsidence picture is the most
interesting. Values range from 0 to 11 mm, and on two experimental structures it is
about 2 mm, on the other - from 7 to 11 mm. The maximum values of subsidence are
not correlated with the boundaries of concrete load-bearing slabs and are not tied to the
location of sections of variable rigidity as at the level of the rail head.

In one of the sections, the location of the peak values of subsidence from mea-
surement to measurement changed their position by tens of meters. In this case, the
subsidence value could not only increase, but also decrease, for example, in the fourth
section from the penultimate to the last measurement, the subsidence decreased by
3 mm. Between left and right thread the difference is up to 6 mm. The greatest dis-
placements are observed during the thawing period in spring.

An analysis of the possible causes of such a movement of the lower natural layer
shows that all the pilot plots are located in the zone of high groundwater levels. This is
confirmed by the results of pre-design geological surveys. In addition, in spring, there
is a difference in the levels of meltwater on the left and right sides of the mound, which
leads to flooding of the base. It should be noted that the areas with the greatest
displacements of the lower layer are located lower, and the groundwater level in this
place is much higher.

The displacement of the upper layer located above the fortified soil is significantly
less. This is explained by the fact that the freeze-dried soil works like a beam or “shell”

Fig. 2. The arrangement of sensors in the subgrade.
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that keeps the upper layers from moving down. In this case, the displacements in no
way correlate with the location of the transition sections and in no way depend on the
location of the sections with maximum subsidence from above at the level of the rail
head. This indicates a uniform distribution of the load with a layer of lean concrete
(hydraulically bonded layer) and a layer of the crushed stone-sand-gravel mix (frost
protection layer).

During the tests, displacements (subsidence) of natural soil located under a
strengthened (freeze-dried) layer were revealed. The location of these displacements
does not depend on the location of the boundaries of the concrete base slab and sections
of variable rigidity. Moreover, the greater the moisture content, the greater the subsi-
dence of the lower layer.

The crushed stone-sand-gravel mix layer has the smallest subsidence, which is
independent of the sediment of the lower and upper layers. The freeze-dried layer
protects it from the movements of the underlying moistened natural soil, and it protects
the layer of lean concrete from the tops from movements caused by the movement of
the rail. Drawdowns of transitional sections between ballastless and traditional ballast
tracks were analyzed separately.

The most intense subsidences up to 35 mm were observed in the first month of
operation, which required their weekly dressing with manual electric tampers and
straightening-tamping-leveling machine. The maximum drawdowns recorded by the
track car during operation amounted to 16 mm. In this case, the subsidence of the input
transitional sections is much greater than the output.

The worst condition for rubble of crushed stone is observed at the inlet transitional
section of the LVT plot, structurally made with a metal console of variable cross-
section in ballast of crushed stone. In this case, the best condition was recorded at the
output transitional section of the LVT with rubberized soles of sleepers and of the
Alstom in the replacement of rail fasteners for these rails was required.

The smallest subsidence of the transitional sections is observed in the MaxBogl
design.

The geometry of the rail track meets the requirements of traffic safety on all four
structures. The largest deviations according to the results of the passage of the mea-
suring car are as follows:

– 9 mm broadening at the transition sections of Tines and MaxBogl;
– narrowing is not detected;
– 14 mm skew on the Tines slab and 13 mm on the ALSTOM transition section;
– 14 mm drawdown on transition sections of Tines, ALSTOM, LVT and on ALS-

TOM slab;
– 9 mm realigning in the transition sections of Tines and ALSTOM;
– 9 mm level on the ALSTOM slab.

Additional measurements of the gauge and level manually with the gauge template
show that the gauge is stable on all structures (a change in the range of 500–600 million
tons was from −0.7 to 0.46 mm, with standard deviations from −0.33 to 0.04 mm), due
to the type of intermediate rail fasteners used.

Vertical rail wear on all structures ranged from 0.011 to 0.024 mm, with MSD
values of 0.002 to 0.007 mm. Lateral transitional section with under-sleeper pads.
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It should be noted that Alstom transition sections have additional rails inside the track.
During operation, a complete wear on all structures ranged from 0.068 to 0.118 mm,
with MSD values of 0.006 to 0.02 mm.

The best rail track geometry has the MaxBogl structure. This is due to the factory
manufacturing of slabs with high accuracy.

The worst condition in terms of concrete layers is observed in Tines due to the
intensive splash from under the load-bearing slab due to the destruction of lean con-
crete. For this reason, there is a transverse kink of the load-bearing slab at the plot of
greatest splash. In addition, there are delamination of blocks from track concrete and
numerous cracks of more than 0.5 mm.

All experimental structures are characterized by the allocation of cement compo-
nents in the form of an aqueous suspension (“splash”) at the junction of the first and
second concrete layers, as well as from cracks in the concrete layer and at the joints of
slabs. This phenomenon has not yet affected traffic safety, but will affect the durability
of structures. The most deplorable state in terms of splashes is observed on the bal-
lastless Tines structure.

One of the reasons for the ingress of water between the first and second concrete
layers, that is, between the upper concrete load bearing slab and the underlying layer, is
the arrangement of ballastless structures on one of the tracks of the double-track
section. In the period of heavy rains or snowmelt, water from the inter-blast seeps under
the concrete slab towards the drainage system.

Rail Fasteners Condition
The tightening torque of the screws is in the specified ranges and amounts to the

following values:

– Tines 315…420 Nm;
– ALSTOM 280…360 Nm;
– MaxBogl 250…400 Nm;
– LVT 250…400 Nm.

The smallest loosening of the fastening screws for rail fasteners on a concrete slab
is observed in the Tines structure.

The defectiveness of the fastener elements is as follows:

– ALSTOM - replacement of 16 broken bolts of fastening the additional rails on the
transitional section, replacing all the fastening nodes of the additional rails on the
concrete slab, kink W300 lining - 1 pc., a gap of 1… 3 mm between the W300 liner
and the concrete slab at all W300 bond points;

– Tines - none;
– MaxBogl - kink of terminals 3 pcs., kink of side stop 1 pc.
– LVT - replacement of 64 blocks with Schwihag fastening (cracks in the dowel hole

and in the fillet). The causes of failure are investigated further.

The output of fastening elements to ALSTOM is due to the imperfection of the
transition section structure.

The labor costs for the current maintenance are approximately comparable for all
designs.
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The most problematic places for all experimental designs (Tines, ALSTOM,
MaxBogl, LVT) are transitional sections between the ballastless track and the ballast
track. Drawdowns in these places reached 40 mm and were corrected in a timely
manner by knocking down the railroad ties with a with the straightening and leveling
machine. In the worst condition (the greatest subsidence and abrasion of crushed stone)
is the first transitional section of the LVT with a metal console of variable cross-section
in the ballast. Intensive destruction of the lower part of the sleepers, resting on special
platforms of the metal console, required their replacement in the amount of 5 pcs. In
addition, crushed stone was replaced at this site.

The smallest subsidence is observed in the second transitional section of the LVT
with rubberized soles of sleepers.

During operation, the following repair works were performed:
LVT: Numerous cracks in the concrete layer were sealed. Replaced 64 blocks with

Schwihag staple. Replacement of 5 sleepers and gravel in the first transitional section.
MaxBogl: The longitudinal joint of the slabs and the asphalt pavement of the

interblock were sealed. Replacing broken terminals 3 pcs. and side stop 1 pc. on
concrete slab MaxBogl.

Alstom: Replacing of 16 bolts securing additional rails on the sleepers of transi-
tional sections. All fastenings of additional rails on a concrete slab were replaced.

Tines: Elimination of splashes by sealing the seam of a concrete base slab and lean
concrete. Level adjustment on adjustment cards in the W30 bond - 13 pcs.

The labor costs for the current maintenance of ballastless track structures during the
period of production of 600 million tons gross amounts to the following values:

– Tines 279.5 man hours; 15.5 machine hours;
– ALSTOM 180.5 man hours, 6.5 machine hours;
– MaxBogl 112.5 man hours, 9.0 machine hours;
– LVT 210.0 man hours, 16.5 machine hours.

The least value of labor costs for the current maintenance has the MaxBogl
structure. This is due to the fact that track concrete slabs are prefabricated. In addition,
this is the only structure at the pilot plot, in which the interblock is asphalted to reduce
the ingress of rain and melt water under the slab.

4 Conclusions

1. An analysis of the intensity of the track subsidence on the gravel base and the
intensity of the subsidence of the ballastless track shows that the subsidence of the
ballastless track is 4.8 times slower, except for transition sections.

2. To determine the technical feasibility of using the ballastless track in Russia, the
empirical dependence of subsidence on the passed tonnage is approximated to find
the conditions for achieving the second limit state.

3. According to the first limiting state, the values of deflections and stresses experi-
mentally obtained at the Experimental Ring at Shcherbinka station during the
intense traffic with a load of 235 kN per axis for all types of ballastless track, is
approximately two times lower than the critical values, which allowed us to con-
clude that one of the areas of application is cargo traffic.
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4. According to the second limiting state, an analysis of the intensity of the track
subsidence on the crushed stone base and the intensity of the ballastless track
showed that the ballastless track settles 4.8 times slower than the ballast track, with
the exception of transitional sections. However, the subsidence occurs unevenly. At
a section of 75 m after the passage of 600 million tons gross subsidence varies from
2 to 11 mm.

5. It has been experimentally proved that the failure of the ballastless track occurs
according to the second limiting state. Maximum subsidence occurs in the wetting
areas of the lower layers of the structure.

6. The condition of the geometric parameters of the rail track and rail fastenings meet
the specified requirements and ensure traffic safety in the considered time interval.
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Abstract. The results of studies of the chloride deicing reagents (DIR) influence
on the main materials (concrete, reinforced concrete, copper) that the railway
transport facilities consist of are presented. The main railroad emergencies are
identified that will be 100% likely to occur when using chloride DIR in the fight
against winter slippage. The relationship between emergencies is considered.
Measures to ensure the safety of rolling stock and passengers are presented.

Keywords: Chloride deicing reagents (DIR) � Rolling stock safety � Airlines of
the railway power contact network � Concrete destruction � Metal corrosion

1 Introduction

Railway transport is considered as the safest mode of transport. It used for both long-
distance and short-distance trips, for a variety of goods transportation. For all types of
transport, different types of wagons, tanks, locomotives are provided, which can be
defined as rolling stock.

Currently, more than a half of all Railways in Russia are electrified. The safety of
trains, namely rolling stock – an urgent problem of our time. There are many factors
that affect the safety of railway transport in general and its passengers in particular. The
safety of rolling stock is closely related to the operation of the railway electrification
contact network, as most roads are electrified. In case of failure of overhead power lines
there are interruptions in the operation of railway transport and a rolling stock
downtime. In turn, airlines of the contact network are very often damaged because of
the rolling stock failure. In this article, we will discuss non-usual factors that can cause
damage to both rolling stock and airlines of power contact network - chloride de-icing
reagents (DIR) common used on objects of passenger railway transport infrastructure.

When the question about the usage of chloride deicing reagents in the Russian
railway transport for the safety of passengers arose, the staff of the Department of
Chemistry and Engineering ecology of RUT MIIT conducted serious studies and tests
of the selected reagents. The studies were aimed at the limits of chloride DIR exposure
identifying. It was found out that the reagents affect not only the objects of passenger
facilities, but also the airlines of the power contact network [1, 2], and the railway (rails
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and sleepers). The results of the research of the effect of chloride DIR on the materials
of the studied objects were very different from the statements of reagent manufacturers.

2 Brief Literature Review

In carrying out a comprehensive study of the chloride DIR impact on the environment,
people, animals, materials that the objects of passenger facilities (passenger platforms
high and low, pedestrian bridges, pedestrian railway crossings), rails and sleepers were
made from, first of all, the works devoted to this problem were studied. It was found
that the direct effect of chloride DIR on various objects, materials and environments has
not been studied earlier. There are works and publications related to the influence of
chlorides on concrete and reinforced concrete [3], but without taking into account the
simultaneous impact of negative temperatures and cyclic temperature fluctuations
relative to the freezing point of water (zero degrees), characteristic of the autumn-
spring transition periods. The materials from which the studied objects are made
include concrete, steel, copper products (wires). It was believed that the copper in
normal conditions does not react with chlorides. Scientists from Egypt [4] in their
studies have shown that in countries with hot climates located in the sea area, there is
corrosion of copper and mixed wires from chlorides transported by air masses from the
salt seawater layers.

Corrosion of metal structures, which include such a chemical element as iron
(Fe) occurs according to the classical scenario [5].

3 Research Results

The authors of the article, when planning their experiments, took into account two
facts. First of all, the cold period of the year with negative temperatures in Russia may
last a long time. Secondly, temperature fluctuations (cyclic transitions from plus to
minus) are possible not only at the season’s junction, but can occur repeatedly in the
winter months, even for one day. Therefore, the materials from which the main objects
of study are made, namely, concretes, were exposed to chloride DIR models with the
simultaneous influence of negative temperatures and temperature cycles. The brine
concentration in the experiments corresponded to that in real life when the object
contacts with the reagents. The results of the studies, as noted above, were significantly
different from the promises made by the DIR manufacturer. The samples of concrete
simultaneously applied with the temperature cycles (temperature changes from plus to
minus) and the chloride brines were almost completely destroyed (see Fig. 1).

Metal plates also showed the beginning of corrosion (Fig. 2).
The study of a copper samples corrosion in a chloride meDIR was carried out

taking into account the fact that the wires of power network in railway transport are
heated up to about 200 °C according to the Lenz-Joule law. The copper wire samples
appearance after heat treatment in chloride meDIR is shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
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Fig. 1. Kind of concrete sample after the test

Fig. 2. Appearance of a metal plate tested in a solution of model chloride DIR. Heterogeneity is
visible

Fig. 3. A fragment of damage to a copper wire sample treated with a model solution of chloride
DIR at 200 °C in a laboratory oven
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Thus, as a result of laboratory tests, the statements of manufacturers about the
safety of chloride DIR for materials (concrete, reinforced concrete, metals) were
refuted.

4 Identification of the Relationship Between Accidents
Occurring on the Rolling Stock and Airlines of the Railway
PowerContactNetwork,Under the Influence ofChlorideDIR

The effect of chloride DIR on the elements of airlines of the power contact network of
railway was being considered earlier [2]. It has been proved that chlorides cause
corrosion of iron (objects, which include this element), copper and concrete. These
materials and chemical elements are part of the main objects of the airlines of the
railway power contact network.

It is necessary to find out whether DIR affects the rolling stock, and to identify the
relation between accidents on the rolling stock and the breakdown of airlines of the
power contact network. It cannot be argued that deicing reagents that do not have direct
contact with the rolling stock will not have any effect on it. This statement is wrong.
The impact will be, and quite significant, although indirect one.

The rolling stock naturally interacts with the railway tracks. This interaction is
called “wheel – rail system”. This system allows for contact between the rolling stock
and the upper structure of the railway tracks [6]. Thereby in order to ensure the safety
of passengers and rolling stock functioning, to reduce accidents and emergencies, as
well as the number of failures in the operation of rolling stock, it is necessary that the
Railways have no defects, their geometry, including the profile of the rails, would not
be violated. For freight transport, the condition of the sleepers and the rubble beneath
them is of particular importance. On lines with high load capacity, they use wider
sleepers. The safety of operation of the rolling stock, including passengers inside it,
will be affected by the condition of rails and sleepers. Their change (the external defects
formation), and even more destruction, will lead in the first case to rapid wear and

Fig. 4. Appearance of copper wire sample treated with a model solution of chloride DIR after
temperature treatment at 200 °C in a laboratory oven
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deformation of wheel pairs, in the latter – to accidents and crashes, bringing not only
economic damage, but also to human casualties.

The causes of railway accidents are different [7]. Derailment of trains is a type of
accidents that occur in case of the sleepers destruction and rails corrosion caused by the
usage of chloride DIR in particular. And it will happen sooner or later with a 100%
probability, because every our experiment ended with the destruction of a concrete
sample tested in a medium of model solutions of deicing reagents with simultaneous
application of freezing/thawing cycles. Also there was metal samples corrosion during
the tests. Consequently, the use of chloride reagents as a means of preventing injuries
to the population will lead to serious problems.

A buoyant force causes the descent of the rolling stock from the rails. Under the
influence of this force, the wheel breaks away from the surface of the rail and an
accident occurs. Corrosion of the rails strongly contributes to the buoyancy force
uprising. Upon the sleepers destruction the geometry of the path will be broken and
significantly violated, that will cause such force emergence and development. Such
changes in the upper structure of the track will lead to an accident – to the descent of
the rolling stock (train derailment). The probability of such accidents increases when
using chloride DIR to combat winter slipperiness at passenger facilities, because
chlorides cause the destruction of many materials. The beginning of the destruction
process is very difficult to notice. In the case of concrete, there is almost spontaneous
destruction of the material after a freeze/thaw cycle. Furthermore, there is a Rebinder
effect, which is characterized instant destruction by immeDIRte and total destruction of
the material under the influence of the adsorption-active medium with simultaneous
application of an external force. In this case there is such an effect: concrete products
(sleepers) instantaneous destruction, while the impact of the brine of chlorides and
disjoining pressure arising in the process of freezing sleepers during the cold period of
the year. As mentioned earlier, the occurrence of sleepers destruction at the same
conditions occurs with almost 100% probability.

As mentioned above, the rails corrosion and the sleepers destruction causes both
types of accidents. In addition, accidents often occur due to a malfunction of the wheel
pairs. The malfunction of wheel pairs in turn can occur due to rusting process when
using chloride DIR.

It should be noted that very often a destruction of the supports of airlines of the
power contact network by rolling stock takes place because of railway transport
derailment. It turns out that such accidents are interrelated. There is a rather complex
chain of accidents caused only by the use of chloride DIR in the cold period (see
Table 1) [8].

Unfortunately, the format of this article does not allow to specify all statistical data
on railway accidents occurred, but even with the above given data it is possible to lay
down a picture of the existing problems.
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5 Conclusion

The studies have revealed the destructive effect of chloride deicing reagents (DIR) on
various materials that are part of very important objects of railway transport:

• concrete and reinforced concrete from which many elements of the airlines power
network are made (in particular, the support or the supports base), sleepers, objects
of passenger facilities;

• constructions that include iron. These are the elements of the contact network, rails,
elements of passenger facilities and many parts of the rolling stock;

• copper from which wires of a power contact network are generally made in Russia.

Corrosion of the above materials leads to accidents. All accidents are interrelated:
one accident can provoke another, with more severe consequences.

The arrangement of warm platforms, covered platforms and covered passenger
railway bridges across the tracks can be the main alternative to any anti-icing reagents,
including chloride,. When using such engineering solutions, the occurrence of emer-
gency situations in the application of chloride DIR will be reduced to zero.
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Abstract. Low-speed turbocharged engines (SSE) due to their high efficiency,
reaching 54%, resources up to 100,000 h, the possibility of using cheap fuels
and the possibility of direct transfer of power to the propeller are the most
preferred when choosing the main engines of marine vessels, which confirmed
by modern diesel and shipbuilding. The engine is a source of mechanical
energy, which determines the area of its application. The technical level of any
machine, including the engine, is characterized by the ability to fulfill the
functional purpose and conformity of the machine design and its manufacturing
technology to the achieved level of science, engineering and technology.

Keywords: Slow speed engine � Propulsion � Turbocharger � Torque � Inertia

1 Introduction

The high level of acceleration of the working process of modern SSE led to the
presence of high thermal and mechanical stresses in the details of the cylinder-piston
group. Therefore, to ensure reliable operation of SSE when determining the range of
operating conditions, it is necessary to exclude the possibility of engine overload.

The processes occurring in a piston internal combustion engine, it is customary to
study on models of various levels of complexity.

2 Slow Speed Engine Model Algorithm

The technical level of the engine is characterized by a number of indicators that can be
divided into groups [1–3]:

1. Reliability indicators characterizing the engine’s ability to perform a set task, while
maintaining its operational parameters and characteristics. Quantitatively, relia-
bility is assessed by indicators, the nomenclature of which is chosen taking into
account the features of the engine, the modes and conditions of its operation, the
consequences of failures.
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2. Profitability indicators characterizing the rationality of the use of operating mate-
rials (fuel, lubricants and other consumables), and also the amount of material and
energy used in the production of the engine. Profitability is characterized by effi-
ciency factor, specific fuel and oil consumption, time to oil change, specific power,
material consumption, specific weight, costs of production, etc.

3. Processability indicators assessing the adaptability of the engine to the conditions
of production, perfection and rationality of technological processes; the main
indicator of processability is the specific labor intensity of manufacturing the
product.

4. Ergonomic indicators characterizing ease of operation, maintenance, and man-
agement of the engine. Ergonomics depends on the compliance of the engine
design with the physiological and anthropometric features of a person. For a
quantitative assessment, a complex ergonomic indicator is used.

5. Indicators of standardization and unification characterize the degree of application
of standardized products in the design, the repeatability of individual parts or
elements of the machine. The higher the standardization and unification of the
product, the more reliable the product, on the one hand, and on the other hand -
simpler and cheaper to operate and maintain.

6. Environmental indicators assessing the degree of harmful effects of engine oper-
ation on the environment, including specific emissions of nitrogen oxides, hydro-
carbons, carbon oxides, particulate matter.

7. Indicators of patent law purity characterize the degree of security of a machine’s
design by copyright certificates or patents, as well as the legitimacy of using
developments and decisions of third-party authors in the design. Violation of patent
law purity impedes the sale of products both domestically and abroad.

8. Safety indicators characterize the degree of adverse effects on the maintenance
personnel, labor safety in the management and maintenance of the engine, and
compliance of working conditions with sanitary and hygienic standards. Indicators
include noise and vibration levels, a comprehensive safety indicator, etc.

9. Transportability indicators characterize the ease of transportation and storage of the
engine. These indicators are evaluated by the size and weight of the engine.

10. Aesthetic indicators characterize the individual perception of the engine’s
appearance, the rationality of the design, its informational expressiveness, the
perfection of the production performance of the engine. The quantitative charac-
teristic is a complex aesthetic indicator.

All indicators of the technical level of the engine can be determined in one of three
ways: by calculation, by experiment, and by method of expert assessments. Each of the
methods is more or less applicable to the determination of individual indicators, but the
most reliable is the experimental method.

The operation of the SSE using a thermodynamic model, quasi-stable model, cycle-
average description model. Each simulation step continues in one of these three phases,
shown in Fig. 1 schematically, in the form of a grouping of the equations.

The mission of the <I> phase is to calculate the intermediate mass flow rate of air
and the exhaust gas pressure of the set (row) INTER = {mA,pE}. In particular, starting
from the set of values of the variables min-1.
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STAT = {nE, nTC} and the position of the fuel rail (index = FR), the values of
variables in the INTER set can be calculated using the equations of groups A.0, A.1
and A.

Equations A.0 directly solved regarding to mass fuel consumption and
blowing pressure (p1). Therefore, STAT and PCC values are distribute through A.0.
and provide values for the flow rate of the fuel mass and blowing pressure.

From the other side, the A.I equations make it possible to calculate pressure,
air temperature, exhaust gases, etc. based on the values for STST, CCP and

STAT.index INIT

<I>

A.0

A.1

A.lt

INTER

STAT.indexINTER

<II>

A.2

DYN

DERIV

<III>
Integrated

New STAT

Fig. 1. Slow speed engine model calculating algorithm.
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INTER = . Therefore, a numerical iterative procedure should be used to
determine the values of variables in the INTER set, since these values depend on those
calculated by A.1 in an entangled and nonlinear system of algebraic equations. This
carried out in phase <I>. An additional input set of values, namely, INIT, is required
for the iterative solution procedure used for groups A.I and A. This set of values
includes the initial assumptions for INTER = , the values of INIT, and the
numerical solution method used the convergence of influence to the solution [3, 4].

After the values of the variables for the INTER set are determined, the simulation
proceeds to phase <II> , which includes the distribution of the values of STAT, PCC
and the values of the variable INTER via the equations of group A.2., which leads to
the calculation of the equations of engine QE, turbine QT and torque of compressor
QC. In fact, the values of the variable torque allow us to calculate the acceleration of
the shaft of the turbocharger, . Finally, in phase <III> , new values
computed for the variables STAT (new_STAT). This done for using a numerical
integration scheme in a discrete time domain. Typical numerical integration schemes
used in the practice of control modeling are the inverse difference, direct difference, and
Tastin’s method (trapezoidal rule). Usually, the inverse difference is used to simulate an
engine with a time step equal to 60/(2pnMCR), that is, the minimum duration in
seconds of one machine cycle, thus corresponding to the time step specified for the
cyclical model. The difference in the opposite direction has a practical interpretation,
since the discrete-time controller’s interface with the Zero – Order – Hold (ZOH) D/A
scheme. That is why the direct difference was chosen as an integration method for
implementing an engine model [4, 5].

For the crankshaft rotational speed (nE) or propeller shaft (n), the differential
equations are as follows:

ð1Þ

where QE is the engine average torque value, QL is the average cycle moment value of
the loaded rowing unit and Itotal is the moment of inertia of the rowing unit.

It is assume that when connecting the shaft directly to the load (without trans-
mission and clutch):

– there is no gear ratio between engine and propeller speeds, n � nE;
– the load on the engine can be calculated by the formula:

QL nEð Þ ¼ KQ � n2E ¼ KQ0 þDKQð Þ � n2E; ð2Þ

where KQ is the coefficient of the moment of resistance of the screw, which is obtained
as a result of summing up the indefinite kQ and the nominal value of KQ0.

The moment of inertia of the propulsion unit can be express by the following
equation:

I ¼ IE þ 1:15 � IycT þDI ¼ I0 þDI; ð3Þ
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the sum of the inertia forces of the crankshaft of the engine IE and inertia the screw
Iprop, as well as the inertia of the water trapped by the propeller of 15% (nominal
value), as analyzed above, is considered the pressure value corresponding to the engine
power P N:

P ¼ pe � zc � Vh � n60 ; ð4Þ

However, there is the following power expression:

P ¼ QE � 2p
60

n: ð5Þ

From the above equation:

QE ¼ Zc � Vh

2p
� pe: ð6Þ

3 Analysis of Dynamic Processes in Low-Speed
Turbocharged Diesel Engines of Ships

After changing the position of the fuel ramp FR, there is a lag s associated with the
inertia of the change in engine torque. The fact is that there is a change in torque after
the fuel is inject into the engine cylinders and combustion occurs. Consequently, a new
value of torque, depending on the changed position of the fuel rail, will be achieve after
a complete revolution of the crankshaft of the two-stroke engine. The change in torque
also depends on the sequence of operation of the engine cylinders. The lag in the
change in torque of a two-stroke engine is describe by the following expression:

1
4 � nE \s\

1
4 � nE þ 1

zc � nE ; ð7Þ

s in minutes.
However, this effect (delay) is significant only at low engine speeds, usually below

60 RPM. Moreover, in the worst case:

s ¼ 1
4 � nE þ 1

zc � nE\ 1
nE

; ð8Þ

for any zc � 2.
In conclusion, the effect of engine torque (s) can be neglect in engine models of

average cycle values, because this delay is less than the sampling time interval (stroke) of
this model. Travel time is the period of one revolution of the crankshaft (in min.), 1/nE.
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The dynamics of a turbocharger determined by the following differential equations,
similar to the propeller shaft:

ð9Þ

QT – turbine torque, QC – compressor torque at load. ITC – the moment of inertia of
the turbocharger, which includes the inertia of the shaft of the turbocharger, as well as
the inertia of the turbine and the compressor. There is no need to include additional
parameters in this system, since inertial forces do not change.

QT and QC is thermodynamic variables from the following algebraic relations:

QT ¼ giT � CP;exh � TE � _mE

2p=60 � nTC � 1� pa
pe

� �cE�1
cE

" #
; ð10Þ

QC ¼ CP;air � Ta � _mA

gTC � 2p=60 � nTC � 1� p1
pa

� �cA�1
cA

" #
: ð11Þ

Permanent cA and cE – specific heat of air and exhaust gas, respectively:

cA ¼ 1; 4; cE ¼ 1; 34:

It should be note that the above parameters depend on the air and exhaust gas
temperatures, respectively. However, the above values are typical for normal air
temperature (288 K or 15 ° C) and for exhaust gas temperature (400–1100 K).

CP,air and CP,exh are specific heat capacities at constant exhaust air pressure,
respectively. Generally, CP calculated based on the following mathematical expression:

Cp ¼ c� 1
c

� R
Mmol

; ð12Þ

where R – ideal gas constant gas (R = 8.314 J/(mol K) and Mmol – molecular weight of
the gas in question. In the case of air and exhaust gases, it is assume that:

CP;air ¼ 1005
I

kg � K ; ð13Þ

CP;ex ¼ 1117
I

kg � K : ð14Þ

The constant ηTC ultimately includes the mechanical efficiency ηmTC of the tur-
bocharger and the isentropic efficiency of the turbine ηiC. Both of these parameters
should be constant and almost equal:

gTC ¼ gmTC � giC )gmTC�0:99
gTC � giC: ð15Þ
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It is possible to achieve a substantial similarity between the ratio of torque of the
turbine and compressor. That is why they are calculated taking into account the adi-
abatic air compression (in the compressor) and the adiabatic expansion of exhaust gases
(in the turbine). Based on these theoretical thermodynamic processes, it is possible to
obtain ratios for the torques of a turbine and a compressor: . As in the
case of the compressor pI > pa, and in the case of the turbine pE > pa, while in both
cases (c-1)/ c > 0.

4 Analysis of Dynamic Processes in Low-Speed
Turbocharged Diesel Engines of Ships

Modern engines are characterized by such areas of improvement as increasing oper-
ating parameters (power, boost pressure, average effective pressure, crankshaft rotation
speed), performance indicators (specific effective fuel consumption, net efficiency),
obtaining small dimensions and weight (power-to-volume ratio, mass-to-power ratio),
increasing the degree of automation, reducing harmful emissions from exhaust gases,
combining engines into complex power plants with a single control. The increasing
complexity of engines and the tightening of requirements for them lead to the need of
increasing their reliability and durability.

Reliability is one of the main indicators of the quality of any product. In accordance
with the Russian National Standard 27.002-83 “Reliability in engineering. Terms and
definitions”, it is considered as a property of an object to preserve in time and within
the established limits the values of all parameters characterizing the ability to perform
the required functions in given modes and conditions of use, maintenance, repairs,
storage, and transportation. In this case, the object has a broad generalizing meaning. In
practice, the reliability of any product is determined using the appropriate reliability
analysis scheme [4]. The simplest and most widely used structure of reliability analysis
is system analysis. Here the product is considered as a system consisting of individual
subsystems and elements.

The system includes a set of jointly operating technical devices intended for the
independent performance of certain tasks in the process of its application for the
intended purpose. An element is a part of the system that does not have independent
operational significance and is intended to perform specified functions. In the theory of
reliability, the concept of “element” is quite broad. Depending on the type of tasks
being performed, the same device can be considered both as a system and as an
element.

Systems and elements can be recoverable and non- recoverable, repairable and non-
repairable. A recoverable object is an object for which, in the situation under con-
sideration, the restoration of working condition is provided for in the design, regulatory
and technical documentation. A non-recoverable object is an object for which the
restoration of working capacity is not provided for in the design, regulatory and
technical documentation. A repairable object is an object for which repairs are provided
for in the design, regulatory and technical documentation. A non-repairable object is an
object for which repairs are not provided for in the design, regulatory and technical
documentation.
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The term “reliability” as applied to the engine is a complex aggregate property
consisting generally of failure-free performance, maintainability, durability, and per-
sistence individually or in a certain combination of these properties.

Reliability is the most important characteristic of the technical level of the engine,
since an insufficiently reliable engine cannot function efficiently. Each of its stops due
to damage to individual components or reduced technical performance below the
permissible level usually entails large material losses, and in some cases, this can have
disastrous consequences. Only an engine with a high level of reliability can be
competitive.

Currently, the problem of reliability is receiving increasing attention, since even the
industry of developed countries is suffering huge losses due to the lack of reliability of
manufactured products. According to the available statistical data for the entire period
of operation, the costs of restoration and repair exceed the costs of manufacturing in
aircraft industry by 5 times, in machine tool industry by 8 times, in automotive industry
by 6 times.

Reliability features include the fact that it is inextricably connected with all the
main stages of the engine life cycle, its design, manufacture and use, starting from the
moment when the idea of creating a new engine is formed and substantiated, and
ending with the decision of its unserviceability. Each of the stages contributes to the
solution of the difficult problem of creating an engine of the required level of reliability
with minimal expenditure of material, labor and time resources. The main decisions on
reliability made at the stage of designing or manufacturing an engine directly affect its
operational and economic indicators.

When designing and calculating the engine, the required level of reliability is taken
into account. It depends on the chosen design of the engine, its parts and assemblies,
the materials used, methods of protection against harmful effects, reliability of lubri-
cation and cooling, maintainability, and other design features.

Reliability of the engine is ensured in the manufacturing process. It is ensured by
strict observance of technological processes, high qualification of workers and labor
discipline, and depends on the quality of manufacturing parts and components, control
methods in the manufacturing process, build quality, and methods for testing finished
products.

5 Conclusion

At the operation stage, reliability is shown most adequately. Indicators of reliability and
durability depend on the methods and operating conditions of the engine, the adopted
system of its maintenance, the characteristic modes of operation, and other operational
factors.

The problem of reliability is of complex nature. It involves the design, production
and operation of engines. Various branches of knowledge are involved to solve it. It
requires to make both technical and organizational decisions.

Based on the analysis of scientific literature and technical documentation of
manufacturers of low-speed marine diesel engines, it is shown that ensuring the reli-
ability and efficiency of their operation as the main engine of ship power plants for
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marine displacement ships is impossible without improving control systems for oper-
ating modes of low-speed diesel engines. Nowadays, there are no means of ensuring
stable operation of the low-speed marine diesel engines in a given mode, under con-
ditions of varying operating factors and significant fluctuations in the load on the
propeller side. A review of scientific and technical information indicates that improving
the reliability of shipboard low-speed diesel engines can be ensured by improving their
control systems, aimed at improving the quality of transient processes under destabi-
lizing effects on the engine and preventing the overrun of modes of low-speed marine
diesel engines beyond the nominal in case of abrupt changes in modulus of resistance
on the propeller side.

Simplified quasistationary models describe the change in crankshaft rotational
speed. In more complex engine models, gas exchange processes are also take into
account. Consequently, differential ratios for air and exhaust gas flow should also be
included, increasing the number of differential equations. However, a medium-cycle
method is sufficient for controlling the engine; provide that sufficient simulation
accuracy guaranteed, because the controlling effect affects the operation of the engine
once per cycle. Below, the algebraic interdependence of the thermodynamic variables
presented in the previous sections for calculating engine, turbine and compressor tor-
ques will be analyze. A sequential view shows the flow of gases through each major
part of the power plant.
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Abstract. The railway track with continuously welded rails is an essential part of
the modern railway superstructure around the world. Calculation of the temper-
ature stresses in continuously welded rails has great significance for the planning
of maintenance activities in order to maintain traffic safety (risk of derailment due
to either rail break, or track buckling). This paper presents the finite element model
for calculation of rail stresses and displacements due to the temperature changes,
which was developed by the authors. The monitoring of the track sections, which
are significant regarding traffic safety, was suggested in this paper.

Keywords: Railway � Continuously welded rail � Finite element model �
Temperature stress � Temperature displacement

1 Introduction

Compared to the conventional railway superstructure with rail joints, the railway
superstructure with Continuously Welded Rails (CWR) has great economic advan-
tages, as well as advantages for urban environment and ride comfort.

In Serbia, CWR is applied from the fifties of the 20th century. Nowadays, the
modern structure of the ballasted track includes continuously welded rails with steel
grade at least R260 [1], concrete sleepers [2], and elastic rail fastening system [3, 4].

On the other hand, the temperature changes in CWR could lead to track buckling
(Fig. 1) or rail break and could jeopardize the traffic safety. The both track buckling
and rail break could result in significant human, environmental and economic loss. For
this reason, modern track with CWR implies specific maintenance technology and
planning of maintenance activities on the level of railway network and railway sections.
This applies in particular to railway sections with:

– uneven temperature changes along CWR [5],
– vehicle/track/bridge interaction [6–8],
– tight curves (radius less than 600 m) [9], and
– poor or inadequate maintenance of railway structure [9, 10].
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The longitudinal (tensile and pressure) stresses in CWR primarily depend on:

– sleeper/ballast interaction described by the resistance to the longitudinal displace-
ment of the sleepers through the ballast, and

– rail/sleeper interaction described by longitudinal rail restraint [4] to the elastic creep
of rail in the fastening assembly (relative to the sleeper).

In this paper, the temperature stresses along CWR in terms of possible longitudinal
displacements of rail (due to either rail/sleeper or sleeper/ballast interaction) are con-
sidered and explained.

Furthermore, paper presents the finite element (FE) model of track with:

– prevented rotation and creep of sleepers in the ballast, and
– prevented longitudinal rail displacement for determination of temperature stresses in

the middle section of CWR.

2 Temperature Stresses in CWR

High longitudinal forces are induced by temperature changes due to the prevented
longitudinal expansion and contraction in the middle section of CWR, which is suf-
ficiently away from the mechanical and/or expansion rail joint. Longitudinal force P
(tensile or pressure) in the middle section of CWR is given by Eq. (1) [11].

P ¼ a � E � F � DT ð1Þ

where:
a - coefficient of temperature expansion of steel, which varies considerably across the

relevant literature, for example: (a) a = 12.0 � 10−6/K [8, 12], (b) a = 11.8 � 10−6/K
[15], (c) a = 11.5 � 10−6/K [11], (d) a = 10.0 � 10−6/K [10], etc.,

Fig. 1. Track buckling on Belgrade – Vrbnica railway line (left) and in Subotica railway station
(right) in Serbia.
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E - Young´s modulus of steel, which depends on temperature [12],
F - cross-sectional area of rail,
DT - total temperature change from the stress-free (neutral) temperature Tn.
Serbian Infrastructure Manager prescribed the relevant temperature values as

follows:

– minimum value of temperature in rail during wintertime Tmin = −30° C,
– maximum value of temperature in rail during summertime Tmax = +65 °C, and
– neutral (free stress) temperature Tn = 0.5�(Tmin-Tmax) + 5 = 22.5 °C.

Prescribed neutral temperature directly influences the temperature stress in CWR
and the danger of track buckling, as well as the gap due to rail break (Fig. 2).

Accordingly, the longitudinal stress r in each rail in track (in the middle section of
CWR with prevented longitudinal expansion and contraction) is given by Eq. (2).

r ¼ a � E � DT ð2Þ

Therefore, CWR includes the middle section where expansion and contraction are
prevented (Fig. 3a) and two “breather” sections with either expansion or contraction
(left “breather” section and right “breather” section in Fig. 3b and c).

Fig. 2. Neutral temperature in safety zone against buckling
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2.1 Longitudinal Resistance to the Displacement of Rails in Track

Real behaviour of the track with CWR in the longitudinal direction is essentially
dependent on the resistance to longitudinal displacement of the track structure through
ballast, as well as the longitudinal rail restraint in rail fastening system [4]. Track or rail
displacements are non-linear, but for practical use they can be approximated with the
bilinear function (Fig. 4) [13, 14]. The resistance values in Fig. 3 refer to track con-
sisting of: (a) two 60E1 rail profiles, (b) B70 concrete sleepers at a distance of 0.60 m,
(c) minimum thickness 30 cm of a compacted ballast below the sleeper, as well
as (d) longitudinal rail restraint 2 � 9 kN (for two track rails: (2 � 9 kN)/0.60
m = 30 N/mm, in Fig. 4).

The resistance value depends on whether the track is loaded or unloaded (Fig. 4
and Table 1). The resistance to the displacement of the loaded track is higher than the

Fig. 3. Sections of CWR in terms of possible longitudinal displacement of rail.

Fig. 4. Track resistance (sleeper/ballast interaction) and rail restraint (rail/sleeper interaction).
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resistance of the unloaded track and strictly depends on the axle load [9]. Table 1
shows the lower longitudinal resistance to CWR displacement based on the comparison
of rail/sleeper interaction with sleeper/ballast interaction. In accordance with service
conditions (Table 1), the lower value of longitudinal resistance is relevant for deter-
mining the stresses and displacements in the CWR. For displacements and stresses in
CWR due to temperature changes, the lower resistance of unloaded track is relevant.

2.2 Temperature Displacements in the Unloaded Track

In the unloaded ballasted track, the longitudinal track resistance is considerably lower
than the longitudinal rail restraint [4].

Depending on the maintenance of the railway superstructure, the longitudinal
resistance of the sleepers in the ballast could vary in range from 20 N/mm (for well
maintenance) to 12 N/mm (for poor maintenance).

Under the influence of high temperature changes in CWR, sleepers could move
through the ballast. Furthermore, during longitudinal displacement of the track, the
following process occurs (Fig. 3b and c):

Table 1. The relevant (lower) values of longitudinal resistance to CWR displacement

Service and structure conditions Rail/sleeper
interaction

Sleeper/ballast
interaction

Relevant conditions for the analysis of temperature stresses
Unloaded
track

Normal conditions (ballast is
not frozen)

Relevant interaction

Frozen ballast Relevant
interaction

Relevant conditions for the analysis of stresses due to braking and acceleration of the vehicle
Loaded
track

Light axle load Relevant interaction
Heavy axle load Relevant

interaction

Fig. 5. Rail fastening system with elastic rail pad (a), and limited deformation of elastic rail pad
due to the sleeper rotation without rail moving (b).
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– Step 1: limited deformation of elastic rail pads (green element in Fig. 5),
– Step 2: displacement due to the rotation of the sleepers around their lower edge in

the direction of track displacement (Fig. 3b and c),
– Step 3: displacement due to the creep of the sleepers through ballast in the direction

of track displacement.

3 FE Model for Middle Section of CWR

FE model has the prevented rotation and creep of sleepers in the ballast, as well as
prevented rail displacements. This model represents the behaviour of middle section of
CWR. Due to the longitudinal symmetry of the considered problem, one half of the
model was created using the symmetry boundary conditions.

FE model was created using Femap software. Stress analysis and post-processing of
the results was performed using the same software. Moreover, numerical simulations
were performed using NX Nastran Solver with Advanced Nonlinear Static.

This model was created using hexahedral 8-node finite elements. FE model consists
of 87532 nodes and 70740 elements. The displacement of the rail ends in the longi-
tudinal x direction was fixed.

4 Results of FE Model

In the middle section of CWR on FE model, the calculated pressure stress values are in
the range of 100.7 MPa to 112 MPa for maximum value of temperature change
DT = 65 °C − 22.5 °C = 42.5 K in summertime in the Serbian climate zone (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Stresses in rail on FE model (maximum pressure stress r = −106.35 MPa for
DT = 42.5 K).
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Furthermore, Fig. 7 shows calculated corresponding rail displacements on this FE
model.

Considering the results on FE model (Figs. 6 and 7), the following effects are
observed:

– the results of FE model coincide with the stress values according to the analytical
formula (2),

– FE model could be used for making general decisions regarding maintenance
planning on the railway network level,

– this FE model cannot be used for making decision regarding maintenance planning
for track section with possible CWR instability.

5 Conclusion

Numerical models, such as FE model presented in this paper, could be used for making
general decisions regarding maintenance planning at the level of the railway network.

However, the modelling of CWR instability requires accurate values of: (a) “con-
stants” for rail steel (coefficient of temperature expansion, Young’s modulus, shear
modulus, free stress temperature, etc.), especially during temperature increase, (b) un-
evenly distributed track properties [7, 15], and (c) unevenly distributed temperature
along the rail (Fig. 8).

An open point can be the wide range of prescribed values of rail residual stresses
(generated during the manufacturing process of rails) up to 250 MPa [1]. According to
European standard [1], destructive saw-cutting measurement method is prescribed as a
standardmeasuringmethod for residual stresses in the foot of Vignole rail. Unfortunately,
this method cannot be used for measurement of residual stresses in CWR in service.
Moreover, the residual stress changes during the service life of rail [6, 16]. There are
several non-destructive methods for residual stress measurement in rails in service.

Fig. 7. Zero displacements on FE model in the middle section of CWR.
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Correct interpretation and evaluation of themeasurement results is quite complex and still
not suitable for practical application.

Considering that measured air temperatures were above 42 °C in some places in
Serbia during last several years, it is necessary to perform the real-time monitoring of
the rail displacements on track sections, which are significant regarding traffic safety
(tight curves, transition zones to bridges or tunnels, switches, crossings, expansion
joints, tunnels, bridges, sections with poor maintenance, etc). The authors are involved
in the development of system for real-time measuring of rail temperatures and dis-
placements in track, which should be a part of monitoring system on the sections
significant for track safety [16–18].
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Technological Development of Republic of Serbia through the research project “Research of
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point of current and future European Union requirements” (No. 36012).
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Abstract. The paper discusses the determination of the contact-fatigue char-
acteristics of the crosspiece metal, which is required when assessing the work of
the crosspieces in various conditions and finding effective ways to reduce the
susceptibility of the crosspieces to contact damage. The methodology provides a
universal approach to determining the intensity of damage caused by spalling in
the rolling zone of crosspieces with cores made of steel 110G13L and allows
quantifying the damage characteristics by spalling of crosspieces in various
operating conditions, taking into account the shape and size of the contacting
surfaces and casting manufacturing technology. Using this approach to the
distribution of tensile strength, it is possible to compare the quality of the
manufacture of crosspieces by various plants and substantiate the requirements
for its improvement.

Keywords: Crosspiece � Contact damage � Spalling � Assessment � Damage �
Manufacture quality � Improvement requirements

1 Introduction

Modern operating conditions impose high requirements for the operability of turnouts
and especially their crosspieces. The durability of the crosspieces is determined mainly
by their resistance to wear and contact fatigue [1, 2].

The damage to the working surfaces of crosspieces by contact damage on the road
network is great and tends to increase due to the increasing complexity of operating
conditions. Of the 200 examined crosspieces, 81 had contact damages in the rolling
zone. To assess the operation of the crosspieces under various conditions and to find
effective ways to reduce the susceptibility of crosspieces to contact damage, it is
necessary to know the contact-fatigue characteristics of the metal.

Using the qualitative conclusions of the metallographic analysis, the results of
operational observations of the crosspieces and the reliability theory methods, a number
of contact-fatigue characteristics of the crosspieces can be obtained [3].
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2 Methods of Research

Intensive wear of the crosspieces successively reveals layers of metal having different
operating times and different loading conditions. Thus, the opportunity is created for a
constant analysis of the work of the metal crosspieces in transit during operation. Data
on the work of a sufficient number of crosspieces allow such an analysis to be carried
out in a probabilistic aspect [4].

The dependence of the probability of defect-free operation of the crosspieces as a
function of the crosspiece wear F(h) [5] is shown in Fig. 1. The graph is based on the
results of 768 examinations of 316 crosspieces. The points of the graph for the
crosspieces with wear less than 2 mm and more than 10 mm do not have sufficient
statistical representativeness due to the small amount of data. Therefore, the graph in
these zones is drawn with dash line. This graph is a typical dependence of the reliability
of an element on operating time, and failure in this case is the appearance of spalling on
working surfaces in the rolling zone.

Let’s consider the work of a metal layer located at a certain depth from the surface
of the crosspiece. The process of the formation of contact defects of the crosspieces is
fatigued. Therefore, the scheme of the metal layer can be represented as follows. As the
operation of the cross is increased, the metal gradually wears out a certain part of the
fatigue strength resource, i.e. strength indicators are reduced in accordance with the
fatigue curve. At the same time, there is metal wear bringing this layer closer to the
surface of the crosspiece. In this case, the load indicators (components of the stress

Fig. 1. The probability of operation of the crosspieces without the occurrence of spalling on
working surfaces with various wear.
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tensor) in the layer gradually increase. If the metal of the layer manages to fully
develop its fatigue life before it appears on the surface of the crosspiece, defects form in
it and begin to develop. As the layer approaches the surface, when the size and position
of the defects become critical, a micro-fracture of the metal located between the surface
and the defect occurs, the defects open and become visible [6].

The probability of the absence of a defect on the surface at a given moment of
operation of the crosspieces can be determined if the laws of distribution of strength
and load indicators are known at this moment [7].

The choice of strength and load indicators that determine the contact damage of the
crosspieces will be made based on the qualitative picture of the metal operation under
the action of the contact load. The process of formation of contact damage is charac-
terized by the exhaustion of the metal plasticity. Macro destruction of a metal is
possible under the action of tensile or shear deformation. In the case of compression
deformation or contact indentation, exhaustion of deformation capacity occurs due to
violation of continuity along the direction of shear lines. Therefore, fracture in the
contact is associated with the formation of shear cracks. If the compression deformation
of the ductile metal does not cause shear fracture, then the ductility of the metal along
the corresponding axis is unlimited [8, 9]. Based on the foregoing, it is advisable to
take a function of tangential stresses acting on the sites of the most probable shifts as a
load indicator, and a function of the tensile strength of the material as a measure of
strength. Let’s assume that the metal of the crosspiece is isotropic. This will allow, with
sufficient accuracy for engineering purposes, to simplify the analysis of the crosspieces’
efficiency.

For the transition corresponding to the first limiting state, the condition for the loss
of strength was formulated by Mises. It has the form:

r1 � r2ð Þ2 þ r2 � r3ð Þ2 þ r3 � r1ð Þ2 � 6K2 ð1Þ

where r1, r2, r3—main stresses;
К—an indicator of the material properties, corresponding to the transition through

the first limit state. It is identified with the maximum tangential stress at yield in a state
of pure shear.

As an indicator of the stress state, Mises used the octahedral tangential stresses
acting on the sites equidistant to the directions of the main stresses. When using
octahedral stresses and yield strength, the strength criterion takes the following form:

soct �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2rt
3

r
¼ 0; 47lrt

In other words, a linear function of the yield strength of steel is taken as an indicator
of the properties of the material that determines the ultimate transition. In this case,
Eq. (1) is written as follows:

r1 � r2ð Þ2 þ r2 � r3ð Þ2 þ r3 � r1ð Þ2 � 2r2t ¼ 1; 4lrtð Þ2 ð2Þ
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To characterize the second limiting state, one should use the criteria and provisions
of the fracture mechanism, in particular, the critical values of stress intensity coeffi-
cients corresponding to the fracture toughness of steel 110G13L. However, in relation
to the efficiency of the crosspieces, these provisions are only just beginning to be
developed. Therefore, the limiting state at the crack mouth and its critical dimensions
are not considered in this study. With this in mind, the results of metallographic
analysis were used for the second limiting state.

The studies performed in the Ural branch of VNIIZHT (Railway Research Institute)
showed that local fracture (spalling) is caused by the fact that metal reaches critical
hardening, the limiting value of which is linearly related to the tensile strength of steel
110G13L. Therefore, by analogy with the Mises condition, the condition for passing
through the second limiting state is formulated as follows:

r1 � r2ð Þ2 þ r2 � r3ð Þ2 þ r2 � r1ð Þ2 � arbð Þ2;

where arb—linear function of ultimate tensile strength;
a—a coefficient characterizing the working conditions of the metal for contact

endurance with comprehensive uneven compression and dynamic loads.
We will take this condition as a criterion for the strength of the metal of the cross.
The tensile strength of the metal of new crosspieces is a random variable that varies

depending on the chemical composition and technology of making crosspieces. The
distribution of the ultimate tensile strength is close to normal with a mathematical
expectation of 82.2 kgf/mm2 and a standard deviation of 7.6 kgf/mm2. (These figures
are given for the products of the Novosibirskiy Strelochnyy Zavod (Novosibirsk
Switch Plant).

It is known that fatigue processes have three stages: low-cycle fatigue, limited
durability, and long-term endurance. At the stage of low-cycle fatigue, the number of
cycles to failure is determined by the magnitude of the plastic deformation of the metal.
It is also known that the tensile strength under static tension is equivalent to the
destructive cyclic stress corresponding to 1/4 of the loading cycle [10]. This follows
from the energy analysis of the cyclic dependence of strain on stress. Due to the fact
that the accepted criteria assume the already developed plastic deformation in the
metal, and there are no data on tests of 110G13L steel for low-cycle fatigue, we use the
generalized fatigue dependence. Let’s consider a typical fatigue curve. The equation of
this curve in the field of limited durability has the form:

ri=rj
� �m¼ Nj=Ni;

where Ni и Nj—the number of cycles to failure at stresses of the cycles ri and rj,
respectively;

m—a coefficient characterizing the slope of the fatigue curve.
In the generalized endurance curve for N−1, the ordinate of the curve is rb.
Let’s compare the 1st and n-th loading cycles. For them, the equation of the

generalized fatigue curve has the form:
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rb=rnð Þm¼ n

From here it is easy to obtain:

rni ¼ rbin
�1=m:

Consequently, the value of the highest stress that the metal is able to withstand
during n cycles decreases n�1=m times.

Thus, the strength indicator is a random value for each crosspiece and a known
function of the initial value for various cycles of its loading. Such quantities are called
fixed random variables.

The stress state of the metal of the crosspieces is determined by the influence of the
wheels of passing trains and the location of the considered point in cross section. The
stresses in the layer from the effects of the wheels are determined by the trajectory of
their rolling along the crosspiece, and the probability of the occurrence of stresses of
this magnitude is determined by the probability of the trajectory implementation. To
determine the stresses at specific points of the layer, it is necessary to take into account
the location of the contact point on the working surface.

The distribution of dynamic forces in the contact of the wheels and crosspieces was
obtained by the results of computer calculations. Histograms of these distributions for
crosspieces with different wear are shown in Fig. 2. Table 1 shows the highest values
of tangential stresses over the areas of probable shifts depending on the depth of the
metal layer hdep. As the design points of the layers, we selected points located (ver-
tically) under the points of location of the most probable contact. For a cross section of
30 mm, these are points lying on a vertical located at a distance of 1/3 from the edge of
the core closest to the crest. To determine the stress values by the polarization and

Fig. 2. Dynamic additives of contact forces at the crosspieces (cross section 30 mm) for
crosspieces with various wear.
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optical method, stress diagrams were built in cross sections at various depths, and then
the lines of the influence of stresses.

The probability of specific stress values is determined by the probability of the
location of the contact point, the probability of the wheel position, and the probability
of a given value of dynamic force [10].

The probability of the appearance of the dynamic impact of the wheel on the
crosspiece can be determined by the formula:

Fp Pdð Þ ¼ Fn Rwð ÞFD Dð ÞFh hð Þ

where Fn Rwð Þ—the probability that the wheel has a rolling Rw; FD Dð Þ—the proba-
bility of this gap between the wheel flange and the wing rail of the crosspiece; Fh hð Þ—
the probability that the crosspiece has wear h in a given wear range.

The position of the contact point corresponding to the probability Fp Pdð Þ was
determined by superimposing the profile of the wheel with rolling P on the diameter of
the crosspiece with wear h.

The calculated stresses were determined by the formula:

sP ¼ s0iPdi;

where s0i—the ordinate of the line of influence of stresses at the design point arising
from a unit contact force applied at the i-th point of the surface.

According to the results of calculations of stresses in a cross section of 30 mm for
the design points of each layer, statistics of their distributions were determined. Stresses
are calculated for points located vertically below the place corresponding to the highest
probability of wheel contact with the core. The data obtained are summarized in
Table 2.

Table 1. The highest values of shear stresses on the areas of probable shifts depending on the
depth of the metal layer hdep.

Layer depth, mm The average of the maximum octahedral tangential stresses
(numerator) and the root mean square deviations
(denominator), kgf/mm2, in the layers of metal of the
crosspieces in the cross section of 30 mm in case of wear, mm
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

4 113.0
6.4

119.2
6.4

126.2
6.4

94.0
4.8

58.5
2.8

6 82.5
4.7

83.0
4.6

83.8
4.4

100.5
5.0

118.6
5.8

90.8
4.5

56.5
2.7

8 57.5
3.2

57.8
3.1

58.2
3.0

66.2
3.2

79.0
3.8

95.6
4.6

113.0
5.6

87.1
3.8

49.4
2.2

10 45.0
2.5

45.1
2.4

45.5
2.4

54.2
2.6

71.5
3.4

82.3
4.0

91.0
4.1

97.0
4.4

102.0
4.4
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Due to the fact that the probabilities of the parameters that determine the calculated
stresses do not depend on strength indicators, the calculated stresses in the considered
problem are independent random variables with distributions corresponding to Table 2.

As indicated above, the contact strength indicator of new crosspieces is a fixed
random quantity with a known distribution. The strength of each crosspiece after n
loading cycles is expressed as a deterministic monotonically decreasing function of the
initial random value of strength and value of n. Thus, we have:

rni ¼ un rbi; n½ �;

where un—monotonically decreasing function.
If the values of the stress state index sP are independent random variables s0, s1,

s2; . . .; sn with known distribution functions depending on n, f0 sð Þ, f1 sð Þ; . . .; fn sð Þ,
where f - the stress distribution density s, then the probability that defects in the form of
spalling will not appear on the surface in any of the loading cycles from 1 to n will be:

Rn ¼ P s1\arb1½ � \ s2\arb2½ � \ . . .\ sn\arbn½ �f g;

or

Rn ¼ P s1\u1½ � \ s2\u2½ � \ . . .\ sn\un½ �f g;

where P—probability of the event being investigated.
Let the initial value of the strength of some crosspieces be in the interval drb from

the value rbi. Then, due to the independence of the stress values, the probability of their
spalling to appear will be:

Rni ¼
Yn
k¼1

Pk sk\ukrbi½ �

Table 2. Estimated mean stresses and standard deviations in case of crosspiece wear.

Layer depth, mm Estimated average stresses (numerator) and standard
deviations (denominator), kgf/mm2, in case of
crosspiece wear, mm
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

4 42.0
13.3

44.0
14.0

46.3
15.1

6 30.4
9.6

30.5
9.9

36.6
10.3

36.7
11.6

43.3
14.3

8 30.8
6.7

20.9
6.5

20.9
6.5

23.7
7.1

28.5
9.0

34.7
11.3

41.3
13.3

10 16.1
4.8

16.0
4.9

16.2
5.1

19.7
6.1

25.7
7.5

29.8
9.4

33.0
10.4

35.0
11.3

36.7
11.8
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Each of the probabilities Pk is the probability that the calculated stresses in a given
loading cycle will not exceed the strength of the metal.

If the density distribution function of the stresses s in the layer in the k-th loading
cycle is fk sð Þ, and the strength index q ¼ arbik�1=m, then the probability Pk of the non-
occurrence of spalling in the layer in this cycle is the probability that s < q. It can be
defined as an integral from the probability density of stresses from the minimum value
to the value of strength in the k-th loading cycle, i.e.

Pk ¼
Z q

0
fk sð Þds:

The value of the strength index rbi is only one of its possible values realized within
the limits of the known distribution with probability u rBð Þ.

In order to get the probability of work of crosspieces without spalling for all
possible values of tensile strength, it is necessary to sum all Rni within all possible
values of rbi for new crosspieces [9]:

Rn ¼
Z 1

0
u0 rbð Þ

Yn

k¼1

Z q

0
fk sð Þds

� �
drb ð3Þ

where u0 rbð Þ—distribution density of the metal strength index of new crosspieces;
q ¼ arbik�1=m:

The last equation expresses the probability of defect-free operation of the cross-
piece elements for the case when the strength indicator is a fixed random variable with
a known initial distribution and a known form of dependence on the number of loading
cycles, and the stress is an independent random variable with a distribution division
changing in a known manner [11].

In the case under consideration, the dependence of the strength index, its initial
distribution and the distribution of the stress index are known. In addition, various
values of Rn are known from the operational data (Fig. 1). In the equation, only the
coefficients a and m that characterize the fatigue properties of steel under contact
loading of the crosspieces are unknown. These coefficients can be found by compiling
two equations for different layers and solving them together.

Due to the fact that the values of Rn obtained in operation may have a dispersion, to
find the parameters a and m, a system was solved not of two, but of three equations of
the form (3) for layers with an initial depth of 4, 6 and 8 mm. The following calculation
method was used. For each of the layers, several values of the coefficients a and m
were set. Then, the probabilities of defect-free operation Rn were calculated. As a
result, the values of m were determined by the iteration method, which for each given
value of a give a value of Rn corresponding to that obtained from the operation, i.e.
they are solutions of the corresponding equation of the form (3) for a given layer.

Dependences a mð Þ satisfying the equations of the type (3) for the layers are plotted
(Fig. 3). The lines on the graph intersect, since the stress state of the metal layers
during the operation of the crosspiece is different. The intersection point of the graphs
a mð Þ for two layers gives values that satisfy both equations, i.e. it uniquely determines
a and m. Usually the intersection point of the graphs a mð Þ for all layers should be one.
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However, due to the dispersion of specific operating conditions for each crosspiece that
cannot be taken into account in full, the intersection points also have a dispersion. The
dispersion of a and m is 7.5 and 4.9%, respectively. Within the triangle of intersections
of graphs by the iteration method, the values of a and m were obtained that best satisfy
all three equations of the form (3): a = 8.1; m = 13.2.

The obtained value of the coefficient a does correspond to the physical features of
the considered operating conditions of the metal, since the average value of arb is
665.8 kgf/mm2, which is close to the maximum stresses that the samples from man-
ganese steel can withstand during compression tests before cracking (535–
600 kgf/mm2 during static tests) [1]. The larger value of arb is explained by the
dynamic application of the load on the crosspieces.

Using the coefficients a and m the distribution of the tensile strength of steel
110G13L, it is possible to build contact-fatigue relationships for crosspieces having
different initial values of the tensile strength taking into account the probability of these
values. As an example, Fig. 4 shows such a dependence for crosspieces with a tensile
strength equal to the average, which corresponds to a probability of 50% (standard

Fig. 3. Determination of the coefficients a and m for the zone of rolling crosspieces.
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fatigue curve). Using this dependence, it is possible to determine the number of loading
cycles Nb that cause the appearance of spalling at a given amount of wear in various
ways, for example, by the method of summing damages, for any wear of the cross-
pieces. By comparing this number with the number of Ni cycles necessary for the
crosspiece to wear out by a predetermined amount, we can conclude whether there will
be spalls at the crosspieces for a given amount of wear or not. If Nb < Ni, then spalls
will appear, but if Nb > Ni, they will not appear.

Using the distribution of the strength index (Fig. 4), one can build fatigue
dependences for crosspieces with different values of rb. In addition, each dependence
will correspond to a certain proportion of crosspieces corresponding to the probability
of the appearance of a given value of rb. According to these dependencies, it is possible
to judge not only whether defects will appear, but also how much the crosspieces will
be affected by them, i.e. have a complete picture of the crosspiece operation.

3 Conclusions

1. The proposed methodology provides a universal approach to determining the
intensity of damage caused by spalling in the area of rolling crosspieces with cores
made of steel 110G13L and allows us to quantify the damage characteristics of
spalling crosspieces under different operating conditions, taking into account the
shape and size of the contacting surfaces and casting manufacturing technology.

Fig. 4. Contact-fatigue dependence for crosspieces with a tensile strength equal to the average
value of 82.2 kgf/mm2.
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2. Using this approach to the distribution of tensile strength, it is possible to compare
the quality of manufacturing crosspieces by various plants and substantiate the
requirements for its improvement.
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Abstract. The article presents the results of the analysis of the use of man-
agement information systems in airlines. The main technologies that will form
the basis of digital transformation of management in the coming years are
described.
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1 Analysis of Existing Digital Airline Management
Information Systems

1.1 General Purpose Digital Airline Management Information Systems

By definition, the innovative development of any transport company can include only
those innovations that bring a tangible economic effect. This condition applies to
process and organizational innovations in the management of airlines that are devel-
oping their digital information systems.

To date, the airline successfully operates digital platform forms from various
classes of information systems [1]. In the Table 1 shows an exemplary hierarchical list
of the use of widely known general management information systems.

Each of the above classes of information systems is used at a certain level of the
airline management hierarchy. Table 1 shows the hierarchical structure of information
systems in management, which covers the entire spectrum of airline automation tasks
from strategic management to levels of control of technological processes of production
and product management of production (services) throughout the life cycle. The listed
systems can be built on various methodological approaches [2, 3] and form a single
platform. This makes the proposed structure flexible and versatile.
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At the highest level of the airline’s strategic management, the main goal of which is
to create competitive advantages, can be used systems such as Business Intelligence
(BI), Business Process Management (BPM), Corporate Performance Management
(CPM), Governance Risk Compliance (GRC), Project Portfolio Management (PPM),
Knowledge Management (KM).

BI systems use tools such as Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) and Data
Mining, or Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD).

BPM systems for formalizing and modeling business processes (projects) use
various notations and languages, such as BPMN, EPC, IDEF0, IDEF3, UML and
others.

The popular Balanced Scorecard (BSC) methodology, which uses the Key Per-
formance Indicator (KPI) as a measure of reachability of strategic goals, is fully
implemented in a separate class of CPM systems that implement system integration of
strategic control processes. In these systems, a link is made between the strategic goal-
planning contour and the tactical and operational planning contour, the implementation
of the strategic program and business plan is monitored, the entire management cycle is
supported.

GRC systems manage risks and support internal control. PPM systems manage
project portfolios, and KM systems manage the knowledge needed to successfully
implement business strategies.

Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) systems, such as Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) end Customer Relationships Management (CRM), in which BI, BPM
concept elements are implemented, can also be located at the strategic level.

The next level can be attributed to the operational-tactical, the purpose of which is
to maximize current financial indicators. At this level, Enterprise Content Management
(ECM) systems, full-value ERP systems, isolated CRM, Supplier Relationships
Management (SRM) end Supply Chain Management (SCM) are designated. Also noted
here are BPM systems that solve the problems of implementing the concept of process
(project) management of an airline and use the Business Process Execution Language
(BPEL) notation. It should be noted here that BPM tools can be implemented in other

Table 1. The hierarchy of management information systems company

Functions and users Types of information
systems

Strategic management and marketing (top management and
marketing)

BI, BPM, CPM, GRC,
PPM, CRM, KM

Tactical management and financial management (functional
units)

ECM, ERP, CRM, SRM,
SCM, BPM, PM

Operational production management (production managers) MES, CMMS, EAM, WMS
Automated control of technological processes (line managers
workshop managers)

SCADA, CAD

Management of the product throughout its life cycle (all
production users plus consumers of the product and operator)

PLM
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systems, for example, in ERP and CRM. PPM systems are strategic, while PMs are
operational. CPM’s strategic business development planning systems only support the
operational management of business processes. Operational management systems are
also built on the basis of modern methodological approaches to management.

Further down the hierarchical structure are systems of operational production
management, such as Manufacturing Execution System (MES), Computerized Main-
tenance Management System (CMMS), Enterprise Asset Management (EAM),
Warehouse Management System (WMS), etc. And close the hierarchy below Super-
visory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA), Computer-added Design (CAD) and
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) systems.

Given the enormous variety of tasks solved by these systems and the use of various
methodological approaches to management in their construction, such a hierarchy can
be considered conditional, but convenient for systematizing the concept of information
management.

A modern ERP system, for example, can independently solve individual tasks of
strategic and operational production management. In practice, as a rule, ECM-systems,
ERP-systems are in information connection with professional strategic management
software products. ERP-systems allow you to dock with lower-level systems such as
MES, CAD. Information flows in the control systems listed above are closely inter-
twined and depend on the system, process, quantitative and other approaches imple-
mented in them. Depending on this, the general information structure of the airline is
being formed, which can integrate entire classes of various systems implemented by
software products from different manufacturers.

At present, it is impossible to imagine a successful large airline without system
information management at various levels (strategic, tactical and operational) [4–7].

The data on the practical application of general information systems in Russian and
foreign airlines are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Application of general-purpose management information systems in Russian and
foreign airlines

Airline company Information systems management

Aeroflot SAP (ERP),
Oracle Siebel (CRM) + Oracle Airline Data Management (BI),
ARIS (BPM),
MS Project (PPM end PM)

VIM Airlines SAP (ERP)
Rossiya Airlines Microsoft Dynamics Axapta (ERP)
Utair SAP (ERP)
S7 Oracle E-Business Suite (ERP+CRM)
Air France SAP (ERP)
Air India Oracle E-Business Suite (ERP+CRM)
Alitalia SAP (ERP, CRM),

MicroStrategy (BI)

(continued)
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As the analysis of the table shows, at present the majority of airlines use infor-
mation systems of manufacturers (SAP, Microsoft and Oracle), however, 1C: ERP is
gaining more and more popularity in Russia. Since 2015, the number of projects
implementing the 1C: ERP platform in Russia has become comparable with the number
of SAP ERP implementations. The financial information systems 1C: AVIA and 1C:
BUDGET-AVIA are gaining popularity.

1.2 Digital Management Information Systems for Specialized Airlines

In addition to general-purpose management information systems, a number of spe-
cialized systems are integrated into the digital platform, which are used only in the
airline industry. These include information systems and mobile applications that ensure
the automation of airline business processes, as well as the provision of a range of
information, including mobile, services to air passengers.

The main directions of increasing the efficiency of airline companies through the
use of specialized information systems that implement the concept of “smart airports”
are associated with the implementation of:

• geographic information (geolocation) systems for solving problems:
– monitoring the location of airport employees;
– aircraft movement monitoring;
– airport passenger traffic management;
– increase the intensity of use of vehicles.

• automated control systems for production activities and data exchange designed for
the operational management of ground equipment and apron personnel at airports;

• automated control systems for handling air cargo;
• automated flight dispatch control systems;

Table 2. (continued)

Airline company Information systems management

American Airlines SAP (ERP),
Infor CRM Epiphany

Austrian Airlines mySAP Business Suite (HR, SRM, CRM)
Business Information Warehouse BW Cognos (BI)

British Airways SAP (ERP), Oracle HR
China Eastern Airlines Oracle E-Business Suite (ERP+CRM)
Finnair SAP (ERP)
Japan Airlines SAP (ERP), SAP NetWeaver
Lufthansa SAP (ERP), SAP NetWeaver, SAP BW (BI)
Saudi Arabian Airlines SAP (ERP)
Singapore Airlines SAP (ERP)
Ryanair SAP (ERP)
Scandinavian Airlines SAP (ERP), SAS Business Intelligence (BI)
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• automated flight schedule management systems;
• automated systems for the operational categorization of passenger traffic according

to the degree of potential danger;
• mobile applications that provide airport employees with access to information about

unplanned changes in flights;
• mobile applications that provide automated passport control using a biometric

passport;
• specialized mobile services Electronic Flight Bag (EFB), providing aircraft pilots

with access to flight cards, maneuvering schemes in areas of airfields around the
world in electronic form on their tablets;

• specialized mobile services in the passenger cabin of the aircraft, providing flight
attendants the opportunity to provide personalized services to passengers based on
the information that they indicated when booking tickets;

• intelligent parking systems.
• systems for providing automatic voice announcements, mobile kiosks and other IT-

tools for notifications;
• mobile applications or kiosks for self-registration of air passengers;
• automated baggage reception systems, which provide air passengers with the pos-

sibility of self-printing of baggage tags and baggage drop-off with glued tags
without the assistance of airport personnel;

• baggage control systems from the moment of their registration to the final delivery
point along the entire route, which can go through several airports and include
flights by several airlines, and its search in case of loss;

• mobile applications providing passengers with the opportunity to receive infor-
mation about the status of their baggage;

• mobile applications for navigating air passengers in terminals;
• mobile applications for online informing passengers on the day of departure, for

example, about the traffic situation or about the queues at the terminal, as well as
about the predicted waiting time in queues at control points or about the duration of
the walk to the gate;

• mobile applications that provide sales of additional non-aviation services to airline
passengers, such as ordering a taxi, VIP lounge, railway transportation, car rental,
government hotels, etc.

• specialized services providing mobile communications on board the aircraft (sms,
mms, e-mail);

• mobile applications providing services to air passengers via social networks.

A high level of IT solutions and industry analytics is presented in the systems
developed by the international leader in the field of aviation information technologies -
SITA. There are also known systems of complex automation of production activities at
the COBRA airport, 1C system: airport rates and fees, etc.

The presented brief analysis of the trends in the development of specialized
information technologies in the air transport industry shows that the application of
various types of application software is one of the most effective ways to increase the
competitiveness of airlines in the modern information society [8].
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2 Advanced Information Technologies for Digital
Transformation of Airline Management

The ongoing processes of digital transformation of management are based on infor-
mation technology, the development of which is indicated in the list of technologies of
The Fourth Industrial Revolution (Industry 4.0). This list is very similar to the listed
end-to-end technologies in the national project “Digital Economy of Russia”. In
Table 3, these technologies are summarized in a common matrix.

Below are the technologies that are most effectively used in airlines and form the
basis of digital transformation of management.

2.1 Artificial Intelligence End Big Data

Artificial Intelligence (AI) can be considered as digital brain, and big data will rep-
resent the memory of the digital world. By modern AI development is meant the
development of a number of overlapping technologies, such as:

• Machine Learning (ML), the solved problem of classification, clustering, regres-
sion, etc. using methods:
– Supervised Learning (SL), for exemple, Deep Learning (DL);
– Unsupervised Learning (UL);
– Reinforcement Learning (RL).

• Machine Vision (MV) end Optical Character Recognition (OCR) and etc.
• Big data technologies are closely related to artificial intelligence. Big data is usually

characterized as “three V”: Volume; Velocity, Variety.

The amount of digital information in the world is growing rapidly. According to the
data for 2017, about 2.7 zettabytes were accumulated. This is a huge amount of
information. For comparison, if all this information is recorded on 4.7 GB DVDs and
put into one stack, then the thickness of this stack will take the distance to the Moon
and back. The amount of this digital information is growing exponentially. It increases
2.2 times every 2 years, and the amount of business information doubles even faster - in
1.2 years. These are ambitious figures that are yet to be comprehended. Never in the
entire history of the development of mankind has there been anything like it. Humanity
enters a new digital age in which much will change.

Table 3. Relevant information technologies for the development of the digital economy

Artificial intelligence Big data Robotics

Distributed ledger technology
(Blockchain)

Quantum
technology

Additive manufacturing

Industrial Internet of Things Wireless
communication

Virtual reality augmented
reality
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Already, big data in this direction can be called a successful rapidly developing
project that brings tangible results, for example, when making decisions in customer
loyalty programs.

In 2018, all airlines in the world sold 4.5 billion airline tickets. Over the 6 months
of 2019, more than 57 million people used the services of Russian airlines alone. On
average, every second inhabitant of the plan flies for a year. Airlines CRM systems
store and process information about such a huge number of customers. If previously
only structured customer information was stored using multidimensional OLAP cubes
and processed in BI systems using Data Mining End Knowledge Discovery in Data-
bases technologies, now innovative big data processing systems that have unstructured
information have a big effect. The volumes of such information are orders of magnitude
higher and require significantly larger resources for storage and processing. Moreover,
the preprocessing of big data itself is already carried out using AI, built, for example,
on Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) or connectionist systems implemented in neu-
roprocessors that differ in their architecture from the usual von Neumann architectures.

One of the leading technologies related to the big data class is the open Hadoop
platform, which allows you to process huge amounts of data in a distributed envi-
ronment. There are special solutions that transform Hadoop’s huge distributed infor-
mation into structured information in OLAP cubes for its business intelligence in
traditional BI systems. Big data analysis involving AI will help airline executives plan
their new projects taking into account the accumulated information about past results.
We especially expect the effect of using AI technologies and big data in risk assess-
ment. Risks in management always exist, and the human mind doesn’t do very well
with risk-based probability management, especially when you need to consider many
different probabilities. Nowadays, the technology of optimizing business processes is
becoming popular by replacing the functions that people used to perform in them with
software robots. For airline operations, this means that the cost of business processes
will decrease.

Robotics Process Automation (RPA) is one of the branches of artificial intelligence.
RPA is combined with other AI branches. Most often, RPA is used with machine
vision, OCR engines, for recognizing characters and information in pfd documents in
order to automate workflow [9].

The accumulation of structured data in project management has gained particular
relevance with the development of the PLM approach. This approach also requires
huge resources for data storage. In world practice, there are already giant data centers
that store information in exabytes and zetta bytes.

The new profession associated with data is rapidly becoming popular. If in 2012 the
position of director according to the data existed in only 12% of companies, then over
the past seven years the number of such companies has increased to 68%.

2.2 Robotics

The next cluster of information technology related to AI and big data is robotics. These
concepts should not be confused with the previously considered concept of RPA,
which implied only software robots that were created on top of existing management
information systems. Robotics mean physical robots that replicate the functions of
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human organs, so their use in airline management will be on those life cycles in which
the use of such technological machines is possible.

The digital world has several advantages over the physical world, since there are no
material limitations in it, there are no problems of distances and time. Any distances
can be covered without loss of time. Objects in the digital world can be copied and
reproduced without much effort, the boundaries between digital copies of real objects
and fictions become blurred. A digital world with unlimited possibilities in the form of
the Digital Twin concept will be embodied in the real world with the help of devel-
oping robotics technologies.

2.3 Industrial Internet of Things

The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is used to synchronize the digital and real
worlds. Cisco analysts believe that IIoT became global between 2008 and 2009. It was
at this time that the number of devices connected to the global network exceeded the
population of the Earth and “Internet people” turned into “Internet of Things”. Ericsson
predicts that by 2021, out of approximately 28 billion connected devices in the global
global network, about 16 billion will be connected as part of the IIoT concept. The
introduction of IIoT has a significant impact on the economy of airlines, contributes to
increased labor productivity, and has a positive effect on working conditions and
professional growth of employees. Already, many airlines are using IIoT in managing a
fleet of aircraft, tracking air transportation of goods and passengers. There are airports
with “smart” service for passengers.

2.4 Distributed Ledger Technology

Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) is a set of methods and tools for using decen-
tralized digital registries that contain blocks that are connected by a network of com-
puter nodes.

A registry - is an immutable database in which transactions are committed forever.
Distributed - this is when the database has many copies. The more copies, the more

reliable the data.
The registry is shared. The more organizations use a shared distributed registry, the

greater its value.
The registry is safe. It uses cryptography to protect transactions from fraud and

helps counterparties avoid disagreements by using a special protocol.
The distributed registry has become very popular due to its use in cryptocurrencies.

However, already now these technologies have become widely used in Smart Con-
tracts, special file storages, and Internet protocols. There are many examples of using
DLT in the areas of local and cross-border payments, transactions with securities,
commodity assets and derivative financial instruments, and the exchange of messages.

There are various types of distributed registries and the most famous of them is
Blockhain. The most common Blockchain alternative is the Directed Aciclic Graph
(DAG), which solves the same problems, but is a network of blocks instead of a chain
of blocks.
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The introduction of Blockchain technology in airlines simplifies the exchange of
information, allows you to comply with legal requirements and minimize risks. The use
of smart contracts gives transparency and “synchronization”, and also protects the
private and confidential information of all airlines and their employees. For example,
the Blockchain solution was implemented at Aeroflot to collect and exchange data on
certification of employees.

2.5 Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality

Virtual Reality (VR) is a world created with the help of information technology, which
is transmitted to a person through an impact on his sensations: vision, hearing, smell,
touch, and others. Virtual reality simulates both exposure and response to exposure. To
create a convincing complex of sensations of reality, a computer synthesis of the
properties and reactions of virtual reality is performed in real time.

Currently, VR technology is widely used in airlines in flight simulators and sim-
ulators, marketing and advertising.

Augmented Reality (AR) - the introduction of any virtual sensory data into the field
of perception of real objects in order to supplement information about the environment
and improve the perception of information.

An example is the indicator on the windshield of an airplane. With it, pilots see
additional information on the front windshield, which they use to improve control.
Also, there are already many AR software products for mobile devices, which allow
using AR to get the necessary information about the environment. Such technologies,
for example, are already used at airports by passengers in various services.

3 Conclusions

The technologies discussed above, as well as others, such as quantum technologies and
wireless communications form the basis of the innovative development of airline
management. They allow digital transformation of all business processes implemented
in information systems at a new qualitative level.

Already, there is a clear tendency to combine existing airline management infor-
mation systems such as ERP, CRM, RM, BPM, BI, etc. into single digital platforms. In
this case, the introduction of innovative technologies can bring tangible effects.
A systematic approach to the use of modern digital technologies will make it possible
in the foreseeable future to implement the grandiose Digital Twin concept - an
important managerial component of the digital economy.
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Abstract. For lightly loaded electrical networks and for seasonally changing
loads, it is proposed to reduce the idle losses in power transformers by changing
the connection scheme of the primary and secondary winding coils provided that
the transformation coefficient is constant. In this case, the transformer windings
must have branches corresponding to the number of coils on the high and low
voltage sides. The quantitative estimates of reducing the idle losses in power
transformers by the proposed method are based on the methods of a full-scale
experiment using the example of a single-phase transformer and simulation
modeling of a three-phase power transformer. Circuit designs for sectioning the
windings of power transformers are developed. For automatic control of losses
in the transformer, an expression is obtained for reducing the total losses in the
transformer by changing the connection scheme of the coils of the primary and
secondary windings when the load changes. From a practical point of view, a
transformer with a change in the connection schemes of its windings using the
proposed method can find application as a power transformer of distribution
networks with a voltage of 35, 10 (6)/0.4 kV with a load of less than 20%
(summer and cottage villages, seasonal loads of industrial enterprises).

Keywords: Power transformer � Reduction of losses � Experiment � Simulation
modeling � Sectioning of state windings

1 Introduction

Improving the efficient performance and energy efficiency of electric power trans-
mission in traction and distribution electric networks is achieved primarily by reducing
energy losses. A significant share in the structure of technical losses of distribution
networks is occupied by the idle losses in transformers at a voltage level of 6–10 kV,
reaching 70% of technical losses with a small load on the electric network.

In the distribution networks of railways, oil transformers with a capacity of 100 to
1000 kV∙A are mainly installed. Losses of idle electricity within the boundaries of the
West Siberian Railway in power transformers with a voltage of 6–10 kV amounted to
about 9.59 million kW∙h in 2018.

Nowadays, the problem of reducing idle losses in power transformers is solved
mainly by turning off one of two parallel transformers working at light loads (if
possible), replacing transformers with lower installed capacity, which corresponds to
the load, or with an energy efficiency of a higher class [1]. Also, the idle losses in the
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transformers depend on the voltage level on its primary winding, but the installed
control means do not allow for “loss control”.

For lightly loaded electrical networks and for seasonally changing loads, it is
proposed to reduce the idle losses in power transformers by changing the connection
scheme of the primary and secondary winding coils provided that the transformation
coefficient is constant. In this case, the transformer windings must have branches
corresponding to the number of coils on the high and low voltage sides.

2 Theoretical Part

According to the European standard [2], the following energy classes of transformers
are distinguished: A, B, C, D, E. Class A transformers have the best energy efficiency.

Modern domestic transformers mainly belong to class D and E in accordance with
the European standard [2]. For example, a transformer with rated voltages of 10/0.4 kV
of TMG type (three-phase transformer with oil and air cooling, totally enclosed) with a
power of 400 kV∙A (Sverdlovsk Works of Current Transformers JSC, Russia) has an
idle loss power of 900 W, a short circuit power of 4900 W, and a Shingle transformer
of AoAk type (ABS MINEL-TRAFO, Serbia) - idle power loss of 370 W, short circuit
power of 3000 W.

A significant increase in the energy efficiency of transformers is ensured by the use
of magnetic cores made of amorphous alloys and windings made of foil or high-
temperature superconducting materials [3].

Obviously, the economic effect of the proposed measures to reduce losses in power
transformers can be achieved on busy sections of the distribution network.

The problem of optimizing the mode parameters to minimize power losses in the
electric network is usually solved in relation to load losses of electricity or power [4–6].
Conditionally constant losses are not controlled in electric networks. Under low load
conditions, the issue of reducing idle losses in power transformers is particularly acute.

Figure 1 shows a diagram of a single-phase transformer with coils on the low and
high voltage sides, and a control system. A three-phase transformer with a different
number of winding coils (layers) having their own terminals (branches) is implemented
in a similar manner. When the load of a transformer is close to nominal, the primary
and secondary coils (layers) of the windings 1 are connected in parallel, providing the
nominal parameters of the transformer, including the designed magnetic flux. With a
decrease in the load power, it is possible to reduce the power of the transformer by
simultaneously switching the connection circuit of the coils on the low and high
voltage sides from parallel to serial (in-phase) or serial-parallel (with the number of
coils more than four). In this case, the cross section of the windings is inversely
proportional to the number of coils, i.e., the mass of active materials of the whole and
sectioned winding (excluding terminals) is the same.

As is known [7], the induction in the magnetic core of a transformer is determined
by the expression, T:
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B ¼ Ut

4:44 � f � Pr ; ð1Þ

where f – frequency of supply voltage, Hz; Pr - active section of the rod, m2; Ut - turn
voltage, V:

Ut ¼ Uf

w
; ð2Þ

Uf – winding voltage, V; w - the number of turns per winding voltage.
The idle power loss in a transformer mainly consists of magnetic losses (for hys-

teresis and eddy currents) and electric losses in the primary winding from the idle
current [7]. In this case, the magnetic losses Pmag are proportional to the induction B
and frequency f according to the relation:

Pmag ¼ Bnf 1:3 ; ð3Þ

where n = 1.7–2.8, depending on the steel type of a magnetic core.

Fig. 1. Transformer scheme.
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Thus, switching the coils of the primary and secondary windings from parallel to a
serial circuit at low loads will reduce the voltage per turn of the primary winding, and,
consequently, reduce the induction and magnetic flux by half, idle losses in the
transformer by about four times. In this case, the nominal (for the new circuit) power
will be reduced by half. This will increase electrical losses relative to the parameters of
the original circuit at the time of switching by four times. Therefore, the circuit should
be switched when the load factor of the transformer is less than 0.5, at the moment
when the electrical loss will be equal to the idle loss.

It should be noted that to prevent the occurrence of equalizing currents, the voltage
at the branches of the secondary windings should not differ from each other by more
than 3% [8].

The expansion of the functionality of the transformer can be ensured by auto-
matically controlling the change of winding sectioning schemes. For this, data from
measuring transducers (currents, voltages, powers) and position sensors of switching
devices are continuously transmitted to measuring module 4 of the device (Fig. 1). The
received data array is continuously fed to the state assessment module 5, in which the
analysis of the compliance of the received data with the established requirements of the
rated mode of the adjustable transformer is performed. Based on the obtained data and
the logic of the implementation of technological functions (for example, the minimum
loss in the transformer) of the control, control actions are generated that are coordinated
in module 6 with the control system of the upper level (network) 8. In the control
actions implementation module 7, a coordinated signal is generated to control
switching devices 2.

To solve the set problems, the methods of full-scale experiment and simulation
modeling were used.

3 Practical Part

The experimental research program was carried out taking into account the provisions
of Russian State Standard GOST 3484.1-88 [9] and included the measurement of idle
losses, determination of the parameters of the T-shaped equivalent circuit, and other
characteristics of the SOBS-2A single-phase transformer with different winding con-
nections (Fig. 2) [7]. The measurements were carried out for idle mode, short circuit,
mode with active-inductive load of the transformer.

The signal single-phase armored dry (SOBS) transformer is designed for powering
traffic lights and has the following technical characteristics: power 135 V∙A, rated
voltage of the primary winding 220 V, rated current of the primary winding 0.7 A, rated
current of the secondary winding 3.86 A, rated voltage of the secondary windings 28 V.

The results of experimental studies of the transformer are presented in Tables 1
and 2.

Based on the obtained parameters of the equivalent circuit of the SOBS-2A single-
phase transformer, its simulation modeling was performed in Matlab Simulink taking
into account hysteresis losses, eddy currents and core saturation (Fig. 3). The main
assumptions made during modeling are: stepwise setting the saturation curve of the
transformer magnetic core, setting transformer parameters (r0, x0, rk, xk,) based on the
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T-shaped equivalent circuit [8]. The reliability of the results is confirmed by the
experiment conducted in accordance with Russian State Standard GOST 3484.1-88 [9]
and the coincidence of the obtained values with simulation modeling with an accuracy
of about 5–10%.

Analysis of the results allows drawing the following conclusions:

– reduction of idle losses P10 in the diagram in Fig. 2a with respect to the diagram in
Fig. 2b is about 4 times, which corresponds to relation (3);

– a slight increase in idle losses in the diagram in Fig. 2c with respect to the diagram
in Fig. 2b is caused by an increase in electric losses in the primary winding from the
open circuit current; therefore, the use of this diagram is impractical;

– reduction of short circuit losses P1k in the diagram in Fig. 2a with respect to the
diagram in Figs. 2b and c is caused by a decrease in the current (available power) of
the windings and an increase in their resistance.

Fig. 2. Connection diagram of transformer windings.

Table 1. The results of measurements and calculations in an idling mode.

№ Diagram in Fig. 2 U1, V I10, A P10, W Q10, var U20, V r0, O x0, O z0, O cosu0

1 a 220 0.04 3.2 6.7 29.5 2000 5123 5500 0.36
2 b 220 0.28 12 53 29.5 153 771 786 0.19
3 c 220 0.28 13 54 29.5 166 768 786 0.21

Table 2. The results of measurements and calculations in a shirt circuit mode.

№ Diagram in Fig. 2 U1k, V I1k , A P1k, W I2k, A rk, O xk , O zk , O cosuk

1 a 7.3 0.19 1.3 0.95 36.01 13.39 38.42 0.95
2 b 13.8 0.71 5.1 3.82 10.12 16.60 19.44 0.52
3 c 14.0 0.73 5.8 3.87 10.88 15.79 19.18 0.57
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Due to the proposed change in the connection scheme of the coils of the primary
and secondary windings under the condition of a constant transformation coefficient
(Fig. 2a, b), idle losses are reduced, but the equivalent resistance of the windings is
increased by four times. Therefore, short circuit losses increase (in copper). Thus, the
total losses in the transformer under consideration at a certain load can not only
decrease due to idle losses, but also increase due to an increase in electric losses in the
windings.

To assess the reduction in losses in a three-phase power transformer TM 400 with a
voltage of 10/0.4 kV by changing the connection schemes of its windings in accor-
dance with the proposed method (Fig. 2a, b), its simulation was performed in Matlab
Simulink.

Figure 4 shows idle losses (no-load losses), short-circuit losses, and total power
losses of TM 400 transformers with a voltage of 10/0.4 kV according to passport data
at rated load (Fig. 4a) and with a load factor of 0.5 (Fig. 4b), as well as with the
winding connection diagram according to Fig. 2a with a serial connection of windings
split into two coils (TM 400, a = 2) with a load factor of 0.5 (Fig. 4c).

In order to assess a load at which the total losses of the transformer with the serial
connection of two (a = 2), three (a = 3) and four (a = 4) split coil windings will be
lower than with parallel connection (a = 1), a simulation modeling of the change in the
total power losses in the TM 400 power transformer with the corresponding winding
connection was performed (Fig. 5).

The load factor of the transformer, within which a reduction in losses due to a
change in the winding connection diagram is achieved, is determined by the
expression:

jlmax ¼ 1
a

ffiffiffiffiffi
P0

Pk

r
; ð4Þ

where a − number of transformer winding coils connected in series.
Expression (4) is obtained based on the equality of the total losses of the trans-

former with parallel and serial connection of the coils of its winding.

Fig. 3. The results of the experiment and simulation modeling of the SOBS-2A transformer.
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An analysis of the ratios of idle and short circuit losses (Figs. 4, 5, formula (4))
indicates that the reduction of losses in the TM 400 transformer (a = 1), and, conse-
quently, the regulation efficiency, is ensured with a load factor not exceeding:

0.214 with serial connection of windings split into two coils (a = 2);
0.143 with a serial connection of windings split into three coils (a = 3);
0.107 with a serial connection of windings split into four coils (a = 4).

Fig. 4. Power losses in power transformers.

Fig. 5. Change in power loss in power transformers.
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Obviously, when a = 4, the number of combinations of connecting the coils of the
transformer windings increases, for example, series-parallel connection is possible.

From the expression (4) it also follows that the maximum possible depth of reg-
ulation of power losses in the transformer corresponds to the equality of the idle and
short-circuit losses at a load factor of 0.5, i.e., with an increase in idle losses of
transformers, the depth of regulation of power losses increases.

For automatic control of losses in the transformer (Fig. 1), the expression for
reducing the total losses in the transformer due to a change in the connection scheme of
the coils of the primary and secondary windings with a change in load was obtained:

DPðjlÞ ¼ ða2 � 1Þ P0

a2
� j2l Pk

� �
: ð5Þ

It can be seen from formula (5) and Fig. 5 that the saving of power losses occurs
only when the load factor is less than 0.2.

4 Conclusion

It is obvious that the transformer under consideration with a change in the winding
connection schemes will have a higher cost due to changes in the design of the
windings and their insulation, while the overall dimensions of the transformer will
increase slightly, mainly due to the longitudinal insulation of the windings. The mass of
active materials, i.e., windings and magnetic core, will remain the same. It is possible to
change the ratio between the width and height of the transformer magnetic core due to
an increase in the longitudinal insulation of the windings [7].

A more detailed assessment of the characteristics of the transformer under con-
sideration can be performed according to the design results.

From a practical point of view, a transformer with a change in the connection
schemes of its windings using the proposed method can find application as a power
transformer of distribution networks with a voltage of 35, 10 (6)/0.4 kV, in which the
load will be less than 20% for a significant part of the time (summer and cottage
villages, seasonal loads of industrial enterprises). In addition, the above figure and
formula show that the use of four windings will give an effect only when the trans-
former is loaded less than for 2.5%. Therefore, it is rational to use only two windings.
The use of the proposed sectioning of the transformer windings will allow increasing its
efficient performance by reducing losses at low loads. Also, the commissioning of the
transformer, first with serial, and then with the parallel connection of the windings, will
significantly limit the short circuit current (inrush magnetization current).

Automatic control of changes in winding sectioning schemes will expand the
functionality of an automated process control system of substations in the task of
reducing energy losses. The main components of such a system when changing load
curves in real time are discussed in more detail in [5].
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The obtained formulas (4) and (5) can be used in the design of the considered
transformers with split windings and a feasibility study for controlling power losses in
transformers according to real load curves.
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Abstract. The state of the metal products market is considered, the market
position of PSJC Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works is defined. The analysis of
the fleet of multi-turn fasteners (metal frames) for the delivery of export cargo to
seaports was performed. The economic-mathematical model was developed to
optimize the fleet of metal frames. A list of measures to shorten the rotation
cycle of returnable containers is presented.

Keywords: Metal products � Loading plan � Multi-turn fasteners � Rotation
cycle � Optimization of the fleet � Economic and mathematical modeling

1 Introduction

Global steel production in 2018 had increased by 2.3% compared to 2017, to 1.73
billion tons (Fig. 1). China remains the leader in steel production with a total output of
808.4 million tons [1]. As can be seen from the graph, annually there is an imbalance
between the volume of production and consumption of metal products (a negative
consumption balance of more than 70 million tons). Therefore, the product competition
between metallurgical companies is increasing not only in the domestic market, but
also in the world one. Russian metallurgical facilities, being one of the most modern in
the world, allow to produce high-quality products and almost completely meet the
needs of Russian consumers, successfully displacing imports. Russia remains the fifth
largest steel producer in the world with a production volume of 71.8 million tons,
which is about 5% of the global production (in 2018). The top three metal manufac-
turers in the domestic market are NLMK (Novolipetsk Iron and Steel Works), MMK
(Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works) and Severstal (Fig. 2).

Over the past years, PJSC “MMK” demonstrates consistently high rates of pro-
duction and financial activities. In 2018, the company produced and sold more than
11.41 million tons of finished metal products [2].

About 21% of the plant’s products are exported. Generally, these are products of
deep processing, and, therefore, the most expensive (Fig. 3). Products manufactured at
PJSC “MMK” are becoming more and more demanded abroad every year due to a
reasonable quality-price ratio.
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However, currently, PJSC “MMK”, like other Russian iron and steel producers,
faces the issue of cutting the production cost while maintaining sales profitability, since
the average price of metal products exported from Russia is comparable with the cost of
items from China and India. Metallurgical industry is one of the most material-
intensive, the share of raw materials in the structure of production costs is 70–74%, the
share of transport and logistics costs is 5–12%. The cost of shipping finished products
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to the consumer (including the costs of the industrial and external transport system) is
the stage of a potential advantage gaining, and measures, which should be taken to
eliminate bottlenecks in transport and logistics processes, are of considerable relevance.

The railway and sea combined scheme is the main export delivery. Metal products
are transferred to Russian ports in railway rolling stock, then, on the basic terms of
delivery, CIF or FOB (according to Incoterms 2010) the party is loaded onto seagoing
vessels (from coasters (deadweight 3–6 thousand tons) to handysize vessels (dead-
weight 15–35 thousand tons), after which the cargo continues to move along the sea
routes of communication. In order to ensure the safety of finished products during
transportation in railway gondola cars and on platforms to the seaports, PJSC “MMK”
uses multi-turn fasteners (MSK) - metal frames (Fig. 4).

Loading is carried out daily in accordance with the sales plan of PJSC “MMK”.
The coils are transported by railway, in accordance with the local technical standards
No. MO-103/587, approved by the South Ural Territorial Center of branded transport
services dated February 25, 2016, with the use of MSK (multi-turn fasteners) [3].
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Currently, the fleet of metal frames of the enterprise amounts to more than 23 thousand
units; more than 2 thousand new frames are produced annually, in order to replace the
ones, that have been scrapped and have not been returned by consignees (Fig. 5).

At the Russian seaports, after reloading the coils onto ships, metal frames are
accumulated for return transportation to PJSC “MMK”. In 2017, transportation to ports
was carried out in five main areas: Novorossiysk (1972.7 thousand tons), Zhiguli Sea
(255.8 thousand tons), Vladivostok (203.1 thousand tons), the Right Bank (24.7
thousand tons), Aktau - port (19.5 thousand tons). So, in 2017, 46,090 multi-turn
fasteners were sent to Novorossiysk, and 5976 pcs - to Zhiguli Sea.

Return transportation of frames is carried out in accordance with the local technical
standards No. MO-103/387 of 11.11.2012 by railway rolling stock (Fig. 6).
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2 Problem Statement and Development of Methodological
Tools for Its Solution

As it has been noted above, there are about 23 thousand metal frames of different
designs today in rotation. The structure of the fleet consists of frames of 23 different
sizes.

‘The analysis of these accounting records of MSK showed that the average turnover
of the frame (export operations in all directions of transportation) is 97 days, in the port
of Novorossiysk - 35 days, which exceeds the standard values of the cycle for metal
frames by 12–30%., Therefore, the company is forced to increase the number of its fleet
in order to compensate the deviations from the normative period for the return of MSKs
in the context of increasing exports. It should be noted that today the inventory value of
the multi-turned fasteners in use exceeds 1 billion rubles. The expenses of maintenance
and depreciation form independent cost items.

In [3] it is noted that railway rolling stock and MSK are among the most cost-
effective and limited railway transport assets, which increases the role of tools of its
effective use. Information sources [5] contain recommendations for determining the
composition of operations that set the length of the MSK cycle (the time from the
moment of loading the finished product onto the metal frame until the next loading).

In order to optimize the MSK fleet, an economic-mathematical model has been
developed, the objective function of which is presented below.

F ¼ Cf þRCcrnt � Copt � RCopt � SC ! max;when Qcrnt �Qlim ð1Þ

where
Cf – current value of MSK, thousand rubles;
RCcrnt – current costs for the maintenance of the MSK fleet, thousand rubles.;
Copt – cost of the MSK fleet of optimal number, thousand rubles;
RCopt – cost for maintenance of the MSK fleet of optimal number, thousand rubles;
SC – total costs for the implementation of measures to cut the time of execution of

MSK processing operations, thousand rubles;
Qcrnt – current volume of transportation of export products to the seaports, thousand

tons;
Qlim – volume of transportation of export products to the seaports after the

implementation of measures, thousand tons

In turn, the elements of the objective function are calculated by the expressions

Cf Copt
� � ¼

Xn
i¼1

ci � ni ð2Þ

RCcrnt RCopt
� � ¼

Xn
i¼1

ni � li ð3Þ
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SC ¼
Xm
i¼1

riSC ¼
Xm
i¼1

ri ð4Þ

ni ¼ Qi

Nroti � qi ni ¼
Qi

Nroti � qi ð5Þ

Nroti ¼ 365
Troti

ð6Þ

Where ci – MSK price of the i-th type, thousand rubles;
ni – number of MSKs of the i-th type, thousand rubles;
li – total costs for maintaining the MSK of the i-th type thousand rubles;
ri – costs for implementing the measures to cut the time of MSK processing

operations, thousand rubles;
Nroti – number of rotations of the MSK of the i-th type in the j-th direction of

transportation, days, rotations per year;
Troti – average rotation cycle of MSK of the i-th type in the j-th direction of

transportation, days;
Qi – volume of transportations of finished products at the MSK of the i-th type

in the j-th direction, thousand tons;
qi – average payload of MSK of the i-th type, tons

The rotation cycle is the sum of the duration of the following technological
operations.

Trot ¼ t0 þ tinstall þ tshunt þ tload þ tselect þ ttrans1 þ tunload þ tacc þ ttrans2 þ tunload ; ð7Þ

where t0� time to select the necessary frames (production), hours;
tinstall� time to install the frames in the car, hours;
tshunt� time for shunting operations, hours;
tload� time to load the product, hours;
tselect� time to select suitable car for loading, hours;
ttrans1� time of transportation to the port, hours;
tunload� time to unload the product, hours;
tacc� time of accumulation of frames at the port, hours;
ttrans2� time to return frames to the plant, hours;
tunload� time to unload frames from cars to the warehouse, hours

As can be seen from the objective function, the cost of the MSK fleet, as well as the
cost of its maintenance, can be cut by reducing the rotation period. The list of measures
to shorten operations with reusable containers is presented in Table 1.

In order to check the economic and mathematical model for adequacy, and to fulfill
the usefulness of the developed tools, it is necessary to calculate the optimal number of
MSK fleet serving the export directions of transportation of finished products of PJSC
“MMK”.
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3 Performing the Model Exercise

Based on the data on the number of accumulated frames at the port of Novorossiysk,
we will calculate the batch size of return frames with an average accumulation time of 7
days. The dynamics of the accumulated frames for return at the port of Novorossiysk in
March 2017 is presented in Fig. 7.

As can be seen from Fig. 7, period of accumulation of frames at the port, equal to 7
days, is not optimal. Given the technical ability to load 22 frames in one gondola, it is
proposed to reduce the accumulation period to 5 days. The dynamics of the accumu-
lated frames for return with a period of accumulation of 5 days is presented in Fig. 8.
When comparing the benchmark - the number of frames at the port of destination, a
decrease in the range of 10–47% was established (depending on the intensity of the
arrival of rail cars with finished products at the port).

Table 1. Measures to reduce the MSK rotation period

Element Type of work performed Recommendations for reducing the
rotation period

1 2 3

t0 Selection of the necessary frames in
the CPV warehouse, or production of
new ones

Preliminary approval of applications for
the loading of metal products between
CPV and sheet rolling shops

tinstall Installation of frames in the car Improving the technology of frames
installation

tshunt Sorting cars in the following
directions: sheet rolling shops - 4, 5,
10, 11, coated metal production
workshops, removing of empty cars

Coordination of the procedure for
submission of cars to the dead ends of
the CPV with the railway station

tload Loading of the finished product on the
frames

–

tselect Shunting work on the selection of
suitable cars (by owners, by
suitability for loading, by directions
of the CIS, Far East, Sakha Republic,
Kazakhstan)

–

ttrans1 Transportation in public routes to
ports

Speed change from cargo to high-speed
service

tunload Unloading products at the port Purchase of own port facilities,
agreement and payment of priority
handling of PJSC “MMK” cargo

tacc Accumulation of frames at the port Determination of the necessary batch of
frames for sending, coordination of
standards for the time the frames are at
the port

ttrans2 Transportation of frames in public
railway to PJSC “MMK”

Speed change from cargo to high-speed
service

tunload Unloading frames to CPV warehouses –
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Fig. 7. Dynamics of accumulation of frames at the port of Novorossiysk in March 2017
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The calculations for the optimal accumulation period are presented in Table 2.

On the basis of calculating the cost of the MSK fleet and the cost of its maintenance
for the actual number and estimated optimal conditions, the economic effect arising
from the implementation of measures to reduce the processing time of MSKs on the
track was estimated (Table 3).

4 Conclusion

On the basis of the proposed economic and mathematical model, it was proved that
changing the accumulation period of MSKs at Russian ports, as well as introducing
measures to accelerate the transportation of metal frames, will result in optimizing the
frame fleet of 9–10% and cutting the expenses of its operation. Promising areas of
research include the development of a dynamic simulation model based on the study of

Table 2. Calculation of the optimal period for accumulation of MSKs at ports

Ports Current accumulation period, days Proposed accumulation period, days

1 2 3
Novorossiysk 7 5
Zhiguli Sea 10 9
Vladivostok 12 9

Table 3. Technical and economic indicators

Indicator Current accumulation period Optimal accumulation period
Novorossiysk Zhiguli

Sea
Vladivostok Novorossiysk Zhiguli

Sea
Vladivostok

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Necessary MSK
fleet, pcs

4249 459 872 3966 433 872

Cost of the fleet,
thousand rubles

204 973.4 24008.5 39267.4 160 212 22650.8 39267.4

Maintenance
expenses,
thousand rubles

64 584.8 6976.8 13254.4 61 620 6581.6 13254.4

Measure
implementation
expenses,
thousand rubles

2436.3 87.6 0

Economic
effect, thousand
rubles

47 726.2 1 752.9 0
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the stochastic characteristics of the process of delivering finished products in railroad
cars equipped with MSK, developing software to support managerial decision-making
for specialists of transport and logistics departments of enterprises.
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Abstract. The paper provides the results of a study of the destruction process
of carbon fiber reinforced plastic samples under simultaneous impact of static
loads and positive or negative temperatures using acoustic emission (AE).
Samples of T800 CFRP with dimensions 100 � 600 � 0.9 mm and a lamina-
tion pattern of nine monolayers at [±45/90/03/90/±45] were statically loaded.
Heating or cooling was applied in the central region, where a stress concentrator
as an opening with a diameter of 12 mm was provided. The destruction process
was monitored with a certified digital acoustic emission diagnostic system
DADS-16.10 with variable selection thresholds. The real time location of the
sources of AE signal allowed monitoring sample destruction in the conditions of
limited visual access. The main information bearing parameters of the AE sig-
nals (amplitude, dominant frequency and structural coefficient) were analyzed
from their load dependences. The registered AE signals were evaluated using
wavelet transformations, which also provided the structural coefficient. It was
found that, at temperatures −20 °C and +20 °C, an increase in loading resulted
in the most pronounced variations in AE signal parameters. A pre-destruction
state of the material was revealed by characteristic points on the load depen-
dences of the information bearing parameters. The developed monitoring
technique may be used for AE diagnostics of composite structures operated at
positive and negative temperatures.

Keywords: Carbon fiber reinforced plastic samples � Static loads � Positive or
negative temperatures

1 Introduction

The current production quality of composite materials (CM) based on carbon fiber
reinforced plastic (CFRP) makes them an attractive option for application in the
transport sector [1–8]. Current composite materials are not inferior in terms of their
strength properties to their metal counterparts, while having high rigidity, low density,
corrosion resistance, durability, and high fatigue strength. This makes them suitable for
manufacturing critical elements, including structural ones [1]. However, operation of
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transport units leads to a gradual deterioration of their mechanical properties due to
external factors (shock loads, overloads, humidity, temperature).

Thermal and mechanical stresses experienced by a composite structure result in
accumulation of deformations and are associated with an increased risk of fatigue cracks
[7]. With time, the fatigue damage builds up in CFRP, compromising their strength
properties, service life and rigidity [8, 9]. Such damage may result in a destruction of the
composite structure caused by matrix cracking, broken reinforcing fibers, and delami-
nation. Therefore, the problem of an early detection of CM item destruction requires
solution and calls for modern methods and means of diagnostics [1].

A major step in developing a technology for manufacturing various CM elements is
designing the methods for non-destructive examination (NDE) of their quality.
Every CM destruction is accompanied by acoustic signals emission. Therefore,
acoustic emission (AE) is widely used for continuous monitoring of CFRP structures in
the process of loading. It is capable of localizing defects in real time, does not require
scanning the surface of the monitored object, is highly sensitive and efficient for
monitoring early stages of defect development in CM.

A drawback of this method is that it picks up noise during loading. The noise
affects the accuracy of results and contributes to the scattering of the points of AE
signal location. A frequency filtration performed at the level of electronic circuitry
cannot remove the noise and interference [9, 10]. This problem has to be solved to
improve reliability of information obtained from the AE measurements.

The purpose of this paper is to adopt AE for monitoring the destruction process of
CFRP samples under simultaneous impact of static loads and positive or negative
temperatures.

2 Research Methods

Static tests of samples made of T800 CFRP were performed at temperatures T1 = −60 °
C, T2 = −20 °C, T3 = +20 °C, T4 = +100 °C; the samples had dimensions 100 �
600 � 0.9 mm and a lamination pattern of nine monolayers at [±45/90/03/90/±45]. The
positive or negative temperatures affected the central region of the samples, where a stress
concentrator as an opening with a diameter of 12 mm was provided. To maintain a
positive temperature during loading, a heater was used, while a chamber supplied with
liquid nitrogen was employed for cooling the samples. Sample temperatures were mea-
sured with a chromel-alumel thermocouple fastened to the sample surface and connected
to a TRM-10 controller, whichmaintained the temperaturewithin (1–1.5) °C of the preset
value.

The static tensile load was applied to the samples using an MTS-100 loading
machine equipped with hydrogrips. At each temperature, two samples were loaded to
destruction. The AE signals were registered with a rectangular piezoprobe located
outside the zone of thermal impact and consisting of four acoustic emission transducers
(AET) type PK 01-07 with a bandwidth of (100–700) kHz. The AE data were pro-
cessed with a certified digital acoustic emission diagnostic system DADS-16.10 with
floating selection thresholds (Certificate RU.C.27.007.A No. 40707, State Register of
Measuring Equipment registration number 45154-10).
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Analysis of transient signals emitted upon deformation and destruction of solids
requires a method of decomposing the AE signals with respect to both frequency and
time. A frequency decomposition reveals the low frequency component, while
decomposition with respect to time provides the high frequency components. This
problem was solved using wavelet transformations.

Structural coefficients reflecting changes in the ratio of energies in the spectrum of
AE signals were calculated. This corresponded to the process of position shifting of the
time-frequency energy maximum, which was a sign of changes in the type of sample
failure [8].

The structural coefficient of the AE signal was calculated as:

PDijðf Þ ¼ maxDi

maxDj
; ð1Þ

where Di, Dj are sets of coefficients of wavelet decomposition of the i-th and j-th level
of refinement, obtained for incoming signal sampling rate f = 2 MHz.

3 Research Results

The AE data were registered in the course of static loading of CFRP samples with
simultaneous application of positive or negative temperatures. The AE signals were
located in real time, which allowed observation of the process of failure propagation
upon increasing static load (Fig. 1).

For samples cooled down to −60 °C, active sources of the AE signals were
observed near the opening, as well as in the lower part (Fig. 1, a), where the destruction
occurred. For samples tested at −20 °C, the highest activity of the AE signals was
observed near the opening (Fig. 1, b). A load increase up to P = 60 kN and beyond
resulted in the destruction propagation into the upper part of the sample.

During sample loading at positive temperatures, it was found that the main source
of the AE signal emission was the opening with a diameter of 12 mm at the center of
the sample, where the onset of destruction occurred (Fig. 1, c–d). Raising temperature
to +100 °C and increasing load resulted in delamination of the sample monolayers.
This was caused by matrix transition into rubber-like state [8].

Location helped select for analysis of the main information bearing parameters
(amplitude, dominant frequency and structural coefficient) only those AE signals,
which were characteristic of the destruction process of the sample material. Load
dependences of each of the parameters were considered in the range of 20 kN to 70 kN
(Figs. 2, 3 and 4). This range corresponded to sample destruction from its onset to pre-
destruction state or destruction.

It was demonstrated that at different temperatures the changes in the load depen-
dences of the main information bearing parameters of the AE signals had their specific
features. At the maximum and minimum temperatures, the AE signal amplitude did not
exceed 700 mV. A load increase resulted in its change by DU = 350 mV (Fig. 2, a).
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At temperatures T2 = −20 °C and T3 = +20 °C, a more significant amplitude increase
by 3,500 mV was observed (Fig. 2, b), while at loads of (50–60) kN, the maximum
values preceding sample destruction were observed.

The analysis demonstrated a minor change in the dominant frequency by Df = (20–
25) kHz from load at maximum and minimum temperatures. The frequency changed in
the range of (215–240) kHz (Fig. 3, a). The load dependence of the dominant fre-
quency for samples tested at temperature T3 = +20 °C also remained virtually constant.
However, one sample at a load of P = 50 kN demonstrated a frequency drop down to
f = 185 kHz. The greatest frequency change of Df = 120 kHz was observed in the
process of sample loading at temperature T2 = −20 °C (Fig. 3, b). A load increase
from 30 kN to 50 kN resulted in a frequency decrease from 210 kHz down to (140–
160) kHz. Upon further loading, the dominant frequency changed by Df = (10–
20) kHz.

The highest sensitivity to changes in the shape of the AE signals was exhibited by
the structural coefficient determined from Eq. (1). When processing the AE data, the
coefficients of wavelet decomposition of the second and third levels of refinement were
chosen for evaluation. The coefficient D2 corresponded to the frequency band of the
AE signal of (250–500) kHz, and the coefficient D3 corresponded to (125–250) kHz.
The selected frequency bands were within the bandwidth of AET. Thus, the equation to
calculate the structural coefficient was as follows:

PD32 ¼ maxD3

maxD2
: ð2Þ

a) b) c) d)

AET3 AET2

AET0 AET1

AET3 AET2

AET0 AET1

AET3 AET2

AET0 AET1

AET3 AET2

AET0 AET1

Fig. 1. Location of the AE signals upon sample loading at temperatures Т1 = −60 °С (a);
Т2 = −20 °С (b); Т3 = +20 °С (c); Т4 = +100 °С (d).
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As the structural coefficient increased, the AE signal energy shifted to the frequency
band of (125–250) kHz, and upon its decrease, it moved to the frequency band of
(250–500) kHz. Such changes were characteristic of the destruction process of samples
of matrix or fiber [8].

For samples tested at temperature T1 = −60 °C, a decrease in the structural coef-
ficient upon increasing load was observed (Fig. 4, a). In contrast, at temperature
T4 = +100 °C, the coefficient increased, which corresponded to a shift of the AE signal
energy to the region of lower frequencies. A similar variation of the structural coeffi-
cient at temperature +100 °C was observed for samples from T700 CFRP [8]. At this
temperature, the matrix was in elastic state, and thus the main destruction mechanism
was fiber breakage, which corresponded to an increase in the structural coefficient.
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Fig. 2. Load dependence of the AE signal amplitudes at temperatures Т1 = −60 °С and
Т4 = +100 °С (a); Т2 = −20 °С and Т3 = +20 °С (b)
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Sample loading at temperatures T2 = −20 °C and T3 = +20 °C was accompanied
by an increase in the structural coefficient up to loads P = (40–50) kN (Fig. 4, b).
Afterwards, this parameter virtually did not change until the end of testing. These load
values corresponded to the onset of active sample failure. A local minimum was
observed at load P = 30 kN.
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4 Discussion

To approach the problem of an early detection of failures in the CFRP structures,
samples were tested under simultaneous static loading and an impact of positive or
negative temperatures. Load dependences of the main information bearing parameters
of the AE signals (amplitude, dominant frequency, and structural coefficient) were
obtained.

The paper provides the results demonstrating that the considered parameters are the
most informative for the tests performed in the temperature range of −20 °C to +20 °C.
Analysis of the load dependences of the main information bearing parameters of the AE
signals demonstrated that the onset of active sample destruction is accompanied by an
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Fig. 4. Load dependence of the structural coefficient at temperatures Т1 = −60 °С and
Т4 = +100 °С (a); Т2 = −20 °С and Т3 = +20 °С (b).
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increase in amplitude and structural coefficient and a decrease in frequency. The
obtained data may be used to develop algorithms for processing AE data registered
during tests of composite structural elements both at positive and negative
temperatures.
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Abstract. This study is aimed at analyzing parameters of acoustic emission
(AE) formed by propagating fatigue cracks during static tests of low-alloyed and
low-carbon steels used for manufacture of numerous objects inspected by AE
method. The purpose of the study is to make a comparative analysis of criteria
that are used in AE inspection and characterize propagation of fatigue cracks.
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1 Introduction

Acoustic emission (AE) inspection method has an essential advantage over other
nondestructive inspection methods which consists in recording defects that are just
growing. This feature makes the method very important for detection of cracks and
corrosion defects in technical objects, to which high requirements are imposed during
their monitoring or service life extension. However, there is an evaluation criteria
selection problem for rank-and-file specialists who make decision on technical con-
dition of objects. Studies in this area [1–3] demonstrate that reliable evaluation of
results on the basis of recorded AE data has certain probability and requires devel-
opment of adequate algorithms to select objects condition evaluation criteria.

A fairly large number of papers are concerned with theoretical studies and exper-
imental confirmation of connection between parameters of a propagating crack and AE
parameters. The stress intensity factor (SIF) is most often selected as one of parameters
characterizing the propagating crack, since this factor is universal with respect to the
geometry of specimens under study and the type of loading. As shown by studies,
connection between SIF and the total count of AE signals [4, 5], and between fre-
quency characteristics and SIF [6, 7] is observed in certain cases. However, dynamic
evaluation criteria [8] related to determining the increments of AE signals’ parameters
are often used in practice. Besides, frequency characteristics can be used when signals
are received by broadband receiving transducers, though it is recommended to use
narrow-banded receivers in the practical inspection of actual objects. Meanwhile,
processing of signals will distort frequency parameters and, moreover, the latter will
have influence on the amplitude and energetic parameters of recorded signals. Despite a
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rather large amount of research over the past years of AE method usage, searches for
reliable and optimal criteria for identification of fatigue cracks still continue [11, 12].

2 Research Methods

The experiment was conducted using specimens whose shape is shown in Fig. 1. The
specimens were made of St3ps and 20GFL steel blanks. Specimens had different
thicknesses: 8 mm (tension test specimens), 9–12 mm (bending test specimens).
Specimens from 20GFL cast steel, except an artificial stress concentrator, and also had
real casting defects in the form of pits, pores, porosities, and segregations located
randomly in the volume of each specimen. In total, 6 specimens were loaded in each
group.
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Fig. 1. Specimens for cyclic tension (a) and bending (b) tests, where P are piezoelectric
receiving transducers.
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The tests involved successively alternating cyclic and static loads applied to steel
specimens being rolling stock molded pieces. The tests were conducted up to complete
destruction of specimens, with recording of AE information at each stage of the tests.
Some results are provided in papers [9]. A general photograph of one of the specimens
installed in a testing machine with transducers is provided in Fig. 4.21.

Successively alternating cyclic and static loads were applied to specimens by means
of tension. The cyclic load application frequency was 5 Hz. The number of cycles was
7,500…30,000 per test at the initial stages of cyclic loading, following which static
loading was conducted at the rate of 0.5…1.0 kN/s. Amplitude value of tensile force
during cyclic tests was 9.0–10.0 kN for the tension test specimens and 25 kN for the
bending test specimens, respectively. Then, the tension test specimens were loaded to
destruction. During bending tests, the maximum force of each static loading was 30 kN
(i.e. complete simulation of load upon an object under inspection, when testing load is
1.25 times higher than dynamic load).

Static tests were conducted after a certain number of loading cycles that was varied
from specimen to specimen and during loading of each specimen. Such pattern allows
simulating a real loaded condition of a piece, when the distances between examination
points are different, which results in an unequal number of loading cycles between the
time intervals when railway car parts can be inspected. This method makes it possible
to reveal the most generalized trends of AE parameters from propagating cracks at
stress concentrators under simulated operational conditions.

When a crack was growing at a concentrator and the destruction point came nearer,
the number of cycles between static tests was reduced to 2,000…8,000, so that the
dynamics of variation of AE parameters in the developed crack when approaching the
destruction point could be analyzed. AE signals were recorded using STAD 16.03
system at all testing stages, during both cyclic and static loading, by means of four
receiving bandpass transducers located in such a way that signals unrelated to the crack
propagation could be easily filtered out. Sensitivity of the channels was calibrated by
means of an electronic simulator, where a signal with an amplitude of 1 V was
alternatively supplied to each channel. Signals were recorded using receiving bandpass
transducers operating at frequencies of 100–700 kHz that recorded signals with an
amplitude of more than 20 lV, without regard to the gain factor. The value of the total
gain factor was 1000.

In the course of the inspection, wave packets of AE events were recorded by each
receiving transducer, following which the coordinates of sources were determined
according to the procedure provided in [10]. Localized signals received from the
deforming area at the tip of the propagating crack had an amplitude of at least 100 lV
(without regard to the gain factor).

The stress intensity factor (SIF) was also calculated for the propagating crack in
accordance with the procedure provided in the national standard.
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3 Research Results

The experiment has demonstrated that equipment allows registering AE at the initial
stage of a fatigue crack formation only at an elevated sensitivity level, when a large
amount of noise is recorded. If this is the case, a cluster analysis should be used for
identification of sources. Fatigue crack propagation gives a sustainable AE.

Throughout the testing, a fatigue crack formed and propagated at the concentrator
of each specimen. The dynamics of increments in the length of cracks for three
specimens of different thicknesses h is shown in Fig. 2.

It should be noted that, having regard to the error for determination of coordinates
of the crack development area as an AE source, the reference area of this source was
continuously growing as the crack size increased. This is due to the fact that local
sources forming individual AE events reside in a permanently expanding high-stress
area around the crack tip as the length of this crack increases. An example of AE source
area expansion would be results of location of events at the same specimen upon
increase in the number of loading cycles, as shown in Fig. 3. With the fatigue crack
length of 7.5 mm at a concentrator, the AE events coordinate area was approximately
300 mm2 (Fig. 3a), and with the crack length of 22 mm, the AE events coordinate area
was approximately 1,200 mm2 (Fig. 3b).
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Fig. 2. Variation in the length of a fatigue crack being grown, upon increase in the number of
loading cycles.
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Growth of the crack length and SIF is accompanied by increase in the total number
of recorded AE events and conditional total energy of these events for each subsequent
static loading after a series of cyclic loads (Fig. 4a).

However, in some cases, certain elevations or reductions of these parameters were
observed on molded pieces (Fig. 4b). Such variation in AE parameter is due to a
strongly heterogeneous structure of cast steel, as was shown in paper [13]. Besides,
indications of both the total events count and the total energy and, consequently, of all
other derivative parameters for different specimens vary by more than an order of
magnitude (as can be seen in Fig. 4), and this suggests an unacceptably low accuracy
when this data is used to evaluate the condition of a growing defect.

Fig. 3. Location of AE signals from a fatigue crack in specimen No. 2 after 45,000 and 119,000
loading cycles (destruction occurred after 140,500 cycles).
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4 Results and Discussion

The obtained results (Fig. 4) demonstrate the possibility of inspecting specific objects
with known record history by the main AE parameters, i.e. by the total number of AE
events and the total energy of these signals during static tests. This allows not only
detection of propagating cracks, but in conjunction with the results of previous studies
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Fig. 4. Values of the total number of AE events and the total energy for cast steel specimens:
(a) is specimen No. 2; (b) is specimen No. 3.
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determination of the crack size and prediction of its behavior. However, these results
cannot be extended to a series of objects due to a wide scatter of data for each particular
specimen with a growing defect.

Analysis of the signals arrival time shows that incoming signals are uniformly
distributed during the entire loading, and there are no fundamental differences between
the source activity at the initial stage and the one under increased loads (Fig. 5) and,
moreover, the signal source activity can even decrease when approaching to the
maximum load as compared to the initial stage.

In order to conduct a more detailed analysis of the AE parameter variation
dynamics, the evaluation parameters of AE generated by a penetrating crack, that are
traditionally used to assess the hazard of source, were studied.

Note that, from the viewpoint of inspection of real objects whose defect growth
history before AE tests is, as a rule, unknown, derivative parameters can be of interest,
first of all, for example, the activity that was determined from the formula:

Ni

� ¼ Ni

ti
;

where Ni is the number of signals during time interval ti. If the loading time interval is
unstable, the value of the loading measurement unit can be used in the denominator.
The obtained parameters can be considered differential activity of the source. Besides,
average power of AE signals over a loading time interval or a normalized interval of
load increment was determined:
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Wi ¼ ERi

Fi
;

where ERi is the total energy of AE signals over load increment interval Fi. In addition,
such parameters as the average amplitude of signals during a single test and source
concentration factor Ck were evaluated from the formula:

Ck ¼ NRk

Sk
;

where NRk is the total number of AE events from the k-th source during testing; Sk is the
AE source area including all coordinates of individual events forming the source.

Analysis of variations in the above parameters shows that a rigid correlation with
the crack size and SIF for different specimens is only demonstrated by the total number
of events NR, the total number of events during a time interval of holding at the
maximum load that were recorded from source NR, and the source area. These
parameters grow with increasing SIF and decreasing number of cycles to destruction
(Figs. 3 and 6), except when the crack tip area falls on the casting discontinuity region.
In these cases, both the number of signals and their total energy grow. As this takes
place, the amplitude, integral and local dynamic criteria behave unstably, in general.
However, some of said criteria have a significant coefficient of correlation with SIF for
certain specimens.
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Abstract. The article is devoted to clarifying the methods for assessing the
strength of thermally and thermochemical steel parts treatment, which are
characterized by a structural heterogeneity of the surface layers with varying
levels of resistance to normal and tangential stresses. The lack of knowledge of
these factors leads to the need to introduce into the design regulations a sig-
nificant number of correction factors obtained experimentally, as well as large
safety factors. During operation, deep and surface destruction processes with
fundamentally different fatigue life mechanisms occur simultaneously in any
machine part. A complex of factors determines the leading type of destruction,
the main of which are the level of tension and properties of the surface layers of
the material. However, the near-surface layers and the core are zones funda-
mentally different in the energetic and structural state. This fact is especially
clearly manifested in the surface hardening of the part when intercrystallite
fracture mechanisms prevail in the surface layers, and transcrystalline mecha-
nisms occur in the core. The article presents ways to increase the reliability of
predicting the level of load capacity of thermally and thermochemical gears
treatment under the conditions of the alternative forms of failure.

Keywords: Strength � Inhomogeneous � Steel gear � Thermochemical
treatment � Carbonitriding

1 Introduction

The general trend of modern mechanical engineering is to increase reliability, energy
intensity, and power-weight capacity of the mechanisms. This fact fully applies to
gears. These are drive elements operating in the most general case of relative motion
(rolling, sliding, spinning) under the action of bending stresses varying in the zero-to-
tensile stress cycle, that could be compared with the time of the impact process even for
medium speed gears. Thus, gears are extremely widely used in all areas of technology,
determining in many cases, the most important technical, economic, and operational
characteristics of the respective machines and devices. The global market for the
production and consumption of transmissions reached about $100 billion by the
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beginning of the 21st century. The four most significant areas of the market for gears
include general engineering (including machine tools, materials handling, and other
industries), aerospace, shipbuilding, and especially the automotive industry. Industry in
this sphere is constantly releasing new installations in which gears must withstand ever-
increasing stresses, strains, and temperatures. In recent years, advanced methods of
manufacturing, finishing and improving surface properties for solving these problems
have appeared [1, 2].

Strength can be estimated by the ratio of the loads acting on the structural elements
and the loads causing failure, i.e., a state in which a structure does not meet operational
requirements. It can be expressed by the inequality RPi � F, where RPi is the
structure force of the sum of the design loads in the most unfavorable combination, and
F is the bearing capacity of the structure, which is a function of the geometric
dimensions of the structure and material mechanical properties. Moreover, it is possible
to increase the bearing strength of the product either by lowering the effective stresses
or by increasing the allowable ones. These are two separate directions. It is possible to
reduce the effective stresses by changing the design of the product, increasing the
accuracy of manufacturing its elements, etc. Increases allowed can be achieved by
appropriate technological processing of the material. However, it should be taken in
mind that the requirements for the properties of different zones of the material of the
structural parts can be significantly different [3, 4].

The overwhelming part of the destruction of machine parts begins from the surface
and in the surface layers of the part [5, 6]. This fact is typical since the surface layers of
the parts are loaded more intensively than the internal volumes during operation [7],
and they perceive all the actual loads with their surfaces. In addition, any part after
manufacture has fundamentally different zones in the energy and structural state - the
surface layer and the core. At the same time, the material of the surface layer (without
additional hardening) has a lower strength relative to the core due to the appearance of
various surface defects already at the manufacturing stage. However, in some cases, for
example, if the element works under bending conditions, a solid surface must be
combined with a viscous core, although less durable.

One of the priority tasks is the development of technologies for obtaining the
mechanical properties of the surfaces of the teeth, providing the necessary strength and
antifriction characteristics and methods for calculating gears with modified hardened
surface layers. One of the main technological methods to achieve the desired effect for
steel is thermal and chemical-thermal treatment.

2 Materials and Methods

The required performance properties are achieved by a combination of a complex of
factors such as the mechanical characteristics of both the near-surface zone and the
core, the structural and phase state of the hardened layer, and its thickness. Various
types of mechanical processing and chemical heat treatment are used depending on the
requirements of a particular product: the level of load, steel grade, operating conditions,
the environment aggressiveness, etc. At present, the quality of thermally and chemi-
cally thermally hardened parts (in particular, gears) is estimated by the surface hardness
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(H0), core (HC), and thickness of the hardened layer (ht). Regarding the thickness of the
layer, it should be noted that due to its “blurriness”, and because of the wide per-
missible interval of HC (29–43) HRC, the so-called the effective thickness (hte) of the
hardened layer is regulated. hte is the distance along the normal from the surface to the
depth with some predetermined level of effective hardness (He), carbon consistent or of
a certain structure. He = 550 HV is most often used for cementation and carbonitriding.
When nitriding He = 400 HV or He ¼ HC þ 50 HV is appropriate. During surface
hardening, the effective layer thickness is defined as the distance to the zone with a
semi-martensitic structure, the hardness of which depends on the carbon content, i.e.
from a particular steel grade.

The most important and most accessible to control the characteristic strength of
steel is its hardness. Accordingly, the quality of the hardened layer is largely evaluated
by the distribution of hardness over the thickness of this layer (Fig. 1). It is assumed
that the effective thickness almost uniquely determines the strength of the layer.
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Fig. 1. The hardness distribution over the thickness of the hardened layer: (a) during
cementation and carbonitriding; (b) in case of surface hardening by high frequency currents.
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Therefore, such a wide range of HC values is allowed. This indicator is correct for
traditional involute gears of general engineering, but in gears of on-board gearboxes of
heavy tractors and mining machines, as well as in Novikov gears, destructions often
occur with initial zone in the sublayer (Fig. 2).

Even more dangerous is the occurrence of a primary focus of deep destruction
during surface hardening, with a transition zone (region heated to temperatures of
incomplete austenitic transformation), characterized by significant structural hetero-
geneity and a sharp decrease in hardness. The size of this zone is determined both by
the chemical composition of the steel and by the mode of heat treatment. Figure 3
shows the distribution curves of the hardness of reduced-hardenability steel 55PP after
quenching from deep induction heating, steel 50 after the “ordinary” quenching of high
frequency and steel 18HGT (0.2% C, 1% Cr, 1% Mn) after cementation. All curves
have the same reference point H = HV 550 at a depth of 1.9 mm. Curve 4 corresponds
to the minimum values of the hardness of the transition zone in terms of the depth
contact strength for Novikov transmission following GOST 30224-96, m = 8 mm,
rHmax = 1700 MPa, hte = 0.2375 m. Obviously, in this case, the transmission capacity
of the transfer by the criterion of the deep contact strength during quenching is not
provided. Evaluation of the mechanical characteristics of inhomogeneous materials on
the example of welded joints in [8], layered structures [7], bimodulus materials.

High hardness and wear resistance of the surface zone is achieved by nitriding. The
temperature in the process of nitriding does not exceed 560… 600 °C, which does not
cause phase recrystallization. Thermal deformations and surface roughness are such
that they allow you to abandon the finishing operations. However, the limiting factor is
the impossibility of obtaining diffusion layers with ht >0.6… 0.7 mm, which limits the
area of its effective use by transfers of a small module, since load capacity will be
determined by the strength of the core (especially in gears with theoretically point
contact). However, overestimated the thickness of the hardened layer is no less dan-
gerous. For traditional involute transmissions, the regulations of hardened (cemented,

Fig. 2. Microsection of cemented Novikov gear with sublayer crack.
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carbonitriding) layers are based on extensive experimental data, even a slight deviation
from which leads to catastrophic consequences (Fig. 4), which naturally requires
increased attention to such transfers.

3 Results and Discussion

At present, piecewise linear dependences of the evaluation of the mechanical charac-
teristics of steel parts on hardness are used in engineering practice. For example, the
contact endurance limit of involute wheels: rH lim ¼ 2:3HB according to ISO 3663 or
rH lim ¼ 23HRC according to GOST 21354-87. These dependencies, in general, cor-
respond to the averaged values of the contact endurance limits. However, recom-
mendations for cases of cementation and nitro-carbonizing are extended to the hardness
interval (56… 65) HRC, while a number of standards (standards ASME, ISO) very

Fig. 3. The distribution of hardness over the depth of the hardened layer in various types of heat
treatment and chemical-heat treatment: (1) cementation; (2) high-frequency currents quenching;
(3) deep heating quenching; (4) minimum hardness of the layer according to the terms of deep
contact strength.

Fig. 4. The destruction of thermochemical gears treatment: (a) pitting, breaking out of the teeth,
face chipping due to the reduced thickness of the hardened layer: 0.7 mm instead of 1.4 mm;
(b) chipping on the top of the teeth, fatigue crack at the base due to the increased layer thickness
by 0.2 mm.
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high weight coefficients of hardness influence limit the level (58… 60), indicating that
exceeding it gives contradictory results. This fact is consistent with the graphs of
changes in the mechanical characteristics of hardened carbon steels (Fig. 5).

Contradictions are obvious. So, with the number of loading cycles N = 107 and
hardness 60 HRC, the limit of contact endurance rH lim ¼ 2100MPa, although even
involute gears with ground teeth working in a favorable elastic-hydrodynamic lubri-
cation mode are affected by progressive pitting at stresses of more than 1500…
1600 MPa already in the operation of the early stages, although alternative types of
failure may be leading.

Table 1 shows the parameters, and Fig. 6 shows the test results of cemented rollers.
Over 70 specimens of the C-30, C-60, C-120 series with diameters of 30, 60 and
120 mm, respectively, strengthened to different depths at He = 550 HV, were tested in
the framework of the cited experiment.

Fig. 5. Change of mechanical properties of hardened carbon steels depending on hardness: 1, 2
– ru and r0.5 steel ShH-15; 3 - rHlim; 4 - r0.5 - with residual austenite up to 5%; 5 - rcr -
allowable stresses on the crumbling of structural steels; 6 - ru- steel ShH-15.

Table 1. Specimens parameters.

Specimen Ho

(HV)
Number of specimens hte, mm ht, mm Depth of destruction

zmax, mm

CA-120 840 7 0.86 2.50 0.90–1.46
CB-120 860 8 1.60 3.00 0.32–0.97
CC-120 863 8 3.03 5.60 0.40–0.95
CD-120 910 8 5.16 7.50 0.40–0.84
CC-60 838 6 2.30 3.90 0.16-0.60
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A sharp change in the exponent m of Wehler’s lines draws attention in Fig. 6b: for
the SS-120, CD-120 series, this indicator was at the level of m = 8… 10, typical for
surface strength, whereas for CA-120, like all others, the indicator m = 18… 24,
characteristic of fatigue life by the criterion of deep contact strength. The region of
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Fig. 6. Cemented Roller Testing: (1) CA-120; (2) CD-60; (3) CC-120. (a) the distribution of
hardness over the thickness of the hardened layer and the area of destruction; (b) contact fatigue
lifelines.
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origin of the fatigue crack of samples CA-120 is a sublayer; samples CC-120, CD-120
is the effective zone; samples CB-120 is an initiation of cracks at two levels with
advanced development (in 5 cases out of 7) in the effective zone. However, with
calculated durability of N � 107 cycles, the load capacity of samples SS-120, DM-120
is destruction in the effective zone with H > 800 HV is at the level of samples CA-120
with the crack initiation area in the sublayer with H � 350 NV.

The authors carried out bench tests of nitro-carburizing gears with Novikov gearing
and metallographic studies of destroyed specimens. With the calculated torques on the
drive shaft, T1 = 1500… 2000 Nm, the failures had the character of chipping and
breaking of the teeth.

Fractures of teeth are fatigue, destruction developed from several surface lesions.
The zones of slow and accelerated crack development differ quite clearly. On sample
No. 3 (Fig. 7a), there are folds on the side of the working surface - the result of the
merging of microcracks. The zone of the outbreak is a smoothed area, which smoothly
passes into the areas of selective and accelerated crack development. The presence of
coarse scars characterizes the latter (located on the left). On the right, at the end, in the
form of a step, there is a zone of dough of a fibrous structure.

However, if in the samples of gear 3 a pattern of predominantly viscous fracture is
observed, then in the samples of gear 8 (Fig. 7b) the surface of the fracture is flatter.
The zones characteristics of the fatigue fracture are mild; the site of rapid crack
development is velvety with a thin stream structure, more typical of brittle fracture.

The microstructures of the hardened layer and the core of all types do not have
significant differences. Troostite-martensitic structure (defects, dining areas of the lung
body), almost the same 0.10… 0.18 mm. Further differences are noted: in the gear layer
from 8 to a depth of z � 0.40 mm, the average needle martensite with a needle length
of up to 8 lm (point 5) and residual austenite (point 4); In general, the microstructure
with a hardened layer and cores with martensite, residual austenite, dark componen,
and nitro-carbonizing corresponds to OST23.4.52-83. The microstructure of the tran-
sition zone is bainite-martensitic, the core is bainite; ferrite is missing.

The microstructures of the hardened layer and the core of all samples do not have
significant differences. Troostite martensitic structure (defective, due to depletion of the
solid solution of the surface zone by the alloying elements) is almost the same - 0.10…
0.18 mm. Further differences are noted: in the gear layer 8 to a depth of z � 0.40 mm,
the medium needle martensite with a needle length of up to 8 lm (point 5) and residual

Fig. 7. Teeth fracture of nitro-carburizing gears: (a) specimen 3; (b) specimen 8.
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austenite (point 4); in the layer of gear 3 to the same depth - predominantly fine-needle
martensite (needle length decreases to 4 µm, the amount of residual austenite is 3). In
general, the microstructure of the hardened layer and core according to martensite,
residual austenite, dark component, and nitro-carbonizing corresponds to OST 23.4.52-
83. The microstructure of the transition zone is bainite-martensitic, the core is bainite;
ferrite is absent.

When testing the unpolished transmissions of the DT-75 tractor: aw = 276.25 mm,
m = 6.5 mm, z1 = 13, z2 = 65, rH = 1750 MPa and n1 = 220 min−1, the cemented
gears failed after 200 h due to the deep contact damage, extending to a depth of
1.4 mm. The same transmissions, but nitro-carburized, even at a lesser hardness at the
indicated depths, failed due to pitting with an operating time of more than 700 h.

4 Conclusions

For viscous hypoeutectoid structures of the underlayer and the core, the fracture is
typically transcrystalline, much more energy-intensive than the intercrystalline (inter-
granular), that is typical of the eutectoid and eutectoid structures of the properly
hardened layer. The durability of rolling bearings after detecting a primary crack did
not exceed 3% of the total resource, whereas the occurrence of primary defects in the
sublayer of cemented rollers accounted for the first (10… 15)% of their life (until the
crack reaches the surface). However, if the results of CA-120 and SS-120 rollers can be
explained by different rates of propagation of cracks in areas with different plastic
properties, then samples of SS-60 samples of SS-60, like SS-120, CD-120, failed
according to the deep contact strength criterion with m � 20.

The dependences of the hardness distribution do not reflect the true distribution of a
particular sample, being more often statistical. Despite the fact that the gears, which
were discussed above, were made of steel of the same supply and chemical-heat
treatment took place simultaneously (14 samples from 5 gears were investigated), the
spread of hardness values reached ΔH � 150 HV1 within one tooth and ΔH � 250
HV1 for similar points of different samples. Except for CA-120 samples, the primary
zones of deep contact damage were located at depths with a hardness of H > (725…
750) HV. The zones of delayed and accelerated development of cracks on the gear teeth
also corresponded to the indicated interval with an insignificant increase in hardness in
(50-70) HV in cases with a predominance of brittle fracture elements.

The exact ratio of the numbers of hardness according to Vickers and other scales
does not exist, approximately (700… 860) HV � (58… 64) HRC. A small amount of
experimental data is insufficient for unambiguous conclusions, but it serves as a con-
firmation of the well-known, but not reflected in most calculation procedures, fact that
to assess the load capacity of steel parts thermally or chemically thermally strengthened
to high hardness, information about the magnitude of this hardness is completely
insufficient.
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Abstract. The article discusses the problems of methods for assessing the
strength of machine parts made of steel subjected to thermal and thermo-
chemical processing, which are characterized by structural heterogeneity of
surface layers with different levels of resistance to normal and tangential
stresses. Insufficient knowledge of these processes leads to the need to use
empirical calculations, a significant number of correction factors obtained
experimentally. The processes of surface destruction and subsurface nucleation
of cracks occur simultaneously in heavily loaded machine parts. Increasing the
surface hardness often does not lead to the desired effect, since defects originate
under the surface. Under these conditions, the load capacity of the material of
the layer is investigated based on the generalized Pisarenko-Lebedev criterion of
the limiting state of the structurally inhomogeneous material taking into account
changes in its plastic properties as a result of surface hardening. The article
presents ways to increase the carrying capacity of thermally and thermochemical
machining of gear wheels in terms of alternative forms of destruction to increase
the reliability of predicting their resource.

Keywords: Strength � Pisarenko-Lebedev criterion � Thermochemical
processing � Steel gear � Subsurface crack � Inhomogeneous

1 Introduction

For most materials, the onset of the limit state is due to their ability to resist both
normal and tangential stresses, and the relative effect, i.e., the “personal contribution”
of each of these factors depends on many cases and is even different for the same
material. So, for steels with hardness H < HB (450… 500), the ratio ru+ � 0.34 HB is
close to linear, and the fracture is viscous. However, a further increase in hardness (in
order to increase the mechanical characteristics of the steel) leads to a violation of this
ratio: ruþ 6¼ ru�;rYþ � ruþ ;rY� � ru�. The fracture will be brittle or mixed
depending on the “rigidity” of loading (brittle under tension and torsion, mixed - under
compression), which is typical of hardened tool and bearing steels. The danger of brittle
fracture is not disputed, as in ISO 6336 [1], the upper limit of tooth hardness is limited
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to the level (62 … 63) of the HHRC, however, the prediction of this type of failure is
mostly qualitative.

In these circumstances, the hardness ceases to be a sufficient characteristic of
strength, it is necessary to take into account other indicators, first of all, plastic, as well
as possible structural defects, the probability of which increases, in particular, as a
result of thermal or chemical-thermal treatment. This fact leads to a graduated
microstructure and properties, which makes fracture prediction particularly difficult: a
fragile outer layer, a plastic core material [2]. To assess the plastic properties of the
material used so-called plasticity parameter v, which takes into account the degree of
shear deformation influence on the material microfracture. v = re+/re−, where re+,
re− are the failure stresses of the material under uniaxial tension and compression,
respectively.

Most of the methods used for the strength calculation of machine parts are based on
extensive experimental material, and the criteria for using plasticity hypotheses (most
often, maximum tangential and octahedral stresses). The most important characteristic
of the strength of steel is its hardness [3]. This indicator is correct for normalized and
improved steels, but not sufficient for hardened ones, especially if the crack originates
in the root of the tooth [4]. With equal hardness, thermally or thermochemical treatment
of steel alloyed with nickel shows higher strength and durability than its counterpart,
which does not contain nickel. The reason is its increased plasticity. Thermal or
chemical-thermal consolidation increases the hardness of steel while reducing its
ductility. These two opposite effects act in parallel, and up to a certain level, due to both
the chemical composition of the material and the nature of the stress-strain state (the so-
called stiffness of loading), the positive influence of hardness prevails. For rolling
bearings operating under three-dimensional compression, the optimum hardness of
steel is 62-64HRC (steel ShH-15 C 1%, Si 0.2%, Mn 0.3%, Ni 0.3%, Cr 1.5%, Cu
0.25%), and for structural steel it is 48-50HRC (steel 40X C 0.4%, Si 0.2%, Mn 0.6%,
Ni 0.3%, Cr 1.0%, Cu 0.25%). For gears (according to GOST 21354-87, the depen-
dence rHlimb = 23HHRC cementation, carbonitriding) is extended to a hardness range of
56 … 65 HRC. Meanwhile, several standards (ASME standards, ISO, recommenda-
tions) the very high weight coefficients of the effect of hardness limit the level to 58 …
60 HRC, indicating that with further increase in hardness, the experimental data are
contradictory. The graphs of the change in the mechanical characteristics of hardened
carbon steels can favour as confirmation.

2 Materials and Methods

The refinement of the quantitative estimates of strength is related to the plastic prop-
erties of the material and their change during thermal and thermochemical treatment.
Under such conditions, the most promising is the use of generalized criteria for the
limiting state, which takes into account the influence of both tangential and normal
stresses. The first of these criteria was the Coulomb-Mohr criterion: re = r1 − vr3,
which satisfactorily determines the limiting state of sufficiently homogeneous materials
with different resistance to stretching and compression. At present, several criteria have
been developed for this direction: Yagna-Buzhinsky, Drucker-Prager, Johnson–Cook
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[5] and others [6]. Of these, in our opinion, the most promising is the Lebedev –

Pisarenko criterion for a structurally inhomogeneous material, used in [7–9], associated
with predicting the occurrence of deep contact damage (DCD) of Novikov surface
hardened gears, for which well-known recommendations for involute gear proved
unacceptable:

re ¼ vri þ 1� vð Þr1A
1� r1 þr2 þr3ð Þ=ri �reþ ; ð1Þ

where re+ is the limit equivalent stress at r1 > 0; v = re+/re− is the parameter of
plasticity of the material, taking into account the degree of influence on its micro
destruction of shear deformations; re+, re− – stresses of failure (fracture) of the
material under uniaxial tension and compression, respectively; A - the statistical
parameter of defectiveness; for hardened steels A = 0.7 … 0.8.

For ductile materials, re+ � re−, v ! 1, and Eq. (1) reflects the Huber-Mises-
Henki criterion. For absolutely brittle materials, when v ! 0, the transition to the
criterion of maximum normal stresses takes place. Since criterion (1) is resolved
concerning tensile stresses, in the case of the stressed state with r1 < 0 (contact
problems), the exponent with the defectiveness parameter should be taken in absolute
value, and the limiting values of effective stresses can be represented

reþ ¼ vrHPke ð2Þ

where rHP is the permissible normal contact stress, ke = re/remax is the equivalence
factor. Thus, both the left and the right parts of (1) are in functional dependence on the
parameter v

If the plasticity criteria operate only with the components of the stress tensor, the
use of the limit state criteria requires knowledge of the value of the plasticity parameter,
as well as the nature of its change depending on the chemical composition of the steel
and the type of its hardening. It is known that the value of v varies from 0.9 … 1.0 for
thermally improved structural steels to 0.5… 0.7 for volumetrically medium- and high-
carbon.

A simple example illustrates the expediency of using the limit state criterion. With a
flat bend of a rectangular bar, the stresses are distributed by the Navier formula
(Fig. 1a). The stress state at the boundaries of the beam: r1 > 0, r2 = r3 = 0 - on the
stretched side and r1 = r2 = 0, r3 < 0 - on the compressed side. The equivalent
stresses, according to the von Mises criterion, are the same at both boundaries: ri+ =
ri− = ri. But at v = 0.7 (carbon steel hardened to H � 60 … 62HRC) by criterion (1):
re+ = ri, re− = 0.7ri (Fig. 1b). Moreover, taking into account the different resistance
of the material, the excess of the strength of the timber on the compressed side relative
to the stretched one will increase even more, which, of course, requires an appropriate
practical test.

In [7], an equivalent stress state was studied for the cases of linear and point
contact. The distribution of relative maxima of equivalent stresses in planes parallel to
the plane of contact, as well as the absolute maximum of these stresses re max, was
investigated depending on the contact geometry and the value of the plasticity
parameter.
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Figure 2 shows the effective stress fields for the case of linear contact (plane strain)
according to the Huber-Mises-Genka (line 1) and Lebedev-Pisarenko criteria at v = 0.6
(line 2). This level of plasticity parameter is typical for steel type ShH-15, hardened to
hardness 62 … 64 HRC. The reduction of ductility (other things being equal) leads to
the expansion of the area of increased relative strength, expressed by the ratio of the
current equivalent voltage to the maximum. So, the depth of the maximum equivalent
stresses according to the Lebedev-Pisarenko criterion increased by 15% compared with
the von Mises criterion. The zone Ke > 0.95 spread (along the central axis) in the
interval (0.75…1.15)b (b is the half-width of the contact pad), whereas according to the
Mises criterion it corresponds to the interval (0.50 … 0.95) b. At the same time, the
total area of the potentially dangerous zone increased by 12 … 15%.

A comparison of the processes of cementation and carbonitriding within the limits
of their alternative application shows that carbon cementation provides a higher level of
bearing capacity. The difference in contact fatigue life is a multiple of [8]. However, in
the practice of engineering calculations, this is not regulated in any way, and both
processes are assumed to be equivalent. But with a hardness of the same and constant
thickness of the sample (steel 12X2H4A) ru+ samples subjected to nitro-carburizing,
(10 … 12)% higher than cemented, which, in the absence of data on the corresponding
increase in ru− (Fig. 4), allowed, in the first approximation, to accept at the level of
hardness 850HV values of the plasticity parameter v = 0.6 (cementation of nickel-free
steels) and v = 0.68 … 0.7 (cementation of nickel-containing steels and carbonitrid-
ing). In the absence of additional information, the change in the plasticity parameter in
the range of 400 … 850HV was assumed linear.

a) b) 

-

+

М

М σi

σiσe

σe-

Fig. 1. Flat bend of a rectangular bar: (a) distribution of normal stresses; (b) equivalent stress
distribution.
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The correctness of the proposed model, as applied to contact calculations, was
verified by its compliance with known experimental data and alternative methods of
calculation. Total processed about 60 experiments performed on rollers and gears.

Concerning contact tasks, the estimated safety factor SKHe takes the form:

SK He ¼ fðf� 0:11128ÞHHVZNKK1K2K3K4K5= vri þ 1� vð Þr1A1�ðr1 þ r2 þ r3Þ=ri
h i

ð3Þ

where ZNK ¼ 107=NEKð Þ1=m - the coefficient of durability; K1,…, K5 - coefficients that
take into account the nature of the contact, the number of potentially dangerous zones,
the effect of tangential load, the quality of the material and thermochemical treatment,
the variation of material properties in the layer [10, 11].

3 Results and Discussion

Nowadays, in engineering practice, piecewise linear dependences of the contact
endurance limit of steel parts on hardness are used: rHlim = 2.3HB according to ISO
3663 or rHlim = 23HRC according to GOST 21354-87. These dependencies, in gen-
eral, correspond to the averaged values of the contact endurance limits. However,
recommendations for thermochemical treatment for cases of cementation and

Fig. 2. The field of equivalent stresses. Linear contact: (1) v = 1.0; (2) v = 0.6. Z is the distance
from the contact surface of bodies.
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carbonitriding are extended to the hardness range (56 … 65) HRC, although, for
example, the number of loading cycles N = 107 and hardness 60 HRC, rHlim =
2100 MPa, involute gears with ground teeth working in a favorable elastic-
hydrodynamic lubrication regime, they are affected by progressive pitting at effective
stresses rH > 1500 … 1600 MPa already in the early stages of operation, although
alternative types of failure may be the leading ones. In [12] the quenching of carbon-
nitrogen martensite resulted in a decrease in hardness to a lesser extent than that
measured on carbon martensite with an equivalent embedding content.

Transmission electron microscopy analyses were performed to investigate this
behavior. According to the described method, the contact strengths of the working
surfaces of the teeth of the involute wheels were evaluated, the results of which are
shown in the graphs in Fig. 3.

For gears with a hardness of H � 57 … 58 HRC the bending stresses determine,
both traditional involute and known Novikov gear designs (W-N), the strength of the
teeth. The evaluation of the flexural strength of involute gears is based on solving the
problem of bending a cantilever clamped beam with a load distributed along the line of
contact of the teeth. “Regular” fatigue failure is a fracture of a concave (into the wheel
body) shape.

This model in one way or another modification is adopted in most of the design
regulations (for example, DIN-3990 is a German standard or GOST 21354-87).
However, for high-loaded evolvent transmissions, the results of calculations and
experiments differ by order of magnitude, if not more, which is corrected by intro-
ducing a set of correction coefficients obtained experimentally. For example, ultrasound
device for detection of inhomogeneities in two-layer sheet [13]. Also, in practice, the

Fig. 3. The values of rHlim based on 107 cycles with a calculated safety factor of 1.0: according
to the von Mises criterion, graph 1; according to the Lebedev-Pisarenko criterion for
carbonitriding, carburizing and quenching medium-carbon structural steels - charts 2, 3, 4,
respectively.
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fracture is often found relatively flat, and sometimes even convex. Excluding a tech-
nological defect, then this type of destruction indicates not so much a bend as a cut.

Even greater difficulties arise in assessing the bending strength of Novikov gears
(W-N) The region of localization of the maximum bending stresses in such gears is
generally not defined. However, [1] during the run-in, the instantaneous contact area
(ICA) extends (in height) to 80% of the active profile. The border of the ICA on the
tooth stalk, if it does not coincide with the area of action of the maximum bending
stress, is most likely close to it. In this case, along with other factors [14–16], the
peculiarities of the stress-strain state in the contact area have a negative impact on the
level of flexural strength.

We consider a possible effect on the example of the Hertz problem for the case of
theoretically point contact – Fig. 4.

Stresses on the surface in the contact area are everywhere compressing, except for its
boundary. Equivalent moduli stresses—radial (tensile) and circumferential (compres-
sive)—appear at the ends of the principal axes of the conditional contact ellipse.
Equivalent stresses according to the Mises criterion for a circular region are equal to
rio = 0.2Pmax at the center of the ICA and ria = 0.225Pmax at the border of the ICA
(Pmax is the maximum pressure). For hardened alloyed structural steels at H � 60…
62HRC and plasticity parameter v � 0.7 according to the Lebedev-Pisarenko criterion,

3

1 

5 
4

2 4

5 

0,8

1,0

а

0,8

1,0

0,9

1,1

1,2

1,3

σ/Pmax σx/σo

crack

Fig. 4. Stresses on the half-space surface: 1. rn - normal; 2. rh - circumferential; 3. rr - radial;
4, 5 - relative intensity - rx/ro, where rx - equivalent stresses at a distance “x” from the central
axis, ro - equivalent stresses at the center of the ICA (4 - according to the Mises criterion, 5 -
according to the Lebedev-Pisarenko criterion).
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the equivalent stresses will be reo = 0.14 Pmax at the center of the contact patch and
rea = 0.186Pmax at its boundary. According to the von Mises criterion:
ria/rio = 1.125, i.e. congestion of the IPC boundary relative to the center - 12.5%). For
hardened alloyed structural steels with H � 60…62HRC and a plasticity parameter
v � 0.7 according to the Lebedev-Pisarenko criterion, the equivalent stresses will be
reo = 0.14Pmax at the center of the contact patch and rea = 0.186Pmax:
rea/reo = 1.33. The relative tension of the border area increased by approximately
another 15-18%. However, the matter is not limited to the growth of relative strength: in
the center of the ICA, the level of permissible stresses is determined by the strength of the
material in compression, while at the edge - in tension (in the first approximation - in 1/v).
A similar approach has been applied to the study of the occurrence of micropitting in the
contacts of gear teeth [17].

4 Conclusions

The influence of the plastic properties of the material on the strength characteristics of
gears is very significant. So even a slight increase in the plasticity parameter from 0.6 to
0.67… 0.7 at the same level of hardness determines an increase in rHlim by 120…
150 MPa, which corresponds to the well-known difference in strength between
cementation and carbonitriding.

For involute gears made of cemented structural steels, an increase in hardness
above 650…700 HV practically does not lead to an increase in contact fatigue life, and
with H > 800HV one can even expect a decrease. Recommendation GOST 21354-87:
“Limits of contact endurance rHlim for cementation and carbonitriding and subsequent
hardening” should be limited to the upper hardness limit of surfaces 62HRC.

Under certain conditions, contact stresses can initiate flexural failure. At the border
of the ICA, especially in materials with reduced plastic properties, there are radial
microcracks that do not close when the load is removed, growing with repeated even
minor stresses. The stress state outside the ICA is a net shift. The situation is exac-
erbated when the ICA is localized near areas with increased defectiveness of the surface
layers. During cementation and carbonitriding, these are internal oxidation, decarbur-
ization of the solid solution, the dark component, etc. (depending on the type of
thermo-chemical process), drastically reducing the strength characteristics of the
material. For gears, the risk zone will be adjacent to the fillet of the active profile
boundary. If the defective layer in the active areas can be neutralized by subsequent
running-in, then for the transition zone the problem of its neutralization is difficult:
there is no burn-in, mechanical removal, for example, grinding of fillets, is unaccept-
able because of the danger of burns, and electrolytic labor is intensive and expensive.
For gears with theoretically point contact (such as W-N), the ICA-fillet boundary
should be considered as potentially dangerous not only by contact but also by bending.

Accounting for the influence of the plastic properties of the material of the layer
made it possible to increase the reliability of the prediction of the level of load capacity
of the thermal process and chemically treatment of strengthened parts. Strength
assessment should be carried out using the limiting state criteria and taking into account
changes in the parameter v.
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Abstract. The article presents the studies’ results of processing multi-contact
vibration impact tool - ball-rod hardener, which is designed for local processing
methods of surface plastic deformation various parts, including engineering
transport. The design of the hardener is described. Its scheme is presented. The
acoustic characteristics of the process are analyzed. A linear source is used as a
noise source model to simulate noise generation process for long parts. Sound
pressure is determined. The formula for determination of natural oscillation
frequencies for beam-type details is given. The speed of product oscillations at
natural frequencies is determined. The real part of oscillation velocity is
determined for calculations of octave-averaged sound pressure levels (noise
spectra). The screen calculations are performed to ensure the acoustic safety of
the worker to solve the problem of passive noise protection in the machine
working area and to ensure safety of work. The maximum value of the acoustic
screen height is determined. Technological possibilities of processing are
revealed. The parameters of plastic print are determined. The dependences for
determining surface roughness, hardened layer depth and the degree of defor-
mation, the adequacy of which is confirmed by experimental studies, are given.
The graphs of the dependence of surface roughness, hardened layer depth and
the degree of deformation on the main technological parameters and the material
hardness of the part obtained from the experiments are presented. Technological
recommendations on the research results application are given. Elements of
CAD TP system ball-rod hardener machining parts are developed.

Keywords: Ball-rod hardener processing � Surface roughness � Hardened layer
depth � Degree of deformation � Acoustic safety

1 Introduction

Methods of processing of details by surface plastic deformation (SPD) are widely
applied on final operations of their technological processes. These methods can sig-
nificantly improve the performance properties of the processed parts, while the cost of
processing is much lower than the introduction of many other finishing methods of
processing. This is especially true for parts of transport engineering, the breakdown of
which can lead to machine failure. In addition, many SPD methods can be applied
locally, where stress concentrators (holes, fillets, threads, bevels, slots, samples, welds,
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grooves, etc.) are located, without processing the entire part, which also reduces the
final cost of the resulting product. Local processing is also necessary on the unhardened
parts of the surfaces, which have undergone general hardening treatment in vibration,
bead-blasting and other installations (under clamps, in pockets, holes and other hard-to-
reach for the processing environment areas), in those places of machined parts, where
the hardened layer is removed during fitting work. These elements are characteristic for
most of the processed engineering products, which leads to the widespread introduction
of local methods of SPD processing in modern engineering production [1–3].

Details of a variety of sizes and shapes, made of different metals: steels, including
stainless, non-ferrous alloys (aluminum, magnesium, etc.) can be subjected to local
hardening processing by SPD methods.

Ball-rod hardener (BRH) is a tool invented by a group of researchers under the
guidance of Professor Babichev. It is universal, allows processing not only flat sur-
faces, but also surfaces of complex configuration, with a small difference in height. The
hardener is made on the basis of a pneumatic or electric hammer, which is a power
drive with a striker 1 (Fig. 1). A block of round rods 2 in a special collet clamp 6,
which are located in the body of the hardener 3, based on the surface of the work-piece
5, can copy the shape of its surface due to the presence of layers of steel balls 4. In this
case, a layer of steel balls transmits the impact energy of the drive to the block of rods
without significant losses. The rods have a spherical sharpening that allows you to
leave plastic impressions on the surface of a workpiece. If we compare the process of
BRH processing with other shock methods of SPD, we can distinguish a number of
advantages that are typical for this method of processing: high intensity of processing,
the formation of residual compression stresses, the possibility of local hardening,
including long parts of a complex profile [1, 2].

2 345 16 7

Feed direc on
Compressed 

air

Fig. 1. Diagram of the multiple-contact vibro-impact tool BRH: 1 – power drive with the striker,
2 – block of round rods, 3 – case of the hardener, 4 – steel balls, 5 – the part, which is subjected
to processing, 6 – collet clamp, 7 – elastic element.
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2 Materials and Methods

Safe working conditions in modern production are of great importance and are stipu-
lated by sanitary standards adopted at the level of state standards. Protection of workers
from exposure to hazardous and harmful production factors is an urgent problem of
labor protection. Noise radiation of high intensity, which is accompanied by many
technological processes of parts processing, can lead to a decrease in productivity and
deterioration in the health of workers. In this regard, the problem of noise reduction in
processing is a very urgent task.

The process of hardening with the help of a device for BRH in most cases is
realized on universal milling machines and as any shock treatment is accompanied by a
significant noise impact on the worker. The hardener is attached to the spindle of the
milling machine. The spindle does not rotate. Only the feed drive contributes to the
formation of the sound field in the working area of the operator of the elements of the
machine bearing system. Feeding box of a modern milling machine realizes table
movement by a ball screw, the rotation of which is made from an adjustable motor.
Such mechanisms are characterized by low noise impact due to the lack of gears.
Therefore, it can be assumed that the noise spectra in the working area are created by
the sound propagation from the hardened products and the ball-rod hardener itself.

To simulate the process of noise generation for long parts studied in this paper, a
linear source is used as a noise source model, the sound pressure of which according to
the work [3] can be calculated by the formula:

P ¼ 9:5
tk
r

fkFlð Þ0:5 ð1Þ

where mk - vibration speed, fk - natural frequencies, F - the area of the sound emitting
surface, l - the length of the part, r - the distance from the source to the design point.

If the shape of the workpiece allows, then it is possible to put a damping layer of
the required thickness, which will absorb the natural frequencies of the part vibrations.
For long parts such as beams, the natural oscillation frequencies can be determined by
the following relationship:

fk ¼ 1
2p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pj
l

� �4EJ
m0

þ jpr
m0

r
ð2Þ

where E – the modulus of elasticity, J – the moment of inertia of the part, m0 - the
distributed mass, jpr - the reduced stiffness of the technological system, k - the coef-
ficient determining the natural frequencies of oscillations.

To determine the sound pressure levels, the following formula is obtained:

L ¼ 20 lg tk þ 10 lg
pj
l

� �4EJ
q

þ jpr
q

� �
� Fþ 20 lg

l
r
þ 106; ð3Þ

where q - the density of the part material.
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For engineering calculations of sound pressure levels it is necessary to determine
the speed of vibrations of the product at natural frequencies, which is a complex value.
To calculate the octave-averaged sound pressure levels (noise spectra), it will be
enough to determine the real part of the oscillation rate by dependence:

Re tkf g ¼ 2pkP
Ml

X k sin pkx1
l þ sin pkx2

l þ . . .þ sin pkxj
l

� �
EJ pk

l

� �4 þ jpr
m0

� pkt
l

� �2h i2
þ wEJð Þ2 pk

l

� �3	 
0:5

� sin arctg
�EJw pk

l

� �4
EJ pk

l

� �4 þ jpr
m0

� pkt
l

� �2 þ wEJð Þ2 pk
l

� �3
ð4Þ

where P - force action of the process, M - the mass of the part, xk - the coordinate of the
rod of the ball-rod hardener, m - the speed of movement of the table with the hardened
part, w - the effective coefficient of loss of the vibrational energy of the hardened part.

If the shape and configuration of the workpiece does not allow the use of vibration-
absorbing layer or its use does not ensure the implementation of sanitary standards for
noise, the use of passive noise protection in the working area of the machine will solve
the safety problem. The installation of a flat screen made of polycarbonate glass, the
acoustic efficiency of which should provide sanitary standards of sound pressure levels
in the entire normalized range of 31.5–2000 Hz, will ensure the safety of the operator
when using the device for BRH. The required acoustic efficiency is ensured by the
height of the screen. Its length is determined by the size of the machine table. From the
known dependence of acoustic efficiency [3, 4] we obtain:

DL ¼ 10 lg gp2 � h
k
tg
u
2

� �
� 10 lg n ð5Þ

where h - the height of the installed screen, k - the wavelength in the air, / - the angle
of refraction of the sound wave, n - the number of edges of the screen through which
the sound energy enters the design point.

The dependence of the height of the acoustic screen, provided that the sanitary
standards for noise are followed is following:

h ¼ 100:1 Lpi�Lci þ 1:1�lg fi�lg tgu2ð Þ ð6Þ

where Lpi - the actual octave levels of sound pressure, Lci - octave maximum per-
missible levels of sound pressure, fi - root-mean-square frequencies of octave bands.

The maximum value of the height of the acoustic screen is determined by the
results of the calculation. The polycarbonate glass screen serves not only as an acoustic
protection, but also protects the operator from injury in case of breakage of the tool or
the workpiece. Figure 3 presents a graph of noise spectra in the working area of the
operator performing processing using a ball-rod hardener. The graph shows that the
implementation of sanitary standards for the noise level is achieved (Fig. 2).
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The widespread introduction of BRH processing in machine-building production
constrains the lack of theoretical studies of the impact of technological regimes on the
quality of the treated surface. The main technological parameters of the process of BRH
processing are the impact energy of the striker, the diameter and the number of rods, the
radius of their spherical sharpening [5–7].

Calculation of the parameters of the plastic impression when introducing a
spherical indenter into the deformable half-space; in this work the diameter and the
depth of this impression are determined:

d ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D � Eu

0:1HD
4

r
ð7Þ

h ¼ d2

HD
ð8Þ

where D - the diameter of the sphere, Eu - the impact energy, HD - the dynamic
hardness of the part material.

According to [1], the dynamic hardness can be determined from the ratio

HB ¼ 0:2HD0:89

where HB - the Brinell hardness of the part material.
Then

HD ¼ 6:1HB1:12;

For BRH process, the formula (7) can be represented as follows:

d ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D � Eu � g
N � HB1:12

4

r
ð9Þ
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Fig. 2. Noise spectra: 1 – noise in processing with noise protection system, 2 – limitary
spectrum.
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where η - the efficiency of the device for the BRH, which depends on the tension
created by pressing the device to the surface of the part, N - the number of rods in the
block.

For the calculation of high-level parameters of roughness of the processed details
surface, we can use P. P. Chebyshev method [1, 6] and write:

Rz ¼ S2

8R
ð10Þ

where S – the device feed, R – the radius of the spherical sharpening of the indenter.
In this case, the feed value, which can vary within certain limits, should be cal-

culated according to the following dependence: s = 03d.
This amount of feed will eliminate the appearance of untreated parts of the surface

of the part.
Let us do the conversion and get the dependence to calculate the high-level

roughness parameter processed by the device for BRH:

Rz ¼ 0:03

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Eu � g

D � N � HB1:12

r
ð11Þ

The depth of the hardened layer and the degree of deformation of the workpiece
treated with a ball-rod hardener affect its performance properties (fatigue strength,
fatigue life, etc.). The depth of the hardened layer influences the surface area in which
there is a residual deformation of grains and the increased density of crystal lattice
dislocations formed as a result of the application of an external load. It is rather difficult
to determine analytically the depth of the hardened layer and the degree of deformation
depending on physical and mechanical properties of the part material and the process
parameters [6]. In the works of researchers of SPD processing processes there are
formulas that are obtained on the basis of the theory of formation of elastic and plastic
deformation after the adoption of numerous simplifications and assumptions. The paper
[5] shows the dependence for calculating the depth of the hardened layer during surface
plastic deformation processing

hn ¼ 2:5Ko

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D � h

p
ð12Þ

where K0 - the coefficient depending on the impression shape. For the BRH processing
we can take K0 = 1.

Using this dependence, in the course of our own research the formula for calcu-
lating the depth of the hardened layer in the BRH processing is obtained:

hn ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Eu � g � D2

N � HB1:12

� �3
8

s
ð13Þ

For theoretical calculation of the obtained degree of deformation, to determine the
degree of plastic deformation at SPD:
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e ¼ d
D

ð14Þ

We apply the dependence for the processing method under study and after the
transformation we obtain the following formula to determine the degree of
deformation:

e ¼ 1:13

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Eu � g

D3 � N � HB1:12

4

r
ð15Þ

3 Results

A number of experimental studies have been conducted to confirm the adequacy and
application of theoretical dependencies (11), (13) and (15) in the design of techno-
logical processes of ball-rod hardener processing.

The ball-rod hardener was fixed on a miller or lathe. The air hammer of model
KPM-14M was used. Samples were made of the following materials: aluminum alloys
D16, B95, AVT, steels St3, 45, HVG. The choice of materials samples is due to the fact
that they are often used for the manufacture of machine parts. The rods used for
processing had different diameters of sharpening. Their number in the package varied.
Dependency graphs were plotted using formulas (11), (13), and (15). In Figs. 4, 5, 6
and 7 they are shown in solid lines. The points indicate the results of experiments with
indication of confidence intervals (with confidence probability of 95%). The analysis of
the research results shows that the discrepancy between the theoretical and

Rz, 
mkm

N, PCs10 20 30 40 50 60 70
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80 90

Fig. 3. Dependence of roughness of the processed surface on the number of rods in the nozzle
(D = 5 mm, η = 0.7): 1 - part material – B95, 2 - part material – steel 45.
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experimental values does not exceed 15%, so it can be argued that the proposed
theoretical dependences are adequate and can be recommended for use in technological
design.

Rz, 
mkm
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Fig. 4. Dependence of roughness of the processed surface on the diameter of spherical rods
sharpening (N = 19, η = 0.7):1 - part material – D16, 2 - part material – B95, 3 - part material –
steel 45.
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Fig. 5. Dependence of the depth of the hardened layer on Brinell hardness (number of rods
N = 19, impact energy Eu = 2.5 j, η = 0.7, diameter of rods sharpening – D = 3 mm).
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4 Discussion

The design of technological processes of local SPD processing includes a complex of
works which is necessary for implementation of the technological process meeting the
set requirements. At the same time, the multivariance of technological solutions and
their considerable complexity necessitate the automation of design work. For this
purpose, the existing systems of computer-aided design of technological processes are
created or used. The use of CAD TP is possible with theoretical dependencies that
describe the complex relationships studied by the technology, and determine the pro-
cedures that allow you to build design solutions. The theoretical models obtained above
can be used as a basis for such a device for BRH processing. The results of the
processing of the BRH process can be described by many criteria: the roughness of the
treated surface, the depth of the hardened layer, the degree of deformation, processing
performance, etc. It is necessary to ensure noise levels during processing within the
normative values.

The design of a technological process should begin with a search of options for
combinations of technological parameters available to the technologist (drive power,
the number of rods in the block, the radius of rods sharpening, tension of the device).
Of all the options such should be chosen that at the calculated dependences given
above ensure the prescribed quality parameters of the surface layer. The processing
time is between 10–20 s on the width of the block of rods in the flow direction. If
several options of the technological process meet the specified conditions, the option

,%ε

D,mm3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
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10
12

14
16
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22

24

Fig. 6. Dependence of the degree of deformation of the surface layer of the diameter of rods
sharpening (number of rods N = 40, impact energy Eu = 2.5 j, = 0.5, part material – steel HVG).
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with the highest processing capacity is chosen. Next, the sound pressure levels, noise
spectra are determined and the acoustic screen is calculated, which must be installed in
the processing area.

The developed CAD TP has been tested in production conditions and used in the
implementation of the process of BRH parts processing at LLC “DonKuzlitMash”
(Azov).
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Abstract. The paper presents studies on the vacuum thermal magnetic-pulse
welding (VTMPW) of the cathode assemblies from dissimilar alloys. To activate
the welded surfaces and remove contaminants, it is proposed to preheat the unit
assembled for welding in vacuum, with subsequent magnetic-pulse radial action
through the dielectric container on the joining surfaces heated to temperatures
below the melting point. The VTMPW process parameters and the limitations
related to the mechanical fracture of the welded assembly, burning-off or faulty
fusion, affecting the fixed joint efficiency, are identified. The microstructure
analysis did not detect the formation of common grains; hardness in the joining
zone was increased, which is typical for the formation of the compound in the
solid phase.

Keywords: Vacuum flame cleaning � Emitter � Secondary-emission cathodes �
Pulse energy � Magnetic pressure � Inducer � Discharge frequency � Non-
conducting gap � Dielectric container

1 Introduction

In the manufacture of microwave crossed-field tubes, emitter materials from metal
alloys are increasingly used. They combine a fairly high level of thermal and secondary
emissions, high electrical and thermal conductivity, and smooth surface, which ensure
the required life cycle and reliability of products. High emissivity, its stability during
the entire service life under the electron beam bombardment predetermine prospects
and relevance of the development of a cost-effective technology for producing cathodes
for electronic tubes based on such cathode materials as CuLi, AlBa, Pt, PtBa, PdBa,
JrLa, ReLa, etc.

Metal-alloy secondary-emission cathodes are produced composite. The emitter in
the form of foil or sleeves from emission material is fixed on the surface of cores made
from copper, stainless steel, molybdenum, niobium or their alloys [1–3], Fig. 1.

The cathode assembly is the most heat-loaded component of the device. As a result
of electron beam bombardment (in 107 W/m2 pulse), the emitter is exposed to thermal
shocks. For normal operation of the device, it is necessary to carry out an intensive heat
removal from the cathode working surface providing a proper connection of the emitter
and the core over the entire interface.
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The diffusion welding joining emitters and cathode bases provides quality welds,
parameter stability, and device life [3]. To obtain lining emission coatings on cylin-
drical cores, devices are used that provide compressive pressure due to the difference in
thermal linear expansion coefficients [4]. Residual deformation occurring in this case
damages the device after receiving one cathode unit. The disadvantages of the diffusion
welding also include the duration of high-temperature exposure, which leads to the
appearance of brittle intermetallic phases in the weld junction, as well as the inability to
get the emitter – core joints on the developed surface.

It is possible to enhance the process of diffusion welding of broadband (l/d > 1–3)
lining joints using magnetic-pulse welding (MPW), which implements locking force
(“crimping” scheme) [5]. As on the diffusion welding, the process must be carried out
in vacuum to prevent oxidation of the joining surfaces (the oxygen hungry materials are
used).

2 Research Procedure

In contrast to the conventional MPW, during vacuum-thermal magnetic-pulse welding
(VTMPW), the loading is carried out along the normal to the joining part surfaces;
there is no cumulative cleaning jet arising from glancing collision [2, 8]. Purification is
performed through evaporation of oxide films upon heating in vacuum.

The VTMPW scheme is shown in Fig. 2.
The VTMPW process is as follows. The core (1) and emitter (2) are fixed in the

collet clamp (7) of the vacuum chamber that consists of a ceramic container and two
flanges. The welded assembly is introduced into the zone of the combined cooled
inductor (3), which is connected to the high-frequency generator (HFG) (5) and the
surge-current generator (SCG) (4). After the assemblage and installation, the chamber
is evacuated to the operating pressure of 0:66 � 10�2 Pa. the HFG is started. When the
desired heating-up temperature is reached, the HFG is turned off. The HFG is charged.
When the HFG is discharging, Ip discharge current (100–200 kA) is flowing through
the coils of the working tool – inductor (3). A variable magnetic field (H), which
induces Ii currents in the emitter, occurs in the operating space of the inductor. When Iи

Fig. 1. Metal-alloy secondary-emission cathodes: a – on cylindrical; b – with developed
surface. 1 is cathode base; 2 is emitter; d is diameter; d, l are thickness and width of emitter; r is
surface curvature.
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induced currents and the magnetic field of the inductor (H) interact, Pm magnetic
pressure occurs [8]. Pm pressure acts on the emitter in radial axis; combined defor-
mation of the joining juvenile surfaces and a solid state welding take place [9]. This
device uses a unique feature of the magnetic-pulse processing, the impact remotability
through a dielectric - ceramic container (6), which is a section of the vacuum chamber.
The heated and welded assembly is in vacuum, and the combined inductor of HFG and
VTMPW is in the atmosphere.

The staged experiments provided identifying the process variables affecting the
welded joint quality: amount of vacuum in the working chamber, preheating temper-
ature (T0), magnitude of the realizable magnetic pressure (Pm) dependent on pulse
energy (W).

The studies of the effect of various parameters on the weld quality were carried out
on the VTMPW installation assembled according to the scheme shown in Fig. 2.
Operating frequency of the current pulse depends on the installation design, and it was a
constant parameter (fd = 10 kHz) in a series of the staged experiments. This value is
selected on the evaluation results to ensure that the first half-wave length of the mag-
netic pressure should be greater than the stress relaxation time of the joining materials in
the interface. The non-conducting gap setting between the tool – inductor and the
workpiece was determined from the design data analysis: Δ = (4 − 6) � 10−3 m.

Fig. 2. VTMPW layout diagram. 1 is core; 2 is emitter; 3 is cooled inductor; 4 is surge-current
generator (SCG); 5 is high-frequency generator (HFG); 6 is dielectric - ceramic container; 7 is
collet clamp; 8 is flange-base; 9 is flange of container; 10 is thermal couple; 11 is measure gauge
(MG); 12 is vacuum seal; Id is discharge current; H is magniflux; Ii is induced current; Pm is
magnetic pressure; Δ is non-conducting gap; VS is vacuum system.
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All experimental samples had base diameter of db = 18 � 10−3 m, lining coating
width of l = 30 � 10−3 m, thickness of ts = 0.5 � 10−3 m, and the number of inductor
windings of n = 4.

3 Research Results Discussion

The analysis of the welds through the shearing test under the microscope has shown
that there are “craters” and partial traces of the lining on the base in the metal separation
zone, Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Dependences of shear strength of welds from dissimilar alloys: a is Pt + MPVM
(molybdenum) on preheating temperature; b is steel 12X18H10T + Pt, on pulse energy W,
T0 = 1200 K.
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The upper limit of the temperature range of the VTMPW is related to the burning-
off and destruction of the lining component under superheating, or with the appearance
of heterogeneous structures in the joining zone, which degrades the welding quality and
is unacceptable when producing emission coatings. The lower limit is related to
insufficient activation of the surfaces; due to the lack of time for relaxation processes, it
is not possible to obtain a quality weld (Fig. 3a).

Pressure under the VTMPW, as well as under other methods of welding in a solid
state process, is the key factor in obtaining physical contact and activation of the
joining surfaces. The welding pressure (Pm) behavior depends on the magnetic action
energy (W) and the non-conducting gap (Δ) between the inductor and the “lining”
under the VTMPW process. The dependence of the shear strength (s) of the platinum –

high-alloyed austenitic steel combination on the pulse energy (W) is shown in Fig. 3b.
Low energy does not allow a physical contact and the required combined deformation.
Energy restriction “from above” is related to the lining destruction and unacceptable
deformation of the welded assembly.

As a result of the experimental studies, a range of definition and effective variation
of the key process parameters was established. For experimental samples of the joining
metal combinations, their values are as follows: preheating temperature is T0 = 850–
1300 K; pulse energy is W = 5–17 kJ.

Heating the components to be joined in vacuum contributes to the activation of the
surface layers, which is a prerequisite for setting, reduction of resistance to deforma-
tion, and acceleration of stress relaxation in the joining zone; and also, the contact
surfaces are cleaned from adsorbed and oxide inclusions [6].

Heating the machined parts leads to a decrease in the mechanical strength of metals,
which facilitates the deformation of components reducing the required treatment force.
On the other hand, the electrical conductivity of components heated to the temperature
of about 1300 K goes up about four times. This causes an increase in the equivalent
resistance and inductance of the “inductor – workpiece” system, which contributes to a
decrease in the magnetic pressure [8].

The VTMPW parameters, at which quality welds of the combinations (MN40A +
Pt alloys, 12X18H10T steels + AlBa, MPVM (Molybdenum Pure Vacuum Melting)
molybdenum + PtBa, HB7 alloy + PtBa) were obtained, are given in Table 1.

Table 1. VTMPW parameters of secondary-emission cathodes.

No. Weld components T°, К W, kJ Pm, 10
7 N/m2

1 Core - MN40A alloy, d = 12 mm.
Emitter is Pt, 0.4 mm thickness

970 6 10.2

2 Core - 12X18H10T steel, d = 12 mm.
Emitter is AlBa, 0.5 mm thickness

970 8.67 12.0

3 Core - MPVM molybdenum, d = 17 mm.
Emitter is PtBa, 0.4 mm thickness

1170 10.26 14.22

4 Core - HB7 alloy, d = 18 mm.
Emitter is PtBa, 0.5 mm thickness

1270 13.23 18.33
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The metallographic studies of the joining zone did not detect the formation of
common grains on the welding of dissimilar materials. Figure 4 shows microhardness
of the joining zone of the cathode combinations of MPVM molybdenum + PtBa, and
HB7 alloy + PtBa.

Hardness in the joining zone (3) is increased, which is typical for a solid state
welding [9].

Figure 5 shows welded assemblies of the secondary-emission cathodes.

Fig. 4. Microhardness of weld junction: 1is MPVM molybdenum; 2 is PtBa; 3 is HB7 alloy; 4 is
PtBa; 5 is weld junction; x is distance from weld junction.

Fig. 5. Cathode welded assemblies obtained through VTMPW.
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The VTMPW technology of secondary-emission cathodes of electronic tubes was
developed at the “Microengineering” Research Institute in cooperation with DSTU.

4 Conclusions

The application of pulse magnetic pressure under the VTMPW to obtain broad-band
lining coatings (l/d > 1–3) from dissimilar materials in the production of female joints
instead of the diffusion welding, which enabled to develop the technology of obtaining
secondary-emission cathode assemblies, is validated.

The VTMPW parameters and ranges of their variation are identified, which
intensify obtaining quality welds.

The analysis of the welds obtained has shown that the joint is formed in a solid state
process, which reduces the occurrence of intermetallic phases in the weld, there-by
increasing the service life of electronic products.
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Abstract. The relevance of solving the problem of automating the process of
assessing the condition of critical lined equipment has been described. The
necessity of developing software to automate the process under consideration is
substantiated. An object software model (including logical and physical models)
for an expert system for assessing the condition of critical lined equipment has
been developed and described. Based on the proposed object model, the expert
system software was developed. This system allows generating control recom-
mendations regarding the operating modes of critical lined equipment.

Keywords: Software � Expert system � Technical condition � Lined equipment

1 Introduction

Industrial production is characterized by a high concentration of hazardous and critical
equipment. One of the types of critical equipment at metallurgical and machine-building
enterprises is lined equipment, which includes stationary and torpedo ladle cars, steel-
teeming ladles. The requirements for diagnostics, monitoring and evaluation of the
technical condition of lined equipment are constantly increasing [1, 2], which necessitates
the development of new systems and technologies and improvement of existing ones.

At present, the condition of critical lined equipment is assessed using means and
systems whose operation under the industrial production conditions is characterized by
an unacceptable level of measurement error [3–5]. In addition, the mode of operation of
the lined equipment is selected by the technologist based on his personal experience.
Also the process of weighing the cast iron in lined equipment is characterized by a
sufficiently large measurement error introduced by the curvature of the railroad track
and by other factors (subjective factor of a technologist), which causes the sampling of
unreliable data on the weighing platform [6, 7]. The known methods and systems for
controlling the amount of pig iron in the lined equipment, based on the use of strain
gauges [8, 9], implement measurement methods characterized by low accuracy in
determining the mass of cast iron in the lined equipment. However, they do not take
into account the constant changes in the internal volume of the ladle car and the
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thickness of the slag layer on the metal surface. There is also a method for measuring
the mass of cast iron, by the time of beginning and end of pouring of cast iron into the
lined equipment. It is also characterized by an unacceptably large error, due to the
different intensities of the fillings [1, 7, 8]. In addition, to implement this method, a
technologist is involved, who introduces subjectivity into measurement and an addi-
tional error. Due to these facts, there are problematic situations associated with a low
level of objectivity in decision-making. Therefore, the research aimed at developing
systems and tools for automating the assessment of technical condition and decision-
making support during the operation of critical lined equipment is relevant.

2 Development of an Object Model for an Expert System
for Assessing the Condition of Critical Lined Equipment

For the purpose of the tool support of the proposed neural network approach for
assessing the condition of critical lined equipment [10], the authors have designed and
developed a client-server software of the expert system that implements the technol-
ogist’s graphical interface providing input of the initial data, parameters for calculating
and displaying the obtained results.

When designing the structure of the expert system software, an object-oriented
approach was used. Unified Modeling Language was used to create an object model of
the software being developed [11].

The specification of the developed software combines the following models:

1. The use model as a description of software functionality from the point of view of
the technologist responsible for monitoring the condition of lined equipment.

2. The logical model that describes the main abstractions of the diagnostic processes
and the assessment of the technical condition of lined equipment, which provide the
required functionality and their interaction;

3. The implementation model that defines the real organization of software modules
and files in the software developed.

The use model in the form of a diagram of use cases describing the functionality of the
expert system. Expert system software is presented as a set of entities and actors
interacting with the software using the use cases. The use case diagram is shown in
Fig. 1. In order to make the logical presentation and analysis of the structural and
functional relationships between the software components of the expert system, a
conceptual model is proposed in the form of a set of several class diagrams. One of the
class diagrams of the logical model is presented in Fig. 2.

According to Fig. 2, the “SSPrecedents” class includes methods and properties for
implementing the method of finding solutions for similar diagnostic situations with
lined equipment proposed in [12].

The “SSProductionModel” class implements the production method for solving
diagnostic situations with the lined equipment.

The “SSNeuralDSS” class implements methods and properties for creating and
training neural networks to support decision making in the diagnosis of the lined equip-
ment. The “SSPredicating” class contains fields for implementing the neural network
approach for predicting changes in the condition of the lined equipment proposed in [12].
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Fig. 1. The use cases diagram of the designed expert system software.

ExpertInterface 
g_databse
g_pwd
g_server
FOid 
isLoadFOParameters 

-int ExpertInt()
+bool LoadSetToConnectDB()
+bool queryDB()

SSPrecedents 
- int Count

- int Number

- int tp

-void NewPrecedent()

+int SearchPrecedent()

+string SavePrecedent()

-int DeletePrecedent

SSProductionModel 
- int PRid

- string Description

- int h

- void GetProduction()

- int SetProduction()

- int CheckProduction()

- int SearchProd()

- int UpdateProd()

SSNeuralDSS 
- int INneuron

- int OUTneuron

- int HIDDENneuron

- int CountLayers

- bool Train()

- void FActivate()

- int Release()

SSPredicting 
- int min

- int middle

- int max

- int Predicate() 

- void SetSettings() 

- bool SaveResults() 

Fig. 2. The classes diagram of the designed expert system software.
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To describe the real entities in the work, a physical design was performed and the
implementation model presented in Fig. 3 was built. The model presents the features of
the physical representation of the system, and establishes the dependencies between
software components as well.

3 Development of an Expert System Software for Assessing
the Condition of Critical Lined Equipment

Based on the proposed object model, an expert system software was developed to
assess the condition of lined equipment (Fig. 4). The development was carried out in
Visual Studio 2010 using the C # programming language.

The functions of the developed expert system software are as follows:

1. receiving and input the primary data on torpedo ladle cars required to evaluate the
condition of the ladle car;

2. analysis and quantitative assessment of the lining condition of the ladle cars based
(Fig. 4.) on the neural network approach proposed in [10];

The visual technologist’s interface

Subsystem for prediction Subsystem for explaining and generating 
recommendations 

Subsystem logical output

Executable module

<<artifact>> 
PredSet.cs 

<<artifact>> 
LiningProg.cs 

<<artifact>> 
Generator.cs 

<<artifact>> 
ResExplain.cs 

Neuro-cs.dll

ES.exe       

Recogn.dll  

<<artifact>> 
LogicMech.cs

<<artifact>> 
Precedent.cs 

<<artifact>> 
Production.cs 

<<artifact>> 
SearchM.cs

<<artifact>> 
Conclusion.cvs

<<artifact>> 
PrntClass.cs

<<artifact>> 
ProdClass.cs

<<artifact>> 
Settings.cs

<<artifact>> 
knowbase.cs

<<artifact>> 
ReadWrite.cs

<<artifact>> 
ISExpertSys.cs

<<artifact>> 
ExpertWizard.cs 

Main form

Wizard formThe  form to i/o
of  knowledge

Fig. 3. The model of the implementation of the designed expert system software.
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3. quantitative assessment of the lining of the torpedo ladle car based on the weight of
the empty torpedo ladle car before and after the transport of liquid iron (after each
load) and the temperature of the body of the torpedo ladle car during transportation
of liquid iron;

4. generating control recommendations regarding the technical condition of the lining
and recommendations for repair and operating modes of torpedo ladle cars;

5. estimation of the cast iron weight based on primary data (Fig. 5.);
6. creating operating and reporting documentation for the process of transportation of

liquid iron from the blast furnace shop to the converter room and documentation
regarding the technical condition of torpedo ladle cars;

7. editing the knowledge base and the accumulation of gained experience.

Fig. 4. A window of the developed software (image processing of lined equipment).

Fig. 5. A window of the developed software (estimation of the cast iron weight).
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The developed software was tested in the conditions of the weighing facilities at the
Alchevsk Iron and Steel Works, which uses torpedo ladle cars of the PM350 type to
transport liquid iron from the blast furnace shop to the converter shop.

Table 1 demonstrates the comparative results of determination the operating modes
of critical lined equipment. Analysis of the data from Table 1 provides information
about increased operativeness of determination the operating modes of critical lined
equipment.

To test the effectiveness of the developed system, an experiment was carried out to
estimate the weight of liquid iron. In the experiment, the authors used data on 120
weighing operations and transportation of liquid iron in PM350 ladle cars at Alchevsk
Iron and Steel Works. The results of evaluating the weight of the cast iron are shown in
Table 2.

Table 1. Results of determination the operating modes of critical lined equipment.

Lined equipment Operativeness, average
(min)
(Basic diagnostic
system)

Operativeness, average (min)
(Diagnostic system with developed
software)

Torpedo ladle cars (type
PM350)

84 15

Steel ladle (50 tonnes) 55 10

Table 2. Results of the cast iron weight estimation by developed software.

No. The weight value
calculated by a
developed
software

The weight
value by the
LS method

The cast iron
weight obtained
in the converter
shop

Least
Squares
Error,
dw

Errors with
the
developed
software, dw

1 290.6 288.1 294.9 2.3% 1.5%
2 299.1 291 320.8 9.3% 6.3%
3 301.9 295.5 310.9 5% 2.8%
4 305.5 299.2 307.7 2.8% 0.7%
… … … … … …

45 295.5 285.5 300.1 4.9% 1.5%
46 322.5 317.5 325.1 2.3% 0.8%
… … … … … …

119 320.1 300.5 327.9 8.4% 2.4%
120 313.5 305.5 321.35 5% 2.5%
Minimum error (Weighing operation No. 1, 46) 2.3% 0.6%
Maximum error (Weighing operation No. 77) 12.5% 6.3%
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Table 2 demonstrates the comparative results of estimating the weight of molten
iron using the proposed neural network approach and the method of least squares (LS).
Data analysis in Table 2 indicates a reduction in the maximum error to 6% while
evaluating the weight of liquid iron due to the use of the developed system. The
effectiveness of the neural network approach for evaluating the weight of liquid iron is
confirmed by a reduction in the level of error in comparison with the method of least
squares.

4 Conclusion

The following outputs were obtained:

1. An object model was proposed and described, reflecting the basic functions and
entities of the expert system software for assessing the technical condition of critical
lined equipment.

2. An expert system software was developed. It implements the functions of its
individual subsystems, which allows generating control recommendations regarding
the technical condition of the critical lined equipment and the modes of its opera-
tion. The developed software was tested under the conditions of metallurgical
production in the process of diagnostics of torpedo ladle cars PM350 at Alchevsk
Iron and Steel Works.
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Abstract. Work of hinge of screw-down mechanism of heavily loaded rolling
stand of thick strip rolling mill is described and scrutinized. New technical
solution in a form of elastic hinge with usage of polyurethane elastic element is
proposed with acceptable characteristics. Done theoretical and experimental
studies proves its theoretical efficiency.

Keywords: Energy-efficient joints � Rolling stands screw-down mechanisms �
Thick strip rolling mills

1 Introduction. Problem Analysis

Screw-down mechanisms of heavily loaded stands of thick strip rolling mills are
complex assemblies that consist of numerous details [1–5]. Many of these details work
unsatisfactory and have low durability [6, 7]. E.g., breakdowns of screw-down
mechanisms nuts are frequent [8] (refer to Fig. 1).

Particularly, above mentioned information applies to thrust bearing of screw-down
mechanism [9]. ‘Vítkovice’ brand tapered roller thrust bearing as well as upgraded
cylindrical roller thrust bearing do not meet requirements of efficient operation.
Cylindrical rollers and separator of the thrust bearing are unevenly worn that is why it
regularly (approximately once every two months) needs to re-equip these bearings
discarding extremely deformed rollers. In addition, these rollers are destroyed (due to
large contact stresses outer surface of the roller crumbles) while fragments of rollers
create additional rolling resistance when screws are in operation and significantly
overload drive motors [8].

Average service life of the bearings (including several re-equips) is 12…14 months
that means purchase of four sets of the thrust bearings every year that costs around
€ 200 000. During operation of these bearings several attempts were made to improve
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them including original solutions for bearing design changes, however, most of them
were not introduced [10–12].

Analysis of operation of the bearings raises doubts about its necessity because
rotation of the screws under load during rolling is absent and intended small torque is
not used at all. In addition, this small torque is not so small. Friction torque between the
screw and the nut is much higher than friction torque in the thrust (intact) bearing.

Under maximum load the bearing is stationary and its rollers are overloaded by
resulting contact stresses that eventually leads to crumbling of surfaces material of the

Fig. 1. Crack in nut of screw-down mechanism screw of roughing stand of rolling mill 3000.

Fig. 2. General view of crumbling of the rollers surfaces material.
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rollers (refer to Fig. 2). These fragments damage previously intact surfaces of the
rollers during operation of the screw and as a result they all fail.

Operation of device as bearing occurs only during pauses. In this case load acting
on the screw and on the bearing is not 35 MN (as during rolling) and not more than
0.5 MN that is overbalancing force applied to the screw and the bearing. Under these
conditions the rolling bearing can be eliminated and a step bearing (with a sliding
element in the form of ‘steel bearing runner – bronze bearing pad’ friction pair which is
constantly lubricated with a liquid lubricant) can be installed in its place.

Another detail that requires upgrade or replacement is a spherical hinge. Purpose of
this hinge is to eliminate bending moment that can be transmitted to the screw, nut and
housing due to distortions and displacements of chock (including due to displacements
caused by gaps between chocks and housings). Operating experience of stands of thick
strip rolling mill 3000 produced by ‘Vítkovice’ shows that real angles of rotation in the
existing hinge are small (around a fraction of a degree). They are determined by the real
gaps between the chocks of rolls and housings windows. On practice, such hinge does
not meet operational requirements. Due to large values of force and diameter as well as
due to small radius of curvature frictional torque arising in this hinge is so large that it
can have a negative effect on strength of the screw, nut and housing [13]. In addition,
this friction torque does not depend on angle of rotation in the hinge and occurs at any
small angles of rotation.

Objectives of this paper is to scrutinize work of the hinge and propose new tech-
nical solutions with acceptable characteristics. New hinge can be created on the basis of
elasticity and low compressibility in closed volume of modern polyurethane elastomers
[14, 15]. This paper describes choice of material, dimensions, manufacturing errors,
friction coefficients and friction torques in proposed hinge.

2 Formulation of Task

Development and study of new type hinge in which angle of rotation is proportional to
applied torque and hinge taken out of its equilibrium position returns to its original
position.

3 Materials and Methods

Since skew angles of the screws arising in the considering spherical hinge are very
small it would be logical to suggest technical solution in which resulting bending
moment is proportional to the skew angle. As a solution ‘elastic hinge’ (EH) can be
offered. Principal design of EH is shown on Fig. 3.

EH consists of a durable steel base (housing) pos. 1 in which elastic element
(EE) pos. 2 made from elastomer is placed without gaps and a plunger pos. 3 is
supported on the EE. When there are no distortions force acting on the screw is evenly
distributed on the EE which will be compressed.
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It is known [16] that elastomers are low-compressible materials. For these materials
the bulk modulus of elasticity is approximately the same and equal to K = 3000…
3500 MPa for all class of elastomers starting from soft rubbers with compression
modulus of elasticity Ec = 5…8 MPa till high hardness polyurethanes with Ec = 300…
450 MPa [18].

It is obvious that the bulk modulus of elasticity is a fundamental characteristic for
elastomers. The constancy of the bulk modulus of elasticity for all elastomers suggests
that rigidity of the designed EH cannot be adjusted by choosing type/brand of elas-
tomer; if it is necessary to adjust its stiffness, first of all, diameter and thickness of the
EE can be foreseen due to geometrical parameters of the EH.

For normal operation of rolling stand it is necessary to determine how its rigidity
will be changed when the EH is installed into it. Initial data for calculation:

1. Overall dimensions of the EE: diameter D = 800 mm; thickness dEE = 30 mm.
2. Maximum compression force of the EE: P = 35 MN.

Compression of the EH under force P

k ¼ P � dEE
K � F ð1Þ

where F ¼ pD2

4 ;
For described EH F = 5024�10–4 m2; К = 3500 MPa.
Then k ¼ 35�106�30�10�3

3500�106�5024�10�4 ¼ 0:597 � 10�3 m � 0:6m.
Thus, the EE compression (or additional roll gap) is 0.6 mm that can be neglected

for roughing rolling stand or it can be taken into account during the first pass in
finishing rolling stand. Maximum compressive stresses:

rmax ¼ P
F
¼ 35 � 106

5024 � 10�4 ¼ 69:7 � 106 N/m2 � 70 Mpa:

1    

2    

3    

Fig. 3. Principal design of EH.
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Such stresses at cubic compression are not dangerous for polyurethane. There are
devices in technics with polyurethane EEs operating under conditions of cubic com-
pression with stress rmax = 160…240 MPa. At so high pressure the main problem is
strength of the EH body and not strength of polyurethane EE that is almost always
provided.

Another problem is with sealing. Polyurethane can reasonably be considered as
sealing material, so in most cases additional seals are not required. Permissible radial
clearance depends on two parameters: (a) working pressure p (MPa); (b) rigidity of
polyurethane that is convenient to set by compression modulus of elasticity Ec.

Experiments with different materials (various grades polyurethanes) and pressures
were carried out in laboratory of ‘Hydraulics and Strength’ department of ‘Peter the
Great St. Petersburg Polytechnic University’ (SPbPU). EH model corresponded to one
shown on Fig. 3. Inner diameter of the housing was D0 = 100 mm. Diameters of the
plungers differed by d = 0.1 mm. There were 10 plungers. The smallest plunger had
dmin = 99 mm and the largest one had dmax = 99.9 mm. Thus, the total gap d in
diameters varied within 0.1 mm � d � 1.0 mm. Pressure created in the EH were
within 40 MPa � p � 100 MPa.

Cases of the polyurethane EE entering the gap d with its subsequent local
destruction were recorded during the tests. Main results are presented in Table 1. For
all loading cases maximum allowable gaps d are shown ensuring safety of the EE and
eliminating need for special seal. Friction coefficients were determined under condi-
tions of friction without grease and friction with grease (refer to Tables 2, 3 and 4)
where polyurethane grade SCU-PFL is CIS State brand.

Selection of the EE material for the EH was performed considering several
parameters:

Table 1. Allowable gaps in the EH, mm.

Pressure, MPa Test conditions

Without grease,
hardness ShA

With grease,
hardness ShA

80 90 95 97 80 90 95 97

40 0.8 >1.0 >1.0 >1.0 0.7 0.9 >1.0 >1.0
60 0.7 0.9 >1.0 >1.0 0.6 0.75 0.9 >1.0
80 0.6 0.8 >1.0 >1.0 0.5 0.65 0.8 0.9
100 0.5 0.7 0.9 >1.0 0.4 0.55 0.7 0.8
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Strength. Stress state of the EE of the proposed EH is close to the case of uniform cubic
compression when equivalent stress is close to zero; any elastomer can withstand such
loading.

Stiffness. Experiments on various elastomers (mainly different rubber grades and
structural polyurethanes) show that during deformation in closed volume they have
almost the same rigidity. For these materials the bulk modulus of elasticity is around
K = 3200…3500 MPa.

High rigidity of used polyurethanes can significantly reduce requirements for
precision manufacturing of the EH parts.

Table 2. Study of friction coefficients under conditions of friction without grease.

P, N Measurements by dynamometer, kN
Steel Bronze Steel Steel Steel Polyurethane

(grade SCU-PFL)
Steel Polyurethane

(grade adiprene)

90 0.018 0.02 0.04 0.05
180 0.036 0.04 0.08 0.1
270 0.054 0.06 0.12 0.15
360 0.072 0.08 0.16 0.2
Friction
coefficient

0.2 0.22 0.44 0.56

Table 3. Study of friction coefficients under conditions of friction with liquid lubrication.

P, N Measurements by dynamometer, kN
Steel Bronze Steel Steel Steel Polyurethane

(grade SCU-PFL)
Steel Polyurethane

(grade adiprene)

90 0.015 0.01 0.02 0.02
180 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.04
270 0.045 0.03 0.06 0.06
360 0.06 0.04 0.08 0.08
Friction
coefficient

0.12 0.11 0.22 0.22

Table 4. Study of friction coefficients of pair steel - polyurethane under conditions of friction
with different lubrication.

P, N Friction force, kN

Steel Polyurethane (grade adiprene)
Grease (a lot) Grease (little) Water lubrication

90 0.004 0.02 0.055
180 0.008 0.03 0.11
270 0.012 0.04 0.165
360 0.016 0.05 0.22
Friction coefficient 0.04 0.16 0.61
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Nowadays, industry of the Russian Federation produces enough grades of molded
structural polyurethanes of various rigidity. Materials brands are adiprene, SCU-PFL,
vibratane, desmopan, elast, etc. Data given in Table 1 allows to select not only material
of the EE but also to assign dimensions and tolerances for the main parts. It should be
noted that the gap size of 0.4 mm (0.2 mm per side) in all cases ensures reliable operation
of the EH. It does not require special seal even when grease is used. For the considered
EH the presence of grease is almost impossible to avoid so it needs to be focused on the
right side of Table 1. Any polyurethane with hardness of more than ShA 80 can be
chosen. Compression modulus of elasticity of polyurethane depends on hardness of
polyurethane. Table 1 covers values of the modules 20 MPa � Ec � 100 MPa that
provides wide selection.

Performance of the EH also should be considered with misalignment of the chocks
and the screws due to gaps in their joints. In this case load component associated with a
decrease of volume of the elastomer will not be taken into account. It means that
objective of obtaining a working characteristic is to determine a bending moment Mb

corresponding to this skew angle

1
q
¼ Mb

EI
ð2Þ

Skew angle

u ¼ dEE
q

ð3Þ

Then

Mb ¼ u � EI
dEE

ð4Þ

Where / is misalignment angle in the EH, rad;
EI is bending stiffness of the EE, N�m2;
dEE is thickness of the EE, m.
Linear relation of applied moment Mb and misalignment angle / can be found from

formula (4). Graph of that relation is shown on Fig. 4.
With overall dimensions of the considered hinge and actually observed gaps the

largest misalignment angle does not exceed 0.5°, i.e. / � 0.01 rad.
Bending moment is equal to

Mmax
b ¼ 0:01 � 60 � 10

6 � 0:1 � 0:84
30 � 10�3 ¼ 820 � 103 N �m = 820 kN �m:

This moment is one order of magnitude less than the moment arising in the
spherical hinge. In addition, the real misalignment angles are significantly less than
/max = 0.01. If necessary this bending moment can also be reduced by changing size of
the EH and the EE material.
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Replacing an initial cylindrical roller bearing (it is combined in terms of friction
conditions because it has rolling of rollers inside bearing and their sliding on support
plates) with a steel-bronze friction pair thrust sliding bearing will avoid: frequent stops,
sorting of rolling elements, reloading the bearing and replacement of it when it fails due to
increased contact stresses. Transition to a bronze bearing will significantly reduce contact
stresses; at the same time friction torque during rotation of the screw may increase
slightly. Below is strength and performance calculation of the thrust bronze bearing.

Initial data for calculation:

1. Biggest load acting on the step bearing P = 35 MN;
2. Dimensions of the bearing: D = 860 mm is outer diameter of a bronze ring;

d = 320 mm is inner diameter of the bronze ring.

3. Overbalancing force during rolling acting on one screw Q = 0.5 MN.

Maximal pressure acting on the bronze ring bearing pad

p ¼ P
F
¼ 35 � 106

0:4
¼ 87:5 � 106N=m2 ¼ 87:5 MPa;

where F ¼ u p
4 D2 � d2ð Þ ¼ 0:8 � 3:144 0:862 � 0:322ð Þ ¼ 0:4m2;

/ = 0.8 is coefficient of utilization of support surface which depends on width and
number of lubrication grooves.

Tensile strength of tin bronzes is 200…400 MPa that is substantially more than
current stress.

This calculation shows that any tin bronze will be suitable for manufacture of the
bearing pad. Overbalancing force is Q = 0.5�106 N = 0.5 MN per screw at installation
movement of the screw. This gives a specific pressure

Fig. 4. Linear relation of applied moment Mb and misalignment angle u.
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p ¼ Q
F
¼ 0:5 � 106

0:4
¼ 1:25 � 106 N

m2 ¼ 1:25 MPa:

Allowable pressures are 15 MPa � [p] � 200 MPa that is significantly more than
acting one. On the basis of the performed calculations it is possible to accept the bronze
grade Br OCN-5-2-5 (CIS State grade) with a tensile strength of rt = 350 MPa.

In addition, verification is performed on the heating according to the criterion PV
which is calculated by the formula

PV ¼ Q � n
6000 � b ð5Þ

where n is speed of rotation of the screw, rev/min.
b ¼ D�d

2 ¼ 86�32
2 ¼ 27 cm is nominal radius (width) of the support.

Maximum speed of rotation is

nmax ¼ nM
UG

¼ 840
13:25

¼ 63:4 rev/min,

Where nM = 840 rev/min is speed of rotation of drive motor;
UG = 13.25 is gear ratio of drive gearbox.
Then value of PV is equal to

PV ¼ 0:5 � 106 � 63:4
6000 � 27 ¼ 195

N � m
cm2 � sec

Permissible values of [PV] = 1000…1200 for tin bronzes.
There will be no overheating of the thrust bearing because the calculated value PV

is significantly less than the permissible ones [PV].
Experiments were conducted to determine friction coefficients for different friction

pairs and friction conditions to test the drive motor on possibility of overcoming the
friction torque. ‘Steel-polyurethane’, ‘steel-bronze’ and ‘steel-steel’ friction pairs were
checked. In this case, three types of polyurethane were used, among them are adiprene,
vibratane, SCU-PFL (refer to Tables 2, 3 and 4).

Frictional torque on the bronze ring bearing pad at installation pressure of the rolls

Tf ¼ 0:5 � Q2 � f � dm ð6Þ

where Q2 = 0.5 MN = 500 kN is axial load acting on the bearing when the screw
rotates;

f = 0.12 is friction coefficient at ‘steel-bronze’ boundary friction;
dm ¼ Dþ d

2 ¼ 860þ 320
2 ¼ 590mm is middle diameter of the bronze ring bearing pad.

It equals to
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Tf ¼ 0:5 � 500 � 0:12 � 0:59 ¼ 17:7 kN �m:

Friction torque in thread of the screw

Tth ¼ Q2 � dp2 � tg bþ qð Þ ð7Þ

where dp is pitch diameter of the thread, dp = 0.68 m;

tg bþ qð Þ ¼ tg 5�100 þ 1�100ð Þ ¼ tg6�200 ¼ 0:111;

where b ¼ arctg tmid
p�dmid ¼ arctg 40

3:14�680 ¼ arctg0:002 ¼ 1�100:
Where tmid = 40 mm is middle pitch of the thread.
It equals to

Tth ¼ 500 � 0:68
2

� 0:11 ¼ 18:9 kN �m:

Total torque on the screw

T ¼ Tf þ Tth ¼ 17:7þ 18:9 ¼ 36:6 kN �m:

Torque on drive motor shaft

TM ¼ T
i
¼ 36:6

13:25
¼ 2:76 kN �m:

Nominal torque of drive motor

Tnom ¼ 3:35 kN �m,

It means that Tnom > TM so there is no overheat of the drive motor.

4 Results

1. Proposed in this paper technical solution (EH) is theoretically efficient and needs
experimental confirmation.

2. Investigated in this paper EH is ready for industrial test in roughing stand of thick
strip rolling mill. It is proposed to use a polyurethane disk located in a confined
space as the EH.

3. Industrial test of the EH allows to clarify results of its theoretical studies (for
example, grade of polyurethane and the optimal size of radial gaps between the
polyurethane disk and the housing).
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5 Conclusions

1. Work of the hinge of screw-down mechanism of heavily loaded rolling stand of
numerous thick strip rolling mills is described and scrutinized.

2. New technical solution in a form of the EH with usage of polyurethane EE is
proposed with acceptable characteristics. Done theoretical and experimental studies
proves its theoretical efficiency.

3. Industrial test of the EH needs to be done in roughing stand of thick strip rolling
mill.
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Abstract. Problems of protection systems of metallurgical machines against
breakdowns are described. Technical solutions to improve durability of metal-
lurgical equipment are given. Engineering, scientific and educational activities
of specialized laboratory ‘Protection of metallurgical machines from break-
downs’ with its program are described that allows reduction of expenses of
equipment modernization by around ten times. Economic benefit of the labo-
ratory is around €1.5 million per year due to absence of accidental breakdowns.

Keywords: Protection of metallurgical machines � Breakdowns

1 Introduction

Practically, Iron and Steel Works of the Commonwealth of Independent States
(CIS) countries have full set of metallurgical production. For example, PJSC ‘Ilyich
Iron and Steel Works’ (Mariupol city, Ukraine) has Sinter Factory, Blast Furnace Shop,
Basic Oxygen Converter Shop with Steel Continuous Casters, Rolling production that
consists of Reduction Shop 1150 Slabbing, Continuous Hot Wide Strip Rolling Mill
(HRM 1700), Hot Plate Rolling Mill 3000, Cold Wide Strip Rolling Mill (CRM 1700)
and Hot Pipe Rolling Shop with two Pilger stands 6 � 12”.

Mechanical equipment of these shops has been working during last 25…70 years.
Better parts of it have become obsolete morally and demand reconstruction as well as
equipment of other Iron and Steel Works [1–3]. Such modernizations are basically
limited due to absence of funds because price of metallurgical equipment is very high.

That is why Head Mechanic Department (HMD) of PJSC ‘Ilyich Iron and Steel
Works’ together with Pryazovskyi State Technical University (PSTU, Ukraine) and
Peter the Great St. Petersburg Polytechnic University (SPbPU, Russian Federation)
employees have developed program of metallurgical machines partial modernization by
creation for them systems of protection against breakdowns (e.g. broken work rolls
(WRs) of HRM are shown on Fig. 1). This program allows reduction of expenses for
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modernization by around ten times [4]. The program assumes to achieve the reduction
or restriction of loads arising in machines during their work.

Reductions of operating loads can probably be achieved for all metallurgical
machines because in them there are very high levels of non-technological loads that do
not take part in technological processes [5]. Non-technological loads depend on geo-
metrical and constructive imperfections of machines, errors of parts installation,
increased deterioration of details. It leads to impacts, fluctuations and, frequently, to
accidental breakdowns of expensive details.

Attempts to use protection systems against accidental breakdowns were undertaken
repeatedly however achieved results always were limited as there was no opportunity to
solve ‘as a complex’ problems of protection against breakdowns [6–9].

Since 2001 these works have been concentrated and resolved in the HMD together
with employees of ‘Strength of Materials’ department of PSTU and ‘Hydraulics and
Strength’ department of SPbPU under the contract about scientific and technical
cooperation. The main weak points have been revealed, among them are roller tables
rollers, stand rollers of all rolling mills, big rolling bearings, etc. In 2001–2002 theo-
retical and laboratory researches and studies of various amortization systems of
shock/impact loads were carried out. Thus, efficiency of energy-efficient elastic ele-
ments in a form of steel springs of various devices and springs from polymeric [10, 11]
and elastomeric materials were analyzed. It allowed to choose type of elastic element
with the biggest energy-efficiency. Such element has appeared to be a monoblock from
constructional polyurethane [12–15] working with axial compression or shift. Similar
shock-absorbers have been developed for roller table rollers of stand rollers of rolling
mills of the Iron and Steel Works. They were produced in 2003–2004 and successfully
passed industrial approbation in roller tables of stand rollers of 1150 Slabbing. Design
and stress calculation of these shock-absorbers were done by means of FEM analysis
where conditions of contact surfaces interactions, materials properties and geometry of
the roller tables are actual according to scientific and practical suggestions [16–18] that
helped to design mesh with great accuracy. Main task of FEM analysis was research of
influence of friction coefficient on end surfaces of elastic element (refer to Fig. 2)
working with axial compression on its rigidity and strength. Loading scheme of general
design of the roller table roller shock-absorber based on FEM model (quarter of
symmetrical assembly) is shown on Fig. 3.

Fig. 1. Broken WRs of HRM.
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Fig. 2. Cross section of general design of the roller table roller shock-absorber/pos. 1 is
movable top seat made from steel 080 M 46 according to B.S. 970; pos. 2 is fixed metal housing
made from steel 080 M 46 according to B.S. 970; pos. 3 is monoblock made from polyurethane
with technical characteristics: Young’s modulus E = 37.9 MPa; Poisson’s ratio µ = 0.498;
density q = 1200 kg/m3.

Fig. 3. Loading scheme of FEM model by total load equal to 20 tons.
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FEM calculations results of the roller table roller shock-absorber during loading by
20 tons when friction coefficient f = 0.3 are shown on Figs. 5, 6 and 7. FEM calcu-
lations results of the roller table roller shock-absorber during loading by load
P = 5 � 30 tons with friction coefficient f = 0.15 � 0.30 are given in Table 1 (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Von-Mises Stress at FEM calculation.

Fig. 5. Normal stress along Y axis at FEM calculation.
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FEM calculation results helped to choose proper type of polyurethane and design of
elastic element.

Durability of installed elastic elements (general view of shock-absorbers is shown
on Fig. 7 where pos. 1 is part of stand rollers unit, pos. 2 is elastic element) is around
24 months in comparison with 6…12 months of previous unit design.

Fig. 6. Deformation along Y axis at FEM calculation.

Table 1. FEM calculation results of the roller table roller shock-absorber.

# P, tons Von-Mises stress, MPa Normal stress along
Y axis, MPa

Deformation along Y
axis, mm

f = 0.15 f = 0.30 f = 0.45 f = 0.15 f = 0.30 f = 0.45

1 5 1.8 2.0 1.6 −1.7 −2.3 −1.5 2.2 1.8 1.4
2 10 2.7 3.1 3.3 −2.7 −3.0 −3.3 4.4 3.6 2.9
3 15 4.0 4.3 5.0 −3.8 −4.4 −5.0 6.6 5.3 4.3
4 20 5.7 6.0 6.4 −5.3 −5.8 −6.4 8.8 7.1 5.7
5 25 6.7 7.2 7.9 −7.2 −7.0 −7.9 10.7 8.7 7.2
6 30 7.8 8.5 9.7 −8.6 −8.5 −10.0 13.1 10.6 8.6
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Practically, similar shock-absorbers installation does not require changes of roller
tables frames because these shock-absorbers can be installed in initial slots intended for
steel springs installation. Thus, shock-absorbers from constructional polyurethanes
with initial overall dimensions are appropriate for available slots and provide better
energy-efficiency (bigger by 2…4 times) that provides better protection of metallur-
gical equipment and greater durability of elastic elements [19].

As for design of elastic shock-absorbers for roller table rollers which reduce hor-
izontal impacts [20] of equipment parts, these shock-absorbers can prevent rollers
chocks and roller tables frames slots damages. On the basis of thermoplastic poly-
urethanes small-sized (thickness is equal to 15 � 30 mm) shock-absorbers have been
developed and tested in laboratory conditions. After good results of laboratory
researches the shock-absorbers designed to reduce rollers chocks horizontal impacts
[21–23] were produced for roller tables of Reduction Shop 1150 Slabbing. Provided
design of the shock-absorbers consists of metal plate and ridged polyurethane plates
glued to it (refer to Fig. 8). Industrial approbation of these shock-absorbers was in
2003–2004, proposed technical solution confirmed theoretical working capacity,
however it was not possible to achieve full success because of low stability of the
glutinous connection.

Fig. 7. General view of shock-absorbers installed in roller tables of stand rollers of 1150
Slabbing.

Fig. 8. General view of shock-absorbers designed to reduce rollers chocks horizontal impacts.
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Durability of the shock-absorbers shown on Fig. 8 was from one to eight months.
Such wide durability range is due to various operating conditions of the shock-
absorbers on different rollers. The main reason is that slots of roller tables frames,
repeatedly restored after damages, had significant deviations from initial/project sizes.
Installed shock-absorbers in roller tables slots were made according to the project sizes
that resulted in occurrences of gaps various for each of four experimental rollers (gap
was around 3 � 15 mm), therefore operating conditions of these rollers were various.
The shock-absorbers installed with minimal gaps in slots worked the best.

A new decision was made to install advanced design of the shock-absorbers only
on new roller tables sections which were not in operation yet because of impossibility
to provide identical operating conditions for all rollers. It allowed to obtain objective
assessment of similar shock-absorbers works.

The main characteristic of some roller tables of the Iron and Steel Works rolling
mills is full absence of shock-absorbers e.g. on roller tables of HRM 1700. Thus,
rolling bearings durability was several months. So, for the roller tables of HRM 1700
roughing stands group average durability of rolling bearings did not exceed 6 months,
for conic roller tables of Hot Plate Rolling Mill 3000 durability of rolling bearings did
not exceed 3 months.

Because of absence of shock-absorbers installation place small-sized polyurethane
shock-absorbers in a form of rings installed on external rings of rolling bearings were
developed and tested in laboratory conditions. These ring-shock-absorbers were
installed on bearings of four roller tables rollers of HRM 1700 roughing stands group in
2004–2005 with industrial approbation within 20 months that showed their high effi-
ciency. Installed technical solution provided increase by 3 times of durability of rolling
bearings to around 18 months. In addition, breakdowns of chocks slots have com-
pletely stopped. Similar solutions after specifying of their optimum parameters can be
installed on all equipment where place for shock-absorbers is not stipulated.

Due to mentioned scientific and technical cooperation some more objects repre-
senting safety devices were developed. One of them is a safety spindle (brehspindle)
with advanced design intended for installation in main drive lines of two Pilger stands
6 � 12” of Hot Pipe Rolling Shop.

In new design chosen form provides essential increase of fatigue durability of the
brehspindle that is why charge/installation of the brehspindles with overload absence
should be decreased by 4…5 times. Besides, constructive measures are taken for thrust
effort exception after destruction of brehspindle (refer to Fig. 9). Similar brehspindle
models were tested in laboratory conditions. Two new design brehspindles are passed
industrial approbation in Hot Pipe Rolling Shop of the Iron and Steel Works.

One more designed safety device that is plastically deformable spigots installed
between screwdowns and top back-up rolls chocks. They were made and passed
industrial approbation in roughing stands group of HRM 1700 (refer to Fig. 10, where
pos. 1 is plastically deformable spigot, pos. 2 is saddle body, pos. 3 is support, pos. 4
is saddle, pos. 5 is screwdown, pos. 6 is top back-up roll chock). The device has
appeared effective but demanding some adaptation.

Another designed safety device was made to replace heavily loaded universal
spindles which undergo dynamic loads and high contact stresses. It is called toothed
elastic shaft (TES, refer to Fig. 10, where pos. 1 is half coupling, pos. 2 is polyurethane
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element, pos. 3 is body, pos. 4 is shaft, pos. 5 is fixing ring). Polyurethane elements
provide uniform distribution of contact stresses over surfaces of teeth. Its possible angle
of angularity is up to 3°. TESs work in main drive lines of 4-stands CRM 1700 of PJSC
‘Ilyich Iron and Steel Works’. There is no wear of steel teeth being in contact with
polyurethane elements so far. Polyurethane elements are removable elements. One
polyurethane element costs around 3% from TES cost (Fig. 11).

Another designed safety device was made to replace toothed shafts which are
widely popular in cranes and roller tables drives. It is called universal elastic shaft. Its
half coupling is similar to steel coupling with pins and polyurethane ring installed
between half coupling (refer to Fig. 12, where pos. 1 is half coupling, pos. 2 is steel
pin, pos. 3 is polyurethane element, pos. 4 is steel tubing). Such universal elastic shafts
(refer to Fig. 13) are in use for 9 years in drives of roller tables of Rails Rolling Shop of
PJSC ‘Azovstal Iron and Steel Works’ (Mariupol city, Ukraine). There is no need for
lubrication. Durability of polyurethane elements is around 36 months.

Fig. 9. General view of designed safety spindle (brehspindle).

Fig. 10. General view of deformable spigot installed under screwdown.
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Described technical solutions are very important for the Iron and Steel Works and
have good perspectives for widening of use. However, low introduction rates of new
developments are characteristic of all variants of cooperation between universities and
Iron and Steel Works. The most difficult stages are production and industrial appro-
bation. That is why specialized laboratory ‘Protection of metallurgical machines from

Fig. 11. General view of TES.

Fig. 12. General view of steel coupling with pins and polyurethane ring.

Fig. 13. General view of universal elastic shafts.
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breakdowns’ based on HMD structure with employees of PSTU and SPbPU special-
ized in this sphere was established.

This laboratory should develop such safety and amortization devices that can be
made using repair services of Iron and Steel Works. The laboratory was created in
2006. Work of laboratory is planned in four basic directions (refer to Table 2).

Works described in Table 2 are offered according to below given schedule:

1. Fundamental research works. It is planned to execute a wide range of original works
with obligatory patenting of developed designs, industrial introduction and essential
economic benefit. These developments are important for metallurgical equipment of
any Iron and Steel Works of CIS countries. Major works of given direction are:
[1] Research of loads and overloads in stands and main drive lines of HRM 1700

and development of automatic safety devices for finishing stands group (lead
time is around 24 months).

[2] Development of elastic energy - accumulator shafts for roughing stands
group drives of HRM 1700 (lead time is around 12 months).

[3] Loading research of roughing stands group of HRM 1700 and development
of safety devises for roughing stands (lead time is around 12 months).

[4] Durability research of rolling stands screwdowns of Hot Plate Rolling Mill
3000 and development of designs to increase it (lead time is around
24 months).

2. Research and design development. These developments have big practical impor-
tance and are carried out operatively. It means that developments of designs which
are carried out during 3…6 months are made and operatively installed by
mechanical services of the Iron and Steel Works.
[1] Modernization of roller tables of HRM 1700 for working with 20 tons slabs

by installation of polyurethane shock-absorbers on rolling bearings (lead time
is around 3 months).

Table 2. Basic directions of the laboratory activity.

# Basic directions of the laboratory works Purpose

1 Fundamental research works Research of reasons of overloads and
devices development to increase durability
of machines and units

2 Research and design development Devices development for machines
subassemblies and units modernization

3 Pilot study and development New materials development for
replacement of rolling bearings by sliding
bearings and their installation technology

4 Carrying out of seminars and lecturing on
problem of machines protection from
breakdowns

Improvement of professional skills of
specialists and revamp staff
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[2] Modernization and loads amortization of roller tables of Hot Plate Rolling
Mill 3000 by installation of polyurethane shock-absorbers on rolling bearings
(lead time is around 3 months).

[3] Shock-absorbers modernization of roller tables of Reduction Shop 1150
Slabbing (lead time is around 3 months).

[4] Development of universal spindles with elastic polyurethane elements for
main drive lines of stands of CRM 1700 (lead time is around 6 months).

[5] Development of elastic-compensating shafts for drives of auxiliary machines
(lead time is around 3 months).

[6] Units and details improvements of coilers of HRM 1700 in order to increase
their durability (lead time is around 6 months).

3. Pilot study and development. These are theoretical researches and laboratory studies
connected with search of new solutions and technologies referred to creation of new
polymeric materials and new ways of classical materials surfaces machining. In
addition, researches include working with glutinous compositions and sealants
applied at installation and repairs. Performance of these works will give push to
wide introduction of new technical solutions providing essential increase of dura-
bility of metallurgical machines. Such developments can be introduced by HMD
services and repair shops of Iron and Steel Works.
[1] Research of composite materials with antifrictional additives providing effect

of self-greasing, for replacement of rolling bearings by autonomous sliding
bearings e.g. due to composite material known as ‘Romanit’.

[2] Glutinous compositions research and selection of optimum technologies for
elastomeric and steel details one-piece connections.

4. Carrying out of seminars and lecturing on problem of machines protection from
breakdowns. Problems of weak points connected with strength and durability of
machines are discussed on regular basis. Participants of seminars are workers of the
laboratory, workers of main and repair shops, HMD management of Iron and Steel
Works. Lecturing also includes problem of functional strength of machines and
ways of its increase. Main purpose of the lecturing is improvements of professional
skills of attendants.

2 Conclusions

1. Technical conditions of mechanical equipment of metallurgical shops that have
been working during last 25…70 years are described.

2. Given description of loads arising in metallurgical machines helps to define loads in
technological processes.

3. Technical solutions to improve durability of metallurgical equipment are given.
Design and stress calculation of these technical solutions were done by means of
FEM analysis where conditions of contact surfaces interactions, materials properties
and geometry of equipment are actual.

4. Technical, scientific, engineering and educational activities of the specialized lab-
oratory ‘Protection of metallurgical machines from breakdowns’ with program are
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described that allows reduction of expenses for modernization in around ten times.
Economic benefit of the laboratory is around €1.5 million per year due to absence of
accidental breakdowns. It is reasonable to establish specialized laboratory ‘Pro-
tection of metallurgical machines from breakdowns’ on the basis of each Iron and
Steel Works due to low introduction rates of new developments.

Acknowledgment. The reported study was funded by RFBR according to the research project
№19-08-01252a. The authors declare that there is no conflict of interest regarding the publication
of this paper.
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Abstract. The computing finite element model of the elastic-frictional draft
gear was developed with application of the Siemens NX software package. The
theoretical foundations of computational methods laid in the NX Nastran soft-
ware system were analyzed. The optimal solver settings that make it possible to
achieve the convergence of the solution without sacrificing acceptable accuracy
were determined.

Keywords: Nonlinear dynamic analysis � Transient processes � Finite element
method � NX Nastran � ADINA � Mechanics of impact � Ball collision

1 Introduction

The present article is concerned with an overview of possibilities of the nonlinear
dynamic analysis implemented by the ADINA (Automatic Dynamic Incremental
Nonlinear Analysis) toolset in the NX Nastran software package through the example
of the draft gear calculation.

Traditionally, force characteristics calculations for elastic-frictional draft gears are
carried out by means of forming systems of differential equations. In this case, equa-
tions are formed “manually” and can be quite cumbersome depending on the level of
detail in the computational model, [1–5]. This approach causes quite high probability
of errors occurring both at the stage of composing equations and at the stage of their
typesetting in calculation programs.

It should be noted that works on the draft gear characteristics calculation using
methods which do not require “manual” composition of differential equations have
been carried out on a small scale. For example, the force characteristics calculation for
the elastic-frictional draft gear was carried out using the NX Motion software system
[6] that makes it possible to solve problems of dynamics of mechanical systems
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consisting of perfectly rigid bodies. Good convergence with previously developed
analytical models represented in [7] and field test results was obtained.

In comparison with the above methods, the nonlinear dynamic analysis provides a
number of advantages. In particular, the draft gear components have real stiffness, and
at the same time, the appearance of plastic deformations in certain areas is taken into
account. It provides not only more accurate modeling of contact interaction, but also
obtaining a time-varying picture of the stress-strain state of the draft gear components.

2 Methods and Results

The prototype of the frictional draft gear being considered (Fig. 1) has the simplest
design, and the version thereof is close to the draft gear of the model Sh-3-V (Ш-3-B)
developed by Research and Production Corporation Uralvagonzavod JSC. It makes it
possible to achieve energy intensity indicators corresponding to class T1. At first
glance, it may seem that this is a rather simple mechanical design. It consists of a
wedge system and a retaining block that creates contact interaction forces between
component parts of the wedge system. Nevertheless, analytical estimation made by
many researchers who deal with this issue is very different from experimental results.

This is due to the fact that the real stiffness of the draft gear components, their
masses, the distribution of contact pressures and other factors are not taken into
account.

Fig. 1. Design of the draft gear.
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To begin with, we carry out calculation on a simplified test model (Fig. 2) in order
to determine solver settings satisfying the convergence and accuracy conditions. In this
model, elastic interaction forces between elements are small and do not cause high-
frequency elastic oscillations of large amplitude. In order to reduce the dimension of
the problem, the symmetry property is used. This model can be calculated analytically,
and it makes it possible to compare results obtained by different methods and evaluate
effects of solver settings. Similar wedge systems are used not only in shock absorbers,
but also in other mechanical systems, in particular, in wedge-type vibration dampers of
freight car bogies.

The most common method of forming differential equations of motion for a
material system is the use of the Lagrange equations. In the case of ideal constraints,
these equations do not include constraint reactions. At the same time, it is not practical
to use the Lagrange equations in the case of friction forces depending on variable
pressure [8]. In our case, the friction forces in the system depend on movements and
accelerations; that is why we make an equilibrium equation for every element of the
wedge system. The computational diagram for up and down movements of the system
is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Simplified test design model.
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The system of equations for the wedge system moving down

�N1 cos að Þ � f1sin að Þð Þþm1g� m1€x1 ¼ 0

N1 cos að Þ � f1sin að Þð Þ � N2 sin cð Þþ f2cos cð Þð Þ � N3 cos bð Þ � f3sin bð Þð Þþm2g� m2€x2cos cð Þ ¼ 0

�N1 sin að Þþ f1cos að Þð ÞþN2 cos cð Þ � f2sin cð Þð Þ � N3 sin bð Þþ f3cos bð Þð Þ � m2€x2sin cð Þ ¼ 0

N3 cos bð Þ � f3sin bð Þð Þþm3g� m3€x3 � kx3 ¼ 0

8>>><
>>>:

ð1Þ
For the wedge system moving up

�N1 cos að Þþ f1sin að Þð Þþm1g� m1€x1 ¼ 0
N1 cos að Þþ f1sin að Þð Þ � N2 sin cð Þ � f2cos cð Þð Þ � N3 cos bð Þþ f3sin bð Þð Þþm2g� m2€x2cos cð Þ ¼ 0

�N1 sin að Þ � f1cos að Þð ÞþN2 cos cð Þ � sin cð Þð Þ � N3 sin bð Þ � f3cos bð Þð Þ � m2€x2sin cð Þ ¼ 0
N3 cos bð Þþ f3sin bð Þð Þþm3g� m3€x3 � kx3 ¼ 0

8>><
>>:

ð2Þ
This system has one degree of freedom since the position of every part is uniquely
determined by the position of the pressure cone, which we take as the generalized
coordinate x. The wedge and the bed plate movements are expressed by the following
kinematic dependencies

Fig. 3. Forces affecting the wedge system elements in the course of up and down movements.
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x2 ¼ i2 � x ¼ x
cos að Þ

cos aþ cð Þ ; x3 ¼ ip � x ¼ x
cos að Þcos b� cð Þ
cos bð Þcos aþ cð Þ ð3Þ

Having eliminated the internal forces of the system (1 and 2) and having plugged the
dependencies (3), we obtain the equation of motion at the speed of the wedge system
moving down

Ma# � €xþK#k � x ¼ g �Mg# ð4Þ

Consequently, when moving up

Ma" � €xþK"k � x ¼ g �Mg" ð5Þ

where

Ma# ¼ m1
cos cð Þ � f2sin cð Þ
sin cð Þ þ f2cos cð Þ �

sin að Þþ f1cos að Þ
cos að Þ � f1sin að Þ

� �
þm2i2

1
sin cð Þþ f2cos cð Þ þm3ip

cos cð Þ � f2sin cð Þ
sin cð Þþ f2cos cð Þ þ sin bð Þþ f3cos bð Þ

cos bð Þ � f3sin bð Þ
� �

ð6Þ

Mg# ¼ m1
cos cð Þ � f2sin cð Þ
sin cð Þþ f2cos cð Þ �

sin að Þþ f1cos að Þ
cos að Þ � f1sin að Þ

� �
þm2

cos cð Þ � f2sin cð Þ
sin cð Þþ f2cos cð Þ þm3

cos cð Þ � f2sin cð Þ
sin cð Þþ f2cos cð Þ þ sin bð Þþ f3cos bð Þ

cos bð Þ � f3sin bð Þ
� �

ð7Þ

K# ¼ ip
cos cð Þ � f2sin cð Þ
sin cð Þþ f2cos cð Þ þ sin bð Þþ f3cos bð Þ

cos bð Þ � f3sin bð Þ
� �

ð8Þ

Ma" ¼ m1
cos cð Þþ f2sin cð Þ
sin cð Þ � f2cos cð Þ �

sin að Þ � f1cos að Þ
cos að Þþ f1sin að Þ

� �
þm2i2

1
sin cð Þ � f2cos cð Þ þm3ip

cos cð Þþ f2sin cð Þ
sin cð Þ � f2cos cð Þ þ

sin bð Þ � f3cos bð Þ
cos bð Þþ f3sin bð Þ

� �

ð9Þ

Mg" ¼ m1
cos cð Þþ f2sin cð Þ
sin cð Þ � f2cos cð Þ �

sin að Þ � f1cos að Þ
cos að Þþ sin að Þ

� �
þm2

cos cð Þþ f2sin cð Þ
sin cð Þ � f2cos cð Þ þm3

cos cð Þþ f2sin cð Þ
sin cð Þ � f2cos cð Þ þ

sin bð Þ � f3cos bð Þ
cos bð Þþ f3sin bð Þ

� �
ð10Þ

K" ¼ ip
cos cð Þþ f2sin cð Þ
sin cð Þ � f2cos cð Þ þ

sin bð Þ � f3cos bð Þ
cos bð Þþ f3sin bð Þ

� �
ð11Þ

The general form of the equation of motion for the system can be written as

€x ¼ g
2
� Mg#

Ma#
þ Mg"

Ma"

� �
þ Mg#

Ma#
�Mg"
Ma"

� �
sign _xð Þ

� �

� kx
2

K#
Ma#

þ K"
Ma"

� �
þ K#

Ma#
� K"
Ma"

� �
sign _xð Þ

� �
ð12Þ

The resulting equation has an analytical solution which is too cumbersome. However,
with no friction in the system, its solution looks rather concise.

x ¼ x0 1� cos xtð Þð Þ ð13Þ
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where x0 is the amplitude of oscillation, i.e. the displacement from the initial position at
which the spring deflection is equal to zero to the static equilibrium position; it is

determined by the dependence x0 ¼ g
k � m1 þm2i2cos cð Þþm3ip

i2p
,

x is the oscillation frequency, x ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

k�i2p
m1 þm2i22 þm3i2p

r

It should be noted that the Eq. (12) containing the function sign is nonlinear, and
although its analytical solution can be derived, it has no practical meaning. The function
sign is discontinuous; it sometimes leads to failure of solvers with step accuracy control.
To avoid this, we replace the function sign(x) with the function tanh(ax), where a is a
large coefficient. It can be seen from the graphs represented in Fig. 4 that the curves
tanh(1000x) and sign(x) almost coincide, and thus the approximation sign(x) !
tanh(1000x) is quite successful.

For the numerical solution of the Eq. (12), the function odeint of the python-scipy
package is used.

The finite element implementation of the computational model being considered is
represented in Fig. 5. To build the mesh, 8-node hexahedral finite elements CHEXA8
were used; the CELAS1 element was used as a spring with constant stiffness.

Fig. 4. Approximation of the discontinuous function sign by the functions tanh.
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We conduct the comparative calculation for the following initial data:

– masses of moving parts: m1 = 50 kg, m2 = 20 kg, m3 = 10 kg;
– angles of the wedge system: a = 45°, b = 10°, c = 5°;
– free-fall acceleration g = 10 m/s2;
– spring stiffness k = 8000 N/m;
– friction coefficients f1 = f2 = f3 = 0.05.

Concurrently, in the settings of solvers, we disable all options that have a damping
effect on the system.

The calculation results obtained by the explicit solver (Solver 701), the implicit
solver (Solver 601) and analytically are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5. Simplified finite element model.
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It can be seen from the graphs in Fig. 6 that the results obtained using the implicit
solver almost completely coincide with the analytical solution, however energy
absorption occurs outside the friction surfaces when the explicit solver is used.

The time spent on the calculation by the implicit solver was 32 min, while the time
spent on the calculation by the explicit solver was 4.8 h. This large difference is due to
the fact that the integration step in an explicit solver is determined having regard to the
speed of the sound-wave propagation, and it depends on the smallest element size in
the model. In order to adequately model conditions of contact interaction between
bodies, the model has to be divided into quite small elements. Consequently, the time
step-out is also small. The implicit solver does not have this disadvantage, and it is
more suitable for solving problems of low-speed dynamics, which include impact
compression of the draft gear. In our further studies, we are planning to use only the
implicit solver.

Taking into consideration that energy intensity is a key parameter for the draft gear
models being developed, one should be very careful about solver settings that may
affect it. As a rule, these settings are intended to improve the convergence of the
solution, which is expressed in suppression of contact oscillations, stabilization of
attenuation and damping, etc. Thus, an important task is to determine the solver settings
which make it possible to obtain a convergent solution without significant distortion of
the force characteristic of the draft gear.

Among the settings that clearly affect the change in the energy of the system, the
following can be highlighted:

Fig. 6. Calculation results (the movement of the pressure cone).
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The given parameters are described quite well in [9] and [10], so we are not going
to fix on the description thereof, but immediately give the results of the effect. For this
purpose, we successively calculate the simplified model for various values of the
options and coefficients presented in the table (Table 1).

The stiffness matrix stabilization is used to prevent occurrence of zero pivot. Since
zero pivot is missing in the dynamic analysis due to the presence of the mass matrix, in
the dynamic analysis, the inclusion of this option does not affect calculation results.

It is recommended to activate the low-speed dynamics option in order to overcome
difficulties related to the convergence of the solution of the contact problem of the
dynamic analysis. The equation of motion taking into account the low-speed dynamics
option is given by the equation

M€UtþDt þC _UtþDt þKDUtþDt ¼ RtþDt � FtþDt ð14Þ

where M is the generalized mass matrix,
K is the stiffness matrix,
C is the damping matrix,
R is the vector of external loads applied at the time moment t = Dt,
F is the vector of forces in nodes, which arise at the time moment t = Dt,
€U; _U; U are accelerations, speeds and movements of nodes.

The damping matrix is calculated by the formula

C ¼bK ð15Þ

where b is the low-speed dynamics parameter ATSDAMP which by default is equal to
b = 10−4.

In addition to the above, it is recommended that the integration step shall be less
than 105b.

Figure 7 shows the calculation results for the simplified model with different values
of the low-speed dynamics parameter ATSDAMP.

Table 1. Change in the energy of the system.

No.
Sl.

Parameter name Designation Card name

1 Stiffness matrix stabilization MSTAB NXSTRAT
2 Low-speed dynamics option ATSLOWS NXSTRAT
3 Attenuation coefficient of low-speed dynamics ATSDAMP NXSTRAT
4 Attenuation stabilization CTDAMP NXSTRAT
5 Parameter of the frictional constraint function EPST BCTPARA
6 Rayleigh damping coefficients ALPHA1, ALPHA2 PARAM
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When the low-speed dynamics parameter is not activated, the solution does not
converge. When b = 10−4 and b = 10−5, the results almost coincide, therefore, here-
after we use b = 10−4 in the settings.

To reduce high-frequency oscillations arising from numerical integration, the
Rayleigh damping matrix is added to the explicitly given damping matrix. The Ray-
leigh damping matrix is calculated using the mass matrix and the initial stiffness matrix
by the formula

CR ¼ aMþ bK ð16Þ

where M is the generalized mass matrix,
K is the stiffness matrix,
a and b are Rayleigh damping constants.

Generally, determining the coefficients a and b is not an easy task; that is why they
should be used with caution and only in cases when there is no convergence.

Then, having determined the values of the coefficients affecting absorption of
energy by the system and the solution convergence, we can proceed to the calculation
of the real draft gear which is shown in Fig. 1. The computing FE model of the draft
gear is shown in Fig. 8. In order to reduce the dimension of the problem, the symmetry
property is used in this model. The model consists of 4-node elements TETRA4. In
order to achieve the energy intensity required by regulatory documents, the retaining

Fig. 7. Influence of the low-speed dynamics parameter (the movement of the pressure cone).
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block of the draft gear has to be made of polymer materials, since steel springs with
necessary parameters do not fit the internal space of the draft gear. As a result, the
retaining block has a nonlinear concave characteristic shown in Fig. 9. In order to
model a nonlinear spring, in the FE model, the element PBUSH1D1 is provided, for
which the dependence of the force on the compression value shown in Fig. 9 is
presented in tabular view. The lower end of the spring is fixed, and the upper one is
connected with the nodes of the lower surface of the bed plate by means of RBE2
elements.

Fig. 8. Computing FE model of the draft gear.

Fig. 9. Nonlinear characteristic of the retaining block used in the draft gear design.
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We conduct the comparative calculation for the following initial data:

– the weight of the falling object: mdw = 10000 kg;
– the angles of the wedge system: a = 57°, b = 7°, c = 2°;
– the free-fall acceleration g = 9.81 m/s2;
– the spring stiffness is represented by the upper branch of the graph in Fig. 9;
– the friction coefficients are constant and equal to f = 0.2;
– the initial velocity of the falling object V0 = 4 m/s;
– the housing material is Steel 35NGML (35HГMЛ) with the following mechanical

properties:
• yield point ry = 589 MPa,
• ultimate strength rв = 763 MPa,

– the material of other component parts is Steel 38KhS (38XC) with the following
mechanical properties:
• yield point ry = 540 MPa,
• ultimate strength rв = 685 MPa.

The applied method of the nonlinear dynamic analysis allows taking into account
material behavior in the region of stresses exceeding the yield point. The analytical
description of the material deformation diagram is made on the basis of mechanical
characteristics according to the Bankin-Dzyuba-Hvatan method [11].

At each integration step, we obtained node-by-node values of movements, veloc-
ities, stresses, reactions in the nodes to which boundary conditions are applied and
other parameters. According to these results, the energy intensity calculation was made,
for which the trapezoid formula was applied.

Eiþ 1 ¼ Ei þ Pi þPiþ 1

2
� xiþ 1 � xið Þ ð17Þ

where Ei is the i-th step energy,
Pi is the total vertical reaction on fixed nodes of the draft gear housing and the
spring,
xi is the average movement of the pressure cone nodes.

For the analytical solution, the formula (12) which takes into account the nonlinear
characteristic of the retaining block is used. In order to accomplish correct comparison
with the results obtained by means of the nonlinear dynamic analysis, the upper branch
of the diagram in Fig. 9 was applied in analytical calculations for both the loading and
unloading stages of the draft gear. Figures 10, 11 and 12 show the comparison results
obtained by means of analytical methods, using the nonlinear dynamic analysis.
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Fig. 11. Calculation results, the time history of the force

Fig. 10. Calculation results, the time history of the pressure cone movement
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From the “time-movement” diagram in Fig. 10, one can see the good convergence
of the results, especially at the stage of compression. On the “time-force” and
“movement-force” diagrams, the strong self-oscillating process that is conditioned
upon the elastic properties of the draft gear housing and the presence of dry friction
between its parts [12, 13] is clearly visible.

The obtained values of energy intensity of the draft gear, calculated by the formula
(4), differ by 13% and are equal to:

– 84.1 kJ when obtained by means of the analytical method,
– 95.8 kJ when obtained by means of the nonlinear dynamic analysis.

Figure 13 shows the stress state of components at the moment of the maximum
movement of the pressure cone when the stresses reach their maximum values. In some
areas, the stresses significantly exceed the yield point, and it leads to appearance of
residual deformations. From this, it follows that with each subsequent shock com-
pression of the draft gear, the shape and dimensions of its components will change, and
it may lead to the change in the force characteristics. Based on experience in operating
frictional draft gears, it is known that cases of “inflation” of the housing are not
uncommon, that is why the housing shall be made of steel with the minimum yield
point of 700 MPa.

Fig. 12. Calculation results, the force characteristic of the draft gear.
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3 Conclusion

The shock compression of the draft gear was calculated using the nonlinear dynamic
analysis. The satisfactory convergence of results was obtained, especially in such
parameters as the maximum movement and the maximum force. At the same time,
there is every reason to consider the results obtained by means of the nonlinear
dynamic analysis to be more accurate, since the nonlinear dynamic analysis considers
many factors that cannot be taken into account in the course of analytical calculation.

It should be noted that the stresses in some areas exceeded the material yield point;
therefore, the field test prototype shall be made of materials with the minimum yield
point of 700 MPa.

Even when powerful computer facilities are used, the calculation of one loading
takes quite a long time, so the analytical methods of calculation will not lose their
relevance in the immediate future. The most rational approach will involve the draft
gear characteristics predicting by means of analytical methods, followed by improve-
ment by means of the nonlinear dynamic analysis.

Acknowledgment. The reported study was funded by RFBR according to the research project
№19-08-01241a. The authors declare that there is no conflict of interest regarding the publication
of this paper.

Fig. 13. Stress-strain state of components at the moment of maximum compression.
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Abstract. This article contains the main technical information on the measur-
ing system and the eddy-current transducer used, and describes the measurement
procedure to control defects in welds of titanium alloys, including the use of two
subminiature eddy-current transducers, one of which is to be fixed above the
weld, and the another is to be used directly for scanning. The experimental
results obtained by means of the developed measuring system for samples of
various titanium plates joined by welds are presented. Dependences of the eddy-
current transducer signal that show the changes of the weak and defect-free weld
signals are given. Defects in welds are defined by a dramatic drop in signal
amplitude of the eddy-current transducer signal when scanning weld areas with
defects. Experiments were conducted on welded BT1-0 titanium plates. The
article contains the results of these measurements. The dependence data facili-
tates the assessment of the quality of welding seams and helps make an educated
conclusion about welding quality.

Keywords: Eddy-current transducer � Titanium alloys � Electrical
conductivity � Signal � Introduced voltage

1 Introduction

Titanium and its alloys occupy an important place among metal constructional mate-
rials due to their especially valuable physical and chemical properties [1–3] which
include small specific gravity and big strength in normal and raised temperatures. These
materials are highly resistant to atmospheric corrosion and various aggressive envi-
ronments. Therefore, due to their properties, titanium and its alloys find multiple
applications in construction of installations, pipelines, and chemical equipment [4–6],
as, for example, a reactor made of an explosively clad steel titanium sheet [7, 8] or a
welded technical titanium pipeline.

Military and civilian shipbuilding requirements for materials selection and technical
design of seagoing vessels and their components are growing [9]. The tolerable load
needs to be increased despite of the reduction in overall weight. Furthermore, the
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service life of the finished components needs to be prolonged, which goes hand in hand
with a reduced susceptibility to corrosion. As an alternative to traditional materials like
steel, titanium and its alloys are available, for example. Titanium has about half the
density and similar strength compared to conventional steels [1, 2] Thanks to its
exceptionally good corrosion resistance, titanium, although more costly, represents an
alternative to the previously used steel. In offshore applications, titanium alloys are
very widespread being no longer an exception [10]. The high technical requirements
for measuring and working equipment make titanium an obvious choice for its
application as an ideal construction material. Military shipbuilding has begun to use
titanium alloys for seagoing vessels and submarines [9]. The plate thicknesses used
here are in the double digit millimeter range. Joining of these thicknesses is a major
challenge to the welding technique used.

Thereby, the increasingly higher use of titanium components to develop critical
roles in the industry where high criteria of safety must be guaranteed requires an
accurate NDT method. Penetrant testing (PT) methods are integrated as an NDT tool to
locate surface flaws in non-porous materials from the manufacture up to the mainte-
nance phase [11]. An hybrid PT method based on bacteria cells was successfully
implemented as a NDT tool to inspect micro surface defects up to 700 µm diameter, in
laser welds performed in titanium [12]. However its effectiveness is drastically affected
by the surface conditions, requiring a complex procedure to avoid a false negative
result [13]. On the other hand, digital radiography methods achieve a detection level of
flaws with openings above 100 µm width in laser welded titanium specimens [14].

Under a non-complex sample preparation, eddy current testing is an high impact
technology to detect hidden (low frequency regime) or surface defects (high frequency
regime) in conductive materials upon the application of a time-dependent magnetic
field [15]. The presence of a discontinuity acts as a resistive barrier that perturbs the
eddy current flow changing the magnetic field generated by it. Furthermore, the
resistive losses also promote a thermal distribution along the surface which can be
captured by combining thermographic NDT techniques with ECT. In [16] defects with
a length of 780 µm are the threshold value for eddy current induced thermography
employed to fatigue cracks in titanium. From a sensing point of view, inductive coil
sensors are a widespread ECT probe [17], however their poor spatial resolution and
limited sensitivity at low frequency compromises the detection of deeply embedded
flaws and subtle topographic variations. Superconducting quantum interference devices
(SQUIDs) have the potential to surpass the inductive coil sensors by detecting deep
buried defects [18], however their high field sensitivity compromises the spatial res-
olution and requires an apparatus which operates at cryogenic temperatures. Therefore,
ECT tools based on magnetoresistive sensors offer advantages over inductive coil
sensors and SQUIDs due to an enhanced spatial resolution, high sensitivity, large
bandwidth and an operating point at room temperature [19], being very promising
candidates for an universal integration in NDT tools [20–22] to overcome the speci-
fications imposed by the industry and achieve a detection range of micrometric surface
flaws on low conductive titanium alloys.

Despite a significant number of modern means and methods of nondestructive
testing, the majority of the presented methods do not allow one to scan quickly. Most
of flaw detection methods may be used only in the laboratory, using complex technical
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instruments. Portable material diagnostic methods are rather narrowly functional.
Despite the possibility of finding defects, they are not designed to evaluate the
degradation of the material, and they do not allow one to conclude the possible timing
of its further use and the risk of breakdowns.

This is due to the inability to scan simultaneously at different depths, to search
ultra-small defects and to analyze scans in real time. In this context, an urgent task is to
develop eddy-current measurement systems based on miniature eddy-current trans-
ducers designed for finding defects in titanium alloys and predicting the reliability of
technical systems.

The purpose of this work is the detection of defects in welded joints of titanium
alloys with the application of the eddy-current transducer and the development of the
eddy-current control procedure for such joints.

2 Methods

Subminiature ECT [23–25] is designed for experimentally local studies of titanium-
alloy plates and weld seams. The developed subminiature ECT represents a core
wrapped with the following windings: energizing, measuring and compensation. ECT
consists of a core wrapped with the energizing, measuring and compensation windings.
Both the windings and the core are impregnated with a compound. They are enclosed
in a washer of corundum. This equates to increase the mechanical stability of the
transducer.

To test different conductive materials, a developed transducer is used, which is
connected to a personal computer via a sound card that is used as a generator and as a
signal transducer. The signal thus is sent directly to the energizing winding.

The software is able to control the quantity of a signal applied to the energizing
winding and also allows to read the voltage values from the measuring winding, which,
taking into account the calibration, are converted into conductivity values. ECT
winding coils consist of a copper wire with the thickness of 5 lm. The core is made of
ferrite 2000NM3 with an initial magnetic permittivity value of 2000 and has a pyra-
midic shape. Characteristics of the developed transducer make it possible to achieve
high localization of the control, namely, to localize the field within 2500 lm2. The
developed system provides a significant depth of penetration of the field into the
prototype system up to values of *5 mm (at frequencies of 500 Hz).

The software coded in C++ for Windows allows controlling the signal on the
energizing winding and receiving the signal from the measuring winding. With the help
of the software it is possible to effectively control the signal, which is applied directly
to the energizing winding. Also with this software it is possible to receive a signal
directly from the measuring winding. The impressed voltage can be controlled using a
special mixer built into the Windows. With the help of this mixer, the frequency and
amplitude parameters of the generator sinusoidal signal are set. In turn, the sound card
makes it possible to extend the signal bandwidth, which is applied directly to the
energizing winding.

To scan welds on titanium alloys, the eddy-current transducer was presented by two
sensors with energizing and measuring windings. These sensors had the same
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electromagnetic characteristics and when scanning the weld were placed at a distance
equal to or less than the width of the weld. This location of the sensors provided
simultaneous consideration of signals corresponding both to the welded materials
themselves and welds. The sensors were located at the control area in such a way as to
excite the eddy currents at the boundaries:

• first welded material/weld,
• second welded material/weld,
• only in the area of the weld in a variety of combinations.

Due to the synchronous control of signal frequency on energizing winding and the
frequency of the filtering system and selective amplification, it was possible to sig-
nificantly reduce the signal interference level on the measuring winding, which served
as an informative parameter of the weld under investigation. The signal amplitude on
the energizing winding was also automatically generated, so that the complete sub-
traction of the informative signals of the two sensors in the absence of defects in the
weld was made.

When scanning, the sensors were placed above the weld in accordance with Fig. 1.
Material 1 and material 2 are joined by a weld 3. A sensor 4 and a sensor 5 were placed
above the surface of a weld.

3 Experimental Results

3.1 Example 1. Inspection of a Weld of Type VT1-0/VT1-0

Analysis of the weld quality for titanium materials VT1-0/VT1-0. Signal frequency on
energizing winding used for scanning was 1600 Hz. Signal amplitude on energizing
winding was 1,5 V.

Sample No. 1—plates made of titanium and joined by welds. Plates’ thickness—
5 mm. Weld width—4–5 mm. Scanning was made both along and transvers to welds
in various areas.

Experiment No. 1 with a sample No. 1 was carried out along the weld, two strong
drops of the signal amplitude were recorded, this corresponded to the fault location

Fig. 1. Scheme of scanning the object under control
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(areas 1 and 3). The results of the experiment are shown in Fig. 2. The value of the
voltage introduced to the measuring winding of the transducer in the weld area when
scanning along the plate. A1-A2 – the boundaries of the first defect (area 1), B1-B2 –

the boundaries of the second defect (area 3).

Experiment No. 2 with sample No. 1 was carried out along the weld through areas 1
and 3 (defects) and area 2 in the middle of the weld and free of defects. Scanning of the
area 1 had shown that the weld had basically no effect on the signal of eddy-current
transducer. However, the defect (A1-A2) was significantly observed due to a significant
drop in the signal amplitude (Fig. 3).

When studying area 3, which also had a defect, it was not possible to define the
weld boundaries. Provided that the amplitude drop in a faulty area was significantly
observed (section A1-A2) in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the introduced voltage on the scan coordinate. A1-A2—the boundaries of
the first defect (area 1), B1-B2—the boundaries of the second defect (area 3).
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Fig. 3. Dependence of the introduced voltage on coordinates when scanning area 1 transvers to
the plate. A1-A2—defect boundaries
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While studying the area 2, which had any defects, the boundaries of the weld were
still not observed. Since there was no defect in the area, the signal amplitude drops
were not recorded (Fig. 5).

For comparison, the results of scanning of a sample area without a weld are
presented. The results were almost identical (Fig. 6.).
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Fig. 4. Dependence of the introduced voltage on coordinates when scanning area 3 transvers to
the plate. A1-A2—defect boundaries
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Fig. 5. Dependence of the voltage introduced on the coordinate when scanning across the plate
through area 2(a) of the sample.
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3.2 Example 2. Inspection of a Weld of Type VT1-1/VT1-1

Sample No. 2: two titanium plates joined by a weld. The thickness of the plates was
5 mm. The width of the weld was 4–5 mm. Scanning was carried out along and
transverse to the surface of the weld in different areas.

Scanning of Samples Along the Weld. To assess the uniformity of the weld, the
samples were scanned along the surface of the weld. Significant fluctuations introduced
into the measuring winding were not recorded (Fig. 7).

According to this experiment, the weld had a uniform texture. However, this study
does not give information on the quality of the weld, since according to its results we
can make a conclusion on the uniform distribution of defects in the weld, and the
absence of any defective areas in it.
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Fig. 6. Dependence of the voltage introduced on the coordinate when scanning across the plate
through the defect-free part of the sample
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Fig. 7. The value of the voltage introduced to the measuring winding of the transducer when
scanning along the weld
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Investigation of Plates Transverse to the Weld. To compare the quality of the weld
area with the area of the welded plates, a scanning was made transverse to the weld in
such a way as to take both the weld area and the plate area. The results of the
experiment are shown in Figs. 8 and 9.

A dramatic amplitude drop of the voltage introduced to the measuring winding of
the transducer was observed in the scanning area corresponding to the boundaries of
the weld. This drop was especially observed if compared with the signal level of
corresponding areas of the plates under study.

Based on this experiment, we can make a conclusion on the poor quality of the
weld that joined titanium plates of sample No. 1. The results of destructive testing
confirmed the poor quality of the weld used in this sample. At the same time, the study
of sample No. 2 did not reveal any significant fluctuations in the amplitude of the
voltage introduced to the measuring winding in the weld area. High quality of the weld
of sample No. 2 was confirmed by the results of destructive testing.
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Fig. 8. Response rate when scanning the weld sample №1. The scanning frequency was
1,600 Hz. A1-A2 – weld boundaries
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Fig. 9. Response rate when scanning the weld sample №2. The scanning frequency was
1,600 Hz. A1-A2—weld boundaries
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Attaching of Plates Without Welding. To explain the effect of the signal amplitude
drop in the area of a poor quality weld, another experiment was carried out: two
identical titanium plates were attached and then the interface was scanned with the use
of a developed eddy-current transducer. The results of this experiment are shown in
Fig. 10.

It is clearly seen that the dependence obtained in this experiment is qualitatively
similar to the dependence obtained in Fig. 8 when scanning sample No. 1. In the same
way, the amplitude of the voltage introduced to the measuring winding changed more
than ten times in comparison with the amplitude of the signal from the plates
themselves.

4 Conclusions

The results of the experiments conducted showed a high efficiency of the developed
method in the search for defects of the titanium slabs weld seams and in the evaluation
of the welding quality. Thanks to the change of the eddy-current transducer signal
amplitude in the area of the weld seam, we succeeded in defining the edges of the weld
seam exactly, its low quality being obvious due to a steep drop in the signal amplitude.
Likewise, the dependence, received as a result of sample No. 2 (Example 2), charac-
terized by a high welding quality, scanning, showed the absence of any significant
signal amplitude changes. So, the analysis of the eddy-current transducer response can
be used for the evaluation of the performed welding quality.
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Abstract. The article deals with the assessment of frictional fatigue of mate-
rials, as well as wear-fatigue testing of contact pairs of current collection devices
in high-speed motion. The test schemes, factors affecting the wear of contact
pairs of current collection devices are presented. An analysis of methods for
assessing wear, the types of integrated wear-fatigue damage to the elements of
current collection systems are described.

Keywords: Contact pair � Conductors � Contact element � Wear-fatigue tests �
Wear

1 Introduction

According to the concept of wear of solids during sliding, the fracture resistance under
the action of alternating stresses is characterized by a frictional fatigue curve. This
curve reflects the relationship between the amplitude of the current stress (or strain) and
the number of cycles until the material of the surface layer is destroyed [1].

2 Methods

2.1 Evaluation of Friction Fatigue of Materials

Methods for assessing the characteristics of friction fatigue are divided direct and
indirect. The direct methods are based on the testing of materials for frictional fatigue,
in which the number of cycles before the material is destroyed is determined by the
number of its frictional interactions with the indenter by the time the wear particle
appears.

The basis of indirect methods for determining the parameters of friction fatigue are
tests for wear in the laboratory. The essence of these methods lies in the experimental
determination of the steady-state wear rate of samples of material under given condi-
tions. The characteristics of friction fatigue of a material are determined using a
mathematical apparatus. The most common test schemes used to assess wear resistance
are shown in Fig. 1.
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The main advantages of tests on the grid, screw and Archimedean spiral are high
stability of the abrasive surface (intrinsic wear resistance), ability to eliminate the effect
of abrasive particles, high stability of the results of wear measurements, good corre-
lation with tests on smooth surfaces.

For the implementation of friction modeling methods and the introduction of a
rational test cycle for tribotechnical materials, domestic and foreign universal friction
machines and laboratory test complexes are used to implement the test schemes given
in Table 1.

Fig. 1. Friction fatigue test circuits: a - on the grid; b - on the bracelet helix; c - on the screw;
d - on the Archimedean spiral; 1 - counterbody; 2 - sample of the material under study
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2.2 Wear-Fatigue Testing of Contact Pairs of Current Collection Devices
in High-Speed Motion

Improving the level of reliability of power systems in conditions of multi-component
exposure to external and internal factors is impossible without solving the problem of
comprehensive assessment of their limiting state, which is characterized by various
combinations of damaging phenomena. External and internal factors affecting the wear
of the elements of the contact pairs of electrical transport current collection devices in
high-speed motion are shown in Fig. 2.

In the general case, a comprehensive assessment of damage and the limiting state of
power systems can be expressed on the basis of a new approach, including the theory of
reliability of mechanical systems, tribology, mechanics of fatigue failure, mechanics of

Table 1. Test schemes for a rational cycle

Unidirectional motion Reciprocating motion
mechanism scheme mechanism scheme

Disc brake, 
clutch, 

thrust bear-
ing

Hinge

Sliding 
bearing

Heat exchanger 
tube bundle

Car brake, 
crane brake

Slide supports 
and guides

Friction at 
high speeds

Any nodes at 
high contact 

pressures

V

P

V

P

V

P

V

P P

P

V

P

V

P

V

P

P V

P
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erosion damage, continuum mechanics, continuous and local damage mechanics,
materials science, physics chemistry and thermodynamics.

Such an approach to the integrated assessment of the state of power systems, taking
into account the criteria of the listed theories and sciences, has been called tribo-fatigue.
The essence of tribo-fatigue corresponds to one of the main tendencies of the modern
development of sciences: the tendencies of integration of individual sciences into
complex sciences that study the totality of objects.

To implement complex experimental research, a new class of test equipment is
being created - machines for wear-fatigue testing of materials and power systems under
conditions as close as possible to operational.

Contact element wear

MOBILE STRUCTURE

Vertical amplitude and frequency

Traveling speed

AMBIENT

Aerodynamic impact

The impact of random factors

COLLECTOR

Dry friction 
in structural elements

Mass of moving parts

Stiffness of elastic elements

Contact Element Geometry

Coefficient of sliding friction in 
contact

CONTACT WIRE

Wire sagging trajectory

Arrow sag wires.

Span length

Tie mount attachment parameters

Contact plane

Current type, current polarity 
in the contact pair

Humidity and dust

Fig. 2. External and internal factors affecting the wear of contact pairs of current collection
devices during high-speed motion
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In accordance with the general provisions of tribo-fatigue, only wear or fatigue
damage cannot be considered as reasons for failure of any tribosystem. It is also
necessary to take into account the complex nature of the processes of damage and
destruction, representing wear-fatigue damage. Comprehensive wear-fatigue damage to
the power system from the point of view of tribo-fatigue is caused by at least two
specific sources: contact interaction of the system elements and repeated-variable
volumetric deformation of the system elements.

One of the ways to develop methods for the integrated wear and fatigue testing of
elements in high-speed motion is to combine the known methods of mechanical fatigue
testing with the methods of friction and wear testing (Fig. 3).

As an example of a tribosystem study, consider the current collection system with a
current collector and a contact wire (conductor). The traditional approach to the study
of the functioning of the elements of the current collection system is mainly to study
the characteristics of current collectors, the parameters of contact wires and to assess
the nature of the processes of their interaction. This approach is based on many years of
experience in operating current collection systems and basic research in the field of
electrical sliding contact.

From the point of view of tribology, the study of the system «contact element –
conductor» consists in considering the interaction process taking into account the
parameters of the contact element and the surface of the conductor, which are a friction
pair. The main damaging effects for this pair are contact fatigue and electrocorrosive
damage to the working surfaces.

Methods of wear-fatigue testing

Test methods for mechanical fatigue Test methods for friction and wear

Bending with rotation

Mechanical fatigue

Thermal fatigue

Thermomechanical fatigue

Shock fatigue

Shock-mechanical fatigue

Cyclical creep

Fretting fatigue

Contact mechanical fatigue

Friction mechanical fatigue

Mechanical corrosion fatigue

Electroerosion-mechanical fatigue

Erosion-mechanical fatigue

Radiation and mechanical fatigue

Fig. 3. Methods of wear-fatigue testing
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The limiting state of elements of a friction pair «contact element – conductor» is
due to the following indicators: wear to critical values of elements of the tribosystem,
critical density of contact surfaces, electrocorrosion of contact surfaces.

In the traditional assessment of the performance of a mechanical system according
to individual criteria (wear resistance or fatigue resistance), the connection between the
elements of this tribosystem is almost not taken into account. Studies and modeling of
the tribosystem, taking into account the interrelations of its elements, should be carried
out in accordance with the provisions of the tribo-fatigue.

According to Russian State Standard GOST 30638-99 “Tribo-fatigue. Terms and
Definitions”, a power system is a system that perceives and transmits a working
alternating load and in which the process of friction in any of its manifestations occurs
at the same time (during sliding, rolling, slipping, hitting, etc.). According to Russian
State Standard GOST 30754-2001 “Tribo-fatigue. Methods of firmability testing. Tests
for contact mechanical fatigue” a force system can also be defined as a friction pair, one
of the elements of which is subject to volumetric cyclic deformation.

On the basis of modern concepts of the current collector as a power system, it is
necessary to evaluate its performance and reliability using the basic principles of tribo-
fatigue, that is, from the standpoint of complex wear-fatigue damage to the system [2].

Studies of the «current collector - current conductor» system show that the current
conductor is subjected to an alternating load on the side of the contact element of the
current collector, while being an element of a friction pair. Thus, this tribosystem
should be considered as a power system that operates under conditions of complex
wear-fatigue damage, which is a combination of sliding friction processes and
mechanical fatigue phenomena.

However, the electric current rolling stock collector, in turn, is also a complex
mechanical system in which the functional state of each element affects the quality of
the current collection.

A detailed examination of the current collector as a power system can be divided
into several subsystems operating under conditions of contact-mechanical and friction-
mechanical fatigue. The state of the elements of the system also depends on aggressive
environmental effects (corrosion-mechanical fatigue) and the flow of current in the
contact (electro-corrosion-mechanical fatigue).

2.3 Types of Wear-Fatigue Damage to the Elements of Current
Collection Systems

Studies of the dynamic processes of interaction between the elements of the “current
collector – conductors” system during operation show that all types of damage listed in
the Table 2 are present at the system nodes.

In addition, special attention should be paid to the inclusion of fretting-fatigue in
the research methodology, since individual components of the current collector are
exposed to its effects.

The criterion of the limiting state in assessing the durability of the elements of the
tribosystem is fatigue fracture: volumetric resolution under alternating loading, surface
fracture under friction.
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When sliding friction, ultimate surface fatigue failure occurs when critical, or
ultimate wear, of friction pair elements is reached.

Experimental and theoretical studies of the interaction of current collectors with a
contact wire show that the main characteristics of friction and wear (ultimate contact
pressure, wear rate, coefficient of friction) largely depend:

From the direct effect, that is, a significant change in the basic characteristics of
fatigue resistance (endurance limit and fatigue durability) as a result of friction and
wear processes;

From the opposite effect - the level of cyclic stresses arising from alternating loads
(contact or non-contact).

Consideration of this problem also from the standpoint of micromechanics of
diffuse damage makes it possible to note that the defects present in the material initially
interact during operation with defects generated during the deformation process, which
leads to a continuous process of accumulation of total damages by merging them and
growing until the source appears. destruction.

Developed from the standpoint of tribo-fatigue approach to the study of the tri-
bosystem is as follows:

1. For the power system «current collector – conductor» is characterized by complex
wear-fatigue damage and destruction.

2. The operational performance of the system (reliability and durability) is determined
by both direct and inverse effect.

3. Optimal durability of the system as a whole and its elements can be achieved by
controlling the processes of complex wear-fatigue damage, taking into account the
real interaction of irreversible damage (due to the contact interaction of the system
elements and their volume re-variable deformation).

Table 2. The main types of wear-fatigue damage to the system «current collector – conductors»

Type of wear-fatigue
damage

The cause of wear-fatigue damage

Friction mechanical
fatigue

Kinetic interaction of the phenomena of mechanical fatigue and
sliding friction

Contact mechanical fatigue Kinetic interaction of the phenomena of mechanical fatigue and
sliding friction

Fretting fatigue Kinetic interaction of mechanical fatigue and fretting
phenomena

Mechanical corrosion
fatigue

Exposure to alternating stress and corrosive environment

Corrosion and erosion
fatigue

Kinetic interaction of the phenomena of mechanical fatigue,
corrosion and erosion

Electrocorrosion-
mechanical fatigue

Exposure to alternating stresses and electro-corrosive
environment
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Friction Mechanical Fatigue. The wear-fatigue damage of this kind arises and
interacts with each other from cyclic and frictional stresses, which cause various
changes in the physicochemical and mechanical properties of the elements of the power
tribosystem.

Friction stresses initiate surface damage to the elements of the power system, which
manifests itself in the form of fatigue microcracks on the contact surface.

Cyclic stresses must be considered as a combination of stresses, the result of which
manifestations are surface (microcracks) and bulk (macrocracks) fracture.

Analysis of the technical condition of high-speed electric vehicle current collector
assemblies after their operation, as well as research under laboratory testing conditions,
show that wear-fatigue damage of this type occurs in sliding bearings of the movable
base and in a screw-nut pair of the transfer mechanism.

Contact Mechanical Fatigue. The criteria for limiting the state when testing for
mechanical and contact-mechanical fatigue is the destruction of the tribosystem ele-
ment and the critical density of chipping of the material on the friction surface.

In the first case, the determining parameter of the process is the amplitude of the
cycle stresses, in the second - the maximum contact stresses.

This type of wear-fatigue damage occurs when the force interaction of the contact
element and the conductors when moving the current collector of the rolling stock.

Mechanical Corrosion Fatigue, Corrosion and Erosion Fatigue and Electro-
corrosion-Mechanical Fatigue. The limiting state of friction pair elements occurs as a
result of additive and multiplicative effects of alternating voltages from the conductors
and electric rolling stock, electro-corrosive environment during the flow of traction
current in the contact zone and the corrosive effects from the environment. The contact
element of the current collector is the least protected from this type of wear-fatigue
damage.

Contact Mechanical Fatigue. In case of sliding friction, a critical and limiting con-
dition occurs when critical or limiting wear is reached. The kinetic dependence of the
change in wear over time is generally similar to the curve of the accumulation of
residual deformations under cyclic loading. In comparison with other nodes, this type
of wear-fatigue testing is more susceptible to the contact element of the current
collector.

The most important load parameter affecting the wear process during sliding is the
specific friction force, or frictional stress.

Fretting Fatigue. The damage to the tribosystem as a result of the flow of fretting
processes is due to the kinetic interaction of variable loads in the elements and their
mutual microdisplacements. The result of the interaction of elements is a violation of
the surface layers, the emergence and development of microcracks and, as a result,
fatigue failure.

Fretting phenomenon in current collector nodes manifests itself as a result of
dynamic processes during the movement of high-speed electric trains (bolted con-
nections, sliding bearings, etc.).
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A methodology for conducting experimental studies of contact pairs of electric
current collection devices has been developed and successfully tested at the Omsk State
Transport University.

The methodology involves bench testing for each pair of contact materials “contact
element - contact wire” in order to determine their optimal combination to reduce wear
and increase resource and includes the following steps:

1. Determination of tribocompatibility, scoring resistance and wear resistance of
materials (studies from mechanical load in contact without electric current flowing).
For this, the following parameters vary: contact pressing, dustiness and humidity of
the ambient air, aerodynamic effect of the air flow, speed of movement.

2. The study of the wear of a pair of “contact element - contact wire” depending on the
magnitude of the flowing current. To determine the characteristics of wear resis-
tance, it is necessary to change the following parameters: values of contact pressing,
values of traction current (or current density), environmental parameters and contact
suspension at critical values of pressing in contact and speed. When implementing
the indicated stage of the research methodology, it is necessary to perform it with
alternating and direct current.

3. Assessment of the amount of wear and prediction of the resource of the elements of
the contact pair using mathematical models.

3 Results and Discussion

The frictional interaction of the elements of the “contact element - contact wire”
tribosystem is a non-linear process, which is determined by a large number of both
internal (physicochemical properties of the materials of the friction pair) and external
(dynamic loads, the presence of electric current in the contact, environmental param-
eters, etc.) interrelated factors.

To ensure the reliability of the data array obtained as a result of the tests, an
algorithm for the implementation and processing of experimental data is used (Fig. 4),
developed taking into account the provisions of the theory of experimental design.

The results of experimental studies in high-speed motion depend on the parameters
and characteristics of measuring instruments, the object of study, the quality of bench
installations, as well as the human factor, the influence of which is manifested in the
form of random errors and errors during the experiment [3, 4]. Processing the results of
the experiment and predicting the wear and life of the element of the contact pair of the
current collector devices are carried out using mathematical models.
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Abstract. The intention in this work is to identify the bearing capacity reserve
of trapezoidal threaded connection of casings. A computer-based modelling of
threaded connection screwing, with various values of preload and applied tensile
force, was made. This modelling is performed using the method of finite ele-
ments, that allows to demonstrate the stress-strain state of the solid body when
affected by external factors. The conducted experiments have shown that radial
component of preload in the connection causes an increase in the diameter of a
coupling and reduction in its longitudinal size with a simultaneous decrease in
the coupling thread pitch. At the same time, a decrease in thread diameter of
pipe nipple occurs, and its length and thread pitch increase. Although there are
minor changes in coupling and pipe nipple thread pitches, they cause an abrupt
redistribution of the components of longitudinal load, absorbed by the thread
turns: the greater value preload has, the more uneven turn-wise distribution of
load is.

Keywords: Axial preload � Radial preload � Threaded connection � Coupling �
Pipe nipple

1 Introduction

To ensure strength and leak-tight integrity of threaded connection of oil-field pipes, it is
important to decide on the value of axial preload. This work explores the problems of
analyzing distribution of load across the turns of conical threaded connection of casings
“Batress” with trapezoidal thread of 168 mm diameter and 8.9 mm wall thickness, D
strength group (K55 as per the International classification) [1–8].

The important problem currently lies in the lack of well-proven methodologies for
selecting the value of axial preload. It is commonly supposed that preload after manual
screwing is created by screwing-in of pipe into coupling for ½ in. (12.7 mm). To do
this requires 2.5 turns of pipe nipple, when thread pitch is 5.08 mm. Several compu-
tational experiments were carried out to analyze the effect of axial preload on the thread
turns’ load. In each of such experiments the threaded connection was screwed together
applying a specified number of preload turns, and it was further loaded by tensile force.
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2 Methods

The thread stress-strain state was modelled using method of finite elements. To this
effect, longitudinal load and rotation torque acted on the connection in question. It
allowed to consider the problem axially symmetrical. The selected numbering of the
thread turns is shown in Fig. 1. As per this numbering, turn 14 is in the basic plane of
thread (the last turn with the full profile).

When creating the model of threaded connection (Fig. 2) it was supposed that sur-
faces 1 and 2 are in contact while screwing by hand. Surfaces 3 have a clearance defined
by the production tolerance, and a clearance between surfaces 4 is within 0.03 mm. The
model also considered potential reciprocal movement of the threaded connection contact
surfaces. The value of the respective friction coefficient is taken as 0.08.

The value of tensile load was specified to be 1345 kN that corresponds to reaching
80% of the yield stress for the selected type of pipes (rт = 379 MPa). The first stage of
work involved a study of loading the threaded connection after its manual screwing.
Although this alternate assembly is unacceptable, it is used to be compared with the
other options of assembly. In the course of modelling the threaded connection operation,
while applying tensile force it was identified that deformations, which appear, create
substantial clearances between pipe and coupling (see Fig. 3). As a result, leak-tight
integrity of the connection decreased, although its bearing capacity remained the same.

Fig. 1. Numbering of turns of the reviewed thread. Source: Authors

turn 1 turn 14 turn 21

Fig. 2. State of turns after manual screwing. Source: Authors
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3 Results and Discussion

The results of calculations, made using the method of finite elements, are shown in
Fig. 4. Examination of data in Fig. 4 shows that distribution of load across turns of the
thread is very uneven, and this unevenness depends on the value of preload while
screwing pipes. The most uniform distribution of load can be seen when screwing by
hand, when most turns absorb 3–6% of the total tensile load. 1st (the most loaded one),
18th, and 19th turns are an exception. When the value of preload increases, redistri-
bution of load across the thread turns occurs [9–12], and load on turns numbered 12
and more increases, and load on turns numbered 10 and less decreases. An axial force
absorbed by turn 11 remains constant, irrespective of the value of preload.

turn 1 turn 14 turn 21

Fig. 3. Strained state of turns after manual screwing and applying tensile load (scale of
movements increased by 30 times). Source: Authors
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The key point here is that when the value of preload increases, turns located at the
end of casing (turns with small numbers) cease to absorb axial load. Thus, for example,
with 2 turns preload value turns 2–8 do not work in tension, and with 3 turns preload
turns 1–9 do not work. As noted above, axial force shall be absorbed by turns with high
numbers, and turns 17–21 with incomplete profile absorb the most part of load. Turn 22
remains practically unloaded in all cases.

The above phenomenon occurs due to the following. When axial preload is created,
radial sidewise preload appears. It amounts to 1/32 of the axial one. Here, a pipe nipple
is compressed radially and lengthened axially. A coupling, conversely, elongates
radially and shortens axially. Furthermore, since thickness of the pipe body is less as
compared to thickness of the coupling body, the connection nipple has greater radial
compression deformation.

Therefore, a clearance on bearing surface No. 2 is created even when preload is 1
turn, within the 1st turn a clearance is created on bearing surface No. 2, and a contact is
formed on back surface No. 4 (see Fig. 5).

When preload is 3 turns, a significant axial force loading the remaining turns (see
Fig. 4) appears on surface No. 4 of the first turn.

Thus, it can be noted that the value of preload affects distribution of axial load
across the turns. Analyzing the results of modelling showed that the pipe nipple stress
state also changes depending on the value of preload. Stresses distributed across the
length of pipe nipple (starting from the pipe end), computed according to the
maximum-strain-energy theory (by von Mises), are shown in Fig. 6.

Surface No. 4 contact

Clearance of surface No. 2

Fig. 5. Axial deformation of pipe nipple and coupling, when preload is 1 turn, which created a
clearance on bearing surface of the 1st turn (this is a full-scale picture of movements). Source:
Authors
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The value of yield stress for this strength group is 379 MPa. The data presented in
Fig. 5 show that, when there is a 1 turn manual preload, the material of nipple is in the
elastic range of stress. When there are two and more turns, the material goes into plastic
strain range that is usually considered inadmissible.

Domestic and foreign specialists were dealing with the research of that kind. They
proved that strength and leaktight integrity of the connections of this kind is specified
not by the number of turns in the threaded connection, but by the value of tensile
forces. Similar conclusions were made in work [13], where it is proposed to ensure that
the load on threaded connection is evenly distributed to improve operability of aerial
vehicles’ units. Therefore, the methodology, suggested in the work, may be used when
choosing the values of the threaded connection preload or when geometry of thread
changes.

4 Conclusion

Distribution of axial tensile load across the thread turns considerably depends on the
value of preload in the threaded connection. Stress state of the threaded connection
nipple also changes according to the value of preload. The value of the threaded
connection preload should be chosen taking into account the above factors. A principal
method for improving uniformity of absorbing tensile load by the thread turns is to
create a connection with various values of nipple and coupling thread pitch.
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Abstract. For high-rise buildings over 120 floors, it is proposed to use a new
type of Buildings of Complex Macrostructure (BCM). The concept of a complex
macrostructure is proposed by prof. V.I. Pletnev. The building of a complex
macrostructure is a building consisting of two or more buildings united by lintels
or connections. The building of a complex macrostructure differs high rigidity,
since it is organized like a spatial truss structure. With low-frequency seismic
shocks, the building becomes more vulnerable to large inertial internal forces
arising in the rigid structure of the BCM. Eliminate this contradiction is pro-
posed by introducing into the bonding elements between the towers of elastic-
plastic bonds (EPD) which due to the correct selection of stiffness and the
actuation force, go into the plastic phase of operation and turn off. Calculations
show that such EPD can reduce horizontal acceleration by 30%.

Keywords: Seismic loads � Transport infrastructure � Complex macrostructure

1 Introduction

With an increase in the number of storeys of high-rise buildings of up to 120 floors or
more, the one-volume layout exhausts its possibilities due to the cumbersome plan and
insufficient rigidity. If the point building is capable of being rigid with the ratio of the
height to the width of the smallest side in the plan equal to 7–8, then in this proportion
the building is not able to grow indefinitely due to a number of limiting factors:

1. Dimensions of temperature blocks (60–70 m)
2. Depth of the shell by insolation (14 (60) m in Russia (USA))
3. Large costs for foundations for the lack of rolls and uneven sediment facades more

than 60 m.

From the point of view of economic and constructive expediency, each of the tradi-
tional building schemes has both its own height range and the range of optimum
number of storeys. Below are the boundaries of the optimal applicability of some
traditional design schemes depending on the number of storeys (Table 1).

From the point of view of mechanics, an analogy can be made between a point
building and a cantilevered composite shaft. With a certain outreach of the console, its
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solid cross section becomes impractical; the material in the neutral zones becomes
ballast. The output is a truss console with a light grate, where the forces are perceived
discretely. A similar output is possible in cases of macrostructural changes in the
building. At the same time, a highly developed tower can be turned into a 2, 3-point
building of a complex macrostructure united by a system of jumpers, diaphragms or
links (hereinafter abbreviated to BCM). The building of a complex macrostructure is a
building consisting of two or more buildings, or towers, connected by lintels or
connections.

Work stiffness links BCM. As the calculations show [5], the greatest spatial effect
of the work is due to the stiffness, which differs from the rigidity of individual bodies
by more than an order of magnitude.

The stiffness ties between the bodies of the BCM can be regular in height. They can
be hinged crossed or rigidly clamped and connected with the core of rigidity. This type
of stiffeners creates the maximum effect of the compatibility of the bodies on bending
not only in the plane, but also from the plane of the bonding. When working on
horizontal loads, the system can be divided into three generalized cases according to
the proportion of stiffnesses:

1. The stiffness of the links between the blocks is negligible-small - the systems
coexist autonomously (example - Petronas Tower).

2. The rigidity of the connections is great, the systems work together, the neighboring
building influences the forces and forms of the oscillations of this one.

3. The stiffness of the connections is comparable to the rigidities of the cases, the work
of the BCM as a whole. (TVCC in Peking for example) TV-Center Peking).

Table 1. Applicability of some structural schemes depending on the number of storeys

Number of 
storeys

building,
quantity
Floors

Height build-
ing, m Frame system Wall system

Frame bond
system with

hardness
kernel

Frame bond
system with

hardness
kernel &bond

stifness

Tube Tube In Tube

10 30
20 60
30 100
40 150
50 200
60 240
70 280
80 320
90 360
100 400
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The degree of compatibility of the work of two or more buildings as a whole
depends on the configuration and stiffness of the connections with respect to free-
standing buildings. Therefore, in terms of the degree of participation of bonds in the
overall static and dynamic operation of the structure, several cases can be
distinguished:

1. Links are fragmentary in height. Their rigidity has an articulated connection with
the towers. The influence of these links on the compatibility of the work of the
blocks is minimal.

2. The connections are regular in height, they have a hinged-mobile connection with
the towers - they create the effect of joint operation of the blocks due to the work of
connections as spacers to horizontal loads. The shear stiffnesses of the blocks are
summarized.

3. Connections are fragmentary in height, but rigidly clamped and connected with a
hard core or mega-strings, which creates a frame effect of the work.

2 Application of the EPD

At the same time, greater horizontal rigidity makes the BCM vulnerable to seismic
influences. The building for optimal work on seismic must be low-frequency, i.e. own
frequencies should be in the range of up to 0.5 Hz, and the period is more than 2 s. For
buildings, it is important to simultaneously meet the sanitary and hygienic requirements
for maximum horizontal acceleration (a = 0.1 m/s) and displacement (1/500 h).
However, work on the wind load requires reverse, so the elastic-plastic bonds (here-
inafter referred to as “EPD”) allow creating a hybrid structure, equally well working
both for wind and seismic. This contradiction can be resolved by using elastic-plastic
bonds in the structure of the BCM. The actuation force of these elements should be
greater than the forces arising from wind loads, and less than the forces from seismic
action. In addition to the known types of elastic-plastic bonds, bonds can be used in the
form of perforated steel strips used in the form of braces of the BCM of a farm species.

EPD fully retains all the positive properties of directional plastic dampers: stability
of characteristics when external conditions change (temperature, humidity, etc.), long-
term maintenance-free operation; simplicity and low cost of manufacture; reliability at
operation. All these qualities are confirmed by the experience of using 3D EPD [3].

EPD went through a full cycle of design and development: design, development of
mathematical models and software, calculations, manufacturing and experimental
verification (Fig. 1).
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3 Calculation Program

At the center of this study, the work of the ZSM with the EPD on wind and seismic
loads. The calculation was carried out in the software complex Ing +, developed in
Moscow, Russia, in conjunction with Professor Rutman, which helped developers to
block the module based on the method of all-fluidity [3, 4, 7], which allows you to take
into account the EPD with a non-linear elastic characteristic and assign the stiffness of
the EPD and the actuation force. In addition, when applied to the BCM elastic-plastic
bonds, it is a question of physical nonlinearity, i.e. change in the elastic properties of
the material along the course of the processes occurring in the material of the structure
under the action and vibrations. The algorithm implemented to date on a computer does
not allow us to calculate the effect of elastic-plastic bonds upon their operation on the
shape of the structure’s oscillations. This is a very difficult task. The algorithm of
elastic-plastic bonds is realized so far only for the connections between the base and the
structure. However, for BCM not only such seismic protection is applicable, but also
the introduction of the EPD between separate buildings. Given this lack of software, in
this study had to resort to a number of simplified calculation schemes.

Fig. 1. Construction of plastic dampers Prof. Rutman [3]: a - with ribbon-kegelnymi elements,
b, c, d - with curvilinear-rod elements
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The first attempt to apply elastic-plastic bonds in the design of the BCM imposes
certain limitations on the methods of numerical studies of their work in the design of
the BCM. Topical methods of calculation for seismic loads are the Spectral method of
SP and the method of calculation by accelerograms. The spectral method is widely
accepted in computational construction practice, however it extends only to systems
with pre-predictable first forms, and therefore allows to register the parameters of the
system only with respect to these modes of oscillation. The method of calculating
accelerograms by means of a computer allows us to more finely combine the charac-
teristics of the system by more eigenvalues of frequencies and shapes with the
accelerogram of a particular earthquake, which makes this method suitable for eluci-
dating the contribution of the work of physically-nonlinear elements to system accel-
erations in various modes of vibration.

4 Mathematical Model of the EPD

For calculations at the initial stage of 3D EPD design, the bilinear approximation of the
force-displacement force diagram is usually used, with the linear-elastic discharge
condition (Gerstner’s law) being observed.

The force of the 3D EPD triggering along the selected direction - Pt can be
determined on the assumption that the 3D EPD is a rigid-plastic structure and Pt is the
ultimate force. The solution of the rigid-plastic problem in this case is supposed to be
found by the pseudo-rigidity method. In this method, the rigid-plastic system is
replaced by an equivalent (with respect to the distribution of internal forces) elastic
system with specially constructed rigidity (pseudo-rigidities). To find the pseudo-
rigidities and the maximum load, an iterative algorithm is developed. This algorithm is
implemented in the PC “Stark” and “MicroFe” - the “limit analysis” option.

To more accurately solve the problem of the dynamics of objects located on 3D
EPD, the use of detailed 3D EPD models is required. These models should take into
account the incremental nature of the laws of plastic loading and the geometric non-
linearity of the deformation process of 3D EPD. Analysis of 3D EPD deformation
processes using accurate models shows that for the design calculations, it is sufficient to
assume that the power characteristics of the 3D EPD are mutually independent in
different directions (that is, we can assume that the power characteristics of the 3D EPD
are functions of one coordinate). A significantly more important task of the calculation
is the need to take into account the influence of the nonlinearity factor of the 3D PSD
characteristics on the parameters of elastic oscillations of a building standing on such
supports. In other words, the linearization of the power characteristics of the 3D EPD is
inadmissible.

To take into account the nonlinearity factor, Professor Rutman developed a gen-
eralized method of principal coordinates, implemented in the calculation software
complexes “Stark” and “Ing +”.
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4.1 The Calculation Scheme

As a study, the calculation is considered of a two-tower BCM with a height of 160 m,
40 floors. The dimensions of the towers are 16 � 54 m, the distance between the
towers is 24 m. In the design model 2, the BCM hulls are connected by a 6-cross link
system with horizontal spacers. The estimated grossness of the district is 6 points.
Calculation by the spectral theory gives a trigger force in the first level of 4000 KH.
The cross section of each of the metal bonds is 200 cm2.

To consider the effect of the work of elastic-plastic bonds, we shall calculate the
effect of the work of the bond lattice as external bonds. To do this, we use the
symmetry property of the system. In the skew-symmetric seismic horizontal action, the
symmetric components are equal to zero, the effect of the work of the 6 belts of the
cross bonds is replaced by the 6-moment couplings of equivalent stiffness along the
axis of their symmetry. By simple transformations, we obtain that the rigidity of the
moment coupling Rz with the slope of 45° is equal to

Rz ¼ 8E F; ð1Þ

F ¼ Ncp=Ry; ð2Þ

where Ncp is the effort of the tripping of the brace, namely, such an effort in each
particular diagonal, at which it passes into the plastic stage of its work, Ry – the yield
strength of steel.

Then the moment of operation of the equivalent torque coupling is

Mcp ¼ 8Ncp ð3Þ

Similarly, we can find the remaining equivalent rigidity of the moment constraints
(Table 2).

As is known, cross stiffeners and a regular bond lattice gives the building a high
rigidity under wind action, and, as a consequence, increases its own frequencies and
inertial forces during seismic action. As a more vivid manifestation, the behavior of a

Table 2. Stiffness and operating forces

Elements Forces Strength Cross-sectional
area

Modulus
of elasticity

Stiffness Stiffness Operating
force

Unit kN/m2 cm2 kN/m2 EA Rz = 8EA kN*m

Spacer 2355 240000 0,0098 206000000 2021375 16171000 18840
Diagonal
coupling

13000 240000 0,0542 206000000 11158333

Spacer 586 240000 0,0024 206000000 502983 4023867 4688

Diagonal
coupling

15500 240000 0,0646 206000000 13304167

Spacer 350 240000 0,0015 206000000 300417 2403333 2800
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building with parameters similar to the previous ones with a connected triangular lattice,
as a single cross stiffener, and a regular lattice in height is considered. As a design
scheme, one tower is adopted, where in the places of attachment of diagonal stiffenings,
boundary conditions are imbedded that simulate rigidities with variable rigidity. The
horizontal spacer, typical for a triangular lattice, expressed in the calculation scheme by
a horizontal superimposed stiffening connection, is excluded from the design scheme,
because is a symmetric factor in the skew-symmetric action. Buildings complex
macrostructure can improve the functional quality and improve the fire safety of high-
rise buildings. But the main thing is that the comfort of high-rise buildings improves due
to the decrease in the acceleration of wind oscillations. When calculating the BCM, as
well as any high-rise buildings, the calculation of the static and dynamic load on the
wind and the calculation of the seismic effect are decisive. The primary preparatory
calculation of such buildings is the modal analysis of natural frequencies and forms of
construction, as the basis for any dynamic calculation. With an approximate calculation,
it is possible to use the method of successive loading and consideration of the problem
with examples of simple static circuits (trusses, frames). A separate calculation is
possible for horizontal (wind) and vertical loads as well as the use of symmetry.

4.2 Calculation of Wind Load

The structure of BCM as a subtype of high-rise buildings is largely dictated by high
demands of rigidity and instability. Required requirements for the calculation of the
average and pulsation wind load is the maximum deflection of the building’s milestone
equal to H/500–H/1000 and also the sanitary requirement of the acceleration limit equal
to 0.1 ms2. However, varying the stiffness of the BCS bonds and the formation of the
cross lattice makes it possible to guarantee this rigidity. The reverse side of the high
rigidity of the BCM is from vulnerability to seismic action.

4.3 Calculation of Seismic Loads

When calculating buildings of a complex macrostructure, we are dealing with a system
whose oscillations are not characterized by the first forms, since this system is most
often not brought to the cantilever rod. The building of a complex macrostructure
consisting of two or more towers, united by different connections, has a very complex
history of oscillations depending on the perturbation, which limits the application of the
spectral method of SP (Russian Norm).

Consider the practical task of using EPD in a high-rise building of a complex
macrostructure (BCM) to reduce seismic inertial forces by the example of introducing a
linear EPD into the cross connection between the hulls of a two-point BCM with a
height of 160 m.

In the 2006 version of the “MicroFE” software package, seismic calculation of
structures using accelerograms is implemented, provided that the elastic-plastic bonds
(EPD) are external. Therefore, taking into account the oblique symmetry of the
problem, we turn to the consideration of a separate tower, where the bond cross lattice
is replaced by external moment bonds, applied in the middle of the height of the panels
(Fig. 3).
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At the lateral jolt, the compressed connections of great flexibility are turned off, and
the system actually operates as a truss with a one-sided ascending grid. This makes it
possible to take into account the rigidity of only stretched braces.

When the communication is working, a panel shift occurs at an angle / (Fig. 5),
then the absolute longitudinal elongation or shortening of the braces is equal to

e ¼ D � cos a ð4Þ

where e is the absolute longitudinal elongation or shortening of the braces,
D is the magnitude of the absolute horizontal shift of the panel, a is the angle of

inclination of the brace.
Axial relative deformation of the brace:

e ¼ e
L
¼ u � h � cos a

h= cos a
¼ u � cos2 a ð5Þ

where e is the absolute longitudinal elongation or shortening of the braces, L is the
absolute length of the diagonal coupling, a is the angle of inclination of the brace,

h is the height of the bond panel, u is the angle of shear of the panel.
The force in the panel brace is:

Np ¼ e � E � FP ¼ E � FP � u � cos2 a ð6Þ

-150

-100

-50

0

50

100

150

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Fig. 2. Accelerogram of the earthquake “Holister” (USA) from 9.03.1949, making G-21,
indicating the intensive section. Step of digitization 0,01 s/s2
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Then for a unit angle u:

Np ¼ E � Fp � cos2 a ð7Þ

A pair of forces gives a reactive moment on the shoulder h, then if the force in the belts:

Npr ¼ Np � cos a ð8Þ

The overall stiffness of the equivalent torque Ru regard to both the tower is:

Ru ¼ E � Fp � cos3 a � h ð9Þ

However, taking into account the symmetry, the moment of operation of the equivalent
torque link Msp for one building is:

Fig. 3. A building: a - with a bridge; b - with connections
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Mcp ¼ E � Fp � cos3 a � h
2

¼ Ncp � h � cos a
2

ð10Þ

For half of the building under consideration h = 24 m and the angle a = 45 the time
response equivalent torque bracing is:

Mcp ¼ 8 � Ncp ð11Þ

By simple transformations we obtain that the total rigidity of the torque bracing Rz at
an inclination of 45° connections and a height of 24 m panels for the two buildings is:

Rz ¼ 8 � E � F ð12Þ

where E is the modulus of elasticity of steel, and F is the cross-sectional area of the
diagonal stiffness bond.

In this case, the cross-sectional area is equal to the condition of the elastic stage of
steel operation:

F ¼ Ncp

Ry
ð13Þ

where Ncp is the bias trigger force, that is, such force in each particular diagonal
stiffness connection at which it passes into the plastic stage of its work, Ry is the yield
strength of the steel.

Similarly, we can find the remaining equivalent rigidity of the moment constraints.

5 Results

In the framework of the BCM study, calculations were made for wind and seismic
loads from the 6-point earthquake according to Holister’s accelerogram (Fig. 2), a
spatial model of a 40-storey building with a height of 160 m.

Two calculations have been made: a building with a double cross stiffness con-
nection at the level of 2/3 of the height of the building (Fig. 3a) and a building with a
tie grating, regular along the entire height of the building (Fig. 3b). The first scheme,
when varying the rigidity of the EPD, showed the acceleration reduction zone to the
values of a separately standing building, with a certain selection of the stiffness values
and the force of switching on the EPD.

The selection of the stiffnesses showed the possibility of switching off the con-
nections and the operation of the EPD as plastic at 500 kN • m (see Table 3). In this
case, it is possible to reduce the acceleration from 0.41 m/s2 to 0.27 m/s2, equal to the
acceleration of a single free tower.

The analysis showed that the double cross link established in the zone of 2/3 of the
height of the building, with varying rigidity, showed the zone of reduction of accel-
erations to the values of a separately standing building with a certain choice of the
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stiffness and effort of inclusion of the EPD (see Table 3). The calculation showed that
for a double cross bridge, and the rigidity is 4 times lower than the effort expected from
the calculation of the transition from a double settlement scheme to a single building
with instantaneous connections.

In the second scheme, the selection of the actuation and rigidity forces from the
calculation by the spectral theory showed variable forces that decrease in a manner
analogous to the values of the transverse forces in the composite rod.

The selection of the stiffnesses showed the possibility of deactivating the con-
nections and the operation of the EPD as plastic at the actuation forces of 100–600 kN •
m (see Table 4). In this case, it is possible to reduce the acceleration from 0.61 m/s2 to
0.48 m/s2, equal to the acceleration of the freestanding building (Fig. 4).

Table 3. Acceleration, speed and movement of 2-Tower-BCM with 2 EPD

Acceleration, speed and movement with 2 EPD

Parameter of system/Type
of building

1 tower 2 towers
+ EPD

2 towers
+ EPD

2 towers
+ EPD

Stiffness � 106, Operating
force. � 102, kN

– 20,20 10.10 5.5

Acceleration a, m/s2 0.27 0.41 0.33 0.27
Speed v, m/s 0.32 0.22 0.28 0.32
Movement f, m 0.25 0.12 0.21 0.25

0
0.05

0.1
0.15

0.2
0.25

0.3
0.35

0.4
0.45

1 2 3 4

Acceleration
A.m/c2

Speed V.m/с

Movement f,  m

Fig. 4. Diagram of the dependence of acceleration, speed and movement from the rigidity of the
EPD and the operating force
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Calculations showed that the superposition of elastic-plastic bonds can reduce the
acceleration by 30%, bringing it to a complete shutdown of the bonds to the values of a
separately-standing building.

This study confirms that the imposition of elastic-plastic bonds can have a positive
effect, but their application is only permissible when searching through various options
for the relationship between the rigidity of the building and the connections based on a
numerical calculation on the PC.

Regular links with the EPD did not show a positive effect, because when vibrations
occur as a result of seismic activity, a number of connections involved in the entire
height in the grid do not produce simultaneous shutdown of the simultaneous but act as
alternately switched off, which at this stage of the research does not lead to a significant
positive effect of the application of the EPD and a reduction in accelerations of more
than 5–10%.

Table 4. Acceleration, speed and movement of 2-Tower-BCM with 5 EPD

Acceleration, speed and movement with 5 EPD
Parameter of system/Type
of building

Tower 2 towers
EPD

2 towers
EPD

2 towers
EPD

2 towers
EPD

Stiffness � 106, Operating
Force. � 102, kN

– 2–12�107 1–6�107 3–6�106 1–18�106

Acceleration a, m/s2 0,48 0.61 0.61 0.52 0.48
Speed v, m/s 0,27 0.21 0.17 0.32 0.27
Movement f, m 0,22 0.14 0.15 0.24 0.22

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

1 2 3 4 5

Stiffness.х10^6,
Operating
Force.х10^2, KH
Acceleration
a.m/c2

Speed v.m/с

Movement f,  m

Fig. 5. Diagram of the dependence of acceleration, speed and movement from the rigidity of the
EPD and the operating force
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Recommendations for the rational design of BCMWhen building a building, give it
as much as possible equal to the moments of inertia relative to the two mutually
perpendicular axes of the BCM. With a strong difference, they are affected by torsional
vibration. When assigning the section of the hulls and the distances between them, it is
recommended to place individual bodies not more than 1–1.5 of the body diameter,
other arrangement makes the jumper too flexible and the system is malleable [12].

With the prevailing wind effect, it is desirable to place the stiffeners in regular
intervals in height. With the prevailing seismic action, it is recommended to use a
single jumper with a moment of inertia of at least 20% of the moment of inertia of a
separate hull, to create a minimum rigidity to guarantee deflection from the wind
pulsating component of the wind load and then to investigate the building for seismic.
If the jumper is insufficiently compliant, it is possible to use the EPD design Rutman by
special calculation.

6 Conclusions

These results, of course, are still a scientific hypothesis and should be tested by a single
calculating engineer before they can be accepted as a proven theory. During the
confirmation of defense of the thesis in Moscow, one of the members of the Com-
mission from CNIISK confirmed that such calculations were made for high-rise
buildings in Moscow. Can this oscillation damping scheme compete with the vibration
protection of buildings based on hydraulic cushions in the pillars of foundations [9]?
Can it compete with pendulum dampers? Most likely yes, since the pendulum dampers
are more high-frequency and are designed for wind loads, besides bulky.

These technologies have long been tested by projects and time. However, the
theory of pseudo-rigidities and the suggestion of the designs of the EPD for the
scientist, engineer, professor Rutman opens new possibilities for vibration protection of
buildings and allows developing this method of damping accelerations and reducing
inertial forces from vibro-taps, as promising.
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